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.r,er than ever before!
flash because your compiling horsepower is better
than 27,000 lines aminute.* And 4.0 also includes
an automatic project Make.

4.0's cursor
automatically lands
on any trouble spot

4.0 uses logical
units for separate
compilation
Pascal 4.0 lets you
break up the code gang into
"units," or " chunks." These
logical modules can be
worked with swiftly and
separately—so that an
error in one module is
seeable and fixable, and
you're not sent through all
your code to find one error.
Compiling and linking these
separate units happens in a

4.0's interactive error
detection and location
means that the cursor
automatically lands where
the error is. While you're
compiling or running a
program, you get an error
message at the top of your
screen and the cursor flags
the error's location for you.

4.0 gives you an
integrated programming environment

automatically saved and
shown in the output
window. You can Scroll,
Pan, or Page through all
your output and know
where everything is all the
time. Given 4.0's integration, you can edit, compile,
find and correct errors—all
from inside the integrated
development environment.

You'll never lose your
mind, because 4.0
never loses your place
Whenever you re-load 4.0,
it remembers what you and
it were doing before you
left. It puts you right back
in the editor with the same
file and in the same place
as you were working last.
'Run on an 8MHz IBM AT

4.0's integrated environment includes pull-down
menus and abuilt-in editor.
Your program output is

"If within 60 days at purchase tus product does not perform in
accordance with our claims, call our customer service department, and
we will arrange arelund
All Borland products are trademarks or registered trademarks of Borland International, Inc Other brand and product names are trademarks
or registered trademarks 01 their respective holders
Copyright ID 1987 Borland International, Inc
BI 1159
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Please check box (es)

Sugg. Retail

Upgrade Price

Serial No.

CI Turbo Pascal 4.0 Compiler
$ 99.95 $ 39.95
• Turbo Pascal 4.0 Developer's Library
395.00
150.00
(Includes limbo Pascal llitor and all Ibolboxes; must be ordered with Compiler)
• Turbo Pascal Tutor
69.95
19.95
29.95
• Turbo Pascal Database lbolbox
99.95
D Turbo Pascal Graphix lbolbox
99.95
29.95
▪ Turbo Pascal Editor lbolbox
99.95
29.95
• Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox
99.95
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CI Turbo Pascal Gameworks
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$
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MsDos

record
case
Integer of
0: ( AX, BX, CX, DX, BP, SI, DI, DS, ES, F I
1
CAL, AM, BL, BM, CL, CH, DL, DH
Byt )
end;

and

untyped-file

record

1

-ocord
Handle: Word;
Mode: word:
ReeSize:
Word:
Private:
arrayt1...26
otrivtec;
UserData:
array[1..161
cf
"1\
of Char;
-

Program in the
fast lane with
Borland's new
Turbo Pascal 4.0.

The fast lane is fasi

0

structure. It's powerful,
coherent, easy to learn
and use—and with Unto
Pascal 4.0—faster than
ever before.

ur new limbo
Pascal® 4.0 is so
fast, it's almost
reckless. How fast?
Better than 27,000 lines
of code per minute. That's
much faster than 3.0 or
any other Pascal compiler
and the reason why you
need 4.0 today.

Ilirbo Pascal:
Technical excellence
Commitment to technical excellence and

Pascal. The fastest
and the best.

COMPILE

If you're just now
learning acomputer language, learn Pascal. If
you're already programming in Pascal, you're
programming with a
winner because Pascal is
the worldwide language
of choice. Pascal is the
most popular language
in university computer
science classes and with
computer enthusiasts
who appreciate Pascal's
modern programming
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superiority also means
commitment to detail,
however painstaking, and
that takes time. 4.0's pre-

i

t
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decessor, hrbo Pascal
3.0 is the worldwide
standard, and with hrbo
Pascal 4.0, we've bettered that standard. 4.0 is
clearly the world's fastest
development tool for the
IBM® PS/2 series, PC's
and compatibles—and the
world's favorite Pascal
compiler.

4.0 breaks the
code barrier
No more swapping
code in and out to beat
the 64K code barrier.
Designed for large programs, limbo Pascal 4.0
lets you use every byte of
memory in your computer. You paid for all that
memory, now you can use
it freely.
For the IBM PS/2 and the IBM and
Compaq families of personal computers
and all 100% compatibles.

iwant to upgrade to Turbo Pascal 4.0
and the 4.0 Toolboxes

Registered owners have been notified by mail. If you are aregistered Unto Pascal user and
have not been notified of Version 4.0 by mail, please call us at (
800)543-7543. '
lb upgrade if
you have not registered your product, just send the original registration form from your manual
and payment with this completed coupon to:
Pascal 4.0 Upgrade Dept.
Borland International
4585 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

Name
Ship Address
City
Zip

State
lblephone ( )

This offer is limited to one upgrade per valid registered product It is good until November 30, 1987 Not good with any other offer from Borland Please allow 4to 6
weeks for delivery of Toolboxes.
Outside U.S. make payments by bank draft payable in U.S dollars drawn on aUS bank CODs and purchase orders will not be accepted by Borland

Now's the time
for afast decision:
Upgrade now to 4.0!
Compatibility with
Turbo Pascal 3.0
We've created 4.0 to
be highly compatible with
version 3.0 and included a
conversion program and
compatibility units to help
you convert all your 3.0
programs to 4.0.

Highlights of
Borland's new
Turbo Pascal 4.0
•Compiles 27,000 lines
per minute
•Supports > 64K programs
•Uses units for separate
compilation
•Integrated development
environment

•Interactive error
detection/location
•Includes acommand line
version of the compiler

4.0 also

•Saves output screen in a
window
•Supports 25, 43 and 50
lines per screen
•Generates MAP files for
debugging
•Has graph units including
CGA, EGA, VGA, MCGA,
3270 PC, AT & T6300 &
Hercules support
•Supports extended data
types ( including word, long
integers)
•Does smart linking
•Comes with afree revised
MicroCalc spreadsheet
source code
4.0 is all yours for only $99.95

Sieve (25 iterations)
Turbo Pascal 4.0

Turbo Pascal 3.0

Size of Executable File

2224 bytes

11682 bytes

Execution speed

9.3 seconds

9.7 seconds

Sieve of Eralosthenes, run on an BMHz IBM AT
Since the source file above is too small to indicate adifference in compilation speed we compiled our GOMM program from Turbo Gameworks to give
you atrue sense ot how much taster 40 really IV

Compilation of GO.PAS ( 1006 lines)

Compilation speed
Lines per minute
GO PAS compiled on an 8MHz IBM AT
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Turbo Pascal 4.0

Turbo Pascal 3.0

2.2 seconds

3.6 seconds

27,436

16,750
60-Day Money-Back Guarantee**

For the dealer nearest
you or to order call

(800) 543-7543.
Circle 44 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 45)
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smARTKORK® Kee
Getting Smarter
Smarter Artwork

New smARTWORK Features

Three years ago, Wintek engineers created smARTWORK to
reduce the time and tedium of
laying out their own printed-circuit
boards. Thousands of engineers
have since discovered the ease of
use and sophistication that makes
smARIVVORK the most popular
PCB CAD software available. And
thanks to them, smARTWORK keeps
getting better.

USilkscreen layer for component
placement and identification
Text capabilities for all three
layers
• Selectable trace widths and
pad shapes and sizes
ID User- definable library
• Ground planes created with a
single command
• Solder- mask and padmaster
plots generated automatically
Ll Quick printer 2X checkplots

Camera-ready
2X artwork from an HI or HP pen plotter

D Additional drivers for printers
and plotters

The Smart Buy. Guaranteed.

D Optional drill-tape and
Gerber photoplotter utilities
D AutoCAEY . DXF file output
El Completely updated
manual
U 800 number for free
technical assistance

O IBM PC, PC XT, or PC AT with 384K
RAM, and DOS V2.0 or later
D IBM Color/Graphics Adapter with
RGB color or B&W monitor
0 IBM Graphics Printer or Epson
FX/MX/RX-series printer, and/or

2" by 4" section of a 10" by 16" double
sided board with silkscreen layer

England, Phone 04862 ,71001. telex

Circle 317 on Reader Service Card

859502

D Houston Instrument DMP-40, 41, 42,
51, 52, or Hewlett-Packard 7470,
7475, 7550, 7580, 7585, 7586 pen
plotter
E Optional Microsoft Mouse

Wintek Corporation
1801 South St.
Lafayette, IN 47904
Telephone: (800) 742-6809
In Indiana: ( 317) 742-8428
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD

Using an Epson or IBM dot-matrix
printer, you can create 2X artwork and
1X or 2X checkplots in a fraction of the
time hand-taping requires
Europe RNA Terminals Ltd
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EDITORIAL

The " B" Word
If you want to make aBYTE editor cringe
these days, mention the " B" word:
benchmarks. We're in the midst of a
major overhaul of our current standard
benchmarks, and it's proving to be an
enormous task.
BYTE has more experience in benchmarking personal computers than just
about anyone: More than 10 years ago, in
our third issue, we proposed some preliminary benchmarks for testing the relative merits of machines like the 8008based Scelbi-8B and the 6800-based
Altair 680. (Yes, the Intel and Motorola
partisans had already broken into armed
camps.)
Of course, by today's standards, those
early metrics were neither sophisticated
nor comprehensive. But, even then,
BYTE's broad coverage was such that
you could make comparisons both within
and across brands and within and across
chip families. From day one, we've compared machines that are similar and machines that use wholly different CPUs
and widely differing architectures, and
we've also compared the software that
runs on those machines.
When you think about it, the only way
comparisons really make sense—and the
only way they live up to their promise— K
if they avoid tunnel vision. It's never
enough simply to know how hardware
and software products stack up for asingle chip family, or worse, for a single
brand. With incomplete or one-sided information, how can you possibly make
informed decisions about which products
are best for the task at hand? (By way of
analogy, imagine trying to decide what's
the " best" vehicle for your family by
checking the specs on just one product
line from, say, Ford.)
In time, our first informal metrics
evolved into a formal suite of benchmarks. They served well for anumber of
years. Some, in fact (like the prime-number Sieve of Eratosthenes), have gone on
to become virtual industry standards. But
with the proliferation of 32-bit hardware
and software, the old standards come up
short.
How do you fairly and accurately run
benchmarks in a multitasking environment? How can you ensure that aclever
compiler doesn't optimize your highlevel-language benchmark into meaning6
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lessness? For that matter, how do you
work around the fact that very new hardware may not have any software designed
to take advantage of the new features? Or,
if you're working at the chip level, how
can you ensure that atiming test of, say,
register moves has any bearing on realworld applications?
"Tweaking" is another can of worms.
If you choose, you can optimize your
benchmark tests to use every available
trick to wring speed out of agiven piece
of hardware or software. But then, to be
fair, you have to similarly optimize the
*benchmark for every other product you
test. This is neither practical, nor true to
the concept of benchmarking, which is
supposed to apply the same unvarying
standard in each test.
Tweak recklessly, and you've thrown
away the ability to make direct, head-tohead comparisons. But if you don't optimize, you're omitting factors that could
be crucial to performance.
And then there's obsolescence:
There's no point in writing new benchmarks that will be instantly useless when
the 486 and 030 machines debut.
The list of potential pitfalls goes on and
on. On the whole, designing benchmarks
is about as neat, clean, and simple as
nailing jelly to atree.
Of course, there are answers to these
and the myriad other issues that arise in
benchmarking 32-bit systems, and we began exploring new benchmarks as soon as
the first 32-bit systems appeared. By
midyear, we presented early working
versions of some of our new benchmark
programs.
As of now, we've gained an enormous
amount of experience with the Macintosh
II and numerous other 68020-based products; this is also true with the PS/2 Model
80, Compaq 386, and many other 80386based machines. We've also gotten to
know several different multitasking operating systems and climbed the learning
curve of anumber of compilers for 32-bit
systems.
No less important, we've learned what
you want in benchmarks: Through an informal telephone poll of hundreds of
BYTE readers and amajor, statistically
rigorous editorial survey, we've found
that you want both low-level and highlevel tests—nitty-gritty, technically detailed benchmarks, coupled with tests

that are more general and applicationsoriented. You don't want " blind" benchmarks: You want to know exactly what
our benchmarks are, what they measure,
and where they came from.
With this information in hand, we're
developing the specifications, methodologies, and code for a new suite of
benchmarks that will let us accurately
gauge the relative performance of machines from both the Intel and Motorola
camps and the software they run. We're
focusing first on system- level tests—
CPU, FPU, memory, video/graphics
subsystems, disk and peripheral I/O, and
others.
In some cases, we'll adopt existing,
widely accepted benchmark tests; in
others, we'll work from scratch to develop original benchmarks that fill in the
gaps between the readily available Fibonacci numbers, Dhrystones, and such.
But in all cases, our new benchmarks will
retain the traditional and unique strengths
of BYTE's benchmarks: You'll be able to
use them to make comparisons across
brands and across chip families.
As the work on the new benchmarks
progresses, we're actively soliciting help
from two outside sources. We're already
working with recognized experts in the
field: You'll see some of their best work
in an upcoming In Depth section.
The other source is you. We want
BYTE's new benchmarks to serve your
changing needs—to give you the kind of
information you need to make informed
judgments about the welter of new hardware and software on both sides of the
Intel/Motorola schism.
Your comments and opinions are always welcome by mail and phone or, better yet, via the benchmarking conference
and the very active benchmarking topic
in the supermicros conference on BIX:
BIX is perhaps the best place for discussions of benchmarking because the electronic medium makes it almost ridiculously easy to share preliminary code and
to gather awide range of opinions quickly. On BIX, helped by the collective expertise of the participants, the new
benchmarks can evolve quickly and with
ahigh probability of success.
We invite your participation.
—Fred Langa
Executive Editor
(BIX name "flanga")
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Prepare to be impressed. Meet the
new line of high-performance plotters from Houston Instrument:"
HI's sleek new DMP-60 series is
designed to impress even the most
demanding CAD professional.
Discover unprecedented
flexibility— blended with ultra- fine
resolution, speed, and software
compatibility. Benefit from HI's
rigorous standards for quality, reliability, and service. All at prices
starting from $4,695.*
Watch the DMP-60 series double
as ascanner with HI's unique
SCANCADTM option. Quickly produce multicolored drawings when
you use the Multi- Pen adaptor. Plot
several originals— without tying up
your PC when you add HI's buffer
expansion board.
Select media as small as 81
/"x11"
2
or as large as 36"x48". Load either
DM/PL"" or HP- GL 758X-compatible
software. Then watch as your plotter quickly produces adrawing
polished to aprecise resolution of 5
ten-thousandths of an inch. Smile
when you see smoothly formed circles,
curves, and lettering.
Explore HI's host of support

programs including an overnight
plotter-replacement service. And
then relax, knowing that HI's new
plotters rest on 27 years of
engineering excellence.
Move up. To afine, new line. From
Houston Instrument. Begin by calling 1-800-444-3425 or 512-835-0900
or writing Houston Instrument,
8500 Cameron Road, Austin, TX
78753.
'us. suggested retad price.
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Houston Instrument, SCAN- CAD, and DM/PL are
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MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of developments
in technology and the microcomputer industry.

Experimental Speedup Card Puts Mac Plus
on the Fast Track
A prototype accelerator board for the
Macintosh Plus may enable that machine
to crunch numbers 200 times faster
than is currently possible. Different versions of the speedup board will operate
at different speeds; the fastest will be
built around a25-megahertz Motorola
68020 CPU. Other versions will execute
at slower speeds, depending on
whether a12-, 16-, or 20-MHz 68020 is
used. All versions will also include a
20-MHz 68881 coprocessor, Zylink and
Altair multiple gate array chip sets,
and five PAL chips. The card is being
developed concurrently in San Francisco and Mexico by asmall company
called Whizzard Works.
"We can clearly see aminimum performance improvement of 10 or 12 times
for normal processing with the 25-MHz
board," Whizzard Works president
Howard Waldron told Microbytes
Daily. " We are alittle in doubt of what
the upper limit should be, but I
wouldn't be surprised to see up to 200
times for straight number-crunching

Na no bytes

operations." Waldron claimed that the
12-MHz version of the board will have
aminimum performance that is 3
times greater than the standard Mac
Plus for normal processing, while the
16-MHz card will have " something in
the range of 5times for normal processing and 100 times for number
crunching."
Waldron, who wants to patent his
method of attaching the accelerator card
to the Mac's on-board CPU, said the
board incorporates ROM caching for increased speed, and all wait states have
been eliminated. Both 12- and 16-MHz
boards will have 4megabytes of 120nanosecond dynamic RAM, while 20and 25-MHz boards will have 2megabytes of 100-ns CMOS memory.
The unnamed accelerator board has
been through several critical troubleshooting stages. When we last spoke
with Waldron, he was planning to run off
eight beta boards—two for each frequency range—before offering the card
as an OEM product.

High- Speed PCs Pose Problem
for Some Low- Cost Graphics Cards
High-speed personal computers and inexpensive EGA cards don't always mix,
as some system integrators and users
are finding out. But the blame can't be
put on the EGA cards in every case,
say adapter vendors, because cheaply
engineered high-speed machines are
sometimes acontributing factor as well.
The most common manifestation of the
problem that users are experiencing is an
error condition on power-up. In these
instances, the system intermittently recognizes the ROM BIOS. The solution,
say users, is to keep resetting the machine until the card catches hold.
Sometimes, allowing the machine to
heat up for awhile helps.
The cause of the problem, according
to manufacturers contacted by Microbytes Daily, is twofold. On the one
hand, some low-grade EGA cards aren't
built with enough tolerance to handle

the higher CPU and bus speeds. On the
other hand, many clone makers are
cutting corners to achieve higher speeds
and lower costs. Consequently, bus
speeds are running greater than the 8MHz level defined by de facto PC standards—and low-tolerance adapter cards
just can't keep up. " Controlling the
bus speeds while increasing the CPU
clock speed is amore complicated
engineering task and costs more money
because additional chips are required,"
says Mir Ali of Advanced Micro Research Inc. (Redwood City, CA).
"Some of the Taiwanese and other
clones run the bus and everything else
faster, and that usually kills compatibility." Most big-brand personal computers, including IBM, Compaq, PC's
Limited, and Tandy, adhere to an 8MHz bus speed.

Real-time software engineers
need their own specialized software, Ready Systems (Palo Alto,
CA) president Aryeh Finegold
says, so the company came out
with an integrated set of design
tools for real-time embedded
software systems. With CARDtools (the CARD stands for computer-aided real-time design), an
engineer could design asystem
around, say, a68000 microprocessor, then check and verify
its performance, and then " substitute" another processor, say, an
80386, and compare the system
performance. "We can tell you
way before you commit to aline of
code what will happen in the environment," Finegold said.
CARDtools, which includes
tools for control map building,
user-interface prototyping, a
graphics editor, and aprogramdesign language editor and analyzer, works on the IBM PC AT
and compatibles. Prices start at
$10,000. . .. Doing the job right
means using the right tools.
With that in mind, James River
Corp. (Groveton, NH) has
worked up anew coated paper
specifically designed for use
with laser printers. The Laser
Ultra paper is coated on two
sides and can be used to produce
high-contrast master images for
camera-ready copy and pasteups.
In addition to being resistant to
curling, the paper's high " waxholdout" property prevents it
from absorbing rubber cement,
wax, and other art-department
adhesives.... Early indications
point to Bitstream Inc. (
Cambridge, MA), home of renowned
typographer Matthew Carter,
setting the font standard for PostScript-compatible page-description languages. Clone developers,
including Phoenix Technologies,
Control-C Software, Bauer Entercontinued
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prises, and Eicon Technology,
will provide their own character
generators, while Bitstream will
provide its Fontware Quality Enhancement Module. The module, a30K-byte program with
hooks that allow it to be integrated into PostScript interpreters,
controls typographic features. .. . At arather moribund
LaserActive ' 87, ashow spotlighting CD-ROMs, WORMs,
videodisks, and optical-storage
systems, Optical Media International (Los Gatos, CA) introduced acomplete CD-ROM publishing workstation based on an
IBM PC AT. The deskTOPIX system lets publishers go from raw
data to videotape, write-once
optical disk, or direct to aCD
mastering system, and from there
to afinished platter. The setup
includes an AT, ahard disk drive
that holds up to 8000 megabytes,
an 8000-megabyte write-once
optical disk drive, software that
lets ahard disk drive act as aCDROM for development purposes,
afile-production system that conforms files to the High Sierra
format, a2.2-gigabyte tape drive,
and CD-ROM disk drives.
Prices start at $ 12,995. . . . And
now some quips and quotes from
the Seybold seminar on desktop
publishing: " When we look back
at 1987, PostScript will be the
biggest Polish joke of the year,"
said Atex cofounder Charles Ying.
To which Apple cofounder Steve
Jobs replied, " With all due respect to you, Charles, you don't
know what you are talking
about." " PostScript has won,
but it may be the Apple II of pagedescription languages; there may
be something that follows it," said
Bill Hilliard of Phoenix Technologies. But why all this talk about
PostScript compatibility?, some
asked. " The issue isn't PostScript
compatibility," said Andy Johnson-Laird of PostScript cloner
Control-C Software. The issue,
he said, is " LaserWriter compatibility." Phoenix's Hilliard
talked about the same thing. " Our
target is to be functionally compatible with the Apple LaserWriter," he said when telling us
about Phoenix's PostScript-compatible, uh, LaserWriter-compatible interpreter.
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PC's Limited (Austin, TX) spokesperson Gary Gastineau acknowledged
that his company has noticed problems
with several low-priced EGA cards.
"Yes, we've seen that problem," he
said, " and for us, the problem is on the
[EGA] card." Gastineau said the company began noticing the power-up problem when evaluating EGA cards for its
80386 PC, amachine with switchable
8-/ 12-MHz bus speeds. According to
Gastineau, some low-cost EGA cards
that worked fine at 8-MHz bus speeds
would not work at 12 MHz. However,
he pointed out that most higher-quality
EGA cards did work at 12 MHz without
any problems. " The higher-end manufacturers have been building enough
margin into their boards to accommodate the higher bus speeds," he said.
Manufacturers stress that CPU clock
speed itself isn't really afactor. " As
long as you keep to the 8-MHz bus
speed, you can run the CPU at any speed
you want," says Ali.

For an EGA card to operate properly
at the higher speeds, it should have
120-ns or faster RAM; many " lowerquality" cards have 150-ns RAM. Additionally, the EGA ROM may not be
fast enough.
Apparently the problem is widespread enough that some adapter makers
have been getting worried calls from
OEM customers and users. A spokesperson for Video Seven (Fremont, CA)
said that because of many requests from
customers, an engineer has been assigned to investigate how much the bus
speed can be increased without interfering with the card. So far, Video Seven's have exhibited enough tolerance
for bus speeds greater than 8MHz.
For the most part, manufacturers
agree that users should be careful when
buying extremely low-priced cards, especially if there is no guarantee or any
way of testing the card. " You're not
going to know if it works unless you plug
it in," says Gastineau.

Matsushita Plans WORM, Erasable Drives
Matsushita, the large Japanese parent
company of Panasonic, plans to offer an
optical write-once, or WORM (write
once, read many), drive soon. Although
the company would not disclose details
such as pricing or availability dates, it
did say that the drive would use 514
inch disks with capacities of 200 megabytes. The write-once disk drive,
which will be branded Panasonic, will
probably be similar to the drive that
Matsushita manufactures for IBM.
Matsushita will deliver aprototype
of an erasable optical disk drive next
year, probably in the third quarter, a
company spokesperson said. It will
probably be competing with products
from Sony, Philips, and Kodak. Matsu-

shita has invested heavily in the phasechange scheme, so that's probably the
technology that will be incorporated in
the drive it brings to market. In phasechange technology, molecules of tellurium suboxide change from an amorphous noncrystalline state to a
crystalline state and back again, depending on the type of laser beam applied.
But the company is also studying other
approaches, including magneto-optical
(which Sony is using) and dye-polymer
technologies. One hurdle all the pioneers of erasable optical drives will have
to leap is the slowness of the units,
caused partially by the size of the optical
disk head, which is much bigger than a
head in atypical magnetic drive.

CAD Program Uses Al Techniques, RegularLanguage Front End
An experimental CAD program that
provides anatural-language front end for
system designers has been developed
by ateam of engineering researchers at
the University of Southern California's
School of Engineering. According to Dr.
Alice Parker, an associate professor of
electrical engineering and leader of the
project, the Advanced Design AutoMation (ADAM for short) program will
be used to create high-level integrated
circuits and complex digital systems.
The program applies artificial intelligence techniques to traditional engineer-

ing problems to aid designers in the
early phases of adesign project, from
system specification to completion of
the functional design. Up to now, these
steps have had minimal computer
support.
"Most people use anatural-language
system to simply query adatabase,"
Parker told Microbytes. "With
ADAM, we are using English to enter
information about specifications and
then building designs. We are pulling
information out of English and putting
continued
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it into ablock diagram."
As information is entered into the
program, ambiguities are detected and
returned to the user for clarification. A
database that describes the design is then
automatically created. Parker added
that " conventional CAD databases can
tell you how adigital design is constructed and how the parts are connected. But the ADAM database can
actually tell you how the design will
behave."
One module looks at the specification information and plans the steps of
the design process. It also tells the de-

signer what should be done, and in what
order. An automatic pipeline design
component enables the program "to
begin afunctional specification and ,
end up with the hardware required to accomplish that specification while staying within the user's constraints," said
Parker. "We were the first to do this,"
she said. In doing so, the program
quickly evaluates more design possibilities than the designer could evaluate
manually. Furthermore, she claimed,
the designs are more intricate and complex, since the software keeps track of
many more details than adesigner can.

The program—written mainly in C,
although some LISP and Prolog code is
used—runs under Berkeley Unix on a
Sun workstation. So far, Parker and her
associates have had success particularly with designs that involve signal
processing. Over the next year, however, Parker wants to expand the vocabulary of the system and the range of patterns it can use in sentences. She
estimated that it will be 4or 5years before afully implemented, commercially
acceptable version of the program can
be developed, but an experimental version may be available within 2years.

Telecommuting Project: Transporting Information, Not People
A pioneer test to study the effectiveness of "telecorrunuting" is scheduled to
get under way in California this month.
The 2-year California Pilot Telecommuting Project will initially involve 200
state employees, although the project's
director, David Fleming, told Microbytes that it will grow throughout the 2year span.
Instead of physically commuting to
their offices each day, employees in the
program will work from their houses
or from neighborhood offices using personal computers, telephones, and terminals. The California General Services
Division, which Fleming works for,
will provide telecommunication equipment for the neighborhood offices,
while individual state departments will

provide computers for those employees
who don't already have them at home.
For the most part, employees will still
report to the office at least once aweek
or as needed.
"Our mission is to establish the
technology as awork option in state government," Fleming said. " Our goal is
to identify the most effective methods in
terms of cost, staffing, reduced energy
consumption, traffic patterns, and air
quality."
Participating departments will include General Services, Transportation
and Highways, Franchise Tax Board,
Fish and Game, and the Energy Commission. Fleming added that the categories of participating workers cuts
across all levels, including clerical,

professional, and management jobs. He
said that the project will not focus on
any one job but will attempt to identify
those parts of ajob that don't have to
be done at amain office.
So far, most of the work has been
done in identifying those people who are
interested in telecommuting. Fleming
started by asking for volunteers. Project
personnel then worked closely with
each volunteer's supervisor to determine
whether the person and the job were
appropriate for telecorrunuting. " The
manager/employee relationship is critical," he explained. " Telecommuting is
based on mutual trust."
"What we want to be able to do,"
Fleming said, " is transport ideas and information instead of people."

Amiga Program Converts Text to Hand Signs
A program to help teach sign language
to people with hearing impairments and
to those who interact with them has
been developed by an Ohio State University researcher. SpeechSign, which is
written in C, runs on the Commodore
Amiga and makes full use of the graphics and sound capabilities of the
computer.
Key to the effectiveness of the program are aseries of images generated
from scanned photographs of aperson's hands. In each photo, the person
creates an individual "letter" of the
sign-language alphabet. Those images
are scanned and stored on disk, then
loaded into memory and displayed when
aparticular " letter" is needed.

When the program is started, two
windows appear at the top of the screen,
and acontrol panel appears in the
lower half. In one of the upper windows,
the scanned hand images appear; in the
other, the face of a " stick figure" is
displayed.
The control panel contains the primary data-entry line, where the user
types in English sentences to be converted to sign language; below that is a
line that displays the phonetic equivalent of the sentence. The control panel
also lets the user manipulate the speed
at which the hands will " spell out" the
sentence, the volume level and pitch of
the voice output, and whether the
"speaker" is male or female. Once the

English sentence is entered, voice output
"speaks" the sentence. The sign window then begins finger-spelling the sentence while the stick-figure face
"mouths" the appropriate letters.
"With this system," said Manjula
Waldron, aprofessor of engineering
graphics at OSU, " you can teach yourself sign language at your own speed."
Waldron said it wasn't until the Amiga
graphics and sound capabilities came
along that it was economically feasible
to develop aprogram like SpeechSign.
Currently, the program is not commercially available, but versions of it
have been used by speech specialists at
OSU, Stanford University, and the University of Minnesota.

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staff at BYTE is always interested in hearing about new technological and
scientific developments that might have an impact on microcomputers and the people who use them. We also want to keep track
of innovative uses of that technology. If you know of advances or projects that involve research relevant to microcomputing
and want to share that information, please contact us. Call the Microbytes staff at (603) 924-9281, send mail on BIX to Microbytes, or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
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"THE A*STAR'S CPU PERFORMANCE
IS SUBSTANTIALLY ABOVE THAT
OF THE IBM PS/2 MODEL 60.''
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For about $ 5300, you could own an IBM PS/2 Model 60. But for as l'ttle as $ H00, you
could own aWells American A*Star that can outperform it. Of course, for nearly the same
money as an A*Star, you could also own any number of Asian built no- name clones.
But then you wouldn't be getting the exclusive ownership advantages that only
the A*Star offers. Advantages like an 80286 CPU that runs the new MS OS/2 operating
system and can also run at 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and now.. . 16 MHz! And you wouldn't be
getting schematics. ( Ours are free!) Or GE/RCA on- site maintenance. Or a no questions
asked money- back guarantee. Oh, and there's one more little item you wouldn't get...
peace of mind. Wells American has been making microcomputers longer than IBM!
In fact, we've probably been making microcomputers longer than anybody!
But hey, who are we kidding? Not everyone cares about quality, reputation, support or
serviceability. That's why there are mail-order houses. And, as hard as it is to believe, not
everyone cares about money or performance. Maybe that's why there's IBM ( and
Compaq. .and all the others). But, for computer users who do care, there is. fortunately.
avendor who also cares...Wells American. And, we'd like to prove it to you. Call us with
the page number of this ad. Its worth a big discount on your next A*Star computer system.
Call today. 803/796-7800. This offer is limited.

Wells American,
lorporate Headquarters: 3243 Sunset Boulevard • West Columbia. South Carolina 29169 • 803/796-7800 • TWX 510-601-264

IBM OS/2 and PS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation

id I'm told they don't throw many

rties down in DP

So Iasked Doug to come up to ours. Doug's
the real brains behind our new 3B system. He's
the reason our computers can now talk to the
IBM in Accounting and the DEC in Manufacturing. Ifyou know anything about DR that
amounted to doing business across the Berlin
Wall. Doug had abrainstorm and suggested
AT&T Their approach is standardizing communications between different systems. Idon't have to
tell you that opened some doors around here. We
owe Doug alot.
AT&T comes throne",

•

The AT&T 3B Computers
AT&T now offers afull line of departmental workgroup
computers serving up to 300 users. Arich library of system and
applications software includes host connectivity, development
tools, programming languages, database management, OA,
and aworld of other UNIXe System programs.
LAN standards: Interfaces to Ethernet*, Ale ISN,
STARLAN Network, DECnet** and more put different departments in touch.
Industry standards including IBMt 3270, SNAt, BSC
and X.25 link mainframe, midrange and micro environments.
Communications softuare moves data transparently
between applications via packages like LU 6.2, NM' Document
Exchange and others. For the full story on AP,TS surprising 3B
Computers, call now: 1800 247-1212.
From equipment to networking, from computers to
communications, Off is the right choice.
»Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corp
.*DECnet is aregistered trademark or Digital Equipment Corp
"I'IBM is a registered trademark and SNA is a trademark of International Business
Machine% Corp.
el98 ,AT&T
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and Review Feedback

Modules Not Included
Irecently purchased a software product
called Generic CADD by Generic Software. Ibased my decision mostly on " A
CAD for All Incomes" (August), where
Phillip Robinson reviewed six different
CAD packages.
In the article, the information pertaining to Generic CADD 2.01 had an editor's note at the end, stating that the new
version ( 3.0) included several features,
such as autodimensioning, solid fill, and
cross-hatching, all the features Ihad been
looking for in areasonably priced CAD
program. When Istarted using version
3.0, however, it became obvious that the
supposedly included features were actually add-on modules that must be purchased separately.
Judy Trogadis
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Our mistake. Autodimensioning is
available with the add-on module AutoDimensioning for $49.95, and you must
purchase Drafting Enhancements-2, also
$49.95, to get solid fill and crosshatching.
To set the record straight, you must
also purchase AutoConvert, $49.95, for
DXF file transfers, and Generic IGES,
$249.95, for IGES file transfers.—Eds.
QuickBASIC and TSRs
In the review " BackComm and SideTalk" by Rob Fixmer (August), an editor's note includes the comment that
"Microsoft technical support does not
recommend using QuickBASIC with any
terminate-and-stay-resident program."
Ifind this ironic, because efficient and
careful use of QuickBASIC (which Ilike)
virtually requires a program like Keyworks, which Iuse.
LETTERS POLICY: To be considered for
publication, aletter must be typed doublespaced on one side of the paper and must include your name and address. Comments and
ideas should be expressed as clearly and concisely as possible. Listings and tables may be
printed along with aletter if they are short
and legible.
Because BYTE receives hundreds of letters
each month, not all of them can be published.
Letters cannot be returned to authors. Generally, it takes four months from the time BYTE
receives aletter until it is published.
18
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Table 1: Fibonacci results in cmForth.
System
Mac SE

Time (seconds)

7.83- MHz 68000 CPU
7.83- MHz 68881 FPU

264.00

IBM PC AT
with FPU

8- MHz 80286 CPU
8- MHz 80287 FPU

120.96

Mac II

15.67- MHz 68020 CPU
15.67- MHz 68881 FPU

83.70

Mac SE with
HyperCharger

15.67- MHz 68020 CPU
7.83- MHz 68881 FPU

71.60

IBM PS/2
Model 80

16- MHz 80386 CPU
16- MHz 80387 FPU

57.40

Compaq
Deskpro 386

16- MHz 80386 CPU
8- MHz 80287 FPU

53.10

Delta board

4- MHz NC4016 CPU

28.20

PC4000

5- MHz NC4016 CPU

22.60

QuickBASIC compiles only to the default drive. If the source files are to be
kept on a different drive or directory,
then every time afile is loaded, the drive
or path has to be typed in again. Working
on ahard disk or network in asubdirectory may require typing 10 or 20 characters repeatedly. A simple macro is vital
for efficiency. It also helps the sore fingers when recompiling six or seven programs with arevised common section.
QuickBASIC is generally adelight to
use, and it has only afew bugs, but the
nuisance of dealing with alternate drives
and paths would result in arebellion if I
could not use aTSR program.
Mike Firth
Dallas, IX

three times) provided avery clear arrowhead shape to the fractal. Iam now forced
to wonder if there is a more " correct"
version of the fractal— and what it is.
Another item of note in my tinkering
was avariation of the arrowhead created
by setting D=4 and / to {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3,
...j. The shape is a fairly clear arrowhead that seems to be tilted at a45-degree
angle. Its form almost suggests athreedimensional nature. Very weird.
Donald A. Tieberg
Arlington Heights, IL

Forth and the NC4016
The New Generation columns " High-Tech
Horsepower" (July) and " Head to Head"
(August) listed some comparisons of various personal computers running six benchBuilding aBetter Arrowhead
marks that were given in the July article.
When Ireceived my August copy of
Table 1is acomparison of the times for the
BYTE, Ihurriedly coded into Turbo Pasfirst benchmark (an algorithm that comcal several fractals listed on pages 126
putes the twenty-fourth Fibonacci number
and 127 of " Creating Fractals" by Wil100 times) on the machines listed in the
liam A. McWorter Jr. and Jane Morrill
August article, versus times I have
Tazelaar. Iwas most fascinated by Manachieved on two systems using the Novix
delbrot's Arrowhead— which, unfortuNC4016 Forth Engine.
nately, didn't much resemble an arrowIran the Fibonacci benchmark on the
head. In fact, it only developed into two
Silicon Composers PC4000 PC-compatsawtooth edges at 30-degree angles from
ible board and its stand-alone Delta
each other.
board. The PC4000 was running at 5
With some tinkering (and much luck), I megahertz, and the Delta board at 4
found that simply providing 12 birth cells
MHz. Both were using cmForth as their
(the original four in the article repeated
continued

BAVE

MET THE
COMPETITION.
AND IT IS US.
Some nine-wire dot matrix printers hide from the competition. Not the new Citizem-MSP-50.
With the ability to handle all types of paper, top or bottom feed,
and aconvertible push or pull tractor, it figured it was the best. However, another printer had designs on the title.
So the MSP-50 relied on its high speed, up to 300 cps, to crush
the competition. But it wasn't enough. Feature by feature these two
contenders battled. Quiet mode. 240 dpi graphics. Color capability.
Choice of fonts. Front panel feature controls. Even compatibility with
most major software:They were equal. Finally, the MSP-50 put its
80-column print width on the line. Unfortunately, the other machine
offered 136.
What was the other machine? The new Citizen MSP-55.Which
just goes to prove that if you want to be considered one of the best,
you have to be aCitizen in good standing.
For more information call 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 34. In California
call 1-800-441-2345, Ext. 34.
e1987 Citizen America Corporation.
Citizen and the Citizen logo are trademarks of
CitizenWatch Co., Ltd.
Circle 60 on Reader Service Card
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CITIZEN-

Printers that run like clockwork.
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The original AnthroCart
.%.
t compact, mobile and incredibly

.1i.

441/4

(-.0 strong. New colors, same
'.'.0 exceptional quality and design.
e
,
,.
Save space. Move equipment
0
1.
around. Trust that it's all safely
supported. The AnthroCart.

NEW COLOR!

Look for our name.

operating language. The code for the
BYTE benchmarks was written in C. The
listing below shows the code for the
benchmark in C and cmForth.
continued

Fibonacci benchmark
#define NTIMES

in c.

100

/*number of times

to

compute Fibonacci

value*/

#define NUMBER 24
/*biggest

one we

compute with
main

can

16 bits*/

0

/*compute Fibonacci
int

value*/

i;

unsigned value,
fib():
printf("Fibonacci (% d
iterations:",NTIMES);
for ( i = 1; i,=NTIMES;
value = fib(NUMBER);

1++)

printf("Fibonacci (% d) = % u.
\n",NUMBER,value);
exit ( 0)

.
uu,tiimu,leneutoutetweie
unsigned

fib(x)

/*compute Fibonacci

number

recursively* /
int

x;
if ( x<2)
return ( fib(x-1) +
fib ( x-2));
else
return fib ( x+1) +
fib(x-2));
else
return ( 1);

Fibonacci benchmark
cmFORTH

in

100 CONSTANT NTIMES ( NUMBER
OF TIMES

TO COMPUTE FIB

VALUE)
24

CONSTANT NUM ( BIGGEST
ONE WE CAN COMPUTE
16 BITS)

: FIB ( U1 - u2)

IN

RECURSIVE

DUP 2> IF DUP 1 - FIB
SWAP 2 - FIB +
ELSE DROP

1
THEN ;

: FIBTEST (-)
CR NTIMES U. .' ITERATIONS:"
O ( MAKE SURE SOMETHING
ON STACK)

Made in U.S A.
All steel frame construction
Easily holds dip to 150 lbs.
30" deep x25" wide

NTIMES
Anthro' Corporation
Technology Furniture
3221 N.W. Yeon St.

ANTFRO
Anthro Corporation is

1 - FOR DROP
NEXT

IS

NUM FIB

CR ." Fibonacci
("NUM 2 U.R.")= " U.;

Portland, Or. 97210
503-241-7113

asubsidiary of Tektronix Inc AnthroCart is aregistered trademark of Anthro Corporat,on.
Circle 304 on Reader Service Card

These new PCs from Unisys
belong in good hands.Yours.
PW 2 Series 800
16 or 20 MHz, Intel 80386

10•0•100"""-

••••

2 W 2 Series

500
12 MHz, Intel 80286
PW 2 Series 300
10 MHz, Intel 80286

connect to Unisys or

Meet the Unisys Personal Workstation2

IBM mainframes.

Family of personal computers. Powerful

The performance, power

new business machines that run MS-DOS,

and connectivity your busines:

XENIX and, when available, the new Microsoft OS/2.
The PW2family offers 80286 and 80386 performance.

requires. Backed by the power of Unisys itself. A $9billion

High-powered to run your MS-DOS applications today—and

company with astrong distribution network and

move toward advanced future applications of MS OS/2.

worldwide technical service and support.

Our industry-standard workstations are part of a
superior product line that can make you more productive.
Like extensive networking and interconnect
products that allow the PW2family to be part
of atoken ring Local Area Network and

So call us at 1-$00-547-8362, Ext. *70 for more

•

information on workstations that can put some real

uNi sys

power in your hands.
Unisys and you. That's the
p

The power of 2

01987 Unisys Corp.
Unisys Personal Workstation' and PW" are trademarks of Unisys Corporation. MS, MS-DOS, XENIX, and Microsoft OS/2 are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation

Circle 180 on Reader Service Card

OUTSTANDING
SOFTWARE
For IBM PC's and Compatibles

50

PER
DISK

Small Quantities

00

PER
DISK

For Ten or More

SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS!
Sa tisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back!

D BUSINESS 1—EZ-FORMS business form

generation, completion and printing program.

▪D CAD 3—The PC-Flow 1.0 computer aided flow-

'
chart generation program. Color graphics required.
▪ El COMM 4a,b,c,d,e—(5 disks) Join the world of
sysops with RBBS Bulletin Board System 14.1D.
▪ I] DATABASE 1a,b—t2 disks) File Express 3.8
I8
menu driven general purpose database manager.
D EDUCATION 1—Interactive DOS tutorial for new
•
PC users. Makes learning DOS painless.
[11 FINANCE 1a,b—(2 disks) PC Accountant 2.0
"
personal bookkeeping and finance management.
III GAMES 1-3-D Pacman, Kong, Spacewar, Janit.
Joe, futuristic Flightmare and more. Color required.
E GAMES 2—Outrert, Pang°, Centipede, dun.
geons and dragons style Zoarre, etc. Color req.
▪ 11 GAMES 3—Blackjack with customizable rules.
Armchair Quarterback (you call plays), and more.
▪D GAMES 4—Star Trek, the Castle adventure
game, and the original Colossal Caves Adventure.
D GAMES 5—The Hack adventure game from the
universities. Like Rogue, only much richer.
▪ E GAMES 6—Pinball, Othello. Dragons, Sopwith
▪
(
fly aSopwith Camel) and more. Color required.
▪ 111 INFO 1a,b—(2 disks) Cooking recipes database
•
with keyword/ingredient retrieval. Add your own.
El MUSIC 2a,b—(2 disks) PianoMan 3.0 polyphonic
"
music recording and playback program.
ID ORGANIZER 1—DeskTeam, aSidekick clone,
.
and the Judy personal calendar program.
D PRINTER 1—Resident print control and font
▪
utility, intelligent spooler, banner maker, and more.
▪E SIMULATION 1—Maze making program, MIT's
Life simulation, starfields, etc. Color graphics req.
•E UTILITIES 1—A collection of invaluable general
purpose DOS utilities. An absolute must for all.
E UTILITIES 2—More invaluable DOS utilities in•
cluding screen burnout, ram disk, and more.
▪ III UTILITIES 3—A comprehensive set of debugging
▪
and diagnostic utilities for monitoring your computer.

I

I

I

NEW RELEASES UPDATES

I [I] BUSINESS 2—Expressgraph business graphics.

"
Chart your data and find trends. Color graphics req.
I [ 1CAD 1a,b—(2 disks) Fingerpaint 1.2 advanced
.
painting and Altamira object oriented design. Color.
El CAD 2a,b—(2 disks) DanCad3d, an advanced
▪
2D/3D drafting program w/animation. 640K. color.
• 111 COMM 2a,b—t2 disks) Procomm 2.42, an excel.
lent modem program with terminal emulation.
•D EDUCATION 3—PC-Fastype 1.20 typing tutor.
ideal for beginners and advanced students alike.
FINANCES 3a,b—(2 disks) Express Calo 3.12,
apowerful and user friendly spreadsheet program.
▪D GAMES 8—Striker helicopter attack and Risk, the
▪
game of world domination. Color required.
▪D GAMES 12—Backgammon (play the computer)
•
and Wheel of Fortune based on the gameshow.
D GRAPHICS 1—Record and play back screen mages! Excellent for demo. etc. Color required.
I El GRAPHICS 2a,b,c—(3 disks) An excellent 3-D
.
surface modelling and shading program. Color.
111 El INFO 2a,b—(2 disks) Zip- Phone, national
▪
areacode/prefix to zip-code cross reference.
▪ Li LANGUAGE 3a,b—(2 disks) The A86 3.09
▪
macro assembler and debugger for 8088/86/286s.
El SHELL 4a,b—(2 disks) Automenu and HDM It
4.04 hard disk prog. for custom full- screen menus.
▪E UTILITIES 5—Hard disk utilities for verifying, fora
matting, parking and optimizing your disk drives.
▪ E UTILITIES 6—Advanced utilities including
111
Mark/Release (remove resident progs w/o reboot!)
▪E UTILITIES 7—More advanced utilities including
•
Masterkey (undeletes files from hard disks).
El WORD 1a,b—(2 disks) PC Write 2.71, apowerful
"
word processing system w/spell checker, laser supt.
Most software listed is shareware or user-supported.
3.5" format add $ 1disk. 125 ia.e director . add 52

II
I

I

I

MicroCom Systems
▪ 3673 Enochs Street
Santa Clara, CA
95051

I

:=
in
22

Cost of items
Shipping
$3.00
CA res tax
Total encl.

(
408) 737-9000

Mon-Fri 7amSprn. Sat-Sun 8am-Sprn
111•
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As you can see, the NC4016 running at
aclock rate four times as slow as aDeskpro 386 executes this benchmark nearly
twice as fast. Also, the cmForth implementation is much more concise and, to
me at least, less cryptic compared to the
C version. And, of course, the word FIB
can be run interactively and used independently of FIBTEST.
With this benchmark, the power of
Forth and the NC4016 is directly shown.
Just imagine what can be done with an
NC4016 running at 16 MHz.
Douglas Ross
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD
File-Transferring Device
Thanks to the publication of aletter to the
editor, written by John McIntire of the International Livestock Centre for Africa
(August, page 16), Iam able to provide
Mr. McIntire with the information he
requires.
Mr. McIntire wishes to transfer his
files from aXerox 630 Memorywriter to
a Hewlett-Packard Vectra microcomputer. Interpreter Inc. ( 11455 West Ave.,
Wheatridge, CO 80033, (800) 232-4687)
has developed adevice that will transfer
the files to Writepower software, by
Samna, for use on the HP Vectra. Ihope
you will publish this information for anyone else who may need it.
Tom Crosby
Xerox Corp.
Rochester, NY
Chronic Acceleratoritis
Iam writing to complain about the speed
of the latest compilers, computers, and—
worst of all—accelerator cards. Iam a
full-time freelance Macintosh developer,
working in Pascal and 68000 machine
code. What this means is that much of my
time is spent idly watching my compiler
compile, my assembler assemble, or my
linker link.
Things used to be great. I'd set the machine in motion and then pop downstairs
for acup of tea. Any reasonable-size program, and I'd have time for lunch. Iused
to read novels while working. I'd manage
achapter about every three or four compiles on average (admittedly, it made the
narrative of the book somewhat disjointed, but it passed the time). Iused to
look forward to those pauses.
But not any more. First, it was faster
compilers. Then faster computers. And
now it's accelerator cards to accelerate
the faster computers to even faster
speeds. I now set the machine going,
blink, and the damned thing's sitting
there waiting for me to catch it up. My
work-to-rest ratio is now about 999 to 1.
It used to be more like 2to 1, or even 1to

40 ,
Ma

1on agood day. Ican't even go to the
bathroom while the machine compiles
without hearing an impatient " ready
when you are" beep.
Let me give you an example. While developing Crystal Quest (a shareware
game I've put out for abit of fun), compiling, assembling, and linking took
around 25 minutes on my Mac Plus (with
ahard disk drive) using compiler x and
assembler y. That was enough time to
make acup of tea, feed the cat, eat asandwich, and go to the bathroom. Then Igot
aMac SE and started using Apple's own
MPW development system. Bad news.
The time was now down to about 4minutes, 30 seconds—only enough time for
the cup of tea.
But then came the crushing blow. Iwas
stupid enough to ask the company for
whom Iam currently doing contract work
for a HyperCharger accelerator card.
Even worse, the company agreed and
bought me one. Why Iever committed
this folly, I'll never know. The same process now takes alittle over aminute—not
enough time to get halfway down the
stairs toward the kitchen. I've inadvertently decreased my rest time by afactor
of more than 20. I'm now too thirsty, too
hungry, and too crippled up with bladder-ache to work.
Iam seriously considering forming a
developer's union to ban fast, efficient
compilers, speedy computers, and, above
all, accelerator cards. Iam also thinking
of developing and marketing such developers' godsends as crippled compilers,
1-MHz 6502 computers that interpret
68000 code from aBASIC program, and
decelerator cards. The decelerator card
would go into the expansion slot of your
computer and keep on pestering the CPU
with useless requests for transfers of massive amounts of data. It would induce
more wait states than aqueue to an airline
check-in desk. Every now and again (or
possibly quite often), it would simply jam
the whole system out of spite and sit there
for a few minutes until it calmed down
and let the CPU have its bus back.
The result would be wonderful. You
could tell the machine to start compiling
and then trot off for aquick skiing holiday
in the Alps. With areally long program,
you might even fmd enough time to start an
entirely new career in airship reconditioning while the machine does a link. You
would end the day feeling fulfilled and
ready to pleasantly relax next to your purring cat—unquestionably a vast improvement over what has become arace between
my heartbeat and the CPU clock.
I'm sure there must be other developers out there with the same symptoms
of chronic acceleratoritis. Please write to
continued

PRESENTING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
FAST COMPILING AND FAST PROGRAMMING.
For compiling speed,
you can't do better than
Let's C. But to really
speed up prograrnming
you can't do without the
powerful source level
debugger, csd.
If you want the
power, portability and flexI () worrier kw the 1B1.1 PC
ibility of C, start with the
complete compiler, Let's C.
For utilities, editor, compiling speed and fast, dense
code, Let's Chas it all.
But to get your programs up and running you
need more. Because even the fastest compiler
LIMITED TIME
can't outrun bugs. You need the revolutionary C
Source Debugger, csd.
OFFER

REVIEWERS ARE
RAVING ABOUT
LET'S CAND csd.
"Let's Cis an inexpensive, high-quality
programming package...
with all the tools you will
need to create applications."
—William G. Wong, BYTE,
August 1986.

'I

FREE csd
WITH LET'S C!

CUT DEVELOPMENT TIME IN HALF
WITH csd

csd lets you bypass the time consuming frustrations of debugging—like long dumps and chalky
assembler. With csd, you actually debug in C. You learn
faster because you watch your program nui in C. You
finish faster because csd combines the speed of acompiler
with the interactive advantages of an interpreter. The end
result? Development time is sliced in half.
LET'S CAND csd FEATURES
Let's C:
•Now compiles twice as fast
•Integrated edit-compile cycle: editor automatically points
to errors
•Includes both small and large
memory model —
•Integrated environment or
command line interface
•8087 sensing and support
•Documentation features new
lexicon formal
•MS-DOS object compatible
•New make utility
•Fast compact code plus register
variables
•Full Kernighan 8. Ritchie Cand
extensions
•Full UNIX compatibility and
complete libraries
•Many powerful utilities including
make, assembler, archiver, cc onestep compiling, egrep. pr. tail. wc
•MicroEMACS full screen editor
with source included
•Supported by dozens of third
party libraries

1/ete
oeit,
Ng

.For the IBM-PC and Compatible:,
•Not copy protected

Sieve Benchmark
iCompile time in seconds)
Let's O 2.8 (On 512K 6Mhz IBM- AT)
Turbo C.3.89 (As advertised)

csd:
•Large and small memory model
•Debug in Csource code. net
assembler
•Monitor variables while
tracing program
•Does not change program speed
or size
•Provides sepeate source, evaluation. program and history
windows
•On-line help screens
•Can interactively evaluate any
Cexpression
•Can execute any Cfunction in
your program
•Trace back function
•Ability to set trace points
•Not copy protectec

"The performance and
documentation of the $ 75
Let's Ccompiler rival those
of Ccompilers for the PC
currently being soldfor
$500... highly recommended..."
—Marty Franz, PC TECHJOURNAL, August 1986.
"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment...a definite aid to learning Cand an
indispensable toolfor program development"
—William G. Wong, BYTE, August 1986.

"This is apowerful and sophisticated debugger built on a
well-designed, 'serious' compiler"
—Jonathon Sachs, Micro/Systems Journal, April, 1986
START TO FINISH, THERE'S NO
BETTER ENVIRONMENT.
Get started with the right Ccompiler and you'll have
everything you need for development—including source
level debugging. On top of it all, Let's Cand csd are today's
best values in professional Cprogramming tools. And
most reliable: Mark Williams Ccompilers have been sold
with DEC, Intel and Wang computers since 1981.
60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Mark Williams gives you afull 60 days to find out just
how good Let's Cand csd really are—or your money back.
So if you want more than afast compiler—if you want
your programs up and running fast, ask for Let's Cand
csd. You'll find them at your software dealer's, in the software department of your favorite bookstore, through the
Express Program at over 5500 Radio Shacks or you can
order now by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.*
In Illinois GAII, 1 $ 12 .172 (>050

Mail r
l
k
iams
Company
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago. Illinois 60614
e, P187 Mark WtIlituns Company
Let's Cis‘a remstered trademait of the Mask Willkuns Company
UNIX is atradmnark of Bell Labs

MARK WILLIAMS LET'S CAND csd. ONLY $
75 EACH.
Circle 168 on Reader Service Card
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me and console me. Tell me that I'm not
the only one. Ineed the reassurance before my neurons ignite.
Patrick L. Bucldand
Ventnor, Isle of Wight, U.K.
Environment Device Driver
Inoticed in the September " Best of BIX"
that some people were wondering about
something Ihad thought about a long
time ago: aglobal environment that could
be accessed by different applications
programs.
At one time, Ithought such a thing

would be useful for processes that wanted
to return more than just a1-byte termination code. To make along story short, I
finally wrote acharacter device driver to
implement alogical device called ENV,
which allows any application to access the
"root" environment as if it were afile.
Because the root environment doesn't
even exist at the driver's load time, finding the root environment is tricky. When
initialized, the driver sets aflag that says
that the root environment's address is
unknown.
When the drive is accessed (after

R SF11 COMP1IZI,

-

Make the Best Presentation
of Your Career...with VideoShow
Thousands of successful business people already do
"VideoShow is by far the most compelling and dynamic
graphics system to come along in quite some timer— Bill Morell

i
fQeader's "VideoShow has become our standard for presentations
..1)igest corporate-wider— Robert Castellano

CharlesSchwab "We couldn't possibly have made apresentation of that
quality in such ashort time using any other product'—Dawn Lepore
Make your next presentation as professional as the thinking behind it.
Find out about VideoShow.
Call 1-800-556-1234, ext. 234.
In Calif., call 1-800-441-2345, ext. 234.

General F'arametrics
The Leader in Desktop Presentation Products
VideoShow is aregistered trademark of General Parametrics Corporation

COMMAND.COM has loaded), it
checks this flag. If the environment address is unknown, the driver goes looking
for it by searching for the COMSPEC=
string. The driver knows that this string is
somewhere after its own ending address
and that the string begins on aparagraph
boundary. Once the root environment is
found, its address is saved and the address unknown flag is cleared.
My friends thought it was pretty cute,
and it was anice first exercise in writing
device drivers for me, but having finally
solved all the problems, I've found that I
don't have anything really useful to do
with it.
So, if any readers have an interest in
using this environment device driver,
they can give me acall at (714) 544-0790
during business hours (West Coast). I'll
see what Ican do about getting them a
copy of the driver.
Steve Barsky
Tustin, CA
Nonsquare Display Devices
In the article "Vector-to-Raster Algorithms" (
September), Dick Pountain describes J. Michener's algorithm to generate the points for acircle. This procedure
is very accurate; however, it has amajor
shortcoming, in that it doesn't address
the problem of nonsquare display
devices.
To correct this problem, Ifirst simplified J. Michener's algorithm, so that the
Error value calculation was cleaner.
After that, Iadded " scaling factors" for
the height and width of the display pixels.
Assuming that Radius, CtrX, and
CtrY are values passed to acircle-generating routine, here is asimpler form of
Michener's circle algorithm:
X
<-- Radius
Y
<-XDelta <-YDelta <--

2 *
1

x -

1

Error <-WHILE ( X <= Y)
Plot_8 (
CtrX,

CtrY,

X,

Y)

Error <-- Error + YDelta
YDelta <-- YDelta + 2
Y

<-- Y +

IF ( Error >= X)

1
THEN

Error <-- Error - XDelta
XDelta <-- XDelta - 2
X
ENDIF

<-- X -

1

ENDWHILE

The Error value is here taken to be the
difference between the radius 2using integer points to approximate the circle, and
the radius 2of the ideal circle.
To find this difference, the following
table is used to derive some rules about
continued
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INTRODUCING FAST FORWARD:
NOW ANY SOFTWARE CAN RUN UP TO 10 TIMES FASTER.
No more doodling while your database
goes digging. Or lollygagging while your
spreadsheet loads. Or taking five while your
word processing program takes forever
With Fast Forward, any software runs 2to
10 times faster
CAN SOFTWARE REALLY
DO THAT TO SOFTWARE?
Fast Forward can. Normally, your computer is constantly going to your disk and
wading through massive amounts of data.
But with Fast Forward, data is retained in
your computer's internal memory Which is
incredibly fast. Much faster than hard disks.
Hundreds of times faster than floppies.
FAST FORWARD PERFORMANCE

111 With Fast Forward
dBase Ill
3.15 minutes
29.6 minutes

U Without Fast Forward

ri
(Test Add . tnd delete 225 records)

WordStar 3.3

THE MORE YOU USE IT,
THE FASTER YOU GO.
Once installed, Fast Forward works invisibly As you use data, it's automatically stored
in your computer's memory—and instantly
available the next time you need it. Programs
requiring frequent disk access (like dBase III)
will show amazing improvements. And adding
extended memory gives Fast Forward more
room to work. So software runs even faster
PERFORMANCE HAS
A NEW PRICE: $69.95.
You can buy afaster computer Or an
expensive accelerator board. But if you're ready
to turn on the speed without turning over abundle of money, ask for Fast Forward. It's from
the Mark Williams Company makers of quality
software tools since 1976. And it's available at
your software dealer In the software department of your favorite bookstore. Or by calling
1-800-MWC-1700.*
And hurry Because
60- DAY
MONEY-BACK
it'll be going fast
GUARANTEE
*In Illinois: ( 312) 472-6659

12 seconds
40 seconds
(Test Move cursm to end of 46 page document)

Lotus 1-2-3
21 seconds
51 seconds
(Test Load spreadsheet 8 columns by 962 rows)

All tests done on 640K IBM PC, 20 megabyte hard disk and
floppy drive. 320K RAM allocated to Fast Forward.
Circle 169 on Reader Service Card
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Company

1430 West Wnghtwood
Chicago, Illinois 60614
Fast Forward runs on IBM- PCs and
100% compatibles. Not copy protected
a 1987, Mark Williams Company
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Everex

ASIC
Technology
Everex, the world leader in graphics
technology, offers acomplete line
of advanced graphics adapters for
IBM PC"IXTTM/AT® and compatibles.
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits
‘ASIC) designed and manufactured
by Everex, have led to the quality,
teatures, price and performance of
these products for your satisfaction.
Choose the graphics adapter to suit
your needs and start enjoying the
Everex experience today.

the #1

EVGA'
•True VGA on PC/XT/AT and
compatibles
• 256 simuftaneous colors from over
256,000
•All 17 VGA modes implemented in
hardware
• Runs VGA, EGA, CGA, MDA and
Hercules® software
• Supports PS/2', multifrequency,
EGA, CGA, and monochrome
monitors
• 512 x480 with 256 colors for
video capture
• Special 1280 x600, and 800 x600
modes
• 132 column text modes

Micro
Enhancer'
• High resolution EGA
• Compatible with IBM® EGA
• AutoMode automatic mode
switching
• Extended EGA modes 752 x410
and 640 x480
• 132 x44 and 132 x 25 text modes
• Supports multifrequency, EGA, CGA
and monochrome monitors
• Can run Hercules software on an
EGA monitor
• Includes feature adapter and RCA
jacks
• Very attractively priced

EVEREX, EVER for EXcellence, Evergraphics Plus, EVGA, Evergraphics Deluxe, Ultra Graphics, Micro Enhancer, RamFont, AutoMode,
113M. PC, PCIXT, PC/AT, PS/2, Xanix, and Hercules are trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective companies. er1987
Everex Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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in Graphics.

Eyergra3hicb Plus

Evergraphics Deluxe

Ultra
Graphcs
i

Evergraphics
Deluxe'

Tm

•Very high resolution monochrome
graphics adapter
• 1664 x 1200 resolution
• Ideal for desktop publishing
•Windows driver included
• Perfect for CAD applications
•AutoCad driver included
• Non-interlaœd display
•Supports popular high resolution
monitors
•Co-exists with standard video
adapters

• Supports standard monochrome
monitors
• High resolution 1024 x 704 and
1024 x 352 graphics modes
•AutoCAD® drivers included
•Compatible with Hercules RamFont"
modes
• Displays foreign language, scientific,
math characters instantly
• Powerful, easy-to-use font editor
•Over 3,000 characters in RAM
simultaneously
• Runs standard monochrome software
without modification
• 132 x44 and 132 x25 text modes
in

For mare information or for the name
of your nearest Everex dealer please call:

in G111(1

Circle 327 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 328)

- 800 - 821 - 0807

Evergraphics
Plus'
• Low-cost monochrome graphics
adapter
•Compatible with Hercules graphics
• Fast scrolling
• 132 x44 and 132 x25 text modes
•Configurable parallel port
• MDA text compatible
• Xenixe compatible
•Works with standard Monochrome
monitors

evetiyredit"'
EVEREX48431 Mllmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538
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differences between squares.

ceeding Deltas.
Since Yis an ascending value, its Delta
is between it and the next higher value.
N
N2
Delta
Step
Because Xis adescending value, its Delta
is between it and the next lower value. In
o
o
either case, the Step value is always 2.
1
1
The next step is to allow for nonsquare
2
4
3
2
display devices. This is done by " scaling"
2
3
9
5
the Xand Yvalues so that changes in (X,Y)
16
7
2
4
5
2
25
9
offsets reflect the differences in their
sizes.
This set of rules applies where Delta is
For instance, assume that adisplay dethe difference between ( N) 2 and (N— 1) 2, vice has pixels that are 11
/ times taller
2
and Step is the difference between sucthan they are wide. Thus, its Yscale is 3,

and its X-scale is 2. Going four pixels up
is the same as going six pixels across.
This results in the following X and Y
scale tables:
N

X

X2

X-Delta X-Step

0

0

0

1

2

2

4

16

12

3

6

36

20

8

4

8

64

28

8

N

Y

Y2

1

3

2
3

6
9

4

4

8

Y-Delta Y-Step

0

"Mace Utilities 4.0
Best Data Recovery
There is Gets Better"

PC Magazine
March 31, 1987

... And Better!

4

9

9

12

36

27

18

81
144

45

18

63

18

From the numbers in these tables, the
formula for the Step values can be seen to
be:
Step <-- 2 x (Scale Factor) x
(Scale Factor)
Using these rules to extend the previous
procedure, the algorithm in the following
listing is derived.
Having developed these algorithms
myself, Ihope they are original. If they
continued

VERSION

410
RECOVERY FEATURES
DIAGNOSE checks any disk for
errors.
REMEDY fixes errors, automatically.
UnDELETE recovers deleted files easily,
automatically.
UnFORMAT recovers from an
accidental format of your hard disk
even when MACE was not installed.
0e
14

Floppy UnFORMAT recovers from
accidental format of afloppy disk.
FORMAT-F floppy formatter. Replaces
DOS FORMAT. Includes '
RESURRECT'
option, to revitalize weary disks.

neN

FORMAT-H hard disk formatter
replaces DOS FORMAT. Guaranteed
safe.

To Order Call
800-523-0258
503 488 0224

28
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XScD2 <-- XScale /
(used
{used

Repairs and recovers damaged or
lost DBase files, automatically.

Paul Mace

SOFTWARE

400 Williamson Way. Ashland, OR 97520

Circle 220 on Reader Service Card

XScale *

for the

<--

XScale
YMid

<--

YScale
•

XScale

step value}

( CtrX + XScD2) /
( circle center}
( CtrY +
{ circle

YScD2) /
center}

<-- ( Radius + XScD2)
/ XScale

Y

<--

0

XDelta <-- ( 2 * X -

1)

* XScSqr
YDelta <-- YScSqr
Xstep <-YStep <--

2 *
2 *

Error <-- ( X *

XScSqr
YScSqr
X *

XScSqr)

- ( Radius * Radius)
TestVal <-- Xdelta / 2
{indicator

Advanced performance at the
same good price: $99

2

rounding}

{used for the step value}
YScSqr <-- YScale * YScale
{used

çodbFIX

for

XScSqr <--

2

rounding)

YScD2 <-- YScale /

XMid

Fast UnFRAGMENT quickly reorganizes segmented files for speedier
disk performance.
VCACHE buffers data reads and
writes in regular, expanded or
extended memory for dramatic disk
speedup.
SORTD Directory sort.
SOZD Directory path optimizer.
VSCREEN Screen speedup.
VKETTE Diskette caching for floppies.

for

of diagonal
step required}

WHILE ( XDelta >= YDelta)
Plot

4 ( XMid, YMid, X, Y)
Error <-- Error +
YDelta
continued

Upgrade your technology
The software technology available to
programmers of IBM-compatible personal computers is truly amazing. And
newer, more powerful development
packages appear all the time. But until
now, finding out about these important
products has been adifficult and time
consuming task.

Noncommissioned Staff. Our courteous
salespeople are always ready to help
you. And if you aren't sure about your
needs, our knowledgeable technical
people can give you sound, objective
advice.

are experienced at providing a full
range of quality products and customer
services.

How to Get Your Copy. There are three
ways for you to receive your FREE
copy of the Programmer's Connection
Experience. We've specialized in de- Buyer's Guide: 1) Use the reader service
velopment software for IBM-compatible card provided by this journal; 2) Mail us
FREE Buyer's Guide. The New Pro - personal computers since 1984 and a card or letter with your name and
address; or 3) Call one of our
grammer's Connection Buyers
convenient toll free telephone
Guide contains individual desAnnouncing Our
numbers.
criptions of over 500 titles of
New Version 5.0
programmer's development
Microsoft Macro
If you haven't yet received
software by over 150 manuAssembler
your Programmer's Connecfacturers. Each description
List $150 Ours $93
tion Buyer's Guide, act now.
covers major product features
Upgrading your programming
Sale Price $89 *
as well as any software or
The Microsoft Macro Assembler (MASM)
technology could be one of
hardware requirements and
on selected Microsoft is the fastest and most complete assembler development system ever
the wisest and most profitable
version numbers. In the box on
Products
created. Written in Microsoft C, MASM
decisions you'll ever make.
assembles programs at blinding speeds.
until December 31, 1987
the right are some examples of
Make your programs run faster by linking
the types of descriptions you'll
assembly language subroutines to your
Microsoft OuickBASIC, C, QuickC,
find in our Buyer's Guide.
FORTRAN or Pascal programs. A broad
New Version 5.0

Super
Year-end
SALE

No Hidden Charges. The low
discount prices in our Buyer's
Guide are all you pay. We don't
charge extra for domestic UPS
Ground shipping, credit cards,
COD orders, purchase orders,
sales tax (except Ohio) or
special handling (except for
non- Canadian international
orders).
Guarantees. We offer FREE
30- day no- risk return guarantees and 30- day evaluation
periods on most of our
products.
Latest Versions. The products
we carry are the latest versions
and come with the same manufacturer's technical support as
if buying direct.
Large Inventory. We have one
of the largest inventories of
programmer's development
products in the industry. Most
orders are shipped within 24
hours.

Microsoft C
Optimizing Compiler 5.0
List $450 Ours $269

Sale Price $259*

The Microsoft C Optimizing Compiler is a
high performance, industry- standard C
language development system. It uses
many state-of-the-art optimizing techniques including: In-line code generation;
loop invariant expression removal
automatic register allocation of variables
elimination al common subexpressions
improved constant folding & value
propagation; and efficient coding techniques covered in the documentation. This
extensive package also Includes the new
Microsoft Cluice Compiler (see separate
description) that lets you quickly develop
programs with its integrated environment
and extremely fast compilation speeds.
Microsoft C features: library routines that
implement UNIX System V and most of
the proposed ANSI standard libraries; extremely
and optimized
d Îol:cltei
n
dei
.
r2ragi t
FIUGE; m
eixn
e
l
c
i
rm
mo
olls
m us
o in
eg
sNEAR, FAI-1
and HUGE pointers; huge programs up
to one MB and huge arrays larger than
84K; and source and object compatibility
with XENIX. The package also includes
Microsoft CodeView, an advanced source
level debugger that features: support for
overlays created with Microsoft Link; Expanded Memory Specification (EMS)
support; access to source level and symbolic debug information from your
Microsoft C, FORTRAN and MASM
programs; simultaneous view d source
code and assembly; display of local and
global variables and expressions; animation and single-step; breakpoints and
watchpoints; code and output screens;
display of œu registers and flags; and
support for keyboard or optional mouse.
Requires 384K memory. Hard disk
recommended. Version 5.0.

range of examples in the completely
revised and expanded documentation
makes it easy to write assembly language
routines, plus template programs are online so all you have to do is plug in your
code and go — MASM takes care of the
interfacing. There is also a complete
reference tothe instruction set containing
extensive examples. The Macro Assembler itself has sped up by 25-40% and
the linker has doubled its speed since verMon 4.0. Now there is support for the
80386 and 80387 instruction set.
Microsoft CodeView, the windoworiented, source-level debugger gives
you total control over debugging. This
highly acclaimed debugger is ideal for
debugging your assembly language
subroutines called from QuickBASIC, C,
OuickC, Pascal or FORTRAN. Debug
using your original source code and
comments. Watch the value of variables
and expressions change while your
program executes and view registers and
flags.
Requires 256K memory. Version 5.0.

*Plus aSpecial
Rebate from
Microsoft

CALL TOLL FREE

USA:
800-336-1166
Canada:
800-225-1166
Ohio & Alaska
(Collect):
216-494-3781
International:
Telex:
Easylink:

216-494-3781
9102406879
62806530

Programmer's Connection
7249 Whipple Avenue NW
North Canton, OH 44720
Circle 239 on Reader Service Card

Purchase any two of the following products before Jan uary 31,
1988 and receive an additional
$30 rebate directly from
Microsoft. Or purchase any
three and receive a $50 rebate:
• Microsoft COptimizing
Compiler
• Microsoft Macro Assembler
. Microsoft QuickC
. Microsoft QuickE3ASIC

The
ProgrammerfsConnection
Buyer's Guide.
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YDelta <--

are " known" algorithms then I direct
congratulations to the original author(s).
Richard J. Miner
Tempe, AZ

YDelta +
YStep

Y
IF ( Error >
Error

TestVal)

X

THEN

<-- Error -

XDelta <-<--

XDelta

XDelta -

X -

WYSIWYG?
David P. Guest questions WYSIWYG as
the only way of working with desktop
publishing ( Letters, September, page
22). Even if having ascreen with anextto-perfect view of your finished product
is agreat help, Imuch prefer to work in a
context where Ican actually see, change,
and delete the control codes that are formatting my output.
Tore Simonsen
Ytre Enebakk, Norway

XStep

1

TestVal <--

XDelta /

2

reversed

for

ENDIF
ENDWHILE
(Procedure

is

the quadrant's
Error

<--

TestVal <-WHILE ( X >
Plot

second half}

Negative ( Error)
YDelta /

2

0)

4 ( XMid,

YMid,

Error <--

Error +

XDelta <--

XDelta -

<--

X -

IF ( Error >
Error

X,

Y)

Letter from Laos
John T. Godfrey's letter, " Easy as w"
(Letters, May, page 20), was interesting.
I found it somewhat more instructive
pedagogically to do the iterative approach
to 7r by the following program:

XDelta
XStep

1

TestVal)

<--

THEN

Error -

YDelta
YDelta <--

Here, Ais the length of the chord in any
general arc of acircle of unit radius, and
Bis the length of the chord in one half of
the arc. A=2 gives the initial condition of
the arc, the semicircle. K keeps the count
of the successive bisections of the arc;
and the sum of the chord lengths, which
progressively approaches the circumference of the circle, is printed.
Running the program on my pocket
computer gives w correct to the sixth
place of adecimal in the tenth iteration.
Thereafter, the values printed become erratic—fluctuating above and below 7r—
presumably, due to errors in the eversmaller values of Binvolving computation
or two square roots. On the nineteenth iteration, the value returned (printed) is
suddenly zero. This brings out the limitations in achieving reliable computations
when increasingly small and large (disparate) numbers are involved.
In the first algorithm in Mr. Godfrey's
letter, the value of P(
ir) to the ninth decimal place remains constant after the seventeenth iteration, as multiplication of
numbers of disparate magnitudes is not
involved.
S. N. Vinze
Vientiane, Laos

YDelta +

YStep
Y
TestVal <--

YDelta /

2

ENDIF

10

A=2

20

FOR K=1

ENDWHILE

TO 20 :

B =

SOR(2 -

S4R(4-A*A))
30

PRINT B*2^K

40

A=B :

NEXT K

continued

Complete 68000 and Z80 C Compilers
$995

Complete
under MS-DOS

UniWare - C Cross Compilers
generate fully optimized code for
your ROMable applications.
•UniWare C-68000 is for the
68000, 68008, 68010, 68012,
68020 and 68881.
•UniWare C-Z80 is for the Zilog
Z80 and the Hitachi HD- 64180.

.Mae

C "

ude
p
ille ter

UNIX

CALL TODAY

YOU WON'T FIND A MORE
COMPLETE PACKAGE —

(312) 971-8170

Each compiler comes with a relocating macro assembler, typechecking linker, and all the utilities
you need to put your program into
ROM.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
3110 Woodcreek Drive
Downers Grove, IL 60515
The above prices include one compiler.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Porwered CROSS ASSEMBLE

$295-$395
UniWare - Cross Assemblers.
Fully relocatable, of course, yet they
can generate listings with absolute
addresses and fully linked object
code. Each assembler comes complete with a linker, librarian, and
utilities. There's plenty of macro
power. And all tools have unlimited
symbol capacity.

30

$2995
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Complete under

MS DOS
Intel

$1495

8086, 80186, 80286,
8051, 8048, 8080/5, 8041

Motorola 68000, 68010, 68020, 68HC11,
6809. 6805, 6801, 6800
Hitachi

HD64180, 6305, 6301

Zilog

Z80, Z8

Others

6502, 1802, TMS7000, 3870/F8

Complete
under

UNIX

CALL TODAY

(312) 971-8170
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC.
3110 Woodcreek Drive
Downers Grove, IL 60515
The above prices include one assembler.
Prices subject to change without notice.
Circle 269 on Reader Service Card

Imagine the speed and power of a
$100,000 minicomputer in adesktop PC costing under $7,000. Now imagine all that power
going to waste because the operating system
you chose was never meant to take advantage of acomputer this powerful. It will
take more than just a "window environment" or an outdated operating system
to unlock the 80386.
It will take PC-MOS/386."
The First 80386 Operating
System. Specifically designed for the
80386 computen PC-MOS/386" opens
ffiors. Doors to more memory and
multi-tasking.. Doors to thousands
of DOS programs as well as upcoming 80386-specific software. It the
galiviyu to the latest technology._ and
your networking future.
Memory Management
Without Boards. PC-MOS exploits
the mein(iry management capabilities
built into the 80386. So, up to four
GIGABYTES of memoiy are accessible to multiple users and to future
80386-specific applications requiring
megabytes of memory
MultiZasking, MultiUser Support for One, Five or
25 Users. PC-MOS/386" allows
up to 25 inexpensive terminals to be
driven by asingle.. 80386 machine.
So the features of the 80386 can be
utilized at every terminal. And it
comes in three versions so you can
upgrade your system as your company grows..without having to
learn new commands or install
new hardware.

Softuare Support for Thousands
of DOS Programs. Although PC-N(05/386i"
totally replaces DOS, it doesn't make you
peplace your favorite DOS programs. So you
can run programs like Lotus 1-2-3. WordStar
dBASE III, and WordPerfect on the 80386.
Best of all, it uses familiar commands like
DIR and COPYso you'll feel comfortable
with our system.
The Gateway to Endless
Features. Distinctive characteristics
like file/system security remote access.
tile/record locking, and built-in color
graphics support for EACH user set
'L - MOS/386" apart from all previous
operating systems.
Open the Doors to Your
Future TODAY! Call The Software
Link "IDDAY for more information arid
the authorized dealer nearest you.
PC-MDS/386" comes in single, five
25user versions starting at $ 195.

PC-MOS/386
C

•

MODULAR OPERATIM; SYSTEM
O-

THE SOFTWARE LINK

De,elope.se•LANL ,nt,' & MogLin.. -Advanced

lr;77 Parkway Lane. Atlanta. GA 3()092
'rdex
S\VI.INK
FAX - 101 263-6171

CALL: 800/451- LINK
In (;eorgia: 404/4-18-LIINK
0 N1Intl Sales: 4(1-1 2i3-løilii
RestllersNARs:104-118-3465
OEM / 1Iealer 1uquirie. Ins filed
THE SOFTWARE LINKICANADA !

Circle 329 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 330)
TRADEMARK ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:

MultiLink" is aregistered trademark . 4The Software Litik. PC-MOS/3867 MultiLinleAdvanced, and LANLink" are trademarks of Tie Sot ware Link.
Lotus 1-2-3, WordStar, dBASE III, & WordPerfect are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp., MicmPro, AshtonTate, & VMrdPerfect Corp. respectively Prices and technical specificationsut ,ect to change.
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fragment M on page 131, the word
ScreenImage should read " ScreenImage.

The following lines of code for listing 1,
KAREX1, in the article " Karmarlcar's
Algorithm" by Andrew M. Rockett and
John C. Stevenson in the September issue
contained mistakes and are herewith presented in their corrected form.

Michael J. Sorens' article, " Programming Insight: Teaching Old Screens New
Tricks," in the September issue,
contained incorrectly punctuated Pascal
code fragments.
In each case where adouble quotation
mark (") is followed by either an alphabetic or numeric character string, which
is in turn followed by asingle quotation
mark ( '), as in

228

BrightControl = "[ lm';

The October What's New item on
NeuralWorks ( page 45) reported what
was an introductory price of $99. The
price of NeuralWorks is now $495. For
more information, contact NeuralWare
Inc., 103 Buckskin Court, Sewickley, PA
15143, (412) 741-7699.

FIXES

FOR C =

1 TO N:

1/N :

334

AO ( C) =

XNEW(C) = AO ( C)

I = R +

the correct punctuation would be to use
single quotation marks both before and
after the character string, as in the
following:

1

Reviewer's Notebook in the October
issue contained errors in the units of data
transfer for the ALR 386/2 Model 40,
Compaq Deskpro 386, and IBM PS/2
Model 80. The correct rates are all in K
bytes per second, not K bits per second.

BrightControl = ' [ lm' ;
357

FOR R =

1 TO N :

FOR C =

In cases where adouble quotation mark
appears by itself, as in

1 TO N :

FOR J =

1 TO

K1 : B3 ( R, C) = B3 ( R, C)
+B2 ( R, J) * B ( J, C) :
NEXT
NEXT
NEXT

J:

C :

if ( ExistingStyle = ") then
the correct usage would be two single
quotation marks, as in

R

if ( ExistingStyle = ") then
388

FOR C=1

TON:

XNEW(C) :

AA = AA +

NEXT

C

Additionally, in the final line of code

Kyocera wrote to inform us that " although the review of the F-1010 printer
(October) said ' there is no provision for
storing the cap,' there is aplace to store
the waste bottle cap—approximately 3
inches to the right of the bottle."
The telephone number for Canon U.S.A.
Inc. was printed incorrectly in the October issue. The correct telephone number
is (800) 221-2200 ( in Utah, (800) 6622500). •

Receiving

Checks Printed
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Ci‘ve lout ales tle Pt.US foc ontv
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Check

(c)

Contact

(e)
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PATIUN & MON

Software

Corporation

81 Great Oaks Blvd., San Jose, CA 95119
1-800/672-3470. ext. 897 California
1-800/538-8157, ext. 897 Outside California
408/629-5044 Internatkenal
'plus shipping. In California add tax.
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Your Source for This
Season's Top-Selling
MS-DOS Computer Products
Fall 1987

EPSON LQ-1000

• 24 Wire Dot Matrix
• 180 cps Draft/60 cps NLQ
• 136 Column, Select Type Ill
No. EPLQ1000

HAYES
Smartmodem 1200
• 300/1200 Baud External
• Automatic Speed Selection
• Vo.ce/Data Transmissions

No. HY1200

NEC 1401 Multisync

el"
F
REEe oR
Te

$289

• Multisync RGB
• 800 x 560 Display
• 6 Text Switchable,
No. NEC1401

$569

LOTUS 1-2-3
No ICL001

$299

.[

$539

QUADRAM
QuadEGA Prosync
• Free Mouse ( limited time)
• 752 x 410 Display
• AutoSelect Display Mode

No QU8600P

$279

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
When you want to talk compeers.
When you want to talk price.
Call toll-free:1800233-8950
Outside the U.S.A. 717-327-9575 Telex 5106017898 Fax No. 717-327-1217
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. A112, Williamsport, PA 17701
All major credit cards accepted

SYSTEMS

PC-TOO 8 MHz AT Systems

PC-TOO 8MHz XT Systems
BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:

BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:

• NEC V-20 CPU, 4.77 - 8 MHz Speed
• 640K Mother Board Memory
• 8 I/O Expansion Slots
• 360K Floppy Disk Drive
• Floppy Drive Controller
•
•
•
•

• 8 MHz 80286 16- Bit Microprocessor
• 512K Motherboard Memory Expandable to 1 MB
• 12 I/O Expansion Slots (6 16- Bit & 6 8- Bit)
• Clock Calendar with Battery Backup
• 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
• Hard Disk/Floppy Controller Card
• 238 Watt Power Supply
• Fully Compatible High Speed Bios

Clock Calendar with Battery Backup
150 Watt Power Supply
Parallel and Serial Ports
IBM Compatible BIOS

• 100- Key AT-XT Switchable Keyboard
• 24 Hour Burn- In
• Backed by our One Year Warranty
BASE SYSTEM PRICE: No cApc01-01

$
559

$639.00
$899.00

With Dual 360K Floppies, No CAPC01-02
With 20 MB Hard Drive and Controller
No. CAPC01-03

PC-TOO 12 MHz XT Systems

$99E

No CA5170-01

With 20 MB Hard Disk Drive,

No CA5170-02

With 40 MB Hard Disk Drive.

No CA5170-03

$1299.01
$1469.01

• 10 MHz 80286 16- Bit Microprocessor

• 640K Mother Board Memory
• 8 I/O Expansion Slots

• 512K Motherboard Memory Expandable to 1 MB
• 12 I/O Expansion Slots (6 16- Bit & 6 8- Bit)
• Battery Backed-up/Real-Time Clock
• 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
• Dual Hard Disk/Dual Floppy Controller Card
• 238 Watt Power Supply

• 360K Floppy Disk Drive
• Floppy Disk Drive Controller
• Clock Calendar with Battery Backup
• 150 Watt Power Supply
• IBM Compatible BIOS
• 4 Half Height Front Storage Slots
• 100- Key AT-XT Switchable Keyboard
• 24 Hour Burn-In

• Fully Compatible High Speed BIOS
• 5 Half- Height Front Storage Slots (4 exposed)
• 101- Key Enhanced Keyboard
• Microsoft MS-DOS with GW-Basic
• 24- Hour Burn- in

• Backed by our One Year Warranty

$579

$919.00

With 20 MB Hard Drive and Controller
No CAPC12-02

With 20 MB Hard Drive and 40 MB Tape

BASE SYSTEM PRICE:

BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:

• NEC V-20 CPU, 12 MHz Speed

No. CAPC12-01

• Backed by our One Year Warranty

PC-TOO 10 MHz 0-Wait State System.

BASIC SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:

BASE SYSTEM PRICE:

• 84 Key 5151-Type Style Keyboard
• Microsoft MS-DOS with GW Basic
• 5 Half- Height Front Storage Slots (4 exposed)
• 24 Hour Burn- In

$1269.00

No CAPC12-03

• Backed by our One Year Warranty

$139£

BASE SYSTEM PRICE: No CA5191-01
With 20 MB Hard Disk Drive, No CA5191-02
$1699.0(
With 40 MB Hard Disk Drive and 40 MB Tape$2149.0(
No CA5191-03

CALL FOR COMPLETE CONFIGURATIONS.

MONITORS OPTIONAL ON EACH PACKAGE.

FCC APPROVED.

SYSTEMS
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AST
Premium Model 140

OMPAQ
eskPro 386 Model 40
80386 Processor, 1E, MHz
1 MB RAM. 12 Floppy
40 MB Hard Drive
Parallel and Serial Forts

lo C03864

$4999

• 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
• FastRAM 516K, 10 MHz
• 40MB Fixed Disk Drive
• 36 Plus EGA Video
No. ATP140

I
i'llell.41e=-1
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IBM
PS/2 Model 50

$2499

• 80286. 10 MHz
• 128K ROM, 1 MB RAM
• 20 MB Hard Drive
• 1.44 MB 3.5" Disk Drive
No. IBS50

$2899

l
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t
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rOSHIBA
r-l000 Lap Top
,Fully IBM compatib.e
512K RAM
720K 31
2 " Disk Drive
/
640 x 200 Pixels
o. TB1000

NEC
PowerMate Il

NEC
Multispeed

$899

• Dual 31/
2- 720K Floppies
• 640K RAM, 512K ROM
• Super Twist LCD Screen
• 9.54 MHz CMOS V-30
No. NIMS

$

1399

• 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
• 640K RAM, 10 MHz
• 40 MB Fixed Disk Drive
• MS-DOS 3.2 & GW-Basic
No. NI1-1501K

$2499

Execution.
Did you know that CM° ships 90% 01 its orders the same or the next day. Our sophisticated
mainframe system enables us to achieve efficiencies that have our competition green with envy. CMO
provides many important customer services including toll-free ordering, toll-free order status and toll-free
customer support. We offer free catalog membership and we don't require our customers to pay money
to join a club in order to buy from us. We offer alternative methods of shipping to best suit your needs.
For a nominal fee our trained technicians will assemble your system, installing boards, drives and other
options. We will burn your system in and test it so when you recieve it all you need to do is unbox it
and plug it in. Our qualified, courteous sales consultants are ready to serve you. Phone today.

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950

Outside the U.S.A. 717-327-9575

Telex 5106017898

Most major credit cards accepted.

Fax No. 717-327-1217
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MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

NEC
GB- 1 Board

• 640 x 480 Display
• 256K Display RAM
• Dr. Halo II Software
No. NECGB1

$319

INTEL
Above Board/286
• 512K Expandable to 2 MB
• Conventional, Expanded and
Extended Memory
• For AT or XT up to 12.5 MHz
No. IN4020

$349

BOCA
EGA

NSI
Smart EGA Plus

• 640 x 350 Resolution
• 16 Color/64 Palette
• 256K of Video Memory

• Runs all standards in color
• 800x600 or 640x480 Modes
• Half-Size, supports IBM PS/2 VGA

No. BOEGA

$149

INTEL
Inboard 386/AT
• Converts AT to 386 16 MHz
operation
• Up to 1 MB with 32 bit memory
on board
No. INIB3000

$1399

$289

No. N5104

HERCULES
Graphics Card Plus
• 720 x 348 Bit Mapped Graphics
• RAM.Font Software Included
• Parallel Port

$199

No HEGCP

EVEREX
Autoswitch Enhancer
• Autoswitch EGA
• 132 Column Operation
• Parallel Printer Port

$149

No. EV657B

ZUCKERBOARD
Mono Graphics Card
• 720 x 348 Pixel Graphics
• Hercules Compatible
• 64K RAM, Parallel Port

$99 99

No. HX05

BOCFIRRM

AST
Six Pak Plus

• 64K to 384K Memory
• Clock, Serial, Parallel, Game Port
• SuperPak, SuperDrive Software
No. ATS1

$129

AST
Advantage
• Up to 3 MB of Memory
• Supports PC- DOS and Xenix
• Parallel/Serial Ports
No. ATADV

$319

BOCA
Top Hat

BOCA
BocaRam AT

• 6 or 8 MHz Speed
• 128K RAM Top Off
• 1 Year Warranty
No. BOTH128

• 16 Bit, Runs to 16 MHz
• 1 MB - 4 MB Memory
• Expanded, Extended, LIM

$99 99

No. BOAT10

$279

MICRO CHANNEL LINE
50/60 MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
IBeir• NEW PS

3.1.em and Companbl•le

It. another

ZUCI<E1113041?1)

QUADRAM
Silverboard
• 0-640K Memory
• 2 Serial, Parallel, Game Clock
• Quadmaster, PolyWindows Software
No. QUSQB

$119

QUADRAM
Model 30 Quadboard

• IBM PS/2 Model 30 compatible
• 256K to 2 MB Memory expansion
• Parallel, Serial Ports
No. QUPS30

$299

ZUCKERBOARD PS/2
50/60 Multifunction Board
• 256K to 3 MB Memory
• Parallel and Serial Ports
• EMS and Diagnostic Software
No. HX15

$249

EVEREX
RAM 4000

• IBM PS/2 Model 50 & 60
• Up to 4 MB Memory
• Expanded, Extended, LIM
No. EV136

$379

COMMUNICATIONS

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
The Complete Communications
• 1200 Baud 1/
2 Card
• Hayes compatible, pulse/tone
• Access 8, Pop-up software
No. PGMPC+

$119

EVEREX
Evercom 920
• 300/1200 Baud Half-Size
• Bell 103/212A Compatible
• Auto Answer/Auto Dial
No. EV920

$89 99

ANCHOR
Volksmodem 12

FIFTH GENERATION
The Logical Connection

• 300/1200 Baud External
• Hayes Compatible
• Auto Dial/Auto Answer
No. ANVM12

$89 99

Smartmodem 120M
Smartcom ll

e

• Programmable connect on board
• 4 Serial, 2 Parallel in, 2 Parallel out
• Daisy-chainable up to 315 devices

LIGHTIVIIVG 24

tAtoleerA
30:V1200/2AM EIPS
Auto CAAVAutoAnews.

No. ICF102

$299

I
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HAYES
Smartmodem 1200B
• 300/1200 Baud Half- Size
• Hayes Standard " AT" Commards
• Smartcom II Software included
No HY1200B

$289

EVEREX
Evercom 24

• 300/1200/2400 Baud Internal
• Half/Full-Duplex
• Bell 212 & CC ITT
No. EV940

$199

ANCHOR
Lightening 24
• 300/1200/2400 Baud External
• Battery Backed-up Memory
• Auto Answer/Originate
No. AN16

$299

IDEA 5251
Terminal Emulation
• Local Twinax Commmication
• IBM 34/36/38 Compatible
• Printer Support, Hot Key
No. 1E5251

$579

111111
Smartrnodern XX)
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HAYES
Smartmodem 2400
• 300/1200/2400 Baud External
• Non-Volatile Memory
• Stored Number Dial
No. HY2400

$439

e-41?1,

ZUCKERBOARD
The Nude Modem
• 1200 Baud Half Size
• Fully Hayes Compatible
• PC Talk III Software
No HX12

$85 99

U.S. ROBOTICS
Direct 2400 PC

• 300/1200/2400 Baud Internal
• Carrier detect override
• Audio phone line monitor
No. UR2400

$189

DCA
IRMA Board 2.2
• Native Mode Coaxial Link
• IBM 3270 Controller Compatible
• SNA/SDLC or BSC
No. IRMA2

$799

Competitive Pricing.
Did you know that CMO will meet or beat any legitimate competitive price. That's why our client ist
keeps growing. More and more people are discovering that CM° can save them a lot of money. Just
call our toll-free number with your best price and allow one of our courteous and knowledgeable
consultants to beat me price—and save you money.

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950

Outside the U.S.A. 717-327-9575 Telex 5106017898
Most major credit cards accepted.

Fax No. 717-327-1217
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PRINTERS

PANASONIC

KX-P1080-11

• 144 cps Dot Matrix
• 9- Pin Print Head
• 80 Column Carriage
No. PA1080

PANASONIC

$179

BROTHER M-1509 Dot Matrix
• 180 CPS Draft/45 CPS NLQ
• Auto Paper Loading
• Friction and Pin Feed
No. BRM1509

$389

OKIDATA ML- 192 Plus
• 9 Pin Dot-Matrix
• 200 cps Draft/40 cps NLQ
• 80 column, 8K Buffer
No. OK1921

$189

BROTHER HR- 40 Daisywheel
• 40 CPS, 136 Columns
• 2 Color Printing
• Friction and Forms Tractor
No. BRHR40

OKIDATA

$329

KX-P1091-11

• 194 CPS Dot Matrix
• 9- Pin Print Head
• IBM Pro Printer Emulation
No. PA1091

$589

• 24-Wire Print Head
• 216 cps Draft/65 cps NLQ
• 136 Column Carriage
No. NEP760

BROTHER

$629

2024L 24 Wire

• 160 CPS Draft/96 CPS NLQ
• 136 Column/272 Condensed
• Tractor and Friction Feed
No. BRL2024

$599

OKIDATA ML-293

ML- 193 Plus

• 200 CPS Draft, 40 CPS NLQ
• 8K Print Buffer
• 9 Wire, 132 Column
No. OK1931

NEC P760 Pinwriter

$479

• Dual 9 Pin Dot-Matrix
• 240 cps Draft/100 cps NLQ
• 136 column, 8K Buffer
No. OK293

$539

e

TOSHIBA

CITIZEN Premier 35

TOSHIBA P351-11

P321SL

• 24 Wire Print Head
• 216/180/72 cps
• Character font cartridges
No. TB321SL

$529

• 24 Wire Print Head
• 288 cps Draft/100 cps NLQ
• 136 column
No. TB351S

$889

• 35 cps Daisywheel
• Built-in clock/calendar display
• Error messages in English
No. CZMSP35

$489

PRINTERS

^7C4SSIECTMIZMINUMMI MMMMM IMEITM

EPSON FX-286E

SON FX-86E

40 cps Draft/40 cps NLQ
Wire Dot Matrix
Selectype Control Panel
EPFX86E

$349

$499

$159

• 120 CPS Draft, /50 CPS NLQ
• 5K Buffer, 132 Column
• Friction & Tractor Feed
No. SGNX15

• 9 Pin Dot Matrix
• 300 CPS Draft/50 CPS NLQ
• 132 Column, 8K Buffer
No. EPEX1000

$499

C.ITOH 315XP

STAR MICRONICS NX-15

TAR MICRONICS NX-10
120 cps Draft/30 cos NLQ
5K Buffer, 80 column
Friction and Tractor Feed
D. SGNX10

EPSON EX- 1000

240 cps Draft/40 cps NLQ
132 Column, 8K Buffer
Friction/Tractor Feed
No. EPFX286E

$319

• 300 cps Draft/50 cps NLQ
• 15" Carriage Width
• IBM/Epson compatible
No. TE315XP

$549

*Are
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EWLETT-PACKARD Laserjet Il
8 pages per minute
512K Standard Memory

Parallel & IRS-232C/422 Serial $ 1
o. HQ33440A

799

see. e

SHARP FO-210 Facsimile

• Half-tone Transmission
• Automatic Contrast Adjustment
• Automatic dialing for 87 #' s $ 1399
No. SHF0210

CANON PC- 25 Personal Copier
• 8 copies per minute
• Wait ime 20 seconds
• Copy size up to 356x216 mm
No. CC25

$899

Selection.
Did you know that CM0 carries over 3,000 products including the best respected names in the industry.
Representing over 200 manufacturers, our $8 million inventory is housed in over 60,000 sq. ft. of space.
Because of our large inventory, we are able to provide our customers with tremendous options and
selections from which to choose. Also, our trained consultants offer free consultation and will be happy
to help design and configure your system to fit your needs and budget.

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950

Outsidle the U.S.A. 717-327-9575

Telex 5106017898

Most major credit cards accepted.

Fax No. 717-327-1217
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MOUNTAIN
Drivecard

$499
$589
$699

• 20 Meg, No. MB20
• 30 Meg, No. MB30
• 50 Meg, No. MB50

CMS
Drive Plus 21

• 21 MB Expansion Card
• 31/
2" Rigid Disks
• 5 MB/sec. Transfer Rate

No. CH2ODP

$329

Iy

EMI

MOUNTAIN
Dual 20 MB External

MOUNTAIN
Beta Drive

• 51/
4" Bernoulli Technology
• 20 MB Removable Cartridge
• Unlimited Storage
No. MB9029

•

$1299

CMS
T-160 Back Up
• 60 MB on single cartridge
• Streaming or File-by-File
• Complete with controller
No. CH6OBE

$599

• Bernoulli Technology
• Dual 20 MB Cartridges
• Requires PC2 Controller
No. MBB4174

$1799

PC-TOO
Datasave 4000

• 40 MB Formatted capacity
• 31/
2"Pocket Size Cartridges, DC20(
• Uses existing floppy controller
No. MBPC,5685

$34E

'OMEGA
The Bernoulli Box

EVEREX
Excel-Stream 60

• Uses 2 20 MB Cartridges
• Performs, Expands
• Reliable, Transportable

• 60 MB Cassette Back-up
• Backs up 5 MB per minute
• Built-in Formatter

No. IMB40

$1899

No. EV60E

$74E

SEAGATE
20 MB Hard Drive Kit

SEAGATE
30 MB Hard Drive Kit

IRWIN
10 MB Tape Drive

IRWIN
20 MB Tape Subsysten

• Seagate ST-225 Drive
• Hard Drive Controller
• Mounting Hardware

• Seagate ST-238 Drive
• RLL Controller Card
• Mounting Hardware

• 10 MB Formatted Capacity
• 8 Minute Back-up Time
• Half-height Internal

• 20 MB Tape Capacity
• Interface Cable Kit Included
• 250 Kb Data Transfer Rate

No. SA225C

$339

RACORE
Jr. Expansion Chassis
• Provides 360K Disk Drive
• Clock/Calendar and DMA
• Parallel Port and Expansion
No. RR1501

$329

No. SA238C

$389

MINISCRIBE
6053 44 MB Drive
• 44.6 MB Hard Drive
• 28 MS Full Height
• 5 Mbits/sec. transfer
No. SA6053

$679

No. IW110D

$249

SABA Handscan
• Reads Words and Numbers
• Exports to spreadsheets, word
processors and data bases
• Works with Lotus 1-2-3, Multimate
Wordperfect, dBase & R:Base
No ICSA1000

$469

No. IW420XT

$43E

POLAROID
Pallette Plus
• Computer Image Recorder
• 35mm and 3x4 Film Unit
• 8 Pallette Software included
No. POO1P

$239

MONITORS

EADING EDGE
12" TTL Green Screen
IBM Compatible
Ergonomic Design

$69

LEG

AGNAVOX

562 RGB/Composite
13" Dark Bulb Screen
600 x 240 Pixel Resolution
Green Text Display Switch

i.

• PS/2 MCGA & VGA C,cenpatible
• 640 x 480 Pixel Resolution
• 31.48 KHz Scan Frequency

lilo. AM410A, G. or W

$

159

14" RGB/Comp/Analog
560 x 240 Pixel Resolution
.51 Dot Pitch, 12 MHz

$249

Monochromatic 432

No. AM432

$179

Monitor/732

• Palette of 256,000 colors
• 12" Etched Glass, Non-Glare
• 640 x 480 MCGA Compatible
No AMC732

MAGANAVOX

MAGNAVOX

ZENITH
ZVM-Composite

• 14" RGB/Composite
• 640 x 240 Display
• Dark Glass CRT

• Multimode text/graphics
• 926 x 580 display
• 15 KHz to 34KHz

• 12" TTL Composite
• 25 x 80 lines
• Anti-Glare Screen

Professional 8CM873

RGB Monitor 80

289

Multisync Plus

lodel 4120

TPC4120

• 12" TTL Amber, Green. White
• Up to 960 lines
• Flat non-glare screen

NEC

lOMPSON

i.

AMDEK

$249 N.

NAP8562

AMDEK

AMDEK

Video 410 Series

lodel-D Monitor

• 15" Flattened CRT
• 960 x 720 Resolution
• 3-Way Text Switch

tose

$1199

No. NEC1501

No. NAP873

$499

No. ZEG1230
No. ZEA1220

PRINCETON

PRINCETON

MAX- 12

HX-12E

• 12" Amber TTL
• 720 x 350 Display
• 16 Shades

• 12" Color RGB
• 640 x 350 Display
• EGA Compatible

No. PNM12E

$

139

No. PN12E

$479

$9999

$469

Dependability

•
Did you know that CMO is one of the oldest direct marketers of computers in the country. We are also
one of the largest—serving more than 350,000 customers. Our list of satisfied customers include
over 75% of the Fortune 1000 companies. Also, many schools and universities, as well as many
small businesses and individuals have come to depend on CMO for their computer related needs.

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950
Outside the U.S.A. 717-327-9575

Telex 5106017898

Most major credit cards accepted.

Fax No. 717-327-1217
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SOFTWARE

d- Base Ill +

$399

No ICAH03

Word Perfect
4.2
$ 209

Symphony
No. ICL002

No. ICSSO1

$439

Fast Back
No. ICF101

$89'

4

',TAR
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R:Base
System V

$449

No. ICMH04

Multimate
Advantage Il

$299

No. ICMMO2

kof
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MicroSoft
Mouse
No. ICMR02

$129

Micropro
Professional 4.0
w/Gen. Ledg., No. ICMPO3

$23

Ili)

idllIng

r"

Crosstalk XVI

$ 8999

No. ICMF01

Logitech Serial Mouse
No. ICLGO3

Copy II PC
No ICCP01

$249$

Xerox
Ventura
No. ICXE01

$7999

$589

Norton Utilities $ 5499
No ICNO01

PFS:
First Choice
No ICPF10

PFS: Professional
Write
No. ICPF11

$119

Microsoft
Word 3.1
No. ICMR20

$99'

$231

mums;

Managing Your
Money $ 119

No ICMD01

DAC: Easy
Accounting
No ICDA02

$44 99

Nantucket
Clipper
No. ICNA01

Borland

$399

Turbo Basic
No. ICBI20

$64

ACCESSORIES

reiE—Jcisie
MAXELL Double & Hi Density
• 51
4
/
DS/DD 10 Pack No MXD2

$8.99

• 51
4 Hi Dens 10 Pack No MXD2HD$18.99
/

MAXELL Data Tape
DC300A. No, MXMC4500
DC600A, No. MXMC600AG
DC2000. No. MXMC2050

ALLSOP Diskette Holders
$21.99
$25.99
$19.99

31
2 " Holds 30 No ARDF30M
/
51
4 " Holds 60 No ARDF60
/

SONY 31
2 " & 51
/
/
4" Diskettes

$9.99 •
$9.99 •

31
2 " DS/DD 10 Pack No. SCMFD2$19.99
/
51
4 " DS/DD 10 Pack No SCMD2
/

$9.49

1.4.4.606.1 1aieir

rezetar-est
CRT Valet
• Arm rotates 360°

$9999

No CUTV

$
399

DATASHIELD Turbo 350 SPS
No. DZO5

$449

$17.99

KEYTRONICS
KB-5151 Keyboard

$159

KENSINGTON
MasterPiece Plus

NO. K1-5151

No KEM 08

CURTIS Surge Protectors
No. CUSP1P, Diamond +
$49.99
No, CUSPF2P, Ruby +
$69.99

CURTIS Universal Printer Stand

CURTIS Tool Kit

No. CUUPS1

No. CUTK 1

DATASHIELD Surge Protectors

HEWLETT PACKARD HP- 18C

• Holds 50 51
4 " Disks No CI454
/

AMERICAN POWER
330AJ330XT
No
Watt UPS
.

KALAMAR Teakwood File Cabinets
• Holds 45 31
2 "asks No CI452 $14.99
/

5100, No DZSO2
585, No DZSO3

$79.99
$69.99

$ 19 99

Business Consultant $
No HP 18C

139

$109

$22 99

INTEL Math Co- Processors
No. IN8087 PC
$129.00
No. IN80287 AT
$179.00

CMO. Policies and particulars.
Next day shipping on all in-stock items. t Free technical support from our own factory-trained staff. • Toll-free
order inquiry. • No surcharge on VISA or MasterCard orders. • Credit cards will not be charged until the order is
shipped. • No limit and no deposit on COD orders. • No sales tax on orders shipped outside PA. • No waiting
period for cashier's checks. SHIPPING. Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling on all orders. • Larger
shipments may require additional charges. • Returned items may be subject to a restocking fee. • All items
subject to availability and price changes. Educational Institutions call toll-free 1-800-221-4283.

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950

Outside the U.S.A. 717-327-9575

Telex 5106017898

Most major credit cards accepted.

Fax No. 717-327-1217
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SPECIALS

$99 99

$89 99

KENSINGTON MICROWARE
Print Muffler 80

No. NAP623

• 256K Memory with clock
• Parallel and Serial Ports
• Print Spooling Software

$89 99

No. MBPC5687

$79 9'

• 40 MB Half Height
• 40 MS Average Access
• Uses only 13 Watts Power

• Easily moved from system to system
• DC2000 Cartridges
• Uses Computer Power Supply

$35 99

No OW

SEAGATE ST- 251
40 MB Hard Drive

PC-TOO
Datasave 40 MB

• Stores 80 column printers
• Great for office environment
• Also available in 136 column

No VSEGAD

QUADRAM
Quadboard

• 12" TTL Amber Display
• 1000 Lines (center)
• Dark Glass CRT

• 3 Button
• MicroSoft compatible
• Dr. Halo II software included

No. KEM09

$229

No. ICL020

MAGNAVOX
PC- Monitor 80

IMSI
Optimouse

No. ICIM04

• 752 x 410 Display
• EGA, CGA, MGA, HGC
• 256K-DRAM Screen Buffer

• Version 2.01 Full Set of Six Disks
• Full Spreadsheet Data Base
• Lotus users dream

• 300/1200 Baud Internal
• Hayes Compatible
• Carrier Detect Override
No. UR1200

VIDEO SEVEN
VEGA Deluxe

LOTUS
1-2-3 Upgrade

U.S. ROBOTICS
Direct 1200 Modem

$479

No SA251

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
When you want to talk computers.
When you want to talk price.
Call toll-free: 1800 233-8950
Outside the U.S.A. 717-327-9575 Telex 5106017898 Fax No. 71
▪7-327-1217
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. A112, Williamsport, PA 17701
All major credit cards accepted

$429

Circle 3on Reader Service Card

The fastest

CHAOS MANOR MAIL

Modula-2

software development system

for

Conducted by Jerry Pournelle

Now, an Atari Defense
Dear Jerry,
Idon't want to start another fight. But I
felt Ihad to respond to Ali Ozer's letter
regarding the Amiga and Atari operating
systems (Chaos Manor Mail, September,
page 32). Mr. Ozer is woefully uninformed, as are many people, about the
design of the Atari operating system. He
appears to conclude that there is no good
reason for the ease with which programs
can be ported from MS-DOS to the ST,
other than the fact that the ST is aprimitive device that avoids the subtleties of a
multitasking OS.
The fact is, several significant features
of the ST promote porting from the IBM
PC environment. The floppy disk format, file structure, and directory organization are virtually identical to that of
MS-DOS, right down to the file-allocation tables (they are file-compatible out
of the box, and full media compatibility is
easily achieved). The high-level GEMDOS calls have the same identification
numbers as their MS-DOS counterparts.
The keyboards have most of the same key
codes. Finally, the GEM implementation
provides aparticularly familiar environment for programmers who have used it
on the IBM PC.
Back to multitasking for a moment.
The ST does indeed have atime-slicing
event manager. This is what allows me to
have desk accessories such as text editors, terminal emulators, and alarm
clocks available while Iwork on my
spreadsheet concurrently—to say nothing
of background tasks such as print spooling, smart-caching, and timed backups.
Is this "true" multitasking? No. The
event manager is passive, not active, and
it relies on the polite behavior of the various programs. And desk accessories are
fundamentally, although not functionally, different than applications programs. Theoretically, Isuppose you
could download a YMODEM batch in
one task, compile and link amegabyte of
source code in another, and play chess in
the foreground, provided the programs
were all well behaved. Unfortunately,
many are not—aproblem not unique to
the ST.
In any case, the facilities for timeslicing on the ST are significant and,
from aprogrammer's point of view, easy
to manage. The ST exceeds the Macin-

tosh in this one regard, and Ihardly consider the Mac's OS to be primitive.
Somehow, Ithink it will be awhile before
OS/2 gets out the door. But if multitasking is sorely needed, several alternative
OS packages are available for the ST,
some of which even support multiple terminals (e.g., Unix emulators, OS/9, and
Micro-RTX). In summary, a programmer has no more business polling the
keyboard in aloop on the ST than he or
she does on the Amiga.
As to the 40-folder limitation, that subject has been beaten to death. This is a
bug in the OS, hardly adesign feature.
The problem is in the number of folders
accessed since boot-up; due to agarbagecollection strike in asandwiched buffer,
saturation can occur. I have about 70
folders on my hard disk, and Ihave never
experienced the problem. But if Ido, several public domain patches are available
that cure the problem. Idoubt if anyone
would claim that the Amiga OS is bugfree, so we all just move on.
Iagree wholeheartedly with Mr. Ozer
that programmers need to invest more effort in writing applications that adapt to
their environment, rather than the other
way around. As operating systems become
smarter, it will be easier for programmers
to let them be the boss. For now, MS-DOS
isn't there; even the Amiga isn't there. But
the Mac, the ST, and the Amiga are all
steps in the right direction.
Paul B. Loux
Denver, CO
You aren't starting afight, and you've
said it better than Icould. —Jerry
More on Mac Clones
Dear Jerry,
Iwas intrigued by the letter in your
August column from Richard H. Goodyear (page 268) and his observation of the
lack of aMacintosh clone on the market.
His letter implied that business people
have apersonal dislike for the Macintosh
computer and that this was the reason for
the lack of aclone. This line of reasoning
is faulty at best, and it perpetuates the
misguided stereotype of the selfish business persona.
The Macintosh has several unique
characteristics that make it much more
difficult to replicate than the IBM line of
continued

Extremely.taitteingle-pass compiler, integrated into the
Amiga Workbench, fun support for documented functions ( Intuition, Exec, Graphics, etc.), double-precision
numeric types, including FFP, produces optimised
machine code, links in just afew seconds! The comprehensive development system contains an editor,
compiler, linker, library modules (Standard 8. Amiga libraries), manual and introductory Modula2book.
Minimum configuration: 512K, 1drive.
Demonstration disk $

5

the IBM PC range & compatibles $

99

With M2SDS you develop your Modula2programs in a
powerful window environment, where all the tools are
integrated for speed and efficiency:
—syntax directed editor
—incremental compiler— much faster than aconventional compiler
—fast linker— produces stand-alone executable programe
—library manager— modules are compact and ergonomically managed
—clock, ASCII table, calculator
—all modules are provided in source form
M2SDSI supports the We maths co-processor, REAL
arithmetic calculates to 15 digits accuracy and easy
access to the MS-DOS/PC-DOS/Concurrent-DOS
operating environment. Programs and data may use up
to the full 640K DOS memory. No other software development system has as many tools and toolboxes as
M2SDS'

$249
$ 79
$ 5
$ 59

SDS-XP
Debug
M2SDS demonstration disks
Turbo- Pascal to Modula 2
roe ode translator

370 Mai
One of the fastest compilers in the world (single- pass,
36000 lines/minute), full 32 bit arithmetic, separate
compilation of modules with all the benefits of Modula 2 (version control, type checking between modules,
etc.), interface to Assembler and Fortran, support of
project libraries, produces high efficient native code (Including arithmetic checks) for linker and loader.
Annual contract for support $

1850

All these products with full support are available
from
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CHAOS MANOR MAIL

personal computers. The first and most
obvious of these is the graphic interface
incorporated into the firmware of the design. This covers several points, from the
strict copyright of source code to the
visual design of the interface itself. I
don know how large afirm Phoenix is,
but on acomparable scale it would take a
Microsoft- or Lotus-size software house
to provide the necessary resources for
such aventure.
In terms of firmware replication,
Apple offers several levels of service
more than IBM does. Both systems provide the BIOS type of functions to provide basic control of the hardware. However, Apple provides an additional set of
interface routines—the Toolbox managers—to standardize the operating characteristics of all hardware and to standardize the visual interface.
A clone maker must provide for an interface that could take asimilar piece of
hardware and drive it in away that would
make the applications and data function
from alow-level read and write perspective; provide agraphic interface to control these functions in acomparable fashion; and provide an interface that, while
functionally compatible, would not violate the implied visual copyright the
34
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courts have said exists.
The hardware of the Macintosh also
provides achallenge to the clone maker.
The drive controller is a descendant of
the Integrated Woz Machine provided in
the Apple II systems. Since Apple won't
provide the license for this to third parties, it must be emulated either in software, through other hardware logic, or
both. The 800K-byte floppy disk drive
specifications could probably be created
from available components, as could the
60-hertz screen, although these are not
readily available. So, unless very large
quantities could be assured, the OEM
would probably be paying premium
prices for initial quantities.
All of this points to the fact that at the
moment it is probably too costly to design
and market aMacintosh clone. The IBM
machines provided that marketing opportunity through IBM's policy of maintaining ahigh-cost, high-image, high-contact
focus on its customers. That market saw
the development of several BIOS structures of compatible nature and the development of intelligent consumers who did
not want the blanket service IBM was
providing.
It appears that the general market likes
the Macintosh, since Apple sells enough

of them, so it is not as if aclone would not
be appreciated. However, if the Macintoshes were overpriced, then, in all likelihood, clones would have been created already. Apple provides a moderate
amount of service, but the Macintosh
does not require the intense handholding
that an IBM PC-style machine does. The
interface acts as abuffer against the technology that sends the beginner into
shock. Therefore, Apple's price reflects
more directly the cost of the technology
in the box, and less the support components outside the box.
Many other reasons and supporting
facts surround this issue. The point is, it
is not impossible to create a Macintosh
clone—just that, for the moment, it is improbable. The business people have made
adecision not on personal prejudice, but
on agood amount of common sense.
Thomas J. Esser
Menomonee Falls, WI
I'm not sure that flogging heck out of
the CPU chip by making it do the display
and the disk control is all that great anotion in this era of inexpensive chips, especially i
fyou then sell the machine for alot
of money, as Apple did with the Mac, but
Isee your point. —Jerry •
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PROGRAMMERSWe asked what you
wanted in adatabase
development system and
we built it!

db_VISTA HIT" is the database development system for
programmers who want powerful Le performance
prims capabilitie% ... and in any environment. Based on
the network database model and the B-tree indexing
method, db_VISTA Ill gives you the most powerful and
efficient system for data organization and access. From
simple file management to complex database structures
with millions of records. db_VISTA III runs on most
computers and operating systems like MS-DOS, UNIX,
VAX/VMS and OS/2. It's written in C and the complete
source code is availablei so your application performance and portability are guaranteed! With db_VISTA
III you can build applications for single- user microcomputers to multi-user LANs, up to minis and even mainframes.

RAIMA'S COMMITMENT TO YOU: No Royalties, Source
Code Availability, 60 days FREE Technical Support and
our 30-day Money-Back Guarantee. Extended services
available include: Application Development, Product
Development, Professional Consulting, Training Classes
and Extended Application Development Support.
HOW TO ORDER: Purchase only those components
you need. Start out with Single-user for MS-DOS then
add components, upgrade ... or purchase Multi-user
with Source for the entire db_VISTA III System.
It's easy... call toll- free today!
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II
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access to data and less data
redundancy. Your applications
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Development System
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ASK BYTE
Conducted by Steve Ciarcia

Once More Through the Sieve
which has been used as abenchmark proprimel and prime2 of size 4000 to save
Dear Steve,
gram by several magazines—including
all primes for size up to 32,767. The
In the May 1986 " Ask BYTE," James
BYTE—appears to be almost exactly program also tests sizeelik=size/2 beL. Barnett asked you whether the Sieve of
what Knuth had in mind in the exercise fore an element is nulled. This was necesEratosthenes is " some classic mathematand short description of the answer in his
sary because the product iitj is someical joke." You responded with the corbook. The main difference is that both
times greater than size, in both
rect reference to Donald E. Knuth's
your and Gilbreath 'sprograms do more
methods, causing an overflow or out-ofbook, The Art of Computer Programcounting than necessary to identify all
bounds error. Both of these changes slow
ming, Volume 2: Semi-Numerical Algothe primes within the given range. It is
the program considerably, and they are
rithms (
Addison-Wesley, 1969). Hownecessary to flag multiples ofprimes only
not proposed as permanent additions to
ever, Mr. Barnett is right. The Sieve of
up to sqrt(Nmax). The additional countbenchmark.
Eratosthenes benchmark is an erroneous
ing is aresult of the desire to identify and
The Gilbreath method is the first half
implementation of the algorithm for
count all the primes in one pass rather
of the program. Note that the size varicounting prime numbers from 2to n.
than make one pass to set the flags and able input in the third line of the program
Let p(n) denote the number of primes
another to count them.
is the size of the highest number to be infrom 2 to n. Please compare: p(10) = 4
Some confusion seems to exist over
vestigated, not necessarily the number of
and p(100)=25, and not 8 and 45, rewhat Gilbreath 'sprogram counts; it is
elements in the array. In the original Gilspectively, as provided by the published
not as obvious as in your more straightbreath program, it would be the size of
Sieve benchmarks. Isuggest that the forward program. "Once More through
the flag array.
Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark should
the Sieve" explains the operation of this
Gilbreath makes use of the fact that 2is
be changed to the mathematically correct
algorithm quite well, but Ihave written a the first prime, and all other even numversion, to have Eratosthenes and other program in Microsoft QuickBASIC (see
bers are nonprime. Then he creates an
mathematicians on your side.
listing 2) that shows adirect comparison
array of flags the size (Nmax-3) 12,
Listing 1, acorrect version of the Sieve
between your proposed implementation
where Nmax is the largest number to be
of Eratosthenes, is written in Turbo Pasand Gilbreath 'simplementation. Ithink
checked, as in your program. Here is the
cal. This program is interactive, but I've
you will agree that they both accomplish
important factor: Each element iin the
kept input error-trapping features to a the same thing by slightly different paths.
flags array is apointer to anumber with
minimum. It computes p(n) for nfrom 2
First, the principle that Eratosthenes
the value 2* i+3. There is really no array
to MaxInt-1 = 32766. The comparison of developed, as implemented in your pro- present for these numbers, because it
p(n) to reln(n) at the end of the program
gram, is that if you begin with the first
isn't needed. If we look at asmall section
refers to awell-known theorem in numprime after I, you can find all primes by of the flags array, along with the virtual
ber theory: that p(n)I ( nI
ln(n)) apeliminating all multiples of each remainarray of candidate primes, after several
proaches / as napproaches infinity.
ing number in turn. So, after eliminating passes we see what's shown in table I.
Rastislav Telgarsky
all multiples of 2, the next number is 3;
Thus, for size=10 in the original GilDept. of Mathematics
after eliminating all multiples of 3, the
breath method, we get 8primes, as you
University of Texas
next number is 5, and so on. You continue
continued
El Paso, IX until all nonprimes up to the desired limit
have been eliminated. Ihave modified
IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia answers questions
BYTE 'sfirst article on the Sieve of your algorithm to save the primes in an
on any area of microcomputing. The most
Eratosthenes, by Jim Gilbreath, aparray and included it as the second halfof
representative questions received each month
will be answered and published. Do you have
peared in the September 1981 issue. Anlisting 2. This allows direct comparison
anagging problem? Send your inquiry to
other article, "Eratosthenes Revisited:
of the results with Gilbreath 'smethod.
Ask BYTE
Once More through the Sieve," by Jim
After all, the question to be resolved is
do Steve Ciarcia
and Gary Gilbreath, appeared in the Janwhether both programs count the same
P.O. Box 582
uary 1983 issue.
items.
Glastonbury, CT 06033
The Gilbreath version of the Sieve,
My modifications create arrays
Due to the high volume of inquiries, we
Listing 1: Professor Telgarsky 'sversion of the Sieve of Eratosthenes in
Turbo Pascal.
program Sieve_of_Eratosthenes; { R. Telgarsky }
var
c,d,i,j,n : integer;
prime : array[2..MaxInt] of boolean;
r : real;
ch : char;
continued
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cannot guarantee apersonal reply, but Steve
and the Ask BYTE staff answer as many as
time permits. All letters and photographs become the properly of Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned.
The Ask BYTE staff includes manager
Nary Weiner and researchers Eric Albert,
Bill Curlew, Ken Davidson, Jeannette Dojan,
Jon Elson, Roger James, Frank Kuechmann,
Dave Lundberg, Tim McDonough, Edward
Nisley, Dick Sawyer, Andy Siska, Robert
Stek, and Mark Voorhees.

AutoSketch m

AResource to Draw Upon

oget any job done, you need the right tools. Ideally, they
Tshould
be extensions of your talents, freeing you to do

what you do best. And speed, precision, flexibility, and
consistency are always top priorities, no matter what thejob.
If communicating with drawings is part of your job,
AutoSketch should be one of your resources.
AutoSketch from Autodesk, the developers of
AutoCAM is the precision drawing tool for professional
use. It's fast, powerful, and simple to learn. The price is
right, too.
With AutoSketch and yourpersonal computer, you'll enter the world of computer-aided
drawing with ease. You may never have designed with aPC before, and you may think it's
bound to be complicated and time-consuming. Surprise! With AutoSketch, you'll probably
be up and running in about an hour.
Despite its ease of use, AutoSketch is a
full- function, object-oriented CAD program.
Pull-down menus and dialog boxes
help you each step of the way.
With aclick of the mouse, you can
draw, then copy, mirror, or move
objects, even create symbol libraries.
AutoSketch automatically updates
measurements whenever you stretch,
scale, or rotate dimensioned objects.
It even keeps track of everything you
do, so that you can delete and restore
parts of your drawing as easily as you
change your mind, using successive
undo or redo commands.
We know you'll be impressed with the professional results. So will your
clients and colleagues.
AutoSketch runs on the IBM PC/XT/AT and
compatible systems with aminimum of 512K RAM
and either color or monochrome display. The
standard version is yours for just $ 79.95. If your PC
has an 8087 or 80287 math coprocessor, this
version operates about three times faster. The
speed- enhanced version for $ 99.95, requiring
the coprocessor, is three times faster still.
Call 800-445-5415 for the name of the
AutoSketch Dealer nearest you or more
information on supported peripherals.
To order direct with acredit card,
call 800-223-2521.
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ASK BYTE

begin
repeat
ClrScr;
GotoXY(30,1);
Write('The

Sieve

of Eratosthenes:');

GotoXY(18,2);
Write('the algorithm to compute the number of primes

from

2 to n');
GotoXY(17,5);
Write('Enter

a number not

($1 - ) ReadLn(n);

larger than

32766:

n=

( SI+)

if IOResult <> 0 then exit;
if ( n<2) or ( n>MaxInt-1) then exit;
GotoXY ( 34,7); Write('Computing...');
Here
for

i:=

the Sieve

of Eratosthenes begins

2 to n do prime[i]:=true; (

initialize the

array )
c:=0;
=2;
i:
while

{ set count to zero
)
( start with first prime )
{ i loop

i<=n do

begin
if prime[i]

Integrand's new Chassis/System is not another
IBM mechanical and electrical clone. An
entirely fresh packaging design approach has
been taken using modular construction. At

true

then

begin
( Write(i,");

(

if you wish

1

C := c+1;
for

j := 2 to n div
end;
i :=

present, over 40 optional stock modules allow
you to customize our standard chassis to nearly
any requirement. Integrand offers high quality,
advanced design hardware along with
applications and technical support all prices
competitive with imports. Why seule for less?

i do prime[i*j]:=

false;

i+1;

end;
Here the Sieve
GotoXY(17,12);

of Eratosthenes ends

Write('The number of primes p(n)
GotoXY(17,14);
r := n/In(n);

from 2 to ', n,'

is ', c);

GotoXY(17,16);

Rack & Desk
PC/AT Chassis

Write('The ratio n/In(n) is ', r:2:2);
d := Round(Abs(c-r)*188/c);
GotoXY(17,18);
Write('The difference between p(n)

and n/In(n)

is ', d,' % ');
GotoXY(17,24);
Write('Press < ESC> to quit
Read(Kbd,ch);

or any character to

repeat.');

C1rScr;

Rack & Desk Models
Accepts PC XT, AT Motherboards and
Passive Backplanes

until
end.

ch = # 27;

Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged Modular Construction

Listing 2: Aprogram to compare the technique in listing Ito the technique
used by the BYTE Sieve of Eratosthenes (originally written by Jim Gilbreath).
This program is written in QuickBASIC.

Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized

' QuickBASIC program to compare the Byte Sieve algorithm
' with the more obvious implementation of the Sieve of

I45W & 85W also available
Reasonably Priced
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MW1111 111110/LI
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RESEARCH CORP
Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices:
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291
209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD)
EZLINK 62926572
We accept BankAmericard/VISA and MasterCard
IBM, PC, XT. AT trademarks of International &miners MacItims.
Drives and computer boards not included
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' Eratosthenes. Start by defining all variables as
' up to s. Save t for floating-point timer.
defint a- s
true = 1

integer

false = 0
input " Input Size,
size = ( size- 3)/2

32764

or

less ", size

print " BYTE Sieve program, BYTE,
dim primel(4000), prime2(4008)
rem $ dynamic
dim

Sept.

1981,

page

188"

flags(size+3)

'Initialize the
for i=0 to size

flag array
continued

Introducing DCX-24

High performance
peripheral sharing
plus
•°°'
± BayTech's new DCX-24 data
communications exchange unit
allows high speed exchange of
data between computers,
printers and other peripherals.
+ Basic 12-port unit expandable
to 24 ports by 4-port serial/
parallel modules, so the system
can grow with you.
± Optimum flexibility: Select
the right combination of
serial/parallel ports, and set
any of these ports as aprinter
port or acomputer port.
+ Powerful 16-bit CPU plus
multiple high performance
I/O processors allow super
high speed transfer of data
demanded by new faster
computers and software.

± Large buffer, expandable to
41
/ megabytes, dynamically
2
allocated to maximize buffer
utilization.
+ Simultaneous data input and
output on all ports.
+ Computer-to-computer
communication concurrent
with all other operations.
± Easy-to-use menu-driven
setup plus pop-up RAM
resident software.
+ Compatible with virtually all
computers, printers, plotters
and modems.
± Many more high performance
features. Call for complete
details.

BayTech
1 111
Bay Technical Associates Inc.
Data Communications Products Division
200 N Second St., PO. Box 387
Bay St. Louis, Mississippi 39520
Telex: 910-333-1618 BAYTECH
Phone 601-467-8231 or

800-523-2702
Circle 39 on Reader Service Card
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rl'he rnote tfi
the more they
1971. Kansas
tornado blows out DEC PDP-Ils. Files saved
on 3M data cartridge tape,

1972. Moonlighting
programmer deprograms company's
production records. Files
saved on 3M data cartridge tape.

1973. Fastidious
janitor turns off IBM* 370.
Files saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1978. Colorado electric
storm jolts Wangs7
Files saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1979. Little Stevie Fong
flips floppies out
father's office window. Files saved
on 3M data cartridge tape.

1980.1èmporary help
permanently dumps accounting
records on Apple III. Files
saved on 3M data cartridge tape.

1984 Hard disk fails
in soft market; brokers panic.
Files saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1985. Sal's Diner
Dropped eggs scramble Macs"
Files saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1987. Delivery boy delivers
IBM PS/2 swiftly and
abruptly to the sidewalk. Files saved
on 3M data cartridge tape.

ings change,
stay the same.
1975. Head of the
office trips, pulls plug on
HP .3000. Files saved
on 3M data cartridge tape.

4981. Circuit breaker
flips, floppies flop.
Files saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1990. Somewhere,
somehow, on some computen data
will crash. Files will be
saved on 3M data cartridge tape.

1976. Unnamed computer
does the unmentionable.
Files saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1982. Head crash
proves fatal to Lisa:" Files
saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1977. Office
fire bakes Apple* lis.
Files saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

1983.Thief sneaks
away with Osbornesr Files
saved on 3M data
cartridge tape.

Computers come, and computers go.
But when they go out abruptly, you've always been
able to rely on 3M data cartridge tape for backup.
In fact, 80% of the people who back up on data
cartridge tape back up on 3M.
Why?
We've been covering computer and human errors
almost longer than computers and humans have erred
together.
Not only did we invent and patent data cartridges,
we've continually patented the innovations that make
data cartridge backup the best way to back up data.
Which is something that's never changed.
3M
Call (800) 423-3280 for abrochure.
Trademarks/owner: DEC/Digital Equipment Corporation; IBM, Personal System/2/ Intemational Business
Machines Corp.; HP/Hewlett-Packard; Apple, Lisa/Apple Computer Inc.; Wang/Wang Laboratories;
Osborne/Novell, Inc.; Mac/ Macintosh Laboraoiry, Inc.
"True to life stories.
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Me.. Spann,

""n o—.-

qRS)

sole
101 5
Since 1984

CAD

ASK BYTE

SOFTWARE 8/ PRINTERS
UP1
ShmMare"" Manilesi
51995
Since 1964

flags(i)=true
next

PRINTERS •LASERS •SCANNERS
Alps
Call
AST TurboLaser/PS . . Call
Canes LOP-811 Laser .. 31625

JOL
NEC P-6
P.7

Cr//zen 120-D
180.D
MSP.10
MSP-15
MSP-20
MSP-25
MSP-10
MSP-45
MOPSO

Nieshe NP 2405
NP- 2410
Panasools 1080i-2
10911-2
10921
1524

8139
0159
8249
$319
3219
8375

Call
n
$ 799

8$
1D5
1555
$ 176
8289
$524
3370
8299 1592
3399
$395 1595
$389 3131 ......... ,....., $250
MSP.55
" 1133..62 75
Premlere 35
$439 3151
$429 Toshiba 321 St
0489
l. ' hide 224
$
579 341 E..
0649
OstsCopy
Call 341 SL .,
679
Duple 150
8286 351 II
0688
0
11.P Laser Jet Serres 1111799 351 C
01019

CHIPS

64k 256k 8067 80287

Cell

MONITORS •TERMINALS •PANELS

Amidst 1280 w/card _ 8659
EIKI Data Dsply Panel
DD1000
Call
Filitsufrekruka MultiScan
31
$479
Soldslv 111
070
RGB
$ 199
RGB 31
. ..$289
Hitachi
Cell
Mitsubishi Mamond
Scan
8489
Others
Call

Sony Mulbscan
Call
Talton 123 G
$as
124 A
$95
635 Ultra HIRes RGB 8376
650 Ultra EhRes RG8 .. 04311
720 14 1 HIRes
8315
770 If Multilles
UM
Thompson Ultraecan
8518
Viking Id 10
Call
Wym
30
t2s
50
83C5a6211

NEC Mulusync .. .
3545
Multrsync Plus dXL .. Call
Sigma Batons
LaserVrew 18
moo
laserVrew 19 . 31890

60
75
85
9901
700 wiCard

8399
8559
$
4419
8498
0859

SOFTWARE
500. others
Call
AutoCad
Cell
AutoSketch
$
56
Boem6Graph 30
$
170
CPA. for Lotus 123
$
249
Clipper
1355
dBase Ill Plus
$3115
Drab, 1Plus 8options Gall
Enable 20
$395
FastCad
91258
FastBack Backup
FullElak Backup
818
GEM Publisher
$299
Generic Cadd 30
$55
Generic 8Dol Plot 30 _ 873
Generic Options
Call
HAL ( for Lotus 1231 _ 8103
Harvard Graphics
Inewl
8194
Lighting Speedup
$
54
LogiCadd 6 Mouse .... 8119
Logilech Publisher
&Mouse
8119
Lotus 123 201
8289

MathCad
0169
MemoryMate
C
MrcroSoft Word 311
S1/1 "
9
NeviVrews 11 ..
0439
Paradox
0369
PatheArnder 30 .
349
Peachtree Accounting
Sys
0159
Perspective 3d.
Call
PFS First Chance
$ 67
PFS first Publisher
843
PFS Professlonal File 8110
PES Professional Plan $
119
PES Prolessranal Write 087
GSA
Sys V
8192
8389
RBase S
ShIpMate'
( ups Mandest)
81195
Tas Books Accting
8passe
$85
Ventura PublIshIng 11 $455
VersaCad 8 Libraries . Cell
VP- Expert All
895
WordPerfect 42
8189

DIGITIZERS &PLOTTERS
Calvin 1011
1043
Digmzers
Enter Sweet p870
Others
Houston Instruments
IMP 41/42
IMP 51/52
IMP 51/52MP
IMP 56A
MP Options
Ittlachl Tiger
1111C Tablet .

Call
$8590
Call
1599
Call
82292
S3298
13598
03998
Call

Others
Call
$PPlotters
loh
ne
Call
201
Call
Curta
...
tansuoim Gmlnet 01
Call
8.12
$260
Numeral
Cali
SummagraphIce 12x12
Tablet
$349
18x12
8599

8399

COMPUTERS
AST 286 Model 80
81399
Model 140
82298
Model 140 w/VGA . $ 2498
Coasts
Call
IBM
Call
NEC Multrspeed .,
,
Toshiba 11000

7 .—..sper

T1100.
11100/13100
Modem HM
13100
Wyse pc/286-10
Zenith 181/183
Laptop

Call
1196
UV»
81299
Cell

BOARDS &NETWORKS
AST Sleek Plus 64k
StarLan Starter 2klt
Advanced NetWarei
86 v2 Oa
Advanced NetWare/236
All Graphics Solutions
EGA Wonder
Control Sys Artist
Wu SuperEGA
Hercules Graphics Plus
Intel Cards All

8135
5449
$488
Call
8159
9179
Call
8279
8169
Call

NEC GO - 1
Novell
Number 9
Paradise AuloSwilcr
EGA 480
Sigma Designs
EGA AutoCard 480
Color 400
Verlicem
Oldie 7Vega Deluxe
w/ VGA

8259
Call
Call
0189
$179
$
299
Call
8219

'Now set

the

flags

j=e

t0=timer
primel(8)=2 ' Initialize the first value to make the array
sizechk=size/4 ' consistent with the second method
count=1
for i=0 to size
if flags(i) = true then
primel(count) = i+i+3
if ( 8.5*i)+(0.5*primel(count)) <= sizechk then
k=i+primel(count)
while k <= size
flags(k) = false
k = k + primel(count)
wend
count = count+1
end if
next i
count = count - 1
tl=timer
tdt = ti - te
print " Time to count "; count+1;" primes was "; tdt;" seconds"
print
' Professor Telgarsky's version converted from Turbo
' Pascal to QuickBASIC
print " Professor Telgarsky's version"
' Initialize the flag array
size = 2 * size + 3
' 16383
redim flags ( size+3) ' 16384
for i=0 to size
flags(i) = true
' Set all flags true
next
'Now set the flags and save the primes
k=0
count=0
t0=timer
i=2
sizechk = size/2
while i <= size
if flags(i) = true then
prime2(count) = i
count=count+1
for j=2 to ( size)/i
if ( 8.5*i)*j <= sizechk then flags(i*j)
next i
end if
i = i+1
wend
tl=timer
tdt = ti- t0
count = count- 1
'Because it was incremented
last prime was
print " Time to count "; count+1;" primes was "; tdt;"

DRIVES •MODEMS •FAX
Fujitsu 525 360k Drive . 379
Hayes
Call
fillcroFax
Call
Madam T1100/T310(P
2181
8199
PheneFlex
$ 169
Seagate ST225 20
,,, Card
$299

0123830w/Card
SmartModem 7200,
8SW
Toshiba 38 XT/A7
720k Drlve
US Robotics
Courier 2400
Microllnk 2400

8349
$
85
$115
$
328
8328

MOUSE &ACCESSORIES
demos Mouse wigPent .$56
Opt,-Mech for MS/PCmouse
uses
1851 Mouse
$49
Logical Connection
156k
8299
Lognech C1 Mouse
$
85
LOIJIMOLiSd BUS &
pcParnt
S34

Others i
see Software
sechon)
Nient881 Mouse
vairram1
PC Mouse/Optunouse
va/Halo II
Summalélovui0plical

199
$
97
166

WAREHOUSE

5021 N 20th Street 810261 • Phoenur. AZ 85064
TOLL FREE with order • 802.9991134
.
pn,.,
Hourse5 61,7C-Fe9;
*abed nobee Conoablably

D'00.15nelqueanlatel

Zat'on:' :71)It'ettgaina err. see,
10'25' ples SI/ AN ae. ee. NW all pr od
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AU01101

'Now compare the results of the two methods
for kl = 0 to count+1
if primel(k1) <> prime2(k1) then
print kl, primel(k1), prime2(k1)
end if
next kl
print
print " Comparison complete"
print " Last prime was "; primel(count)
end

false

AFTER the
found.
seconds"

Dot, Daisy and Laser.
itgal

14

I

ling • ••

The new family of Olympia printers with
aprestigious technological heritage.
Olympia is first in making lasting
impressions for agood reason.
For over 80 years we've been a
leading innovator in typing technology for the office. Now everything has changed. And nothing
has changed. Our technology is
as new as the dew. Our commitment to reliability, efficiency and
service is as solid as ever
The Olympia dot matrix printers
produce clean, crisp printing at

778

speeds from 130 CPS to 200 CPS
for awide range of applications.
And our daisywheels are unsurpassed in printing quality.
Our new Laserstar 6is compact, versatile, compatible and
offers the latest in desktop printing
technology.
In short, whatever you need
we've got. So don't go shopping
without the big new name in
printers on your list. Olympia.

We'll make agood impression on
you. Then for you.

oCall U.S., 1-800-524-2541
(In N.J., 201-722-7000). Or write
Olympia U.S.A. Inc., Box 22,
Dept. ADV, Somerville, N.J. 08876.
O Call Canada, 1-800-268-6464.
Or write Olympia Business
Machines Canada Ltd., 58 Pince
Andrew Place, Don Mills, Ontario
M3C 3A2.

The Corn petition
Advanced Engineering from Germany

Circle 211 on Reader Service Card
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Circle 90 on Reader Service Card

CIARCIA FEEDBACK

Attention all FX80, FX100, JX, RX, & MX owners:

You already own half of
Now
agreat printer Only
$79.95

Now for $ 79.95 you can own
the rest. You see, today's new dot
matrix printers offer alot more.
Like an NLQ mode that makes
their letters print almost as sharp as
adaisy wheel. And mode switching at the touch of abutton in over
160 styles. But now, aDots-Perfect

upgrade kit will make your printer
work like the new models in minutes— at afraction of their cost.
And FX, JX and MX models will
print the IBM character set, too.
So, call now and use your Visa,
MasterCard, or AmerEx. Don't
replace your printer, upgrade it!

1-800-368-7737

(Anywhere in the United States or Canada)

g

Sample ot
letter with
Dots-Perfect

(Dots-Perfect)

Sample of
lette without
Dots-Perfect

4e:Dresselhau
8560 Vineyard Ave, Ste. 405, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

(714) 945-5600
MY Is • rep... gag.

An upgrade kit for EPSON FX, JX, RX, & MX printers

ofIgenenogl 'Mg» Iânchges Cos,
taanns'"'

s Ise

ggsgrli

aEgon

Ig

Epson ès • negossered 1/14.111•11. a/ Egon Amen.. Inc

UNIX is a trademark/
of AT & T Bell Laboratories

SORI5 Wins
Hands Down

Series

*Operable with UNIX
*Astonishing speed use of 32- bit Motorola 68020 CPU
*Easy expansion VME bus architecture

scram

Also available on OEM basis

SOftware & ha2C,ware

Quality through technological innovation —

SORD COMPUTER CORPORATION
20-7, Masago 5-chome, Chiba-shi, Chiba 260, Japan
TEL ( 0472)79-2671 TLX 3722484 SORDC J FAX ( 0472)77-6696
New York ( 212)759-0140
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flag

o
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

21+3
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21

found; but this is 8primes in the range of
numbers from 2to 21, not 0to 9or 1to
10. When the Gilbreath program is run
for 8192 elements, it really counts all
primes less than 16,384.
Ifyou run the program below and input
16,384 for size, it is reduced by the
equation size.(size-3)/ 2for the first
part of the program, then restored to the
original value for the second part. The
result will be acount of the primes up to
16,384 for both cases, and the last prime
printed is the same for both methods.
The last loop in the program compares
the two arrays of primes and prints any
elements that don't match. If you want a
list of primes, you can leave out the if
primel( ... and following end if statements. — Steve

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK

M680Lin

—

Table 1: After several passes of
Gilbreath 'sSieve, the first 10
elements (as indexed by iof the
flag array) are set to the values
shown in the second column.
The flag array entries "point" to
numbers with the value 2* i+3,
and this equation is shown carried
out in column 3. As you can see,
the first 10 elements actually
identify the primes between 0
and 21.

Circle 274 on Reader Service Cant

Miscellaneous Help Wanted
Dear Steve,
How would Iget into interfacing computers and writing some small programs
to run an Icon-based Home Control System (HCS)? Iwould also like to know
how Icould log onto the networks in the
U.S. from this information- starved location. Finally, Iam interested in the design
of the AVMUX (described in the February 1986 " Circuit Cellar"). Can Iinterface this with the HCS?
O. R. J. D'Souza
Ruwi, Sultanate of Oman
continued
Circle 107 on Reader Service Card --.

New
FoxBASE+ 2.00
Blazing Speed
New Features
Easier to Use

Complete LIBASE III PLUS
Replacement...And Much More

Don't change your programs,
databases, screens, or reports!
FoxBASE+ makes your dBASE applications run like lightning without changing
one line. And you can still use the best
parts of dBASE—great interactive features like EDIT and BROWSE plus the
full power of the "dot-prompt." Use
FoxBASE+ in exactly the same, familiar, user-friendly way you use dBASE.

30+ Major Enhancements
User-Defined Functions, screen
save & restore, VALID clause in GET's,
built-in "light-bar" menus, 10 new
commands, 4new functions, and much
more.

Faster Than Fast
FoxBASE+ was already the fastest
dBASE product in existence—but based
on independent benchmarks? new
FoxBASE+ 2.00 averages 73% faster.
That's an average 3.2 times faster than
Clipper, 4.3 times faster than Quicksilver, and 5.9 times faster than dBASE
III PLUS.

80386 Version Available NOW

For ultimate speed note, FoxEMSE+/386
runs about 50% faster than standard
FoxBASE+ 2.00—over 10 times faster
in some operations. It takes full advantage of protected mode and the giant
memory capacity of the 80386 chip today
. . vet runs under standard MS-DOS.

Easier To Use
Don't worry about memory configuration or size. New FoxBASE+ 2.00
automatically optimizes memory usage
as it runs...requires less memory yet
runs faster. And because FoxBASE+ is
completely interactive, you don't have
to waste hours compiling and linking
your programs.

FoxBASE+ Is Economical

Best of all, single- user MS-DOS
FoxBASE+ 2.00 costs just $395 and
FoxBASE+/386 2.00 just $595. Multiuser versions are also available?* And
with our Royalty-Free Runtime you can
distribute your FoxBASE+ applications
freely and never pay another dime.

FoxBASE+ runs on the new IBM
Persona System/2 and 3.5" diskettes
are available at no additional cost.
So call (
419) 874-0162 and ask for the
details about FoxBASE+ 2.00 and our
money-back guarantee. After all...

Nothing Runs Like aFox.

InierBASE
FoxBASE, FoxBASE+, and FoxBASE+ / 386 are trademarks of Fox Software dBASE Ill PLUS is atrademark of
Ashton-Tate. Clipper is atrademark of Nartucket. Quicksilver is atrademark of WordTech Systems. Personal System/2
satrademark of IBM.
'Using the suite of 48 comprehensive benchmarks published in Data Based Advisor March 1987.
'• Multi- User FoxBASE+ 2.00 for MS-DOS costs S595. Multi- User XFNix inrirdn.

Fox Software
122 W. South Boundary, Perrysburg, 01-1 43551
(419) 874-0162
Telex: 6503040827 FOX
FAX: 4198748678

CIARCIA FEEDBACK

Tandy Printers:
Because there is
no better value.'

The best advice Ican give you to "get
into interfacing" is to read as much as
you can in your areas of interest and pick
some simple beginning projects to build
your confidence and ability.
You probably should obtain some general software programming books that
teach basic structured techniques and
some machinespecific books (i.e., programming on the IBM PC). Almost any
major book distributor would have plenty
of good titles. Ads in BYTE list sources
for good technical computer books.
As far as logging onto the networks
here in the U.S., Isuspect the cheapest
way is through the international telephone system. Unfortunately, that may
prove intolerable for various reasons—
especially line quality. The BYTE Information Exchange (BIX) is available
through local postal telephone and telegraph companies; BYTE lists access information. If you are near a university
with a moderate-size computer center,
you may want to contact it to see if it has
any network accesses. BITNET is one
such worldwide information system that
allows mail and file sending across it at a
very low cost.
Iam assuming that you want to actually develop the icon-based software for
driving the AVMUX and the HCS. Writing an interface of that nature can be a
complex task, but it is simplified if much
of the actual graphics drivers are already
written. One inexpensive toolkit is the
Turbo Pascal Graphics package from
Borland (4585 Scotts Valley Dr., Scotts
Valley, CA 95066), which contains wellwritten tools for all kinds of graphics applications on the IBM PC and compatibles. In a nutshell, you need to write a
series of driver routines, some that interface to the hardware to perform the lowlevel tasks of setting switches and control
information, the mid-level tasks that coordinate the sequence of low-level activities, and the high-level tasks that are the
main choices of action and control from
the user's perspective. —Steve n

The New Tandy® LP 1000
Laser Printer

A breakthrough in
typeset quality
desktop publishing.
Affordable desktop publishing has
arrived! The laser-sharp clarity of
the new Tandy LP 1000 rivals
professional-typeset quality. The
LP 1000 quietly produces 300 x300
dots-per-inch resolution at up to six
pages per minute. Front-panel controls allow you to select fonts and
type styles, and optional downloadable custom fonts are available. The
LP 1000 is Tandy, IBM® and HP Laserjet Plus® compatible. A Centronics parallel interface is included,
and the LP 1000 does not require a
special controller board. Come see
the Tandy LP 1000 Laser Printer
today— only $ 2199. (26-2804)

Raft!, lhaelt
Price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores
and dealers. IBM/Reg. TM IBM
Corp. HP Laserjet Plus/Reg. TM
Hewlett Packard.
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The Technology Store

fed.

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Circle 251 on Reader Service Card

Between Circuit Cellar Feedback, personal
questions, and Ask BYTE, Ireceive hundreds of
letters each month. As you might have noticed,
in Ask BYTE Ihave listed my own paid staff
We answer many more letters than you see published, and it often takes alot of research.
If you would like to share your knowledge
of microcomputer hardware with other BYTE
readers, joining the Circuit Cellar/Ask BYTE
staff would give you the opportunity. We 're
looking for additional researchers to answer
letters and gather Circuit Cellar project
material. •
If you're interested, let us hear from you.
Send ashort letter describing your areas of
interest and qualifications to Steve Ciarcia,
P.O. Box 582, Glastonbury, CT 06033.

Unleash the desktop publisher
in your word processor
Teamed with your word processor, Laser Fonts transforms
your HP laser printer into apowerful publishing system.
Easy to Use. Laser Fonts® automatically
configures WordPerfect and Microsoft®
Word to use any vendor's soft fonts in addition to cartridge and internal printer fonts.

Fonts. Laser Fonts comes with aStarter
Pack s of typefoundry-quality fonts licensed
from Bitstream®.
Graphics. Include graphics from popular
products, such as Lotus 12.3®, PC
Paintbrush® and scanners.

Economical. With Laser Fonts you get
the extremely high-quality typefaces, the
wide variety of typestyles and the graphics
capabilities required for desktop publishing,
but you use your existing word processor
just as you always have. All for less than the
price of asingle font cartridge.
Laser Fonts brings fonts and graphics to
WordPerfect and Microsoft Word.

Laser Fonts: $180
For IBM or MSDOS computers and
HP, Canon and compatible laser printers.

*The Starter Pack contains: Dutch (Bitstream 'sversion of Times Romane) 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 24; Dutch Italic 12;
Dutch Bold 12; Swiss (Bitstream's version of Helvetic" 12; Swiss Italic 12; Swiss Bold 12; Courier 7, 10, 12, 14;
Old English 10, 20, 30; Script 10, 20, 30; Symbols 12 This ad was printed entirely with SoftCraft fonts.

Backed by alarge library of typefoundry-quality fonts.
The " Starter Pack" that comes with Laser
Fonts is probably all you need, but for more
variety in your documents, choose from 80
professional typefaces in SoftCraft's
Typefoundry Series of fonts. These are
licensed from Bitstream and include: all
sizes from 3to 120 points; all weights; all
popular character sets, such as Roman-8,
complete IBM-PC and foreign languages.
Or select individual fonts from the
Standard Series of fonts at the very low cost
of $ 15/disk full of fonts. Hundreds of fonts
are available in many popular styles and
several unusual styles.

SoftCraft, Inc.

Print with the very best, typefoundry-quality
typefaces available.

p

Please send me: D FREE font catalog
D Product information

16 N. Carroll St., Suite 500 • Madison, WI 53703
(608) 257-3300 • Telex 756332

Name

Call TOLL FREE (800) 351-0500

Address
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COMPETITION.
Most printers lack the good
sense to include apaper-saving,
push/pull tractor for both bottom
and rear feed. Not this one.

You also get conveniences that
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the front panel, the feature menu,
or from software— with
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Not to mention the ability to
run quietly. At under 55dBA, the
P24000C is one of the least noisy
printers around.
One of the most durable, too.
It comes with afull, one-year
limited warranty. And if you give
it normal care, it'll give you over
five years of trouble-free
performance.
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alive performance to prove there's
nothing like the P2400C.
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DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING
R. A. Roberts and
C. T. Mullis
Addison-Wesley
Reading, MA: 1987
ISBN 0-201-16350-0
578 pages, $44.95
PROLOG PROGRAMMING:
APPLICATIONS FOR
DATABASE SYSTEMS,
EXPERT SYSTEMS,
AND NATURAL
LANGUAGE SYSTEMS
Claudia Marcus
Addison-Wesley
Reading, MA: 1986
ISBN 0-201-14647-9
325 pages, $22.95
OPENING WINDOWS
Bill O'Brien
Scott, Foresman
and Company
Glenview, II: 1987
ISBN 0-673-18581-8
387 pages, $19.95

DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING
Reviewed by John V. Olson

D by R. A. Roberts and
igital Signal Processing

C. T. Mullis presents abroad
selection of topics relating to
digital signal analysis in what has become the traditional approach in engineering. The material is sufficient for a twosemester college course at the junior- or senior-year level.
The authors begin with the definition of discrete-time signals
and the systems that produce them. Unlike other texts that attempt
to justify the use of discrete mathematics by showing the connection to sampled analog signals, this book starts with adiscussion of
adiscrete sequence of numbers as asignal without encumbering
the reader with the possible sources of such asignal sequence.
Fundamentals for All
The first four chapters review the fundamental concepts of linear systems, time-invariant systems, Fourier transforms, and Z
transforms. Roberts and Mullis present extensions and applications clearly, and the classic transform theorems are tabulated
for easy reference. The applications themselves are succinct.
The authors discuss in detail the distinction between Fourier
transforms that are continuous in time and frequency and those
that are discrete.
Next, the authors discuss the sampling theorem, acore concept
Illustration by Andrea Eberbach

of digital signal processing.
They develop the sampling
theorem through discussion
and example until the complete
theorem is stated. This approach worlcs well if students
are careful to work their way
through the material. A subsequent chapter shows the development of several of the most
common algorithms for calculating the fast Fourier transform.
Problem Applications
The rest of the book applies
transform techniques to engineering problems. The bulk of
the material is connected in
one way or another to the task
of filtering signals to remove
noise. Simple low- and highpass filters are treated as examples in several of the introductory sections. These intuitive ideas are developed more
fully in a single chapter that
covers the design philosophy
of both finite- impulse response and infinite-impulse
response filters. The discussion here is brief, but complete. A great deal of work
outside the classroom is required for the student to master this material.
Next, Roberts and Mullis
turn to the development of a
least-squares approach to filter design, an important and powerful technique not usually discussed in books at this level. Students who master this material will be prepared for amore extensive course on adaptive algorithms and Kalman filters. A
final chapter on spectral estimation focuses on the characteristics of auto-regressive sequences and the estimation of their
spectra.
Finally, three chapters are devoted to adiscussion of the implementation of digital filters in hardware. Included here are
discussions of finite-length register effects, such as the quantization noise associated with A/D conversion and round-off noise.
The last chapter covers the design of general digital-processing
structures and discusses the problems in interpolation, decimation, and multirate filters.
An Effective Approach
Throughout the book, the authors develop ideas with adesign
motivation; they work through numerous examples that develop
the student's intuition and finish with acomplete statement of
continued
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the concept at hand. This is avery effective approach, especially in an engineering context, where the emphasis is more on
design and implementation and less on the rigorous sequential
development of theorem and proof. The material in each chapter
is supported with numerous problems that students can use to
evaluate and extend their understanding of the material. The
mathematical context is modern and lucid, the notation and concepts of linear algebra are especially effective in the formulation
of signal analysis, and the authors' presentation is clear, concise, and consistent. The material is arranged in amodern format, unencumbered by the mathematical orientation popular in
books written 10 years ago.
Digital Signal Processing breaks new ground in its coverage
of recent developments in the application of least-squares techniques to filter and system design and in its discussion of spectral estimation. While Ifound the signal flow graphs used to
describe the processes under discussion aliability due to their
cumbersome complexity, they are presented as asupplement to
aid analysis and understanding and do not block the comprehension of the material. Whether used as aprimary text or as supplementary reading, this book should find its place on the
shelves of students and instructors alike.
John V. Olson (1543 Scenic Loop, Fairbanks, AK 99709) is an
associate professor ofphysics at the University ofAlaska.

PROLOG PROGRAMMING: APPLICATIONS
FOR DATABASE SYSTEMS, EXPERT SYSTEMS,
AND NATURAL LANGUAGE SYSTEMS
Reviewed by Alex Lane
Programming by Claudia Marcus is aserious attempt
ptorolog
show how Prolog performs as an applications language.

This is in response to skeptical queries about the practical applicability of the powerful and flexible Prolog language.
Since Marcus is the principal technical writer at Arity Corp.,
you might wonder whether the book was written to promote
Arity/Prolog or whether any of the applications in the book depend on a language extension found only in Arity products.
However, aside from a20-page appendix summarizing the features of Arity/Prolog, the author scrupulously maintains her
neutrality. As aresult, the book can be used with any Prolog that
implements the Edinburgh, or DEC- 10, syntax.
Prolog Programming: Applications for Database Systems,
Expert Systems, and Natural Language Systems wastes little
time discussing language issues. Instead, it quickly gets down to
the writing of topical Prolog applications. In her preface,
Marcus targets the book's audience as programmers who are
somewhat familiar with traditional programming languages,
such as C and Pascal, and who want to start writing Prolog applications without delay. She gives fair warning that the broad
range of her chosen subjects limits the depth of her explanations.
After apair of brief introductory chapters, Marcus focuses on
databases, expert systems, and natural-language systems. She
begins by examining Prolog's internal database, discussing
database scoping, hash tables, and binary and balanced trees
with brief examples. Next, she devotes achapter to developing a
relational database in Prolog with examples that contrast Prolog
queries of the database to those made in Structured Query Language (SQL).
Unfortunately, Marcus has little time or space to dwell on explanations of SQL, so beyond acitation to abook containing a
description of SQL, she provides little information to help those
in new conceptual territory. References to SQL, however, concontinued
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tinue to plague the rest of the chapter as the author discusses
SQL predicates and the transformation of SQL queries into Prolog questions. A few pages after the first reference to SQL, the
concept of normalization flashes past as the reader is handed a
one-liner about there being five " normal forms," acitation to
another database text, and the reassuring news that " only the
first normal form will be dealt with here."
The book seems pressured like this most of the time. In fact,
unless Marcus is actually leading the reader through the building of an application, the pace of her text is breathtaking. She
introduces new concepts and terms in rapid succession. For example, three important Prolog terms—matching, unification,
and instantiation—are presented and defined in less than apage
in the introduction. Another half-page is devoted to one of the
toughest of Prolog concepts—the cut—and its use is discussed
only briefly over half adozen pages. Clearly, the reader will
benefit from prior familiarity with the subjects in this book.
Discussion of Expert Systems
Expert systems are covered in two chapters. The first is devoted
to techniques for building expert systems; the second, to writing
an expert-system shell. After atoo-brief explanation of expertsystem components in the first chapter, Marcus settles down to
discuss the use of production rules (IF...THEN rules) to solve
the grocery-bagging problem from Patrick Henry Winston's Artificial Intelligence (
2nd ed., Addison-Wesley, 1980).
After developing all the rules, Marcus shows the reader how
Prolog goes about proving its goals. She discusses the differences between backward- and forward-chaining expert systems,
then goes on to consider asecond method of defining knowledge—frames—and develops amore sophisticated expert system that gives advice on financial investments and explains its
reasoning. The chapter ends with avaluable discussion of uncertainty and considers Bayesian, fuzzy, and standard confidence factors and their manipulation.
The second chapter on expert systems builds on the first one.
Marcus describes arule-based expert-system shell that bears
some resemblance to Teknowledge's MI shell. After developing arule language and showing how the rule language is translated into Prolog, she examines how Prolog finds solutions. The
shell is put through its first paces with asmall (seven-rule) application that attempts to find the reason why acomputer won't
boot. The same shell is then used to develop arock-climbing
expert system whose rules occupy 14 pages of the book.
Natural-Language Systems
The author's approach to natural-language systems is roughly
the same as for expert systems; one chapter is devoted to language-processing techniques, and another is devoted to naturallanguage processing. Ifound the first chapter's routines and explanation of tokenization clear and portable to a variety of
applications.
Marcus then shows how the Prolog reader—the mechanism
by which Prolog accepts terms from the keyboard—and Prolog's facility for operator definition permit the creation of systems that can directly parse an expression like define bird
is—an animal with song. The chapter closes with asection devoted to definite-clause grammars (DCGs), which are abuilt-in
extension of context-free grammars and are capable of parsing
the more complex expressions or catching errors in statements
that the reader would reject.
The final chapter focuses on asimple natural-language system that processes questions and answers about airline flight
schedules. Marcus goes through adefinition of the natural language and building of the parser, explains what the system does
to answer user queries, and shows how the system can generate
continued
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471
Tribute 224
639
EPSON - Call on all models
NEC
P5XLP
840
P7 Parallel
619
8850
1059
P6 Parallel
439
P960XL
1035
OKIDATA Call on all models
PANASONIC
1080-I/M2
169
1090-I/M2
199
1092-1
306
1524
572
1592
392
1595
439
3131
259
3151
407
STAR MICRONICS
NB24-10
456
NB24-15
610
ND10
275
NP10
139
NX10
160
NX15
306
TOSHIBA
321 SL
510
341 SL
Call
351 Model II
910
RAM
64K 15ONS
256K 15ONS

16.50
33

TERMS Shipping on most software
is $500 AZ orders .67% sales tax
Personal check/company
check • allow fourteen ( t4) days to
clear We accept purchase orcers
from authorized institutions for
35% more than cash price AO
returns are subject to our approval There will be a20% restock
fee Minimum phone order $50 All
prices are subject to change Due
to copyright laws we cannot take
back any open software

Phone Hours: Monday. Wednesday &
Thursday 7am-9pm; Tuesday & Friday
\ 7am-5pm; Saturday gam-5pm. MST.
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WHAT'S OPTIONAL ON THEIRS IS

STANDARD ON OURS!!

PC COMPATIBLE
SOFTWARE
ANSA
Paradox

ASHTON-TATE

RIM
111114111111,111

D Base III+

$359.00
$389.00

FrameWork II
$ 389.00
Multimate Advantage II $ CALL

111111111ffiliillil

Rapidfi le

''fi

•
'

I

5244.00

BOEING
Boeing Calc

$ CALL

Boeing Graph

BORLAND

12MHz swanAT12

CompleteSystem
with 1.2MB Drive
& Monographic Monitor
Assembled & Tested
w/MS-DOS 3.3 add $69.95

$

Eureka
$ 104.95
Reflex
$ 91.95
Reflex Workshop $44.95
Sidekick(unprotected) $ 54.95
SidekickiTraveiing
Sidekick Bundle $ 79.95
Superkey
$64.95
Travelling Sidekick
$44.95
$ 75.95
Turbo C
Turbo Database Toolbox $44.95
Turbo Garneworks $44.95
Turbo Graphix Toolbox $ 31.00
Turbo Jumbo Pack $ 184.95
Turbo Lightning
$59.95
Turbo Pascal
$62.95
Turbo Pascal
$ 62.95
Numerical Methods
Turbo Prolog
$64.95
Turbo Prolog Toolbox $ 62.95

999

Standard Features

iomH z Swan ffx
Complete System
with ( 2) 360K Drives
& Monographic Monitor
Assembled & Tested
w/MS-DOS 3.3 add $69.95

Iv

$629

Standard Features
• 10/4.77 MHz 8088-1CPU
II ( 1) Game Port
Ill 640K RAM
• Clock Calendar
• 150W Power Supply
w/Battery Backup
• ( 1) Serial Port
▪ 101 Key Enhanced
al ( 1) Parallel Port
"AT" Touch & Click
Style Keyboard
• Hercules Compatible
Video Card ( 720 x 348)
• Quality Hi- Resolution Amber Monitor w/Tilt & Swive
Mono System w/20MB Seagate HD .. $ 849.00 *
Mono System w/30MB Miniscribe HD. $ 879.00 *

Base Unit w/o Monitor or Video Card.. $ 459.00 *

• 80286 12/10 MHz ( Keyboard
Switchable) 11.7 Norton S.I.Rating
• 640K of RAM on 1MB Motherboard
• 200W Power Supply
la (2) Serial Ports, ( 1) Parallel, ( 1) Game
• Dual Floppy/Dual Hard Drive Controller
• 101 Enhanced " AT" Touch & Click
Style Keyboard

Turbo Tutor

Mono System w/40MB
Min iscribe HD #3650
$
Mono System w/40MB
Seagate HD # 251
$

FAWN

NEC (1
3

1395.00

WE CARRY A FULL LINE
FROM THESE FINE
MANUFACTURERS

PRINTERS

1495.00

OCITIZEN

Base Unit w/o Monitor
or Video Card

$899.00

120D

Hercules to CGA with CGA Card and RGB Monitor Add
Hercules to EGA with EGA Card ( can operate in CGA, MDA, or
HGA modes)and Packard Bell EGA Monitor Add

FAST DELIVERY... We ship within 24 hours.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT Our support staff is on
call 9-5 Mon- Fri to answer all of your questions and
make sure that you get the most from your systems.

YOUR COMPUTER INVESTMENT
IS HASSLE FREE!!!

tCp.

OPEN: 8:00AM-9:00PM Mon- Fri;

$170.00

$ 174.00

MSP-10

$ 279.00

MSP-15
Premier 35
Tnbute 224

Option Upgrades for XT10 & AT12:

FOR YOUR PROTECTION WE GO THE
EXTRA YEAR Afull 1year warranty is included,
with a2nd year SEW ( Swan Extended Warranty)
available. Call or write for details.

$ 26.95

la Clock Calendar w/Battery Backup
• Hercules Compatible Video Card
(720 x 348) w/Parallel Port ( 2nd)
• Quality Hi- Resolution Amber Monitor
w/Tilt & Swivel

"Single 360K Floppy Drive

30 DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Your complete satisfaction is our top priorty. Any
Swan system may be returned within 30 days from
the date of shipment for afull refund.

SCALL

$379.00
$459.00
$ CALL

Panasonic
10801
10911
1092i

$ 159.00
$ 189.00
$ 299.00

SWAN VIDEO & I/O CARDS

1592
1595

$ 389.00
$ 439.00

Monographics half card ( 720 x348)
Hercules Compatible w/parallel port $69.95
Color half card ( 640 x200)
CGA Compatible
$69.95
Monographics, Hercules Compatible,
2Floppy Controller, Parallel, Serial, Gameport,
Clock & Calender w/Battery Backup $ 119.95
Same board as above,except with CGA
output instead
$ 109.95

3131

$ 259.00

3151

$ 399.00

$399.00

Items returned must be as- new, without modification or
damage. All warranty cards, manuals and packaging must
be included. Return shipping must be prepaid and insured,
bearing a RAC (Return Authorization Code) on the shipping
label.

Laser Printer

$ CALL

g3-W.
IL.C111M

NP- 10

NX-10
NX-15
NO- 10
ND- 15
NR- 15
NB24-10
NB24-15

$ 134.95
$ 157.95
$ 349.00
$ 289.00
$ 429.00
$ 499.00
$499.00
$ 639.00

10:00AM-6:00PM Sat, 12:00PM-8:00PM Sun EAST COAST TIME

TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODUCTS SP

TOATBEO
CX
0 L
1OL0
E6
GE

PA 16804

HASSLE-FREF MAIL ORDER
SOFTWARE 1111111111111•11113t

BRODERBUND
Graphics Library Disks $24.95

MECA
Managing Your Money ... $119.95

Newsroom Pro
$69.95
Print Shop
$39.95
Print Shop Companion
$32.00
Toy Shop
$42.95

MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY
Carbon Copy
$109.00
MICROPRO
Wordstar 2000+
Wordstar Prof Re! 4

CENTRAL POINT
SOFTWARE
COPY II PC
$27.00
Option Board
$79.95
PC Tools

MICRORIM
Clout
DB Graphics
R Base System 5

$27.00

CHANG LABS
Rags To Riches

FUNK
Sideways

& CALL
$32.95

GENERIC SOFTWARE
Generic CADD 3.0
$69.95
Generic CADD w/Dot Plot $89.95
LIFETREE
Voiks Wnter
Words & Figure

$CALL
SCALL
$427.00

Microsoft .

$ 289.00

DAC SOFTWARE
Dac Easy Accounting $54.95
Dac Easy Acct. Tutor $19.95
Dec Easy Payroll.
$ 39.95
DAYBREAK
Silk

$ 219.00
$249.00

$157.00
$ 137.00

LIVING VIDEOTEXT
Ready!
$52.95
Think Tank
$ 97.95

Access
SCALL
C Compiler
$ 249.00
Chart 3.0
$ 239.00
Flight Simulator
$32.95
Fortran
$267.00 .
Macro Assembler
$137.00
MS-DOS & GW Basic
$CALL fi
Mouse
$109.00
Pascal
$167.00
Project
$227.00
Quick Basic
$57.00
Windows
$57.00
Word Version 4.0

SCALL

MICROSTUFF
Crosstalk XVI

$94.00

NORTON PRODUCTS
Norton Commander
$39.95
Norton Utilities
$49.95

LOTUS
123
$307.00
HAL
$CALL
Symphony $439.00

Norton Advanced Utilities 484.00
PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Planner
$52.95
Executive Writer
$39.95

Executive File
VP Graphics
VP Expert
VP- Info

FAST SERVICE

$29.95
$CALL
SCALL
$59.00

PERSONICS CORP
Smart Notes
$47.95
ROSESOFT
ProkeY

$74.00

SOFTWARE PUBLIS 11 iNG
First Publisher $ CALL
Harvard Total PM It $349.00
Harvard Graphics
$229.00
PFS First Choice
$90.00
Professional File
$139.00
Professional Plan
WALL

SIMON & SCHUSTER
Typing Tutor itt
$39.95

Software orders over $ 50.00 & Accessories/Peripherals under 8 pounds will
be shipped FEDERAL EXPRESS(Yes even

SPRINGBOARD
Newsroom Pro
Clip Art

of $4.0C per order. Orders arriving before 11:00 AM our time
will be shipped out same day.
If part of your order is back-

Professional Write

SYMANTIC
Q&A

$109.00

$79.00
$CALL

ordered the remainder will be shipped UPS Ground for FREE!
$219.00

30MB
30MB
30MB
40MB

UNISON WORLD
Newsmaster

XEROX
Ventura Publisher
CALL $

MONITORS

XT Drive w/controller
$ 339.00
Hard Card
$429.00
AT Hard Card
$479.00
AT Drive
$379.00

TEL Monochrome
Amdek 410A Amber.
Green,or White
$149.00
Blue Chip Green
$89.00
Packard Bell Amber w/std $97.00
Micro Display Systems

ST-f25 20

B w/controller

$289.00

ST-238 30MB w/controller

$359.00
$549.00
$469.00

WESTERN DIGITAL
File Card 20
File Card 30
AT FD/HD Controller

$439.00
$CALL
$169.00

PC ADD ON BOARDS
AST
Advantage(128k) ... $319.00
Rampage AT
$419.00
Rampage PC
6 Pak + 164k)
$ CALL
I/O Mini II

Genius VHR w/video card $CALL
Samsung TTL
$89.00
Xtron Amber
TTL/CGA autoswitch

AT Hard Drives
ST-4038
ST-251

$ 159.00

AT!
Graphic Solution $ 169.00
EGA Wonder $274.00
BOCA RESEARCH
EGA/CGA/MDA/MCA
$149.00
BOCARAM XT w/OK $ 139.00
BOCARAM AT w/OK
$169.00
Bocarams are Intel Above Board
compatible
BOCA I/O AT
$79.95
BOCA I/O XT
$79.95
Gameport Adapter for I/O $ 19.95

INTEL
AboveBoard PC
AboveBoard PS/XT
AboveBoard AT

$227.00
$267.00
$329.00

SWAN TECHNOLOGIES
Add on Cards
-Compatibility guaranteed
-1 year replacement warranty
CGA card wiprinter port ....$69.95
Hercules Compatible Mono
card wiprinter Pon $69.95
Multi I/O
$CALL
for configuration and price
PARADISE NEW LOW PRICES
Autoswitch 360 $ 149.00
Autoswitch 480 $169.00

HERCULES
Graphics Plus
$ 179.00
Color Card
$ 147.00
Other Hercules boards in stock..
Call for price

STB
EGA.,
Chauffer HT

$259.00
$214.00

ZUCKER
CGA
$89.95
Monochrome Graphics $94.95
Memory Expansion
$CALL

$119.00

KGB
Magnavox 8562 $269.00
Magnavox 8515
$289.00
Thomson ... All Models $CALL
Zenith 1330
$407.00
EGA
NEC Multisync
SCALL
Packard Bell
EGA/CGA/TTL Auto
$419.00
Goldstar EGA
SCALL
Amdek 722
$477.00
Thomson Ultrascan
$499.00
Zenith 1470 EGA $219.00

1200B w/sw
$329.00
2400B w/sw
$499.00
Swan Technologies 1,2 Card
Internal 300/1200,Includes PC
Talk Ill software $89.00
2400 baud Internal
$199.00
Packard Bell External
300/1200 baud
$ 149.00
2400 baud External
$279.00
US Robotics Sportster
300/1200 baud
$ 139.00
Ventel Modems
Call for best prices on all models
Zucker
300/1200 Half Cd Modem
'1St MOUSE
PC mouse w/Dr. Halo II ...$89.00

A

FREE

To order by mall: We accept money order, certified check, personal check.
Allow 2weeks for personal check to clear.Shipping: $4.00 for software arid
accessories/ $ 10.00 for printers and color monitors/ $8.00 fordisk drives
and other monitors/ Add $3.00 per box shipped COD. Call for other shipp-ing
charges. Additional shipping required on APO, FPO, AK, Hl
Terms: ALL PRICES REFLECT
CASH DISCOUNT, ADD 1.9%
FOR MASTERCARD OR VISA.
All products include factory warranty.
ALL SALES ARE FINAL Defective items replaced or repaired at our ascrelion. Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax. Prices and terms subject to
change without notice.

EDUCATIONAL & CORP ACCOUNTS
Purchase orders accepted CALL 1-800-533-1131
from qualified corporations
and institutions Inside PA 814-234-2236

DISKS

CHIPS
Numeric Coprocessors
8087
$104.00
8087-2
$ 147.00
80287
$179.00
80287-2

$ CALL

Call for Pricing on Memory Chips
Prices are too volatile to list!!!

1-800-468-904-9

per box of 10

3.50" 5.25"

BONUS

DS/DD

MAXELL

DS/DID $ 17.95 $395

$695

VERBATIM DS/DD $ 19.95 $395
SONY

DS/DO -$ 17.95

$
895

THOMSON fs

ec 99

¡awl

ULTRASCAN
4
MONITOR 41

IRONIl

• Max Resolution BOOn 560 (ROB)
• Rune EGA, A/0 RGB, TTL
Composite
• 13" Non Glare Screen
• TIIVSvilvel

111FOCOM
:tall for prices on
rour favorite titles

_J

AMSTRAD

* PC- 1512
Full PC

Compatibility

Plus U 8MHz Processor 1013AvailableSlots U512K Memory Ill Parallel Port, Serial Port, Game Port
Standard Ill Microsoft Compatible
Mouse

MOS-DOS 3.2,

GEM Desktop, GEM Basic

$87.00

Circle 302 on Reader Service Card

CALL TOLL

CL: . - OMER SUPPORT
Ill After sales support.
• Knowledgeable staff, all graduates of
Tussey's " Computer Boot Camp".
SI Our advanced warehouse/materials
handling system assures your order is
shipped out accurately & on time.
• Our IBM 5360 allows instant order and inventory status.

Emir

MODEMS

with software

• Your Credit Card is not charged until your
order is shipped.
• We insure your order at no extra cost to you.
• Tussey is a financially strong and well
established company.

$69.95

WORD PERFECT
Wordperfect $207.00
Executive
$127.00
Library
$79.00
Math Plan
SCALL

PC HARD DRIVES

65> searte

SECURITY

TURNER HALL
Note It
$57.00
SOZ
$57.00

HARDWARE
*MiniScribe

at these prices) You only pay TCP's standard shipping charge

2U CGA Video Card

tcp
17
CALL FOR BEST PRICE

Inside PA
Call 814-234-2236

Circle 320 on Reader Service Card

Easy to C
C is agreat programming
language. Now the new
C WORKSHOP makes it easy.
Interactive software teaches you
C with immediate feedback on
your program exercises.
The C WORKSHOP has
everything you need to
learn C and write your
own programs, too. You
get afast editor, standard C compiler, and online help. Plus our renowned book.
Let the other guy struggle with confusing books
and compilers. Join AT&T and other major companies that use the C WORKSHOP. InfoWorld
columnist Adam Green calls it "the most intriguing new type of training system I've ever seen."
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Quality software since 1981

or return in 30 days for refund. To order the C
WORKSHOP, call toll-free (
800) 227-2400
ext.955 day or night (Visa, MC, or Am Ex). Or
send check to Wordcraft, 3827 Penniman Av,
Oakland, CA 94619. $
69.95 plus $5.00 shipping ( Priority Mail). In CA, add $4.90 sales
tax.

BOOK REVIEWS

natural-language responses.

Appendixes at the back of the book contain asummary of
Arity/Prolog, source code listings for the major applications developed in the book, and ashort bibliography of the book's subject areas. Both the index and the table of contents are helpful.
Time and Space
Throughout the book, the author's running commentary on the
details of the code under discussion is adequate. However, when
Marcus discusses generalities, her treatment becomes superficial and unsatisfying. For example, acomparison of Prolog and
C data representations using aconcrete example and an excerpt
of C code turns out to be anear one-shot instance of relating new
Prolog concepts to familiar old ideas.
If the author of this book is guilty of anything, it is of trying to
cover too much material in too little space. The compromises
made to achieve this goal make the book maddeningly shallow
when it's not actually building code. This makes Prolog Programming of limited value as amajor source for understanding
the background behind the applications areas it discusses. However, readers who are tired of books on Prolog theory and who
want some exposure to applications will find this book useful.
Alex Lane (1873 Bartram Rd. , Jacksonville, FL 32207), aregistered professional engineer, is the moderator of the Prolog conference on B1X. He can be contacted as "a. lane" on B1X.

OPENING WINDOWS
Reviewed by Thomas M. Houser

O

KADAK's
engineers bring
years of practical real-time
experience to this mature

MULTI- TASKING SYSTEM
(version
for the IBM
•
•
•
•
•
•

PC, PC/XT and PC/AT

operates

Demo package
Manual only
AMX 86 system

on any 8086/88, 80186/88, 80286

$25 US
$75 US
$2195 US

(shipping/handling extra)

L

• intertask message
passing
• Dynamic operations:
-task create/delete
-task priorities
-memory allocation
• Event Manager
• Semaphore Manager

No royalties
IBM PC DOS® support
C language support
Preemptive scheduler
Time slicing available
Source code of the
C interface and device
drivers is included
AMX86'"

system

KADAK Products Ltd.
an

Also available for 8080. Z80. 68000

58
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206-1847 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C., Canada
V6J1Y5
Telephone: (604) 734-2796
Telex: 04-55670

Circle 150 on Reader Service Card

pening Windows describes Microsoft Windows for the MSDOS operating system. Of two possible approaches to a
discussion of the windowing system—the user's side and the
programmer's side—Bill O'Brien uses the former.
The author's territory is basically that of Microsoft's manuals, but if you need alot of direction and require an introduction to Microsoft Windows with afew MS-DOS pointers thrown
in, this may be the book for you. It may just happen to have that
answer you can't find in the Microsoft manuals.
The author claims that Opening Windows contains many
helpful hints not found in the user's manuals. Microsoft's manuals, however, are tutorial rather than simply reference manuals, and they seem adequate. If you are interested in the programmatic interface to Microsoft Windows, for example,
O'Brien's book will not help.
Most of the text describes the vanguard applications that
Microsoft provides to showcase its windowing package: aterminal emulator, aword processor, and apaint program.
Getting Started
The first few chapters walk through the installation procedure
and describe the MS-DOS executive window. The menu bar at
the top of this window contains some standard MS-DOS functions to manipulate files. O'Brien covers the basic windowing
controls and explains how to pull down amenu and how to use a
scroll bar.
The introduction includes thoughts about the use of amouse,
which O'Brien recommends. However, he always refers to the
keyboard equivalents when describing an operation.
Applications
The remainder of the book covers the applications that Microsoft has included with the Windows system. Users will have to
buy this system to run applications that may be developed in the
future. Some of the applications, if not exciting, are at least
continued

Now Lotus can retrieve any data from
virtually any program
as easy as 1-2-3.

Fetch.* is anew Lotus add- in program
for Lotus 1-2-3 designed to import data
from popular database and application
programs directly into your Lotus
spreadsheet.
Just tell Fetch.* what data you need and
it goes and gets it from your database file
and puts it into the spreadsheet exactly
where you want it.
No more utility conversion. No more
leaving the spreadsheet, converting,
importing, and then going back—just
call Fetch.* from the Lotus menu and
watch it go to work.
Fetch.* automatically recognizes
databases such as dBase III, DBXL,
Foxbase+, Paradox, Rbase, Dataease,
Reflex, and Alpha Three.
Also applications and accounting programs such as WordPerfect, Timeslips,
AccountMate, Quicken, VP Planner, SBT,
Cyma, Ready-To-Run and more. And of
course, Lotus and Symphony, too.
Fetch.* even reads data from . DIF,
ASCII, or comma delimited files, and
downloaded mainframe files.
A Powerful Analytic Tool
And, using Fetch.*'s file description table
you can even
make custom
tables for virtually any other
data file you use.
Fetch.* imports

too

by whatever criterion you specify using standard Lotus data query
functions, so if you already use Lotus
you already know how to use Fetch.*
Not-Copy Protected
You can Fetch.* for records that match
Fetch:' comes with free unlimited support
field criteria based on as complicated a
and was developed with the cooperation
formula as your mind can invent.
of the Lotus Development Corporation.
The result is data revealed in ways that
Those who already own Fetch.* agree
no database can.
its big power is well worth many times
Reaches Beyond RAM Memory Limits
Fetch.* gives Lotus the power to get in- its small price. Fetch.* is available
at most computer stores.
side even the biggest database, pick out
R3t11.*
just the information you want and put it
Or order direct, toll-free:
in your spreadsheet where you can kick
it around and make it talk.
Best of all, Fetch.* lets you select partial
In CA: 213-559-1561
files, by records or fields. You don't have
.
4*
to import an entire file unless you really
want to, so you won't bust your RAM getting the data you need.
r
"
YES, Send acopy of Fetch. $Q9.95 1
Import and Export
CA residents add 6% tax
Postage and Handling
5.(X)
With Fetch.* anything
($15 addl. outside the continental U.S.)
you do while importing
TOTAL ENCLOSED e
The Gateway lo
ta ba.se Filee
L]5'/."disk
El 311" disk
you can also do while
manusoft
exporting. Use the same
H Amex C] Visa 11 MasterCard L3 Check
Go po' afion
8570 W. Washington Blvd.
criterion functions to
Card#
Culver City, CA 90232
Expiration Date
filter export data from
30-Day-Money-Back
Please Print
spreadsheet to database
Guarantee
If you're not completely satisfied Name
as you do to import data.
with Fetch.° return it complete and in Company
Fetch.* will even append good condition within 30 days for a Address
full refund (less shipping charges and
or create anew database
a $ 10 restocking fee if the package is City
opened).
for any of the programs
State
71p
A Certified Lotus Add-In Phonel_
mentioned above withRequires Lotus 1-2-3 ver sior 2.0 or higher.
L Site Licensing Available
out ever leaving Lotus.

Idus I2land Symphony. dllone Ill.Femur.. Parade,. Ruse Rau. WokIPerfect. %been> Readylb Rua. Ow ken. Cyma. SM. aasbunthla.. DUI,. VP
%astral and ',Lb& Three are roglatered traderoults of the lutur newlecancatt Corp . Milton Tat Foa SoPware. Ansa Solsvan. klatonm Inc Berland Intl bárlPerfret
Cop Software solutcons North Edge Schwan ganusolt orp flit MoSriwildi, SRT Cam So.onsMiro rearm. Sysems ha Weaker], Systems. Paperback Soh
Sort and Alpha Software reapp-tboly
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Circle 19 on Reader Service Card

EPROM PROGRAMMER
TECHNICAL
BREAKTHROUGH
NOW ALLOWS A
PRICE REDUCTION

A SIMPLE, INEXPENSIVE SOLUTION
FOR PROGRAMMING EPROMS
Why spend hundreds more for aprogrammer when you can buy
the APROTEK 1000 for only $225 (
Add $5shipping).
The APROTEK-1000 can program 5volt, 25XX series, 27)0( series and 68XXX
series devices plus CMOS versions of the above types. Included with each
programmer is apersonality module of your choice. Additional modules are only
$12.00 plus $3.00 shipping. Please specify modules by EPROM Type including
suffix. New! Adapter for programming 8751 single chip Micros is only $75.
Call for others. Complete with amenu driven program on disc which allows
READ, WRITE, COPY and VERIFY with Checksum, Easy to use with IBM, Apple,
Kaypro and CPM microcomputers with aRS-232 port, (name make and model).
Interface is a simple RS-232C with a female DB-25 connector most cables
available. The interface is switch selectable at 6baud rates between 300 and
19.2k baud.
The APROTEK 1000 is truly universal. It comes standard at 117 VAC 50/60 HZ
and may be internally jumpered for 220-240 VAC 50/60 AZ. Verified for FCC
Class B.
APROTEK 1000 is covered by a 1year parts and labor warranty

APROTEK

TECHNICAL INFO AND TO ORDER:
(805) 987-2454
1071-A Avenida Acaso, Camarillo, CA 93010

MICRO MATRIX SWITCH
ri

MAL.

1
,1.0
" TY
' f1
,
1 I

A NEW TYPE of DATA SWITCH
for OFFICES with more than one
computer and more than 2printers.
•Very simple to use!
•Push button selection (not software controlled)
•Connect up to 4computers to any configuration
of up to 4printers, plotters, terminals or modems
•All electronic (No moving parts)
•Transparent to data rate, data format, protocol
or type of interface.
•Works with serial or parallel devices
•Switches 4, 8, 12, or 24 conductors
•4 x 4and 2 x 4versions (Bi-directional)

• $395P 0

and up.

pew Patton
wail

Electronics Co.

To order direct, call (301) 975-1000

7958 Cessna Avenue, Gaithersburg, MD 20879
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mainstream, utilitarian offerings worthy of consideration.
The first application O'Brien pursues can be considered ametaapplication: It controls the environment in which other applications run. Called Control, it is used to set things like the cursor
blink rate and the time interval necessary for double-click operations to work.
The second application O'Brien follows is Desk Accessories,
acollection of simple applications that includes acalculator, a
note-cards file, acalendar program, and agame called Reversi.
O'Brien describes Desk Accessories well, but I think you
should be able to learn and use them interactively simply with
the on-screen cues. During the discussion of Desk Accessories,
O'Brien introduces the " clipboard," amechanism for applications to interchange data.
At this point, O'Brien includes achapter on how to move,
size, and " iconize" windows ( i.e., convert a window to an
icon). To arrange windows side by side, you have to play abit,
and you have to realize that you must place the Move icon to the
side of the screen to split the screen vertically between two windows. The only other anomaly is that Size and Move don't work
unless there is more than one window on the screen. The model
used by Microsoft is called " tiled" windows, meaning they
don't overlap. O'Brien explains the concept but doesn't use the
term. Because this is atutorial on arather new subject, the inclusion of awindow lexicon would have been helpful.
The next two applications O'Brien covers should be mentioned
together: Windows Write and Paint, aword processor and aMacPaint look-alike program, respectively. They work together so that
you can create pictures and incorporate them into atext document.
These are the most sophisticated applications in the package, and
they constitute the largest chapters in the book.
Although the Write program takes up the largest chapter in
the book and seems to be the most complicated, O'Brien claims
in the introduction to the chapter that most of the functions
should " require little or no explanation."
The last application he covers is aterminal emulator, acommunications program that lets you use modems and serial direct
connection to talk to other machines.

T:11
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Helpful Explanations
The appendix contains information that is less obvious to the
user and, therefore, more useful. O'Brien covers the contents of
the win. in istart-up configuration file. An explanation of pif
(the program information file) is also included. Although you
shouldn't be concerned about this file type, its inclusion in the
book indicates what is needed to run old applications under
Microsoft Windows.
Strictly aTutorial
Opening Windows is strictly a how-to tutorial on Microsoft
Windows. O'Brien does not try to evaluate it or compare it to
other windowing systems. Although he does agood job of describing the subject, this book does not go much beyond what
Microsoft provides.
It is unfortunate that Microsoft has not included any help windows for any of the applications with its products, especially if
these are to be the paradigm for application writers. Nonetheless, given a short list of heuristics like " point and click" or
"point and click twice," most readers can learn Microsoft Windows by exploration, interactively. The instant feedback and
visual cues provided by the program are superior to explanations. •
Thomas M. Houser (2625 Northeast Seavy Place, Corvallis,
OR 97330) is on the technical staff at Hewlett-Packard. He has
15 years of experience in technical applications and systems
software.

DEBUGGING SWAT TEAM
Order EcoC88 Rel. 4.0 New Modeling Compiler
and get C-more at no extra charge!
Seek and Correct
You already know that fast compilation does not mean fast program development. Backing
up for bogus error messages and removing the bugs takes time. Eco-C88's " Seek and Correct"
three - way error checking finds even the most elusive bugs, clearing the path for swift program
development.

Double Barrel Error Checking
EcoC88 nails syntax errors cold and tells you about the error in plain
English. And there's no avalanche of false error messages, either. Other
compilers can generate up to four times the number of error messages
actually present; they leave it up to you to guess which ones are
real. You'll be more productive with EcoC88 because there is no
guess work.
EcoC88 provides ten levels of semantic error checking. You can
select from almost no checking to the fussiest you've ever seen.
Eco-C88's " picky flag" finds subtle errors that slip by
other compilers.

Eco -C88 also features:
• All data types, plus ANSI Enhancements
• Robust library, including many new ANSI
functions
• CED editor with online function help, split
windows, compile-edit-link capability
• New, expanded manual with sample programs for the library functions

C- more Source Code
Debugger
Finally, if areally nasty bug persists,
put C-more, our source code debugger, to work. With C-more you can
watch your program as it executes,
single-step it, set simple or conditional
breakpoints, test complex expressions,
use variables as indexes into other variables, initialize and trace variables, examine
CPU registers, display results with print f0type options and much more. C-more can help
you track down bugs in minutes rather than days.
The price for EcoC88 is $99.95. And, for a
limited time, we'll give you our C-more debugger
at no extra charge.

Ecosoft Inc.

6413 N. College Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-6476 (Tech Info)
(800) 952-0472 (Orders) f
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KETTES DESIG
ESOU
Today's new generation of personal computers provides unprecedented power and
capability. That's the good news.
Now the bad news. Your diskette media is
stretched to the limit every time it's taken for
aspin. And, as diskette densities increase,
so does the chance of failure.
That's why Kao (pronounced cow) Corporation re-thought the diskette. And applied
its 100 years of expertise in surface science
technology to developing the first diskettes
designed for today's high performance
computers.
Kao diskettes employ patented, wearresistant resins and surface-treated magnetic particles for better head-to-surface
contact, the key to diskette durability and
performance. And unique surface lubricants
actually extend the life of your drive's read/
write heads. Our new Canadian microdisk
plant—the world's largest and most modern—ensures that Kao diskettes exceed
every industry standard worldwide.
More than 12 million high performance
Kao diskettes have been sold under many
well-known brand names in the U.S.A. Now
they're available from leading computer specialty and office products dealers under the
Kao name. In acomplete selection of sizes,
densities, and colors—all the way to 2MByte
in 3.5:' We even offer custom silkscreen
designs—an innovative way to enhance marketing programs, improve security, and simplify diskette identification.
For the name of your nearest Kao dealer,
call (800) 541-3475. (In CA: 800 548-3475).
And get the first diskettes designed for the
Fortune 500. Or companies that wish to
join them.

Mediafrom the Surface Sc

Corporate logotypes use
re the trademarks of ther
respectwe companies They
Intended to illustrate
the Kao custom silkscreen t
and do not imply
use of o • endorsement by t
crunpantesof Kee
diskettes c 1987, Kao Corp
le Canada contact Kao-Oldak Ltd. PO. Box 41, 10 Dioak Drive, Arnpnor, Ont. K7S 3H2 ( 613)623-7901 Fax ( 613)623-2886 Telex 0533548
In Europe cortad tKao Corporation Onlb>1 Infosystems Division Wanheimer Str. 57,4000 Düsseldorf 30, FR Germany 0211-4176-0 Fax 0211-413559 Telex 8587565 kaoed
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QNX: Bend it, shape it, any way you want it.
ARCHITECTURE If the micro world were
not so varied. QNX would not be so successful. After all, it is the operating system
which enhances or limits the potential
capabilities of applications. ONX owes its
success (over 30.000 systems sold since
1982) to the tremendous power and flexibility
provided by its modular architecture.
Based on message- passing. QNX is radically more innovative than UNIX or OS/2.
Written by asmall team of dedicated
designers, it provides afully integrated
multi-user, multi- tasking, networked operating system in alean 148K. By comparison,
both OS/2 and UNIX. written by many hands,
are huge and cumbersome. Both are examples of amonolithic operating system
design fashionable over 20 years ago.
MULTI-USER OS/2 is multi- tasking but
NOT multi-user. For OS/2, this inherent
deficiency is aserious handicap for ter-

minal and remote access. QNX is both
multi- tasking AND multi-user, allowing up
to 16 terminals and modems to connect to
any computer.
INTEGRATED NETWORKING Neither
UNIX nor OS/2 can provide integrated
networking With truly distributed processing and resource sharing, QNX makes
all resources ( processors, disks, printers
and modems anywhere on the network)
available to any user. Systems may be
single computers, or, by simply adding
micros without changes to user software,
they can grow to large transparent multiprocessor environments. QNX is the mainframe you build micro by micro.
PC's, AT's and PS/2's OS/2 and UNIX
severely restrict hardware that can be used:
you must replace all your PC's with AT's. In
contrast, QNX runs superbly on PC's and
literally soars on AT's and PS/2's. You can

run your unmodified QNX applications on
any mix of machines, either standalone or
in aQNX local area network, in real mode
on PC's or in protected mode on AT's.
Only QNX lets you run multi-user/multitasking with networking on all classes of
machines.
REAL TIME QNX real-time performance
leaves both OS/2 and UNIX wallowing at
the gate. In fact, QNX is in use at thousands
of real-time sites, right now.
DOS SUPPORT QNX allows you to run
PC- DOS applications as single- user tasks,
for both PC's and AT's in real or protected
mode. With OS/2, 128K of the DOS
memory is consumed to enable this facility.
Within QNX protected mode, afull 640K
can be used for PC- DOS
ANY WAY YOU WANT IT QNX has the
power and flexibility you need. Call for
details and ademo disk.

THE ONLY MULTI-USER, MULTI- TASKING, NETWORKING, REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC, AT, PS/2,
THE HP VECTRA, AND COMPATIBLES.
Multi- User

10 ( 16) serial terminals per PC (AT)

Multi-Tasking 40 (64) tasks per PC (AT).

C Compiler

Standard Kernighan and Ritchie.

Flexibility

Single PC, networked PC's,
single PC with terminals,
networked PC's with terminals.
No central servers. Full sharing
of disks, devices and CPU's.

Networking

2.5 Megabit token ring.
255 PC's and/or AT's per network.
10,000 tasks per network.
Thousands of users per network.

Real Time

2.800 task switches/sec (AT).

PC- DOS

PC- DOS runs as aQNX task.

Message
Passing

Fast intertask communication
between tasks on any machine.

Cost

From US $450.
Runtime pricing available.

For further information or afree demonstration
diskette, please telephone (613) 591-0931.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. • Kanata South Business Park • 175 Terrence Matthews Crescent • Kanata, Ontario, Canada • K2M 1W8
umx
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IT'S TIME TO DO SOME
SERIOUS 386 BUGBUSTING!
n'a

PROBE's menu
bar and pulldown menus set a
new standard for
debugger
interfaces.

oginipne.

Witch Option Calls So Memo ry
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PROBE has
source-level
debugging to let
you "C" your
program.

-w

elcome to your nightmare. Your company has bet
the farm on your product. Your demonstration
wowed the operating committee, and beta shipments were out on time. Then wham!
All your beta customers seemed to call on the same day.
"Your software is doing some really bizarre things': they say.
Your credibility is at stake. Your profits are at stake. Your
sanity is at stake.
THIS BUG'S FOR YOU
You rack your brain, trying to figure something out. Is it a
random memory overwrite? Or worse, an overwrite to astackbased local variable? Is it sequence dependent? Or worse,
randomly caused by interrupts? Overwritten code? Undocumented " features" in the software you're linking to? And to
top it off, your program is too big. The software debugger,
your program and it's symbol table can't fit into memory at
the same time. Opening abicycle shop suddenly isn't such a
bad idea.
THIS DEBUGGER'S FOR YOU
Announcing the 386 PROBE" Bugbuster,*from Atron. Nine
of the top-ten software developers sleep better at night
because of Atron hardware-assisted debuggers. Because they
can set real-time breakpoints which instantly detect memory
reads and writes.
Now, with the 386 PROBE, you have the capability to set a
quallfied breakpoint, so the breakpoint triggers only if the
events are coming from the wrong procedures. So you don't
have to be halted by breakpoints from legitimate areas. You
can even detect obscure, sequence-dependent problems by
stopping abreakpoint only after aspecific chain of events has
occurred in aspecific order.

'Versions for COMPAQ. PS/2-80s and compatible, Copyright

POP registers up
and down with a
single key.

This is an
out-of-range
memory-overwrite
bug. Since it is
interrupt related,
it only appears in
real time.

Then, so you can look at the cause of the problem, the 386
PROBE automatically stores the last 2K cycles of program
execution. Although other debuggers may try to do the same
thing, Atron is the only company in the world to dequeue the
pipelined trace data so you can easily understand it.
Finally, 386 PROBE's megabyte of hidden, write-protected
memory stores your symbol table and debugger. So your bug
can't roach the debugger. And so you have room enough to
debug areally big piograni

COULD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
PUT YOU IN THE TOP TEN?
Look at it this way. Nine of the top- ten software products in
any given category were created by Atron customers. Maybe
their edge is — agood night's sleep.
Call and get your free, 56-page bugbusting bible today.
And if you're in the middle
of anightmare right now,
give us apurchase order
number. We'll FEDEX
you asweet dream.
4•09

.... «to

BUGBUSTERS
A division of Northwest Instrument Systems, Inc.
20665 Fourth Street • Saratoga. CA 95070
408/741-5900

1987 by Atom 386 PROBE is atrademark of Anon. Call 44-2-8557-888 in the i/ K and 49-8-985-8020 in West Germany.
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WHAT'S NEW

Windows- Compatible
Technical Illustrator

Color Rendering
on AutoCAD Images

M

A utoShade creates per-

icrografx's Designer
traces scanned images
and constructs architectural
designs, mechanical drawings,
electrical schematics, and engineering specifications.
In scanning images, you
can import, save, or merge bitmapped images from scanners or paint programs. You
can also trace over bitmapped images to create resolution-independent representations; and you can stretch,
color, crop, and zoom bit
maps. You can select and manipulate individual points on
apolygon or curve, including
stretching, deleting, and inserting. Other capabilities include smoothing and unsmoothing for curves and
polylines, rotating text and
graphics in increments as small
as 1degree, defining up to
3.6 million colors and up to 64
layers, and selecting symbols.
Line widths start at 1/1000
inch and are accurately represented at any zoom level, according to Micrografx. You
can fillet and chamfer corners,
and specify the degree of
rounding or beveling.
Designer's user interface is
based on Windows 2.0 and is
compatible with it and Windows/386. It supports multitasking, pull-down menus,
dialog boxes, mice, and digitizers. You can run overlapping implementations of Designer simultaneously with
other Windows applications. It
is also file-compatible with
Windows Graph, Windows
Draw, In*A*Vision, and
Windows ClipArt.
The program is bundled
with Windows Convert, an
AutoCAD translator, and
with the General ClipArt Library, which contains over
300 symbols.
To run Designer, you need

An architectural image created with Designer.

air IBM PC or compatible with
at least 512K bytes of RAM,
two floppy disk drives, a
graphics card and monitor,
and aprinter. Micrografx recommends using ahard disk
drive, amouse, an EGA or
VGA graphics card, and
640K bytes of RAM.
Price: $695.
Contact Micrografx Inc.,
1820 North Greenville Ave.,
Richardson, TX 75081, (214)
234-1769.
Inquiry 751,

Mac Transputer
System
fyou own aMacintosh II or
SE, you can add modular
parallel processing to your
system with Levco's TransLink. The system consists of
aTransLink board for your
Mac, avariety of transputer
processor modules, and aset of
software-development tools.

Individual transputers are
mounted on credit-card-size
modules that plug into the
TransLink card. Levco claims
that aMac II equipped with
20- MHz T-800 transputers has
performance improvement
from the Mac's 2.5 MIPS (million instructions per second)
to over 200 MIPS.
Separate TransLink starter
kits are available for both the
Macintosh II and Macintosh
SE. The kits include asingle
transputer module 15-MHz
processor and 256K bytes of
RAM), aTransLink card,
and the Software Toolkit. A variety of individual Transputer
modules are also available.
Price: Mac II starter kit,
$2499; Mac SE starter kit,
$1899; transputer modules,
$1299 to $3499.
Contact: Levco Corp., 6160
Lusk Blvd., Suite C-203, San
Diego, CA 92121, (619) 4572011.
Inquiry 752.

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full information about it, including its price, ship date, and an address
and telephone number where readers can get further information.
Send to New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is
based on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews with BYTE reporters. BYTE does not represent itself as having formally reviewed each product mentioned.

spective, specular reflection, and full-color hard-copy
output of drawings created
using the three-dimensional
capabilities of AutoCAD 2.6.
The program uses the color
of drawing elements in AutoCAD as the basis for color in
the finished rendering. AutoShade also supports monochrome and color implementations of PostScript, and you
can generate a256-color output
file or acontinuous-output
file with afloating-point representation of up to 16 million
colors.
AutoShade runs on the
IBM PC with MS-DOS or PCDOS 2.0 or higher and a
monochrome Hercules Graphics Card, CGA, EGA, or the
Professional Graphics
Controller.
Price: $500.
Contact: AutoDesk Inc.,
2320 Marinship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965, (415) 3322344.
Inquiry 753.

Handy Copy Holder

The Copy Display Hinge is
anonmagnetic, space- saving copy holder that mounts
on the side of your video
display with double-stick
foam tape. It folds out of the
way when not in use, and
holds items up to '
h- inch thick
using the Linear Paper
Display, adevice that temporarily grips paper without
damaging it.
Price: $ 19.95.
Contact: D. L. West Manufacturing Inc., 5170 South
Julian, Suite 318, Tucson,
AZ 85706, (602) 889-2301.
Inquiry 754.
continued
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WHAT'S NEW

Modem Protection

HP's High- Speed
24- pin Printer

The Model TLP-2 is

he HP RuggedWriter 480

T

prints up to 480 characters
per second in draft mode,
and either 240 cps (at
12 characters per inch) or
200 cps (at 10 cpi) in near-letter-quality mode. This 24-pin
dot-matrix printer is designed
for heavy use in abusiness
environment, and it has independent paper paths for handfed sheets, multiple cut-sheets,
or standard fanfold computer
paper.
The RuggedWriter can
print up to four-part forms, has
an automatic paper-loading
feature, and last-form tear-off
that eliminates wasted sheets
or forms. Front-panel switches
let you select bold, italic, or
normal fonts as well as the
print quality. Printer emulation is switchable between
Epson LQ-1000 or HP
Printer Command Language
(PCL).
Draft and Courier fonts
are standard, and an optional
plug-in font cartridge ($ 150)
includes Times Roman Proportional, Helvetica 10, Letter
Gothic 12, and Prestige
Elite 12.
Both Centronics parallel
and RS-232C serial interfaces
are standard; acombination
RS-232C/HP-IB (IEEE-488)
interface is an additional
$200. Other options for the
Rugged Writer include acutsheet feeder ($250), adesktop
stand ($79), and afloor stand
($279). Replacement ribbons
are $ 15 and have arated life
of 5million characters.
Price: $ 1695.
Contact: Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1820
Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto,
CA 94303. Or call the HewlettPackard sales office listed in
the telephone directory
(white pages).
Inquiry 755.

Low- Cost LAN

TransM's low-cost Net127 PC Network uses bus
topology and features peerto-peer architecture, so you
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The 24-pin HP Rugged Writer prints at up to 480 cps.

don't need afile server. The
network is centered on individual 8-bit half-slot boards that
plug into an IBM PC, XT, AT,
or compatible. Net- 127 can
daisy-chain up to 127 microcomputers together using ordinary telephone (twisted-pair)
wire. The network transfers
data at 250,000 bps, and stations can be up to 1000 feet
apart.
Net- 127 includes two
empty sockets on each network
card for your own custom
ROMs that you can use for applications such as diskless
workstations. You'll need MSDOS version 3.1 or higher to
run Net- 127. It supports all
MS-DOS commands, including print spooling. Net- 127
also lets you partition hard
disks into virtual drives as
well as share hardware resources throughout the network. The system software
that runs Net- 127 needs only
32K bytes of RAM, and
Trans-M claims the system is
compatible with most RAMresident software.
Each Net- 127 package includes anetwork card, network
operating system software,
and a25-foot cable that uses
standard RJ-11 telephone
plugs.
Price: $249.95 per node.
Contact: Trans-M Corp., 28
Blacksmith Dr., Medfield, MA
02052, (617) 359-5144.
Inquiry 756.

A Couple of Cords

T

he range of expansion
and adapter cords for the
IBM PS/2 series and the new
Macintoshes continues to
grow. Curtis Manufacturing
has introduced both akeyboard/mouse and acolor/
monochrome monitor expansion cable that work with
the PS/2 Models 30, 50, 60,
and 80.
The EC-9Keyboard/
Mouse Extension Cable is a
fully shielded, coiled cable
that extends from 3to 9feet.
The cable has mini-DIN 6pin male and female
connectors.
The IBM PS/2 Color or
Monochrome Cable is a6-foot
fully shielded cable, with
high-density D connectors, and
15 pins, male and female.
Price: $39.95 each.
Contact: Curtis Manufacturing, 305 Union St., Peterborough, NH 03458 (603),
924-3821.
Inquiry 757.
Meanwhile, NEC has a
11/1 new custom cable that lets
you attach any of NEC's
MultiSync monitors to the
Apple Macintosh II. The
cable is 6feet long and adapts
9pins to 15 pins.
Price: $ 19.95.
Contact: NEC Home Electronics USA Inc., 1255
Michael Dr., Wood Dale, IL
60191, (312) 860-9500.
Inquiry 758.

Kalglo Electronics' telephone-line/modem voltage
surge protector that's designed
to protect your modem
against phone-line voltage
surges. The company claims
that the TLP-2 can dissipate up
to 6000 volts, 14,000 amps,
and 142 joules of surge energy
to ground. It uses two stages:
Stage 1is MOV-based, and
Stage 2uses gas discharge
tubes. It's capable of reacting
to surges in 1nanosecond.
The TLP-2 plugs into any
standard three-prong AC outlet
and has two standard modular
telephone jacks—one for the
modem and one for the telephone line.
Price: $39.95.
Contact: Kalglo Electronics
Co., Colony Drive Industrial
Park, 6584 Ruch Rd., East
Allen Township, Bethlehem,
PA 18017-9359, (800) 5240400; in Pennsylvania,
(215) 837-0700.
Inquiry 759.
Ifyou want to make sure
that someone doesn't pick up
an extension and ruin your
data transfer, you need one of
Data Spec's Data Interrupt
Eliminators. When you use one
of these devices, any extension picked up while the
modem (or phone) is in use is
disabled. Besides protecting
modem data from interruptions, you can also use the DIE
as aprivacy device for normal telephone conversations.
Data Interrupt Eliminators
are available in four configurations: Model MP600 is a
stand-alone in- line unit; Model
MP620 is astandard surfacemounted modular version;
Model MP630 replaces the
standard telephone modular
wall plate; and Model MP640
is used for wall-mounted
telephones.
Price: $9.95 to $ 13.95.
Contact: Data Spec, 20120
Plurruner St., P.O. Box 4029,
Chatsworth, CA 91313, ( 818)
701-5848.
Inquiry 760.
continued
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Just define your
variables and enter your
formulas anywhere on the screen. MathCAD
formats your equations as they're typed.
Instantly calculates the results. And displays
them exactly as you're used to seeing them —
in real math notation, as numbers, tables
or graphs.
MathCAD is more than an equation
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Plus, MathCAD
.s loaded with powerful
built-in features. In addition to the usual trigonometric and exponential functions, it
includes built-in statistical functions, cubic
splines, Fourier transforms, and more. It also
handles complex numbers and unit conversions in acompletely transparent way.
Yet, MathCAD is so easy to learn, you'll
be using its full power an hour after you begin.
Solve ', near systee ibc:b
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Requires IBM PC or compatible, 512KB RAM, graphics card.
IBM PC International Business Machines Corporation.
MathCAIr MathSoft, Inc.
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What more could you ask for? How
about the exciting new features we've just
added to MathCAD 2.0...
•Built-in equation solver
•Full matrix operations
•Two to four times increase in
calculating speed
•Easier full-page text processing
•Auto-scaled plots
•Memory enhancements
•Additional printer and plotter
support
•And more.
If you're tired of doing calculations by
hand or writing and debugging programs,
come on over to our pad. MathCAD. The
Electronic Scratchpad.
Call for adetailed spec sheet and the
name of aMathCAD dealer near you.
1
800.MathCAD (
In MA: 617-577-1017).

Math CAD®

MathSaft. Inc., One Kendall Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139
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WHAT'S NEW

Lower- Cost
Portable Mac

The Dynamac GP is anew

lower-cost version of the
company's Apple-authorized
pértable Macintosh, which internally uses Apple's own
circuit boards. The GP, which
operates only on AC power,
comes with a512-row by 342column gas-plasma screen, 1
megabyte of RAM, an internal
800K-byte floppy disk drive,
and amouse. Back panel connections include two serial
ports, an external keyboard
port, aSCSI port, an external
disk drive port, and an external
speaker connector.
Options for the GP include
1-, 1.5-, and 3-megabyte RAM
expansions ($549, $695, and
$1549), 20- and 40-megabyte
internal hard disk drives
($849 and $ 1495), and a300-/
1200-bps internal modem
($295). There are also two different soft carrying cases and
ahard plastic foam-lined case.
Price: $3995.
Contact: Dynamac Computer Products Inc., 1536 Cole
Blvd., Suite 252, Golden,
CO 80401, (303) 233-7626.
Inquiry 761.

Two Network
Managers

L

anscope combines network administration, network and user activity reporting, resource management,
software license metering,
user productivity tools, and
workstation menus.
Lanscope is written primarily in C, with portions
written in assembly language.
Connect Computer reports that
the first release of Lanscope
runs on Novell's Advanced
NetWare LAN operating system. Future releases, the company reports, will run on
other network operating
systems.
A database holds information on each user, resource,
and workstation. When it is
necessary to make changes to
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The Dynamac GP is atransportable Macintosh.
the network, the network administrator simply makes the
change to the database, and
Lanscope automatically recognizes the change.
Lanscope performs network and user activity reporting automatically with a
monitoring feature. You can
output network information
and activity data in astandard
data format.
Lanscope's database includes ametering system for
controlling software licenses.
When all available copies of the
software are in use, the program notifies additional users
that no copies are available.
Lanscope includes hot-key
utilities, which enable you to
control network print spooling without leaving the application you're working in. You
can also lock your keyboard
when you leave it unattended;
you'll need apassword to regain access.
The Lanscope menu manager provides control over
hardware and software resources that each user on the
network can access. The
menu manager also lets you
combine local workstation
and network menus into one
overall user menu, and each
user's menu can offer all applications available locally and
on the network.
To run Lanscope you need
at each workstation version 3.0
or higher of MS-DOS or PC-

DOS, anetwork interface card,
the shell or redirector of the
LAN operating system you're
using, and at least 640K bytes
of RAM. Licenses are available
on aper-workstation, perserver, per-multiple-servers,
and per-site basis. Limited
source code licenses are
available.
Price: $ 1295 for the complete system; eight-user version, $795; alimited version
is available for $495.
Contact: Connect Computer
Company Inc., 9855 West 78th
St., Suite 220, Eden Prairie,
MN 55344, (612) 944-0181.
Inquiry 762.

L

ANWatch monitors traffic on Ethernets by capturing packets as they pass by
and storing them for examination. It displays the traffic as
it occurs and zooms in to show
the full content of any packet.
You can choose individual
packets for capture and use
filters to locate problems associated with aparticular node.
The program operates in
display and examine modes. In
display mode it captures all
the packets going by, stores
them in abuffer, and displays
them on-screen. Each line on
the screen shows information
about asingle packet, and the

packets that scroll off the
screen are retained in abuffer
of 254 packets. When the
buffer is full, it discards the
earliest packets, but retains
the most recent 254. A time
file shows how much time
elapsed between when LANWatch was started and when
the packet was received. The
time is followed by the length
of the packet and the protocol
type.
Display mode has background, viewing, load, and
save filters that allow you to
select asubset of packets for
display, storage, and retrieval. You can also create
your own filter specification.
In examine mode, you
scroll among the stored packets, and you can zoom in to
inspect individual packets. The
full packet header is displayed, and the data in the
packet is displayed in both
hexadecimal and ASCII.
LANWatch also compiles
statistics on how many packets
of each protocol type have
been sent on the network.
To run LANWatch you
need aPC with astandard
Ethernet card. According to
FTP Software, no special hardware is required, and your PC
does not need to be dedicated
to running LANWatch. FTP
also reports that LANWatch is
compatible with most PC
Ethernet cards.
Price: $ 1200.
Contact: FTP Software,
P.O. Box 150, Kendall Square
Branch, Boston, MA 02142,
(617) 868-4878.
Inquiry 763.

Protocol Conversion
Board

C

onnecticut microComputer's UB1 is auniversal
IEEE-488/RS-232C/RS-422
interface. Measuring 61
/ by 3
2
by 1inch, the UB1 uses no
computer slots, needs no software driver, works with any
computer language, and is
completely transparent.
You can configure the UB1
to provide IEEE-488 (GPIB)
control from an RS-232C or
RS-422 computer port, to incontinued
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AGEM of aDeal
Free Software from Genoa! For alimited time
only, every SuperEGA HiRes+TM card comes with
aFREE copy of GEM Graph' —the popular
business graphics package that normally retails
for $249!
What acombination—aquick, easy way to
turn your spreadsheets and database files into
stunning graphs, and SuperEGA HiRest the
only Multisync-compatible 16-color EGA card
with 800 x600 resolution!
What can you do with the graphics card
that brings you afull-page, readable display for
Desktop Publishing? Run your spreadsheets in
132 x60 columns. Run most VGA applications.
Run Ventura" Pagemaker,TM AutoCAD," Windows"
and more—all in dazzling 800 x600 resolution!
Get in on Genoa's GEM of adeal! For the dealer
nearest you, contact: Genoa Systems Corporation, 73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131
FAX: 408-434-0997 Telex: 172319
Telephone: 408-432-9090

Genoa

SYSTEMS CORPORATION
Circle 115 on Reader . ervice
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Free GEM Graph Software with every
purchase ofaSuper EGA HiRes+ card
from Genoa! But hurry—offer expires
March 31st!

.1987 G..nua Sssiems Corporal ion
Offer heg.i ns October I. 9117 and applies to SuperEGA HiFtes and SuperEGA i
Res+.
SuperEGA Hi RI., and SuperECA FliRes+ are trademarks uf Genoa Systems Corporaim 1.
GEM Graph iN tradem.ak ol Digital Research. Inc. Multisync—NEC Horne Electron.cs
‘'eniura—Xerox Corporation: Pagemaker—Aldus Corporation; AutoCAD—AutuDesk. Inc.;
Windows— Microsoft Cut porarion.

WHAT'S NEW

computer system into amenubased system, so you can
check directories, edit afile, or
search for afile on your hard
disk, without exiting to DOS.
PC-Buddy runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with 256K bytes of
RAM, MS-DOS or PC- DOS
2.0 or higher, at least one
floppy disk drive and one hard
disk drive, and acolor or
monochrome monitor.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: Automated Ideas
Inc., 2375 West 12th Ave.,
Hialeah, FL 33010, ( 800)
451-5016; in Florida, (305)
885-0338.
Inquiry 767.

terface RS-232C or RS-422
instruments to the GPIB, or to
operate as atransparent bus
extender. The unit has all
handshaking-control and
data-transfer routines in
firmware, has aswitchselectable address, and operates at up to 115,200 bps.
Price: $295.
Contact: Connecticut microComputer Inc., P.O. Box 186,
Brookfield, CT 06804, (203)
354-9395.
Inquiry 764.

AST's 386 Machine

T

he Premium/386 is
AST's newest high-performance desktop computer
that's the company's entry into
the 80386-based computer
sweepstakes. AST says the Premium's major asset is a
unique bus that provides the
critical multimaster functionality of the PS/2's Micro Channel bus, yet retains compatibility with existing AT-class
machines. The system includes aspecial bus master
disk controller with optional
high-speed disk caching.
The Premium/386 runs at
20 MHz with one wait state. It
includes a40-megabyte fullheight hard disk, a1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive, and 1
megabyte of 32-bit, static-column RAM (expandable to 13
megabytes). There are two RS232C serial ports and aparallel printer port. Internally, the
Premium/386 has one 32-bit
slot for memory, three 16-bit
AT-compatible slots supporting multimaster functionality,
one standard 8-/ 16-bit ATstyle slot, and two 8-bit XTstyle slots.
A 101-style keyboard is included. The system unit measures 6% by 19 1
4 by 16 1
/
2
inches. Options include 70and 130-megabyte hard disks,
and both color and monochrome graphics cards and
displays.
Price: $5600.
Contact: AST Research Inc.,
2121 Alton Ave., Irvine, CA
92714, (714) 863-1333.
Inquiry 765.
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The echoBOX
Emulates Keys

T

The AST Premium/386 has aMicro Channel-like bus.

BlowUp PC

W

ithout using printer escape codes, BlowUp PC
lets you press just two keys to
interrupt the program you're in
and capture, modify, and
print the screen currently in the
computer's memory. BlowUp PC supports computer systems and software programs
that use the CGA and the IBM
monochrome display and
printer adapter in atwo-display
system.
BlowUp PC interrupts even
copy-protected programs to
print graphics. It features a
gray-scale conversion program
for colors and lets you crop
all or any portion of graphics
or text screens. An Autoscale
function maintains aconstant
height-to-width ratio of an
image from the captured screen
to the printed page. You can
also condense, mirror, rotate,
and enlarge all or any portion
of the screen, and generate
positive and negative images
of the screens. Interex reports
that BlowUp PC supports up
to 36 printers, and acustom
configuration program allows
you to customize the program
for additional printers you
need supported.

System requirements include an IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with MS-DOS or
PC- DOS 2.0 or higher, 256K
bytes of RAM, afloppy disk
drive, aCGA. IBM monochrome display and printer
adapter card, and aparallel or
serial dot-matrix printer.
Price: $59.95.
Contact: Interex, 717 South
Emporia, Wichita, KS 672112307, (316) 264-6118.
Inquiry 766.

A Buddy for Your PC

D

oyou often forget in
which directory you
placed your files? PC-Buddy
gives you access to your files
by just choosing afile's name
from amenu. PC-Buddy also
password-protects individual
programs or submenus. You
can also ask what files in a
specific list have been backed
up.
PC-Buddy makes it possible for you to change your current DOS command-based

he echoBOX is aprogrammable external keypad for the IBM PC, XT, AT,
and compatibles that plugs in
between your keyboard and
computer. There are 12 keys
on the echoBOX, along with
aShift key to give you atotal of
24 programmable macros.
If you have the model for
the PC and XT you can store
up to 950 keystrokes. The
echoBOX for the AT stores up
to 650 keystrokes. All keystrokes are stored in the unit's
own internal nonvolatile
memory, and the echoBOX
doesn't require any software
or take up any RAM space.
Programming amacro is a
simple matter of flipping the
RUN/PGM switch to PGM,
pressing the key you want to
program, entering the keystrokes on your keyboard, and
flipping the switch back to
RUN. Multiple 1-second
pauses can be programmed in
by using the echoBOX's Shift
key while programming. In
addition, you can change
macros at any time.
Price: $ 189.95.
Contact: Inmar Inc., 1223
Peoples Ave., Troy, NY
12180, (800) 634-6692; in
New York state, (518) 2716692.
Inquiry 768.
continued

95% of the Top US. Companies
Solve Their Complex
Numeric Problems with APL
... Shouldn't You?
APL is indispensable in developing mathematical models for
pricing financial securities such
as options, futures, and bonds.
Complex mathematical algorithms are programmed quickly
and concisely. And, empirical
research is facilitated by APL's
unmatched capabilities in
manipulating and analyzing
arrays of data.
Mark Schroder
Option Research Specialist
Prudential Bache

In businesses wher
complex numeric pro lems
are adaily challenge,
professionals from all
walks of life rely on the
APL* PLUS® System.
The APL* PLUS
System
Thousands of professionals in a
wide range of fields— investment research, insurance, corporate finance, engineering,
and science— find the
APL* PLUS System the perfect software for complex problem solving. That's because its
natural mathematical orientation and conciseness of code
provide the ideal environment
for model building, array handling, system prototyping, and
matrix manipulation. And for
your connectivity needs, the
APL* PLUS System runs on a

ey

wide range of machines and
operating environments.

Mike Fisher
Manager, Systems
Development
Pan American World Airways

Why not give yourself the
analytical edge, for only
$695e Call 800-592-0050 and
we'll show you how to put
the APL* PLUS System to
work in your specific
application.

STSC

STSC, Inc.
2115 East Jefferson Street
Rockville. Maryland 20852
800-592-0050
301-984-5123 in Maryland or
Canada
Telex 898085

APLUS*WARE® PRODUCT
The APL* PLUS System is available for the mainframe. IBM PC and compatibles.
Macintosh. and maehines running UNIX and VAX/VMS. The APL* PLUS System may
be purchased through dealers and distributors worldwide.
APL* PLUS and PLUS* WARE are reestered trademarks of STSC. Inc. UNIX.
Macintosh. and IBM are registered trademarks of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Apple
Computer. and International Business Machines Corporation. respectively.
Top companies according to the April 17. 1987 issue of Business Week.
'U.S. suggested retail for DOS version. International prices slightly higher.
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When you need to consider
three classes of service. numerous fare types, and multiple
connections, fare pricing analysis without APL is aHerculean
task. APL's ability to manipulate tables of data with asingle
command enables us to explore
awider range of scenarios as
fast as we can think of them.

Each quarter we consolidate
and analyze historical data,
current data, and forecasts
from over 800 entities within
GE and then quickly compile it
into acomprehensive series of
reports. With APL we get it
done in athird of the time it
would take us using other
methods.
Eric Baden
Manager, Business Systems
Development
General Electric Company

Wrong.
It's not the name on the tip of your tongue.
But it's the name that soon will be: Logitech.
In our short history, we've manufactured over 750,000 mice. More than any
other company in the world.
And we've supplied more mouse hardware, software and firmware to more major
OEM's than anyone else.
And along the way, we've earned areputation for our technological know-how
in all facets of mouse production. That's because we design and manufacture our mice
ourselves. We even publish our own software.
The result: A better, less expensive mouse. Which, when combined with our very
affordable software, provides acomplete solution for almost any graphics need.
But our achievements of the past are only astepping stone for the future. Which is
why we've designed the new LOGITECH Series 2Mouse. It's 100% compatible with the
latest IBM Personal System 2 And it plugs right into the
mouse port, freeing the serial port for laser printers and
other peripherals.
The LOGITECH Series 2Mouse also offers superior
hardware, and an ergonomic 2- button design which feels
great to the hand. Plus it incorporates optomechanical
t.
LOGITECH SERIES 2MOUSE with Plus
technology, providing long-term reliability and excellent
Software
$99
Our new mouse is 100% compatible with IBM Plus
resolution.
Software includes driver, programmable pop-up
menu system. Point and Click Shell for 1-1-37 and
Point, the mouse-based text editor.
And like all Logitech products, the new LOGITECH
Series 2Mouse is an excellent value for the dollar. Especially since it comes with our
Plus Software, which makes our mouse even easier to use.
If you want more information about our products or the name of the dealer
nearest you, call 800-231-7717 (800-552-8885 in California) or write: Logitech, Inc.,
6505 Kaiser Drive, Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call 41-21-869-9656.
Now, once again, who do you think of as the
world's largest manufacturer of mice? Right!

LOGITECH
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LOGITECH MOUSE with Plus Software . . $119
Consistently the reviewers' favorites, our Bus and
Serial mouse products come complete with our Plus
Software, which includes driver, Logimenu programmable pop-up menu system. Point and Click
Shell for Lotus 1-2-3: and Point, the mouse-based
text editor.

)11111h
, dim
LOGITECH'S COMPLETE PAINT
SOLUTION
$ 149
With Mouse, Plus Software and
LOGIPAINT. Creates files that
move easily into both LOGICADD
and Publisher documents.

...
i
ll!
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LOGITECH'S COMPLETE
PUBLISHING SOLUTION . . . . $179
Mouse, Plus Software and PUBLISHER
software. Produces high-impact, professional looking documents. Design
templates make page layout easy. For
beginner and advanced.

(Dealers: 163)

Personal System/2 is atrademark of International Business Machines, Corp. Lotus 1-2-3 is atrademark of Lotus Development Corp.

LOGITECH'S COMPLETE CADD
SOLUTION
$189
For beginner to advanced, in a
complete solution for dimensioned
line drawing and CADE). Package
includes Mouse, Plus Software, and
LOGICADD.

WHAT'S NEW

Desktop Display
Shows Two Pages

D

esigned for serious users
of IBM PC-compatible
desktop-publishing packages,
Verticom's 2Page lets you do
full two-page, side-by-side
layout and editing on its 19inch monochrome monitor.
The monitor uses a64-hertz
non-interlaced vertical frame
rate and ahorizontal frequency
of 63.65 kilohertz to display
aresolution of 1280 by 960
square pixels. Using paperwhite P104 phosphors, the
display also has atrue 1-to- 1
aspect ratio.
2Page's full-length add- in
card fits the IBM PC, XT, AT,
and compatibles, and has
512K bytes of its own addressable RAM for display memory, font storage, or secondframe display. It's also fully
CGA-compatible. A Microsoft
InPort Device Interface is included for connecting aMicrosoft Mouse or other external
devices.
With drivers for Microsoft
Windows and GEM, 2Page supports Aldus PageMalcer, Ventura Publisher, and other major
desktop-publishing packages.
A software driver is also included for AutoCAD. 2Page
comes with atilt-and-swivel
base, weighs 60 pounds, and
uses 100 watts of power.
Price: $2395.
Contact: Verticom Inc., 545
Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA
94089-2114, (800) 433-5760;
in California, (408) 747-1222.
Inquiry 769.

Automatic Software
Testing

C

heck*Mate creates
scripts for testing on-line
databases, electronic mail
systems, public and private
data networks, multiuser programs, and other software
written in Microsoft C. The
program captures keystrokes
and the user's responses as he
or she steps through atest sequence. You can also run
large groups of test scripts unattended, according to Cinna-
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RCA's PC Link modem receives and stores Telex messages.

bar, with abuilt-in log system
reporting and summarizing
the test results.
A pause feature lets you
stop atest and single-step
through the execution of the
test. A trace facility records
communications traffic for
error diagnosis.
The program runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles and
connects to the system under
test through one or two asynchronous communications
lines.
Price: $2995.
Contact: Cinnabar Software,
2704 Rio Grande, Suite 1,
Austin, TX 78705-4089,
(512) 477-3212.
Inquiry 770.

Equalizer Tolerates
Faults

The Equalizer 2Fault-Tolerant Systems Adapter is
designed for you if your computing needs require full-time
availability of system resources. The Equalizer 2requires two PC AT-compatible systems, and includes two
circuit boards, each of which
is plugged into one of the systems. The systems, which can
be up to 1000 feet apart, are
then connected together and
operate in parallel as afaulttolerant system. Each AT
handles foreground operations
while simultaneously sharing/receiving data from the
other computer transparently
in the background. The status

of each system is continuously monitored by the other,
and disk shadowing happens
simultaneously.
Additional features of the
Equalizer 2include an onboard voltage- sensing circuit
that monitors the computer's
power supply and automatically switches operation to the
other computer if voltage
drops below acertain level. An
uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) is required for each
computer for full fault-tolerant operation, and the Equalizer 2also has aUPS monitor
that prevents the system from
crashing, even if several
power outages occur in ashort
period of time. The system
also has multiple timers to detect software loop errors and
monitor system operation, as
well as apassword security
system.
Price: $8995.
Contact: Atlantic Microsystems Inc., 8A Industrial
Way, Salem, NH 03079,
(603) 898-3778.
Inquiry 771.

Mac SE Turbo Attack

M

acMemory's Turbo SE
is alow-cost 16-MHz
68000-based accelerator
board designed especially for
the Macintosh SE. The company says it will increase the
speed of your Mac by at least

200 percent, and that adding an
optional 68881 math coprocessor to the board will speed
up numerical operations by
up to afactor of 60.
According to MacMemory,
the use of a68000 processor
instead of a68020 ensures
full compatibility with existing
Macintosh applications. The
Turbo SE plugs into the SE's
internal expansion port. Installation also involves unplugging each of the Mac SE's
RAM modules and moving
theni to the Turbo SE board.
You can also move the Mac SE
ROMs to the Turbo SE
board, which the company says
will double the speed of all
ROM-based operations.
Price: $599.
Contact: MacMemory Inc.,
2480 North First St., San Jose,
CA 95131, (800) 862-2636;
in California, (800) 922-0140.
Inquiry 772.

Telex Modem
Operates Solo
V

ou don't need alarge and
noisy Telex machine to receive missives though the
worldwide Telex network if
you use the PC Link modem
from RCA Global Communications. You don't even need to
turn your computer on.
The PC Link is an external
auto-answer 300-/ 1200-bps
modem that will hook up to
any computer's RS-232C serial
port. The unit has 256K bytes
of internal memory that will
store incoming Telex messages even if your computer is
turned off, and it will notify
you with an LED when amessage is received.
The modem has its own
auxiliary serial port for hooking up aprinter dedicated to
Telex messages. In addition,
the modem's buffer has a
back-up battery that will hold
messages for up to 5hours if
AC power fails.
Price: $390.
Contact: RCA Global Communications Inc., 201 Centennial Ave., Piscataway, NJ
08854, (201) 885-2236.
Inquiry 773.
continued

SHOW HO HO!
W

ant a guaranteed " Ho ho ho!" from
your favorite PC enthusiast this holiday
season? Try The Complete Hand ScannerTM
accessory for only $249.

The Complete Hand Scanner can capture
logos, signatures and photographs into popular
graphics programs. The Soft StationeryTM
programs included with the scanner
let you merge text and graphics as
easy as point-and-click.

Mi

Scan a21
2 inch wide image
/
at aresolution of 200 dots
per inch. Merge it. Crop it.
Rotate it. Insert it. Scale it.
Color it. Then print it on
most dot-matrix and laser
printers. And with The
Complete FAX'' board, you
can even fax it around the
world.
So make
your list and scan
it twice,
for
someone
who'd really
appreciate Complete Personal Communications' gifts from The Complete PC. For
scanners, fax boards and personal voice mail for
PCs, call (800)634-5558 for the name of the

.

quality dealer nearest you.*

-- --'---- -.„ TI-IF CC)MPLETEPC
More from your personal computer
521 Cottonwood Drive • Milpitas, California 95035
(800)634-5558 • (408)434-0145 • FAX (408)434-1048
The Complete PC Products are available at MicroAge Computer Stores and other quality
resellers. To order by phone, call R R Direct at ( 800)654-7587.

Copyright 01987 by The Complete PC. Inc The Complete PC. The Complete PC. Complete Personal Communications. The Complete Hand Scanner. The Complete FAX and Soft Stationery are trademarks of thc
Complete PC.
TRBA
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WHAT'S NEW

speed of astandard 4.77MHz motherboard clock by up
to 50 percent, allowing the
TwinTurbo 12 to run even
faster than normal.
Orchid says the TwinTurbo
12 is fully compatible with all
standard PC or XT compatibles, as well as all standard
applications software.
Price: $645.
Contact: Orchid Technology,
45365 Northport Loop W, Fremont, CA 94538, (415) 6830300.
Inquiry 777.

TI Unveils Color LISP
System

Two months after launching its Explorer II symbolic processing workstations,
Texas Instruments has produced color versions. The
Explorer II color systems feature 16-inch integral color
monitors with 1024- by 808pixel resolution capable of
displaying 256 colors simultaneously from apalette of 16.7
million.
The standard Color System
Interface Board (CSIB) provides abitmapped color
frame buffer and controller that
supports avariety of functions to offload the system's
main proprietary processor
and to simplify programming.
The CSIB also supports Explorer II configurations with a
main monochrome console
and asecondary color monitor.
Software includes the
Color Window System, Color
Graphics Editor, Color Map
Editor, and special microcode
for performance enhancement. If you own an Explorer
II monochrome system, you
can upgrade to color by trading
in your present monitor.
Price: Starting at $57,400;
upgrade: $ 12,950.
Contact: Texas Instruments,
Data Systems Group, P.O. Box
809063, DSG-157, Dallas,
TX 75380-9063, ( 800) 5273500.
Inquiry 774.

MIDI Starter System
esigned for novice musicians and computer-music
hobbyists, Music Quest's
MIDI Starter System includes
nearly everything you need
(except aMIDI keyboard or
MIDI guitar) to enter the
world of MIDI. The package
includes aMIDI interface
card for the IBM PC, XT,
AT, and compatibles, asequencer, and editor/librarians
for the Casio CZ and Yamaha
DX 21/27/100 series synthesizers.
The interface card is also
compatible with the Roland
MPU-401 and the Voyetra
OP-4000/4001 MIDI inter78
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80386 Memory
Manager

3

The color TI Explorer II.

faces, and it supports most of
the popular MIDI software
packages that are currently
available.
Price: $ 199.
Contact: Music Quest Inc.,
1700 Alma Dr., Suite 260,
Plano, TX 75075, (214) 8817408.
Inquiry 775.

Real-Time
Performance Analyzer

S

oftaid has brought out a
real-time program tracer
and software performance analyzer for its Icebox line of incircuit emulators. The TraceAlyzer monitors how many
times each instruction in a
target system is executed and
can accumulate up to 16 million counts per instruction.
Rather than statistically sampling the target, the program
counts the execution of every
instruction, even routines that
are run just once.
The TraceAlyzer board
works with 8086, 8088, 8085,
Z80, Z280, and 64180 processors and supports target
clocks running at up to 10
MHz. The unit produces ahistogram of program activity
versus address range. Softaid

says this identifies program
bottlenecks quickly and lets
you know where code should
be optimized.
The TraceAlyzer captures
address, data, and status signals from the target system;
instructions are then shown
disassembled in the mnemonics of the target processor.
You can exclude any area of a
program from the trace.
Price: $ 1495.
Contact: Softaid Inc., 8930
Route 108, Columbia, MD
21045, (301) 964-8455; outside Maryland, ( 800) 4338812.
Inquiry 776.

Twin Turbo
for More PC Speed

O

rchid Technology's
TwinTurbo 12 is atwocard 12-MHz accelerator system that's designed for IBM
PC, XT, or compatible systems. The first card, astandard
half- slot circuit board, replaces your computer's 8088
with an 80286 processor running at 12 MHz. It also has 8K
bytes of onboard RAM that's
used for caching.
The TwinTurbo 12's second card is an internally
mounted board that doesn't
require aslot. It boosts the

86- to-theMax lets you
utilize up to amegabyte of
memory when running programs under MS-DOS or PC DOS 3.0 or higher. You can
access it as either extended or
expanded memory or combine the two. You can also
automatically fill in DOS
memory above the video
buffers and make it available
to DOS through standard memory allocations. Using acommandline option read at startup, you can change the ratio
between expanded and extended memory without having to change any memoryboard switches.
The program fully emulates the Lotus/Intel/Microsoft
Expanded Memory Specification (LIM/EMS) using the
80386 microprocessor's
hardware paging tables and all
available extended memory.
No separate expanded memory
board is required, according
to Qualitas.
With 386-to-the-Max you
can automatically fill in DOS
memory below the video
buffers. For example, a512Kbyte system with amonochrome display adapter would
have an additional 192K bytes
of RAM available to DOS.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: Qualitas Inc., 8314
Thoreau Dr., Bethesda, MD
20817-3164, (301) 469-8848.
Inquiry 778.
continued

SHOW AND TELL
Introducing The Complete Personal Communications family: hand scanner, fax and personal voice mail for your PC.
Now you can
have voice
mail and
facsimile on
the same
phone line.
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For only $499 you can forget
the dedicated phone line and
long walk to the fax room.
Introducing your personal
facsimile machine: The
Complete FAX' board.
With CGA, EGA or
Hercules-compatible graphics,
you can instantly view
incoming faxes on your PC's
screen. Then save them to disk
or print them on most dotmatrix or laser printers.
Create faxes with your
favorite word processor and
computer graphics program.
Send them to any Group III fax
III OM IIIIPtmachine in the world. And you

how and tell. They
were the first
communications skills I
you used. Isn't it time to get
more from your personal
computer than word
processing, spreadsheets and
databases? Now you can put
on aSHOW with The
Complete Hand Scanner .
"
accessory.
Desktop publishing will
never be the same. For only
$249 you can capture logos,
signatures and photographs into
popular graphics programs. The
Soft Stationery" program
included with the scanner lets
you merge text and graphics as
easy as point-and-click.
Scan a21
/ inch wide image
2
at aresolution of 200 dots per
inch. Merge it. Crop it. Rotate
it. Insert it. Scale it. Color it.
Then print it with your dotmatrix or laser printer. You can
even . . .

iiE-YEwie"'
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can scan in your signature with
The Complete Hand Scanner.
Background CFAX"
software is always ready to send
and receive faxes without
interrupting the other PC
programs you're using. You can
even schedule outgoing faxes to.
take advantage of lower latenight phone rates for

transmission to
distribution lists all over
the world. And CFAX is
so smart, it can share
the same phone line
when you . .

TURN YOUR PC
INTO THE
WORLD'S
SMARTEST
ANSWERING
MACHINE
The SHOW wouldn't be
complete without the TELL.
We started the whole
personal communications
revolution with our $349
best-selling Complete
Answering Machine'
(CAM") personal voice
mail system.
Why irritate
people by making
them talk to adumb
answering machine? Give
frequent callers their own voice
mailboxes. Tell callers your
computer will transfer them to
another extension or track you
down to deliver their messages.
Because it runs in
background, CAM won't
disturb anything else you're
doing on your PC. And the
business possibilities for CAMs
are endless.
With up to four phone lines
and CAM boards, you can turn
adedicated PC into your most
dedicated employee.

llllllIIllllIlt

Use our new ProCAM"
development system to create
order entry, catalog inquiry,
customer service or other voiceresponse applications.
Teach your PC to show and
tell, call (800)634-5558 for the
name of the dealer nearest you.*

THIECOMPLETEPC
More from your personal computer
521 Cottonwood Drive • Milpitas, California 95035
(800)634-5558 • (408)434-0145 • FAX (408)434-1048
°The Complete PC products are available at MicroAge Computer Stores and other quality
resellers. To order by phone, call R + R Direct at ( 800)654-7587.

Copyright C 1987 by The Complete PC. Inc. The Complete PC, Complete Personal Communications, CPC, The Complete FAX. CFAX. The Complete Hand Scanner, Soft Stationery, She Complete Answering
Machine, CAM and ProCAM are trademarks of The Complete PC. The other companies mentioned own numerous registered trademarks.
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WHAT'S NEW

SYSTEMS
Microsoft's OS/2. HP claims
it has improved the performance of the new Vectras by
including disk-cache software
in each system.
Price: CS Model 10, $ 1195;
Model 20, $ 1895; ES Model
10, $2595; Model 20, $2795;
ES/12, $2995 to $4195;
RS/16, $6495; RS/20, $7495
to $ 11,995.
Contact: Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1820
Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto,
CA 94303, or call the HP sales
office listed in the telephone
directory (white pages).
Inquiry 780.

Leading Edge's
AT Clone

T

he successor to the
widely popular Model D,
the Leading Edge Model D2
is, according to the company, a
fully compatible PC ATtype system with along list of
standard features. The D2 is
based on an 80286 processor
running at 10 MHz with a
single wait state. The clock
speed is also switchable down
to 8MHz or 6MHz. It includes 640K bytes of 120nanosecond RAM (expandable
to 1megabyte on the motherboard), a200-watt power supply, four 16-bit slots, and two
8-bit slots. There's also a
socket for an 80287 math
coprocessor.
The Model D2 comes standard with a1.2-megabyte 5%inch floppy disk drive, and
its controller will also handle
both 31
/2
inch floppy disk
drives as well as standard XTand AT-style hard disk
drives. The built-in video controller is EGA-compatible,
and it automatically switches to
MDA, CGA, and Hercules
emulation. The standard monochrome monitor is available
in either green or amber phosphor and has a12-inch nonglare screen.
A 101-key keyboard is
included, as are serial and parallel ports. The D2 is shipped
with MS-DOS 3.2, GWBASIC
3.2, and the Leading Edge
Word Processor with spelling
correction. The D2 measures
16 by 15 1
/ by 6inches. A 302
megabyte hard disk drive
with 60-ms average access
speed is optional. The unit's
standard warranty is 20
months.
Price: $ 1495; with hard disk
drive, $ 1995.
Contact: Leading Edge
Hardware Products Inc., 225
Turnpike St., Canton, MA
02021, (800) 872-5323; in
Massachusetts, (617) 8288150.
Inquiry 779.

80
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A Loaded 386

A

The Leading Edge Model D2: an AT compatible for $1495.
HP's New Vectra Crop
ewlett-Packard has
fattened its personal-computer offerings by bringing
out five new models of the Vectra series. The lineup ranges
all the way from alow-cost
8086 PC XT-compatible box
to ahigh-end 80386-based
system.
At the low end, the Vectra
CS models, which use NEC's
V-30 processor, come in two
configurations. The Model 10
has 640K bytes of RAM and
a360K-byte 5%-inch floppy
disk drive. But, like all the
Vectras, it can use 1.44-megabyte 31
/2
inch drives. The
Model 20 adds a20-megabyte
hard disk drive.
The Vectra ES machines,
beefed-up versions of the up-tonow current Vectra PC, use
an Intel 8-MHz 80286 processor and come with 640K bytes
of RAM (expandable to 8megabytes using an HP plug-in
board based on the new LIM/
EMS 4.0 specification). A
1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive
is standard. You can choose
between the unadorned Model
10 and the Model 20 with a

20-megabyte hard disk drive.
HP also brought out
80286-based models that run at
12 MHz. Called the ES/12s,
they come in three versions.
There's the Model 10, the
Model 20 with a20-megabyte
hard disk drive, and the
Model 40 with a40-megabyte
hard disk drive.
On the high ground, HP
has three 80386-based systems.
The RS/16 PC comes with 1
megabyte of RAM, a1.2megabyte floppy disk drive,
and a48-megabyte hard disk
drive. The RS/20 comes in
several versions. The first has a
megabyte of main memory, a
1.2-megabyte floppy disk
drive, and a48-megabyte
hard disk drive. Next is a
model with 2megabytes of
main memory, one floppy disk
drive, and a100-megabyte
hard disk drive. The same
model is also available with a
155-megabyte or 310-megabyte
hard disk drive.
All the new machines
come with HP Vectra DOS 3.2
and, according to HP, are designed to be compatible with

ccording to Advanced
Logic Research, its top-ofthe-line 80386-based computer system is designed to
compete head-on with IBM's
PS/2, with pricing that the
company says is 50 percent
less than acomparably
equipped PS/2.
ALR's new 386/2 Model
R66 is available in both 16- and
20-MHz versions, and accepts either an 80287 or 80387
math coprocessor on the
motherboard. One megabyte of
32-bit RAM is standard, expandable to 2megabytes on the
motherboard. The Model
R66 includes a66-megabyte
hard disk drive with a28-ms
average access speed. The disk
uses an RLL (run length
limited) controller using a
1-to- 1interleave. ALR claims
its controller transfers data at
390 kilobytes per second.
The R66 includes aPhoenix BIOS, eight expansion
slots, a1.2-megabyte floppy
disk drive, serial and parallel
ports, and a101-key keyboard. A monitor and controller are optional.
Price: 16 MHz, $3490; 20
MHz, $3985.
Contact: Advanced Logic
Research Inc., 10 Chrysler,
Irvine, CA 92718, (714)
581-6770.
Inquiry 781.
continued

SOFTWARE ENGIN ÉERI N6
C** MES OFAGE
ANNOUNCING LOGITECh MODULA2VERSION 3.0
W, IMPROVED
COMPILER
ter and more flexible. Now
DOS linker corn natible ob .
(.0BJ) c

FREE TURBO PASCAL
TO LOGITECH MODULA2
TRANSLATOR

LOGITECH Modula 2
V. 3.0 Compiler Pack
Compiler in overlay and fully linked form.

$
99

Linkable Library, Post Mortem Debugger.
Point Editor

D LOGITECH Modula2
V 3.0 Toolkit

$169

Library sources, Linker, Run Time Debugger. MAKE, Decoder, Version. XRef.
Formatter

$
249

D LOGITECH Modula2

V. 3.0 Development System
Compiler Pack plus Toolk it

Tbrbo Pascal to
Modu la- 2Translator

FREE

With Compiler Pack or Development System

ID Window Package

Build true windowing into your
Modula 2code.

D Upgrade Package
Call LOGITECH for information or
to receive an order form.

Add $6.50 for shipping and handling. Califonnia residents
add applicable sales tax. Prices valid
in U.S. only.
Total Enclosed

D VISA D MasterCard
Card Number

D Check Enclosed
Exptratton Date

Signature

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

You Already Ku
Best Reasons for
WORDSUR

Lotus 1-2-3
ne barn emu ...ea
,gadiat ...re

FOR COMMENT:

in.. NO dal.. OM PC
mod-rom.eng...

meter
Wordstar 2000 Plus Ver. 3
Display sub/superscripts, italics,
boldface, strikethrough.

123 Ver. 2.x
Display more data with. no loss
of speed; pop up graphs on scone screen
as spreadsheet.

Fbr Comment
Display more text with no loss of speed.

f
4us Symphony
r

Mims( ft Mulaplon
A"' e

ii
Microsoft Multiplan
Display more data with no loss
of speed.

WordMARC
Display foreign characters at text
mode speeds.

It's hard to find a
business application
that can't run better
with RamFont7
Spreadsheets show
nearly twice the data.
Word processors display foreign, technical
and other special

oweHere's

JES

The

am...

Hercules is aregistered trademark of Hercules Computer nchnology,
Other products are trademarks of their respective holders.
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Symphany
Display more data with no loss
of speed.

characters. All with
no loss of scrolling
speed- in fact, it
often improves.
Now for areal look
at what RamFont
does, there's Write On!
This unique RamFont
word processor from

Hercules displays several type
styles and sizes at text-mode
speeds, complete with headlinesize type, custom and foreign
characters, underscore and true
boldface. See them on-screen
like they'll appear in print,
brightening memos, overheads
and prompt cards.

RamFont and InColor are trademarks of Hercules Computer nchnology, Inc.

ow Some of the
Having RamFont.

1
F
a
RAMEWORK II

Brief
Display more text with no loss of speed.

Framework II
Display more data with no loss
of speed; display boldface and italics
in the word processor.

Flow Charting II
Display special symbols at text
mode speeds.

Lou is Manuscript
me, uedneyeeerprum..•

Nota Bene
Display foreign character sets at
text mode speeds.

Microsoft Word 4.0
Scroll much faster than in graphics
mode, retaining all on-screen fonts
and attributes.

Manuscript
Display sub/superscripts,
boldface and strikethrough.

For alimited time, you
get afree copy of Write On!
with every Hercules Graphics
Card Plus or Hercules
In Color Card
Both are at your Hercules
dealer, complete with our
exclusive RamFont mode that
makes it all possible.

There have never been so
many reasons for RamFont
But as any software publisher
will tell you, there will soon
be awhole lot more.

One More.
Create new documents with
Write On! or import any ASCII
text file. You get full editing
functions plus pull-down menus
and mouse support for easy
font changes. You'll turn plain
text files created with other
word processors into dazzling
communications in seconds!

•
Lf you already own aHercules Graphics Card Plus or InColor Card, call us toll-free at 800-532-0600.
We'll tell you how to get your copy of Write On!
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 125)

Hercules.

RamFont by Hercules.
Exclusively in the Graphics Card Plus
and InColor Card.
DECEMBER 1987 • BYTE
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WHAT'S NEW

PERIPHERALS
New Mouse from
Microsoft

Lightweight Color
from DEC

A

LJ250 (serial inter1 face) and LJ252 (parallel
interface) printers are Digital
Equipment Corp.'s newest
color printers. They each
weigh under 10 pounds and use
nonimpact technology to
print graphics in up to seven
primary colors at 180 by 180
dpi, and up to 255 colors at 90
by 90 dpi.
For text-only documents,
the printer's maximum speed is
167 characters per second.
Internal character sets include
DEC's Technical Character
Set and the ISO, NRC, Digital
Supplemental, and IBM character sets.
Price: $ 1695.
Contact: Digital Equipment
Corp., 146 Main St., Maynard,
MA 01754-2571, (617) 8975111.
Inquiry 785.

ccording to the folks at
Microsoft, its new mouse
line has been totally redesigned for comfort and intuitive ease of use. The new
electronic rodent is smaller
than its predecessor and proportionally shaped. The traction ball is positioned toward
the front of the device, moving
the unit's center of balance
under your fingertips. One of
the two microswitch buttons
is larger to let you easily hit the
correct one without looking.
Like its ancestor, the new
mouse doesn't require aspecial mouse pad, and you can
adjust its sensitivity via a
pop-up menu.
The mouse comes in three
versions: One is bundled with
Microsoft Paintbrush and a
variety of custom menus for
popular applications packages. A second, along with the
menus, includes Microsoft
Windows version 2.0 and
ZSoft's PC Paintbrush. The
third has the menus and EasyCAD, alow-cost CAD
program.
The new Microsoft Mouse
is compatible with the IBM
PC, XT, AT, and 100 percent
compatibles. On the graphics
side, it will work with EGA,
CGA, VGA, and Hercules
adapters. The mouse comes
with adapters that connect it to
the serial port of both PC and
AT compatibles, as well as to
the mouse port of the IBM
PS/2 series. A bus version is
also available.
Price: $ 150 to $200.
Contact: Microsoft Corp.,
16011 Northeast 36th Way,
P.O. Box 97017, Redmond,
WA 98073-9717, (206) 8828080.
Inquiry 782.

Small Footprint Laser

T

he BlaserStar 2is Blaser
Industries' latest incarnation of its laser printer for
PCs and compatibles. The unit
sports afootprint of 17 by 18
inches with no protrusions, in84
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Microsoft's new Mouse is smaller and better balanced.

cluding the input and output
trays. Printing at 8pages per
minute, the BlaserStar 2emulates the HP LaserJet II, HP
LaserJet Plus, Diablo 630,
and Epson FX-80.
With amegabyte of memory standard, the unit can print
afull page of 300- by 300-dpi
graphics with an eight-level
gray scale. You can expand
the memory to 4megabytes.
The print engine is rated at
600,000 pages and is coupled
with toner kits rated for
15,000 pages. The input bin
holds 250 sheets, while the
output bin can hold up to 100
sheets and automatically collates the copies face down.
Both parallel and serial
ports are standard, as are 20
resident fonts. It also supports downloadable and cartridge fonts. BlaserStar 2can
hold up to 128 forms as
macros, which you can overlay on text pages. You can
change all standard settings
from the front panel. A 16character LCD display shows
the status.
Price: $2195.
Contact: Blaser Industries,
6383 Arizona Circle, Los
Angeles, CA 90045, (800)
322-3399.
Inquiry 783.

Box Il Rolled Out
omega has introduced a
1new line of both internal and
external 5 'Ainch 20-megabyte removable-disk cartridgedrive products. The Bernoulli
Box II replaces the original 8inch line and is designed for
the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles, and the PS/2.
The internal versions of the
Bernoulli Box II consist of a
single-drive system. You can
add on aslave drive later if you
wish. The external versions
consist of asingle-drive, 20megabyte system, and adual
drive, 40-megabyte system.
The external drives are " zero
footprint," and they fit between the system unit and the
monitor of your computer.
The company also offers an
upgrade kit that lets you expand
your single-dive external system to adual-drive system.
Also available is new backup
software that lets singledrive
Bernoulli Box II users make
image backups from cartridge
to cartridge.
Price: Internal single drive,
$1299; internal drive upgrade
kit, $900; external single
drive, $ 1599; external dual
drive, $2499; external slave
drive upgrade, $ 1200.
Contact: Iomega Corp.,
1821 West 4000 S, Roy, UT
84067, (801) 778-3170.
Inquiry 784.

Mac SE Expansion
Chassis
fthe single expansion slot
1in the Macintosh SE isn't
enough for you, or if you
want to use Mac II cards in
your SE, aTexas company
named Second Wave has a
solution for you.
ExpanSE expands the single-option-card capability of
the SE by providing an external expansion chassis that
accommodates four SE option cards. ExpanSE II lets you
use up to eight Macintosh II
cards with your SE.
A 60-watt power supply is
included in the ExpanSE. It
also comes with an interface
card and all the cables you'll
need. The ExpanSE has a
130-watt power supply with fan
cooling, an SE-to-NuBus interface card, and cables.
Price: $995 and $ 1195.
Contact: Second Wave Inc.,
8760A Research Blvd, Suite
316, Austin, TX 78758,
(512) 335-9283.
Inquiry 786.
continued

eEastman Kodak Company:1987

These aren't vacation snapshots to pass around.
These color pictures from Kodak mean business. They are, in fact, digitized images transmitted quickly and accurately over ordinary
phone lines from one Kodak SV9600 still video
transceiver to another, displayed within seconds
on amonitor with quality prints made by a
Kodak SV6500 color video printer
The transceiver and printer are members
of afamily of new Kodak products that capture, store, display, and transmit high-quality
still video images in continuous-tone color
Individually, linked to
or integrated
into existing communications and imaging systems, they can enhance the efficiency of image
handling in the workplace.
For more information about Kodak
still video products and the name of adealer
who can arrange ademonstration, call
1800 44KODAK (1800 445 6325), Ext 110.
Or, send the coupon below
Imaging Innovations For The Workplace.

NOW
TELEPHONE FOR THE
LATEST PICTURES
FROM KODAK.

The new vision of Kodak
Circle 92 on Reader Service Card

Send me information on the products 1have
checked
KODAK 5V9600 Still Vick.3) Transceiver
C KODAK SV7500 Still Video Multidisk Recorder
KODAK SV7400 Still Video Recorder
D KODAK SV6500 Colot Video Printer
D KODAK SV5000 Video Transfer Stand
KODAK SV1300 Colo: Monitor

Eastman Kodak Company
Dept 4124.
Rochester, NY 14650

D Please have asales representative contact me.
Name

Title

Organization
Nature of Business
Address
City

Phone No.(

State

ZIP
BY
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WHAT'S NEW

ADD- INS
EDISK's battery-backed
RAM can hold data for over 3
months with the power off.
And both EPROM and RAM
can coexist on the same card.
The unit is available as a
180K-byte read-only disk,
and as either a360K-byte or
720K-byte read/write disk.
Price: $290 to $580.
Contact: Wizdom Computer,
P.O. Box 121, Lynden, WA
98264, (604) 852-1155.
Inquiry 789.

The WonUnder
of Toshiba
Ifyou need to expand your
Toshiba T3100 portable
computer, you may find the
answer in Connect Computer's
WonUnder. The assembly is
asingle-card expansion unit for
the portable that lets you
mount standard PC expansion
cards on the bottom of the
Toshiba.
WonUnder has two components: ametal card carrier that
mounts on the bottom of the
T3100 and an interface card
that plugs into the computer's
expansion port. You can use
nearly any PC expansion card
that's two-third-length or less.
Even with the WonUnder
mounted, the T3100 will still
fit in its carrying case. The
company says aunit that accepts 16-bit AT-style cards
will be available in the near
future. WonUnder models for
the Toshiba T1100 Plus and
Zenith laptops will also be
available soon.
You can install WonUnder
yourself, or Connect Computer
will do it for you.
Price: $349; installation,
$50.
Contact: Connect Computer,
9855 West 78th St., Eden
Prairie, MN 55344, (612)
944-0181.
Inquiry 787.

Mach 10
Accelerates to 20

M

icrosoft has produced
the successor to its Mach
10 accelerator card. Unlike
the 10's 8086 processor, the
all-new Mach 20 uses an
80286 processor running at 8
MHz. It also includes 16K
bytes of on-board cache memory that provides the processor with fast access to frequently used data. Included
speed-selection software lets
you switch the Mach 20 down
to standard 4.77-MHz speed
for software that requires it.
A Mach 20 option is Memory Plus, which supports up to
3.5 megabytes of LIM/EMS
memory. Microsoft says Mem86
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Photo Quality
for Your AT

A
WonUnder adds an expansion slot to your Toshiba T3 100.

ory Plus will also allow Mach
20 users to run OS/2, which
will require aminimum of
1.5 megabytes of RAM. Memory Plus comes with 512K
bytes of RAM, which is
accessed via a16-bit bus. It
attaches to the end of the
Mach 20 board.
Another option is Disk
Plus. This board plugs directly
into aconnector on the Mach
20 board and frees the slot normally needed by your PC's
standard floppy disk controller. Disk Plus supports both
1.2-megabyte and 360K-byte
5Vs- inch floppy disk drives,
as well as 1.44- megabyte and
720K-byte 31
/2
inch drives.
The Mach 20 board also
includes Microsoft's proprietary InPort chip and its 9-pin
mini connector. The interface
supports the Microsoft
Mouse and other InPortequipped input devices.
Price: $495; Memory Plus
with 512K, $395; Disk Plus,
$99.
Contact: Microsoft Corp.,
16011 Northeast 36th Way,
Box 97017-9717, Redmond,
WA 98073, (206) 882-8080.
Inquiry 788.

Nonvolatile
Electronic Disk

W

izdom Computer's
EDISK EPROM/RAM
memory card for the IBM
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles
emulates up to two floppy
disk drives. Designed for harsh
environments, secure software, portable applications, or
dedicated controllers, this
electronic disk eliminates the
need for writing special software for diskless systems.
EDISK can be formatted
using the standard MS-DOS
FORMAT command and can be
assigned as disk drives A to E.
When you configure it as
drive A, it automatically
becomes your system's boot
disk.
According to Wizdom
Computer, the unique feature
of EDISK is its on-line rewrite capability. You can overwrite more than 50 percent of
the disk as if it were astandard
floppy disk before the
EPROM disk has to be reformatted. Special interface
software minimizes the rewrites on high-activity areas
of the disk such as the directory. You can use an optional
EPROM for the directory and
FAT sectors to further minimize EPROM rewrites.

pair of bit-mapped
display controllers for ATs
and compatibles from Univision Technologies provide
ultra-high-quality graphics
for applications such as medical imaging, surveillance,
publishing, and CAD. First is
the UDC-803, afull-length
card for ATs and compatibles
that supports resolutions of
1600 by 1280 pixels by 8or 4
bits. Its video-display rate is
180 MHz. Then there's the
UDC- 800, which generates
resolutions of up to 2048 by
1536 by 8with avideodisplay rate of 200 MHz.
Both boards use the Intel
82786 graphics coprocessor
along with 4megabytes of
video RAM. The boards perform graphics operations
such as polygon line drawing
and bit-block transfer at
speeds of up to 2.5 million
pixels per second. The UDC803 includes drivers for MIT's
X Windows and AutoCAD:
The UDC- 800 supports Microsoft Windows. Both boards
include initialization and diagnostic software.
Price: UDC- 803, $3995;
UDC- 800, $6995.
Contact: Univision Technologies Inc., 12 Cambridge St.,
Burlington, MA 01803, (617)
273-5388.
Inquiry 790.
continued
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SmatTerm 240. DEC terminal emulation. True connectivity.
Mainframe- PC links are the current vogue. One terminal emulator is ahead
of the connectivity trend.
SmarTerm® 240 affords users exact four-color emulation of aDEC® VT241
terminal on an IBM® or compatible PC. Along with delivering full- screen ReGIS®
and Tektronix® 4010/4014 graphics, SmarTerm 240 offers precise VT220,VT102,
VT100, and VT52 text emulation.
Three error- free file transfer protocols, including Kermit and Xmodem, are
provided. If judged as acommunications stand-alone, SmarTerm 240 could well
be the premier PC-to-the- rest-of-the-World connectivity package.
SmarTerm 240's user- interface is state- of-the- industry. Its user- support is
without peer
This program's full collection of features add up to more power for connecting people to mainframes.Which helped earn it Digital Review's 1987 Target Award
for the Best Connectivity Software Product.
Contact your dealer or call us at 608-273-6000 for more reasons why your
choice for DEC terminal emulation should be SmarTerm. Period.
Circle 50 on Reader Service Card
01987 Persoft Inc All rights reserved Persoft and SmatTerm are registered trademarks of Persoft Inc IBM is aregistered
trademark of International Business Machines DEC VT and ReG1S are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
Tektronix is aregistered trademark of Tektronix Inc
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WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE

•

PROGRAMMING

Programmer's
Reference Guides
esigned for programmers using Z80 or 8051
assembly language or C,
AVDOC provides on-line access to information about
those languages or chips.
Topics, which you pick with
the cursor, show in windows on
the screen. After calling up
the information you need, you
can return to your work by
hitting the Escape key.
AVDOC also has apop-up
calculator that computes decimal, hexadecimal, octal, and
ASCII values.
This TSR program, which
runs on the IBM PC and compatibles, takes up 60K bytes
of memory.
Price: $49.
Contact: Avocet Systems,
120 Union St., P.O. Box 490,
Rockport, ME 04856, (800)
448-8500, or (207) 236-9055.
Inquiry 791.

Geometric Tools for
Pascal Programmers

T

urboGeometry Library
I includes over 150 geometric routines that you can use
in creating graphic designs.
The routines find the intersection of lines, polygons, circles, arcs, and planes; determine the coefficients of the
equations of lines, circles,
arcs, and planes; convert the
coefficients of one equation to
another; find the distance between points, lines, circles,
arcs, and planes; create perspective drawings; perform
two- and three-dimensional
transformations; and more.
The program runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with at least 256K bytes
of RAM. Disk Software recommends using ahard disk
drive, and you'll need an EGA
or CGA for graphics display.
The company also reports that
aMacintosh version will be
available by the end of the year.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Disk Software Inc.,
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AVDOC pops up data in assembly language and C.

2116 East Arapaho, Suite 487,
Richardson, TX 75081, (214)
423-7288.
Inquiry 792.

386 Operating System

heos 386 runs in 80386

T

protected mode, enabling
it to address up to 4gigabytes
of physical memory and up to
64 terabytes of virtual memory. A debugger, linker, and
EXEC job control are included; BASIC and C compilers are optional. Its C compiler includes functions and
utilities for creating adata
bridge between Theos and
Unix, as Theos 386 is not directly compatible with either
DOS or Unix.
The operating system supports up to 128 users, each
with 4gigabytes of addressable memory, and up to 999
tasks, with 23 files per task.
Theos will be available in
January, according to the
manufacturers.
Price: $799 (run-time); bundled with BASIC: $ 1299; with
BASIC and C, $ 1199.
Contact: Theos Software,
1777 Botelho Dr., Suite 360,
Walnut Creek, CA 945965022, (415) 935-1118.
Inquiry 793.

Mac Common LISP

C

oral Software claims its
version of Common LISP
for the Macintosh II is acomplete implementation of the
language that lets programmers develop applications on
microcomputers. Written in
conjunction with Franz Inc.,
Allegro CL has the same features found in other Franz
LISP products, including
Common Loops, Flavors, and
Common Windows.
Allegro CL for the Mac II
has an incremental native-code
compiler, aprogrammable
EMACS-style editor, and debugging tools, such as awindows-based inspector, all of
which are integrated into the
Mac user interface.
Price: $599.95.
Contact: Coral Software
Corp., P.O. Box 307, Cambridge, MA 02142, (617)
547-2662.
Inquiry 794.

32- bit Operating
System

C

Executive for the 80386
is aboard- level, ROMable, real-time, multitasking
operating system that supports
12 CPU architectures, including Intel 8080, 8086,
80286, Motorola 6809,
68000, and 68020. It is written
in C, except for timecritical
sections such as context switch-

AND

AIDS

ing, task scheduling, and interrupt handling, which are
written in assembly language.
C Executive's call mechanism
doesn't require programs in
C to use hardware traps or interface libraries. In addition,
CEFILE, an optional file system, is also available in an
80386 version.
C Executive runs on IBM
PC XTs or ATs with an 80386.
The binary package includes
MetaWare's C compiler and
Phar Lap's assembler, linker
and librarian.
Price: $575 for binary package; $5000 for source code;
$250 for optional file system.
Contact: JMI Software Consultants Inc., 904 Sheble Lane,
P.O. Box 481, Spring House,
PA 19477, (215) 628-0846.
Inquiry 795.

dBASE Debugger

T

he source-code level
dBASE II Plus and FoxBASE 2.0 debugger, dBUG,
lets you debug while running
applications. You can enter
breakpoints, which allow the
program to execute until it encounters the breakpoint. It then
suspends and displays the
source code. You can view
variables along with their
values, and you can set trace
points for any variable or
field.
The program provides over
30 debugging commands along
with separate windows for
source code, debugger commands, variables, calling sequence, and dBASE output.
To run dBUG, you need an
IBM PC or compatible with
MS-DOS or PC- DOS 2.0 or
higher, 512K bytes of RAM
(640K bytes is recommended), and two floppy disk
drives.
Price: $195.
Contact: HJS Research Inc.,
Cedar Ct., Suite 6162, Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852,
(800) 323-1809; in California,
(213) 492-1750.
Inquiry 796.
continued

What to look for in amodem.
And over 25 ways to get it.
AT&T DATAPHONE II Modems and Data Service Units
Line
Speed

Analog Private
Line Modems('

switched Networi
Modemso )
2656

SA & MM

Data Service
Units
2556
2656
2756

56 Kops

N/A*

19.2 Kteps

2192A

SA/MM

N/A •

N/A*

14.4 Kbps

2144A

SA/MM

.A'

N/A*

9.6 Kbps

2096A
2096C
2096T
2296A

SA/MM
SA/MM
SA/MM
SA/MM

2296A

SA/MM

4.8 Kbps

2048A
20480
2048T

SA/MM
SA/MM
SA/MM

2248A

SA & MM

SA/MM
SA/MM

4024
2224Al2 )
2224B
2224E
22240E0
2224G

2.4 Kbp

2024A
2024T

Dial
Backup

48E
48F
839A
839B

2296A 31

SA
SA
MM
SA

2596
2696
2796

SA
MM
SA
MM
SA
MM

N/A*

SA & MM
SA & MM
SA & MM

SA & MM
SA & MM
SA & MM

A
V
N/A

SA/MM

Note: ( 1) Same modem SA/ MM (stand-alone or multiple mount), separate modems SA & MM (stand-alone and multiple mount).
(2) 2224 series asynchronous transmission at 0-300 bps, 1200 and 2400 bps, and synchronous transmission at 1200 and 2400 bps.
(3) 2296A has ability to automatically back up 4-wire private line with asingle switched network connection.
'Not apaicable

What you are looking at, in matrix
form, is the AT&T DATAPHONE II
family of modems. The widest
range of modems in the telecommunications industry

From asimple stand-alone tributary modem to the most sophisticated diagnostic high-speed units,
each is fast, flexible and efficient.
Each supports current communications standards and protocols.
If you would like to look in person, contact your AT&T Account
Executive. Or call 1800 247-1212,
Ext. 240 for the number of our
office nearest you.
From equipment to networking, from computers to communications, AT&T is the right choice.

AT&T

The right choice.
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4TH INASERES

Is Escort Scared or Smart?

Cincinnati Microwave, the maker of Escort and Passport radar detectors, has ignored OAK'S third, one-on-one Maxon
versus Escort radar challenge. Ithink they're hiding behind independent' magazine reviews and refusing to meet us on the
true field of battle. And now, Ithink I've finally figured out why. Ibelieve they're in a NO WIN SITUATION! Read On.
By Drew Kaplan
$79 9° Maxon, it would be catastrophic
take over the highways.
It's time to attack. No more Mr. Nice
for their advertising. And, even if they
But Cincinnati Microwave kept adverGuy for me. I've done everything Ican to
beat Maxon by asecond or two, are they
tising about Rashid. ( My opinion of an
get them out for a conflict,
worth double or even triple the price?
advertising gambit). It's been ayear and
I've offered $ 10,000, then $ 20,000, if
So, that's why 1think they're in a no
nobody I've talked with has run into a
they could beat Maxon's lowest price
win situation. Without the magazine's
Rashid. Ichallenged Cincinnati Micro$9990 detector ( now on sale for just
loving editorial comments, we'd be down
wave to prove that there were even 500
$79 9°) by more than 10 feet. I've even
to who won and by how many feet?
on the road in the whole U.S., but they've
offered to print the results in my next
And while they may or may not be
been silent. ( Iwonder why???)
catalog, win, lose or draw,
scared of losing to Maxon, so far, they
Anyway, just to prove that we had the
In a minute, I'm going to introduce
sure seem to be smart enough to stay
technical expertise, Maxon has develMaxon's revolutionary new Micro-Detecout of a footage contest,
oped and implemented an Anti- Rashid
tor that is CORDLESS and built totrounce
MAGAZINE ROUND UP
circuit in the new Micro- Detector.
Escort and Passport, but first let's see
Popular Mechanics Magazine in NoIt's added about $ 5to your cost which
what we can do to compare detectors.
vember'86, in their Around A Corner Test
we all think is a waste, but at least we
IS THIS FAIR? YOU DECIDE
said, " The low ranked . . . and Passport
won't get any more letters saying that
In their recent ads, Cincinnati Microhad to be rounding the bend and pointing
the only reason we think it's worthless is
wave quotes what Car and Driver Magaat the radar gun before they'd detect it.
because Maxon doesn't have it.
zine's April ' 87 issue says about Passport,
Too late then!" ( Not quoted by Passport.)
TRUE BREAKTHROUGH NO. FIVE
"At $ 295 direct from the factory, it's the
Although in July, after Cincinnati MiUnlike the questionable value Antimost expensive piece of electronic procrowave complained, Popular MechanRashid circuit from Cincinnati Microwave,
tection in the group, but it's worth every
ics said in an Around A Corner Test,
Maxon has now leapt ahead. Now you can
nickel in roadgoing peace of mind." " Consistent with the results of our prehave amicro detector that operates from
Well, wouldn't you think that Passport
vious test, Passport was easily the best
6 AA rechargeable batteries ( included).
obliterated every other detector by a of the minis." ( Quoted in Passport Ads.)
Now you can forget plugging your radar
country mile? And, don't you think everySpeaking of ' consistent', the magazines
detector into your cigarette lighter. A revone is going to go out and find the magaren't consistent even from issue to issue.
olutionary circuit design gives you cordBy the way, in July's test they hated
less freedom and improved protection.
azine and read the WHOLE review???
Well, look what else Car and Driver
Maxon, but at least they said, " No detecMaxon is using a circuit used in jet
said in the same article ( and not quoted
tor in this group had to round the corner
fighters and other military applications
in Passport ad), " As it turned out, the top
before sniffing out Smokey."
which replaces the traditional Gunn
five brands are so close in their " Overall
Road and Track Magazine ( September
diode oscillator with a DRO ( Di-electriSensitivity" scores that aminor juggling ' 86) top rated Passport even though Maxcally Resonated Oscillator).
of the X/K-band weighting formula would
on ( arecommended buy) appears to have
The efficient DRO circuit is much more
upset the apple cart." Wow, imagine that!
beaten Passport in Uninterrupted Alert,
stable when subjected to temperature
So, Passport didn't beat everyone by a
and Passport beat Maxon in initial alert,
extremes and vibration ( hence its use in
mile. In fact, on the X Band tests, it
So, when you get right down to which
the military, especially aircraft). Its only
appears that it came in 3rd in a Deaddetector protects you, an on-the-roadtest
disadvantage is that it costs more.
Ahead Trap, 3rd in an Over- the- Hill Trap,
without all the loving editorial ' quotable
The new detector also has incredible
and 3rd in an Around- the Corner Trap.
remarks' seems to be the only way to go. " support systems". Its bright LEDs, dim
But in choosing Passport as best, Car
We need to win or at least tie, to prove
themselves at night. And speaking of
and Driver says, ". . an ' excellent' apto the world that our challenge is for real,
dimming, they can be switched off so
praisal of support systems ( cords, lights,
and not, as Cincinnati Microwave said,
you can't be spotted from the rear.
alarms etc.) is well worth several hun- " an advertising gambit". But, speaking
And, as for the separate X and K warndred feet of warning distance..",
of advertising gambits, read this!
ing tones, not only is the volume adjustWhich brings me back to the point
PROTECTION FROM RASHID $ 5?
able, ' Mute' lets you silence the alarms
I've been trying to make since Ifirst
WHOOPEE
without adjusting volume. They will autochallenged Escort. Today, a good deLast year, Cincinnati Microwave anmatically reset after the alert passes.
tector can often sniff out police radar as
nounced to the world, in virtually every
You can plug the Micro into your cigarmuch as 60 seconds ahead.
magazine Ipicked up, that all radar deette lighter, you can run it for about 8
Traveling at 55 mph, you only cover
tectors but theirs would be obsolete.
hours on its rechargeable batteries, and
about 80 feet a second. So, whether
It seemed that aK band collision avoidit automatically recharges from your cigthere's a 10' or even 100' difference in
ance system called Rashid VRSS would
arette lighter overnight or while you use
sensitivity, with today's detectors it just
knock out everyone's detectors,
it plugged in during the day.
doesn't make much difference.
Well, 1said then that the $ 558 system
OK, now it's time to prove that Maxon
READ THIS
that recommends cutting a 6Y2" hole in
is Number One. Cincinnati Microwave,
So, if Passport or Escort lose to the
your grill for installation, wasn't going to
eat our dust!

A $20,000 Challenge To Escort

Let's cut through the Radar Detector Glut. We challenge Escort Et Passport to a one-on-one Distance and Falsing

'duel to the death' on the highway of their choice. If they win, the $20,000 check pictured below is theirs.
By Drew Kaplan
more accurate at interpreting real radar
moth electronics prime manufacturer.
We've put up our $ 20,000. We chalversus false signals?
They actually make all types of sophislenge Escort to take on Maxon's Dual
So Escort, you pick the road ( continticated electronic products for some of
Superheterodyne RD- 1 $ 99 9° detector
entai U.S. please). You pick the equipthe biggest U.S. Electronics Companies.
(right) ( Now just $ 79 9° ), Maxon's new
ment to create the false signals. And ( No, they don't make Escort's.)
Mini RD25 $ 99 9° detector ( middle) or
finally, you pick the radar gun.
Bob Thetford, the president of Maxon
Maxon's Cordless Micro-Trouncer $149 9°
Maxon and DAK will come to your
Systems Inc. and a friend of mine, was
radar detector ( left) on the road of their
highway with engineers and equipment
explaining their anti-falsing Dual Superchoice in a one-on-one conflict,
to verify the results.
heterodyne Radar detector to me. Isaid
The real question today is: 1) How
And, we'll have the $ 20,000 check " You know Bob, Ithink Escort really has
many feet of sensing difference, if any, is ( pictured) to hand over if you win!
the market locked up." He said, " Our
there between Maxon's Detectors and
BOB SAYS MAXON IS BETTER
new designs can beat theirs".
Escort's or Passport's? And 2) Which is
Here's how it started. Maxon is amam.
.
. Next Page Please

. . .Challenge Continued
So, since I've never been one to be in
second place, Isaid, " Would you bet
$20,000 that you can beat Escort?" And,
as they say, the rest is history.
By the way, Bob is about 6'9" tall, so if
we can't beat Escort, we can sure scare
the you know what out of them. But, Bob
and his engineers are deadly serious
about this ' duel'. And you can bet that
our $20,000 is serious.
We only ask the following. 1) The public
be invited to watch. 2) Maxon's Engineers as well as Escort's check the radar
gun and monitor the test and the results.
3) The same car be used in all tests. 4)
We'd like an answer from Escort no later
than December 31, 1987, and 60 days

1/4 second gives you protection from
signals from other detectors, intrusion
systems and garage door openers.
So, when the lights and X or K band
sounds explode into action, take care,
there's very likely police radar nearby.
You'll have full volume control, and a
City/Highway button.

notice of the time and place of the conflict to alert the public. And, 5) If Escort
can prove that there are even 500 Rashid
units in operation, we will present them
with acheck for $ 5,000 at the conflict.
HOW'S THIS FOR FAIR?
Cincinnati Microwave will be deemed
the winner and given the check if either
Escort beats Maxon's RD- 1or RD- 25 by 10
feet in both uninterrupted and initial
alerts or equals the Micro•Trouncer, OR
if Passport beats Maxon's RD- 1or RD- 25
by 2seconds at 55mph in both uninterrupted and initial alerts or equals the MicroTrouncer. So, DAK wins only if we beat
both the $ 295 Passport and $ 245 Escort
Radar Detectors.
SO,WHAT'S
DUAL SUPERHETERODYNE?
OK, so far we've set up the conflict.
Now let me tell you about the new dual
superheterodyne technology that lets
Maxon leap ahead of the pack.
It's atechnology that tests each suspected radar signal 4 separate times
before it notifies you, and yet it explodes
into action in just 1/4 of one second.
(1/10th second for the Micro-Trouncer.)
Just imagine the sophistication of devices that can test asignal 4times in less
than a 1/4 of one second. Wow!
But, using Maxon is easy. These long
range detectors have all the bells and
whistles with separate audible sounds
for X and K radar signals.
LED Bar Graph Meters accurately show
the radar signal's strength. And, you
won't have to look at aneedle in ameter.
Keep your eyes on the road, you'll see
these meters with your peripheral vision.
You'll have avery high level of protection. Maxon's Dual Conversion Scanning
Superheterodyne circuitry combined
with die-cast aluminum ridge guide wideband horn internal antennas, really ferret out radar signals.
And the key word is ' radar', not trash.
The 4test check system that operates in

Note from Drew: 1) Use of radar detectors is illegal in some states.
2) Speeding is dangerous. Use your
detector to help keep you safe when you
forget, not to get away with speeding.
DON'T WASTE MONEY
As I've said, good radar detectors today
are very similar. The RD- 1 is great. It is
much smaller than Escort at just 31
/"
2
wide, 4%" deep and 11
/ "tall.
2

DAK
27418
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Maxon detectors are backed by Maxon's standard limited warranty.

mg,
=111M

If you want an even smaller detector,
the RD- 25 at just 27
A" wide, 41
2 " deep
/
and 1" tall, with its included windshield
mount and identical specs is for you.

afigoit

If you want the very best, or if you
want to forget cords and be able to slip a

41
/2"wide, 31
4 "deep, 3/4" tall ( It mounts
/
sideways to the rest) detector into your
shirt pocket, choose the Micro-Trouncer.
I'd love to tell you that the MicroTrouncer is light years ahead in detection, because its circuitry certainly is.
But, I'd be into advertising gambitland if Iclaimed that 1 or 2 seconds of
improvement over Maxon's other detectors or even over Escort and Passport
really make asignificant difference.
Caution: Cincinnati Microwave is right.

There are many cheap imports that aren't
very good. My quarrel with them is that
except for themselves, Idon't know who
they think is any good!
CHECK OUT RADAR YOURSELF
RISK FREE
Put a detector on your visor, dash or
windshield. When it sounds, look around
for the police. There's a good chance
you'll be saving money in fines and higher
insurance rates.
If you aren't 100% satisfied, simply
return it in its original box within 30 days
for a courteous refund.
(RD- 1 Pictured to Right.) To get your
Maxon, Dual Superheterodyne, Anti-Falsing Radar Detector risk free with your
credit card, call toll free or send your

check for DAK's $79" sale price ($4
PEtH). Order No. 6138.
Note: An optional
suction cup windshield
mount and extra coiled
power cord ( we can't
afford to throw them in
for free) is just $5" ($ 2
PEtH) Or. No. 4800.
(RD- 25 Pictured in Middle.) To get
your Maxon, Dual Superheterodyne, AntiFalsing Mini Radar Detector complete
with 2 Power Cords, Window Suction
Cup, Dash and Visor Mounts risk free
with your credit card, call toll free or
send your check for just $99" ($ 4 PEtH)
Order No. 6139. CA res add tax.
(Micro-Trouncer Pictured
to Left.) To order Maxon's
Top- Of-The- Line, DRO Circuit Radar Detector with
Mute, 4 Second LED Meter
Hold, Dark Switch, Cordless
Battery Operation ( 6 AA Ni Cad Batteries Included) with
Windsfteld, Dash, and Visor
mounts and 2power/charging
Cords risk free with your
credit card, call toll free or
send your check for this revolutionary $ 249 suggested
retail detector at DAK's market breaking price of just
$149" ($ 6 PEtH) Order No. 6140.
OK Escort, it's up to you. We've got
$20,000 that says you can't beat Maxon
on the toad. Your answer, please?

r

Escort and Peasporl sr. reg. eeeee d tredeinarks of CIncInnek klIcraveye.
Reseld VIIISS. and Fleshed %der Seedy Brake are reglatereo tredenwk•
of Vehicle Rader Selene Syeterruk Inc.
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INDUSTRIES

C•II Toll Free For Credo Card Orders Only
24 Hours A Day 7 Days A Week

11-11100-325-0800
For Toll Free Information, Call 8AM-5PM Monday- today PST

Technical Information.. 1-800-272-3200
Any Other Inquiries
1-800-423-2866
8200 IFtemmet Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304

WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE
ChemLibrary

The

Egg, aWYSIWYG
(what you see is what you
get) scientific word-processing program, now includes
ChemLibrary, adatabase of
chemical structures.
Structures include organic,
inorganic, and biochemical, as
well as many common structure skeletons that you can edit
to produce the needed structure. A sampling of sugars is
provided in prospective format, along with the common
nucleic acids.
The Egg requires an IBM
PC or compatible with 256K
bytes of RAM, MS-DOS or
PC- DOS 2.0, one disk drive,
and acolor graphics or Hercules card.
Price: $495 for The Egg;
$125 for ChemLibrary.
Contact: Elsevier Scientific
Software, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, NY 10017, (212)
916-1250.
Inquiry 797.

Digital Signal
Analysis Spreadsheet

D

aDiSP is aspreadsheet
for digital signal analysis
that lets you solve mathematical problems, manage and analyze data, and display graphic
solutions. With DaDiSP, you
create individual signal-processing steps by typing aformula into awindow. Worksheets enable you to build a
custom library of analysis
templates that you can store
and modify for new tasks.
You can perform over 150
data-manipulation and dataanalysis functions, including
signal arithmetic and calculus,
signal editing, waveform generation, Fourier analysis, and
peak finding. It supports real
and complex arithmetic. DSP
reports that the program carries engineering units through
compound calculations.
It also supports avariety of
peripherals, including RS232C and IEEE-488 add-ons.
DaDiSP runs on the IBM PC
and compatibles, as well as
on 32-bit workstations. On the
92
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PC, you'll need at least 512K
bytes of RAM (640K bytes is
recommended); aHercules,
CGA, or EGA graphics card;
MS-DOS or PC- DOS 2.0 or
higher; and two floppy disk
drives or afloppy disk drive
and one hard disk. The company also recommends an
8087 or 80287 math
coprocessor.
Price: $795 for PC version;
$2295 to $4995 for 32-bit
workstation versions.
Contact: DSP Development
Corp., One Kendall Square,
Cambridge, MA 02139,
(617) 577-1133.
Inquiry 798.

Logic Simulation

A

fter describing alogic
circuit and sequence of
binary input signals to the
program, LSP will compute the
resulting binary output signals of any or all nodes for the
circuit at specified times. The
program contains built-in
models for combinatorial
gates such as AND, OR, and
NAND, sequential devices
such as D, JK, and toggle flipflops, as well as tristate devices. The program provides
for zero, one, don't know,
and high-impedance states,
each of which is propagated
through the circuit.
You can define signals,
synchronous and asynchronous
inputs, and outputs by common names. You can also assign adelay time ranging
from 1to 255. You can mix
types of inputs in asingle design and edit them with the
built-in input signal editor.
The output of ISP is atiming
diagram showing the binary
states of each selected signal as
afunction of time.
The program supports unlimited-keystroke macros, according to By. Auto-execute
and batch-mode capabilities let
you execute 1SP autonomously and unattended by taking instructions from afile.
The program runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with

AND

ENGINEERING

256K bytes of RAM and on
Macs with 512K bytes.
Price: $95.
Contact: BV Engineering,
2200 Business Way, Suite 207,
Riverside, CA 92501, (714)
781-0252.
Inquiry 799.

Equation- Processing
Software
quator evaluates equations either from those you
enter or from the Pulse exchange library foi engineering
equations. You can enter
Greek letters and symbols of up
to eight characters. The program automatically decodes,
and recognizes functions and
standard constants.
Graphs of the results or of
other text data files can be
plotted with linear or logarithmic axes on the screen or
on an HP7470-type plotter.
The program calculates optimum ranges for the axes that
you can use or redefine before
plotting the graph.
The program uses amenudriven command structure and
acontext-sensitive help system. It runs on the IBM PC
and compatibles with MSDOS or PC- DOS 2.0 or higher
and 512K bytes of RAM.
Price: $79.
Contact: Pulse Research,
P.O. Box 696, Shelburne, VT
05482, ( 802) 985-2928.
Inquiry 800.

Optimize Experiments

S

implex-V version 2.2 is a
menu-driven program that
assists you in making your
experimental design strategies
more efficient. It lets you increase the yield of asynthetic
reaction, improve the efficiency of an extraction process,
and reduce the cost of an
existing reaction or process.
You can adjust up to 12 continuous variables simultaneously using amodified sequential simplex algorithm.
Version 2.2 can accept up
to four responses, use an optional starting simplex that

you define, and produce ASCII
files that you can export to
word-processing and other programs. The multiple responses are scaled and combined into asingle additive or
multiplicative objective
function.
Simplex-V runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with MS-DOS or PCDOS 2.0 or higher and 128K
bytes of RAM. Graphics are
available if you have aCGA or
equivalent graphics card.
Price: $295.
Contact: Statistical Programs, 9941 Rowlett, Suite 6,
Houston, TX 77075, (713)
947-1551.
Inquiry 801.

Expecting a Flood?
1.1 ydropeak offers you data
on flood flows for any station on any river in the
United States, according to
US West. The information is
based on the U.S. Geological
Survey peak values file from
WATSTORE. A summary is
presented on each gage, along
with separate screens for the
annual and partial duration
series data, including atranslation of the discharge and
stage codes necessary to interpret them. A rank screen with
discharge, plotting position,
and exceedance probability is
also offered.
A search facility enables
you to locate agage, review the
information, and choose from
four formats, including ASCII
tabular, Lotus, card record,
and binary.
Hydropeak runs on IBM
PCs with at least 640K bytes of
RAM and aCD-ROM drive.
Price: $395 for one state,
with discounts for each state
purchased thereafter.
Contact: US West Knowledge Engineering Inc., 4380
South Syracuse, Suite 600,
Denver, CO 80237, (800) 2220920; in Colorado, (303)
694-4200.
Inquiry 802.
continued

DECLARE FUNCTION Filter$ ( Txt$,

FilterHask$)

• _ _ __ ..... -_,.-...--_,-,--..-._,....,-,.-_-_,_- RTRT0Num .-.==..............,-_-,_,.... .... ...= ... ........-_,
'
clean number.
'a
Convert
a number that contains non-numeric characters to
'
o Input
.....,.==-------===.....,..,,,.... .. ==.......=,-.....--..-...==== ....... .:-.-_-= ..........
a line:

"ASkTfurn

line INPUT " Enter a number with commas:
'' Look for on ly valid numeric character
input

string :

CleanNum$ = Pilter$(A$,

s

"0123456789.")

(0123456789.-)

in

the

' Convert the string to a number:
END
PRINT "The number's value = "; VAL(CleanNum$)
,

,
,
,
,

--_,...........,, .......... FILTER ..... ...,,,==-,.. ..... .......-..........
Takes unwanted characters out of a st r ing by
comparing them with a filter string containing
onl y acceptabl e numeric characters

-..........,.=====,== ............ m., ==== .. .....
FUNCTION Pilter$ ( Txt$, PilterHaskI)(DffOr2)
(eflor3)TxtLength = LEN ( Txt$)
POR I

(error 4)

= 1 TO TxtLength%
C$ = HID$(Txt$,

1,

1)
' the string.
' Isolate
each charact er in

' If the character is

in the

fil ter

END
IF INSTR(FilterNask*,
IF
T emp$ = Tempe +
C$)
C$ <> 0 THEN
NEXT I

END

string, sav e it :

Fil+
FUNCTION
—er$ = Tem $

Get his program up and running in 5minutes.
Or your money back.
We don't expect to make many refunds, though. Thanks to
arevolutionary breakthrough we call "instant programming:'
For the first time, you can run, test, debug, then continue
running your BASIC program, and see the results instantly.
All without acompile step interrupting your progress. Or
your train of thought.
Try new Microsoft& QuickBASIC 4.0 on the program
above. Or, on any program you'd like. If you can't go from
paper to perfect execution faster than you ever imagined,
return it within 30 days for afull refund. No questions asked.
But we're betting you'll enjoy aunique programming
experience.
In our program, for example, Microsoft QuickBASIC
4.0's instant syntax checking will find the missing";" (error 1)
the instant you type in the line.
Of course, other BASICs will catch errors like this.
Eventually. But none will catch the fact that integer variable
FilterMask% (
error 2) should be astring variable.
Let alone give you the incredible ability to edit and
continue. For example, you can step through the FOR loop,

go back and correct TxtLength's missing "%" (error 3), then
resume execution from that very statement.
Or allow you to monitor the changing value of Teme
until you locate the especially subtle error number 4— the
proper function call is M1D$ (Txt$,I,1)—and, via our
on-line help, confirm the fix by displaying MIDS's syntax
at the touch of akey.
What's more, at $99, Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0 boasts
asophisticated collection of professional features. From
language extensions like records, recursion, huge arrays
and true functions. To high-performance executable code
that runs faster than output from the former speed champ.
Our very own Microsoft QuickBASIC 3.0.
For the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer call
(800) 541-1261, Dept. A42. Because without Microsoft
QuickBASIC 4.0, you're waiting too long to see the results
of your programming efforts.
And in this day and age,who wants to have await problem.

Microsoft.QuickBASIC 4.0

Microsoft is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Offer valid in the 50 United States only.
Circle 183 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 184)
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Graphwriter II

Go Fetch with 1-2-3

G

F

raphwriter II, aprogram
for creating charts from
spreadsheet and database data
with aLotus 1- 2- 3-style interface can link directly to any
data source, update and output
charts automatically, and
place multiple charts on a
page. You can also view and
select data from the data
source, and you have more
file handling and output options. You can also export
Graphwriter II charts to Freelance Plus or to Lotus
Manuscript.
You have achoice of 24
chart types, some of which include line, pie, x, yscatter,
text, bar, Gantt, and bubble.
The program positions the
chart elements on the page according to default style settings, so you don't have to
make design decisions on layout, legends, or graph labels.
Some of the options for
customizing and editing charts
include adding three-dimensional effects, placing multiple
charts on apage, and changing colors, fill patterns, fonts,
and text sizes. Graphwriter II
is compatible with WKS,
WK1, WRK, WRI, DIF,
ASCII, SYLK, and dBASE
files. Compatible output devices include dot-matrix and
laser printers, plotters, color
printers, and image recorder
cameras. You can also produce charts for paper, 35mm
slides, and overhead
transparencies.
Graphwriter II runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s, and
3270. You need aminimum
of 512K bytes of RAM, ahard
disk drive, and aHercules
monochrome card, aCGA,
EGA, VGA, or MGA.
Price: $495.
Contact: Lotus Development
Corp., 55 Cambridge Parkway,
Cambridge, MA 02142,
(617) 577-8500.
Inquiry 803.
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Graphwriter 11 lets you create multiple charts on apage.

What If You Need
a Loan?

P

Data's What If
I— program is broken into two
parts: amortgage-calculating
system and aloan and investment program.
The mortgage part of the
program figures conventional,
variable-rate, and balloonrate mortgages. You can
display mortgage amount,
monthly payments, interest
rates, terms, total interest,
total amount, and effective
rate.
The loan section figures
loan financing and analyzes
your existing or potential investments. You can calculate
your principal, regular payments, last payments, remaining balance and annual interest rate, and you can compute
terms of the loan. The program also prepares amortization schedules for all three
mortgage types and loan
financing.
In analyzing investments

you can determine the future
value of the investment in
general or the total with regular
deposits, and you can compute the amount of regular deposits to figure afuture
value. The program can also
tell you what your initial investment should be and how
much you need to invest for
withdrawals, and it will figure
interest rates and give you an
earned interest table.
What If runs on the IBM
PC and compatibles with at
least 128K bytes of RAM and
MS-DOS or PC- DOS. You
also need a132-column
printer for output.
Price: $79 for the package;
$49.95 for either the mortgage
portion or the loan and investment portion.
Contact: Precision Data
Inc., 206 West Michigan St.,
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858,
(517) 772-5055.
Inquiry 804.

etch, aLotus I - 2-3 addin, lets you perform queried data imports and exports
from any database from within
1-2-3. You can also take data
from a1-2-3 spreadsheet and
send it to anew file in almost
any format, or you can append
it to an existing data file.
The program is macrodriven and contains 1-2-3 templates, including aCustom
Report Generator template.
Fetch works with files
created with dBASE H and III,
R:base System V, Reflex,
PCFile, comma-delineated
ASCII, and other applications
programs.
To run Fetch you need a
copy of Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0
or higher and at least 60K
bytes of additional RAM on an
IBM PC or compatible.
Price: $99.95.
Contact: Manusoft Corp.,
8570 West Washington Blvd.,
Culver City, CA 90232,
(213) 559-1561.
Inquiry 805.

Financial Planning

B

rentmark's NumberCruncher-I, formerly in a
template version, is now
available as astand-alone program. It includes coverage of
44 topics in categories such as
valuation, tools of estate planning, charity, techniques of estate planning, and present and
future value computations.
Topics include Section 6166
installment payments of estate
tax, Section 303 stock redemptions, special use valuation, split interests, and charitable remainder trusts.
The program runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with at least 256K bytes
of RAM and MS-DOS or PCDOS 2.0 or higher.
Price: $ 199.
Contact: Brentmark Software, P.O. Box 9886, Newark,
DE 19714-9886, (302) 3668160.
Inquiry 806.
continued

Circle 281 on Reader Service Card
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Expanding Scenery disk
coverage East Coast Japan
Europe
1986 - Flight Simulator II tor the 68000
computers

••
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1985 - High-performance Jet flight
simulator for the IBM
Commodore 64 and Apple II
computers

1982 1983

Microsoft Flight Simulator

F. Flight Simulator II

1979

3D graphics applied to the
original FS1 Flight Simulator for
the new Apple II and IRS 80
computers
1977

SubLOGIC's 3D graphics
package in BASIC and M6800
Assembly Language

Ten Years of Technology and Dedication
Some say our technology has helped us define the state of the art in flight simulation. We believe our ten years of dedication
have gotten us where we are today.
SubLOGIC's first black & white 3D graphics routines, developed in 1977, paved the way for our introduction to flight simulation and aerial combat gaming theory. Our second- generation Flight Simulator II was so well conceived that even we find it
difficult to improve upon. Jet's spectacular land and sea battle scenarios set another classic milestone in state-of-the-art
simulation gaming. Scenery concepts incorporated into SubLOGIC flight simulation products right from the start continue to
pvolve as we introduce new, more beautifully detailed areas of the world to explore. And coming in 1988 - aflight control yoke
for even more realism!
We invite you to help us celebrate our first decade of success, and share in our anticipation of the next ten years to come.
SubLOGIC tenth- anniversary promotional shirts and posters are available at your dealer or directly from SubLOGIC. See your
dealer, or write or call us for more information

19.unie
ir•
Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(2171359 8462 Telex 206995
ORDER LINE: ( 800) 637-4983
finicept
Ilkno.61
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When LANs Have
Wings

DOS Help

W

ings, aprogram for
NETBIOS-compatible
LANs, works as adistributed
communications server that
doesn't require adedicated
PC. The vendor says the software lets you use any workstation as aterminal, use any
modem on the LAN from any
workstation, connect to other
computers (including minicomputers), and move files to
and from different computers. It also lets you take
control of aremote PC or
LAN if that system has Wings.
The program enables a
computer to emulate VT-100,
VT- 102, VT-52, IBM 3101,
DG D220, ADM 3A, or TeleVideo 912 terminals.
Filetransfer protocols include XMODEM, ZMODEM,
Kermit, SmartCom
XON/XOFF, delay-afterline,
and aproprietary protocol
with wild cards and automatic
file compression.
Each copy comes with
aprogram called Line
Expert, which the company
says is an expert system that
deals with asynchronous
communications.
To use the program, you
need an IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible with DOS 2.0 or
higher, 256K bytes of RAM
(Line Expert needs 512K
bytes), one disk drive, aserial
card, an asynchronous
modem, and aNETBIOS-type
network.
Price: $599.95 for five users;
$99.95 for each extra user.
Contact: Concept Development Systems Inc., 2778 Hargrove Rd., Suite 349, Vinings, GA 30080-3048, (404)
434-4813.
Inquiry 807.

GOfer the Text Finder

G

Ofer is aRAM-resident,
pop-up search program
that runs on the IBM PC and
compatibles in conjunction
with avariety of word
processors.
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H

Add New Entry

Phone Ilumkor

Dial phone number and
record bow to logon

LATE?

Wings operates as adistributed communications server.

GOfer works without prior
indexing, file conversion, or
keywording. It will let you
search for particular text from
within adocument or editing
package. You can begin a
search with aword or phrase
or perform complex searches,
including Boolean AND/OR/
NAND logic and " how close"
parameters. Once GOfer has
located the text, you can then
insert it into the document
you're working on, even if it is
afile created with adifferent
word-processing system. You
can also direct the found text
to your printer or write all
finds to another file. Microlytics reports that GOfer
searches through multiple
files at rates up to 16K bytes
per second or 1megabyte per
minute on standard ATs.
You can also load GOfer
from DOS, without keeping it
RAM- resident. Some of the
word processors it works with
include Microsoft Word,
WordStar, WordStar 2000,
MultiMate Advantage II,
XyWrite III, WordPerfect,
Q&A Write, and DisplayWrite III and IV. You can also
search Ventura and dBASE
files. Microlytics reports that
the program will work online with electronic mail
services.
GOfer runs on the IBM PC
and compatibles and PS/2s. It
requires 79K bytes of RAM
and is not copy-protected.
Price: $79.95.

Contact: Microlytics Inc.,
Techniplex, 300 Main St., East
Rochester, NY 14445, (716)
248-9150.
Inquiry 808.

Memory- Resident
Writer's Guide

W

riter's Handbook, a
memory- resident program for the IBM PC and
compatibles and for Macintoshes, can help with grammar, punctuation, spelling, foreign phrases, and other
aspects of writing. The program serves as acompanion
to aword processor.
You call up the Writer's
Handbook with one keystroke.
You can then either scroll
through menus—which cover
such topics as rules of grammar, abbreviations, signs and
symbols, and " computerese"—or get right to the information you want by using the
program's search function.
Writer's Handbook requires at least I28K bytes of
memory. To use it on an IBM
PC or workalike, you need
DOS 2.0 or higher.
Price: $29.95.
Contact: Digital Learning
Systems, 4Century Dr., Parsippany, NJ 07054, (201)
538-6640.
Inquiry 809.

elpmateDOS, an on-line
utility for the IBM PC and
compatibles, calls up references, hints, examples, and
comments about 88 MS-DOS
commands and related topics.
You only have to type Help at
the DOS prompt to get amenu
that lists DOS commands
(version 2.0 and higher) and
other topics. You then pick a
command by typing its name or
using the cursor keys to point
to it. The program brings up
from one to five documentation screens, depending on the
command's complexity.
Some of the topics include
batch files, AUTOEXEC and
CONFIG files, wild cards,
and aglossary. You'll need at
least 256K bytes of RAM and
one floppy disk drive.
Price: $39.95.
Contact: Helpmate Software,
8660-D Miramar Rd., Suite
135, San Diego, CA 92126,
(619) 693-5050.
Inquiry 810.

ImageStudio
ImageStudio lets you manipulate the gray-level information of images generated
by high-resolution scanners. In
addition to agray-map editor
and filters, it also includes
paintbrush, water drops,
charcoal, and finger design
tools providing airbrush,
edge-softening, and paintsmearing effects.
ImageStudio supports 64
gray levels; the graymap editor
lets you change brightness
and contrast and create posterization, solarization, and negative effects. You can view the
images magnified 25, 50,
100, 200, 400, and 1600 times,
and you can get multiple
views of the same image.
ImageStudio runs on the
Macintosh Plus, SE, and II,
with an external disk drive.
Price: $49.95.
Contact: Letraset USA, 40
Eisenhower Dr., Paramus, NJ
07653, (800) 631-1603; in
New Jersey, (201) 845-6100.
Inquiry 867.

CLEVER CLONES
COMPLETE
STEMS FROM

49

All Systems Include Video Card & Monitor
PC/AT
SYSTEM 1000
0WAIT STATE

MINI
SYSTEM 1000
POWER of AT
In XT SIZE

• Al Cases 2(X) Watt Power Supply U 640K
Memory . Speed 6-10 MHz Mother Board
80286 MIcroprOCessor • 12M Toshiba floppy
Drive • Hard Disk & Floppy Disk Controller
Card ( Western Digital ) • 8I/O Interface Slots
• AT Keyboard • Fully Expandable

•AT Jr Case.185 Watt Power Supply • 640K
Memory • Speed 6.10 MHz Mother Board •
80286 Microprocessor • AT Style Keyboard e
1,2 M Toshiba Poppy Drive • Western Digital
Hard/ Floppy Controller 8I/O Interface Slots

MONO $
999

MONO $
999

Complete vnth Monographic Hercules Compatible Card, Parallel Printer Port. Samsung
Tilt & Swivel Base Monitor

Complete with Monographic Hercules Compatible Card. Parallel Printer Port, Samsung
Tilt & Swivel Base Monitor

COLOR $ 1199

11li

COLOR $ 1199

Complete w/Color Graphics Card. 14" RGB
Color Monitor.

Ill Ill

Complete w/Color Graphics Cara. 14" RGB
Color Monitor

EGA $ 1299

EGA $ 1299

Complete w/EGA Card & EGA 14" Monitor

Complete w/EGA Card & EGA 14" Monitor

XT TURBO
SYSTEM 900

XT TURBO
SYSTEM 900-10

• XT Slide Out Case • 150W Power AT Style
Keyboard
1-360KB Toshiba RoPfay Drive •
640K Dynamic Ram • Floppy Controller Controls 2 Internal Drives • Phoenix Bios
(Amer. Recognized ) • Speed. 4.77-8 Motherboard • CPU 8088-2 Microprocessor

• Speed. 4.77 10 MHz ( Switchable by Turbo
Buttons) • AT Jr Case • XT Size with At
Features • Reset Button • Turbo Button •
Keyboard Lock • Power LED • Hard Drive LED
• 150 Watt Power Supply • CPU 8088-1
Microprocessor
640K Al 12ONS
2-360KB
Toshiba floppy Disk Drive • AT Style Keyboard

bYbitm 1/.)00
SPECIAL 40 MEG
SIA0All rf-211

ONLY $449 additiond

MONO $549

• Multi VO Serial Port. Parallel Port. Game
Port. Clock Calendar• Floppy Controller Controls 2 Internal Drives

hase of any system
with purC
1000
1000 or Mini systern
VNSTALL AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

Complete w/ Monographic Hercules Compatible Card. Parallel Printer Por. Samsung
lilt & Swivel Base Monitor

MONO $ 729

COLOR $ 749

Complete w/Monographic Hercules Compatible Cord. Parallel Printer Port. Samsung
Tilt & Swivel Base Monitor

MINI
SYSTEM 1000

Complete with Color Graphics Cord, 14" RGB
Color Monitor

COLOR $929

Ird

311

BAREBONE $429

Case. 150W Power. Al Style Keyboard, 1-360K
Toshiba Floppy Drive w/controller. 640K Instd

Complete w/Color Graphics Card. 14" BOB
Color Monitor

EGA $ 1149

Complete w/EGA Card & 14" EGA Monitor.

900-10 MHz BAREBONE SYSTEM Includes AT Jr. Case, 10
MHz Motherboard, 256K Installed. 150W
Power, AT Style Keyboard, FCC Approved ....

ONLY $299

Full Manual and Instruction MS DOS 3.3 with
GW Basic only 199°9 with purchase of any system

LCD LAPTOP SIZE

•

PORTABLE XT-10
10 MHz SYSTEM

MOGICTRONICS
Mt

MACE

de(27 .

gsN,T.

▪ Liquid Crystal Display

MA(1C

Combining Rat Panel,
Super Twist Display
Technology with Electro
Luminescent Backlight.
MI Lightweight 16"x8"x9"

UMW

-2111111,pre‘

SYSTEM 900-10/8088-1-10MHz

▪ 165W Power

1-360K Floppy

▪ 110-220 Auto Switch

u 20 Megabytes.

• 10-1/2' Diagonal

• 640K

Screen

Gte Fe/ sPEG`'

. 1.11

I
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SYSTEM 900
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6
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6

• Multi I/O S/P/GC/C

u 25 Lines

• 8088-1 CPU
u 80 Character
▪ 4.77/10 MHz Switchable
640 x 200 Pixels

▪ AT Style Keyboard
▪ Reset Button
• Fully Tested and
Burned In

ONLY $ 1499

•Al systems fully assembled, tested, burned in & shipped in computer shipping carton
IBM. PC. XT. Al. Samsung. Hyundd. Toshiba, Microsoft. are registered trademarks of
their respective companies.
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1-800-227-5454

MAGITRONIC TECHNOLOGY, INC.
9-02 43rd Road, LI.C., NEW YORK 11101 Crder %nly 1-8.00e2277For Information and Technical Support Call
Pricessa

Circle 466 on Reader Service Card
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DeltaGold Series

T

he DeltaGold line of
I microcomputers consists
of the 8088-1 Elite; the
Prestige, based on an 80286
microprocessor; and the Premier, based on an 80386
microprocessor.
The Elite's 8088 runs at 10
MHz. It comes with 256K
bytes of RAM (expandable to
768K bytes on the motherboard), two 5-inch 360K-byte
floppy disk drives, and four
full-size expansion slots. It
also features a12-inch monitor
on atilt/swivel base, aHercules-compatible MGA/CGA/
Plantronics graphics card,
and parallel and serial ports.
The 80286-based Prestige
comes with 512K bytes of
RAM (expandable to 1megabyte on the motherboard),
one 51
/2
inch 1.2-megabyte

floppy disk drive, and a12inch monitor on atilt/swivel
base. It also includes four
16-bit and two 8-bit expansion slots, and aHercules-compatible MGA/color video
adapter.
The Premier features an
80386 microprocessor and 1
megabyte of memory on the
motherboard (expandable to 16
megabytes). It also comes
with one 32-bit, five 16-bit,
and two 8-bit expansion slots,
an EGA color monitor, and an
EGA video adapter. A 40megabyte Seagate ST-412 hard
disk drive is provided.
Each model includes MSDOS 3.2 and GWBASIC. Both
the Elite and the Prestige also
come with DeltaGold Connection, an integrated program
with spreadsheet, word-processing, database, and communications capabilities.

Price: Elite, $ 1195; Prestige,
$1995; Premier, $4995.
Contact: Delta Computer
Corp., P.O. Box 809, Mansfield, MA 02048, (617) 3395575.
Inquiry 919.

Minitel Emulation

B

aseline claims that MacTell is the first Macintosh
communications program
available in the U.S. that provides Minitel emulation.
MacTell features ascript language and provides all standard file-transfer protocols.
MacTell's Minitelemulation mode enables you to access on-line graphics as well
as text. You can use thé program to have your Mac function as abulletin board service.
Among its file-transfer capa-

bilities are MacBinary,
XMODEM, and YMODEM.
You can save text in Mac Write,
Microsoft Word, and other
formats.
MacTell runs on Macintoshes with at least 512K
bytes of RAM.
Price: $97.
Contact: Baseline Inc., 838
Broadway, New York, NY
10003, (212) 254-8235; in
California, (213) 659-3830.
Inquiry 918.

The World in Your
Pocket

W

orldPort 2400 is a
pocket-size external
modem that provides communications at 300, 1200, or
2400 bits per second. It is
compatible with the Hayes AT
continued

You Need an Office Network!
But:
1. You don't want to spend big $$$$$ per connection!
2. You do want more than just peripheral sharing.
3. You need to access your mini/mainframe to up- load
down- load files.
4. You need to share files with others on the network.
5. You don't want to devote half your time to LAN
administration.
6. You do need to share peripherals in your
workgroup.

ITRON

An Infotron Division
96NE-2
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7. You want to use commonly available software that
will not cost you afortune.

You Need Commix 32
Circle 463 on Reader Service Cad
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COMMIX 32: A complete table-top network for PCs and
minicomputer hosts. Optional Ethernet and Wide-area link
modules, Print Buffer module, and MS-DOS® Network Utilities.
Powerful Solutions for Small and Large Networks!
PC Networks: Do you need aPC LAN
and multi-user file server, or just advanced
communications?

COMMIX 32—Under $125 per Port

Chances are your company's operations are managed on a mini or
mainframe host; PCs are for personal productivity ( word processing,
spreadsheet analysis, etc.). So the interactive (operations) files reside on the
multi-user hast and PC users need to conveniently exchange files, share
peripherals and access the host. So what do you need in aPC network? You
need COMMIX 3.1, for ease of installation and use, you can't buy anything
better! and COMMIX is priced at under $ 125 per port.

32

COMMIX Software Utilities Provide
Unsurpassed Productivity
ITRON has added exceptional value to COMMIX 32 with an MS-DOS"
software package that includes background file transfer, electronic mail,
terminal emulation and printer sharing utilities. The COMMIXotilities are
configured and controlled from pop-up menus for ease of set-up and use.
The printer sharing utility, CPS, while in background mode, intercepts
print requests from DOS applications, rerouting through COMMIX to the
printer of your choice. Background file transfer and E-mail utilities serve
local and remote users while running most popular applications programs.

Universal Connectivity

vOte

Gem.

Ideal PC-PC and Mini-Host Communications
COMMIX 32 uses the popular -AT" modem protocol for connection
command, treating each port or port group as a telephone extension
number. This means that popular software such as Crosstalk.' or Mirrors
can be used to make connections, transfer files, or emulate aterminal when
the connection is to aminicomputer host—at up to 19.2 kbpt! Wide area
calls can be made through an "AT" modem connected to aCOMMIX port.
The connection command from the PC software appears as an access code in
front of the remote telephone number. Remote modem users can call into
COMMIX ve as attached modem and select any PC, mini- host port, or
printer. COMMIX 32 converts speed, async format and flow control set-rip
parameters as required for each connection. This allows maximum sharing
of printers, host computer ports, and PC data for local and remote users. An
optional Ethernet link module provides distributed logic switching for
larger or multiple host networks. The optional Wide Area link module
provides a multi-channel, high speed synchronous bridge to other
COMMIX systems or networks.

Mini Host Networks: Port contention
and shared peripherals with universal connectivity.
COMMIX 32 is the ideal data switch for multi-user minicomputer hosts,
such as the MicroYates. Advanced switching features allow universal port
contention or utilization with convenient printer sharing and modem
pooling COMMIX 32 provides an alternate " native" connection protoc ol
that is convenient for terminal users. Port class and auto-queue features tor
port/peripheral contention provide additional functionality. An optional
one megabyte print spooler module, managing two printers, frees your
computer from print job delays. Other features, such as built-in diagnostics
with fault reporting and console control of the network with statistical
reportiog, make COMMIX 32 your best PC network solution

Pr*

Standard or Thin Ethernet Links
PINAPP.

I
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Call our toll free number for complete information today!
P.S. Yes, we do have anationwide field service organization!

IT

An Infotron Division

130 Gaither Drive
Suite 116
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
(800) 423-8044
(609) 722-5575

MS-DOS. Cromtalk, Mirror and MicroVaa are registered
tr•demuk.• of Microsoft. Inc.. Ditial Communications
Associateo, I... Sofddone D

bution Corporation.

and Digtut Equipment Corporation. respemively.
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command set and features
auto-dial and auto-answer capabilities, as well as both
pulse and tone dialing. You can
store up to 20 commands in
its nonvolatile memory.
The WorldPort 2400 supports CCITT V.22bis and Bell
212A/103, as well as CCITT
V.21 (300 bps) and V.22 ( 1200
bps) standards. It is powered
by either a9-volt battery, an
AC adapter, or through your
computer's RS-232C port. An
R1-11 modular jack is
provided.
Other features include an
internal speaker and an LED
array that enables you to
monitor call progress, carrier
detection, speed, and batteries. The WorldPort 2400
measures 4by 2.4 by 1inch.
Price: $359.
Contact: Touchbase Systems, 16 Green Acre Lane,
Northport, NY 11768, (516)
261-0423.
Inquiry 920.

Ivy's 80386- based
Microcomputers
Ivy's 386 series includes
II two 80386-based microcomputers and agraphics workstation. The Model 40 and
Model 80 both include an
Intel 80386 microprocessor
running at either 16 or 20
MHz, a1.2-megabyte floppy
disk drive, and 2megabytes
of RAM on the motherboard.
One 32-bit, five 16-bit, and
two 8-bit slots are provided, as
is an 80387 math-coprocessor
socket. Also included are a
220-watt power supply, a
clock, and a101-key keyboard.
The Model 40 comes with a
40-megabyte hard disk drive;
the Model 80, an 80-megabyte hard disk drive.
The Ivy 386 GWS adds
Hercules-compatible graphics to
the system with an add-in card
and a14-inch amber display on
atilt-and-swivel base.
Options include mono-

chrome monitors, color monitors,
and a40-megabyte tape drive.
Price: Model 40, $2995;
Model 80, $3495; GWS, $995;
monochrome monitor, $255;
EGA color monitor, $695; 40megabyte tape drive, $495.
Contact: Ivy Microcomputer
Corp., 15 Ararat St., Worcester, MA 01606, (617) 8536914.
Inquiry 921.

Animated Color Video

V

irtual Video Producer
lets you place text, titles,
and animated or static digital
video images over motion
video, still video images, or
computer-generated backgrounds.
You can display over
32,000 colors simultaneously
and store captions as ASCII
text files. The program provides 140 fonts and 256
colors for titles and has 18

wipes in 10 speeds.
The animation functions
enable you to have asprite or
series of sprites float across
the screen. The sprite can be a
color digitized video image
or agraphic made with an
AT&T Image Capture Board
(ICB)-compatible graphics program. It can flash on and off,
come into the frame from outside the borders, and change
direction.
Virtual Video Producer
runs on the IBM PC and compatibles with MS-DOS or
PC-DOS 3.0 or higher, 640K
bytes of RAM, and acomposite video monitor. It requires an AT&T ICB. An optional add-on that supports the
Texas Instruments Speech
Board is available.
Price: $795; Speech Board
add-on, $700.
Contact: V_Graph Inc.,
P.O. Box 105, Westtown, PA
19395, (215) 399-1521.
Inquiry 921.

Living CPlus
The Plus C Programmers Look For
The Th rims and Quicks of this world have helped C
programmers to be better mechanics, but it takes a
sophisticated tool to turn C into acoherent programming environment from akit of programming parts.
Enter Living C Plus, the ideal tool for seasoned programmers who want to maximize productivity and for
novice programmers who want afriendlier C
companion.
Living C Plus provides acomprehensive, menu driven Cenvironment: afull-screen editor, interpreter,
animator, and tracer/debugger to produce clean code
that meets deadlines, freeze, and shipment dates.

Program and Debug with Living C Plus
•Drop into the interactive editor at the precise location
of compilation errors— and fix them one at atime or
stack errors in your source code for one-time fixing
•Examine local or global variables intelligibly because
even structures and unions are broken down into their
components
•Monitor variables on the fly with no significant degradation of speed
• 'Duck function calls, with their parameters, dynami-

cally ill awindow that resizes it self automatically
•Animate by Ctokens, not line by line, removing the
guesswork in conditional expressions
•Set breakpoints in the source code on aline or aspecific token
•Check all pointer references, even in the library functions, for uninitialized pointers

Teach or Learn C with Living C Plus
•Work in afull windowing environment with pull-down
menus, key macros, and colors
•Scroll comprehensive, contextsensitive Help in its
own window
•Correct your work with precise error messages and
helpful hints as to the cause of particular errors
So whether you're learning, testing, developing in, or
teaching C, use Living C Plus, an empowering tool for
serious programmers, at $ 199.95.
Qf course Living C Plus conforms to the
Kernighan & Ritchie standard for C. It runs on IBM
and IBM-compatible PCs, XTs, ATs, and PS/2 systems
with 512K and DOS 2.0 or higher

To Order Send your check for $ 199.95 plus $6.00 shipping/handling ($205.95) toLiving Software Inc.• P.O. Box 1188, Framingham, MA 01701
Or call, ( 617) 881-6343, x10 to place your telephone order with VISA or MasterCard.
Dealer and educational inquiries are invited.
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16 color VGA Support

Dual Brush Modes

Joe

EGA PAII\T 2005

Snoo -th Coanare

Airbrush Command

Additional Features
-ii

Gr

ENGLISH SPEAKING ( NO

ICONS)

FULL- SCREEN EDITING

Command

360'

Rotate Command

EYNAMIC ZOOM ( 4X or 8X magnification)

FullPage

EXTENSIVE AIRBRUSH CONTROLS

il

SMALL COMMAND ( reduces files 50 to 90y)

Screen

3 & 4 Point
Curve

Pr in-ting

AUTOMATIC PAM ( page mcde)

Command

Pan

AUTOMATIC COLOR SMOOTUR MODE
••••

SOPHISTICATED SLIDE ShOIJ ( tirdissolue-inaker)

r;

#• A _

>LATE UTILITY ( translate between resclutions)
Capture
U;.

almost any screen
- • ir fCr:or - • :• 7

34 FONTS

ire

•

(with over 25 control conbinat ions)
PC QuikArt Support

,

One Picture Is Worth A Thousand Words!
Step up to state-of-the-art in EGA graphics generation technology. Our 2005 version is not just
another paint program or another version of the " same old thing7 EGA PAINT 2005 is a
complete restructuring of our 2001 program ( itself the recipient of the PC TECH JOURNAL
award for excellence in program design). We believe the end-user comes first and instead of
merely patching on more features as all the others do) we went to awhole new ( much easier and
faster) way to create truly startling business presentations & EGA color illustrations. Take
another look at some of our features ( some of which are available only on programs costing
hundreds more) and decide for yourself.
All this

EGA SCREEN ENHANCER
This easy to install device enables older EGA cards to utilize
EGA PAINT 2005 in 640x480 & 752x410 resolution modes.
Our ESE comes complete with aspecial test pattern diskette
for only $49.95 (-1- $ 5.00 for shipping and handling).

and more for just:

$99.00

Also available from RIX

ORDER NOW!
in CA - (800) 233-5983 out CA ( 800) 34:s-9059
MM111•MAMII•
•411•10,

111•1•11,

1111

IMMEIM

Ma»

/WM/ ••••IM
MUNI.

RIX SoftWorks, Inc.
11552 MacArthur BI. Suite 375. Irvine, CA 92715

Circle 471 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 472)
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INVENTORY OF ALL LINE S READY TO SHI P

MANNESMANN
TA IliY

HEWLETT PACKARD

AT NO
ADDITIONAL
COST

LAY AWAY AVAILABLE
APPLIED • PROGRESSIVE • ELECTRONICS • I
NC.
200 Southwest Cut-Off, Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX: ( 617) 393-3124 • LOCAL: ( 617) 393-7220

Ordering Informetionf We she anywhere In the conteenlal Undert Stales ve
UPS Prices are % Nest to strange «thorn notoe We accept VISA, MasterCard
formed and company checks and «eel,orders
All returns must nave got authorizabon horn our customer servos department
within 7Pays of receipt All returns must be on like- new sonde« complete and In
deed packaged Incomplete mercAsnese win not be acceded tor return Arun«
ProduCts are sulked ma 20% restocking fee ISSU may enumi Defective prod.'s env
be moaned or replaced al APES discret« We do not guarantee compatelehly
Nol resod's« for typographoal errons

AUTH ORIZED EPSO N BUSINE SS / REPAIRJ
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AUTHORIZED EPSON BUSINE

EPSON®
EX-1000

BU

Presenting the Epson ® EX- 1000 High Speed DotMatrix Business Printer
• Large 136-column carriage accommodates everything from spreadsheets and financial reports to
letters and mailing labels.
• Prints 300 characters per second print- head in draft
mode ( Elite 12 CPI).
• 60 characters per second printhead speed ( Elite 12
CPI) in Near Letter Quality mode.
• Biodirectional printing of text and graphics for
maximum throughput
• User- installable color option kit adds seven vibrant
colors to text and grpahics.
• Built- In Push Tractor Feed facilitates paper
loading: allows short paper-tear off.
• One year limited warranty.

ALSO AVAILABLE -

CALL & ORDER NOW
COST

Board Level
VISA'

MOO
Prints 180 characters per second printhead speed in draft
mode 30 characters per second in NU) mode in Roman and
Sans Sent fonts Standard with Tractor Feed

Service Facility

1-300-447-1176

OM I LIMO
Prints alast 180 characters per second in printhead speed in
draft mode. 60 characters per second in Letter Quality- mode
Standard with serial and parallel

'NATIONAL WATTS,

1-800-553-1176

LAY AWAY AVAILABLE

Super 16T

HH

MASS WATTS,

192548
Prints 324 characters per second printhead speed in draft
mode ( Elite 12 C110 108 CPS in 10 mode Standard with
serial and parallei

VISA'

L0850

LA

STO

E

A Strong Starter
The Hyundai Super I6-T gives you ahead
start in MS-DOS computing— with fast, powerful PC performance, and all the features you
need to get up and -running. The Super-I6T
even includes Efectric Desk;' Spellchecker,
and Keyworks ... all the integrated software
you need to get started.
Like the rest of Hyundai's new PC line,
the Super- 16T cannes with an I8-month
warranty, plus service and support from a
hand-picked nationwide dealer network. And
they're backed by one of the world's largest
manufacturing organizations: $ 14 billion
Hyundai corporation.
a 8088- II microprocessor, keyboard switchable from 4.7 ta 8MHz for compatibility and
faster performance.

191050 • NOW AVAILABLE

Lay Away Available

APRIIFD •

PROGRESSIVE • ELECTRONCS •

I
NC.

200 Scee•wee C./1.00. Route 20. Northboto. MA 01532

(817

393-7220 •

1-800-553-1 178

IMA551

1-800-447-1176

NM •
(
617) 393-31 24 1cari
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

CALL & ORDER NOW

Ordering lematles: We ship anywhere in the continental
United States via UPS. Prices are subject to change without
notice We accept VISA. MasterCard. personal and company
checks and money orders.
All returns must have prior authorization from our
customer service department within 7days of receipt. All
returns must be m like- new condition, complete and in
original packaging. Incomplete merchandise will not be
accepted for retum. Returned products are subject to a20%
restocking fee ($80 maximum). Defective products will be
repaired or replaced at APES discretion We do not guarantee
compatibility Not responsible for typographical errors.

d

AT NO
ADDITIONAL

rn

11215-. 1 FOISs
Ponts at alast 240 characters per second in printhead in
draft mode 48 characters per second in Near Letter Quality
node

640KB memory an the system board—
the Super- 16T can run today's biggest
application programs.
a Built-in serial and parallel ports for
connection to printers, modems, more.
Multi-video display adaptor works with
composite monochrome or color graphics
i(GA) monitorsa Your choice of storage options from
one 360KB, 5.25" floppy disk drive to abig
10MB hard disk drive.

A HYUNDAI
CO M PU T ERS

SAME INCREDIBLY LOW PRICING ON ALL PRODUCTS
Circle 452 an Reader Service Card
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COMPUTER WAREHOUSE INTRODUCES
THE TURBO XTIAT
PERSONAL COMPUTER
PRINTER(S)
Epson Printer(s)
Citizen 120 D
Panasonic Printer(s)
Star Microenics NP- 10
NX-10
NX-15
NB- 15 ..

Call
$249
Call
$269
$299
$399
$1400

ADD-ON(S)
XT Mthrbrd 640K
$120
8088-2, 4.77/8 MHZ OK
XT Mthrbrd 640K
$155
8088-2, 4.77/8 MHZ OK
4 Layer
AT Mthrbrd 1MEG
$500
80286-2, 6/8 MHZ OK
AT Mthrbrd 1MEG
$535
80286-2, 6/10 MHZ OK
Multi I/O
$85
384K Multifunction Board OK $80
Color/Graphics/Printer
$70
Color/Graphics/Composite $60
Mono/Graphics/Printer
$75
Mono/Graphic
$65
EGA Card
$265
RS232
$28
Floppy Disc Cntrlr (2 ports) . $30
Floppy Disc CntrIr (4ports) . $40
Clock Card
$20
Game Card
$18
20 MEG
Seagate Hd Dry
ST 225 2/CtrIr
$399
S'gate 30 MEG Hd Dry
ST 238
$469
w/Controller
Microscience 20 MEG Hard Drive
w/Controller
$349
Tandon Hard Drives
Call

AT Hd Disk/Floppy
Disc CntrIr
DTC Hard Drive
CntrIr for XT
Western Digital
Hd Drive CntrIr
Konan Hard Drive CntrIr.
AT Flpy Dsc CtIr
(360K/1.2 MG)
AT Konan Hard Drive CntrIr

$195
$125
$125
.$ 115
$135
$ 140

CABLES
Printer Cable (6 ft.)
Serial Cable
AB Switchbox
Joystick

$6.50
$7.50
$35
$20

MONITORS

Samsung TTL

Amber
Green
Samsung TTL
Amber
Tilted Swivel
Green
Goldstar TTL
Amber
Green
Sharp RGB Monitor
Call
Goldstar RGB Monitor
Call
Mitsubishi RGB Monitor
Call
LTI EGA Monitor/Tltd Swvl. .$435
Casper EGA
Monitor/Tltd Swvl
$415
Sony EGA
Multi-Scan Monitor
$675

DATAPRODUCT(S)

$320

Quality Letter/Serial 35 cps.
*System(s) include
Public Domain Software
and MS DOS 3.1

IDEAL TURBO XT $449.00
Slide Case • 150W Power Supply
640K Turbo- Motherboard
W/640K RAM ( 4.77/8MH)
1 Fujitsu Drive
Floppy Disc Controller
5060 Keyboard (XT/AT)

IDEAL TURBO AT $ 1649.49
Case • 200W Power Supply
1MB Turbo- Motherboard W/1MB RAM
(6/8/10 MZ) • 1360K Floppy Drive
1 1.2MB Floppy Drive
130MB Hard Drive
1AT I/O
1 Floppy/Hard Disc Controller
1AT Keyboard

CALL US TODAY FOR THE IDEAL PERSONAL COMPUTER AT AN IDEAL PRICE!

The Computer Warehouse
80 Felton St., Waltham, MA 02154 — (617) 449-6988

MA 1-800-527-5995
MASTERCARD/VISA/AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED.
%NE-8
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THE WORLD OF CEC
WHY NOT BUY THE FASTEST AND THE BEST?
NOW YOU CAN OWN A " JAG".
We offer all that you could want in apersonal computer. Our AT's and 386
machines give you: savings, compatibility, availability, quality and technical support, and service.
System 1.
System 2.
Portable AT
Desktop AT
80286 - 10 Micro
80286 - 12 Micro
processor
processor
80287 Socket
80287 Socket
1024KB RAM
1024 KB RAM
360 KB Floppy Drive
360 KB Floppy
1.2 MB Floppy Drive
Drive
Parallel, Serial Port(s)
102 MB Floppy
7Expansion Slot 101
Drive
Keys Keyboard
Monographic/Color
$1449
Card
Parallel, Serial Port(s)
101 Key(s) Keyboard
8Expansion Slot(s)
$1550

System 3.
Desktop AT
80286 - 10
80287 Socket
1024KD RAM
360 KB Floppy
Drive
102 MB Floppy
Drive
Monographic/Color
Card
Parallel, Serial
Port(s)
101 Key(s)
Keyboard
8Expansion Slot(s)
$1350

•Savings and value are not outdated concepts at Comtrek Computer Systems (CEC). We offer
20-3EP% off most competitive pricing while offering more features and add-ons. There are no
hidden costs ... every day is a " sale" at Comtrek. • Compatibility with all software saves
worry for the present and the future. Comtrek machines are 100% IBM compatible as well as
with MD DOS, PC DOS, and XENIX. • Availability of your system within 24 hours of order
placement saves you valuable time. • Quality and technical support guarantee you atroublefree product. We design reliability; we build it in; we test it in with the highest quality
components and boards and two complete burn-in tests. Comtrek provides on-line technical
support from computer learning center certified technicians at our site. • Service is fast and
efficient and we offer optional extended warranty service contracts on our CPU printers and
monitors. Your satisfaction is guaranteed.

CALL US TODAY FOR THE IDEAL PERSONAL COMPUTER AT AN IDEAL PRICE!!

The Computer Warehouse
464 Hillside Ave., Needham, MA 02194 — (617) 449-6988
MA 1-800-527-5995
MASTERCARD/VISA/AMEAICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED.
Circle 143 on Reader Service card.
Call us for your best investment. We offer one- stop shopping for :: he fastest
OWN YOUR OWN JAGUAAR OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS.

*CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED*

DECEMBER 1987 • BYTE
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BERKELEY HEIGHTS, NJ

ÒUR SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE"

NEW PROVIDENCE, NJ

LEADING EDGE®

LADING EDGE

NEW D2TM

COTTAGE COMPUTERS IS A
AUTHORIZED RETAIL DEALER
AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER

LEADING EDGE
Mocel " D"'

SYSTEMS WITH MONITOR

D2'v—AT" COMPATIBLE

20

MONTH
WARRANTY

MODEL D2' 5
10 MHz 80286

DUAL $995

WITH MONITOR & KEYBOARD

30 Meg $ 1395
IMS $ 1795

IBM ® COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

L.E. MODEMS
1200E3 $149
ILI
N

SINGLE $ 1495
30 Meg $1995

IBM & AT are registered trademarks of Internattondi Business Machetes Corp Leading Edge, Model ' D" and Triangle Logo are registered
trademarks and Model 02 and Infinite Memory System are Paden arks 0. Leading Edge Products, Inc Bernoulli Technology is a registered
trademark of lomega Corp. Cottage Computes and Cottage Logo kre trademarks of Cottage Computers/Dupre Enterprises. Inc

2400B $ 289

Cottage Computers
Ill

MON -SAT 10-5:30

MON
‘à¡LiMIMMI

FOR

& THURS TIL 8

1987 CC/DEI

1253 SPRINGFIELD AVE.
NEW PROVIDENCE, N.J.
07974

"OUR SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE"

(201) 464 8386

-

WE SPECIALIZE IN LEADING EDGE COMPUTERS

QUANTITY PRICES

ASK FOR

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS DEPT.

ANEW WAY TO LOOK AT
niElE

Wonder what the weather holds? Ask your computer. With PC Weather
Pro, your IBM PC or compatible can have its own weather monitoring system... ready for viewing at the push of abutton.
Here's what you'll see:
E Wind speed and direction D Inside and outside temperature
Barometric pressure LI Wind chill factor
El Rainfall E Present conditions and daily record
Look at these special features:
D Real time clock D Programmable weather alarms
LI On board buzzer
()filY

$ 57500

Circle 474 an Reader Service Card

Technology Marketing Inc.
4000 Kruse Way Place 2-120
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
1-800-247-5712
In Oregon 635-3966
VISA/MC/AMID( Accepted

,T
Intel 80286 Running AT 8an
Phoenix Bios • 1.2 Meg Fl
102 - Key Enhanced PC - Style Key Board
1Meg of Parity Checked RAM
Clock/Calender with Battery Backup
WYSEwindow system status display
190 W Power Supply • GW-Basic 3.21
1Serial and 1Parallel Port
MS-DOS 321 and Users Guide
20 Meg 65ms Herd Mahal@late

$1,795
$2,295

Tr
uniting
_tt,11-1.2
Phonix Bios • 1.2 Meg
102-Key Enhanced PC - Style Keyboard
1Meg of 0wait state static ram
Clock1Calender with Battery Backup
WYSEwindow system status display
1Serial and 1Parallel Port
GW - Basic 3.21 • 220 W Power Supply
MS-DOS 3.21•
Disk Drive

HERCULES COMPATIBLE MONO SYSTEM
With WY-530 14inch Hi Res Amber Monitor

$3,750
$4,250

EGA COLOR SYSTEM
With WY-640 Hi Res EGA MONITOR

OPTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

2nd Floppy Drive 5 1/4" 360K $99
2nd Floppy Drive 3 1/2" 720K $155
41Meg 28ms Hard Disk Drive $210
1200 Baud Internal Modem w/Software $99
2400 Baud Internal Modem w/Software $ 199
12.5 MHz Speed Option $450

THIRTY-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You can return any B & W SYSTEMS, INC. computer system within
thirty days of the date of shipment. Return the items like new with
complete documentation, warranty cards and packing material.
Return product cards and packing material. Return product must be
labeled with a Return Merchandise Authorzation IRMA) number and
shipped prepaid and insured.

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

We vtarranty our products to be free of defects in material and
workmanship for aperiod of one year from the date of shipment. The
Warranty covers the cost of all materials and labor.

— WORLDWIDE SERVICE AND SUPPORT
— QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

•
•
•
•
•

NEC Mdtisync EGA Mcnitor $99
71 Meg 28 ms Hard Disk Drive $450
Math Co- Processor
Extended Service Contract Available
Other Options Available

TO ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-638-9628
For Information Call — (
301) 963-5800
Visa • Master Card
B

W

SYSTEMS

INC.

7877 Cessna Ave
Gaithersburg, MD
20879

— No Extra Charge for Visa or Masterzard
& W SYSTEMS, INC.

Trademarks: WYSE — trademark of WYSE Technoloy • MS-DOS di OS/2 — trademark of Microsoft Corporation • Hercules — trademark of
Hercules Computer Technology • NEC — trademark of NEC Corporation • PC-MOS/386 — trade mark of Software Link. Specifications, configurations, and prices subject to change without notice. Copyright 1987 B & W SYSTEMS, INC.
Circle 454 on Reader Service Card
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4TH ANNUAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS NEW YORK1
8300 Greensboro Drive. Suite 1110 • McLean. VA 22102

• Learn " state-of-the-art - techniques at three
information packed showcases.

I
am interested in attending. Please send pre- registration brochure.
. Iam interested in the computer generated visual communication
showcases: ( Please indicate preference)
AV. Multimedia and Corporate Graphics
Corporate Video and Training
TV Graphics & Electronics Effects

• Attend industry oriented forums focusing on
business presentations; desktop publishing,
AEC presentations; aerospace; and biomedical

NAME

applications.

TITLE

MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE.
THE 4TH ANNUAL COMPUTER GRAPHICS

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
L

%NE-12

• Test drive new products from more than
150 leading companies.

NEW YORK SHOW —

Mi
_ STATE

PHONE

BYTE • DECEMBER 1987

JACOB K. JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER.

ZIP
V-3

j

For further information call 703/893-4545.

Circle 457 on Reader Service Card

INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC DEDICAlED
TO IBM PC SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS ONLY

•r_-_- r
•

Imy 1 àBili
r w-r
- Irrir3

I1.1 I : 4
•L'IM_1_1116_1_111b..31
I

UUU.

PC LINK, CORP.

cALLTOLL FREE 1-800-221-0343

If We Don't Have ft, It's Probably Not Worth Having.
STORE HOURS: 9:CO A.M.-5:30 P.M. E.S.T. MON.-FRI.
SATURDAYS: 10:00 A.M.-4:CO P.M.
Terms, Conditions and Prices May Differ In Our Store.
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOMED.
29 WEST 38TH STREET. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018

All
prices
listed Inare
thisRegistered
ad are effective
Dec. 1-31,
1987.
All Brands
Trademarks.
IBM is aRegistered Trademark of IBM Corp.

IN NEW YORK CALL1-212-730-8036

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS-DECEMBER 1ST through 31ST.
HEWLETT-PACKARD.
LASERJET SERIES II

1639.00

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
ANSA PARADOX VI.1
ANSA PARADOX V 2.0
ASHTON-TATE
dBASE III PLUS 1.1
MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE II
BORLAND INT.
EUREKA
PROLOG 1.1
REFLEX VI.1
SIDEKICK UNPROTECTED 1.5
SUPERKEY NON PROTECTED
TURBO BASIC
TURBO C
TURBO LIGHTNING
TURBO PASCAL WITH 8087 & BCD V 4.0.
CHIPSOFT TURBO TAX PERSONAL
CONSENTRIC DATA
R & R REPORT WRITERFOR DBASE 111+
CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS
CROSSTALK MK.4
CROSSTALK XVI 3.6
REMOTE 1.3
TRANSPORTER + CROSSTALK
FOX SOFTWARE
FOX BASE PLUS V 2.0
FOX BASE+ MULTIUSER
GREAT PLAINS ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
HAYES SMARTCOMM II
JANUS ASSOC.
LASER PRINT PLUS 3.02
LASER PRINT EXTRA
JAVELIN SOFT. JAVELIN
LIFETREE SOFT. VOLKSWR1TER 3
LOTUS DEV. CORP
LOTUS I-2-3(SOLD IN STORE)
LOTUS HAL ( SOLD IN STORE)
MANUSCRIPT(SOLD IN STORE)
SYMPHONY (SOLD IN STORE)
MECA MANAGING YOUR MONEY 3.0
MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR 2000+ REL.2
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL REL.4
MICROSOFT
CHART V 3.0
COMPILERS
EXCEL
PROJECT
QUICK BASIC
WINDOWS
WORD VERSION 4.0
WORKS
MIGENT
ABILITY
ENRICH
MONOGRAM DOLLARS & SENSE
NANTUCKET CLIPPER
QUARTERDECK DESO VIEW
SBT ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
SSC SOFTWARE BRIDGE
STSC
APL•PLUS V 7.0
POCKET APL
STATGRAPHICS
SOPHCO
PROTEC ( HARD DISK PROTECTION)
FORCE III (dBASE III COMPILER)
SOFTWARE GROUP ENABLE V 2.0
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MANAGERII
P.F.S. GRAPH PLAN
ea.
FIRST CHOICE
PROFESSIONAL FILE/PLAN
ea.
PROFESSIONAL WRITE
WALLSOFT
THE Ul PROGRAMMER
THE DOCUMENTOR
WORDPERFECT CORP
WORDPERFECT V 4.2
XYQUEST XY WRITE III V 3.1
GRAPHIC II DESK TOP PUBLISHING
ALDUS PAGE MAKER

SEAGATE.
ST 225 20MB W/D CONT
279.00
459.00
CALL
CALL
99.00
69.00
79.00
49.00
69.00
69.00
69.00
59.00
75.00
65.00
129.00
139.00
95.00
95.00
149.00
199.00
399.00
CALL
95.00
279.00
39.00
79.00
129.00
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
119.00
279.00
279.00
295.00
CALL
369.00
329.00
69.00
69.00
239.00
139.00
65.00
129.00
109.00
379.00
89.00
CALL
129.00
599.00
80.00
649.00
185.00
89.00
379.00
369.00
89.00
119.00
159.00
139.00
249.00
249.00
239.00
299.00
479.00

289.00

FOX SOFTWARE.
•
FOXBASE PLUS 2.0
199.00

DECISION RESOURSES
CHART/DIAGRAM/SIGN MASTER
LOTUS DEV. FREE LANCE+ (SOLD IN STORE)
MICROGRAFX WINDOWS DRAW
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
CLICK ART
XEROX VENTURA DESKTOP PUBLISHER
2 SOFT. PC PAINTBRUSH +
Z SOFT. PUBLISHER PAINTBRUSH

CALL
CALL
229.00
279.00
129.00
CALL
129.00
179.00

UTILITIES
COMPUSERVE STARTER KIT
25.00
CORE INT. CORE FAST
119.00
EXECUSYSTEMS XTREE
49.00
FIFTH GENERATION FAST BACK
99.00
FUNK SOFT. SIDEWAYS 3.1
49.00
MICROSOFT LEARNING DOS
39.00
NORTON UTILITIES V 4.0
59.00
NORTON UTILITIES ADVANCED 4.0
99.00
NORTON GUIDES (C, ASSEMBLY OR BASIC) ea. 59.00
PERSONICS SMART NOTES
69.00
REVOLUTION CRUISE CONTROL
35.00
SIM/SCH TYPING TUTOR IV
39.00
SOFT CRAFT FANCY FONT
149.00
SOFT CRAFT LASER FONT
149.00
SOFTLOGIC CUBIT/DOUBLE DOS ea
39.00
SOFTLOGIC DISK OPTIMIZER
39.00
SOFTLOGIC SOFTWARE CAROUSEL
39.00
TRANSEC UNLOCK A+ & B + ea
45.00
WHITE CRANE BROOKLYN BRIDGE
95.00
GRAPHIC TABLETS,KEYBOARDS,MICE
DATA DESK TURBO KEYBOARD
139.00
KEYTRONICS KB 5151 KEYBOARD
169.00
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+ PC PAINTBRUSH 109.00
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+ PAINT+ CAD
159.00
LOGITECH C7 PUBLISHERS MOUSE
139.00
MICROSOFT SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE..
105.00
PRINTERS
BROTHER TWINRITER 5
CALL
BROTHER M- 1709 240 CPS PAR/SER ....
CALL
BROTHER HR-20 20CPS DAISY
359.00
BROTHER HR40 DAISY
589.00
EPSON FX-86/FX-286E
CALL
HEWLET-PACKARD LASERJET II
CALL
OKIDATA 192 PLUS
399.00
OKIDATA 193 PLUS
559.00
OKIDATA 292
519.00
OKIDATA 293
699.00
OUTPUT TECH OT-850XL 850 CPS
CALL
TOSHIBA P351 MODEL II
995.00
TOSHIBA P35IC (COLOR) MODEL II
1095.00
TOSHIBA P32ISL
599.00
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE
15.00
HP LASER ACCESORIES
BITSTREAM FONTWARE ( SOFT FONTS) .
CALL
HEWLETT-PACKARD
FONT CARTRIDGES
A,C,D,E,G,H,) EA
129.00
B,F,J,K.L,M,N,P,O,T,U,V,W,X,Y) EA
219.00
(R,Z) EA
295.00
SOFT FONTS EA
169.00
MEMORY FOR LASERJET II ONLY
1MB/2MB/4MB MEMORY BOARDS
CALL
MONITORS
AMDEK 1280 MONITOR
PGS MAX- I2 ( MONO MONITOR)
N E C JCI401 MULTISYNC EGA
SONY CPD-I302 MULT1SCAN EGA
WYSE 7001280X800 HI RES. MONITOR

739.00
189.00
569.00
CALL
789.00

DISKDRIVES
IOMEGA 20MB BETA II INT. DRIVE
IOMEGA TRI/PAK CARTRIDGES 10MB
MINISCRIBE 70MB HARD DISK FOR AT
PLUS DEV. 20MB HARD CARD 49MS
PLUS DEV. 40MB HARD CARD 49MS
SEAGATE ST- 225 20MB WITH W/D
SEAGATE 20MB ST- 4026 FOR AT
SEAGATE 30MB ST- 4038 FOR AT

1459.00
179.00
859.00
609.00
989.00
289.00
559.00
695.00

HAYES.
SMARTMODEM 2400

SYSGEN OIC FILE 60 EXT.BACKUP
SYSGEN SMARTIMAGE 60 EXT.BACKUP
SYSGEN BRIDGE FILE TAPE BACKUP
SYSGEN BRIDGE FILE 51/4" DRIVE
SYSGEN BRIDGE FILE CONTROLLER
TOSHIBA ND-04D1/2 HT. 360KB
TOSHIBA ND-04DE-G 360KB FOR AT
TOSHIBA NO-08DE-G1.2MB FOR AT
EXPANSION BOARDS
64K !SONS RAM CHIPS
256K 15ONS RAM CHIPS
AST SIXPAK PREMIUM 256 C/S/P
DCA IRMA BOARD
HERCULES MONO GRAPHICS PLUS
INTEL ABOVE BOARD PS/286 5I2K
TALL TREE JRAM-3 OK (TO 2M8)
TALL TREE JRAM-AT3 OK (TO 2MB)
VIDEO 7 VEGA DELUX
MODEMS
HAYES SMARTMODEM 2400
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200
HAYES 1200B+ SMARTCOM II
HAYES 2400B+ SMARTCOM II
MIGENT 1200 POCKET MODEM
DISKETTES
DYSAN HIGH DENSITY FOR PC/AT
DYSAN DS/DD DISKETTES
3 M HIGH DENSITY FOR PC/AT
3 M 3 I/2" DS/DSI35 TPI
XIDEX DS/DD DISKETTES

419.00
1159.00
695.00
299.00
299.00
60.00
149.00
159.00
199.00
CALL
CALL
209.00
699.00
199.00
439.00
209.00
229.00
269.00
419.00
299.00
299.00
499.00
149.00
55.00
29.00
39.00
29.00
12.00

ACCESORIES
CURTIS SYSTEM STAND
21.00
CURTIS MONO CABLE
35.00
CURTIS COLOR EXTENSION CABLE
39.00
CURTIS KEYBOARD CABLE
30.00
CURTIS DISPLAY PEDESTAL
30.00
CURTIS RUBY SURGE PROTECTOR
65.00
DYSAN ANTI- GLARE SCREEN
35.00
KALMAR TEAKWOOD 100 DISK FILER
45.00
KENSINGTON MASTER PIECE
99.00
MICROCOMPUTER KEYBOARD DRAWER
75.00
PC COOLING TURBO COOL FOR PC/XT
65.00
SMA PC DOCUMATE TEMPLETS
12.00
TRI MA0135 WATTS POWER PC/XT
99.00
TRI MAG 150 WATTS POWER PC/XT
119.00
TRIPP LITE BC10001000W UPS
1079.00
NETWORKING
SERVER TECHNOLOGY
EASYLAN STARTER KIT FOR 2 PC'S
199.00
EASYLAN EXPANSION KIT FOR 1PC'S
99.00
SCANNERS & FACSIMILE
BROTHER PERSONAL FAX- 100
CALL
DEST PC SCAN PLUS
CALL
COMPUTERS
TOSHIBA
T1000 5I2KB ONE 3 I/2 D/D 4.77MHz ...
CALL
TI200 IMBKB 20MB HD. ONE 31/2" D/D.
CALL
T3100/20 640KB ONE 3 I/2", 20MB HD
CALL
WYSE
PC 286 I.2MB 0/0 640KB 6/8 MHZ CPU,
10I- KEY KEYBOARD MS DOS 3.1
CALL
PC 386 ((6MHz) ZERO WAIT- STATES IMB
RAM,I.2MB D/D,KEYBOARD,MS DOS 3.2
(8MHz) MODE,SERIAL/PARALLEL PORT..
CALL
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS.
80386-I6MHz REPLACES IBM/XT MOTHER
BOARD. IMB RAM, FIVE 8- BIT (2 SHORT),
2-16 BIT, 1-32 BIT SLOTS & SOCKET FOR 80387.
WORKS WITH MOST PRESENT HARDWARE
INCLUDING HARD/FLOPPY DISKS DRIVES &
KEYBOARD. OS/2,1-2-3 (V2 01). dBASE,
AUTOCAD,VENTURA, WINDOWS & OTHER
1395.00
MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
THIS AD WAS PREPARED USING
XEROX VEN/URA DESKTOP PUBUSHER
AND PRINTED WITH
HEWLETT-PACKARD LASER JET SERIES II

TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to manufacturer or repair, all goods acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer Must Call For Return Authorization
Number Before Returning Any Goods. Prompt attention wIll be given to all damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are subject to 20% restocking charge, plus
shopping charge. No Returns For Credit On Any Software.Customer must deal directly with the manufacturer it the customer finds any false claims made by the manufacturer. All
goods are shipped VIA U.P.S. ONLY. Shipping charges are 2% of the total purchase price or $3.00. whichever is greater. Please call for shipping charges on Printers 8 Accesories. C.O.D. are
shipped for Cash or Cashier's Check Only. Max 1.1500.00. Please allow 7to 10 working days for personal or corporate checks to clear. To ekpedite shipping send money order or cashier's
check, or charge to your VISA OR MASTERCARD. WE DO NOT Add aService Charge For Credit Card Usage, PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NO.1.13E5eQNGIBLE.fm
TYPOGRAPHICAI ERRORS
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Circle 460 on Reader Service Card

of an echoBOX TM
smart keypad
operates ALL programs
in ANY application
• INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY • SLASH LEARNING TIME
SMART FOR PC USERS. The echoBOX keypad gives you instant, pushbutton operation of any PC program or PC function. Plugs into your keyboard line. Install in seconds,
master in minutes. No software, nc extra hardware. Store 24 sets of your keyboard
keystrokes, program commands, or data for automatic input to your PC —
just touch a key on your echoBOX!!
SMART FOR PC PROFESSIONALS. The echoBOX's user programmable keys work
independently of the PC system. No software, not RAM resident, compatible with all
programs. Non-volatile memory. Unlimited applications. NOT JUST ANOTHER KEYPAD!
For IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 Tm

INFO / ORDER LINES

and compatibles
800-634-6692

1223 Peoples Ave. • Troy, NY 12180 • ( 518) 271-6692
Pat. Pend..

1987 inmar, inc, IBM, PC. XT, AT, PS/2 reg. TM IBM Corp. echoBOX, inmar TM inmar Inc.

PS/2 Compatible Data Acquisition:

Planned Non-Obsolescence
The interface board makes all
Keithley modules compatible with
PC or PS/2.

D

esign acustom new data acquisition system or upgrade your existing

one—the Keithley Series 500 is the one system that is never out of date.
All Keithley data acquisition and control modules are fully compatible with the
powerful new IBM PS/2 computers.
Because Keithley offers the widest selection of modules, you can configure
the exact setup your application requires. And when your requirements change,
don't redesign your entire system—upgrade it with new modules from aselection
of almost 30, including:
•12- AND 14-BIT AID CONVERTERS
•STRAIN GAGE WITH
BRIDGE COMPLETION
•LVDT/RVDT CARRIER
AMPLIFIER

•DIGITAL INPUT AND
OUTPUT

•ISOLATED ANALOG
INPUTS

•THERMOCOUPLE WITH
ISOTHERMAL BLOCK

•FREQUENCY AND
EVENT COUNTING

•12- AND 16-BIT DIA
CONVERTERS

•GPIB CONTROL

Find out more about the Series 500, or discuss your particular
application with one of our engineers. Just call our Product
Information Group today at

1-800-552-1115
Almost 30 different modules
fit any data acquisition needs.
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KEITH LEY
Circle 464 on Reader Service Card

WHERE ARE YOU GOING
TO STORE YOUR 2400
BAUD MODEM WHEN
EVERONE ELSE IS
AT

9600?

F.. MC01111111!
RAINBOW PC 2400 Peel.

771(

Upgradable Internal
Half Card Modem

EINCONINI E
- MOM

•IBM® PS/2 AT/XT/PC or Compatible

MINI\ -WM& 7MM 71\
TM
wo
.mar7•W ""
11e7M,Mw/
MEOW -M.T.1e-M"
1
,1MW

•Upgradable to Higher Speeds

Upgradable to 19.2 Modem

•Optional MNP® Level 4 Error Correction
Upgrade Available

•Speed Upgradable to 4800, 9600 and 19,200 bps

•Wang® 2200 Series Compatible

•Optional MNP® Level 4 Error Correction
Available

•Unix/Xenix Compatible
•Easy Access External Switch
Configuration

•Fully Hayes® Compatible Dialing
•Sync or Async
•Made in U.S.A.

Rainbow PC2400 PIus TM

EINCONINI E
DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
652 S. Wheeling Rd., Wheeling, IL 60090
(312) 459-8881
Fax: 312-459-0189
Circle 459 on Reader Service Can!

Turbo 2400TM

CALL NOW FOR OUR CURRENT PRICES
AND THE DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU!

1-800-346-2660
Private Label/OEM Requirements Are Invited
DECEMBER 1987 • BYTE
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RIC

American
Research
Corporation

SCSI ARC 386

TURBO 10 XT

ARC 386, 16 MHz, 80386,
640K, 1.2mb floppy, 40mb
(SCSI interface) hard disk,
clock, parallel, enhanced
kbd, DOS 3.2, ARC monitor,
24 month
warranty

TURBO- 10, 10 MHz, XT,
640K, 360K floppy, 20mb
hard disk, game, serial,
parallel, clock, AT kbd,
mono graphics, MS-DOS
3.2, ARC monitor, 24
month warranty

$2,595.00

$3,590.00

$1,395.00

60mb ( 23ms) $2,995.00

70mb SCSI $4,095.00

40mb $ 1,595.00

OTHER STUFF

M§E.

TURBO 12 AT
TURBO- 12, 12.5 MHz, MIP
meter, 80286, 1024K,
1.2mb floppy, 40mb
(23ms) hard disk,
parallel, enhanced kbd,
mono graphics, MS-DOS
3.2, ARC monitor, 24
month warranty

letgmirldlana
'systems

PC- 159 ( 4.77/8 MHz)
2 f/d
$ 1,483
1f/d
20mb
$ 1,699
2 f/d
ega $ 1,760
1f/d
20mb ega $ 1,976
PC- 248 ( 8 MHz 0 Wait)
1f/d 20mb ega $ 3,095
1f/d 40mb ega $ 3,675
1f/d
1f/d

PC- 386 ( 16 MHz)
40mb ega $ 5,135
80mb ega $ 5,921

2 f/d
1f/d

EZ-PC ( 7.16 MHz)
31
/
2"
$ 899
31
/"20mb $ 1,199
2

PC- 181/183 ( Laptops)
2 f/d
31
/"
2
$ 1,699
1f/d
31
/" 10mb
2
$2,499
MONITORS
ZVM-1220/1230
ZVM-1240
ZVM-1330
ZVM-1380
ZVM-1470
Flat Tension

$299
$349
$459
$525
$959

Seagate 225 kit
238 kit
251
4038
4096

All Zenith Computers
include 640K, serial,
parallel, MS-DOS 3.2,
monochrome, kbd

$109
$156
$489
$629
$252
$CALL

Priam

ID40
ID60
ID130

$679
$879
$2,199

NEC Multisync
GB- 1

$539
$349

EVA 480
(same as GB- 1)

$299

NEC

1f/d
1f/d

PC- 2108 ( 8 MHz AT)
20mb
$1,699
40mb
$ 1,899

PC- 2200 ( 10 MHz AT)
1f/d
20mb
$ 2,119
1f/d
40mb
$ 2,519
1f/d
130mb $ 4,199
PC- 2112 ( 12 MHz AT)
1f/d
40mb
$ 2,699
1f/d
60mb
$2,999

PRINTERS
ALPS

All WYSE Computers
include 640K ( min.),
serial, parallel, enh kb
MS-DOS 3.2, mono grphcs,
WYSE 530 monitor

2000
2100
218
224
318
324

$726
$1,157
$439
$512
$655
$727

P6
P7
P9
CP6
CP7

$469
$633
$1,098
$548
$727

EPSON, TOSHIBA, S/REED,
CITIZEN, STAR $ CALL

PC- 2214 ( 12 MHz 0 Wait)
1f/d
40mb
$3,025
1f/d
130mb
$4,725
PC- 3216 ( 386 16 MH7)
1f/d
40mb
$3,899
1f/d
70mb
$4,166
1f/d
130mb
$5,416
MONITORS
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE
WYSE

530
630
640
700

$175
$449
$549
$759

We have many other products
please call for prices

TOTAL SOLUTIONS CONSULTANTS
9554 Old Keene Mill Rd. Burke, VA 22015
(703) 440-9444

VISA M/CCHOICE
n n
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HOURS: M- F 10-6
SAT 10-4
Circle 477 on Reader Service Card

Remember now computers remembered?
Mercury delay lines? Punched cards with
90 columns and round holes? Hand-wired
magnetic cores? In case your memory needs
refreshing, The Computer Museum would like
to share its memories with you.
The Computer Museum Memory Poster
We have created alimited edition, 20"x32"
poster of the picture shown below. Printed in

full-color, it includes an identification key to
help you recall the memories you've forgotten.
To get your poster, along with an information
kit on museum membership, exhibits and
activities, send atax-deductible contribution
of $25 or more to:
Memory Poster, The Computer Museum.
300 Congress Street, Museum Wharf,
Boston, MA 02210.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.

COMPUTER MEMORIES FOR SALE

YES1 Please refresh my computer memories. Ataxdeductible donation of $25 or more made payable to
The Compater Museum is enclosed.
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

The
Located on Museum Wharf
Ceeepueee 300 Congress Street. Boston. MA 02210
Ileseunt (617) 426-2800
A
Special thanks to this publication, Scitex America Corp. (. olor
separations), Grafik Communications, Ltd. ( design), David Sharpe
Studio (photography) and VM Software. Inc. ( poster).

Circle 453 on Reader Service Card

Performance E Quality Ci
Check Us Out!

Value Ei

Quantum Personal Computer

The Quantum 286-3

The Quantum 386-1

1.2 MEG Panasmic Floppy

1.2 MEG Panasonic F

40 MEG Hard Drive

360K Panasonic
Floppy
40 MEG 25 ms
Hard Drive
6/16 MHz
Switchable
IMEG RAM
64K Static RAM
Cache Memory
102 Key Keyboard
AMI 80386 Bios
with Setup
and Adv cad
Diagnosti
Super
EGA
Card
NEC
Multisync
Monitor

MHz 1Wait State
640K RAM
Monographies
Tilt & Swivel TTL Amber
Monitor
84 Key Keyboard
Complete specifications
upon request
One Year Warranty

Complete
specifications
upon request '
One Year Warrant),

-$4,200 °°

$4,600.00

Same as aborre with 72 MEG Hard Drive

$3,900.00

Monochrome Asdel ‘r/72 MEG Hard Drive

PLEASE

$3,500.00

$

1,599.°°
Monodhrorne Model $2,199.00 EGA Model

Monochrome Model w/40 MEG Hard Drive

TO ORDER OR FOR COMPLETE DMA SHEETS.

CALL 1-800-521-9486

(
In NH Cal

603-889-3705)

ATLANTIC MICRO INC. • Perimeter Road, Nashua, NH 03061

100% IBM Compatible
30 Day Money Back Guarantee
One Year Warranty On Parts
Base Systems Include:

Elite 88-$399

*Assembly & Testing
*Phoenix Bios
*8 Expansion slots*FCC Class B
*AT Keyboard *Surge protector
*Floppy & Controller *Software

XT Compatible Base System
640K Motherboard (256K installed)

Elite 88 Options:

Elite 286 Options:

8088 Micro-Processor
1/2 Height 360K Drive & Controller
150 Watt Heavy Duty Power Supply

640K $80
Turbo $20
Second drive $95

640 K
$30
10 Mhz (0/1 W) $49
12Mhz (0/1 W) $99

Monitors
Composite Monochrome $90
ITL Monochrome $90
Color RGB
$275
Color EGA
$435

Order Now

Video Cards
Color graphics (640 X 200) $60
Color graphics/printer $70
Monographics/printer $70
EGA color (640 X 350) $ 135

Elite 286-$899
AT Compatible Base System
IMeg Motherboard (512K installed)
10 Mhz ( Norton SI 9.8)
1.2 Meg Drive & Controller
200 Watt Heavy Duty Power Supply

Printers

Hard Drives & Contr.
20 Meg 1/2 Ht 68 mSec $345
30 Meg 1/2 Ht 68 mSec $399
40 Meg 1/2 Ht 38 mSec $560

1-800-253-4001

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

120D
MSP-10
MSP-15
MSP-20

$ 199
$299
$399
$359

Free Catalog

Innovative Technology, Ltd.
Shipping & insurance 3% Satisfaction Guaranteed • Systems in stock for immediate shipping' VISA/MC No Surcharge • AMEX ADD 4%
Technical info., OK residents, (405) 243-1559 PO Box 726 Elk City Oklahoma 73648 • IBM registered trademark- International Business Machines
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f

L
Special Sales
& Promotions... CALL

PRINTERS
BUSINESS

CENTERS

1

f
'

—I
--

736e

800-562-2727

PRICE- WATCH GUARANTEE
If we don't meet or beat the delivered
price' on any Epson printer advertised in
this publication, we will send you a FREE
CASIO WATCH.

+ No Additional Cost For MasterCard or VISA
+ No-Nonsense Competitive Pricing
+ Most Items in Stock
+ UPS In...UPS Out Warranty Service

NEW. FASTER, BETTER'
EPSON® LQ85011.01050

+ GSA Approved

•BUILT-IN PUSH TIF WITH PAPER PARKING

+ Free Casio Watch With Qualifying Printer'

•264 CPS
• 88 CPS 1_0
•2BUILT-IN FONTS
• PARALLEL & SERIAL

FREE

WATCH

Call For Spec ial

0

Price!

t

•le CPS • 30 NLO • TIF
Butt
er • parallel IIF
.
.39pih
k
• Narrow Carriage

EPSON® La 2509i
• 324

crs •

•PUSH Tf •

-

MID:Wm

108 IQ • 24 PIN
8 K BUFFER

,
-

77

t

///

•EPSON AND IBM MODES
•PARALLEL 8. SERIAL LE
•OPTIONAL COLOR KIT AVAILABLE

CALL FOR BEST PRICE
FREE WATCH c)

EPSON ®
_
CLOSEOUT PRICES
-

t

. z40 CPS

—
...esee•••••cond.k,,

-' EPSON'
EPSON
LQ-8 00
LQ-1000

•

•NLQM°DE
•wen 5152
GReHics

• 24 0crs

•raCt MoDE
.as. Bums
•tam 4201 or
EPSON CODE

GUARANTEED BEST PRICE

1
--t
-

_286e

fx

TX-86e
WITH NEW •F

—
C
i omplete System Includes
•640 K; MS DOS/OW Basic
*Dual Speed Processor
•Parallel & Serial Ports
•Monochrome Monitor & Board
•Electric Desk, Spellchecker
&Keyworks Software

FREE WATCH o

EPSON® EX SALE
EX-800

Cotai Omens Avadable

EX-1000

• 300 CPS • 9 l'IN • GO NIA
•EPSON
IBM MODELS • PUSH T
•8K BUFFER • PARALLE L
8. SER IAL LE

$799

•OPTIONAL COLOR KIT

Call for Dual Drive and
30M Hard Drive Pricing

erineenim-

If

,

1,
7

AVAIL ABLE

CALL FOR BEST PRICE —

Qualified Corporate & Educational Purchase Orders Welcomed.
. SHIPPING AND HANDLING AT ADDITIONAL
COST INC AND VISA AT NO ADDITIONAL
CHARGE. 5% SURCHARGE FOR AMERICAN
EXPRESS IOFFER GOOD WHILE SUPPLY
LASTS PRICES ARE IN EFFECT UNTIL DEC 4.
, 1987 SOME ITEMS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE ON
PUBLICATION DATE

1-1300-562-2727
Or In Missouri Call: 1-314-532-6977
PRINTERS PLUS /PO. Box 3069, Chesterfield, MO 63006

ALL EQUIPMENT CARRIES MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTY RETURNS REOUIRE PRIOR
APPROVAL AND ARE SUBJECT TO A RESTOCKING FEE ALL SALES ARE FINAL
WE CANNOT GUARANTEE EQUIPMENT
COMPATIBILITY PRICES MAY VARY AT RETAIL
LOCATIONS

Deuyereo cost includes printer cost. cwait cara surcharges shipping handling ano any other charges ', oh. We reserve Inc right to veriry us> informs,an l's offer valid for prepaid orders only
Epson Is a regIslefedlraderriark of ieAo Epson Corpora/Ion
itasio watch oiler good only On prepad ordeis for the lollOwIng prInlersI EX.80b. ES.1000 LO850. L01050. end LQ2500 Offer good whie supplies last

.....

1
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SAVE 15%

on these new computer books and software from McGraw-Hill

CALL TOLL- FREE 1-800-2- MCGRAW
INTRODUCING PC-DOS AND MS-DOS

dBASE III PLUS'" TRAIL GUIDE

By T. Sheldon. 374 pp., illus., softbound Find out about
the free advanced capabilities of DOS and how to use
them. " Wonderfully enlightening ... well-written . my pick
for technical book of the year."—Online Review 056559-7.
Regular Price: $ 18.95. Your Price: $ 16.10.

By H. Dickler. 350 pp., book disk (IBM PC and compatibles) Follow this step-by-step trail and learn dBase III
Plus in one week! With valuable programs you can modify
and use over and over again. 912709-6. Regular Price:
$29.95. Your Price: $25.45.

INTRODUCING UNIX'" SYSTEM V

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO Al AND
EXPERT SYSTEMS

By R. Morgan & H. McGilton. 480 pp., illus., softbound
Guides you step by step through the facilities, commands,
utilities, and applications of System V, AT&T's new version
of the UNIX operating system. 043152-3. Regular Price:
$19.95. Your Price: $ 16.95.

By R. I. Levine, D. E. Drang, & B. Edelson. 256 pp., 99
illus., softbound All about artificial intelligence and how to
utilize it on your personal computer. Gives you everything
from basic concepts to sophisticated programming techniques. 037470-8. Regular Price: $ 19.95. Your Price:
$16.95.

UNIX'" UTILITIES:
A Programmer's Guide

MICRO-EXPERT

By R. S. Tare. 640 pp., illus., softbound Save time and
effort with popular UNIX utilities! Helps you write efficient,
bug- free programs and significantly reduce turnaround
time. 062884-X. Regular Price: $24.95. Your Price: $ 21.20.

By B. Thompson & W. Thompson. 74 pp., book disk
Become an instant expert with the world's most widely
used expert system shell. Includes its own source code so
you can tailor it to meet your needs. " Highly recommended."—Online Today IBM PC ( and compatibles):
852109-2. Apple II (
all models): 852110-6. Apple Macintosh:
852138-6. Regular Price ( all versions): $49.95.
Your Price: $ 42.45.

HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL
COMPUTER CONSULTANT
By A. R. Simon. 256 pp., illus., softbound Everything you
have to know to set up and run your own computer consultant ( or software development) business, full- or part-time.
No business experience required! 057296-8. Regular Price:
$18.50. Your Price: $ 15.70.

For fast service call TOLL- FREE
1-800-2-MCGRAW or use coupon below. 15- day
examination period.

dBASE DEMYSTIFIED: dBase II/III/III
Plus" Applications and Solutions to Real
Problems
By L. Barnes. 288 pp., 120 illus., softbound Covers the
full range of dBase features and shows how to apply the
various releases of dBase to real-world problems.
003844-9. Regular Price: $ 19.95. Your Price: $ 16.95.

McGraw-Hill Book Company
PO. Box 400, Hightstown, NJ 08520
Please send me— at 15% off the regular price— the products whose code numbers ( the number before the regular
price in above blurb) Ihave checked below. Iunderstand I
have 15 days for free examination before Isend payment for
those products Iwant to keep ( plus postage. handling, and
local tax) and return any unwanted products postpaid.

BUILDING YOUR FIRST EXPERT
SYSTEM
By T. Nagy, D. Gault, & M. Nagy. 293 pp., book/disk (IBM
PC and compatibles) How to easily create your own
working expert system. A book/disk combination ideal for
beginning programmers. 912673-1. Regular Price: $ 19.95.
Your Price: $ 16.95.

056559-7
043152-3
062884-X
" 057296-8

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR
EPSON PRINTER
By D. A. Kater & R. L. Kater. 224 pp., 170 illus.,
softbound The A to Z of the popular Epson printer and
how to make maximum use of it. Covers the full line.
033385-8. Regular Price: $ 19.95. Your Price: $ 16.95.
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$ 16.10
$ 16.95
$21.20
$ 15.70

003844-9 $ 16.95
$ 16.95
033385-8 $ 16.95
912709-6 $25.45

.912673-1

037470-8
852109-2
852110-6
852138-6

Name
Address
City

L_

State

Zip

$ 16.95
$ 42.45
$42.45
$42.45

AVAILABLE FROM

ELECTRIFIED

DISCOUNTERS

ESPIRIT SYSTEMS
1111 1

ESP-9310 ( MANUFACTURER OF THE ESPIRIT TERMINALS)

ESP-9310

THE BEST PC/XT FULLY COMPATIBLE IN THE USA!!

ESPIRIT SYSTEMS QUALITY - NOT A CHEAP CLONE!
ESPIRIT - 1YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTY! - TOLL FREE SERVICE

100% IBM COMPATIBLE
LIST = s2895
STANDARD PRATURISS:
8088 Microprocessor - 4.77 MHZ
256K RAM - Expandable to 640K
1or 2TEAC - 360K Drives with Controller
5IBM Expansion Slots
Monochrome Adapter with Parallel Printer Port
Tilt & Swivel Monitor Base
2 - Serial Ports - Slide Case
IBM PC Sttle Keyboard Caps Lock and Number
Lock Indicators
8087 - Co- processor Socket
DOS 2.1 with complete set of manuals
64K Byte Printer Buffer in terminal mode

Heavy Duty Power Supply
Fully IBM Compatible
Fully Assembled and tested in the USA
FCC- Approved - and UL Approved
30 Day Money Back Guarantee
OPTIONS:
TTL - Monochrome Monitor
$83
10 MB Hard Drive and Controller
$299
20 MB Hard Drive and Controller
$399
256K Memory Upgrade (512 K Total)
589
384K Memory Upgrade ( 640 K Total)
$99
Clock Calendar Card
$39
Color Card
$99

COST:

1 Drive
System

COST:

2 Drive
System

QUANTITY PRICING IS AVAILABLE

"The Best Monitor Deal in the USA"
ROLAND

S4e-)

cc•

t!..»

ct's

ee

CD- 240

400 Lines, 16 Colors, High Resolution!
For IBM PC, XT AT or Compatibles'

$3 4

*INCLUDES
COLOR
CARI)

List Price 8995
(25 KHz Monitor card Required)

• Brand Ness

- Full

Save Over 60%

Warranty

• Super High Resolution - 400 lines, 0.31 mm dot
pitch CRT, 25 KHz frequency - 12" RGB
720(11) x400(V) — Exceeds EGA Specs

*COLOR CARD BY JUKO (
Includes
EGA MODE &
400 LINE MODE BUNDLE

• Non- glare CRT - anew spray coating process dramatically
cuts down light reflection and glare.
• Long Persistence Phosphers prevent straining flicker.

Parallel Port, Game Port, Mouse Port)

/,l /11,/i ,,
• ROL AND CD- 240 Monitor with STB Multi- Res- EGA Card
• S-143 Drivers - lotus 1-2-3 Framework - Microsoft Windows
• S1H PC Accelerator • Autocad Drivers Included

UNB LIEV BLE

BRAND NEW • FULL WARRANTY • LIST $ 900

OKIDATA

84

200 cps- 50 CPS-NLO
Wide Carriage - Tractor • Parallel or IBM Plug & Play
Cut Sheet Feeder Optional

(LIST - $900}

COST

Serial/Parallel Version Available

1066 SHERMAN AVE.

HAMDEN, CT 06514

(203) 28
FAX 203-248-8680

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

All Prices Listed are Cash Discounted, add 21
2 for Mastercard, VISA or AMEX. Not responsible for Typographical Errors. Prices Are Subject to Change Without Notice. Conn. Residents Add
/
71
/% Sales Tax. Quantities are limited. Prices do not include freight charges— personal checks required 3weeks to clear.
2
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MAKE YOUR SMALL COMPUTER

THINK BIG

(We've been doing it since 1977 for IBM PC, XT, AT, PS2,
and TAS80 models 1,3,4,4P.)

FOR THE OFFICE — Simplify and speed your work
with our outstanding word processing, database handlers,
and general ledger software. They are easy to use, powerful, with executive- look print-outs, reasonable site license
costs and comfortable, reliable support. Ralph K. Andrist,
author/historian, says: FORTH WRITE lets me concentrate
on my manuscript, not the computer." Stewart Johnson,
Boston Mailing Co., says: " We use DATAHANDLER-PLUS
because it's the best we've seen."
MMSFORTH System Disk
from $ 179.95
Modular pricing — Integrate with System Disk only what
you need:
FORTHWRITE- Wordprocessor
DATAHANDLER- Database
DATAHANDLER-PLUS- Database
FORTHCOM- for Communications
GENERAL LEDGER- Accounting System

$99.95
$59.95
$99.95
$49.95
$250.00

ItregFoRni
MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760
(617/653-6136, 9 am - 9 pm)

FOR

PROGRAMMERS — Build programs
FASTER and SMALLER with our " Intelligent" MMSFORTH
System and applications modules, plus the famous
MMSFORTH continuing support. Most modules include
source code. Ferren Maclntyre, oceanographer, says: " Forth
is the language that microcomputers were invented to run."
SOFTWARE MANUFACTURERS —

Efficient
software tools save time and money. MMSFORTH's flexibility,
compactness and speed have resulted in better products
in less time for awide range of software developers including
Ashton-Tate, Excalibur Technologies, Lindbergh Systems,
Lockheed Missile and Space Division, and NASA- Goddard.
MMSFORTH V2.4 System Disk
from $ 179.95
Needs only 24K RAM compared to 100K for BASIC, C,
Pascal and others. Convert your computer into a Forth virtual machine with sophisticated Forth editor and related
tools. This can result in 4 to 10 times greater productivity.
Modular pricing — Integrate with System Disk only what
you need.
EXPERT-2- Expert System Development $69.95
FORTHCOM- Flexible data transfer $49.95
UTILITIES- Graphics, 8087 support and other facilities.

and a little more!
1987 YEAR-END SPECIAL— Free MMSFORTH
GAMES DISK worth $ 39.95, with purchase of MMSFORTH
System. CRYPTOQUOTE HELPER, OTHELLO, BREAKFORTH and others.
Call for free brochure, technical info or pricing details :
,

We strive
for Excellence!
HORIZON SALES
BOCARAM/AT
4 meg of fast memory for AT
Operates in computers up to 16MHz
Expanded and extended memory
Loaded with 120ns chips

OK I
DATA
LASERLINE 6
6ppm Laser Printer • 300 dots/inch
H.P. LaserJet + compatible
serial or parallel port included

$1,495
%NE-22
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EVEREX MICRO
ENHANCER
Auto- switching VGA/EGA Card
Runs VGA, EGA, CGA, + Hercules

with HITACHI EGA
MONITOR
$535

Call to order

617-875-4433
We accept Visa, MasterCard,
cashier or certified checks.
No COD's please.

Horizon Sales Inc.
1
3.0. Box 646
Framingham, MA 01701

Circle 458 on Reader Service Card

YOUR HARDWARE SOURCE
PRIAM FAST ACCESS HARD DRIVES
Capacity 45Mb - 130Mb
45MB

$619.00

28Ms Avg. Access. 7
/
2 height for low power input
GOMB
23Ms Avg. Access. AT controller connection.

S795.00

130MB
13Ms Avg. Access. AT controller connection.

$1995.00

PRIAM HARD DRIVES WITH
CONTROLLERS Capacity 75Mb -233 Mb
75MB
18Ms Avg. Access. Plug N Play RLL Controller incl.

5979.00

100MB
16Ms Avg. Access. RLL controller incl.

$1059.00

233MB
12Ms Avg Access. RLL controller incl. All software incl.

$2350.00

INTEL MATH CO-PROCESSOR CHIPS
80287-8
80287-10

5249.00
S299.00

80387-16

$ 499.00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES - 31
2 "and 5¼"
/
Toshiba 31
2 " Drive Kit
/
Connects to IBM controller

S119.00

Fujitsu 360k

$79.00

Fujitsu 1.2MB

$105.00

SEFCO " MIRAGE" VIDEO CARD
Emulates color programs on monochrome

S109.00

Hires colorgrpahics and Hercules compatible monographic capabilities.

Call Now For Complete Free Catalog
Quantity Discounts Available

VISA'

ZN

TERMS & CONDITIONS: Prices are limited to
stock on hand. Prices are good for 30 days following the date of publication. Payment policies
require COD., Company Check, Cashiers Check
or Payment In Advance. You may also use your
VISA. MASTERCARD or AMERICAN.EXPRESS. Net
30 terms are available to corporations or financial
institutions.

Circle 469 an Reader Service Card

PC PERIPHERALS
"The Wholesale Computer Hardware Company"
11804 N Creek Parkway S Suite 108, Bothell, WA 98011 ( 206) 487-9799
1-800-527-5677
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MICROMINT'S Gold Standard in Single Board
Computers & Controllers
SB180FX $409.00
Single Board Computer

• Rt /MINT BCC32 Computer/
Comoiller is awand alone single board
99, r, ,rnpuler which needs only a
power supply and terminal to betoMe a
complete system prograrnrnable in
BASIC of machme language The
BCC32 uses the Intel 6052A11•15ASIC
microprocessor which tonlens aROM
rest/lent tilt byte floating pool, BASIC
interpreter It columns sockets tor up
.10K bytes ol RAMEPROM an
intelligent 0764/ I
28 EPROM pro•
ma/tuner 5parallel ports asonal
terminal pounds auto baud rate
selt lion aserial printer port
BCC32 .
Bust. 5.2 CO8npUler/C44..44411,
5199.00
()EH 100 QUAN1TTY PRICE

991110EXTKIIMICAL 91910FICA11010
•Much, npm
CPU In •
sr w Pr. «One
•Sonnet as Z. m.oc, set
melon/ harder< nitre
•Integra. Memory Mango..
Urn., S•Ir bytes...wince
•Dynamic RAM retie.
•ose ware Nona.
•Clod. mud PD..
• clunnel Olrecl Men, Mces
Controller
• • channel bnuhroncus Send
Comminution Interlace

MICIrOMINI NTUOUTIC:ES A STAND ALC)NL CAlAI, DIGItAL IMAGING SYSTEM The
MICROMINT ImageWlse - Sena' Died InninnT STRem o the 441.5s1 cost ellecose
and 'emote high performance grayscale video dtganing system • en the marl., today
The ImageWoe system has hewn &Heed to function as astandalone dpmzer or as
an Integral component of acomplew rele Imagtng system Between.... senallY bit
mapped digitized pictures give 11 almost universal compatibility mth any computer
capable ol attaching to amodern Of terminal It us ideally rutted for CAD/CAM.
Debrop PubluMng automatic trtSpeC Iron and secunty applications
Cnocal•Symem functions such as image reselunon and picture update can be
controlled and commanded remotely Images are transmitted ani receraed senalle
either compressed or uncompressed and can be displayed transmuted stored
edIted or processed for use In avane),of industry standard applscarson solneare

•

414finnel NAM 15,4486464415/8
Pelo.1118Nre

• 14 metope
• Wallow nude.

suppon dips
•4 ruMnr • 91•411/ ana den
MHz "purr. our..
MEMORY
•rien NM enornoc Cotas. bowa
•memory enema". narsdable lo

If It AM»,

tones 01$1.11., RAM tu ,apture
rouge .1I
• accepts any BAY or color RTSC video signal

• SIOies pe lures as 244 ImaN 01256 .1814 64 km815 $jrasscale
• ...talon. Inyrornilled Image is solNeate x185181418 all lamer

repreened in 64 Web ot gray scale
Sekcrabk Resolutions
High 25.44446
lea

411,4 arAs

are

414 4464 188 '
Nee or
selt enna EPROM noble
•NI luxe. Mt ROM an1Orni
• Gt.

•44.4•44

91s
tria owe el«, to M
taid
•...Mien 915.9rs serial pon
h..
Nine dour 4. tina
po.
•lee prime umeel
•et Ian barectonil nag 10
•wasn ielarees analing anensatsbo
roa ....Ibe menu 06nini
to espareNn bus canna..
•Cao be ates Ill ouch. lo (rms.
440 :olor graph. adapre
•Full•maNnentea SC-Si heel an and
corm...Nora bos nun,
•CaNION 148.439 lend pon

BCC33
Mu. Function Expanuon Board w001(
port , and 62 X bytes
S160.00
•Nod. 40851.841 tlx INDUSTRIAL TEMPERATURE RANGE - CALl

I

sh180191.1-30

Basic Controller
%mane
• Wes Ta single chip mmocomputer
• On board ttny basic interpreter
• loe `sond parallel ports Alertai port
• 6Intemip. It mimosa])
• lust cuenex aCPT and won control
prognms el Banc

FlOPOYMARD DISX PAIRFACE
•Uses Said etnaysems nu NI,
cowmen
•Comp.. nth NEC nu on...
•On,hp Sand den wpm..
•Can 5501rA no 51: and 4- Soppy
an arms- opine in any cwribree.
•nand. boin Fe encoaed nwle Orn
siM ina Mehl encoMa able denim

• 6K Eytet ol RAM or EPROM
mention on board
• Baal rates si0.9680 bps
• Data ard fondness bus available tor
56K memory and It) mpansion
• Consumes only i5watts at • 5 • 12
6 - 12V

•NCP "C. SCSI em commen lot ban
anew nemoneommuniumon
sorry/Um COOPATINCin
•C004 MOOS ECM, Oman.

ible0FX 1144 Mils , ornputer hoard populated .1
z561( byres RAM al( pale ROM ...Nor sulhout SCSI ch.
Add 5.00 tot 9MM.
051600(
tempo., board as den nbed

5409 .

editor led..
Nd ROM ro •
Suppleed on r
,

Optional PC Dull., Disk cornerm linageRinie • tiles lot we Nth popular Desktop
and p ou Program
Imageese Digitizer / Transmitter
ImageWs. Receiver Wtsplay

I

5149 00
43.9 08

NIOLIMAI ION

$139.00

BCC11

12.412286

We 6486146

•gel. Input minstpeab to peak MN or color 15 ohm tern:
•Video Output rs Ohm irn peas to peak NTSC comp., 6 t
• YesalInput:C.1pin PS 232 -e tm one trop tir no panty sae iii..
nr •Kbps rekstable obra rate - kin; bolt Mandshabing bench relay'
able dale compren.n car foci
• Modem compatible Easily hoe born may.eo telephone osent
ndeo Images . reiltte
• Video In.e.nmel thug .1
14.
4dIdimmload and doplay olihtes pronled
tor PC Len and MS DOS mac hrom

DTO I
DI101

eass and Ion

>129.00

IBCC11 .
BASIC System Controller
1.59.00
•NOV/ 0081114441. IN

SB180 $299.00

INDUSTRIAL 11211,21921119112.922 - CALL TOP 11401111.2210N

BCC4()

Single Board COMputet

$ 159.00

Dower I/O Expansion Board

515180.1

SP.° 6 44 Milo on* board computer w/259/(
bytes RAM tad ROM monuor Add SM. lot 9MHz
S151110140
Same as above eviZCPR, ZRDOS BIOS and ROM 9 ero,
COMMITTO-S
SCSI Hard Didx Interlace
55180-I
OEM too QUANTITY PRICE
55.5 oo

$2•9o0
$5.9.00
$550.00

GI180 $395.00

The MICROMINT BCC40 P/0.1 olio Expantloo lord
monde, onion control an:I " log or eight
115 ,030 VAC ot 5469DC / kn.,' Up tom
POWER PO boards may be used in aSystem lot a
total ot 64 inputs and et outputs
SCC40
POWER PO Ex panuon Board
with no power modules)
$199.00

Graphics Display System

vnth 8

Modules
$91999

lbe 0E160 has both TTL
RGIf Ire. green blue
intense, and analog
RGIS °taboo is totallY
,umpatibie mth PIrlo ally
all st.dard and multiscan
CRT moraors and has a
connecti lot an IBM PC
beyboare

1
1

•

I
OEM- 286-S775.00

complete PC/AT-CPU

The 0E180 otters these lea's«,
•Advanced graphics controller prowdes mœllgent lon between computer and
o'er
•Only 575 . xto mgey•bactrs on either an SB ISO or SD 50FX computer
•MO resolution as alow .loSt HO 490 Nth 1Sot 4096 COION4
•HarcNvare dratannn commands LINE RECTANGLE, POLYLINE POLYGON CIR•
CLE. ELLIPSE. ARC FILLED RECTANGLE PAINT PATTERN WINDOW and COPY
to name but aleso
•AutomarIc lruntlalioo ot logical X•Y coordmates to physical frame buffer
addresses
•Fast dramng speed of umillion pixels per second
•Provides tully prograrnrnable hor.lonial split nouent and mnok« creen
•Fully supported by 0E190 Graplux Toolbox wrmen in Rodney

0E11104
01111292

1p

¡ffis

Veles

Cas

oe'e

.
t
,
actoe

%el°

e

CO

tib\e`•

MICROMINTs OEM-286 oacoMplete PC, aI I ' II and more The OEM- 286 is he
luol km power MO. AT compatible which ho tieen speobrally designed icor OEM
use mthin the Industrial and business seclOr) The OUI256 features he Zopos
CMOS POACH set and Hem, corns:went* Wizard BIOS The developrr.enr of the
POACH chip set has allowed the ils IC's on astandard AT tithe reduced to 40 IC's
and two SIMMS What this means lot you Is.
Il The overall use ad astandard ATICPU has been condensed into the expansion
card form factor 1139, it 39. -1
01 Power requirements ate less then IA Bp 5volts
nl OntM6 plugs Into apassive bacleplane for easy connecton to other moan
non penpherak
The 006-266 oavailable in bOlh 8 81141 10 Mho versuins and comes with Me /110.41
BIOS
0E54.2116 FEATURES
ompalible
men Mx toques,. eut 10 Mtu
e.er Co Processor Oplional
m Wyk, or ROM can accommodate Iva Ebel."
le lames or RAM
Neeboard Controller
Expansion card sae tact.
Mandara interlace to the Snlem Expanse. Bus
Battery Inched real nine clot le
Award B105 Included
10045 NI

060286/8
050286/10
001/286/15P

96NE-24
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BCC52 & BCC11
Software

6

Ó

with sInput Au elutes

Mot AT/CPU
10 6411x ADC PU
eSLOT PASSIVE BACIIPLANE
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sellilii 8111 /

Unfurl Dora Format Conversion Solon.
zters Bulletin Pond Solo/me
"'Mho MiNula
"Bubo Atmlula /
2or/6mph, Toolbox
Four halt height s/A - dove ent. koure
w/power supply, mounnny bract/et, and
11,11 heure for the HS too co S15180FX
ot a - abet including power term
11.4 end nun

BCC22

BCC32•00I•CLK
BCC32/11K-CLII
OCCISO
BCCOB
BCCO9
BCC13
BCC30
BCC23•4
BCC25•11
BCC22K

ROM A Unlities BASIC utenuon.
ROM Aand 15 Union«
BASIC mtenseons and Assembler
ROM C UnInies•Real Ten Clock
and Potter 110 Immure
SMARTIME EiCC52 Clod) and ROM C
SMARTIME BCC52 Clock M8Y. RAM and ROM C
Multi Function Exp Board MOK adds 6ports and 62K byte
Spiral 110 Expansion Board
PS •252 to Yerna Converter
O Itu echannel AID Board
12 Fa 16 channel AID Board
«20 LCD Doplay
Parallel Enclosed ASCII treytxurc

04002
MOOS
MB44
CCO1
cCO2
UPS11
S 69.00
5 0900
5197.00

UPSOS

upsi 0
UPS21

$ 249.00

5Slot mini mother board
mot companble with CCol. 0:021
8Slot full mother board
tcompanble mth CCo /CCot
44 pin gold card edge connector
to inch Card Cage tor one M1106
19 inch Card Cage tor on sums
Unrversal Power Supply used for single board applemont
OA /9vV. 5A0 to/nand IA
-rOE
Card Cage Power Supply for 00 Or 3board system
IA 059 uk 0 clOy IA - icI
Hun Dun Struching Power Supply used for an entire BCC system
55A 0 59 rAgI ..sv SAgI - 124
21 Volt Programmtng Power Supply used for EPROM programming on the BCC52
219 cl- omm0 000eta

Term-Mite Smart Tenninal

Why pay 1000 or more lot asmart lerrnoar The TEITMATITE ST Olen you all ot the
lollounng on aongle board km less than 9i the mice
•ExmenSXMS 4. xS.,
• II Unpile charamen
• 126 displayable characters • 25th line reverse ondeo .. latus display
•24 lines x90 characters • al escape luncnons
•Separate transmn & retener baud • la ,cerrollont nons
rates( 1to 19.20Nms) • threctly dnves composite vuleo or
•CRT refresh at so • 6.3 Hi
separated sync monitor
•Supports waffled and encoded • All lunc lions ale honoree
beyboaris
controlled SOM. 4,...14 available
EDITING FEATURES rypemer.cleas to screen to spat ein null erase to end ot
page erase to end t4 Me absolute cursor uldrentng
VIDEO ATTRIBUTES reverse video halt intensity double heIght /louble smith
underlintd Nintang mil blantr cnew ten.
BUS CONFIGURATION M1CROMINT BCC 441111p4111h18 or nil NUS 4Onne4 non
nemessary lor stand done operation mth parallel
tresixmrd

5«son
sus.a•

ICC.32/41

Accessories

MOTHER BOARDS- CARD wen- POWER SUPAUM

Graphic D•splay ExpansIon Board
RGIS nny)
Graphs( Dsplay Expansion Board
(TEL ROB and Analog ROB)

Software and Act e6sone
SBIBOAI
3151807JASOMIBILS
SISIII0MOD2
SB11101•01320
00180-CASE

and

BCC52/ROM A
BCCSIPROM AJO

OCCIP2
BCC22K

TERMNIII Smart Terminal board
PARALLEL. Encoded ASCII KEYBOARD
plugs dre•Aly In. TERMAIITE

$949.00
5. r• oo

To order call

1-800-635-3355
for technical information 1{203)-871-6170
TELEX: 643331

Micromint, Inc.
4 Park Street
Vernon, CT 06066

rts

SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors offer hands-on views of new products.

Toshiba PageLaser12

The Toshiba PageLaser12 ($3699) is a12-page-per-minute
laser printer that features 300 by 300 dot-per- inch resolution,
serial and parallel connections, 512K bytes of memory
(expandable to 2megabytes), and emulations for the Diablo
630, IBM 5152 Graphics, Qume Sprint 11, and Toshiba
P351 primers.
The printer is based on Toshiba's own laser-printer
engine. The standard duty cycle is 25,000 pages per month,
with aprinter life expectancy of 600,000 pages. The life
cycle can be extended to 1.2 million pages with the purchase of
an optional service kit.
Setting up the PageLaser12 is slightly more messy and
complicated than compared to other laser printers that use the
Canon engine. You must install the toner cartridge (6-pack
for $ 169), good for 5000 pages; the drum cartridge ($299),

Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77
Lahey Computer Systems' new Personal FORTRAN 77
compiler for the IBM PC and compatibles, called LP77 ($95),
is afull implementation of the FORTRAN 77 standard
(ANSI X3.9-1978). LP77 is similar to Lahey's F77L compiler
($477), except that generated code, data, and stack space are
limited to 64K bytes. LP77 does not come with alinker, but it
uses the MS-DOS or PC-DOS linker ( LINK.EXE). LP77
requires 256K bytes of RAM and amath coprocessor.
LP77 is supplied on asingle 54-inch floppy disk.
Extensions to the FORTRAN 77 standard are highlighted in
the reference manual. While the documentation is complete,
it is intended for experienced FORTRAN programmers.
LP77 uses the DOS linker to create the executable (. EXE)
file from your compiled source code. It provides abatch file
that automatically invokes the compiler and DOS linker and
then executes your program. You simply call the batch file and
supply the name of your source code file. Of course, you can

25,000 pages; the developer kit ($219), 40,000 pages; and,
finally, the fuser ($99), 80,000 pages.
The three resident type fonts are Line Printer, Prestige
Elite, and Courier. Also, three slots on the front panel accept
optional font and emulation cartridges. The cartridges are
credit-card size and contain the font or emulation information
on ROM chips. Included with the printer is the HewlettPackard LaserJet 500 Plus cartridge. Eleven Hewlett-Packardcompatible font cartridges are available.
The printer configuration is displayed on a16-character
LCD on the front panel, and it can be changed by pressing the
membrane switches and scrolling through amenu of configuration selections. Because the LCD is 16 characters wide,
menu selections and error messages are displayed in English.
You don't need to look at amanual to decipher code numbers
as, for example, on the Hewlett-Packard printers.
When Iran the standard BYTE benchmark for laser
printers, the PageLaser 12 printed the 96K-byte, 30-page text
document in 3minutes and 9.4 seconds. This makes it one of
the fastest laser printers Ihave used. ( For an explanation of the
BYTE laser-printer benchmarks, see " Laser Printer Times
Four" by Wayne Rash Jr. in the October BYTE.)
—Stan Wszola
The Facts:
Toshiba PageLaser 12
$3699

Toshiba America Inc.
Information Systems Division
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 380-3000

Options:
Dual cassette sheet feeder, $899; envelope feeder, $999;
paper output jogger/collator, $99; universal/legal paper tray,
$99; 1.5-megabyte memory-expansion board, $749; 11 type
font cartridges, $ 149 to $249.
Inquiry 851.

perform these operations separately if you prefer.
LP77 has good error diagnostics and directs you to
sections in the manual that might explain adetected error. It
also includes aversion of the Source On-Line Debugger
(SOLD), which is supplied with F77L. You can use SOLD to
step through the execution of your program and to trace and
display values of variables and arrays. Ifound SOLD helpful in
finding anumerical error in aprogram Ihad written.
Lahey Computer Systems offers telephone technical
support and an electronic bulletin board where you can post
inquiries and download fixes and updates. You can also
purchase the LP77 Toolkit Library for $49.95, which provides
15 additional subroutines and functions for use with LP77,
like DOS or BIOS interrupt handling, stack management for
assembly language routines, bit shifting, and DOS command
execution.
According to Tom Lahey, LP77 is intended for the
educational market and for professional programmers working
continued
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with smaller applications or who want to have aversion of
FORTRAN at home. If you are working with arrays greater
than 64K bytes, which is often the case in engineering and
scientific applications, you'll need amore expensive compiler,
like F77L, Microsoft, or Ryan-McFarland FORTRAN. LP77
is agood choice if you're just starting to learn FORTRAN or
don't have the need for larger data and stack space.
—Nick Baran
The Facts:
Lahey Personal FORTRAN
77 (1277)
$95

Lahey Computer Systems Inc.
917 Tahoe Blvd., Suite 203
Incline Village, NV 89450
(702) 831-2500

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible; MS-DOS 2.0 or higher;
256K bytes of RAM; math coprocessor (8087/80287).
Inquiry 852.

PC- Elevator 386

•

Tr •

weal+
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:

The PC-Elevator 386 is an unusual 16-megahertz 80386 addin board for the IBM PC, XT, or AT. The base unit ($ 1995)
comes with 1megabyte of on-board 100-nanosecond
memory, asocket for an optional 80387 coprocessor ($795),
disk caching and EMS (Expanded Memory Specification)
memory management software, and abus for attaching up to
16 megabytes of memory via optional daughtercards ($2000
for each 4-megabyte daughtercard).
What makes the PC-Elevator 386 unusual is its ease of
installation. You run an included setup utility and then plug the
board into any empty, full-length XT-style slot. The setup
utility examines your current hardware. On-screen graphics
show you how to set the board's DIP switches. The utility
copies driver software onto your hard disk and automatically
adds the new drivers to your existing CONFIG.SYS file. The
entire setup process takes only 15 minutes.
Once the board is installed, you can run your system from
either the original CPU (in which case your hardware operates
exactly as before) or from the 80386. To boot the 80386, you
run ashort program called Up, which commandeers some
DOS interrupts. The 80386 then handles computation and
memory access, while your original CPU continues to handle
I/O. In effect, PC-Elevator turns your original computer into
adedicated I/O subsystem serving the 80386.
The PC-Elevator speeds up computationally intensive
tasks enormously, but the overhead of the 32-to-8-bit
conversion actually can make I/O-intensive tasks run slower
than on an unmodified machine. This is because the 386
communicates with only its memory and coprocessor via a
32-bit-wide data path; it talks to everything else via the 8-bitwide XT bus.
98
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Iinstalled aPC-Elevator 386 (equipped with an 80387
coprocessor and 1megabyte of RAM) on an 8-MHz "turbo"
XT clone and azero-wait-state 8-MHz AT clone. In the XT
clone, computationally intensive tasks ran an average of 81
percent faster than on the unmodified machine. On the AT
clone, CPU-bound tasks ran about 55 percent faster than on
the unmodified machine. Computationally, the PC-Elevator
386 is in the same league as such machines as the Compaq
Deskpro 386.
But I/O performance was mixed, at best. The bundled
disk-cache software helped the PC-Elevator work well on the
relatively slow XT clone. Overall disk throughput was 25
percent better than that of the unmodified, cacheless machine.
But on the inherently faster AT, the cache was less effective
in making up for the I/O bottleneck. Overall file I/O was about
7percent slower. On both machines, screen handling was
very slow, making word processing achore. Text scrolled 41
percent slower on the XT and 49 percent slower on the AT.
PC-Elevator's software works by hooking into DOS
interrupts, and as aresult, Iran into problems with some
terminate-but-stay-resident programs. (Applied Reasoning
says it tries to correct incompatibilities as soon as it learns of
them.)
Ialso ran into some trouble running timing-sensitive
communications software at 1200 bits per second from the PCElevator in my AT clone. (You can avoid this problem by
running sensitive software on the original CPU or in PCElevator's " slow" mode.)
—Fred Longo
The Facts:
PC-Elevator 386
$1995

Applied Reasoning Corp.
86 Sherman St.
Cambridge, MA 02140
(617) 492-0700

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with one empty
full-length slot.
Options:
80387 coprocessor, $795; 4-megabyte daughtercards,
$2000 each.
Inquiry 853.

BiTurbo STATA
According to Computing Resource Center, BiTurbo STATA
($640) is faster than the original statistics package because all
the program code and the current data set are memoryresident; previous versions of the product have used code
overlays to maximize the memory available for data sets.
Since STATA supports the LIM (Lotus/Intel/Microsoft) and
AST expanded-memory specifications, having code and data
in memory is feasible for general statistical work. For
applications involving fewer than 1500 observations on 99
variables, BiTurbo STATA will run in 640K bytes of RAM.
CRC continues to sell acode-overlay version of STATA
and will keep both versions identical in terms of features.
Itested abeta version of BiTurbo STATA, which
completed acomplicated regression-analysis demonstration in
21 seconds; regular version 1.5a took 44 seconds. When
running user-defined programs written in STATA's own
programming language, the speedup achieved using BiTurbo
was even more significant. BiTurbo ran the STATKIT
continued

UNLEASH YOUR 80386!
Your 80386-based PC runs at least
twice as fast as your old AT. This is good,
but not great. The products described
below will unleash the true potential of
your 80386, giving you 4to 16 times the
power of your old AT. These new MicroWay products include afamily 01 80386
native code compilers and the mW1167
numeric coprocessor.
Examples of the increases in capacity
and performance include:
• Programs compiled with MicroWay

NDP Fortran-386 execute 2to 8 times
faster than those compiled with existing
16- bit Fortrans. NDP Fortran-386 can
also address up to 4 gigabytes of
memory instead of the standard 640
kbytes. MicroWay's NDP compilers
and the programs they generate run on
MS-DOS or Unix V.
•NDP Fortran-386 generates code for
the 80287, 80387 or MicroWay's
mW1167. The mW1167 has afloating
point throughput exceeding 2.5 mega •

flops, which is 4to 5times the throughput of an 80387 and is comparable to
the speed achieved by the VAX 8600.
Equally important, whichever MicroWay product you choose, you can be
assured of the same excellent pre- and
post-sales support that has made MicroWay the world leader in PC numerics
and high performance PC upgrades.
For more information, please call the
Technical Support Department at
617-746-7341

mW1167 Numeric

MicroWay
80386 Support
e

MicroWay 80386 Compilers

MicroWay Numerics

NDP Fortran-386 and NDP C-386 are globally
optimizing 80386 native code compilers that
support anumber of Numeric Data Processors,
including the 80287, 80387 and mW1167. They
generate mainframe quality optimized code and
are syntactically and operationally compatible to
the Berkeley 4.2 Unix f77 and PCC compilers.
MS-DOS specific extensions have been added
where necessary to make it easy to port programs written with Microsoft C or Fortran and
R/M Fortran.
The compilers are presently available in two
formats: Microport Unix 5.3 or MS-DOS as extended by the Phar Lap Tools. MicroWay will port
them to other 80386 operating systems such as
OS/2 as the need arises and as 80386 versions
become available.
The key to addressing more than 640 kbytes
is the use of 32- bit integers to address arrays.
NDP Fortran-386 generates 32- bit code which
executes 3 to 8 times faster than the current
generation of 16- bit compilers. There are three
elements each of which contributes afactor of 2
to this speed increase: very efficient use of
80386 registers to store 32- bit entities. the use of
inline 32- bit arithmetic instead of library calls,
and adoubling in the effective utilization of the
system data bus.
An example of the benefit of excellent code is a
32- bit matrix multiply. In this benchmark an NDP
Fortran-386 program is run against the same
program compiled with a 16- bit Fortran. Both
programs were run on the same 80386 system.
However, the 32- bit code ran 7.5 times faster
than the 16- bit code, and 58.5 times taster than
the 16- bit code executing on an IBM PC.
NDP FORTRAN-386'
$595
NDP C-386"
$595

The mW1167" is a MicroWay designed high AT8" - This intelligent serial controller is designed
speed numeric coprocessor that works with the to handle 8users ( 16 with two boards) in aXenix
80386. It plugs into a 121 pin "Weitek" socket or Unix environment with as little as 3% degradathat is actually asuper set of the 80387. This soc- tion in speed. It has been tested and approved by
ket is available on a number of motherboards Compaq, Intel, NCR, Zenith, and the Department
and accelerators including the AT&T 6386, of Defense for use in high performance 80286
Tandy 4000 and MicroWay Number Smasher and 80386 Xenix or Unix based multi-user
386 (Jan. '88). It combines the 64- bit Weitek
systems
$1299
1163/64 floating point multiplier/adder with a
MicroPort Unix 5.3 is aport of the new Unix 5.3
WeitekAntel
designed "glue chip".
The
to the 80386. MicroWay NDP-386 compilers
mW1167' runs at 3.6 Mega Whetstones (comcurrently run on this version of UNIX.
piled with NDP Fortran- 386) which is afactor of
MicroPort Unix 5.3
from $399
16 faster than an AT and 3to 5times faster than
PC-MOB- 386' is an 80386 operating environ
an 80387
$1495
ment that tums an AT with an AT8 into an MSMonoputer' - The INMOS T800-20 TransDOS multi-user system. The system makes it
puter is a32- bit computer on achip that features
possible to run applications such as Lotus 1-2-3
a built-in floating point coprocessor. The T800 on terminals. The operating system also has a
can be used to build arbitrarily large parallel pro
Phar Lap compatibility mode that runs programs
cessing machines. The Monoputer comes with developed with the Phar Lap versions of Micro
either the 20 MHz T800 or the T414 (a T800
Way's compilers
from $ 199
without the NDP) and includes 2 megabytes of
Phar Lap" created the first tools that make it
processor memory. Four or more Transputers
possible to develop 80386 applications which
can be easily linked together to form a Quadrun under MS-DOS yet take advantage of the full
outer. Asingle T800 is comparable in speed with
power of the 80386. These include an 80386
an mW1167-equipped 80386. The compilers to
monitor/loader that runs the 80386 in protected
drive one or more Monoputers include Occam,
linear address mode, an assembler, linker and
C, Fortran, Pascal and Prolog.
debugger. These tools are required for the MSMonoputer T414-20'
$ 1495
DOS version of the MicroWay NDP Compilers.
Monoputer T800-20'
$ 1995 Phar Lap Tools
$399
Biputer" 7800/T414 2
$4995
Ouadputer" T414-20 2
$6995 MATH COPROCESSORS
80387-16 16 MHz
$495
'Includes Occam
2Includes TOS
80287-10 10 MHz
$349
80287 ACCELERATORS
80287-8 8 MHz
$ 259
287Turbo-10
$450
80287-6 6 MHz
$ 179
287Turbo-12
$550 8087-2 8 MHz
$ 154
287TurboPlus-12
$629
8087 5 MHz
$99

Micro
Way
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80386 Multi-User Solutions

The World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79, Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA (617) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466
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VERY HIGH
RESOLUTION
•Windowing, most desk top
publishing packages, full
page Lotus 123 and other
applications.
•PC, XT, and AT Compatible.
•MDA ( MONOCHROME)
emulation.
•CGA ( COLOR GRAPHICS)
emulation.
•Full Screen Graphics.
•6 MIPS TMS34010 32- bit
graphics CPU. 736 by 1024
resolution. Both black on
white and white on black
text modes supported.
•Complete systems available.

•SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER: PC Tech is

offering the
complete video system ( monitor, graphics adapter card, all
necessary interface software and cables) for a special introductory price of $995 plus shipping and handling. Bank card
orders welcome.

Designed, Sold and Serviced By:
904 N. 6th St.
Lake City, MN 55041
(612) 345-4555
PC. XT, and AT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.

OEM
SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER 43n
From=
Quark/PC Plus qu?1,1tyfte.

SHORT TAKES

demonstration in 38 seconds; regular STATA 1.5a ran it in 92
seconds. (Tests were done on an 8-MHz IBM PC AT compatible with an 80287 numeric coprocessor, 640K bytes of
RAM, and a20- megabyte hard disk drive.)
Other recently announced features common to BiTurbo
and regular STATA 1.5 are the automatic inclusion of the
graphics module, faster execution in an 80x87 environment,
output to PostScript devices, and anew graphics presentation
option for " star plots."
Star plots provide aconvenient way to compare objects.
Each radial axis on the star corresponds to aparticular
characteristic of the object; the length of each axis
corresponds to the magnitude of aparticular characteristic.
Using astar plot of 53 printers, for instance, using
throughput, print quality, and cost characteristics, you can
quickly identify similar models, and models that resemble a
predetermined ideal shape.
—George A. Stewart

The Facts:
BiTurbo STATA, $640;
STATA, $590;
BiTurbo STATA (beta
version), $50 to owners of
regular STATA 1.5a

Computing Resource Center
10801 National Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(800) 782-8272

Requirements:
IBM PC or compatible; 256K bytes of RAM; two floppy
disk drives or ahard disk drive; PC-DOS or MS-DOS 2.0 or
higher; 80x87 recommended but not required; expanded
memory ( LIM and AST/Ashton-Tate/Quadram specifications)
supported but not required; graphics adapter (CGA, EGA, or
Hercules) recommended but not required.
Inquiry 854.

The Complete Answering Machine

$

• Low Power — Less than 3Watts
• On board Video with LCD driver option
Includes:
1. Powerful V40 CPU
(Faster than aPC)
2. Math Co-Processor
Socket 3. 5Volt Only
Operation (3worts)
4. Speaker Port
5. Keyboard Port
6. Parallel Printer
Port 7. PC BUS 8. PC
Compatible BIOS ROM

On-board Options
Include:
1.5 Mode Video Controller
Option (Monochrome,
Hercules* Graphics, CGA, High
Res CGA, LCD Driver) 2. Floppy
Disk Controller (3.515.25",
360K/720101.2 MB) 3. SCSI Bus
interface (Hard Disk etc)
4. Up to 768K RAM 5. BritteryBacked-up Real-Time-Clock
6. 3RS232C Serial Ports

To order or enquire call us today.
Megatel Computer Corporation
(416) 745-7214 FAX (416) 745-8792
174 Turbine Drive, Weston, Ontario M9L 2S2
U.S. Address: 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14206
Distributors:
Italy: NCS Electronics (0331)261-570
U.K.: Densitron (0959) 71011 or (0959) 71015
Australia: Asp Microcomputers (02) 500-0628
Quark is a registered trademark of Megatel Computer Corp Hercules is a registered
trademark of -Iercules Corporation V40 is a registered trademark of NEC Co, p IBM PC is a
registered trademark of IBM Corporation

megatel
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The Complete Answering Machine (CAM) ($349) turns your
IBM PC or compatible into avoice-mail and telephoneanswering system. Each user is assigned apersonal " voice
mailbox" for leaving and retrieving messages and can record a
personalized greeting similar to what you hear on astandard
answering machine. Callers can leave and retrieve messages
provided they have aTouch-Tone telephone. Messages can be
forwarded to other mailboxes on the system or saved on disk
for later recall. Using its own microprocessor, CAM digitizes
the caller's voice and stores it on disk. A 1-minute message
requires approximately 180K bytes of disk storage.
The CAM package includes an add-in board that fits in an
expansion slot of your PC, four disks of software, amanual,
and atelephone cord with modular connectors. CAM is

SHORT TAKES

memory-resident and takes about 100K bytes of internal
memory; it operates in the background, letting you use the
PC for other functions and still receive incoming calls.
What differentiates this system from astandard answering
machine is that you can have multiple voice mailboxes that can
be accessed directly by the caller. For example, if you have
several people in an office, each person would be assigned a
mailbox with aunique identification number and password.
An incoming caller is instructed by the recorded greeting to
press the phone button corresponding to the desired mailbox
ID number (" If you want to leave amessage for Mr. X, please
dial 7, followed by the pound symbol").
The caller then accesses the specified mailbox and hears
the personalized message of the owner of that mailbox. After a
beep, the caller can leave amessage. You can set up special
mailboxes for frequent callers or maintain a " library" of
messages on disk, which you can use for different circumstances. A special mailbox is provided for the " system
administrator."
When you're away from the office, you can call and play
back messages or leave messages for other people in your
office. You can modify passwords or change messages
remotely. A feature I've not yet tested lets you program CAM
to call another phone at aspecific time to play back
messages.
The user manual is confusing at first, but with alittle
research and perhaps aphone call to the vendor, it's fairly
straightforward to install the system. The package comes
with aphone template that indicates the commands actuated by
each phone button. A wallet-size reference card is also
supplied.
—Nick Baran
The Facts:
The Complete Answering
Machine
$349

The Complete PC
521 Cottonwood Dr.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 434-0145

the screen, and it calls the appropriate window if conditions
match the ones you selected.
With Flash-Up, you can, for example, set up several help
screens attached to the Fl key,.and each help screen will
appear only under the proper context. Or, you can set up the
Control-K key to initiate aWordStar-style menu of block
operations.
Software Bottling also provides aToolbox, which includes
amemory-resident run-time program that contains only the
window manager. The $49 price of the Toolbox lets you
make unlimited copies of the run-time program, which can
then be distributed with your libraries of windows and
macros.
As amemory-resident program, Flash-Up is not without
its minor problems, of course. It may have to be loaded in a
certain sequence with other memory-resident software. On
my system, Flash-Up wouldn't recognize specific key
combinations. But there always seemed to be away to get
around these problems, and, if not, Software Bottling has a30day money-back guarantee.
—Rich Malloy
The Facts:
Flash-Up
$89

The Software Bottling Co.
6600 Long Island Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378
(718) 458-3700

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible; 128K bytes of RAM; MSDOS or PC-DOS 2.0 or higher.
Inquiry 856.

Awesome I/O Card

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with ahard disk drive,
384K bytes of RAM (540K bytes recommended); aTouchTone phone with standard RJ-11 or Ri-14 connector; PCDOS 3.10 or higher; clock/calendar recommended.
Inquiry 855.

Flash-Up
Everybody talks about user interfaces, but hardly anybody
could do anything about them until now. Flash-Up, an $89
utility program, lets you modify the interface of almost any
type of software package for the IBM PC.
This cross between akeyboard-macro program, amenu
manager, and aPost-it note program lets you link asingle key
to akeyboard macro or awindow. The window can be a
menu of other windows or macros, or you can set them to
appear only in certain contexts. With Flash-Up, you can add
afriendly menu interface or acontext-sensitive help system to
even the most surly command-line software.
Flash-Up appears to consist of awindow editor and a
window manager, linked together in amemory-resident
program. With the window editor, you can design what a
window looks like, what the menu choices of awindow will
do, and under what circumstances the window will appear.
The window manager monitors DOS calls for the keyboard and

The Awesome I/O card is designed to improve the throughput, capacity, and reliability of your hard disk. Using on-board
nonvolatile CMOS RAM (256K or 512K bytes, 100 nanoseconds) managed by an intelligent control unit called the
Heuristic Adaptive I/O Controller, the Awesome I/O card
determines and caches your most frequently used hard disk
data.
Since the RAM is battery-backed, Awesome I/O " remembers" your access patterns, even after you've shut the machine
off. Additionally, you can configure the Awesome I/O to
employ aproprietary form of ECC (error-correction coding)
that can detect and correct bit errors in up to 4096 contiguous
bits (an entire sector).
Awesome I/O uses no cabling to your existing hard disk
drive; you plug the board into an empty slot in your PC or
continued
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Finally! A Keyboard Protector That:
• PROTECTS CONTINUOUSLY - 24 HOURS A DAY Against computer downtime due to liquid spills, dust, ashes,
staples, paper clips and other environmental hazards.
• REMAINS IN PLACE during the operation of your keyboard.
SafeSkin is precision molded to fit each key - like a " second skin."
• EXCELLENT FEEL - The unique design eliminates any interference between adjacent keys, allowing smooth natural
operation of your keyboard.
•SafeSkin IS VIRTUALLY TRANSPARENT - Keytops and
side markings are clearly visible. In fact, SafeSkin is so clear,
sometimes you may not know it's there!
• DURABLE - LONG LASTING - SafeSkin is not a " throwaway" item. Many of our protectors have lasted over 3 years
under continuous daily use, without failure.
SafeSkin is available for most popular PC's and portables including:
IBM, APPLE, AT&T, COMPAQ, DEC, EPSON, KEYTRONICS, NEC, TANDY, TOSHIBA, WANG, WYSE,
ZENITH. Specify computer make and model. Send $29.95, Check
or M.O., VISA & MC include exp. date. Dealer inquiries invited.
Free brochure available.
Merritt Computer Products, Inc.
4561 S. Westmoreland / Dallas, Texas 75237
214,339-0753

Lascaux1000

PS/2 compatible. (Versions of the board are available for XT,
AT, and PS/2 machines. Itested the board on my Microserve
Pro-Plus AT Turbo running at 10 MHz.) You run an installation program that analyzes your hard disk so that the card can
use the best interleave and spiral factor (spiraling increases
data transfer when the system has to access data that crosses
track boundaries), then you select how you want your disk
partitioned.
You can opt for avariety of configurations, from asingle
large partition (the board handles up to 512 megabytes in a
partition) to multiple partitions of equal size (up to 16). You
can also choose to have data on agiven partition stored in
compressed form that increases capacity between 50 and 60
percent. (The installation program tells you that keeping data
in apartition in compressed form does result in athroughput
penalty, though just how much of apenalty is left as asecret.)
Finally, you load adevice-driver file onto your booting
disk and enter the driver's name into aline in your CONFIG.SYS file. (This driver is necessary only if you set up one
partition as alarge partition [i.e., bigger than 32 megabytes] or
if you've divided the disk into more than two partitions.)
Idivided my hard disk into two partitions (they appeared
as drives C: and D:). Iturned off compression/compaction for
the C: partition and turned it on for the D: partition. To test
Awesome I/O's throughput, Imodified BYTE's Fileio benchmark so that it created a655,340-byte file and performed
5000 random reads and writes on it.
On both the C: and D: partitions, execution time was
approximately 150 seconds. (The compacted partition, D:,
appeared to have the same throughput as the C: partition.
Apparently, the card's compaction algorithm is quite good.)
The same benchmark on an identical machine without
Awesome I/O took approximately 410 seconds.
The Awesome I/O card is currently available only with
512K bytes of on-board CMOS RAM. The company reports
that these options will be available this month: the shadow
disk option ($ 169), which monitors the data being sent to one
drive and mirrors it on another (for users who demand a
fault-tolerant environment); an extended/expanded disk
accelerator option ($79), which lets you use extended or
expanded memory for disk caching; ahigh-speed archive
partition option ($79); abackup utility that can back up 20
megabytes in less than 5minutes ($79); and DES encryption
($99).
—Rick Grehan

The Facts:
Awesome I/O
XT version, $744;
AT version, $844;
PS/2 (Micro Channel)
version, $ 1198

At last,
acalculator program
that works the way you do,
with physical quantities,
not just numbers.
Introductory price $ 59.95

Requirements:
IBM PC XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible; PC-DOS 3.0-3.3;
Compaq MS-DOS 3.1, 3.2, and 3.21; or Wyse MS-DOS 3.2.
Inquiry 857.

I

make it
the calculator
on your PC.

Lascaux Graphics 3220 Steuben Ave Bronx, NY 10467 (
212) 654-7429
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CSSL Inc.
90 Electric Ave., Suite 202
Seal Beach, CA 90740
(213) 493-2471

Circle 156 on Reader Service Card

MacScheme+Toolsmith
MacScheme+Toolsmith ($395) is an interactive development
environment for the Macintosh that lets you create stand-alone,
double-clicicable applications that you can distribute without
royalties. The MacScheme compiler is based on the Scheme
continued

T

he Zork Trilogy has become alegend in its time,
selling nearly one million copies! Now the legend
continues with an extraordinary new Zorkian universe
that breaks ground in computer gaming. For the first
time, the character-building and combat of role-playing
games joins the masterly prose and puzzles of Infocom's
interactive fiction.
Beyond Zork 's sophisticated new interface makes
interaction more natural than ever, plunging you into a
world teeming with magic and peril. The vast and varied
Southlands of Quendor come alive as you seek fantastic
treasure and combat the vicious monsters who haunt
the streets and wastelands.
Challenge yourself to aquest that's far beyond anything
you've ever experienced. Beyond Zork. The incredible new
interactive story from the master storytellers at Infocom.

Alone OlooS candle obscures
proçortions
mondowless robe
,r
szl or tallow is e.g.
new Me open 000. /
molar 00.10 parbolly sorwoolad by o
curl»
An old woman Is oreleMno OSlO moee you nuke
49,
OLO WOMAN TELL SAE ABOUT 111E KANSAN°
ne Old wOmen s
to respeetul weswer..3enold Me Sheath el
eruesloyer Blade ol EnInaem" Abe' tnoupb Me blede
,
ene Ms ,
meat. ret•os moon whew tor bowl., wears .1.s. sed vta wondrous powers
011000.100, Arore Wawa st 00 yoremds
POINt tNE 1001010W WAND AT THE $0011130
1..{1.{...Pard11..Ins to float on It. sae. Ube . 4n
'No shoplottne• snaps Wm old woman. and Me sayer COO*. Oh/pi b. Me
blue
Vol.. slrengd. III went down

One glance at Beyond Zork Will show you tha
itk unlike any interactive story you've seen before
On-screen mapping. Window displays. A cis:racier
stet pews in strength and power. You get all the
ma:orient of role-playing game skdlfidly blended
with the fahulouspuzzle and award-winning prose
ofInfocrim's intestaive fiction.
Seroen shown is for the Commodore 128 venion.

IrIFOCOIR

125 CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge, MA 02140
Beyond Zork is avad,able at your local dealerfor the Apple II .5
tries, Macintosh, Commodore 128,
Amiga, IBM PC and 100% compatibles, and Atari ST To order direct, ail-800-262-6868
Coming soon: Apple JIGS
Zork is aregiswred trademark ofInfocom, Inc
Circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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Expansion Chassis/Tape Back-up
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Specification
Model
No.
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7

No. of
Slot
0
3
5
12
0
0
5

Space for
%Height Drive
1
3
3
2
2
1

Power Supply
(Watts)
5U
100
100
100
45
50
100

2

M-8
M-9
M-10

0
0
8
•Extra space for a stand

2
45
2
60
4
135
alone controller

Dimension
DxWxH(cm)
30x 15x 6.5
42 x25x 16
39 x30 x15
40 x49 x14
39x 18 x15
26.5 x18x 13.5

''' CO
'
S139
S299
S239
S299
$149
$169

38.5 x30 x13.5
39.5x 18x 13.5
38.5 x49x9
43 x49 x14

S299
$149
$249
S239

EXT and RCV Adapters (Interfacing Computer & Chassis With Slots). S149
Tape Back-up (With Controller & Cable)... . S499

ORDER TOLL FREE: (800) 826-0267
In California Call (408) 434-0877
SOURCE ELECTRONICS CORP.
2380 Qume Drive, Suite A
San Jose, CA 95131
Telex: 279366
Fax: 1408) 434-0539

12 MHz

NO WAITING!

DP12/0Tu—
High

Performance
100% AT
Compatible
Motherboard.

True Zero Wait-State design increases
throughput up to 30% over competing
products.
The DP12/0 design is optimized for
demanding engineering and scientific
applications . . . e.g. AutoCAD, Fortran.
•8/12 MHz Zero Wait-State 80286-12
CPU — Fastest ' 286 performance
available.
•1Mbyte CMOS Zero Wait-State RAM.
•80287 Math Co-Processor socket
with independent clock allows full
10 MHz 80287-10 operation.
•ZyMOS POACH/AT CMOS chip set
reduces chip count for improved
reliability and reduced power
consumption.

DISKS
FLIPS
Microcomputers & Peripherals

Telex: 650 249 2139 MCI UW
Fax: (312) 537-8331
Technical and more info:
(312) 537-7888
To order:
1800 752-DISK, EXT 100

DISKS PLUS, INC.
356 Lexington Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
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•8expansion slots (6-16, 2-8 bit)
with 8MHz I/O clock to ensure
reliable expansion board operation.
•AWARD BIOS with built-in setup
utlility.
•Ouiet, fully socketed, multi-layer
board design. 16 MHz ready.
•CMOS Clock Calendar/Configuration
File.
•Keyboard Controller.
•Made in U.S.A.
•One Year Warranty.
Trademarks' IBM PC-AT. International Business
Machines Corp , AutoCAD. Amodesk. Inc .
Poach/AT, ZyMOS Corporation
DP12/0, asks Plus. Inc
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SHORT TAKES

programming language and provides full lexical closures and
procedures used as first-class data objects, tail recursion, and
continuations. This gives you the ability to write programs in
an object-oriented manner. Toolsmith is asoftware system that
extends the base of the MacScheme language to make it
easier to write programs for the Macintosh.
Toolsmith provides high- and low-level interfaces to the
Macintosh Toolbox. The high-level interface consists of classes
of objects that package standard behavior for simple menus,
windows, editors, and scrollers. For example, awindow object
knows how to display and move itself on the screen.
The low-level interface to the Macintosh Toolbox consists
of alibrary of Scheme versions of data definitions and Toolbox
traps. They are organized according to the volume and
chapter number in which they appear in Inside Macintosh. The
source code for Toolsmith is included with the package.
Toolsmith also provides aprogrammable interrupt system
that converts the Macintosh programming model from a
polling model to an interrupt model. Toolsmith's event
handler lets you construct objects that respond to their own
events without having to rely on other parts of the program.
This separation of event-handling routines from the
development environment lets you debug your applications
without leaving the environment.
Toolsmith supports concurrent programming. Task
switching is scheduled by an interrupt handler for null events.
You define the tasks you want scheduled and set avariable
that determines how long each task will run before it is
suspended and the next task is run. Support for critical
sections is provided.
A programming example for atext editor is included with
the package to illustrate some of the features of Toolsmith.
Menu objects are created for the Apple, File, Edit, and Style
menus with Toolsmith's make-menu procedure. Objectoriented techniques are illustrated with amake-document
procedure that inherits the behavior of awindow object, adds
some behavior of its own, and passes handling of events
inside the window to an editor object. A concurrent task is
created to blink the insertion point in the active window.
Icreated stand-alone byte code and native code versions of
the text editor example and compared their speeds running on
aMacintosh Plus. In the byte code version, a2-to-3-second
pause occurred between clicking on the menu selection and
having the menu pop up. The native code version's menus
took about ahalf second to pop up.
MacScheme + Toolsmith contains asource code debugger;
agraphics library for drawing rectangles, circles, ovals, lines,
and points; and asnapshot facility for saving the current state
of your environment. By combining the interactive nature and
power of the Scheme programming language with agood
interface to the Macintosh, an applications builder, and native
code compiler, Semantic Microsystems is striving to provide
agood environment for developing applications that run at an
acceptable speed.
—Eva White
The Facts:
MacScheme + Toolsmith
$395

Semantic Microsystems
4470 Southwest Hall, Suite 340
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 643-4539

Requirements:
Apple Macintosh, Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE,
or Macintosh II; 1megabyte of RAM; 800K-byte floppy
disk drive.
Inquiry 858.

Price Break!

PCDOS $295. Source Code $295.
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Un canna on Screens

fyou program in C, take afew
moments to learn how Windows for
Data can help you build astate-of-theart user interface.
[? Create and manage menus, data-entry forms, contextsensitive help, and text displays — ah within windows.
Le Provide acommon user interface for programs that must
run on different machines and operating systems.
Build abetter front end for any DBMS that has aC.
language interface (most popular ones do).

e

FROM END TO BEGINNING
Windows for Data begins
where other screen packages end,
with special features like nested
pop-up forms and menus, field entry from lists of choices, scrollable
regions for the entry of variable
numbers of line items, and an exclusive built-in debugging system
NO WALLS
If you've been frustrated by the limitations of other
screen utilities, don't be discouraged. You won't run into
walls with Windows for Data. Our customers repeatedly
tell us how they've used our system in ways we never
imagined — but which we anticipated by designing Windows for Data for unprecedented adaptability. You will
be amazed at what you can do with Windows for Data.
Circle 310 on Reader Service Card
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YOU ARE ALWAYS IN CHARGE
Control functions that you write and attach to fields
and/or keys can read, compare, validate, and change the
data values in all fields of the form. Upon entry or exit
from any field, control functions can call up subsidiary
forms and menus, change the active field, exit or abort
the form, perform almost any task you can imagine.
OUR WINDOWS WILL
OPEN DOORS
Our windows will open doors to
new markets for your software.
High-performance, source-codecompatible versions of Windows
for Data are available for PCDOS
(OS/2 soon), XENIX, UNIX,
and VMS. PCDOS versions are
fully compacible with Microsoft Windows, Top-View,
and DESQview. No royalties.
You owe it to yourself to try Windows for Data. If not
satisfied, return for afull refund. To order, or for aFREE
DEMO, call (802) 848-7731 x51.
Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT
FAX 802-848-3502

Vermont
Creative
Software
21 Elm Ave., Richford, VT 05476
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The Great Pyramid Of Cheops
And This Architecture Of Mass.
The fest ma
D
•
• C.
nature ai sheer mare Gear« nr.a.iy
faultless and assionornically signed.
its 2.300£00 imesiona blocks—
each weighing two lona—iasnt
manhaisied inio precise poultice cy
ower 5,000 laborers in an apetabon
spanning 30 bear&
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GREAT ARCHITECTURE SH

Amdele; Introduces
Evolutionary Architecture.
The fi -st PCs with interchangeable
processors and modular design. In minutes, these systems can be upgraded
to more powerful processors. Move
from 80286 to 80386 and newer generations as they become available.
At afraction of the cost of buying
new systems, of comparable power.
Find out more about ho,vv great
architecture can move you.
Call us at 1-800-PCAMDEK.
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MOVE YOU.
A MDEK
Cirrle 15 on Reader Service Card

Who says you
need hardware to
speedup your PC?
Personal computers, like
automobiles and yachts, are
much more rewarding when
they're operating at high speed.
And, as with cars and
boats, there's more than one
way to get your PC moving.
You can, for example, buy
an expensive piece of hardware with "turbo" or "accelerator" in its name.
THE QUICK AND EASY HARD DISK MANAGER.
LETS YOU TAKE MARGE OF YOUR COMPUTER.
Or you can buy an affordable piece of software with
Point and shoot
"Norton" in its name.
operation
Quick
Because the same Peter
disk
navigation.
Norton who brought you
Menu control.
the indispensable Norton
Instant
data
Utilities' now brings you
execution. A control pmthe Norton Commander.gram for power-users
And what is the Norton
Commander?
&um Pek-r Norton. - 1'
It's apower user's PC
For the IBWPC and
les.
control program that lets you
cruise through your data
7greir).!
with the greatest of ease.
While taking the hard
work out of working with a
hard disk
You can list your files any
Directory assistance.
way you like them—by name,
With the Norton Commander
extension, size or date.
at your command, you can see
You can scroll through
your way through asea of data
them or page through them.
faster than you can say "point
Or use the special speedsearch command to find them
and shoot"
even faster.
A compact pair of pop-up
You can also inspect., edit,
directory windows put your
move, rename, delete, copy and
files—and afleet of file manwhip your files into shape—at
agement functions—at your
fingertips.
the stroke of akey or the

nudge of amouse.
Automatic
pilot.
Running your programs is abreeze.
Especially when you
take advantage of our
custom user menus.
Or, if you want to
take aconvenient short
cut, just point to your
data and fire away.
The Norton Commander will find and run
the matching program.
Automatically.
How much memory
does it take to work all of
these wonders?
As little as 10K.
So it's no wonder the
Infoworld Review Board
found the Norton Commander so memorable.
"Tops in its class,"
they said. "Loaded with
useful features" that provide "anew level of convenience for MS/DOS users:'
"The more we used it, the
more we liked if:
You will, too.
Unless, of course, you'd
rather not operate in the fast
lane.

MORTON

WINDER

20ter MeetCOMPUTING

Designed for the IBM® PC, PC-AT and DOS compatibles. Available at most software dealers, or direct from Peter Norton Computing, Inc., 2210 Wilshire Blvd. 0186,
Santa Monica, CA 90403.To order: 800-451-0303 Ext. 40 (VISA and MasterCard welcome). MCI Mail: PNCL Fax 213-453-6398.0 1987 Peter Norton Computing.
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Circle 348 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 349)

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Gregg Williams

HyperCard
HyperCard extends the Macintosh user interface
and makes everybody aprogrammer

M

any people are confused by
Apple's new program, HyperCard. If you ask six different
HyperCard users what it is, you might get
answers like these:
"I don't know, exactly," person A
says. " But Istarted playing with it, and I
found Icould keep my address book in it.
Ialso keep my appointment book and todo list with it. You can get from one of
these things to another just by clicking on
alittle picture of it."
Person B is more certain. " It's something you have to have on disk to run these
commercial programs they call ' stackware.' Iuse it to run this really great personal finance program Ibought at acomputer store."
"It lets you write your own programs,"
says person C. " Ijust wrote one that
spells out words when my daughter clicks
on them with the mouse."
Person D publishes an in-house newsletter. " It's really helped me organize my
Macintosh clip art. I can link related
pieces of artwork together—and it can
find them very fast."
"I'm a teacher," says person E. " I
bought astackware program that controls
alaser disk with all the images from the
National Gallery of Art. Ican't program,
but Ican rearrange the images in the
order Iwant for my class."
"Our company writes Mac software,"
person Fsays, "and we just canned aproduct we were working on—mostly because
HyperCard already does the same thing.
HyperCard's not too great on database
management, though, so we're adding
some new commands to HyperCard that
will make it better for that. Iguess we'll
end up marketing it as stacicware."
Because HyperCard can be such different things to different people, it is hard
to describe it accurately. To quote
Apple's press release, " HyperCard is a

personal toolkit that gives users the
power to use, customize, and create new
information using.. . text, graphics,
video, music, voice, and animation. In
addition, it offers an easy-to-use Englishlanguage- based scripting language
[called HyperTalk] that gives users an
opportunity to write their own programs." Apple calls it system software,
meaning software that doesn't do anything by itself, but which must be present
to provide support for other programs.
Some third-party software developers
call it unfair competition that destroys the
market for their products. Both groups
are partly right—and partly wrong.
Apple intends to make HyperCard as
much apart of the Mac as aone-button
mouse or adesktop with icons on it. To
do this, they are bundling HyperCard
free with every Macintosh Plus, Mac SE,
and Mac H they sell (you need at least 1
megabyte of memory, the 128K-byte
ROM, and either two 800K-byte floppy
disk drives or one floppy disk drive plus a
hard disk drive). Current Macintosh
users can buy HyperCard (four disks and
amanual) for $49.
Overview
You can think of HyperCard as astack of
3-by-5-inch index cards. A group of related cards and the file that contains them
are collectively called astack. You will
also hear such afile being called " stackware" because, with HyperCard as an
engine " underneath" it, a stack looks
exactly like your average Macintosh application. A card can contain text and
graphics in very rich combinations, and
information can belong to either the entire stack or asingle card.
HyperCard stores text infields, which
can be any of several types. A field contains text of one font, size, and style. The
bad news is that you can't alter the font,

size, or style of individual words or sentences—all the text in afield must be the
same. The good news is that one of the
field styles is a scrolling text window,
meaning that any HyperCard "card" can
hold as much text as you want.
Another important element of acard is
that it can contain buttons. Yes, these
look like the same buttons you find
throughout all Macintosh applications:
rounded-rectangle buttons, radio buttons, check boxes, and so forth. Things
happen when you click a button—anything from going to the next card to returning to the Home stack (a " Grand
Central Station" within HyperCard that
you can always return to—see figure 1) to
playing a piece of music or adigitized
voice file. Buttons, which always have a
rectangular " active area," can also be invisible (Apple calls them transparent);
these can affect the stack's behavior
without the user ever knowing that
they're present.
Cards are 342 pixels high by 512 pixels
wide—the same size as a Mac Plus
screen—and contain any graphics and
text you want. Through powerful extensibility built into HyperCard itself (discussed later), you can also attach animation, sound, and music to acard, and you
can control just about any device that you
can connect to aMacintosh.
The " About HyperCard. . ." box is two
screens long and filled with names, but a
few stand out. HyperCard is the brainchild
of Bill Atkinson (creator of the Mac's internal QuicicDraw code and of MacPaint),
with additional programming and support
by Dan Winkler ( HyperTalk). Carol
continued

Gregg Williams is the senior technical
editor ofFeatures at BYTE magazine. You
can reach him at One Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough, NH 03458.
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Kaehler (help files), Ted Kaehler and Mark
Lentczner (sound support), Adam Paal
(printer support), and Chris Espinosa and
Mike Holm (product managers).
To make HyperCard practical in terms
of size and speed, Atkinson developed
proprietary algorithms for quick text
searching and for the compression and
decompression of graphic images. As an
example of how fast it is, Icreated an

"address book" stack with 4277 addresses and phone numbers on it (the
stack was 778K bytes); HyperCard found
the desired data on the last card in the
stack in exactly 2seconds.
The Six Faces of HyperCard
Atkinson designed HyperCard so that it
appears simple to novice users and
powerful to sophisticated users. You can

Figure 1: The Home stack. Apple supplies HyperCard with 20 stacks, any of which
you can jump to by clicking on its icon. Other cards in the Home stack contain global
information, like your user level and the different search paths it should use when
looking for files.

I

File

Edit

Go

Tools

Objects

6 Sept 67 talked outline over with editorial staff and gave go-ahead
18 Aug 87: market has changed since she proposed article--now it
looks like this technology will be used primarily by soft Stick- on note 1:
developers, not end-users; she's supposed to send me a this belongs to this
card only, as does
23 July 87: she called with questions about length; Ishe the Link1 button;
outline by mid-August
both can be resized
and repositioned
7 1111,7 A7

rcnnnrjn,1 tn. he, 7
,,,,,ca1

Linkl )
4

Figure 2: The Projects stack. This stack was created by the author to keep track of
ongoing projects within BYTE. The two icons in the bottom corners and the four text
fields belong to the background and are shared by all the cards in the stack. The
"Link I " button and "stick-on note" field belong to this card only. See figure 3for
an exploded view of this card's components.
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use HyperCard at one of five levels (with
asixth level available to programmers).
At the lower levels, menus shorten and
disappear to make HyperCard look simpler. You can change the level you're in
by clicking the appropriate radio button
in the " User Preferences" card, which is
the last one in the Home stack.
The first level is Browsing, which lets
you look through stacks created by
others. It's very simple, and you can't do
anything harmful to the stack. In both this
level and the next, the cursor is asmall
pointing hand called the browse tool, and
you can browse through the cards by
clicking on icons and by using the arrow
keys and certain command keys.
At this and all other levels, you can also
interact with HyperCard through the Message Box. When you type commands into
the Message Box, HyperCard acts on
them; the messages can be anything from
go to last card to find "New York" in
field " City" to go to stack "Projects".
The second level, Typing, lets you add
new cards and change the text in acard's
fields. One of the many simple stacks that
Apple includes with HyperCard is an Address stack containing name-and-address
cards. With asingle menu selection, you
can create anew card. Then, by clicking in
the card's fields and typing, you can create
anew entry. By selecting the " Fmd... "
menu item, typing in what you want to
search for, and pressing Return, you can
search for any name and address. If you
click on the small telephone icon by the
phone number on the card, HyperCard
will even dial the number for you.
Things get interesting in the remaining
four levels (Painting, Authoring, Scripting, and what Icall Metascripting) so
much so that I'm devoting entire sections
to them below. But first, let's look more
closely at the components of acard.
Card Layers
Cards are more complicated than they appear. Pictures (MacPaint-like images),
buttons, and fields may belong to both a
shared background and an individual
card. Items that belong to the background
appear on and are shared by every card
using that background. Those that belong
to the card itself are on that card only.
Take, for example, a simplified version of the Projects stack that Icreated to
keep track of manuscripts coming in to
BYTE (see figure 2). The article number, author, and notes fields are background fields, as are the address-card and
return-arrow buttons on the bottom row,
so they will be present on each card in
this stack. (The Projects stack uses only
one background, but stacks can contain
cards that use different backgrounds.) On
continued

The DAISYWHEEL makes points,
the OKIDATA LASER
drives them home.
The LASERLINE 6 from OKIDATA makes you
look brilliant on paper.
Strengthen your case with graphics, underlining,
boldfacing, and italicizing. And make your point
perfectly clear with any of the 15 built-in typefaces.
Thanks to the LaserControl" disk you get with
it, the OKIDATA LASER will do it all with the software that's probably in your PC right now. It's
also compatible with LaserJet.and LaserJet Plus'
software. And, when you get the three-user
module, the OKIDATA LASER is more economical
than atop quality daisywheel.
Get an OKIDATA LASER and start driving your
points home in style.
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August 29, 1987

U.S. Patent Office
1840 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20301

Sirs,
Based on the acccepanying documents, I formally request a patent for
the manufacture, sale and licensing of " Mood for Thought,' a series
of edible, educational "magazines" for children printed on sheets of
dried fruit. Below, please find a complete chronological diary of
the inception, dievelopment, and testing of this product;
- July 14, 1986 - Observed neighbor's son chewing on children's
book; after talking with neighbor, discovered that he had
never seen or heard of an edible children's book.
- August 1, 1986 - Surveyed market to see what is available in
the key of edible books of any sort; found out that there is
no such category in either took stores or food stores.
- August 28, 1986 - Produced prototype; working name "EdiBooks"; used food coloring to write text; some blurring
problems, worked on consistency of dye.
- Octoter 1, 1986 - Results of first laboratory test encouraging; new formula had no effect on taste, texture or nutritional value of fruit.
- October 10, 1986 - Sent samples for Food and Drug
Administration approval; also sent sanples to independent
laboratory for further testing.
- October 15, 1986 - Independent laboratory testing successful;
entire process had no ill effects on the dried fruit " paper".
- October 31, 1986 - Delivered samples to marketing consultant
in preparation for upcoming meeting.
- December 10, 1986 - Met with marketing consultant; estimated
sales potential in the high seven figures for the first year;
left an agreement with payment options.
- December 15, 1986 - Contacted three package dssign firms;
mailed existing materials, samples, and confidentiality
agreement.
- December 27, 1986 - One design firm called and backed out of
project; cited potential conflict with educational took group
client.
- Deommber 29, 1986 - Officially changed name ot product to
'Food for Thought.'

Crawford. McFarland & Heckler
Jan 2, 1985
Initial idea; first attempts at printing storx.

Jan 22 Redellnect formula for dried fruit.
Shopped for food processing plant.
Feb 15 Researched market - no direct competition.

Feb 21 Registered letter to sell
Contents: sketches, specs, bids, names. formulas.
Mar 27-

Sep 19, 1986

Saletv tests initiated;
insurance research started.

Sep 26 - Registered

name and trademark
for product: ' SNIXIIT SNACKS.'

Oct 26

-

Nov 17 -

Dec

September 7. 1987
Dear Sirs,
113th the attached notes and drawings
ca background, Iam officially seeking apatent for the manufacture.
sale and licensing of the product
'SMART SNACKS.' the edible

Sent samples to Food & Drug Admin, for tests.

Oct 11 -

1.•.S. Patent Office
1840 Pennwhania 4sense
Washington, D.C. 20301

"books" that help lads grow
intellectually and physically.

"SMART SNACKS' are
children's stories printed on pages of

Financial backing obtained.

Safetr test results back:
package design approved.

Market reseach results bark;
in
coverage obtained.

met
" Mad'd
nith t
h
pa"'
ree

an 7ci'è,

dried fruit. so achild can eat one
after he or she reads one.

My client conceiveci developed and
tested this unique product between
January 2. 19115 and December 26.
1080. The chronological details are

Dec 11 Delivered samples & documentation to attornev.
Dec 27 - Presentation to Board of
Examiners and Offices of Patents

contained elsewhere in this document. The timeline for the process
à presented here:

See your OKIDATA dealer today
or call 1-800-0KIDATA, Ext. 22.

REGISTERED TRADEMARKS: OKIDATA, C/ki America, Inc.,
Marque déposée de Oki America, Inc.: laserjet and
Laserjet Plus. Hewlett-Packard, Inc. TRADEMARKS:
LASERLINE, C)ki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.;
LaserComml, Insight Development Corp.
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0IQ DATA
an OKI AMERICA company

We put business on paper.
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the other hand, the " Link 1 " button and
the " stick-on note" field belong to this
card only.
Figure 3 shows the different layers of
the Projects stack. As you can see, each
button and field is in asublayer that has
its own identification number—the button
or field closest to the picture is always
numbered 1, and buttons or fields closer
to the top layer are numbered 2, 3, 4, and
so on. Depending on their properties,
items that are in higher layers will cover
lower ones, and they will also intercept
mouse movements and clicks.
Painting
Bill Atkinson was certainly not going to
create a painting subsystem within HyperCard without making some improvements to the tool set in his original MacPaint. HyperCard makes a palette of
painting tools available when your user
level is Painting or higher. Figure 4
shows the Tools and Patterns menus, both
of which you can access from the menu
bar or " tear off" and place conveniently
on the screen (this new feature is especially useful on the Mac II or any Mac
with alarge display).
The Painting subsystem contains anumber of new tools (like the regular polygon
tool in the bottom center of the Tools
menu) and new capabilities (like the ability
to rotate and flip lasso-selected shapes).

There are too many to mention here, but
they are useful and deserve study.
Because the visible card image results
from multiple layers of items, Atkinson
had to create amore complex bit map that
stores images using multiple bits per
pixel. A pixel is no longer limited to the
values of black and white; it can now also
be transparent. So, for example, you can
hide background details by painting over
them with white in the card layer, and you
can reveal the image underneath by erasing what looks like ablank (white) area.
Authoring
At the Authoring level, you can interact
with buttons and fields in several ways.
First, you can cause abutton to point to
any other card in any stack accessible
from your Macintosh (even stacks on remote file servers); Apple calls this linking cards. Second, you can reuse predefined buttons that are supplied with
HyperCard. Third, you can manipulate
buttons and fields by clicking on them
with the button and field tools, respectively (available from the Tools menu,
shown in figure 4).
As an example of using abutton to link
your current card to another one, let's say
that Ineed to get to my to-do list whenever Italk to, for instance, Roseann Larkin. Ican easily create abutton for her
Projects card as follows:

•Igo to her card and select " New Button" from the Objects menu. HyperCard
gives me ahighlighted rounded-rectangle
button named " New Button."
• Ithen double-click on this button,
which gets me its Button Info box. Irename the button "To Do" (see figure 5a).
• When Iclick on the LinkTo button,
HyperCard returns me to the current card
and gives me adialog box that " floats"
above whatever card image Idisplay. I
can then go back to my Home stack, then
to my To-Do card (which is actually card
33 of the stack Datebook). By then, my
screen looks like figure 5b.
• Ifinish by clicking the "This Card"
button. This takes me back to my Projects
card and causes HyperCard to link my
To-Do button to the To-Do card in the
Datebook stack. On a 2-megabyte Mac
Plus with aSCSI hard disk drive, this entire process takes about 16 seconds.
Now, whenever Iclick on this button, I
go to the To-Do card in my Datebook stack
(this takes about 3seconds). If! had chosen
the "This Stack" button above, Iwould
have been linked to whatever card is canl 1
of the Datebook stack at the time the button
is clicked (not what Iwanted here, but useful in other circumstances).
One of the most interesting button options is the transparent style of the button.
You can place atransparent, rectangular
button of any size on the screen. Since it

Field 1
Objects belonging
to this card only

Button 1
Graphics ( in this
case, none)

Field 3 ( Notes field)

Field 2 (Author field)
Stack
background

Field 1 ( Article field)
Button 2 ( Return button)
Button 1 (Address button)
Graphics

Figure 3: Card layers. This exploded view shows the logical units that combine to make acard. All background items are
"under" their foreground counterparts and can be occluded by them (as is the case with the card's "stick-on note" field covering
the background "Notes" scrolling field.
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is invisible, you can see through it to
whatever graphics, buttons, and fields
are underneath. You can do some amazing things with this. For example, Apple
supplies aClip Art stack with invisible
buttons over various subareas. The result
is that you can click on ahat in the image,
for example, and the invisible button
takes you to the next image with ahat in
it. There's no magic here, though; someone manually linked each button to the
next appropriate image.
You can do more sophisticated things
by cutting and pasting buttons from the
"Button Ideas" stack, which contains
several screens' worth of useful buttons.
(HyperCard includes 20 example stacks
that either do something useful or give
you resources you can use, like this stack
of buttons.) Some buttons take you to the
next, previous, first, last, or any random
card in the stack. Others have names like
"Dial," " Sort," and " Show Cards."
Finally, you can use the button and
field tools to manipulate buttons and
fields. Once you have selected abutton or
tool (i.e., it is enclosed in the " marching
ants" animated outline), you can move it
by dragging it from its middle or resize it
by dragging it from any corner. If you call
up its dialog box (by double-clicking on it
or selecting the " Button Info..." or
"Held Info..." menu items), you can
then access anumber of properties, including its visual appearance and its
script (described below).
Scripting
Scripting is the level at which you can examine and change the small programs,
called scripts, that execute when you click
abutton. These scripts are written in an
English-like language, HyperTalk, that is
simple, elegant, and very powerful.
Take, for example, the " Dial" button
on cards in the Address stack. It looks for
a valid phone number, first in a highlighted section of text, then in the Message Box; it then jumps to the Phone
stack, dials the number, and returns. The
script that does this is:
on mouseUp
get the selection
if it is empty then ask " Dial—,
what number?"
if it is not empty then
push this card
visual effect zoom open
go to stack " Phone"
dial it
pop card
end if
end mouseUp
The script is largely self-explanatory.
The on mouseUp...end mouseUp pair

Figure 4: HyperCard on abig-screen Macintosh. If you have adisplay screen that
is larger than aHyperCard card (this image comes from aMac II), the card appears
in afixed-size window, and you can use the extra space to show the Message Box
(bottom center), the Tools menu (top right), and the Patterns Menu (bottom right).
The last two items, new to the Macintosh, are "tear-off menus" that can be called
from the menu bar, as usual, or from an arbitrary position on the screen. Note that
these three windows and the HyperCard window "float" above the background and
can overlap.
specifies when the enclosed commands
are to be executed; the mouseUp event
occurs when you release an alreadypressed-down mouse button. The variable it contains the result, if any, of the
previous command. The push command
saves your place before you go to anew
stack, and pop card returns you. The
visual effect command is anice touch
that lets you specify one of 17 visual transitions from one card to the next.
Inside HyperTalk
HyperTalk scripts are event-oriented:
They execute when a certain event
occurs. Some events are generated internally (like idle, which is generated when
nothing else is happening).- Others are
generated when the user presses a key
(tabKey), manipulates the mouse
(mouseDown), or chooses a menu entry
(newField). In addition, scripts themselves can generate events ( doMenu
"Delete Card").
Actually, these "events" ripple through
HyperCard as messages. When a message is generated somewhere within
HyperCard, it searches through the
scripts of selected objects and stops when
it finds aregion of code (called amessage
handler) that it satisfies. There are five
kinds of objects in HyperCard—stacks,

backgrounds, cards, buttons, and
fields—and each of them can have its own
script.
If an object gets amessage it doesn't
understand, it passes the message to another object according to the hierarchy of
HyperCard objects. Ignoring the shaded
boxes for the moment, figure 6shows the
order in which amessage searches for a
message handler that it will satisfy. In the
most common case of amouse event, for
example, its message searches first the
button or field it was over when it occurred, then the card containing the button or field, then the card's background,
the card's stack, the Home stack, and, finally, HyperCard itself. If none of those
recognize the message, HyperCard issues adialog box that says Can ' tunderstand < message name>.
These elements make HyperTalk a
simple object-oriented language (
00L).
It operates on different kinds of objects
that interact by sending each other messages. The HyperTalk message handlers
are equivalent to an 00L's methods, and
the inheritance path makes it possible for
certain objects to " inherit" message handlers from another object or to override
them with ones of their own. Even though
HyperTalk lacks the ability to create new
continued
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classes and its object hierarchy is not a
pure OOL hierarchy, HyperTalk will do
more to introduce thousands of people to
object-oriented programming than previous 00Ls have.
HyperTalk is full of commands (46 of
them), control structures (6), functions
(49), properties (58), constants ( 11), and
operators (21); all were carefully chosen
to work synergistically with one another.
It includes procedures and functions with
named parameters and local and global
variables. All variables are stored as
strings and interpreted as strings or num-

bers according to context; all named
things are stored in a case- insensitive
way. Variables default to being local to
the message handler in which they occur;
to be global, they have to be declared as
such in each handler that wants to use
them.
So far, two books document the HyperTalk language. The first is The Complete HyperCard Handbook, by Danny
Goodman (Bantam Computer Books,
$29.95). It is huge-720 pages—and contains both tutorial and reference information about HyperTalk and other aspects

a

r

é

File

Edit

Go

Tools

•
To Do

Objects

'1Z

J

ElE1

Go to destination, then aim link at:
r

This Card

(This Stack

Cancel

Figure 5: Linking anew button to adestination. Every button can call up a "button
info" dialog box (
a) that allows you to modify the button's appearance and
behavior. By clicking on the "LinkTo" button, then moving to the desired
destination and clicking the " This Card" button (
b), you can cause the new button
(which will be renamed " To Do") to jump HyperCard to the destination when it
is selected.
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of HyperCard. Apple's HyperCard
Script Language Guide is currently available from APDA (Apple Programmer's
and Developer's Association), 290
Southwest 43rd St., Renton, WA 98055,
(206) 251-6548, for $ 19.95. It gives
more rigorous definitions for HyperTalk
but contains little tutorial material.
Metascripting
There's no official name for this hidden,
sixth way of using HyperCard, so I'm
calling it metascripting because of the
way it extends scripting (or, in other
words, programming). Metascripting enables a Macintosh programmer to add
new commands to HyperTalk.
Here is how you do it: You write the
appropriate code in C, Pascal, or assembly language, compile it without aheader
as a code resource of type XCMD (for
message handlers) or XFCN (for functions), and paste it into the resource fork
of your stack, the Home stack, the System file, or HyperCard itself. Then,
when you use that resource's name in a
HyperTalk script, HyperCard executes
the XCMD or XFCN resource with the
same name.
(For more information on XCMD and
XFCN resources, contact APDA or visit
the stackware section of any of the major
telecommunications networks. BIX
(BYTE Information Exchange) contains
many interesting stacks and numerous
technical documents in the Stacicware area
of the Listings conference. In particular,
file XCMDINFO.PIT contains everything
you need to know to program XCMDs and
XFCNs in either C or Pascal.)
Through such extensions, many people
can use HyperCard, especially those with
no technical background, to organize and
manipulate any data they find useful:
sound, voice, animation, music-synthesizer data—whatever. Sources at Apple
have also indicated that the company will
eventually make it possible for Mac software developers to develop nonstack applications that can read and write stacks.
Technical Details
Bill Atkinson says that he and his colleagues worked hard to develop special
algorithms to speed up the searching of
cards, reduce the stored size of graphic
images while maintaining quick storage
and retrieval times, and speed the printing of graphic images to the LaserWriter
printer. Though Apple wants to keep
these algorithms secret, Atkinson and
Dan Winkler (the designer of HyperTalk) made a few comments about the
graphics and search algorithms.
The graphics compression routine uses
"a family of encoding techniques" on
continued
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each line of the image and keeps the one
that encodes that line the most compactly—that is, different lines may be encoded using different methods. Atkinson
also hinted that the compression methods
take into account adjacent pixels in the
preceding and following lines, not just (as
is usually the case) the adjacent pixels on
the same line. He also said that these
Sources of messages

methods have resulted in up to a30x-size
compression of graphic images.
HyperCard always treats stacks as diskbased files. Although it uses extra memory
to cache recently manipulated cards, it
doesn't depend on having them in memory
for its speed. HyperCard maintains astring
of "hint bits" (i.e., ahashed value) for each
card and keeps that data in memory. When
Receivers of messages

Mouse

Menu items

Script of
field

Script of
button

Message box

System

Script of current card

Script of current
background

Script of current
stack

Resource fork of
current stack

Script of Home stack

Resource fork of
Home stack

Resource fork of
HyperCard Application

[

Resource fork of
System file

j

HyperCard

Figure 6: Inheritance hierarchy within HyperCard. This figure shows the order in
which messages search for amessage handler that they can satisfy. Shaded fields
denote the resource forks of certain files, where custom-defined commands and
functions may reside.
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it searches for agiven string, it compares
the hint-bit data of the target word with the
hint-bit data for all the cards, retrieving and
searching the full text of only those cards
that might contain the target word.
Performance
Ispent several hours creating some very
large stacks (775K bytes to 2.78 megabytes) and manipulating them on a 2megabyte Mac Plus with a Data Frame
XP20 SCSI hard disk drive. Since Iused
the first shipping version of HyperCard,
version 1.0.1, Ibelieve Ican legitimately
comment on its performance. Ieventually settled on astack that, in its most compact form, contained 792K bytes of information. This stack contained 973 BIX
messages of various lengths (using a
scrolling-text background field) and containing " real-world" data, stored one
message per card.
In this stack, search times for atarget
word contained only in the last few messages (cards 971 to 973) usually ranged
from under 1second to about 3.5 seconds, with most searches being in the 1to 2-second range. However, in one case,
HyperCard took 23 to 30 seconds in
successive attempts to find one target
word. According to Dan Winkler of
Apple, this was probably aworst-case example in which the target word encoded
to the same value as another commonly
used word, thus forcing alarge number of
card retrievals from disk.
You can also search for an arbitrary
character string, but this is much slower.
For example, HyperCard found aword in
one of the last cards in 3.5 seconds, but
when asked to find the word as astring of
characters, it took 28 seconds (though
this is still a very reasonable time for
searching a792K-byte file).
Also, after creating a 2.78-megabyte
address stack, HyperCard repeatedly
crashed when Itried to compact it. Dan
Winkler acknowledged that Bill Atkinson
has found and corrected abug in version
1.0.1 that causes problems "only with
very large stacks." Later versions (which
should be shipping by the time you read
this) will have that bug fixed.
Although HyperCard will run on a 1megabyte Mac Plus with two 800K-byte
floppy disk drives, ahard disk drive and
extra memory are almost essential. HyperCard and the Home stack (the only
stack required to be present) total 427K
bytes, and the excellent tutorial Help
stacks (three of them) total 738K bytes.
You need the extra memory so you can
keep HyperCard and your other applications constantly available through the use
of either Switcher or MultiFinder. With
enough memory and hard disk space,
HyperCard is ajoy to use.
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Limitations
HyperCard will meet the needs of many
people, but it is not the ultimate datamanipulation program. Database-management applications, for example, need
not fear that HyperCard will make them
obsolete. HyperCard knows only how to
search for a single word or acharacter
string; it ignores the case of words in all
its searches, it can't search for strings
that have wild-card characters in them,
nor can it search for a combination of
items (though it shouldn't be too hard to
write ascript to do that). HyperCard also
has no built-in command to do asearchand-replace operation.
Another imperfection is that, unlike
most Mac applications, HyperCard has
,nodes. For example, when you are in
button mode (using the button tool from
the Tools menu), you can't move fields or
type text into them. More annoyingly, if
you're in foreground mode, you have to
explicitly switch to background mode to
ensure that new buttons and fields will
belong to the background instead of to the
current card. Atkinson acknowledged
HyperCard's problem with modes, but
he said that it has no mode problems at
the Browsing and Typing levels that many
novices will confine themselves to.
Another interesting limitation is that
HyperCard abandons the window metaphor and takes over the entire screen
(unless you're using aMacintosh with a
large screen). Sometimes Ifound myself
feeling somewhat claustrophobic and
wanting to see more than one card at a
time (which would be easier if cards were
displayed through windows). Also, cutting and pasting multiple fields or buttons
can become tedious because you can only
cut and paste one at atime.
Granted, HyperCard isn't perfect yet—
but it's far closer to perfection than the
original 128K-byte Macintoshes were
when they first came out. One can quibble
about minor flaws in HyperCard, but overall, it's already avery useful, fast, and elegant product, and Bill Atkinson has promised enhancements—including multicolored cards—sometime in the future.
Final Words
Years ago, new automated dialing circuitry
in the telephone system allowed the expansion of phone service past the limit imposed by the finite number of human operators—in effect, you became your own
operator. HyperCard has asimilar potential: to allow the creation of a far larger
number of useful programs than is possible
from the work of afinite number of professional software developers. We will become our own programmers, and we will
be able to create new programs and modify
existing ones to meet our needs. •
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
by Tom Thompson

Fast Math
Afirst look at Motorola's 68882 math coprocessor

I

t's safe to say that the development of
Motorola's 68030 CPU chip has captured the attention of the computer industry. However, Motorola is also working on a successor to its 68881 math
coprocessor chip, the 68882. This new
chip conforms to the IEEE 754 standard
for floating-point arithmetic, and it provides floating-point math and transcen-

chip: aDefinicon DSI-785/16 PC plug-in
board with a68020 running at 25 megahertz, and aMac II, whose 68020 runs at
16 MHz. Ifirst ran benchmark programs
with the 68881 in the system and noted
the times. Next, Ipowered down the system, removed the 68881 from its socket,
and inserted the 68882 in its place. Ithen
ran the benchmark programs again.

dental functions in hardware-the same
as the 68881. The 68882 performs better
while being software- and pin-compatible with the 68881.
Through the courtesy of Trevor Marshall at Definicon Systems, Iwas able to
borrow a preliminary version of the
68882 to evaluate. Ichose two different
computer systems in which to test the

Table 1: Results of the benchmark tests. All times are in seconds, with the exception of the Whetstone benchmark, which
represents Whetstones per second. Consulair Mac C had no as in or atan functions, so the Fbench program could not be
run. "Change" indicates the improvement in execution speed compared to the 68881.
MAC II RUNNING AT 16 MHZ

68882

Savage

Whetstone
SLINPACK
DLINPACK

68881

N/A
N/A
2.16
2.63
5.43
5.12
606,060 548,790

Change
N/A
+18%
+6%
+9%

68882

68881

Absoft MacFORTRAN/020
version 2.3

Apple MPW C
version 2.0

Manz Aztec C
version 3.40B

Consulair Mac C/68020
version 5.04

Fbench
Float

FORTRAN language

C language

Benchmark

Change

7.15
+20%
5.72
+21%
1.83
2.33
+4%
3.52
3.68
734,791 582,560 +21%

68882

68881

Change

5.52
6.25
0.65
0.55
3.42
3.35
746,913 697,674

68882

68881

Change

254
277

325
348

+22%
+20%

+11%
+15%
+2%
+7%

DEFINICON DSI-785/16 BOARD RUNNING AT 25 MHZ
C language

FORTRAN language

Silicon Valley Software
MC68020 C compiler version 2.6

Silicon Valley Software
FORTRAN 77 version 2.6

Benchmark

68882
Fbench
Float
Savage
Whetstone
SLINPACK
DLINPACK

120

3.70
0.70
2.64
1,573,977

68881

Change

68882

68881

Change

4.26 + 13%
0.86 + 19%
2.93 + 10%
1,270,649 + 19%
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Notes:
For the Definicon board, the 68020 loader
was invoked with the 4option, which times
the program executed.
SLINPACK is the single- precision version
of the LINPACK program; DLINPACK is
the double- precision version.

87
102

123
139

+ 29%
+ 27%

For LINPACK tests, the time it took the program to run was measured.
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To perform the tests, Iran a set of
benchmark programs in C and FORTRAN, using compilers that generated
68020- and 68881-specific code because
no compiler that generates 68882-specific code was available. Iused the standard
BYTE Float program and the Dr. Dobb's
Journal of Software Tools Savage programs to look at the 68882's basic floating-point and transcendental math capabilities. Also in C is the Whetstone
floating-point benchmark and John
Walker's Fbench program. The Fbench
uses optical-ray tracing with many trigonometric functions. Finally, in FORTRAN, Iused Argonne National Laboratory's LINPACK programs that use
numerous floating-point math operations. Although the LINPACK provides a
variety of measurements, Imeasured the
programs' run time.
Table 1shows the results. As you can
see, performance improved anywhere
from afew percent to nearly 30 percent,
depending on the program. Interestingly,
the larger programs reported better
times. Motorola explains that the 68882
math functions aren't any faster than the
68881's, but the 68882 has been designed for improved throughput. Its pipelined architecture and dual-ported registers allow data transfers in and out of the
chip while still performing computations.
This makes the 68882 sensitive to the
position of floating-point instructions
within program code; the ideal arrangement is interleave data transfers with
floating-point instructions.
The larger benchmark programs happen to have executable code interspersed
with 68881 instructions that allow the
68882 to operate in parallel to the CPU
and achieve better performance. In the
smaller programs, clusters of floatingpoint instructions have the CPU waiting
for the 68882 to complete the previous instruction before beginning the next.
The implications of the results are
clear: Compiler writers should design
their compilers to generate code that
maximizes the performance of the 68882.
This means unrolling code loops with
floating-point instructions and not striving for minimum code size during floating-point code generation.
Motorola claims that floating-point
performance can be doubled using the
68882 combined with the proper code.
One thing is for sure: Idetected aperformance boost for floating-point programs
not optimized for the 68882 simply by
having the 68882 in the system. •
Tom Thompson is aBYTE technical editor. You can reach him at One Phoenix
Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, or
on BIX as "tom_thompson."

SPEED UP YOUR PC/XT NOW
You know that SPEED is the only thing your PC/XT
never has. Its brain takes too much time to think.
Have it transplanted now with the EPC motherboard
and your system would yield an astonishingly high
performance, exceeding even that of the PC- AT.

NORTON SI = 9.4/10.3

EPC is simply the FASTEST PC/XT Motherboard
in the World that is fully compatible to all PC/XT
hardware and software. It's 100% designed and made
in CANADA and absolutely not adownsize AT clone.
EPC comes with an step-by-step installation manual
plus a TWO- YEARS warranty and prices only
US$399.00 (with 0Kb)

SPECIFICATIONS
80286-10 CPU in 8088 mode
Dual speed : 8Mhz/10Mhz
°Socketed for 80287
°Socketed for BIOS/640Kb RAM
Industrial Grade 4- layer PCB

•8XT slots
°XT keyboard input
▪XT Power supply input
•Dimensions: 8.5in.x14in.
(fit most XT clone cases)

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

6767 Cote Des Neiges Suite 320
Montreal,Quebec,CANADA H3S 2T6
Tel: ( 514) 340-1895

Electronics Inc.

SYSTE
E

1111111111

CIII

COMMUNICATION

DATA ACQUISITION

Analog I
' 0 8, 12, 14 bit A/
D/A. 72 Digital I/0

Synchronous/Asynchronous
RS422, RS232,
RS485. Current Loop

11111111111111111111111111111111

Digital I/O, Power Control

GPIB ( IEEE-488)
CONTROLLER

WAVEFORM
SYNTHESIZER
Arbitrary Waveform
Generation

11;.;11 QUA TECH

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, Ohio 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX: 5101012726
INCORPORATED 1-800-553-1170
FAX: (216) 434-1409

Circle 243 an Reader Service Card
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This ad is for people who
don't know where to find Smallitalk.
Or why.
Today, the single most important emerging software technology
is OOPS, object-oriented programming. It's destined to dramatically
change the way you use your personal computer.
You'll find it doing things you never expected.
And by people you never suspected.

At the UCLA Medical
Center, it sees
patients before the
doctor does.

In an emergency room in
Vancouver, it's saving lives
through animation.
What ffa medical textbook could come to life? What
fit could show the effects emergency treatment might
have on patients? And do it all through moving pictures? These thoughts led Mkstone Desig•n, Edge
Training & Consulting, and Inform Software in
Vancouver B.C., to create the first animated, interactive textbook for emergency room technicians and
in-training paramedics. They found SmaUtalk/ V
could easily facilitate acombination of text, color
graphics and animation to illustrate various
physical processesand the results of
medical intervention.

Mike McCoy, M.D., at the UCLA Medical
Center found that he could easily interface
Smalltalk/ Vwith dBASEIII and PostScript. His application, now in use at
the Clinic, turns afunctional status
questionnaire on each new patient into
alaser printed, advisary analysis for
the doctor to review prior to seeing the
patient. A program like this would
normally take aspecialist months to
traduce. It took Dr McCoy lass than
100 hours with
Smalltalk/ V.
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It's working on
Florida's freeways.
Running on IBM's new PS/2, aSmalltalk/ Vapplication
developed by Greiner Engineering's Mike Rice, lets highway engineers create highly sophisticated graphic analyses
of any proposed reconstniction. So now instead of having
to deal with agridlock of Kderal and State regulations,
engineering specifications and endless calculations, an
engineer can quickly explore alternative design strategies
using amouse, windows and VGA color graphics.
Srnalltalk/V requires DOS and 512K RAM on IBM PC/AT/PS or compatibles and aCGA,
EGA, Toshiba T3100, Hercules, or AT&T 6300 graphic controller A Microsoft or compatible
mouse is recommended. Not copy motected.dBASEM, l'ostScript and PS/2 are trademarks of
Ashton-Tate, Adobe Systems and International Business Machines Cm µRation respectively

You can find it in space.
On aproject commissioned by NASA, Dr:Christine Mitchell
the Georgia Institute of Technology chose to use
Smalltalk/V as an integral part of anew man-machine
interface. The application, written in Smalltalk, continually
monitors the commands of the Satellite Network Operato,,.
the state-of-the-network and the overall mission plans.
M NASA, Smalltalk/ Vmeans
real-time. Real OOPS. Real results.
at
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It's tracking
white-tail deer on
the Barrier Islands
of Georgia.
Dr Lee Graham, aNational Park Service
ecologist chose Smalltalk/ Vto write an application to help manage the white-tail deer population on the Barrier Islands of Georgia. De Graham
found that Smalltalk/V with its visual interface and
dass structure, is aperfect tool to graphically simulate
the complex, ecoligical interactions of natural systems.

What thousands of people
have found is OOPS.

000•Vir Mot

It's making headlines in Arizona.
When Digital Compositiim Systems sat down to build an
electronic typesetting system, they had three major requirements.
It had to have the most advanced user interface. It had to be fast.
And it had to be able to turn untrained personnel into high quality
typographers. Of all the languages in the world, they chose Smalltalk/ VThe result is the Signature Series, recognized and reviewed
by The Seybokl Report It now marketed by Digital Composition
Systems and one of the largest digital typesetting firms in the
we« %deer AM International.

And it's easy to learn. It comes
complete with atutorial that's the
Object-Oriented Progrdmming (OOPS) best introduction to OOPS available.
Smalltalk/V also has afew other
is programming by defining objects,
features worth noting. Like ausertheir inter-relationships and their
extendable, open ended environment.
behavior. Objects can represent both
real-world entities like people, places, Source code with browser windows
for easy access and modification.
or things. They can also represent
A huge toolldt of classes and objects
useful abstractions such as stacks,
for building avariety of applications.
sets and rectangles.
A sophisticated source-level debugger.
OOPS models the
Object-oriented Prolog integrated
way you think and the
with the Smalltalk environment. And
way things really are. It
bit-mapped graphics with bit and
lets you solve problems
form editors, just to name afew.
by breaking them down
Then, there's its unbelievable
into easily handled
price of only $99.95. (Optional applisub-problems and their
cation packs at $49.95 include
inter-relationships. The
Communications, EGA/VGA Color
solutions you come up
and Goodies.)
with can be re-used to
And it has a60 day, money-back
solve new problems.
Ultimately OOPS makes guarantee.
With all this to offer, it probably
programming asimple,
won't come as asurprise to you
logical process of building on the
that more people are solving more
work of others.
problems with Smalltalk/V than
Why thousands more
any other OOPS.
are finding their way to
See your nearest dealer
today for your own SmallSmalltalk/V.
First of all, Smalltalk/V makes OOPS talk/V. Or, order it direct
with MasterCard or Visa
easy.
It's also fast. In fact, it's the fastest at (800) 922-8255.
OOPS programming available on aPC.
Circle 85 on Reader Service Card

Or, write to Digitalk, Inc., 9841 Airport
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045. Then
discover all the great things you can
do with your PC and Smalltalk/V.

digitalk inc.

*Now that you've found us. write us. Tell us some of the
great things you're doing with Smalltalk/V. You could be in our next ad.

GROUP REVIEW

High- Speed
Memory Boards for ATs
Barry Nance

When you decide to upgrade the
Upgrade your AT
memory in your computer,
makers of add- in memory
or clone's memory without
boards for IBM PC ATs and
compatibles give you an imdowngrading performance
pressive array of cards to
choose from. These boards disThree Kinds of Memory
tinguish themselves by the size and type
Currently, three kinds of memory are
of RAM chips they use, the way the memfound in AT machines: conventional, exory is accessed (expanded versus expanded, and extended.
tended), the speed at which they operate,
Conventional memory is memory that
and the applications they support.
DOS manages and in which applications
Ireviewed 15 add-in memory cards for
programs run. It's limited to 640K bytes.
ATs and compatibles to identify these difBoth the ROM BIOS and DOS are coded
ferences. These boards have two things in
to use this memory in real mode.
common: They provide memory (exWhile in real mode, CPU addresses
panded, extended, or both) beyond the
are limited to alength of 20 bits, giving
640K-byte threshold, and they are dean address range of 1 megabyte. The
signed to work in AT compatibles runmemory from the 640K-byte boundary
ning at speeds above 8megahertz.
up to the 1-megabyte threshold is called
The testing for this review was persystem memory and is reserved for things
formed with an ATronics International
like video-display buffers and the ROM
AT clone (Eden BIOS) running at 12
BIOS code itself.
MHz, with one wait state and 1megabyte
Expanded memory (EMS) is still realof motherboard memory (640K bytes of
conventional memory and 384K bytes of mode memory, but it provides usable
memory beyond the 640K-byte threshold
extended memory). The machine is an
through a mechanism known as bank
ordinary AT clone in all other respects—
switching. A "window" in an unused
EGA card, parallel/serial adapters, and
portion of the system-memory area is
fixed/floppy disk controller.
used to hold one segment or another of
For software, Lotus 1-2-3 (version
memory for an application to use. The
2.01) and the expanded-memory device
standards and conventions for using this
driver supplied with each card were used
window properly are detailed in the docufor those boards supporting expanded
ment The Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Exmemory. Iused Microsoft's RAMpanded Memory Specification.
Drive.SYS (bundled with version 1.03
Release 2of Lotus 1-2-3 is an applicaof Microsoft Windows) to test each
board's extended memory. Finally, I tion that uses expanded memory. Xenix
and OS/2 are operating systems that do
used two CPU-intensive programs to test
not use expanded memory.
each board's effect on overall processor
Enhanced Expanded Memory Specifispeed. Tables 1and 2 show the results
cation (EEMS) is amemory specification
of the evaluations—table 1for hardware
designed by AST/Quadram/Ashton-Tate.
and software characteristics, table 2 for
It also provides abank-switched window
benchmark test results and price inthrough which specially written softformation.
ware, like Quarterdeck's DESQview,
can exceed the 640K-byte barrier.
Barry Nance is a computer programmer
Extended memory starts at the 1and moderator for the Technology Group
megabyte boundary and extends as far as
on BIX. He can be reached at 900 Asylum
16 megabytes. Since it takes a24-bit adAve., Hartford, CT 06105, or on BIX as
dress to access memory in this range, the
"barryn."
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80286 CPU in an AT (or clone)
must be switched into what's
called protected mode in order
to use extended memory. Examples of applications that can
switch into protected mode to
use extended memory include
Framework II, AutoCAD, the VDisk
RAM disk, and Xenix.
The Boards
When looking for a memory board for
your system, you should keep in mind a
number of basic considerations. Table 1
shows the variations among the boards in
the following areas.
Installed Memory: The amount of
memory on the board as shipped to
BYTE from the manufacturer.
Maximum Memory,. Many boards are
capable of holding a maximum of 4
megabytes of RAM. The Limbo I, RAM
2000, MemoPlus AT, and AT Mega
Memory have amaximum capacity of 2
megabytes. The JustRAM-AT and AT_
Meg will each support 8megabytes, and
the Elite 16 and Captain 286 will hold a
full 16 megabytes, the most memory that
can be used in an AT or clone. Depending
on your memory requirements, more
than one board may be necessary to satisfy your needs.
You should also note that memoryboard manufacturers sometimes have a
full line of memory-board products. If
you see an item here that seems like what
you want except that it doesn't hold
enough memory, check with the manufacturer—the company may have aproduct that is similar but that can put more
RAM on the card.
Piggyback: The Elephant, BocaRAM
AT, AboveBoard 286, and JustRAM-AT
support piggyback memory modules that
plug into the memory card itself. The
ability to increase the memory on the
card in this manner becomes an important consideration if you're cramped for
slots and the piggyback board adds too
much width to the memory card, causing
it to overflow into an adjacent slot.

.P.

Monolithic Systems refers to its piggyback card for the JustRAM-AT as a
"mezzanine card." The JustRAM-AT
card is the only piggybacked board tested
that does not take up two slots.
Chip Type: RAM-chip technology is
advancing in quantum leaps. Some
boards use chips that probably look
familiar to you, arectangular block of silicon with a double row of pins on the
bottom, with acapacity of 256K bits of
memory. These are noted in table 1as
"256K dual-pin." This sort of chip is almost always an item that you can add to
the board yourself. However, for spacesaving reasons, some manufacturers use
256K-bit chips that have asingle row of
pins and that " stand on their side" in a
zigzag pattern (" 256K soldered ZIP" in
table 1).
Finally, some manufacturers use 1megabit chips on their memory boards. A
row of nine chips comes on aribbon-size
card that has a single row of pins. The
chips are installed by inserting the small
card's pins into the memory card. Often,
acradle supports the small nine-chip card
(a SIMM, or single in-line memory module) in place. Ordinarily, individual
chips cannot be replaced on these ninechip cards, of course—the entire row/
card is replaced or added as aunit.
Chip Speed: This proved to be an elusive measure of RAM-chip performance.
While the memory chips used on the
boards had stated ratings ranging from 80
nanoseconds (Elephant and Combo) to
150 ns (BocaRAM AT, AboveBoard 286,
and AT Mega Memory), some of the
continued

These three boards show the
differences in memory packaging
available on AT-compatible memory
boards. From top to bottom, the Cheetah
Combo uses fast-access-speed 256Kbit dual-pin RAM chips. The Captain
286 uses 256K-bit or 1-megabit single
in-line memory modules, and the
JustRAM-AT is populated with 256Kbit ZIP memory.
Photos by Paul Avis
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Table 1: Hardware and software characteristics. Pricing information was supplied by the manufacturers.
Company

Board

Installed
Maximum
Memory
Memory
(megabytes) ( megabytes)

Chip
Type

Chip
Speed

American
Micronics

Elephant

5

5

Yes

$420
(
OK)

$2380 $2380

256K
dual- pin

80 ns

Apparat

Limbo I

2

2

No

$ 199
(64K)

$479

$ 479

256K
dual pin

120 ns

Boca
Research

BocaRAM
4
AT

Yes $225
(OK)

$995

$995

256K
dual- pin

150 ns

Cheetah
Cheetah
1.5
1.5
International Combo

No $395
(OK)

$ 654

$654

256K
dual- pin

80 ns

Computer
Elektronik
infosys

Mem-AT+

No

$901

$ 1117

256K
dual- pin

120 ns

Club AT

Maxi- Magic
1
2
EMS

No $99
(OK)

$ 236

$372

256K
dual- pin

100 ns

Intel

AboveBoard
2
4
286

Yes ,
$545
(512K)

$ 1095 $2090

256K
dual- pin

150 ns

Micron
Technology

King's
4
4
Bishop

256K
soldered
ZIP

120 ns

Monolithic
Systems

JustRAM-AT

8

8

Yes

$ 1850 $3350 $3350
(
4M)

256K
soldered
ZIP

100 ns

Newer
Technology

attention'

4

4

No

$ 1095 $ 1095 $ 1095
(
4M)

256K
soldered
ZIP

100 ns

PBJ

AT_Meg

4

8

No

$280
(OK)

$ 1280 $2280

1-megabyte
SIMM

100 ns

Profit
Systems

Elite 16

16

No

$ 695
(512K)

$695

$ 7850

256K or
1- megabyte
SIMM

120 ns

Suntek

MemoPlus
2
AT

No $ 125
(OK)

$399

$399

256K
dual- pin

120 ns

Tecmar

Captain 286

256K or
1- megabyte
SIMM

120 ns

Vutek

AT Mega
2
2
Memory

256K
dual- pin

150 ns

1 A piggyback
2

5

4

3

2

Base
Price

$469
(
OK)

Price as Price with
Tested
Maximum
Memory

No $ 1095 $ 1095 $ 1095
( 4M)

16

No

$645
(128K)

No $279 2
(OK)

$2245 $8995

board was not available for review.
Vutek does not normally sell board populated with memory. The price of RAM added to the board is set by the distributor or dealer
adding the memory.
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HIGH-SPEED MEMORY BOARDS

Warranty

User
Manual

2years

18 pages,
somewhat
technical

Yes

Lifetime

35 pages;
easy to
follow

2years

Backfill

EMS

EEMS

Extended
Memory

In SW

No

Yes

Yes

In HW

No

50 pages,
easy to
follow

Yes

In HW

1year

66 pages,
inconsistent
w/ setup
program

Yes

2years

15 pages,
not oriented
to end users

1year

384K
Offset

Switches
and
Jumpers

Software

Features
and Notes

Yes

PAL chips,
needs chip
puller

None

EMS supported only
via separate Above
Disk software

No

No

Two switch
blocks

EMS driver;
Apparat utilities

8- bit card

No

Yes

No

Two switch
blocks, two
jumpers

Installation aid; EMS
driver; RAM disk;
print spooler; RAM
diagnostics

No

No

Yes

Yes

5switch
blocks

Switch block setup
program, FORCE
(forces DOS
to use fast memory)

Can backfill down
to 256K with
fast memory.

Yes

In SW

No

Yes

No

2switch
blocks

EMS driver;
print spooler

Chip sockets are
gold-filled.

77 pages,
easy to
follow

Yes

In HW

No

Yes

No

2switch
blocks;
1jumper

Installation aid, EMS
driver; RAM disk;
disk spooler

5years

105 pages,
easy to
follow,
highly
explanatory

Yes

In HW

No

Yes

No

1year

29 pages.
easy to
follow

Yes

In SVV

No

Yes

No

1switch
block

FOCUS EMS driver;
RAM disk; print
spooler; RAM
diagnostics

5years

30 pages,
easy to
follow

Yes

In HW

No

Yes

No

2switch
blocks;
1jumper

EMS driver RAM disk; Specially designee
EMS utility; keyboard
for fast machines.
utility; Golden Bow's V
Cache

1year

32 pages,
easy to
follow

Yes

In SVV

No

Yes

Yes

1switch
block

FOCUS EMS driver
($50 option); RAM
disk; print spcoler;
RAM diagnostics

32- megabyte board
also available.

2years

17 pages,
essentials,
easy to
follow

Yes

In SW

No

Yes

Optional

1switch
block; 2
jumpers

EMS driver;
RAM disk

1- year warranty
on chips

5years

74 pages,
easy to
follow

Yes

In HW

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dial for
board ID;
no switches

AutoRAM memory
manager ( EMS/
EEMS/Extended
memory driver)

Memory modules
lack asupporting
cradle; $1000 for
a2- megabyte
upgrade. Supports
EMS 4.0.

1year

25 pages,
essentials

Yes

In HW

No

Yes

Yes

2switch
blocks

EMS driver; RAM disk;
print spooler

2years

150 pages,
easy to
follow

Yes

In HW

No

Yes

No

3switch
blocks,
8jumpers

EMS driver; RAM disk;
print spooler;
RAM diagnostics;
TecDesk Utilities

2years

15 pages,
essentials

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

2switch
blocks

None

None

EMS driver; RAM
disk; print spooler;
RAM diagnostics

Configures itself
via software.
Supports EMS 4.0.

Parallel/serial ports;
$1445 for 2megabyte version.
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boards with supposedly " slower" RAM
actually performed better than boards
with " faster" RAM.
This paradox is cleared up when you
recall that both the slow and the fast
memory chips come from the same
manufacturing process. The " slower"
ones are rated that way because they fail
certain tests during quality control.
"Faster" chips are those that passed the
tests. (Putting faster-rated chips into a
machine will not cause it to run faster.)
Another consideration is that add-in
memory is accessed via the bus, which
can (and usually does) run at adifferent
rate from that of the CPU. A 12-MHz
CPU may access add-in memory at abus
speed of 8MHz, for example.
Warranty: These ranged from 1year to
"lifetime." Most are from 2to 5years.
User Manual: Clear, step-by-step instructions can save hours when you install

the board. Most of the reviewed cards
came with manuals that not only explained how to set up and install the
board, but also defined and discussed the
differences between types of memory.
Each manual was evaluated in terms of
how well it would lead a neophyte
through the process of setting switches,
setting jumpers, installing the software,
and (where appropriate) adding RAM
chips to aboard.
Backfill: All the cards reviewed provide the means to use a portion of the
card's memory as conventional memory,
to turn a512K-byte machine into a640Kbyte machine. Cheetah's Combo is
unique in its approach to conventional
memory—if you wish, you can reset a
jumper on the AT motherboard and tell
the Combo board to act like conventional
memory starting at the 256K-byte boundary. With Cheetah's no-wait-state option

Table 2: Benchmark results. Explanations of ATIME and DSeg-I2 are found
within the article. In general, alower value for ATIME and ahigher value for
DSeg-12 indicate better performance.
Megabytes
Installed

ATIME

DSeg-12

Company

Board

Vutek
Apparat
PBJ
Tecmar
Cheetah
International
Monolithic Systems
Newer Technology
Boca Research
Profit Systems
Suntek
Club AT
Micron Technology
Intel
Computer Elektronik
Infosys
American Micronics

AT Mega Memory
Limbo I
AT_Meg
Captain 286
Combo

2
2
4
4
1.5

1.996
2.005
2.035
2.049
2.055

892
895
862
860
860

JustRAM-AT
attention!
BocaRAM AT
Elite 16
MemoPlus AT
Maxi-Magic EMS
King's Bishop
AboveBoard 286
Mem-AT+

8
4
4
0.5
2
1
4
2
2

2.115
2.118
2.121
2.131
2.138
2.210
2.210
2.268
2.277

846
842
842
842
850
838
838
836
832

Elephant

5

2.280

834

and some software supplied with the
board, you can force programs to run in
Cheetah's fast ( 80-ns) memory and
thereby realize some performance gains
in the applications you use.
EMS: Almost all the boards support
EMS (and, in one case, EEMS). In some,
this support is provided through software
emulation of EMS; in others, it's accomplished in hardware. Hardware implementation of EMS is significantly faster
than software emulation, basically because it's quicker to set values in an I/O
port than it is to move ablock of memory
into the EMS bank-switched window.
In the case of software emulation, the
entire board is configured as extended
memory and the software acts as ago-between, letting an application (e.g., Lotus
1-2-3) see the extended memory through
an expanded-memory window. The device drivers that perform software emulation of EMS reside in conventional DOS
memory, taking up valuable memory
space there.
EEMS: Of these 15 boards, only the
Elite 16 from Profit Systems supports
EEMS. In the realm of add-in memory
cards, EEMS is rarer than EMS, although products like DESQview can
make special use of EEMS.
Extended Memory: Only the Limbo I
has no provision for extended memory.
Applications and utilities like Xenix,
Novell NET$OS, and many RAM disks
are written to take advantage of extended
memory in an AT; also, of course, OS/2
makes use of extended memory.
384K Offset: Some AT clones come
with 1megabyte of RAM: 640K bytes for
DOS use and 384K bytes of "preexisting" extended memory (the test machine
for this review is such aclone). The majority of the cards tested did not have afacility for setting their starting address at
the 1.375-megabyte boundary, which
means that the motherboard's 384K bytes
continued

PC voice mail, now only $199.
IpicLutrà

Watson®, hailed by one
reviewer as "the premier
flAYESI
voice mail station" at $498,
ignakorrrare
. value at
an even better
.Watson eliminates
telephone tag and gives you
big-system features like auto speed-dial, auto
answer, message forwarding and built-in 3001
1200 bps modem. For an ear-opening
business applications demo,

$
is
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call 1 (800) 6-WATSON (
in Mass., (617)
651- 2186). 'lb order, call 1 (800) 533-6120
(in Mass., (617) 655-6066).
Credit Cards Accepted.

Natural MicroSystems Corporation
Circle 203 on Reader Service Card

Case History #47582
"With over amillion lines of source
code, MortgageFlex is probably the
largest application ever written for
aLAN," says Lester Dominick, the
developer of this monster program for
mortgage banking back office management. "We probably encountered
just about every programming challenge imaginable, but DataFlex's powerful 4th generation programming
language proved more than amatch
for every situation."
A Straightforward English- like
Syntax
"MortgageFlex is very easy to maintain and, because of DataFlex's
English-like structure, new programmers with minimum training find it
easy to figure out what programmers
before them have done_ DataFlex
macro commands also take much of
the burden off the programmers by

automatically taking care of the
tedious chores of index manipulation,
screen handling, cursor positioning
and file management. We also like
the way DataFlex uses indexes
because it really lets the program
take advantage of the capabilities of
the system and run extremely fast."
Multi-user Capabilities for
Today and Tomorrow
"We chose DataFlex 41
/ years ago
2
because of its outstanding multiruser capabilities and are very
pleased with the way in which
DataFlex has been continually
adapted to new hardware and made
even better as technology has
improved. Not only do DataFlex
programs run on more multi-user
and LAN systems than any other
DBMS product, but do so with
absolutely no changes in the source
code from system to system! Idon't
have to tell you what that means to

"100 data files, 4,500
fields and 1.2 million
lines of source code.
Just try that with anything but DataFlex!"

Toll Free Sales Numbers
Nationwide 1-800-451-FLEX
In Florida 1-800-331-3960
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Lester Dominick

MortgageFlex Systems, Inc., Irvine, CA.
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adeveloper with amillion and a
quarter lines of programming."
Take the first step to more efficient
program development today. Return
the coupon below for your free
DataFlex Demonstration Diskettes.
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FREE SELF RUNNING DATAFLEX DEMO
(PC-DOS/MS-DOS ONLY)
Find out more about DataFlex's ease of use and programming power. Mail
this coupon today for your free self-running demonstration diskettes.

Data Access Corporation
14000 S.W. 119 Avenue
Miami, Florida 33186
(305) 238-0012
TELEX: 469021 Data Access
FAX: (305) 238-0017

CI

For more information call from your modem 1-800-444-8080
(300-1200 baud, 8bit, no parity 1stop bit) and enter the access
code

FLEX3

when prompted.

Name
Company
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone (
How many computer systems are in use at your company?
Do you use aLocal Area Network or Multi-User computer?
Will you be running the Demo off ahard disk?
Data Access Corporation, 14000 S.W. 119 Avenue, Miami, Florida 33186
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Update on EMS 4.0
T n 1985, Lotus, Intel, and
Ijoined forces to create the

Microsoft
Expanded
Memory Specification (EMS), ascheme
for getting around the 640K-byte usable
RAM limit inherent in MS-DOS. EMS
3.2 allows programs ( with proper
drivers) to use up to 8 megabytes of
RAM for active data storage.
The use of the memory is limited,
however, to data accessed by a single
program, aRAM disk, or aprint spooler. AST developed the Enhanced Expanded Memory Specification (EEMS)
to address some of the limitations of
EMS 3.2, at acost of limited compatibility between programs making use of
EMS and those using EEMS.
In August of this year, EMS version
4.0 was announced. This was developed
in conjunction with AST and will unite
the EMS and EEMS standards, as well
as add features found in neither of the
earlier standards. EMS 4.0 allows programs to address up to 32 megabytes of
RAM.
Improvements to the specifications
for the Expanded Memory Manager
(EMM) allow multiple resident programs, print spoolers, RAM disks, and

of extended memory had to be disabled to
use most of the memory cards.
If you're contemplating the purchase
of a4-megabyte card, the 384K bytes may
seem like apittance (and easily dispensed
with). However, make sure there is some
way (ajumper on the motherboard, usually) to bypass the 384K bytes; otherwise, you'll have the problem of overlapping memory segments, aproblem that
can cause the system to hang.
Switches and Jumpers: Whether
you're an absolute neophyte at installing
printed circuit cards or simply pressed
for time, you'll appreciate having to set as
few switches and jumpers on the memory
card as possible. The AboveBoard 286
and Elite 16 have no switches or jumpers.
The King's Bishop, attention!, and AT__
Meg have one switch block, while the
others have two, three, or five blocks of
switches, with various jumpers as well.
The Elephant board has adifferent approach to configuration: It has no switches
or jumpers, but various programmablearray-logic chips can be installed to indicate different memory configurations.
Software: If the differences in hardware design aren't enough to help you decide which board to get, the software supplied with them might tip the scales. The
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applications programs to run simultaneously in expanded memory. While
Microsoft stresses that EMS 4.0 is not a
multitasking system, the design of the
EMM will not prevent applications from
multitasking in expanded memory.
EMS 4.0 is compatible with memory
boards designed for EMS 3.2. The update requires anew set of EMS drivers
from hardware and software vendors.
Applications programs written to run
with EMS 3.2 will run under EMS 4.0,
but they cannot take advantage of the
new feature set. To take advantage of the
new features of EMS 4.0, EMS drivers
for the applications programs will have
to be rewritten for the new specification.
At this time, it is unclear how many
companies will choose to write new
drivers, since the developers of EMS 4.0
make it clear that the new specification
is considerably more complex and difficult to write drivers for than was the old.
[Editor's note: For more on the Expanded Memory Specification, see
"Lotus/Intel/Microsoft Expanded Memory" by Ray Duncan in BYTE'S 1986 Inside the IBM PCs.]

Elephant and AT Mega Memory come
with no software, while most manufacturers offer EMS drivers, RAM disks,
print spoolers, and RAM diagnostics.
Tecmar's software (TecDesk) for the
Captain 286 is the most extensive, requiring a separate user's manual, while
Monolithic System packages the Golden
Bow software product V Cache with its
JustRAM-AT board.
Price: The cost of RAM chips is a
major part of the price of each board.
Table 1gives three prices: price for the
"base" configuration, often with OK
bytes of RAM installed; price of the
board in the configuration reviewed; and
price of the board with the maximum supported RAM installed. In most cases,
these three prices do not exhaust the possible pricing of the board, since most are
available with abroad range of installed
memory.
Testing the Boards
Why would the installation of amemory
board have an effect on overall CPU performance? In basic terms, it's because
the direct- memory- access memoryrefresh cycles take longer if more RAM is
in the machine. Since this is an area
where board design can cause some sys-

tern degradation, Imeasured general
CPU/memory performance with apair of
programs written for this review. Note
that you have to take into account the
amount of memory on each board in
order to use the timing information; the
figures are not absolute.
For the benchmarking aspect of this review, two programs were written to reveal the performance of each memory
board. The first takes advantage of the
fact that the boards were installed in an
AT clone; the program enables Interrupt
70h (the AT's real-time interval clock),
which ticks at 1024 times per second.
This high-resolution interval timer in the
AT is accurate to three decimal places.
The Int 70h ticks were counted while
the CPU performed essentially a donothing loop for agiven number of iterations. After the completion of the loop,
the number of ticks was divided by 1024,
giving elapsed time in seconds. The resulting value for each memory board is
given in the ATIME column in table 2. The
smaller the number, the better. For comparison purposes, the value of ATIME
with no memory board installed was
1.990. [Editor's note: Source code listings for ATIME can be found on BIX in
ibm.at/software #702.1
The second program takes advantage
of an inherent timing loop in all Turbo
Pascal programs. For the Delay() intrinsic procedure to be able to do accurate
wait-loops, the initialization code of each
Turbo Pascal program performs atiming
test on the CPU's processing speed and
sets an integer variable at location
DSeg:$0012 accordingly.
The DSeg-12 program merely displays
this integer value when it's run. A nominal value on a 12-MHz machine with no
memory cards installed is 905; the higher
the number, the better. The program to
find DSeg-12's value is
Program DSeg12;
begin
Var speed : integer
absolute dseg: $ 0012;
writeln
( ' Current value of " dseg:0012h" =
' , speed);
end.
Memory as Commodity
Each board maker supplies abasic, staple
commodity for your AT or AT clone—
more memory. As you've seen, there are
significant differences in the ways these
boards provide that extra memory. When
you decide to step up to megabyte memory and leave the 640K-byte barrier behind, you'll be prepared to choose a
board that's right for you.
As you make your buying decision, I
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Company Information
American Micronics Inc.
17811 Skypark Circle, Suite H
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-2428
Inquiry 898.

Computer Elektronik Infosys
Trade Ventures International
512-A Herndon Parkway
Herndon, VA 22070
(703) 435-3800
Inquiry 903.

Apparat Inc.
6801 South Dayton
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 799-0819
Inquiry 899.

*PBJ Inc.
503 East 40th St.
Paterson, NJ 07504
(201) 523-8663
Inquiry 908.

Intel Corp.
5200 Northeast Elam Young Parkway
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(800) 538-3373
Inquiry 904.

Boca Research Inc.
6401 Congress Ave.
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(305) 997-6227
Inquiry 900.

Suntek Information Systems Inc.
5369 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 657-0567
Inquiry 910.

Micron Technology Inc.
2805 East Columbia Rd.
Boise, ID 83706
(208) 383-4000
Inquiry 905.

Cheetah International Inc.
107 Community Blvd., Suite 5
Longview, TX 75602
(800) 243-3824
Inquiry 901.

Tecmar Inc.
6225 Cochran Rd.
Solon, OH 44139
(216) 349-1009
Inquiry 911.

Monolithic Systems Corp.
84 Inverness Circle E
Englewood, CO 80112
(303) 790-7400
Inquiry 906.

Club AT Inc.
46707 Fremont Blvd.
Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-2201
Inquiry 902.

Profit Systems Inc.
30150 Telegraph Rd.
Birmingham, MI 48010
(313) 647-5010
Inquiry 909.

Vutek Systems Inc.
10855 Sorrento Valley Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121
(619) 587-2800
Inquiry 912.

Newer Technology
251 Whittier
Wichita, KS 67207
(316) 685-4904
Inquiry 907.

*Make inquiries to: Computer Plus, 435 King St., Littleton, MA 01460, (617) 486-3193.
suggest you keep the following factors in
mind:
1. You never have enough memory (0S/2
is knocking on the door!). A board that
holds less memory will not satisfy your
needs for as long as you expect it will.
2. You never have too many slots. A
board whose piggyback card slops over
into the next slot will someday be thought
of as aslot-stealer.

3. You never have enough processing
speed. A board whose design (or emulation of EMS in software) degrades your
CPU rate will have you muttering while
you stare at the screen, waiting for some
application to finish its job.
4. You can never say that you've purchased your last software package. If you
say ( for example) that you don't need
EMS, it's Murphy's law that your next
application will proudly state on the label
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Don't necessarily buy the most expensive
board. On the other hand, don't shortchange yourself—try to plan for your
needs over the long term, and then add a
fudge factor as acontingency against that
as-yet-unannounced application that is
exactly what you need but " requires OS/2
and xmegabytes of memory." •
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HIGH OCTANE PERFORMANCE
FOR YOUR LASER PRINTER.
Your laser printer does agreat job printing
graphics. It just doesn't do it fast.
Actually, it's downright slow.
And while you're drumming your fingers
waiting for the output, you're probably wondering if there is abetter, faster way.
There is.
The JLaser Plus board from Tall Tree
Systems.
Insert it into your PC or compatible and
watch your laser printer generate even the
most graphics intensive documents at incredible speeds. For example, you can print an
entire page of graphics in less than 30
seconds with supporting software.
But high performance means more than
raw speed. So JLaser Plus gives you more:

porting software, it cat) double the horizontal
resoiLtion to 600 dpi.

HIGH RESOLUTION.
JLaser Plus lets you print unrestricted fullpage text and graphics at 300 dpi. With sup-

ECONOMICAL
JLasef Plus gives you Lnbeatable vaiue. It
controls both the printer and scanner, giving
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NOW, MORE DOWNLOADA3LE FONTS.
JLaser Plus can pre, ftom 6to 120 points
and use all available H- PLaserJer downloadable fonts.
EXPANDED COMPATIBILITE.
JLaser Plus interfaces witn virtually all
Canon- based laser printers, even the new
H-PLaserJet Series M.
It works with most of the ' eading desktop
publishing software 9ackages, including
Ventura Publisher, Pagettaker. PC PaintBrush+, PageBuilder, PagePerfect, Halo OPE,
LePrim, Printrix, FancyFonts, and DeskSet
Design..

aprinting and scanning interface in one
slot. It also comes with 2Mb of RAM which
can be used for other EMS software programs
when not printing.
When you consider all the features and
advantages JLaser Plus has to offer, you'll
agree that it gives you the highest performance at the lowest cost.
Once you install it, you'll wonder how you
ever got along in desktop publishing without
JLaser Plus.
you

TALL TREE SYSTEMS
2585 E. Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 493-1980 Telex: 9102404041
Cann. TM Canon USA: LaserJet, TM Hewlett-Packard, PageMaker.
TM Aldus Corp.: Ventura Publisher, TM Ventura Software, Inc.: PC
Paintbrush+, TM ZSoft Corp., Pagebuilder, TM White Sciences, Inc.:
PagePerfect, TM IMS1, Halo OPE. TM Media Cybernetics, Inc.. LePrint,
TM LeBaugh Software Corp, Printrix, TM Data Transforms, Inc.;
FancyFonts, TM SoftCraft, Inc: DeskSet Design. TM G0.Graphics.
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Memory-Expansion Boards
for the IBM PC AT
Comments on memory upgrades from the BYTE Information Exchange
seem so straightforward. How complicated can a
They
simple memory expansion be? The following excerpts

from the ibm.at conference on BIX, the BYTE Information
Exchange, illustrate some of the subtle considerations to bear
in mind when planning amemory upgrade. [For more
information on the terms and technologies discussed, see the
preceding Group Review.]
EXPANDED- MEMORY CONFUSION
ibm.at/hardware # 1860, from ereiman ( Enid Reiman).
Title: RAMpage AT
Ihave an NEC APC IV AT clone with 640K of RAM and aRAMpage AT
board populated with 2megs. Iuse DESQview. Because Iwant to run
FoxBASE Plus 2.0 ( 360K) and WordPerfect ( 208K) in two windows
with FoxBASE processing in the background, I've got to get into
"high" memory. DESQview says to disable RAN down to, ideally,

ibm.at/hardware # 1864, from feenberg ( Daniel Feenberg).
A comment to message 1861.
The RAMpage board can page memory in the lower 640K if it can be
disabled on the motherboard. This makes for faster task
switching.

ibm.at/hardware # 1865, from rbrukardt ( Randall Brukardt).
A comment to message 1863.
But that bridge area can be in normal DOS memory in EEMS; that's
how they can use it for background processing. My own opinion is
that the solution to this problem is to buy an AT clone that can
disable the RAM on the motherboard ( very few these days, I'm
afraid). Otherwise, he's out of luck.
Randy.

256K and set up the RAMpage board to backfill 364K of nonpaged ( or
paged, Ican never remember which is which) memory, and I'm all
set. The problem is that NEC says Ican' tdisable memory on the
motherboard. This means that my 2-meg RAMpage board can be
converted to an ashtray or awall hanging, because it is doing me
no good at all.
Question: What board do Ibuy that will give me the RAM or its
equivalent so that Ican run the humongous memory-eater programs

ibm.at/hardware # 1870, from matt.trask ( Matt Trask).
A comment to message 1863.
The page size is 16K, and it's EMS that requires a64K page above
A000; EEMS ( that's * double* E) allows page swapping anywhere in
the 1-meg address space.

in DESQview windows? At present, I'm using DESQview 1.3 and am

HIGH-SPEED MEMORY BOARDS

waiting for my upgrade to 2.0 to come any day. Advice and

ibm.at/hardware # 1882, from irae ( Ira Emus).

recommendations will be greatly appreciated.
Title: Expanded-memory cards for a 10-MHz AT?
ibm.at/hardware # 1861, from dmick ( Dan Mick).

Has anyne had any experience with either the Everex RAM 2000 or

A comment to message 1860.

the Boca Research BocaRAM/AT? We need to buy an expanded-memory
board for a 10-MHz AT clone ( Multitech) . I've always heard that

Some clear discussion on this * would* be appreciated here, too.

the Intel is best, but it costs S550, and the others cost $360 to
$400. Prices include 2megs of 120-ns RAM.
Ira

Ican't understand why you'd need to use the board's RAM instead
of system RAM. Surely they perform the same function in the
lower address space? Or it's asilly limitation on the card's
addressing scheme, maybe? ( Not asking you, but whoever can
answer this; if you know, please expound abit on the whys and
wherefores of " backfilling.")

ibm.at/hardware # 1883, from barryn ( Barry Nance).
A comment to message 1882.
Don' tknow if this helps, but Irecently bought amemory card
from PC Source for $ 109 ( 0K) . The card is made by Suntek, and it

ibm.at/hardware # 1863, from dmick.

has switches for setting the amount of " paged" vs. " nonpaged"
memory. The card holds 2 megs when fully populated. It comes with

EEMS needs a64K page somewhere between A000 ( 640K) and F000,
but that shouldn't affect RAM below the 640K mark. The 64K page is
what is actually addressed by the application when it gets at
EEMS. The EEMS hardware maps different 64K pages ( living in

a disk of software that includes expanded-memory support.
Ihaven' ttried the expanded switch settings and software; I

never-never land on the board) into that 64K area upon request

bought it to use as extended memory ( above and beyond the 1-meg
boundary) . So far, the 1meg of 120-ns chips on the board have

via INT 6714 ( or is it 69H? Ikeep forgetting. ). Oh, and they may

performed well, even though I'm running my AT clone at 12 MHz.

not be 64K pages. Sometimes they're smaller, and Ican't keep
straight which is which for EMS and EEMS, either. But that
"bridge" area isn' t in normal DOS memory.

PC Source sells 120-ns chips for about $35 arow. So, for about
$250 total, I figure it's abargain. You might want to give PC
continued
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The new HP PaintJet color graphics printer.
Great color is only 1/2 the story
HEWLETT
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Source acall and ask about the expanded-memory support
available with the Suntek card, just to ensure compatibility
with what you want to do.

ibm.at/hardware # 1885, from bredd ( Brandt Redd).
A comment to message 1882.
We've got aBocaRAM/AT. It didn' twork correctly in cur 12- MHz
PC's Limited PC. Ironically, it works perfectly in our 16-MHz
PC's Limited 386. The bus speed on the 386 is only 8MHz,
however. They claim that the board works at speeds up to 16 MHz,
but we haven' thad luck at 12 MHz. Idon' tknow now it would be at

ibm.at/hardware # 1953, from petewhite.
A comment to message 1952.
Address and telephone number, please? Or is it easily magazineidentifiable? It's easy now to check with the DESQview
conference and see if they support it < grin>. Gee, and Ialready
have DESQview " utilities" on the Cul -De-Sac I

ibm.at/hardware # 1954, from barryn.
A comment to message 1953.
It's " easily magazine- identifiable." Look in any issue of PC

10 MHz .

Week or BYTE. They advertise pretty steadily.

ibm.at/hardware # 1951, from petewhite ( Pete White). ,

MISSING MEMORY
ibm.at/software #648, from wheelock ( Bruce N. Wheelock).

Title: Recommendations?
Anyone want to recommend a good place to purchase adecent
memory board for an 80286 10-MHz system? Board *must* support

Imust be missing something obvious. CHKDSK reports 655,360
bytes of total memory fo7 my system, but I've got 1meg of RAM. Do

EEMS; Iwant it to test DESQview. New or used, as long as it's

Ihave something set wrong, or is CHKDSK just one of those lame

EEMS.

programs that can't see anything above 640K? Is there aprogram
on BIX that can give me areport on the full megabyte?
/Bruce/ ( wheelock)

ibm.at/hardware # 1952, from barryn.
A comment to message 1951.
ibm.at/software #649, from barryn.
Pete, have you ever dealt with PC Source? They sell the Suntex

A comment to message 648.

memory board for $109 ( OK) and arow of 120-ns 256K memory chips
for about $35. Ihave aSuntek in my 12-101z AT right now, and
it's doing nicely. Ihave it configured for extended memory, but
the documentation says It does expanded memory es well ( and It
comes with an EEMS.Sys driver program) .
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Ibelieve your memory layout ( like mine) is from 0 to 640K of
RAM, followed by 384K of system memory ( ROM BIOS, video, etc. ) ,

Circle 126 on Reader Service & till
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followed by xxxxK of extended memory, which starts at the 1-meg
boundary. If so, CHKDSK will see only the first 640K. The
remaining 384K of extended memory can be used as aRAM disk for
now and eventually will be usable by OS/2 for programs that can
run in extended memory.

ibm.at/software #652, from barryn.
A comment to message 651.
Title: Using the memory from 640K to 1meg
As you mention, aRAM disk can be put up there. And Ithink
there's some third-party software, such as DESQview, that will

ibm.at/software # 650, from mced ( Ed McNierny, Lotus
Development Corp.).
Two things:
(a) Most " lame" programs can' t see memory above 640K because
they can'tuse it under DOS, and so there's no point in trying to
find something you can' tuse.
(b) Most computers that come with 1024K installed map 640K of it
normally and then map the remaining 384K starting at the 1-meg
address. Since addresses above 1meg can be generated only by
programs running in protected mode ( disk caches, VDISK, and the
like) and CHKDSK is running firmly in real mode, that memory is
not visible.
Ed

USING MEMORY OVER 640K

use extended memory to hold software in a " swapped- out" mode
(DESQview is aDOS extension for doing multitasking) . Later,
OS/2 will allow/manage the use of extended memory for programs
that are written to run in protected mode.
Finally, you might be interested in pm_at.asm ( about 30K) and
its companion, protect. inc. Both are in the FROMBYTE86 area of
the listings conference. They provide source code, in
assembler, to show how to switch an AT into ( and back out of!)
protected mode.

ibm.at/software # 654, from golkowski.
A comment to message 652.
Barry, aRAM disk ( at least the IBM VDISK) exists either in the
area under 640K ( the default) or above 1meg. Peter Norton's

ibm.at/software #651, from golkowski ( Gerald Olkowski).

books show that the memory from 640K to 1meg is populated with

Title: Memory

the BIOS routines, video maps, and some other junk. That doesn' t
quite make sense to me, however. What would aPC with 512K look

A question, then. On a true-blue AT, my post- memory check goes
to 1024K. This Ivisually verified: 512K on the motherboard and
512K on the expansion board. Using IBM software, is there

like, ahole in the memory map? Where Icome from, they taught me
that that was a fatal error. The protected-mode memory that you
mention is, Ithink, above 1meg, which doesn' tdo it for me.

*anything* Ican use the memory from 640K to 1meg for? VDISK will

Jerry

use only extended memory or real memory. Sounds like another
IBM kicker to me.
Jerry
continued
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ibm.at/software #657, from rnelson ( Ross Nelson).

ibm.at/hardware #2029, from barryn.

A comment to message 654.

A comment to message 2027.

If your PC has 1meg, it either has 512K starting at Ox00000 and

Another consideration when buying amemory card: Some boards

512K at Ox10000, or 640K at Ox00000 and 384K at Ox10000. The
memory above 1meg ( either 384K or 512K) * can* be used by VDISK.

will slow down your computer more than others. The speed
differential I'm talking about doesn't depend on whether
you're using the board to do EMS or extended memory; the mere
presence of the board on your CPU's bus will cause some

ibm.at/hardware #2018, from cwills (Cheyenne Wills).

degradation of processing power. How much? Well, I'm writing a
benchmark program even as we speak to measure this very thing.

Ineed to expand the memory of my aging PC AT ( yep, it's blue)

I'll upload it when it's finished.

from 512K ( full motherboard) to 640K. Iwould like to be able to
expand this memory board to 1meg ( or better) for when OS/2
comes out. My question is this: Since Ineed only 128K now ( but

high-speed memory boards, see "High-Speed Memory Boards

would like to expand now or later), do Iget aboard with EMS or

for ATs" by Barry Nance on page 124 of this issue.]

extended- or expanded-memory capabilities? Iwould like the
board to have EMS support now since some products that Ihave
would use the extra memory, but Iwould like to use the seine
memory board later for OS/2.
Thanks.

[Editor's note: For more on the benchmark and for results from

ibm.at/hardware #2028, from jerblu (Jerry Blumenthal).
Title: AST and JRAM-P3
Ijust took delivery of an AST 286. My old PC does not need the

ibm.at/hardware #2019, from nickb ( Nicholas Braak).
A comment to message 2018.

extra 2megs on the JRAM-P3 board now installed in it. Does anyone
know if Ican use that 2megs in the AST, and if it may cause
problems?

Try the BocaRAM/AT card. It backf ills the 128K, has options for
2-meg EMS or 4-meg extended, works with 12- MHz machines, and
costs about $200 unpopulated.
== Nick B ==

ibm.at/hardware #2030, from barryn.
A comment to message 2028.
The AST 286 runs at 10 MHz, doesn' t it? Idon' tknow much about

ibm.at/hardware #2021, from barryn.
A comment to message 2018.
Most memory boards, but not all, are capable of extended
memory, expanded memory, and backfilling from 512K to 640K. Did
you see my earlier comment in this topic about the Suntek board?
As Pete White will tell you, there are even a few boards that will
do EEMS. (

the JRAM-P3, but if the chips are 120-ns ( or faster), you should
be able to use them in the AST computer.

ibm.at/hardware #2032, from irae.
A comment to message 2028.
There should be no problem as long as the memory on the JRAM-P3
was fast enough, but Ithink the AST requires 100- or 120-ns RAM,
and the JRAM-P3 probably has 150- or 200-ns RAM.

ibm.at/hardware #2024, from thomdir (Thomas Drewke).
A comment to message 2018.
In my opinion, buy the new LIM EMS standard, no matter what; it
will continue to be useful. Others may not. Just don' tbuy a fully
loaded board, but rather add the RAM chips yourself. Buy aboard
that supports LIN EMS in hardware, not in software emulation. Buy
it with OK included, and install your own chips at one-fourth
the price.

ibm.at/hardware #2035, from jerblu.
A comment to message 2032.
How do Itell the speed of the chips?

ibm.at/hardware #2037, from irae.
A comment to message 2035.

ibm.at/hardware #2026, from barryn.
A comment to message 2024.
<...rather add the RAM chips yourself
Unless, of course, you get one of the new technology boards with
the already- soldered SIP chips in place.

Look at the printing on top, and you will probably see things
like
-2

-200

200ns

-15 - 150

150 ns

-10 - 100

100 ns

If it's not obvious from looking, post what's on the chips and
someone will know.

ibm.at/hardware #2027, from irae.
A comment to message 2024.
It's becoming unclear that you are better off buying the chips
separately. It seems possible to buy brand-name cards, Boca and
Everex, that do hardware EMS for about $360 with 2megs. And
that way if you have problems, only one person to blame.
Ira

ibm.at/hardware #2042, from matt.trask.
A comment to message 2037.
Some of the older chips ( NEC, Ithink) used abrain- damaged
method of indicating chip speed, something like - 1 is 150, -2 is
200, -3 is 250, etc. II

Curtis Franklin Jr. is a technical editor for BYTE. He can be
contacted at BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH
03458, or on BIX as " curtf."
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Circle 176 on Reader Service Card _...
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re.$1
Who can explain the myseries of nature? Such as why
ightning always seems to black)ut the power and your PC, just as
iou're putting the finishing key;trokes on an 87-page report.
That's where Deja View"
lashback software comes in.
Deja View runs on your
BM PC, PS/2 or compatible, autonatically protecting your work in
)rogress from power failures and
>urges. Accidentally pulled plugs.
rozen keyboards. System crashes.
Jnintentional re-boots or power'owns. And athousand other
)otential disasters.
None of them matter anyflore. Because even after your PC
;oes down, Deja View will flash
rou right back to where you were
)efore the problem. And you can
ontinue as if the mishap never
)ccurred.
Deja View is aproduct of
deridian Technology, Inc., the
nakers of Carbon Copy PLUS.
)eja View is amemory-resident
itility that runs along with your
Ipplication program. Periodically,
tcopies all of your PC's RAM and
fideo memory onto your hard disk.
iou decide how often it saves your
Nork, by number of keystrokes,
>pecified time intervals, or simply
it your command. There's no need
Abuy an expensive battery backip system.
So the next Lime disaster
eikes, you'll know your work in
)rogress is safe. And you can sit
jack, relax and say, " It must be
)eja View."

DÉJÀfIEW
Use it or lose it.

MERIDIAN TECHNOLOGY INC 111111
7 ( orporatP Pare.
Irvin e. 9714 r
Ti

You're about
to experience
Deja View.'

'Portable".
pur'ta-bl, a. [ L. portabilisl: The ability to take your
personal computing environment across town, across the
country or across the world...in your briefcase. Or even
send it by mail.
To make it in business, you've always had
to go the distance.
But taking the office with you is something
new. You can handle all this added responsibility, however, with complete confidence.
If your data is safe within the world's first
portable, fast-access Winchester: the
Personal Data Pac. Only from Tandon.
Like you,
this PC-compatible drive is a
worldclass traveller. With it, you
can
move mountains of data
anyI where, with complete
reliability. Even when
the going gets rough.
The secret to the
Personal Data
Pac's portability is
aunique
head locking and shock absorption
system, which suspends the drive in
ametal casing, housed in arugged
ABS case.
So it's ready for just about anything.
The red-eye to Rangoon. A trip through
the mail. Even an unintended fall off your
desk. It will keep on working.
And wherever the Personal Data Pac
goes, it gets along splendidly. With
asingle, low-cost
receptacle, the
Tandon Ad-PAC,

you can up-grade your current PC system.
Just plug it in and you
are set to share an entire
library of software.
Better yet, you no
longer need dedicated workstations
for everyone in the
office and you are no
longer restricted by your computer's hard disk. You'll have an
unlimited capacity for hard work.
And there's one more thing you can do with
the Personal Data Pac that you can't do with
other hard disks. Simply lock it
away. Where only you can get at it.
The Tandon Personal Data Pac.
Perfectly secure. Completely
reliable. And totally portable.
However you look at it, it's adefinition for personal freedom. And
peace of mind.
To learn more about it, see your
Tandon Dealer or call us today at
1-800-556-1234, ext. 171. In California
call 1-800-441-2345, ext. 171.

=riIan
We're redefining
personal computing.
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REVIEW: PC'S LIMITED 386' 6

PC's Limited 386 1e
Company
PC's Limited
Dell Computer Corp.
9505 Arboretum Blvd.
Austin, TX 78759
(800) 426-5150

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (
IN SECONDS)

o

READ

WRITE

Size
53
/ by 19 1/
4
2 by 16 3
4 inches; 42 pounds
/
Components
Processor: Intel 80386, running at 16
MHz, with compatibility speeds cf 12
MHz, 8MHz, and 4.77 MHz; socket for
80287-8 math coprocessor
Memory: 1megabyte of static RAM
standard, expandable to 6megabytes on
SRAM board (maximum system
memory is 16 megabytes)
Mass storage: One 1.2- megabyte
floppy disk drive; one half- height CDC
40- megabyte hard disk drive
Display: EGA
Keyboard: 101 keys in IBM enhanced
keyboard layout
I/O interfaces: Two senal ports, one
DB-9 and one DB-25; one parade! port,
DB-25; one DB-15 joystick port. Eignt
slots: five 16- bit; two 8- bit; one 32-biz
(used by the static RAM board)
Software: Setup program in ROM. Split
Disk Software (for creating mAiole DOS
oartitions on disks larger than 32
megabytes)
Options
80287-8 math coprocessor: $399.95
1- megabyte, 32- bit SRAM SIMM
add-on: $499.95
MS-DOS 3.21 (GWBASIC included):
$95.95
Documentation
128- page PC's Limited 386 Series
Owner's Manual; 22- page 010-500
Multi- I/0 Card User's Manual; 86- page
Video Seven VEGA User's Manual
Price
System as reviewed ( not including
80287) with 40- megabyte hard disk
drive: $4299
EGA system with a70- megabyte hard
disk drive: $5199
EGA system with a150- megabyte
hard disk drive and ESDI controller
$6499
Monochrome system with graphics
display adapter and monitor,
one additional parallel port
and 40- megabyte hard disk drive:
$4299
Monochrome system with a70megabyte hard disk drive: S4699
Monochrome system with a150
megabyte hard disk drive and ESDI
controller: $ 5999
Inquiry 883.
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BASIC PERFORMANCE (
IN SECONDS)
CALCULATIONS

SIEVE
Sc

*0

100

MIMI ( •

MI 20

MIMI

20

"

Ponerxra , ,,

SYSTEM UTILITIES (
IN SECONDS)
40K FILE COPY

40K FORMAT/DISK COPY
10

20

30

105

au

1

20

21

13 A

o

SPREADSHEET (
IN SECONDS)
RECALCULATE

LOAD

10

mi

I
I
ag
.1 0
1
H

mu PC'S LIMITED 386 ' 6

IBM PS/2 MODEL 80 we COMPAQ DESKPRO 386

Test
Dhrystone'
Fibonacci
Float
Savage
Sieve
Sort

IBM PC AT ( 8.0 MHz)

PC'S Limited
16- MHz
80287-8

IBM PC AT
8- MHz
80287

Model 80
16-MHz
80387

Compaq
8-MHz
80287

Compaq
16- MHz
80387

4378
46.78
7.11
21.69
5.33
6.63

1590
126.22
10.98
37.30
24.60
43.17

3626
57.26
1.62
9.49
6.45
7.74

3748
53.12
6.80
21.53
5.99
5.58

3748
53.11
1.43
8.95
5.98
5.58

'Higher figures denote faster performance.

The Disk Access benchmarks write and then read a64K- byte sequential text file to ahard
disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000
multiplication and division operations. The 40K Format/Disk Copy benchmark is not
performed on computers with only one floppy disk drive. The 40K File Copy benchmark
copies a40K- byte file on the hard disk. The Spreadsheet tests load and recalculate a
100- row by 25- column Multiplan ( 1.06) spreadsheet. All BASIC benchmark programs
were run with MS-DOS 3.20 and GWBASIC 3.20 on the PC's Limited 386 16 ,PC- DOS 3.3
and BASICA 3.3 on the Model 80 and PC AT, and Compaq DOS 3.1 and Compaq BASIC
3.11 on the Deskpro. The table contains the results of C language benchmarks (see " A
Closer Look" by Richard Grehan in the September BYTE). All times are in seconds,
except for the Dhrystone, which is in Dhrystones per second.

REVIEW: PC'S LIMITED 386' 6

The BASIC benchmarks show amuch
narrower range of results. The 386' 6 was
faster than both the Compaq Deskpro and
the Model 80 in the Sieve and Calculations tests, and it fell only slightly short in
the Disk Write and 40K File Copy tests.
All the software Itried worked with the
system. Iused the following programs:
DESQview 2.0 (with Expanded Memory
Manager 386 1.10), Kermit 2.29B, Lotus
1-2-3 version 2.0, PC Paintbrush 1.0,
Q&A 1.1, Reflex 1.14, SideKick 1.56A,
Smalltalk/V 1.2, SuperKey 1.16A,
Turbo C 1.0, Turbo Pascal 3.0, Microsoft Windows 1.01, Microsoft Word 3.1,
and WordStar 3.3 and 4.0. Because of
Lotus 1-2-3's floppy-disk-based copyprotection scheme, Ihad to start that program under the system's slower compatibility speed. Once it was running,
however, Icould immediately return the
system to full speed from the keyboard.
Ialso successfully installed the following hardware: the Paradise AutoSwitch
EGA card, the Cheetah Card (with 2.5
megabytes of memory), the Evercom II
2400-bit-per-second internal modem, the
Intel Above Board/AT, and aMicrosoft
serial Mouse.
However, while testing these options
and running the benchmarks, Idiscovered
afew problems and incompatibilities. For
example, Icould not make extended memory on the Cheetah Card work with the
first unit Ireceived for review. Also, although DESQview 2.0 generally worked
correctly, Icould not enter the ROM Setup
program from it. Every time Itried, the
display was trashed.
PC's Limited determined that the keyboard-controller chip in my unit was one
of a small batch of incorrect controller
chips that had accidentally been shipped.
Because the keyboard controller also
manages processor shutdowns and is involved with memory-bank switching, the
wrong controller could produce some of
the memory problems Iwas seeing. So,
the company sent me a new keyboardcontroller chip. It did not help. PC's
Limited then declared my first unit a
lemon and promptly sent me anew one.
This second review unit contained an
80287 math coprocessor but was otherwise identical to the first.
Initially, the Cheetah Card did not
work in the second review system, but I
cleaned the contacts on both the slot Iwas
using and on the board, and then it ran
fine. The problem with DESQview and
the ROM Setup program seems to be a
genuine incompatibility, albeit a minor
one; apparently, the two programs use
the same memory locations. [Editor's
note: PC's Limited has determined that
the conflict between DESQview and the
ROM Setup program revolves around the

use of keyboard buffers and interrupt
calls. DESQview will run on the 386' 6as
long as you do not attempt to run the
ROM Setup program from within it.]
Under the Hood
Inside the box is an ample 200-watt power
supply. It is preset for the U.S. standard of
115 volts and 60 hertz, but it can be
changed to the European 230 V and 50 Hz.
The motherboard itself is afairly small
9by 13 inches. It has connectors for the
keyboard lock, the speaker, a battery,
and the SmartVu display. There are no
jumpers or switches. In fact, the motherboard holds a modest 32 chips. The
memory goes on the Static Memory
Board (SMB), which must be plugged
into the sole 32-bit expansion slot.
A great many of the system's functions
are performed by the CPU and the chip
set from Chips and Technologies. The
system uses six of the seven chips in the
Chips and Technologies standard set for
80386-based systems; that set's memorycontroller chip is not used here because
PC's Limited uses aproprietary memory
architecture.
The 80386 CPU is socketed and runs
at 16 MHz. However, in the ROM Setup
program you can choose between two
compatibility speeds: 80286 ( 8 MHz)
and 8088 (4.77 MHz). You can toggle between the current compatibility speed
and full speed at any time from the keyboard by typing Control-Alt- \. Switching
speeds generates distinct tones through
the speaker, and the SmartVu display indicates 386, 286, or 8088. The system
achieves compatibility speeds not by actually changing the clock rate, but rather
by idling the CPU part of the time.
The motherboard has a socket for an
80287 math coprocessor chip rather than
for an 80387. PC's Limited sells an 8MHz 80287-8 as a $400 option. (PC's
Limited representatives said that currently
there are no plans for using the 80387 math
coprocessor chip.) Unfortunately, the
socket is under the hard disk drive, so you
have to either install the 80287 with great
care or remove the motherboard; neither
method is particularly easy.
Access to the SRAM on the SMB is
made through aproprietary 32-bit bus. The
slot for this bus looks like anormal 96-pin
AT slot that has been flipped so that the
connector is toward the front of the system
unit rather than toward the back. This slot
can be used only by the SMB.
The CPU communicates with I/O
cards and all other devices except the
SMB through the 16-bit AT bus. While in
the ROM Setup program, you can set this
bus to run at either 8or 12 MHz. While
many expansion cards require the slower
8-MHz rate, all the ones Itested worked

correctly at the higher speed.
As mentioned earlier, the 32-bit slot is
always used by the SMB. One of the five
16-bit slots holds the disk controller. The
two 8-bit slots hold the EGA adapter and
a DIO 500 Multi-I/O Card. The two
serial ports (one DB-9 and one DB-25),
the parallel port, and the joystick port are
on one 8-bit, half-length DIO card. DIP
switches on the card let you configure the
ports. The system also includes a DB9-to-DB-25 adapter cable. In addition,
the second serial port and the joystick
port on the DIO card each use a slot
opening in the back of the system for the
connectors, thus consuming more slots.
BIOS and RAM
The 32-bit SMB can hold from 1to 6
megabytes of SRAM. Each megabyte
consists of four single in-line memory
modules (SIMMs) that mount perpendicularly to the board. Each SIMM contains
eight 32K-bit by 8-bit, 100-ns SRAM
chips. Because it is static memory, the
processor does not need to refresh it.
As the eight chips of each SIMM imply, there is no parity checking on the
SRAM memory; the PC's Limited engineers thought it was unnecessary because
single-bit errors would be very rare in
this system. SRAM is generally less susceptible to transient noise and other
error- inducing factors than dynamic
RAM (DRAM) is.
The 100-ns (access time) SRAM memory can run with no wait states where
DRAM with 100-ns access time cannot.
This is because the crucial time for a
memory chip is not its access time, but
rather its cycle time. The cycle time is the
access time plus the time required before
the memory can be accessed again. The
cycle time for DRAMs is often close to
twice their access time; SRAM cycle
time is faster because SRAMs do not
need to be refreshed. Also, the 32-bit bus
employs proprietary logic to help manage
the SRAM memory without any wait
states.
PC's Limited sells 1-megabyte SRAM
SIMMs for $500. While more expensive
than DRAM, SRAM offers asignificant
speed advantage.
You also can put AT- compatible
DRAM memory cards in the system. If
you do, though, you must use the ROM
Setup program to enable memory refresh
and parity checking. Depending on the
board, you may also need to set the bus
speed to 8MHz. When you're not using
DRAM memory boards, you can turn off
memory refresh from the ROM Setup
program and recover about 4 percent of
the CPU's time.
The BIOS is stored in 128K bytes of
continued
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ROM on four chips. Unlike the SRAM,
these are 150-ns parts and run with one
wait state. The ROM sits on the 32-bit
bus. The system fetches 1byte of each 32bit access from each chip. Because the
ROM chips run with one wait state, code
in ROM will run more slowly on this machine than on other systems, such as the
Compaq, that copy their ROM into RAM
at start-up.
The ROM BIOS (version B02, dated
6/8/87) was done by PC's Limited. While
it is compatible with the IBM BIOS, afew
of its routines start at addresses that are different from the IBM standard.

IEEE-4
Interfaces For

IBM PC/XT/A
and Compatibles
IBM Person
System/2
Industry standard G
for MS DOS and XENIX.
Co-developer of GPIB support for
Lotus Measure, ASYST, LABTEC
NOTEBOOK, and TBASIC,
Software compatible with our
- family of IEEE-488 interfaces for
- Macintosh, MicroVAX, ¡PIMA 1,
—
LS1-11, VMEbus, STD Bus,
M JLTIBUS, S-100 Bus, and
Si X gus.

The Le d
12109 Te
Aus in,

e

'1I Ee-488
.1

Blvd.

• 87 7-6204

CALL OCA
G
8001531-4'4 • 12 210-91 19
144
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Disk Drives
The hard disk drive bay in the center of
the system has arail mount for only one
full-height or half-height device. The
left-hand floppy disk drive bay has three
half-height slots, but there are external
access openings for the top two drives
only. The floppy disk drive is astandard
Mitsubishi 1.2-megabyte, 5 '4-inch, ATcompatible drive.
The disk controller card fills one 16bit slot and handles both the floppy disk
drive and the hard disk drive. It uses standard Western Digital chips and has cabling for up to two hard disk drives and
two floppy disk drives.
The hard disk drive in my evaluation
unit was a 51
/4
inch, half- height, 40megabyte drive from Control Data Corp.
According to the CORETEST, its average access time was a respectable 25.5
milliseconds. PC's Limited provides its
own disk-partitioning program and aonesheet instruction guide, but Iused FDISK
from both PC-DOS 3.3 and MS-DOS 3.2
without difficulty.
Video and Keyboard
You can buy the 386' 6 with either a
monochrome or an EGA monitor. The
evaluation unit came with a Mitsubishi
EGA-compatible monitor. The EGA card
is aVideo Seven Vega card that also provides CGA and Hercules graphics
modes. The card comes with configuration and diagnostics software.
One interesting ROM Setup option is
the fast EGA mode. When this is on, calls
to EGA BIOS routines are routed to other
routines that come with the system.
These new routines fetch data 32 bits at a
time instead of 8bits at atime. In graphics applications, this can speed screenredraw time. This option can be disabled,
but all the software Itried worked correctly with it on.
The 386' 6 comes with a Fujitsu keyboard. The key action has audible key
clicks and asolid but not stiff feel. It has
12 function keys across the top and indicator lights on the Scroll Lock, Num

6

Lock, and Caps Lock keys. The space
bar was very stiff; unless Ihit it dead center, it did not work.
Software and Documentation
PC's Limited provides no operating system with the machine. A Setup program
in ROM takes the place of the typical
DOS Setup program.
The system comes correctly configured. When Idisconnected the battery
and erased the CMOS RAM while taking
the system apart, the next boot-up presented me with the usual error messages.
Hitting F1as instructed dropped me into
the ROM-based Setup. It prompted me
for each correct parameter and was easy
to use without amanual.
You can enter the Setup program at any
time by typing Control-Alt-Enter. You
can set the special system options from
the Setup program; you can also park the
hard disk head. When you are done, you
can return to the program you left; you
lose the contents of the screen you left behind, however.
The 386" comes with the PC's Limited
386 Series Owner's Manual. This is a
reasonably useful and informative book,
but it could be much better. The lack of
an index is amajor flaw. Also, the manual makes no mention of setting the I/O
ports. This information is in the small
D10-500 Multi-I/0 Card User's Manual,
but the Owner's Manual should at least
refer you to it.
The DIO500 booklet has the minimum amount of information required to
configure the board and is useful if you
are already familiar with how I/O ports
function. The manual for the Video
Seven Vega EGA card, on the other hand,
is well written and includes many useful
diagrams and pictures.
A Joy to Use
Despite the problems Iencountered with
my first review unit, the 386' 6 was ajoy
to use, and Iwas reluctant to return it. It
was so fast that Iquickly got spoiled; my
8-MHz AT compatible now seems sluggish. In addition, the 386' 6 has agreat
price.
Ifound afew compatibility problems,
such as my troubles with DESQview, and
quality-control issues, such as the faulty
keyboard-controller chip in the early unit
Ireceived. However, the ASAP support
plan and the quick responses of the PC's
Limited support personnel have made me
confident that any problems will be
resolved.
If you want a fast 80386-based, ATcompatible system and you don't feel the
need to follow the new PS/2 standard, for
my money the PC's Limited 386' 6 is one
of the best buys around. •

Once again,
Compaq
raises the standard
of performance
for personal computers.
This time
by afactor of two...
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The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20'"

Last year, we introduced the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 3867 the
most advanced personal computer in the world. Now the world
has two new benchmarks from
the leader in high-performance
personal computing. The new
20-MHz COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20
and the 20-lb., 20-MHz COMPAQ
PORTABLE 386 deliver system

It simply works better.

performance that can rival
minicomputers! Plus they introduce advanced capabilities,
without obsoleting your investment in software, hardware
and training.
Our new computers employ
an industry-standard 20-MHz
80386 microprocessor and sophisticated 32-bit architecture.

But to make these two of the
world's fastest PC's, we did
more than just increase the
clock speed.
For instance, both are built
around aconcurrent bus architecture. Two buses— one for
memory and one for peripherals—
eliminate information bottlenecks, allowing each component

most powerful PC's
and off.

and the new 20-MHz COMPAQ PORTABLE 386

to run at its maximum speed.
Together, they insure the highest
system performance without
sacrificing compatibility with
industry-standard peripherals.
Both computers offer disk
caching. Both offer the most
memory and storage within their
classes. Both let you run software being written to take ad-

vantage of 386 technology. And
both run new MS-DOS®/BASIC
Version 3.3 as published by
Compaq. With it, our new portable and our new desktop can
break the 32-megabyte limit on
file sizes that handcuffs other
PC's, allowing you to build files
up to the size of your entire fixed
disk drive.

And from now until December
31, 1987, both computers come
with afree package of new
Microsoft® Windows/386 Presentation Manager It provides multitasking and switching capabilities
with today's DOS applications to
make you more productive. But
that's just the beginning. To find
out more, read on.

177/1111Alre

The question wasn't
but how to get the
System Board with 20- MHz Cache Memory Controller

135-MB Tape Backup

Weiteh Coprocessor Board

20-MHz 80386 processor

300-MB Fixed Dish Drive

16 MB of 32- bit RAM

The most powerful personal
computer in the world
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20
is an impressive 50% faster than
16- MHz 386- based personal
computers. Even more impressive is the fact that it's up to 25%
faster than other 20-MHz 386's.
That's because the processor is
just one small part of how the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20
outperforms every other PC

It simply works better.

in the world today and even
many minicomputers.
The big reason is the new
COMPAQ Flexible Advanced
Systems Architecture, which
optimizes overall system
throughput while maintaining full compatibility with
industry-standard peripherals.
It does this by combining an

advanced memory caching
scheme with memory and
peripheral buses that operate
concurrently.
Complementing the speed of
the microprocessor is the new
advanced 20-MHz Intel* 82385
Cache Memory Controller. Like
an efficient secretary that keeps
frequently used information
close at hand, it allows the
microprocessor to operate at
0-wait states 95% of the time.
While one bus handles these
high-speed operations, another
simultaneously handles periph-

how to get to 20 MHz,
most out of 20 MHz.

erais operating at the industrystandard 8MHz.
This flexible approach allows
you to dramatically increase
system throughput while preserving your investment in monitors, disk drives, and expansion
boards. It can also accommodate
today's and tomorrow's most
advanced peripherals without
constraining their performance.
Take options like our new
W eit ekTM Coprocessor Board.
Never before offered in aPC,
it can increase the speed of
calculation-intensive, engineer-

ing and scientific applications
by afactor of six, giving the
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20
the performance of adedicated
engineering workstation at a
fraction of the cost.
Compaq also provides 130and 300-Megabyte Fixed Disk
Drives with some of the industry's fastest access times. And
when used with disk caching
software, they represent the
highest-performance storage
subsystems available.
As for memory, Compaq
offers 32-bit high-speed RAM.

One full megabyte comes standard and is expandable to 16
megabytes without using an
expansion slot. Plus, we included the COMPAQ Expanded
Memory Manager. It supports
the LIM standard so your software can break the 640-Kbyte
barrier even before OS/2TM is
released.
As tasks become more complex and users demand more
advanced capabilities, Compaq
responds by raising the standard
of performance in personal
computing.
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Everyone expected Compaq
But no one

Pound for pound, it is the
world's most powerful computer
Compaq has long been recognized as the world leader in both
80386 technology and portable
computing. So it isn't surprising
that we would combine the two.
But no one expected the new
COMPAQ PORTABLE 386 to run
at 20 MHz. And no one even

It simply works better.

dreamed that it would offer 100
megabytes of storage, disk caching, and much, much more.
Our newest 20-1b. portable
computer goes far beyond an
80386 microprocessor with a
handle. It's not just the most
advanced portable in the world.

Pound for pound, it's the world's
most powerful computer. Period.
Like the recent COMPAQ
PORTABLE IIP," which changed
the shape of full-function portable computing, the COMPAQ
PORTABLE 386 makes no compromises. It offers more speed,
memory, storage and features
than any other portable PC. It
runs your current software up to
25% faster than 16- MHz 386
PC's. Beyond that, its performance in calculation- intensive

:o introduce a386 portable PC.
D(pected all this.
100-MB Fixed Disk Drive

40-MB Pee Backup
1111111111,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

20-MHz 80386 processor

10 MB of 32- bit RAM

2400- baud Hayes-compatible modem

5,/4- inch 1.2-MB Diskette Drive

applications is increased even
more when you add an optional
20-MHz 80387 coprocessor.
Memory? Get one megabyte
of 32-bit, high-speed RAM standard or go as high as 10 MB internally. And like all of the
COMPAQ 386-based PC's, it features the COMPAQ Expanded
Memory Manager.
With our high-performance
100-megabyte internal fixed disk
drive, you can actually fit 500 lbs.
of data-filled pages into a20-lb. PC,

unsurpassed storage for aportable. If that's too much for you, we
also offer a40-megabyte model.
We've become famous for building desktop computer capabilities
into our portables without leaving anything out. The COMPAQ
PORTABLE 386 is more proof. It
has ahigh-resolution, 640 x 400,
10-inch plasma display; afullsize, portable enhanced keyboard; two industry-standard
expansion slots in alightweight,
optional plug-on unit; achoice

between an optional 2400- or
1200-baud Hayeskompatible
modem; a full-size 5,/4-inch 1.2MB diskette drive; even an optional 40-MB tape backup.
These features, combined
with the ultimate in portable
performance, make the
COMPAQ PORTABLE 386 the
biggest PC this small.

comma
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Compaq moves you ahead
without leaving you behind.

Compaq offers the most complete
line of high-performance 386
solutions. They all run industrystandard software and hardware,
protecting the investments you've
already made.
At the same time you won't be
left behind when other technologies become important. Multitask with existing applications
using Microsoft Windows/386
Presentation Manager. Add VGA

gràphics if you wish. Run OS/2
when it's available. And now
31
/2
inch drives are even an option for our desktops.
We optimize the most advanced technology while maintaining compatibility with the
past, present and future. This
makes COMPAQ PC's awise
decision for serious business
users. Because at Compaq, we
don't burn bridges, we build them.

See the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20
and COMPAQ PORTABLE 386 at an
Authorized COMPAQ Computer Dealer.
And from now through December 31, 1987,
get Microsoft Windows/386 Presentation
Manager free when you buy a386-based
COMPAQ computer For more information, call 1-800-231-0900, Operator 40.
In Canada, call 416-733-7876, Operator 40.
Weitekn,i Lotus,' Inter Microsoft,' ms-Dos,
Hayes,' and OS/2TM are trademarks of their
respective companies.
©1987 Compaq Computer Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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It simply works better.
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SYSTEM REVIEW

The Zenith Z-183
John Unger

The Zenith Z-183 is a redeA hard disk drive makes
signed version of the original Z181 laptop, with the addition of
Zenith's latest laptop better,
a 10-megabyte hard disk drive.
It's priced at $3499.
but still not the best
In aprevious review, Icompared the Z-181 with three other
laptops. [ Editor's note: See
"Four Portable Computers" in
the February BYTE.] The Z181 was noteworthy because of
its backlit, supertwist LCD
display, but it was somewhat
lacking in the area of performance; it used an 80088 microprocessor that ran at a slow
clock rate of 4.77 megahertz.
The new Zenith Z-183 laptop
incorporates several features
not available on the original Z181. The most significant
change has been the replacement of one of the Z- 181's dual
31
/-inch floppy disk drives
2
with a JVC 10-megabyte hard
disk drive. Other improvements
include an 80088 microprocessor that has dual clock speeds of
4.77 and 8 MHz; new components to reduce overall power
consumption; an improved, larger-capacnearly 2 inches in depth and 1
2 inch in
/
ity battery pack; and, not least of all, a width and height. More significantly, the
inclusion of the hard disk drive and a
handle.
larger battery pack has increased the
My review unit came with the standard
computer's weight from 12 pounds to al640K bytes of RAM and an optional
most 16 pounds.
1200- bit- per- second internal modem
Zenith has improved the keyboard by
($399). [ Editor's note: Zenith has also
making some subtle but meaningful
released anew version of the Z-181 that
incorporates the Z-183 'simprovements,
changes in its layout. Four editing keys
are now located at the lower right corner
excluding the internal hard disk drive.
The new Z-181 does, however, let you
of the keyboard in across configuration.
They function as arrow keys normally,
hook up an AC-powered 20-megabyte exand they change to Home, End, PageUp,
ternal hard disk drive.]
and PageDown when you use them in
conjunction with aspecial Function key.
A Case for Growth
This setup is reasonably convenient when
The internal improvements of the Z-183
used with WordPerfect and other editors.
have had some external costs. The laptop
The Control key is in the more standard
has grown abit in its transition from the
position, just to the left of the A key, and
original Z-181 to the Z-183. It will still
the Return and Shift keys are larger than
fit on your lap, but not as comfortably as
before. The system's size has increased
those on the Z-181.

On the left side of the Z-183,
toward the back, is a circular
connector that can be used for
plugging in an optional external
numeric keypad or keyboard.
You must change the setting on
aDIP switch located on the bottom of the case to enable the
keyboard connector. Zenith's
optional ZKB-2 keyboard, with
afull 101 keys, is the only one
guaranteed to work properly
with this port, so you take your
chances if you plug your desktop computer's keyboard into
the connector, even if it fits.
Fortunately, Zenith chose not
to fool with the Z- 181's excellent
screen. The backlit, supertwist
LCD displays afull 25 lines of 80
characters and CGA graphics in
320 by MO and 640 by 200 resolutions. You still have to juggle
the contrast and backlighting
controls in certain lighting conditions (such as bright sunlight or
a dark room) to get the best
display, especially for software
that emulates CGA text and
graphics. The Z-183 displays
colors as shades of blue-gray and tends to
either wash out light areas or blend the
dark areas, depending on how you adjust
the contrast.
Large but Sluggish Storage
Putting ahard disk drive in aportable computer requires some concessions. The first
and most obvious compromise is battery
life. When Ikept hard disk usage to aminimum (for example, working on a single
text file), Iwas able to run the Z-183 for up
to 5or 6hours on one battery charge with
the standard 2.5-amp-hour battery pack.
continued
John Unger (P.O. Box 95, Hamilton, VA
22068) is ageophysicist for the U.S. government. He writes graphics software
and uses computers to study the structure
of the earth's crust.
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Zenith Z-183
Company
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(800) 842-9000
(312) 391-7000 (in Illinois)

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC ( IN SECONDS)
WRITE
0

READ
20

40

60

80

' Or

0

20

40

80

Size
13 1/
2 by 14 by 31
2 inches; 15 1
/
/
2 pounds
(with internal modem installed); screen
size: 8by 6inches
Components
Processor: 80088, switchable between
4.77 and 8MHz
Memory: 640K bytes on system board
standard; optional 1megabyte of internal
EMS RAM
Mass storage: One 10- megabyte
internal hard disk drive; one 720K- byte
double- sided, double- density 31/
2inch
floppy disk drive
Display: 25- row by 80- column
supertwist LCD with electroluminescent
backlighting; emulates IBM CGA to give
320- by 200- pixel and 640- by 200- pixel
monochrome graphics in shades of
blue- gray
Keyboard: 78 keys, including 12
function keys; special editing- key cluster;
embedded numeric keypad selectable
on ASCII keyboard
I/0 interfaces: RS-232C serial port, 9pin male D-shell; Centronics-compatible
parallel port, 25- pin female D-shell;
RGB/composite monochrome 9- pin video
port, IBM PC- compatible; port for
external floppy disk drive or bar-code
reader; standard telephone jack for
optional internal 1200- bps modem; port
for optional external keypad or
keyboard
Battery power: Internal 12-volt nickelcadmium, rechargeable, 2.5- amp- hour;
approximate lifetime: 4to 5hours

BASIC PERFORMANCE (
IN SECONDS)
SIEVE

CALCULATIONS
100

150

200

20

50

1

150

200

15

20

15

20

250

60
- ,3211110.4

MERRY,

42

6'

20
69

SYSTEM UTILITIES (
IN SECONDS)
40K FORMAT/DISK COPY
10

20

30

40

50

40K FILE COPY
5
10

NA

11111111•

N'A

MIIIIM 1
1

NA
N 4.

58

SPREADSHEET (
IN SECONDS)
LOAD

5

10

20

25

RECALCULATE
o
5
10

25

75
0in

Z-183(4.77 MHz) Rai Z-183(8.0 MHz)

aka

,

30

IBM PC AT (8MHz) mi IBM PC

Software
MS-DOS 3.2
Options
Carrying case: $59
300-/ 1200- bps internal modem: $399
2400- bps internal modem: $549
Automobile cigarette- lighter power
adapter: $ 19
4- amp- hour battery pack: $ 129
ZKB-2 full-size keyboard: $ 149
Numeric keypad: $ 130 (approximate)
LapLink: $ 130
Documentation
Z-180 PC Series Computers Owner's
Manual; MS-DOS 3.2 User's Guide and
User's Reference Manual; MS-DOS
version 3.2 Quick Reference Guide
Price
$3499
Inquiry 884.
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The Disk Access benchmarks write and then read a64K- byte sequential text file to ahard
disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000
multiplication and division operations. The 40K Format/Disk Copy benchmark is not
performed on computers with only one floppy disk drive. The 40K File Copy bencnmark
copies a40K- byte file on the hard disk. The Spreadsheet tests load and recalculate a
100- row by 25- column Multiplan ( 1.06) spreadsheet. (The IBM PC AT and the Zenith Z183 loaded from the hard disk.) All BASIC benchmark programs were run with MS-DOS
3.2 and GWBASIC 2.02,

REVIEW: ZENITH Z-183

construction can contribute to slow
performance.
Also, the Z- 183's hard disk drive is
one of the noisiest Ihave ever worked
with.

However, when Iwas doing work that involved fairly frequent access to the hard
disk (running disk- access benchmarks repeatedly, or compiling and running Cprograms), the battery life dropped to around
3to 4hours. Zenith offers an optional 4amp-hour battery pack, which, according
to the company, should extend your portable computing time by about 2hours, depending on how much you access the hard
disk.
Another, and perhaps for some amore
severe, restriction is the extremely slow
access time and data-transfer rate of the
hard disk drive. The CORETEST program from CORE Inc. showed that the
31
/2
inch hard disk drive has an average
access time of 112 milliseconds and a
data-transfer rate of 55K bytes per second. A standard IBM XT 10-megabyte
hard disk drive has an average access
time of about 70 ms. According to atechnical representative at Zenith, the performance problem is related to design considerations for aportable computer. The
Z-183 is shock-mounted, and the heads
automatically retract and park after about
5seconds of inactivity. This protects the
disk surfaces if the computer experiences
asudden shock while it is in use—agood
feature. However, this sort of ruggedized

Faster, But Still Not Fastest
A shortcoming of the old Z-181 was its
relatively lethargic performance. Zenith
has improved that by providing the Z-183
with a dual-speed 80088 microprocessor. You change the processor's clock
speed from 4.77 to 8MHz by removing a
rubber plug that covers aDIP switch in
the bottom of the computer and flipping
one of the switches. This procedure is
somewhat inconvenient, compared to
other computers that let you change
speeds with simple key combinations or
software commands. On the other hand,
once you have the switch in the 8-MHz
position, you might as well leave it there.
None of the software that Iused—including WordPerfect 4.2, ProComm 2.4.2,
Condor 3 2.11.11, R:base System V,
Turbo C 1.0, and Microsoft C 4.0— required the slower clock rate to function
properly.
At 8MHz, the Z-183 performs CPUintensive tasks in about 70 percent of the
time it takes at 4.77 MHz, but its perfor-

AMDEK COLOR 722 MONITOR
13- inch EGA, amber & green modes ....
AMIGA 500/1080 SYSTEM
512K computer & color monitor

continued

lUi

Hardware Specials
MAGNAVOX 613/623 MONITOR
IBM compatible, green or amber
MAGNAVOX 7622/7652
Composite, green or amber

$799 "

AMIGA 512K UPGRADE
Expands 500 computer to 1141 RAM

$14995

AMIGA A1680 MODEM
300/1200 baud tar Amiga computers .
ATARI 520ST-FM
wilt monochrome monear $499.95

Software, Service, and Documents
With the system's software (MS-DOS
3.2), Zenith includes an easy-to-use file-

tv'Mets:

Hardware Specials
AMDEK 410 MONITOR
12-inch choose amber or white screen . 949"

mance still lags behind that of the Toshiba
T1100 Plus, which uses an 80086 processor that can run at 4.77 or 7.16 MHz,
and the NEC MultiSpe,ed, which has a
V30 chip running at 4.77 or 9.54 MHz.
At 8MHz, the Z-183 ran the BYTE Sieve
and Calculations benchmarks in 138 and
41.9 seconds, respectively (see the graph
on page 146), as compared to 94 and 30
seconds for the T1100 Plus at 7.16 MHz
and 68 and 22 seconds for the MultiSpeed
at 9.54 MHz.
The optional 300-/ 1200-bps modem in
my review unit was easy to install and
functioned perfectly. It is fully compatible with the Hayes Smartmodem 1200B.
Later this year, Zenith plans to introduce
an internal memory expansion that will
add 1 megabyte of Expanded Memory
Specification (EMS) RAM to the Z-183.
This additional memory could be used as
adisk cache, which would help speed up
the performance somewhat. At the time
of writing this review, Zenith had not yet
announced a price for the memory
upgrade.

919"

$439"

BROTHER HR- 20 Le PRINTER
5
Daisy wheel, 22 cps, parallel
BROTHER HR-40 Llla PRINTER
Cut-sheet Lk tractor included
BROTHER M-1109 PRINTER
Dot matrix 100 cps, parallel
BROTHER M-1409 PRINTER
Dot mat« 160 cps, F/1 feed

319"

$589"
979"
$299"

BROTHER M-1509 PRINTER
SU/Epson compatible, Dot matrix

$34995

BROTHER M-1709 PRINTER
Wide cardage,240 cps, 24K buffer

$469"

COMMODORE 64C SYSTEM
with 1511C disk drive

$299"

EPSON EX-1000 DOT PRINTER
300 cps, 136-column, NU2 mode
EPSON LX- 800 DOT PRINTER
160 cps, Mction/tractor
TOSHIRA T-1000 COMPUTER
UM Tap Portable IBM comperlible

$57995
999"
$879"

$
89°5

MAGNAVOX 8502 COLOR
Composite monitor 13inch screen

979"

AMDEK 310A MONITOR
12- Inch amber, IBM compatible w/cable .

929"

SEIKOSHA SP1000VC PRINTER
Dot matrix,Commodore interlace

959"

SEIKOSHA SP1200AI PRINTER
120 cps,111M/Epson compatible

cdod$64995

BLUE CHIP PC COMPUTER
512K, 360K floppy, monocard. DOS

Blue Chip 286
AT Compatible Computer
•640K RAM expanable to 2MII•Monochrome
/color/EGA card • 1.2 megabyte floppy drive
.3- speed 6/8/10m Hz 80286 CPU * D05 3.2
*GWEN:isle * Monitor not included

*IBM compatible - Dual 360K floppy drives
*Parallel & serial ports . Monochrome/color
card * Quick dad software Includes word
processor, tiler and more * Monochrome
system...5995

?yogrn, $
1295 tie:99

el. $
1049" e.199
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
PRP 1200 INTERNAL MODEM
half card with popup series software

The Heactstart System By Vendex

$89 95

ACCESSORIES
CERTRON DD130 DISK CASE
holds 130 125" with key lock

94 95

PRP 1200SA EXTERNAL MODEM
ISM compatible complete with cable . . . .11Y —

CERTRON DD40/DD50 HOLDERS
Choose 35" DD40 or 5.2e DD50

PRP 2400 INTERNAL MODEM
han card, 2400 baud, popup software ..

INLAND 81ASIBM MONITOR STAND
till/swivel for 11161

$
21"

ELECTROPAK 6200 SUPPRESSOR
6-outlet for all electronics

99"

PRP 2400SA EXTERNAL MODEM
111M compatible 2400 baud with cable ..

To Free
Toll

95995
tiAA “

81:»22118180

$89 ,

In
New York
Alaska
& Canada
Call: (718) 417-3737

Dealer Inquiries Invited — Prices Effective Through December 31,1987

$9995

969"

SEIKOSHA SL80A1 PRINTER
24-pin ID dot matrix, 135 cps

5
35995

EPSON LQ800 PRINTER
Dot matrix I.0,160 cp&parallei/serial.. . .

$
469"

EPSON LQ1000 PRINTER
136-column,180 cpi, parallel/serial

$84995

EPSON FX86E DOT PRINTER
200 cps, friction/tractor, Nig

$
33995

OKIDATA OKIMATE 20 PRINTER
Full color.interloce required

909"

OKIDATA OKIMATE 180 PRINTER,...
Dot, Commodore/parallel interfoces . . 'err"
OKIDATA OKIMATE 120 PRINTER
Commodore Interface & cable

989"

AMARAY PS2 PRINTER STAND
Universal with paper tray

99"

SEIKOSHA MP1300AI PRINTER
Matrix, 300 cps, FREE STAND

$35995

MAGNAVOX 8505 MONITOR
12', RG1 and composite

999"

MAGNAVOX 8562 MONITOR
RGI with IBM cable

$279"

SEND MONEY ORDER CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA or AMEX ( Include card number, Interbank No,
expiration date and Signature.) TO: Jilt MUSIC WORLD, 59-50 QUEENS-MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, DEPARTMENT IMI287, MASPETH,
NY II378 DO NOT SEND CASH. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. $ 25 MINIMUM ORDER. Shipping, Handling & Insurance
Charge is 5% of Total Order with a $ 3.95 minimum. ( Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with a $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by air, please double these charges.
SORRY, NO COD's. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL:

r
,

59-50 Queens- Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378
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er 324c

•
•
•
•

Hi h

g volume 24- pin color printing is now in your price range. If you're
considering 24- pin printers from NEC, IBM, Epson, Toshiba, Alps,
Fujitsu or any 9- pin wide carriage printer, then the NLQ 324c is
the printer you've been waiting for!
FEATURES:

•

•300 cps draft/100 cps NLQ
•24- pin color graphics text
•Bi-directional tractor
w/paper parking
•8 K buffer w/32K option
*Available with the
Printers Plus 2- YEAR
REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE!
Call for details!

•
•
•
•

•
,,oed

•

LIST PRICE: $ 1195

INTRODUCTORY
PRICE:

•
•

INCLUDES IBM CABLE!

NLO LPRINTER is a trademark of Printers Plus, Inc., Vienna, VA. This is not a liquidation or imitation
product. Please call and we will gladly explain the difference between this product and any other product
with any similarity.

•

CHOOSE FROM THE WORLD'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF PRINTERS!

•
•

We guarantee to match the lowest in-stock prices in this publication!
And guess what! WE DO GUARANTEE COMPATIBILITY! Call about the
unique Printers Plus Guarantee!

•

PRINTERS
•

ALPS
BROTHER
CIE
CITIZEN
C.ITOH
DIABLO
EPSON

•
e
•

CI IIITCI
IJ../I

•
—1
•

•

LASERS

NEC
NLQ
OKIDATA
PANASONIC
PRIMAGES
SILVER REED
STAR

APPLE
AST
CANON
CIE
C. ITOH
CORDATA
EPSON

TOSHIBA

FLO

KYOCERA
NEC
OASYS
OKIDATA
PANASONIC
PCP'
OMS
ni IMF

•

IBM
Our expert R & DDepartment continuously monitors the latest printers on
• I
the market. IF YOU DON'T SEE IT. CALL!
GREAT PRICES WITH A GUARANTEE TO MATCH

PBJ

THE NATION'S ONLY
•
HOURS ( EST):
MON-THUR:

•

ut

10 AM - 6 PM
FRIDAY,
10 AM - 5 PM

•
rl
•
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PRINTERS PLUS, INC.
8486-C TYCO RD.
TYSONS CORNER, VA 22180
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BS PLUS

(
7°
3)
734-0836

WE'LL CREDIT COST OF LONG
DISTANCE TELEPHONE CALL
WITH ANY PRINTER PURCHASE.
This otter pod only through marl cede, (*neon Vert OW 7
rptan, showrooms tor best local poses 15% restocrung fee
apples to au returned or refused marchandse

•
•

Circle 237 on Reader Service Card

transfer utility program called PCXFER,
which lets you transfer files from the Z183 to another microcomputer.
By agreement with Zenith, Businessland Inc. will sell and service the Z-181
and Z-183 laptops. Zenith will also continue to market the laptops through its
own national network. The Z-183 comes
with aone-year limited warranty on all
parts and labor. For service, Zenith encourages you to take your computer to the
dealer you bought it from or to the nearest
authorized Zenith service center. Buyers
who live too far from either location can
call Zenith to get areturn-authorization
number and then ship the unit to the company for service.
The Z-180 PC Series Computers Owner's Manual is aconsiderable improvement over the slim volume that came with
the original Z-181, especially in terms of
its technical coverage of the hardware and
software. In fact, the new manual has
only limited information to tell beginning
computer users about their new systems.
Easy on the Eyes, Not on the Arms
With its 10-megabyte hard disk drive and
dual-speed processor, the Zenith Z-183
adds performance to aportable machine
that already has one of the best LCD
screens on the market. The improvements to the keyboard are worthwhile and
enhance the machine's productivity.
However, Zenith should have taken the
extra step of using afaster CPU, such as a
true 16-bit 80086 microprocessor, rather
than the 80088; and afaster hard disk drive
would have been awelcome addition. The
Z-183 still lags behind the Toshiba T1100
Plus and NEC MultiSpeed laptops in CPUintensive performance.
Also, the size and weight of the computer are about the maximum you can
have and still call the machine alaptop
computer: 15 1
/ pounds is a lot to lug
2
around an airport when you are also
struggling with abriefcase and carry-on
luggage. To a certain extent, that's the
price you pay for the convenience of a
hard disk drive and the increased power it
provides. If you need abattery-powered
laptop portable with a hard disk drive,
your options are limited, and the Z-183 is
agood choice. •
[Editor's note: At press time, Zenith announced that it will discontinue the 10megabyte hard disk drive in the Z-183
and substitute a 20-megabyte hard disk
drive (with the same access time). According to the company, the new unit will
sell for the same price. Zenith will no
longer provide PCXFER, but it will offer
Traveling Software 'sUplink for $130.
An optional 2400-bps modem will also be
available for $549.]

At last,
real mainframe-based GAD
power at aPG price.
Introducing
MICRO CADAM
CORNERSTONE"
Now you can have mainframe CAD
power on your IBM® PS/2; PC/AT® or
compatible—for just $ 2,995r
If that sounds amazing, it is. Especially
when you compare MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE to run-of-the-mill PC CAD systems.
Use it to create complex orthographic
drawings, then make automatic isometric projections with mathematical accuracy. It is aserious
design tool, made to order for solving multidimensional problems, and solving them fast.

It employs the friendly CADAM user
interface, famous throughout the industry for
being easy to learn and use—even if you've
never worked with aCAD system before.You
can make drawings quickly and naturally, a
feature you'll appreciate if you've ever struggled with an older PC-based drafting system.
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE is
upwardly compatible with the whole CADAM
family of CAD/CAM/CAE solutions, working
today on more than 25,000 CADAM terminals
and used by over 100,000 design and manufacturing professionals worldwide. And it
features .DXF neutral files, so you can
exchange data with other PC-based systems.
Everything you need is included: threebutton optical mouse, comprehensive user
guide, your own self-training course—and 60
days of free dial-up support from CADAM.

So if you want mainframe power with
the affordable convenience of astand alone
desktop mechanical design system, start at the
top—with new MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE.
At last, real mainframe power at aPC price.
'lb order, or for more information,
call CADAM toll-free 800-255-5710.
MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE.
The Ultimate PC CAD Production Tool

re
Min

Inc

A SUBSIDIARY OF LOCKHEED CORPORATION

Circle 52 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 53)

*Suggested US. licensing fee.

CAI/AM is aregistered trademark and MICRO CADAM CORNERSTONE is atrademark of CADAM INC. IBM-and Personal Computer AT
are registered trademarks and E/2 is atrademark of International Business Machines Corporation. ©1987 CADAM INC

AUX VIEW
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Dealer inquiries invited
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FOR YOUR HAYES
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Modern VS e ries
Enhancei

a)Haves»
IMP

SMARTMODEM 2400
CD Hayes'

HS

AA

THINIGCAF'
MODEM,

Leave it to Hayes to do the unthinkable.
To make obsolescence athing of the past.
Introducing the Hayes V-series Modem
Enhancer." Designed to raise the standards
of your Hayes Smartmodem 1200" and
Smartmodem 2400" external modems to
the highest of all: Hayes V-series technology
Consider the benefits of adaptive data compression. This feature enables you to virtually double your modem's throughput. So a
1200 bps modem can achieve 2400 bps and
a2400 bps modem can achieve 4800 bps.
Plus, the Hayes V-series Modem Enhancer
provides your modem with the most
advanced point-to-point error control. For
information that not only gets there faster,
but gets there reliably.
The Hayes V-series Modem Enhancer also
offers automatic feature negotiation, aselfoperating capability that selects the optimum
common feature set with any Hayes modem
for the most efficient transmission at the
highest shared speed.
And soon these features can be further
enhanced with an X.25 PAD option to
accommodate the network environments of
the future. Which means you get the best of
both worlds: the ultimate in communications
today as well as the path toward the communications standards of tomorrow
The Hayes V-series Modem Enhancer
runs with either Hayes Smartcom II" version 3.0 or our new Smartcom III " software.
Contact Hayes regarding our software
upgrade policy
Now that you know what aHayes
V-series Modem Enhancer can do for a
modem, just think what it can do for you.
The Hayes V-series Modem Enhancer is
available only through your Hayes Advanced
System Dealer. Call 800-635-1225 for the
one nearest you.
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.,
PO, Box 105203,
Atlanta, GA 30348.
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135 Watt Power Supply Slide Case,
AT Style Keyboard, 4-10 MHz Clock Speed,
(Keyboard Selectable), 8Expansion Slots
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SYSTEM REVIEW

Atari's Mega 4
Jim Kent

and, and xor) on asource and a
destination bit map. More important, it can shift the source
of the ST with 4megabytes of RAM
so the screen can be quickly
scrolled one pixel at atime. It
and agraphics coprocessor
has a 16-word pattern mask for
halftones and patterns.
An esoteric but potentially
powerful feature of this blitter is
the smudge bit. When this bit is
set, the blitter uses the four
least- significant bits of the
shifted source as an index into
the pattern buffer. I've used this
to create afull-screen x4 zoom
in V
50 second, about twice as
fast as it can be done with the
68000. [Editor's note: Source
code (nonexecutable) listings
for scrollzoom.c and zoomblit.asm in C and assembly language are available on BIX, on
BYTEnet, on disk, and in the
Quarterly Listings Supplement.
See "Program Listings" in the
table of contents. To "find"
source code in the Listings
The Box
areas on BIX and BYTEnet,
Except for its loud fan, the
search by article title, or auMega 4's box with its detachthor, or issue date. Some arable keyboard is abig improvechived files may contain numerous listavailable later this year, will fit underneath
ment over the 1040ST. [ Editor's note:
ings for asingle article. A description of
the Mega system box.
See " The Atari 1040ST" by Dave Menthe file also accompanies each entry.]
coni in the February BYTE.] The monitor
Normally, the blitter and the 68000
The Ritter
now sits on top of the system unit. The
take turns of 64 bus cycles each. In hog
The most interesting new feature of the
biggest improvement is the keyboard itmode, the blitter grabs all the cycles.
Mega 4 is the Atari blitter. This piece of
self, which is laid out just like the
However, this leaves the 68000 unavailcustom silicon speeds up graphics opera1040ST's but has aless spongy, cleaner
able to service keyboard and other intertions, especially rectangle fills and moves,
action. The keyboard is attached to the
rupts. You don't want to miss keyboard
and text moves. Software that makes
CPU with a coiled phone cord that
interrupts because you'll lose your typegraphics calls through the GEM VDI or the
stretches to alength of about 8feet. The
ahead, so it's better to operate the blitter
Line A traps, or that uses BIOS calls for
footprint of the CPU and monitor is reain shared-bus mode. The processor can
text, will speed up noticeably. [Editor's
sonably small, about 14 inches square.
restart the blitter early, before the
note: For more information on the GEM
Overall, the packaging takes up consider68000's 64 cycles are up. This gives the
VDI and the Line A traps, see "Atari ST
ably less desk space than the 1040ST
continued
Software Development" by Michael
does.
Rothman in the September 1986 BYTE.]
My review system came with an SH204
Jim Kent works at Dancing Flame and is
GEM-based programs, particularly First
20-megabyte hard disk drive. This large,
the moderator of the atari.st conference
Word and the GEM Desktop itself, are
heavy disk drive's cable is so short that you
on BIX. He can be reached at 739a 16th
more pleasant to use with the blitter.
can place the drive only to the left of or beAve., San Francisco, CA 94118 or on
The Atari blitter can perform the stanhind the machine. According to Atari, the
BIX as "jim_kent."
dard Boolean operations (e.g., move, or,
new SH205 hard disk drive, which will be

The Atari Mega 4 is an improved ST in anew box. Along
with 4 megabytes of RAM, a
blitter (bit-block transfer) chip,
an expansion slot, and new
ROMs, the Mega 4 has an 8megahertz 68000 processor, an
internal 760K-byte 31
/2
inch
floppy disk drive, and a 10megabyte hard disk drive/direct
memory access port. It also
comes with either a 640- by
400-pixel monochrome screen
or (with the color monitor) a
choice of 640 by 200 pixels in 4
colors or 320 by 200 pixels in
16 colors.
The Mega 4uses the TOS operating system and the GEM
Desktop ROM- based system
software. With acolor monitor,
the Mega 4 costs $2599.95.
(See the box on page 154 for details on the different configurations and their prices.)

A new version
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REVIEW: ATARI'S MEGA 4

Atari Mega 4
Company
Atari Corp.
1196 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 745-2000
Components
Processor: 8- MHz 68000; custom bit
bhtter graphics coprocessor
Memory: 4megabytes of RAM (2
megabytes in the Mega 2); 196K bytes of
ROM
Mass storage: Internal 720K- byte
double-sided 31
/2
inch floppy disk drive;
10- MHz DMA port can be used to
connect Atari 20- megabyte or third- party
hard disk drives; port for additional
external floppy disk drive
Display: Monochrome 640- by 400pixel display with black- and-white
monitor; color 640- by 200-pixel display
in 4colors or 320- by 200- pixel display in
16 colors out of 512 with color monitor.
Screen uses 32,000 bytes and may be
'ocated on the start of any 256- byte
page of memory.
Keyboard: 94- key IBM Selectric-style
OWERTY keyboard with numeric keypad,
cursor controls, and rhomboid function
keys
Sound: Three independent sound
channels with envelop/volume/frequency
control
Expansion and ports: Internal
expansion slot with full access to the
68000 bus; Centronics parallel port;
DB-25 serial port with IBM PC pin-outs;
MIDI in and MIDI out; 10- MHz DMA
port for hard disk drive, laser printer, or
other high-speed peripherals;
riouserjoystick 0port; joystick 1; 128Kbyte external ROM cartridge slot

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC ( IN SECONDS)
READ

WRITE
20

O

40

40

60

100

23 *

1133 °
pMIMMIIIII1f1133

BASIC PERFORMANCE ( IN SECONDS)
CALCULATIONS

SIEVE
0

5

100

150

200

50

1

150

200

250

la 86*
06 "

32'

05

32

SYSTEM UTILITIES ( IN SECONDS)
40K FORMAT/DISK COPY
10

20

40K FILE COPY

30

10

NIA

20

50

30

10

18

IMIIMIMIIMM.116

SPREADSHEET ( IN SECONDS)
RECALCULATE

LOAD
10

15

20

10

15

20

2

16

4

14

mi ATARI MEGA gm ATARI 1040ST
*TRUE BASIC
ST BASIC

Options
SF314 external double-sided floppy
disk drive: $299
SH205 external 20-megabyte hard disk
drive: $899
Price
Mega 2with
$1699
Mega 2with
Mega 4with
$2399
Mega 4with

monochrome monitor:
color monitor: $ 1899
monochrome monitor:
color monitor: $2599

Inquiry 885.

68000 a chance to service interrupts
every 64 memory cycles (256 processor
cycles), while letting the blitter operate at
about 90 percent of hog speed.
The blitter is controlled with 16 read/
write registers. It can manipulate bit maps
as large as 512K by 64K pixels anywhere
within its 8-megabyte address space. In addition to the usual offset to be added to the
screen address at the end of each line, the
Mega 4's blitter has an offset to be added at
154
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The Disk Access benchmarks write and then read a64K- byte sequential text file to ahard
disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000
multiplication and division operations. The System Utilities graphs show how long it takes
to format and copy a40K- byte file using the system utilities. The Spreadsheet tests load
and recalculate a 25-row by 25column ACalC spreadsheet. The Atari ST tests were
performed using TOS in ROM, Atari ST BASIC, and the ACalC spreadsheet. The Mega 4
tests were identical except for the addition of the True BASIC benchmarks.

the end of each word. This is to cope with
rendering single-bit-plane sources (such as
text) onto the color screen, where adjacent
words in abit plane may be 4and 8bytes
apart, depending on the resolution.
The ROMs and Slot
The Mega 4's new set of ROMs primarily
provides support for the blitter. Rectangle drawing is significantly faster with
the blitter enabled. Other graphics opera-

tions, such as line drawing, are faster because of better coding. Atari has also
taken the opportunity to fix the RTS/CTS
bug in the serial driver. (This bug caused
the loss of characters when reading
ASCII files from another computer
through the modem port.)
TOS clears all free memory to zero
when starting up a program. In the old
ROMs, this was done inefficiently. The
new ROMs start up a program on a 4-

Circle 350 on
REVIEW: ATARI'S MEGA 4
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DESK TOP SYSTEM * impooi

megabyte machine about 1second faster
than the old ones did on a1-megabyte unit.
The ROMs haven't improved the file
system; there's still alimit of 40 folders
on ahard disk. However, Atari has distributed aprogram to increase this limit
to 200 folders.
The Mega 4has asingle 64-pin expansion bus located inside the CPU unit. Essentially, it's atap into the existing 68000
bus. This should be aboon to third-party
hardware developers and custom hardware hackers, who previously had to content themselves with the cartridge slot.
System Performance and Reliability
Iused the Mega 4 for about 2 weeks for
software development. Ireplaced the GEM
Desktop with athird-party Unix-like shell.
A third-party disk cacher improved the
speed of the hard disk drive. This, plus a
copious RAM disk for intermediate files
and adecent C compiler, cut my edit/compile/link times to less than 3minutes on a
110K-byte application assembled from 95
source files. This compares favorably to
using IBM PC ATs and some of the 68020based worlcstations.
A significant feature of the Mega 4and
other ST systems is hardware memory
protection. Memory protection increases
system reliability by making it harder for
one faulty piece of software to destroy the
operating system. The protection hardware also makes it much easier to debug
programs because it stops the program as
soon as it addresses memory not available
to it, and this is often the first sign of a
bug. The lower 2K bytes of the system's
memory map and anything past the end of
RAM are protected. The Mega 4 lacks
only multitasking to make it an ideal programming workstation.
To give abroader perspective on the
BASIC benchmarks, I've included the results for True BASIC as well as for
Atari's ST BASIC. True BASIC is 20
times faster than ST BASIC in some tests.
Atari is bundling less software with its
systems these days. Gone are NEOchrome,
Atari Logo, and First Word. All that's left
is Atari's GEM-based ST BASIC. Fortunately, lots of good unbundled software
runs as well or better on the Mega 4than on
the 1040ST, including ST Writer, CAD3D, NEOchrome, DEGAS, DEGAS Elite,
Aegis Animator, Flicker, Megamax C,
Chat, and GFA BASIC. In fact, of the more
than 50 programs and utilities that Iuse in a
typical week, only one (apublic domain
terminal package) failed on the Mega 4.
A Satisfying Upgrade
In the Mega 4, Atari has brought us another 68000 box with alot of memory.
Even though there are significant differcontinued

LCD PORTABLE *

1110+002

80386
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PORTABLE * IMP=

12 MHZ 0 WAIT STATE PC/AT SYSTEM
* 1M P004 $ CALL

12 MHZ 0 WAIT STATE MINI AT SYSTEM
* IMP016 $ CALL

12 MHZ 0 WAIT STATE PC/AT LCD PORTABLE
* MP017 $ CALL

12 MHZ 0 WAIT STATE PC/AT PORTABLE
* wale $ CALL
12 MHZ REGULAR PC/AT SYSTEM
* impoos

s.

CALL

10 MHZ 0 WAIT PC/AT SYSTEM
IimPoou $

CALL

10 MHZ 0 WAIT PC/XT SYSTEM
Iimpolo

sCALL

10 MHZ 0 WAIT PC/XT PORTABLE
* IMPOlI $

CALL

10 MHZ 0 WAIT PC/XT LCD PORTABLE
* impois $ CALL
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NEW MULTI Ir 0SNORT 1100 min ici CHIPS
164.95
Aft me Mr. 2ter Ilea I. oar. Clecir Cal. Same Drive all you reed 'algae system
NEW flOIANCED GRAINZ ADAPT011
1249 95
LS ,design wilt tuti160 AND HERCULES smoother
• Com graph.
•félullolunCiOn RAM
•RS 232
•Game 1..0

$59.95
179.95
134.95
824.96
•CMck /col

Mee Grne.cs • Pr
• MULTI i.0
• Printer
• RS131 - 110(k CI,
S34 95

169
S84
$29
S44

95
95
95
95

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-431-N308
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REVIEW: ATARI'S MEGA 4

VIEWS FROM BIX:
available (Atari promises it " by the end of
ATARI MEGA 4
the year"), the Mega 4 will be ideally
suited to desktop-publishing applications.
Moreover, as the PC world switches to 31
/- atari.st/reviews # 2, from Steven Grimm.
2
inch floppy disk drives, an often overlooked fact about the ST family, including
Ihave just two nitpicks for your
otherwise excellent review. First, the
the Mega 4, becomes important: It can
40- folder limit doesn't actually
read and write to 31
/2
inch 760K-byte flopprevent you from having more than 40
py disks formatted on an IBM. If you want
folders on your system; it ' sthe maximum
the speed and programming ease of an 8number that can be accessed during one
MHz 68000 and the benefits of crisp, fast
work session ( i.e., between reboots).
graphics wthout being completely isolated
So, if you have 50 folders, 20 of which are
from the PC mainstream, the Mega 4is a for games and 30 of which are for
viable option. •
programming, you'll probably never notice

ences between this model and the earlier
520STs and 1040STs, Iwas pleasantly
surprised to find that most of my software
and all my peripherals for the 520ST
worked for the Mega 4as well.
The Mega 4's box fits more neatly on
my desk, and the keyboard is more ergonomic than that of previous ST machines.
The blitter chip speeds up both graphicsand text-oriented applications significantly. Although the Megas are more expensive than the previous STs, ST owners
will find them asatisfying upgrade path.
Once Atari's laser printer becomes

the limit at all.

atari.stireviews #4, from Jim Omura.
Ihad achance to use aMega ST a few weeks
ago, and Al Page noted that he thought the
disk drive of the bare Mega is atad low.
If you tilt the keyboard up, it gets in the

tri

way of the slot and it's cumbersome to
change disks. Anyway, we thought that
if you stick the computer on top of the
new hard disk drive, this problem would
be alleviated. And then again, a
couple of issues of BYTE can do this
as well.

Those fantastic Byte covers—and boy,
do they look great on this stylish, 3/. sleeve
T-shirt from Robert Tinney Graphics!
The colored sleeves and neckline vividly
complement the full-color design.
And don't mistake this for arubbery
patch that cracks and peels off after
afew washings. This is true fourcolor process: the permanent inks
are silk-screened into the fabric,
resulting in abeautiful, full-color
image that lasts!

%Melee'', Peace:nisei

You'll also appreciate the shirt itself:
aheavyweight cotton/polyester blend
which combines tough washability with
the cool, soft comfort of cotton. Each
Byte T-shirt is priced at only $ 12.50
($11.50 each for 3or more). Be sure to
include shirt size: C—(child 10-12), S(34-36), M—(38-40), L—(42-44), and
XL— (
46-48). Most orders shipped
within aweek.

Human Dintereees
#17

TWO NEW
DESIGNS!

atari.st/reviews #14, from Tom Jeffries.
Iwould like it if the incredible
size/power ratio was clear, but maybe you
have to be there to see it. Isit in front
of my tiny little Mega right next to this
humongous XT clone that's at least five
times as big, with 640K bytes and an 8088.
It looks like astone- age tool in
comparison. One thing: You state that it
is only possible to put the SH204 on the
left side. Mine sits on the right side with
no problem. There' sno cord to spare, but
it fits. Maybe they are shipping shorter
cables with the SH204 now.

atari.stireviews
#74 -Future

#12— Software Piracy

Past

#17, from David Betz.

Yes, it is nice to have such asmall

all8M/81
. 1
W48.44.411.

machine with such a large amount of
memory. Is there any chance that the
price will drop before introduction? It
doesn' tseem reasonable to have to pay
$1200 extra for
--ear

#12- Inside

•T'l —Computer Enceneennq

I

r%, N
,
8,n
1
,812511 ehaedon,
>end
. Ihe.»
1ollreng T ss2
hirli(os,)1,,,„,.n,
ih

OTV.

,
:tal:,13

or

Amami

TITLE

#15

IBM

D I
have enclosed US check or money order
D C.O.D. (ea UPS-edam:1e orders only)
D VISA
D MaaterCard
D American Express
COO • •
Expires:

Baton Rouge. Louisiana
70815
For VISA. MasterCard or

Seldom.

Nan.-

American Express orders.
or lof more , ntormatron

(Business)

Call 1-504-272-7266

Address
Sams a...den Ise. me.)
CI Meese send your COLOR Ofoteure
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Robert Tinney
Graphics

Car
State .

of extra

and is most of what the Mega 4 is except for
the extra memory and blitter. Could
those really cost $1200? The blitter
upgrade was only supposed to be around
$100, as Iremember it.

1864 North Pamela Dr

Sldp wry Mel(*) I
II

L

Breakthrough

3megabytes

memory. The 1040ST costs less than $ 1000

ZIP.

atari.st/reviews # 18, from Jim Omura.
Well, the Mega construction is
definitely more expensive than the extra
memory and blitter. Still, there does
seem to be a " healthier profit margin."

For 19 95,
RS/1® will give you
aworld of understanding.
Thousands of engineers and scientists are
you can perform all sorts of data analysis in a
using RS/1® software to get abetter understandfraction of the time it would take with convening of their technical data. And now you can find
tional methods.
Experience easy-to-use statistical and curveout why.
fitting capabilities. And presentation
For the first time, you can see
RS/1 Data Analysis System
quality graphics. Plots, graphs, histowhy the RS/1 package has become
•Data management: easy entry, imgrams. This trial package does it all.
an industry standard in data analport, storage, and retrieval of data
Before long, you'll discover how
ysis software. All on your own PC. •A full range of data analysis tools
•Presentation quality graphics: graphs,
RS/1 software can help you improve
histograms, 3Ds and more
laboratory research, cut product de•Easy-to-use statistics:
velopment
costs, and increase manut-tests, 1- and 2-way Anova,
non-parametric, and other
Absorpten
facturing yields. And that's just the
O7.m.c
157.nliard 2 0ercont
standard tests
Demert
1.1retnet.
75
beginning. There's no telling what
•Spreadsheets and models
Absorpt on '
001
99.65
9962
00.36
50
88.49
2 0.20
you can do with such afast, powerful
•Curve-fitting: linear, poly77.27
69.35
3 0.40
60.54
25
45.43
4 1.00
nomial, multiple stepwise,
data
analysis tool.
34 32
4920
5 1.50
and nonlinear - with good10 69
E 3.40
22 47
5.00
694
3.71
And
the $19.95 you pay for the
0.07 re
010
7.00
70.00
ness-of-fit statistics
0.09
730
0.40
•A powerful programming
egna5.45..5alyb, LiblII9
dirmAde.
trial version can be applied to the pur71.474275.6855.7.90906411
.1 4 4 1.
15rxt.on corlerned
language for customizing
,marled mr.(ovem5r4 abborpt.on
• 88.56952.59M.0.63606, • •
chase of the complete RS/1 software
applications
dIlls dbaarbq noheader on4415 nokey15.185 . 5A[501
package for the IBM PC AT and XT.*
Call 1-617-499-8200 for acredit card purchase, or fill out the coupon and send it in.
And find out how much of your world you
RS/1 software displays results in
can understand.
tabular and graphical forms.
,

, 5 5 4 ,6444, .

Just send for our new introductory trial version of RS/1 software. For $19.95, you get aspecial demonstration version of RS/1 software with
data storage limitations. With this trial package,

BBN Software Products
10 Fawcett Street Cambridge, MA 02238
A Subsidiary of Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. In 1i

'Or full equivalent with 10MB hard disk and 512KB memory.
RS/I naregistered trademark of BBN Software Products Corporation.

I
— Enclosed find acheck for $ 19.95 for the introductory version of RS/1
for the IBM PC.
BYTE 1287
AMEX #

Exp. Date

Signature

City

State

Zip

L BBN Software Products, 10 Fawcett Street, Cambridge, MA 02238
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We wanted this to be
afair comparison.
Turbo C

One look at what the competition
left out of their Ccompiler and you'll
see why there's only one choice for
people who want to learn C. Introducing Microsoft® QuickC, the C
compiler that gives you the features
you need to learn Cquickly with no
sacrifice of compilation or execution
speed.
Only QuickC gives you acompletely
integrated debugging environment
so you can detect program logic errors
and correct them instantly. And you
know this debugger is advanced
because it's from the makers of the
Microsoft CodeView® source-level
debugger.
Only QuickC's graphics libraries
let you take advantage of the PC's
extensive graphics capabilities. Just
like you've come to expect with other
languages.
Only QuickC has special context
sensitive help for the C language
and library routines. And help is right
where you need it On screen, so you
don't have to go looking for it
Only QuickC gives you such highly
acclaimed documentation. There
are extensive examples to guide you.
And there's aspecial tutorial that
helps BASIC and Pascal users move
over to Cfaster.
If you're thinking you might want
to move to an even more powerful C
later, QuickC's your only choice.

No integrated source- level debugging.

No graphics library.

No on-line help for the C language or library routines.

Microsoft and CodA'iew are ngistvred trademarks and QuickC is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. Turbo C is aregistered trademark of Borland International, Inc.
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Life is not fair.

Quick C
! File "Ait
argc: 2
argu: 8x3d2a

irs

earch

Pun

Delimit Calls

TIM*

1121=111111111111.111
islets Last hatch Shlfte2
Delete All hatch

nain ( argc, argu)
jut argc,
char *.argu:

1 race On
1 creen Snapping On

static char .pckIstI
jut lines:
FILE * Wile();
FILE .fp:

Toggle reakpoint
lear All Breakpoints

inf miscount:

tc,
fi l •
king 1,

Microsoft QuickC Compiler Feature Comparison

/n number of missing file •

/. get ',input file ./
fp =
argu);
/. load er up ./
lines = loadfile(fp, pckIstl
fcloesep);

Because no one else is truly 100%
compatible with Microsoft C 5.0,
the professional level optimizing
compiler.

.

check the disk ./

Seamlessly integrated source -level debugging.

\benison QuickC

Turbo C'

Version 1.0

Version 1.0

Debugger
Integrated debugger and editor
Source- level debugging
Watch local 8 global variables
Set breakpoints
Stack tracing
Editor and Environment
WordStaracompatible
Context-sensitive help for Clanguage
Context-sensitive help for Cfunctions
Brace, bracket 8 parenthesis matching
Mouse support
Support for EGA 43- line mode
Documentation
Complete Clanguage reference
Examples for every library routine
Compiler
Completely Microsoft OxleView compatible
Automatic enregistering

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Nés
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
'Yes
Yes
Nés

Integrated MAKE
Automatically generates . I'vIAK file
In- memory MAKE compatible
with stand-alone MAKE
Include file dependencies

The hill graphics libran puts your program in another dimension.
draw circles and arcs, fill regions and much more.
Include:

(fcatl.b>
(sgwatypes.h>
(sysastat.h>

' dotype:

let open(char *path, int flee, model):
flag: O_APPEN) O_BINARY D_CREAT O_EXCL O_RDARLY
O_RDUR
O_TEXT
O_UROMLY
(nag be joined by 1)
sob: S_IIIIIITE S_1READ
S_IREAD
S_IWRITE

'turns:

a handle if successful, or - 1 if not
errno: EaCCES MIST WILE EMODT
C:\QC\PROC,SananJ
lar ( i=1: i(argc: i..)
if Ostrcrip ( vIil, " 1)
fd
fileno(stdin):
else
if (( hi r
O_RDONLY),
printf ("UC: cannot '
,pen

continue:

- 1, t

OHL

Instantly accessible on-line help only akeystroke away.

Libraries
Graphics library included
CGA 8 EGA and VGA support
Library source code available
Microsoft COptimizing
Compiler 5.0 compatible
Microsoft LINK vs. Turbo Link
Links programs up to 640K
Supports overlays
Directory searching for library files

N'es

Yes
Nés
Ne's

\és

Yes
Nés
Yes ($ 150)
Nés
Yes
'Yes
lés

At $99.00, no one can give you
more for the price. And if you're not
happy, remember we back QuickC
Compiler with a30 day money back
guarantee
What could be fairer than that?

M1CIOSOft QU1CkC
For a QuickC information kit or the name of your neared
Microsoft dealer, call (800)426-9400.In Washington State and
Alaska, (206) 882-8088.1n Canada, call 0161 673-7638.

WordStar is a registered trademark of MicniPm International

Circle 185 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 186)
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The right tools make your job easier
AlITI/PROLOC

INTERPRETER

Edit

Built-in full-screen
program editor.

Faster, more efficient
interpreter. Full superset
of the Edinburgh Prolog
standard featuring over
200 predicates designed
to meet your
programming needs.

Consult Debu
System info Uindous Quit
-el à 1N
biriteCIImber of rings ( max . S, cil -c to sud): .),
read(C),
C =< S,
cursor_tgpe(9,9),
nake_window1A,B,$ Towers of Ha
current_window(D),
poles,
OMB
rings(C,6),
uke_list(C,E),

r

rttii/Prolog Debugger

BONUS: Full set of screen
design predicates so you
can include windows,
menus, dialog boxes, and
edit boxes like these in
your applications. A unique
message-passing architecture gives you complete
control over the placement,
color, and actions of the
screen design elements.

center

Interactive, multiple-window
debugger.

Introducing Arity/Prolog Version 5
The right tool for software development
Arity/Prolog Version 5combines the versatile Prolog language with afully-integrated user interface and comprehensive
language extensions. The result is afast, full-featured development environment designed to make your job easier.

Speed — when it counts

Part of afamily of application building blocks

Arity/Prolog V5 sets new
standards in Prolog benchmark
speeds. Such as 15530 LIPS
for Naive Reverse running on
an 8MHz Compaq Portable
2861'. But your programs
rarely resemble simplistic
benchmarks. That's why Arity/
Prolog is designed for optimum
performance based on typical
programming tasks. While the performance of other Prologs
declines sharply when tested with real applications, Arity/
Prolog's performance remains consistently high.

Arity also offers Arity/
Expert, apowerful and
flexible expert system
development package,
and Arity/SQL, an
ANSI standard implementation of the Structured Query Language
for use with the Prolog
database. Each of these
products is closely integrated with Arity/Prolog V5, making it
easy to build customized applications.

Pascal Language integration — not just

C,
-0.0

1a
c

count , t2 ci •

count. it • ( ont . • antn•

interfaces

You don't have to give up
familiar tools, like C and
.Countotr = count)
Pascal, to take advantage of the
power of Arity/Prolog. All C
count ( 1:
0.—)..' • ."
CO .nt
data types and expressions are
InC(II.Y)•
count(X.Y):integrated into Arity/Prolog
tOunt(X.Y)
V5. So you have achoice of
using your existing C, Pascal,
Fortran, or assembly code with Arity/Prolog V5, or including the
declarative programming tasks as part of your Prolog program.
And now you can call Arity/Prolog from your C function as well.
count

That's just the beginning
A

RIT

Jt(InIt.CountPt,) -

countIanot.Count).

compute(ontx .Countot,.

11

1

,

Arity Corporation
30 Domino Drive
Concord, Massachusetts
01742

Arity/Prolog V5 includes many
more features, such as avirtual
database which supports up to
1gigabyte, database partitioning
and indexing, DCG support, and
string and floating point support.
Arity/Prolog runs on IBM PCs
and compatibles. Call today to
get more information.

1-800-PC-ARITY
(Mass: 617-371-U43)

Compaq Portable 286 is atrademark of Compaq Computer Corp.
IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

Arity/Prolog Compiler and Interpreter U Arity/Expert Development Package II Arity/SQL Development Packagemand,
160
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HARDWARE REVIEWS

Three Accelerator Boards
for the Macintosh Plus
Chris Crawford

68000) and an optional 68881;
An accelerator board is an addHardware add-ons
they require afan; and the instalon device that increases the prolations are reversible. All three
cessing speed of apersonal comthat significantly boost the Mac's
accelerators use aKilly or Killyputer. Although the Macintosh
type clip—alarge plastic clip that
Plus has no slots, you can add an
performance
snaps over the 68000 and passes
accelerator board that attaches
the signals to pins on top of the
directly to the 68000 CPU. This
clip—to connect their boards to
allows another, faster CPU to
the Mac Plus motherboard.
take control of the system. The
[Editor's note: MacMemory
three boards examined for this
and Radius require a dealer
review are MacMemory's
technician to install their accelTurboMax ($ 1499), Total Syserator boards. There are good
tems Integration's TSI-020
reasons for this. First, you're
($1095), and Radius Inc.'s Radiexposed to high- voltage compous Accelerator ($995).
nents inside the Mac when you
Accelerator boards use some
install these boards. If you plan
combination of three basic strateto do the job yourself, you must
gies to increase the speed of the
make sure the Mac's high- voltMacintosh. First, they can use a
age power supply is properly
higher clock speed for the CPU
discharged before attempting to
than the 7.8 megahertz used in
install the accelerator board.
the Macintosh Plus. The boards
Second, you can damage your
under review operate at twice the
Macintosh if the installation is
speed of the Mac's CPU ( 15.6
done improperly. TSI also ofMHz, which I'll round to 16
fers to install the board at no
MHz for simplicity), thus doucharge if you send your combling the effective speed of the
puter to the company. Note that
machine. To fully utilize the inthe reviewer did successfully increased speed of the processor,
stall and test all three boards,
however, these boards must have
Clockwise from top right: Radius Accelerator; TSI-020,
so the key point here is that extheir own on-board RAM, also
designed by Novy Systems; and MacMemory TurboMax.
treme care must be used if you
running at 16 MHz.
ever, it has almost no value for applications
install one yourself However, due to the
The second strategy is to use a68020
risk to your computer, BYTE recomprocessor in place of the 68000. The prithat don't use many floating-point compumends that even a technically competent
tations, such as desktop publishing, word
mary advantage of the 68020 is that it has
processing, telecommunications, and softuser should have atechnician install the
a32-bit data bus; this lets it access data
board.]
ware development. For this review, all the
twice as fast as the 16-bit 68000. Again,
accelerator boards had the optional FPU
this requires the use of 32-bit RAM, as
The MacMemory TurboMax
installed.
the RAM in the Mac Plus is on a 16-bit
The TurboMax accelerator from MacAll the boards tested used some combibus. A variety of other improvements in
Memory is the only board in this group to
nation of these three approaches to imthe 68020 allow it to run nearly twice as
prove the performance of the Macintosh
use a68000 CPU. It has asocket for a16fast as a68000 at the same clock speed.
MHz 68881, and the basic board comes
Last, accelerator boards may use a Plus. The different techniques used by
continued
68881 floating-point unit (FPU). The FPU
the boards' designers have given their
creations different characteristics.
dramatically increases the speed of hanChris Crawford (5251 Sierra Rd., San
With a few exceptions, noted below,
dling floating-point computations. This
Jose, CA 95132) is afreelance game dethese generalizations apply to all the
makes the 68881 of great value to applicasigner whose published games include
boards: They run at 16 MHz; they cannot
tions that use lots of floating-point compuPatton versus Rommel, Balance of
be used in conjunction with other expantations, such as three-dimensional display
Power, and Trust and Betrayal. He can
sion boards; they offer a 68020 (except
computations, engineering and scientific
MacMemory's TurboMax, which uses a be contacted on BIX as "ccrawfor."
applications, and large spreadsheets. HowDECEMBER 1987 • BYTE
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REVIEW: THREE ACCELERATOR BOARDS FOR THE MAC PLUS

TurboMax

TSI-020

Radius Accelerator

Type

Macintosh Plus accelerator board

Macintosh Plus accelerator board

Macintosh Plus accelerator board

Company

MacMemory Inc.
2480 North First St.
San Jose, CA 95131
(800) 862-2636
In CA: (408) 922-0140

Total Systems Integration (TSI)
99 West 10th Ave., Suite 333
Eugene, OR 97401
(800) 874-2288
(503) 345-7395

Radius
404 East Plumeria Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-1010

Size

61/
2 inches by 8inches

6inches by 5inches

81/
2 inches by 4inches

Features

16- MHz 68000; 1.5 megabytes of
RAM; recoverable RAM disk, print
spooler DA, SCSI drive utility
application; SCSI port; 12.5
watts; fan; support PROM; separate
power supply; bracket for internal
hard disk drive

16- MHz 68020; 1megabyte of 32bit RAM; RAM disk, DA and
application to configure board or
system; demonstration program;
software to patch Microsoft
FORTRAN and BASIC libraries;
2.2 watts

16- MHz 68020, 32K bytes of static
RAM, 6watts, fan, support PROM

Hardware Required

Macintosh Plus or 512KE

Macintosh Plus or 512E

Macintosh Plus

Software Required

System 3.2/Finder 5.3 or higher

System 3.2/Finder 5.3 or higher

System 3.2/Finder 5.3 or higher

Documentation

42- page TurboMax Owner's
Manual; 28- page MaxRAM
MaxPrint user manual for
RAM disk and printer spooler

11- page Installation and Operation
Manual

8- page User's Manual

Options

16- MHz 68881 FPU: $399
2- megabyte memory expansion:
$899
40- megabyte internal hard disk
drive: $ 1999

12- MHz 68881 FPU: $295
16- MHz 68881 FPU: $395
High-speed kit (to upgrade a
12- MHz board to 16 MHz): $ 125
Internal auxiliary power supply and
fan: $ 129
Toolkit ( includes case popper, Torx
screwdriver, and wrist grounding
strap): $21

Price

$1499

12- MHz board, no RAM: $695
12- MHz board with 1megabyte of
32- bit RAM: $975
12- MHz board with 4megabytes of
32- bit RAM: $ 1895
16- MHz board, no RAM: $895
16- MHz board with 1megabyte of
32- bit RAM: $ 1175
16- MHz board with 4megabytes of
32- bit RAM: $2095

Inquiry 886.

Inquiry 887.

with 1.5 megabytes of 16-bit RAM and
support PROM for a recoverable RAM
disk. A rather loud fan is also provided
with the board.
Although its performance cannot equal
that of the 68020-based boards, the TurboMax provides asolution to the 68020 software-compatibility issue that's important
to users wedded to particular applications;
the most notable application in this area is
MacWrite 4.5. However, with the introduction of the Macintosh II, most publishers with 68020-incompatible programs are
scrambling to fix their products. Apple itself has released MacWrite version 4.6,
which is 68020-compatible. There are also
162
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some problems with sound, but most of the
vendors provide some sort of workaround
in this area.
MacMemory insists that installation be
done by an appropriately trained technician, but anyone with basic hardware
skills can do the job. The toughest part is
soldering awire onto atransformer lug.
However, the Installation Manual's diagrams should provide more detail: It took
several minutes of carefully scrutinizing
the manual and the power supply to determine exactly where avoltage adjustment
pot was located. The procedure described
for discharging the CRT is incorrect and
will damage the power- supply board.

$995
With 68881 FPU: $ 1390

Inquiry 888.

This board is especially attractive to
owners of 512KE Macs because it provides 1.5 megabytes of RAM, boosting
total RAM size to 2 megabytes, and because it also provides a fast SCSI port.
For $ 1499, you can upgrade a512KE to
the functional equivalent of aMacintosh
Plus with an extra megabyte of RAM and
twice the speed. The TurboMax is compatible with the Big Picture large-screen
display from E- Machines Inc.
The TSI-020
The TSI-020 is designed by Novy Systems Inc., and the 12- and 16- MHz vercontinued
Circle 282 on Reader Service Card
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SALES GENERATOR PLUS
A revolution in automating sales Er marketing

SALES GENERATOR PLUS is so easy
to use he beginner can amazingly have it
running in minutes. The advanced user
may be exploring new applicatons fo.-this
complete and powerful program several years from now. It
featwres all ithe software tools
necessary
to conduct ar
effec time
sales
campaign.
Rigrt
at
your
fingertips
withnt complicated commands, Sales
Generator Plus can automate : Employmert & Real Estate Agents; • Service
Organizatians • Legal & Ober professionals • Ed Jcational Institutions • Medical & Dental Leasing • Insurance & other
seriicas • Dprisumer and Indwstrial Product Sales • And many many more.
e

• asopo fitment

FEATURES:

Menu driven • record
capacity limited only by disk space • support

management

cortract available • not copy protected • crew
anc monochrome • works with any standard (ACSII)
word processor or Sidekick • on demand
acustomer-by-customer communicatien
history • automatic sales follow-ug •
telephone follow-up managemen , .
User definable reporting • Saies strategies
can be defined by department head 8, follow the
critical path of closing a sale • Intelligent record
updating option • correspondence follow-up management • target customer selection report • sales performance reporting- daily, weekly, monthly, etc. by region, location.
salesman. product or product group * customized on screen
script • direct mail management • automatic mailing
intluding conditional mail merging & nesting of data items.
sentences and paragraphs •
label and envelope printing
•definable target market profiles • recognizes standard SIC
codes etc. • significant dates • profile of target market and
response profile each with 20 definable fields • up to 14
powerful selection criteria & data base ranges

• iiinpordexport interfaces • selection
of soil criteria • follow-up lists
• rame& address lists • phone lists
• runs en any IBM PC or conpatibte
• i's •ersatility and featu »es w'll
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REVIEW: THREE ACCELERATOR BOARDS FOR THE MAC PLUS

Table 1: The results of the C language benchmarks. The C benchmarks are
described in "A Closer Look" by Richard Grehen in the September BYTE.
Lightspeed C version 2.01 was used to compile the programs. All times are in
seconds, except for the Dhrystone, which is in Dhrystones per second.
Dhrystone version 1.1 was used for 50,000 iterations using no register
variables. Due to technical problems, no results were obtained for the Savage
benchmark with the Radius Accelerator.

Dhrystone*
Fibonacci
Float
Sieve
Savage
Sort

Mac Plus

TurboMax

TSI-020

Radius

704
247
136
56
2183
89

1724
104
29
24
53
38

2941
41
24
10
44
20

2777
67
28
10
N/A
20

'Higher figure denotes faster performance.

Table 2: Write and Read show how long it takes to write and then read a
64K-byte sequential text file from ahard disk with no caching. Sieve runs one
iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000
multiplication and division operations. The Spreadsheet test recalculates a25by 25-cell Multiplan (1.02) spreadsheet. All times are in seconds. Tests on
the Mac Plus were performed using System 3.2/Finder 5.3 and Microsoft
BASIC version 2. I (b). SuperMac Technology's DataFrame XP20 hard disk
drive was used for the disk tests.
Mac Plus
Write
Read
Sieve
Calculations
Spreadsheet
Recalculate

TurboMax

TSI-020
7.1
3.9
22.3
6.3

9.0
6.0
37.0
10.0

15.3
14.7
83.0
22.9
8.1

4.20

Radius
7.0
5.3
22.2
6.1

2.60

2.60

Table 3: Two real-world application benchmarks. For the Compile Program
benchmark, a6000-line Pascal source code was compiled using MPW version
1.0.1. For the Scroll Document benchmark, a35-page MacWrite (version
4.5) document was scrolled through in page mode from beginning to end.
Mac Plus

TurboMax

TSI-020

Radius

398
97

207
58

144
32

177
36

Compile Program
Scroll Document

sions of the board are marketed by Total
Systems Integration (TSI). This is ahighperformance, no-frills board: In an area
of less than 22 square inches, Novy has
packed a68020 processor, asocket for a
68881 FPU, amegabyte of 32-bit RAM,
and all the necessary support logic. The
benchmark tests clearly show this board
to be the top performer of the group
under review.
TSI offers the board at several speeds,
RAM configurations, and prices. In addition to the 16-MHz board that Itested,
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the company also offers 20- and 24-MHz
boards.
Installation is straightforward, the simplest of all the boards in the group: You
clip apower-supply cord to two spots on
the Mac's analog board, clip the accelerator board over the 68000 CPU, and
you're set. However, the spots to attach
the power-supply cable are located far
back on the analog board, and it's virtually impossible to connect them without
touching a high-voltage component. Be
absolutely sure that no high voltages re-

main in the video circuitry before installing the power cable.
The system does not come with afan;
TSI offers apower supply and fan only as
an option. A fan is, however, absolutely
necessary. As an experiment, Iused the
board for two days in cool weather with
only a flapper fan; my power- supply
board overheated and had to be replaced.
So, although no fan is provided with the
board, you should not operate the accelerator board without afan in place.
TSI includes adisk of utilities that give
you quite abit of control over the operation
of the board. Using either adesk accessory
or a standard applications program, you
can specify six attributes of the operation of
the board: enable/disable the 68020 instruction cache; disable/enable the FPU;
use 68020-compatible AppleTalk; use
68020-compatible sound drivers; intercept
the MacWrite 4.5 traps; and disable the
motherboard's 16-bit RAM. Another option lets you copy the ROM into the fast 32bit RAM to speed up system operation.
When 68000 compatibility is absolutely essential, you can disable the accelerator
board and use the native Macintosh Plus
CPU by depressing the interrupt button on
the Mac's programmer switch when you
boot the computer.
This is the best board of the group. It
offers the fastest performance, the greatest control over its functions, and agood
price.
The Radius Accelerator
The Radius Accelerator offers a 68020
CPU, asocket for the 68881, and support
PROM that allows MacWrite 4.5 to operate. The major difference between this
board and the others is that it provides
only a 32K- byte 32- bit RAM cache.
Thus, the 16-MHz 32-bit 68020 spends
some of its time sitting around waiting for
8- MHz, 16-bit RAM. However, the performance impact of such asmall cache is
offset by its fast zero-wait-state RAM.
The benchmarks show that the Radius
Accelerator performed quite well in comparison to the TSI-020. However, these
comparisons should be weighed carefully.
Most benchmark tests are small programs
that run quite well in the tiny 32K-byte
cache. On the larger, more demanding
real-world applications, the Radius Accelerator fell behind the TSI-020.
Installing the Radius Accelerator is essentially no more difficult than installing
any of the other boards, but Radius, like
MacMemory, insists that it be carried out
by atrained technician with Apple- LevelOne certification. The instructions are
vague about how to orient the boards during installation, and there are very few
diagrams to help clarify areas of confusion. Perhaps this is why Radius insists
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that trained technicians perform the
installation.
The Radius Accelerator comes with a
fan, quieter than MacMemory's. This is
the lowest-priced board of the group. Its
cost-to-performance ratio is excellent,
but if your primary use of the board
would be with large programs (e.g., for
software development), you should take
careful note of its poorer performance
with such applications.
The Benchmarks
Iused three groups of benchmark tests on
these boards. The first group is aset of
six standard BYTE benchmark programs
used to compare the performance of
68020 systems (see table 1). These programs were compiled using Lightspeed C
version 2.01. Note that this version of the
Lightspeed C compiler does not produce
code optimized for the 68020, nor does it
access the 68881; this was adeliberate
decision on my part. While it is true that
such optimized code would run faster, it
is equally true that, for the next few
years, few users will have access to programs using such optimized codes.
The second group of benchmark tests
is part of the standard set of BASIC programs that BYTE uses to compare the
performance of new computer systems
(see table 2). For purposes of uniformity
with previous BYTE reviews, Iused
Microsoft Multiplan 1.02, but this
created aminor flaw in the test. Multiplan does not use Apple's SANE package
for calculating floating-point numbers,
and the SANE package provides the software traps used to activate the 68881
FPU. Thus, this benchmark does not reflect the performance that the 68881 provides. Users of Microsoft Excel or other
spreadsheets that use the FPU should experience much more dramatic improvements in performance in all the boards
equipped with a68881.
The third group of benchmark tests is
comprised of two real-world applications-intensive tests (see table 3). Most
benchmark tests deliberately single out a
component of system performance and
test that component in isolation from
other system components. If, for example, the hard disk drive creates most of
the delays in atypical situation, then quadrupling the speed of the processor (as
some of these boards do) will not quadruple overall system performance. My intention with this third set of benchmarks
was to test the performance of the boards
in situations closer to what auser might
experience. These two tests, while neither rigorous nor replicable by others, at
least suggest the actual performance improvement that you would get with these
boards.

VIEWS FROM BIX:
The first applications test is for proMAC ACCELERATOR BOARDS
grammers. Icarried out acomplete recompilation of a large program (about
6000 lines of Pascal code) using the
macintoshiprod.discussn #779, from
MPW version 1.0.1. Programmers will
David Betz.
be happy to note the approximately 200
Ikind of like the Radius board's
percent reduction in compilation times.
approach of providing a fast cache instead
The second applications test is for writof on-board memory. It lets you access
ers. Iloaded a35-page MacWrite docuthe slow 16-bit memory as if it were fast
ment and timed how long it took to pagememory. Are there known problems with
scroll (ascreen at atime, as opposed to a the Radius board?
line at atime) from the beginning to the
end of the document.
The tests were carried out with an
macintoshiprod.discussn #780, from
otherwise standard Macintosh Plus using
Larry Loeb, comment to 779.
aDataFrame 20XP hard disk drive, System 3.2, and Finder 5.3.
I've got to investigate that cache more.
What Price Performance?
Accelerator boards are worthwhile. The
benchmark results indicate dramatic improvements in performance, and there
were other benefits as well, many too tiny
to quantify. Windows snap open briskly;
multiple windows are easier to use; the
process of redrawing awindow is much
faster. When quitting an application, the
Finder returns with startling speed.
For acost between $995 and $ 1499,
these boards turn aMacintosh Plus into a
machine whose speed comes close to or
exceeds that of aMacintosh II. There are
other issues to consider, of course: future
expandability, software compatibility,
the introduction of afan, the hazards of
installation, and so forth. But on the fundamental question of speed, there can be
no doubt: These boards yield improvements of 200 percent to 400 percent in
most applications. The choice of whether
or not to add an accelerator board, and
whose to add, is up to you.•

I've had funny crashes happen
(specifically with RedRyder 10's
beta...) and I'm not sure why everything
freezes. But freeze it does.

macintoshiprod.discussn #781, from
David Betz, comment to 780.
Ihad lots of problems when Ihad the
Radius board installed in my SE, but I
figured it was due to RedRyder version
9.4. It doesn't seem to work well with any
of the ' 020 boards.

macintoshiprod.discussn #782, from
Chris Crawford, comment to 779.
It only allows you to access the slow 16bit RAM as if it were fast RAM on multiple
passes. If your program code and data fit
into 32K bytes, you're fine, but if you're
using more RAM than that, the cache
starts to lose its utility. For really big
applications, like MPW, its utility is
really diminished.

Saba Handscan
John McCormick
The Saba Handscan is ahand-held OCR
(optical character recognition) scanner
that reads aline at atime and transmits it
for incorporation into applications programs such as word processors, databases, and spreadsheets. It is available for
the IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatibles (or
for the IBM PS/2 Model 30) with 512K
bytes of RAM ( 640K bytes recommended), two floppy disk drives (ahard
disk drive is recommended), afull-length
expansion slot, and MS-DOS 2.1 or
higher. At $649, the Handscan is better
continued
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Saba Handscan
Type
Hand held OCR scanner
Company
Saba Technologies
9300 Southwest Gemini Dr.
Beaverton, OR 97005
(800) 654-5274
(503) 641-8520 (in Oregon)
Size
Scanning unit: 3by 5by 1% inches
Expansion board: 13 by 1% by %
inches
Features
Hand-held unit with scan button and
four programmable function keys;
interface card; seven 51
/4
inch floppy
disks, not copy- protected, including
proprietary software for character
recognition, asubstitution table, and fonts
Hardware Required
IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible, or IBM
PS/2 Model 30; 512K bytes of RAM
(640K bytes recommended); two floppy
disk drives or one floppy disk drive and
one hard disk drive (recommended);
one full-length expansion slot
Software Required
MS-DOS 2.1 or higher
Documentation
212- page spiral- bound manual with
several foldout pages
Price
$649
Inquiry 889.

suited for some office applications than
larger flatbed and sheet-feed scanners
that cost thousands of dollars.
The Mouse That Reads
The Handscan is amouse-like input device with five buttons: asquare scan button in the middle, and aset of two triangular function keys on either side. The
function keys are programmable; you can
assign one to insert carriage returns, one
for tabs, one for erasing cells from a
spreadsheet, and so on. These keys are
arranged facing in different directions, so
you can tell them apart by touch.
The unit has an illumination source
and ascanner head with atwo-position
plastic lens, which you can switch for
standard or small type. The lighted image
is reflected from afront-surface mirror to
the surface of aphotodiode, which senses
the light and dark areas. The Handscan
166
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digitizes this information and sends it
over an 8-foot cord to afull-size expansion board that you insert into your computer. The Handscan software then uses
pattern matching to determine the characters being scanned.
A Fistful of Fonts
Handscan comes with seven floppy
disks, which include the proprietary software that does the actual character recognition. However, the biggest part of the
software package—six disks—consists of
fonts. Saba claims that the unit recognizes over 200 fonts from several dozen
popular printers. Handscan uses samples
of these fonts in its pattern matching, and
Saba recommends that you have ahard
disk to store them on.
Installing the software on ahard disk is
easy, but it takes abit of time because you
must select from amenu the general kind
of fonts to be scanned (daisy-wheel or
dot-matrix) and then the specific fonts to
be stored on the hard disk. After you
make your selections, the software
prompts you to insert the correct combination of font disks. The software automatically copies the selected fonts.
The software is installed as amemory- resident program that takes up
147K bytes of RAM. You hit ahot-key
combination, and the unit is ready to
scan. Another RAM-resident program,
which takes up an additional 53K bytes,
lets you turn on and off such Handscan
options as audible alarms and numbersonly mode.
Using the Handscan software as a
memory-resident program lets you insert
scanned data directly into documents,
worksheets, and so on, though its sizeable memory requirement may be aproblem if you use other memory-resident
programs or a large applications program. You can also use the Handscan
to enter data or commands at the DOS
prompt.
Iused version 2.0 of the Handscan
software and experienced no problems
with it during this review.
Scanning by Hand
Setting up the Handscan is also easy,
thanks to a212-page spiral-bound manual with clear installation instructions, an
adequate index, asmall glossary, agood
troubleshooting guide, and a two-page
quick-start section in the front.
Attached to the front of the Handscan
is aclear plastic guide with ahorizontal
line. The line should pass through the
center of aline of characters for proper
recognition. With that in mind, using the
Handscan is very simple. You place the
scanner head on ablank area to the left of
the line of text or numbers to be scanned

and press the square scan button. Then
you guide the scanner across the line
while keeping the guideline as close to
the center of the text as possible. Since
the guide wheels on the bottom of the
scanner move only in the sanie direction
as the text, this is not too difficult, but it
requires careful attention to the line being
scanned.
Even if you fail to keep the text exactly
centered, however, it poses little or no
problem for the Handscan, which often
scanned for me with 100 percent accuracy
even when the guideline wandered from
the top of the characters to the bottom of
the line as Imoved the unit. When you
come to the end of the information you
wish to scan, you release the scan button
and then reposition the scanner head at
the next line to be scanned.
When you use Handscan with databases, spreadsheets, or word processors,
the scanned text starts appearing at the
cursor location, so inserting text into
most programs is very simple. The unit
worked successfully with the programs I
tried, including Microsoft Word 3.1,
WordPerfect 4.1, WordStar 3.31, Lotus
1-2-3 version 2.0, and dBASE III Plus
1.1.
The Handscan software features asubstitution table that lets you substitute any
scanned character for another. For example, commas in numbers can be dropped
as the numbers are entered into spreadsheet cells. This feature plus the programmable function keys let you enter information from specific sections of a
document in just the format your application needs, without having to take your
hand from the Handscan.
Although Itried other fonts, Ifound
that Courier 10 (a very common type
font) would let me scan most of the documents Icame across while testing the
unit.
How Fast Can It Scan?
The benchmark tests that Iconducted for
the review "Text Scanners for the IBM
PC" in the April BYTE are not fully applicable to the Handscan, which is meant
to scan only one line at atime. (The time
to move to the next scan line is entirely up
to the human operator.)
However, using aTandy 1200 operating at 4.77 MHz with 640K bytes of
RAM and a10-megabyte hard disk drive
(the same machine used for the benchmark tests in the April review), Iwas able
to achieve amaximum speed of about 370
characters per minute with the Handscan.
Again, this is not an achievable full-page
rate because you must reposition the
scanner by hand before each scan.
To evaluate the error rate, Iscanned a
freshly printed test sheet printed by a
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"Software is my
business. Why is
our company
in Hawaii?"

Tandy DWP-510 daisy-wheel printer
with Courier 10 font and consisting of
2430 uppercase and lowercase letters and
the special characters !@#$%^&*().
Scanning the entire test sheet took 6:01
(minutes: seconds) with 52 errors. Twenty of these errors were asubstitution of
the number 0 for the letter 0, 20 more
were the substitution of the number 1for
the letter 1, and the rest were mostly omitted special characters.
Except for the 1and 0 substitutions,
the errors varied depending on how fast
and how accurately Imoved the scanner.
Thus, the accuracy can be improved with
practice or by slightly slowing down the
scanning rate.
For comparison, the $5695 CompuScan PCS 230 read the test page in 1:16
with seven errors, while the $ 1800 Canon
IX- 12 took 2:30 with 114 errors (mostly
case and special-character errors).
A Handy Scanner
The Handscan is not intended for (nor
very good at) full-page scanning, but it
really shines when used for its intended
purpose: scanning small blocks or lines
of data produced in astandard font such
as Courier 10 and entering them into IBM
PC applications programs.
You can use the Handscan to scan
items like invoices or shipping labels, no
matter where the text or numbers are located on different forms. With afull-page
scanner, scanning letters, mailing labels,
or invoices requires extensive software
manipulation to select just the desired information in the proper sequence for entry into databases.
Small, irregular, or flimsy documents
will jam sheet feeders, but they don't faze
the Handscan.
Finally, invoices and other forms almost always contain vertical and horizontal lines that can cause OCR recognition
problems for many scanners, but the
Handscan operator can just skip over
these portions of the document.
For example, Icould scan addresses
from awide variety of randomly selected
business letters. Although Ioccasionally
had to rescan one or more lines, the
Handscan and its OCR software were
able to deal with awide range of typewriter fonts, even though Ihad set the scanner
to read only Courier 10.
Since this sort of document scanning is
arequirement for many businesses, and
since the Handscan is inexpensive compared to any other OCR machine, it is a
cost-effective product that will be useful
in many offices. •

Craig Slayer
General Manager
Phoenix Technologies
Peripheral Systems Division

O
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ASoftware
Business can
profit from a
Hawaii location.
Let us show
you how.

ur division of Phoenix Technologies
markets IBM PC and Apple Macintosh
software that controls over 100 different
printer and plotter models. We've been awarded
contracts for device driver software by such
major manufacturers as Microsoft, Epson,
Hewlett-Packard, Intel, NEC, Ricoh, Texas
Instruments and Xerox.
"With customers like that, the question
isn't why dol work in Hawaii, but why live
anywhere else?"

Mililani Technology Park
Mililani Technology Park is an important
location to consider for asoftware venture and
other high technology enterprises as well.
MTP's design has won the prestigious
"Golden Nugget Award" from the Pacific Coast
Builders Conference. Adevelopment of Castle &
Cooke, MTP is itself part of aplanned residential
and commercial development which already
provides homes for 26,000 people.
The Park is within ahalf hour's drive from
the University of Hawaii, Honolulu International
Airport and major military installations.
For more information on Mililani
Technology Park and the high-quality, low-cost
work force in Hawaii, write or call:
Mililani Technology Park
P.O. Box 2780-B
Honolulu, Hawaii 96803
(808) 548-4885

II

1E)

Mililani Technology Park
Technology Center for the Pacific

John McCormick (RD #1, Box 99, Mahaffey, PA 15757) is afreelance writer
and computer consultant.
Circle 193 on Reader Service Card
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CLEO is your SNA or BSC Gateway
Remote Sites Communication
Whatever your industry, your remote
computers need to share information with
your mainframe. Or, they need toexchange
data with other remotes. In either case, you
need atotal solution at the remote sites. You
need software, hardware interfacesand
modems that all work together smoothly.
You need CLEO!
CLEO software products allow microcomputers to communicate with minicomputers and mainframes, and to emulate
their workstations. Since 1981. CLEO has
provided remote communications between
micros and mainframes for the automotive,
insurance, medical and banking industries.
Today over 44,000 CLEO users worldwide
are running on all major brands of microprocessors. The greatest number of these
users run CLEO software on IBM Personal
Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Complete
Software/Hardware Package

Call us today to discuss
your application.

Every CLEO package contains all the software and hardware accessories needed at the

CLEO Software

remote site. Your selected CLEO SNA or BSC
software is packaged with 1) an internal
modem card for dial-up applications, or 2)
an interface card and cable for use with your
existing modem. There's no waiting for nonCLEO add-ons. And, you get prompt, single.
source service.

Headquarters:

1639 North Alpine Rd.
Rockford, IL 61107
Telex 703639

USA:1-800/233-2536
Illinois: 1-800/422-2536
International: 815/397-8110
Sales and Distribution:
Benelux, Scandinavia: 31 ( 71) 899202
Canada, East: 800/361-3185
Canada, West: 800/361-1210
Canada, Montreal: 514/737-3631
Columbia, S.A.: 12875492
England: 0 90866 7737
Italy: ( 0331) 634 562
Mexico City: 203-0444

Package prices
range from $ 795.00 for
most stand-alone packages, up to $ 2,995.00
for the 32-user SNA gateway.

CLEO
(t.E( ' and ; -. X(11'1u, Arc rupturd trArmark.ot

8
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APPLICATION REVIEWS

Three PC-based
Desktop-Publishing Programs
James Cavuoto

the page, including afull-page
Aldus Corp.'s PageMaker 1.0
A trio of packages
reduced view, and 50 percent,
($695), Xerox's Ventura Pub75 percent, actual size, and 200
lisher 1.1 ($895), and Digital
with arange of prices, features,
percent enlargement. You can
Research's GEM Desktop Pubalso select afacing-page option,
lisher 1.0 ($395) are desktopand philosophies
which lets you work with two
publishing programs for IBM
side-by-side pages at atime.
PC- DOS graphics environOnce you have set up the number and
than the other two packages. Ventura
ments. Each has the capability to produce
placement of columns, you can begin placPublisher and GEM Desktop Publisher
documents that incorporate text files
ing text on any page by importing text files
take a document-oriented approach to
from a word processor and graphic
produced with WordStar, Microsoft Word,
page layout; PageMaker, however, eximages from bit-mapped or object-oriMultiMate, WordPerfect, XyWrite, and
ploits apage-oriented layout scheme that
ented graphics programs. The programs
Windows Write or standard text files in
gives you control over the placement and
can output documents on many different
ASCII or DCA (Document Content Archiorientation of each element on each page
laser and dot-matrix printers using typetecture) format. When importing text,
of a document. This highly interactive
set-style fonts, multiple-column layouts,
PageMaker recognizes and retains certain
approach to page layout works well for
and other design attributes of professionformats, such as first-line indent, left and
newsletters, brochures, advertisements,
al publications.
right indents, tabs ( but not expanded tabs),
and other publications that require highAll these programs make use of agraphquality graphics and that have pages of and type specifications such as font, point
ics environment; PageMaker runs under
size, line spacing, and character weight, to
differing formats.
Microsoft Windows, and Ventura Publishthe extent the word processor supports
You begin by specifying apage size;
er and GEM Publisher use Digital Rethese features. PageMaker ignores pagethe program supports letter, legal, tabse-wrch's GEM. But all are available with
oriented formatting commands such as
loid ( 11 by 17 inches), European, and
run-time versions of the operating environright margins, headers, footers, and page
custom paper size up to 17 by 22 inches.
ment for users who prefer to run their pronumbers.
Document setup also includes the oriengrams from the DOS command line.
When importing text, PageMaker pretation (landscape or portrait), page marPageMaker requires an AT-class masents alist box with eligible files in the
gins, and number of pages. Once this is
chine (primarily because Microsoft Winset up, PageMaker displays the page (or current directory. You select afile, posidows 1.03 places heavy demands on protion the cursor within one of the columns
portion of apage) currently being worked
cessor time and disk access), while the
on the page, and click the mouse. The
on, atoolbox, sliders for scrolling, and
two GEM-based products run acceptably
text flows into the column, conforming to
page-number icons.
on an XT-class computer. You'll also
the left and right column guides currently
You can go to any page by pointing at the
need 512K bytes of RAM and agraphics
in effect, and lines are broken according
appropriately numbered icon. You can also
display adapter such as the Hercules,
to the hyphenation rules you request.
go to one of two master pages, for left- and
EGA, or CGA cards. Each program also
If the file is too large or too small for
right-hand document pages. Anything you
supports anumber of full-page displays,
the column, you can stretch or shrink the
place on the right master page will appear
such as the Wyse WY-700, Conographic
column or place the overflow in another,
on every odd-numbered page of your docu2800, and Moniterm Viking. A mouse or
linked column. When atext block is adment; elements on the left master page will
other pointing device, although techniappear on each even-numbered page. This justed, text flow is readjusted among all
cally not required, is practically essential
linked text blocks.
feature is useful for placing headers, footfor even the most casual user.
You can edit text with the internal text
ers, logos, page numbers, and other recurItested the programs on an 8-megaeditor, which has avariety of keyboard
hertz PC's Limited AT clone with 1 ring elements.
shortcuts to make text editing easy; it is
Other features of the PageMaker
megabyte of RAM, a30-megabyte hard
limited, however, and lengthy blocks of
screen include graduated horizontal and
disk drive, a Conographic ConoVision
continued
vertical rules in several units of measure2800 graphics card (which also emulates
ment (e.g., inches, millimeters, and piHercules Graphics), and a JLaser card
James Cavuoto (21150 Hawthorne Blvd.,
cas), dotted lines that indicate the curwith 2megabytes of additional memory.
Suite 104, Torrance, CA 90503) is editor
rently active column guides, and userand publisher of microPublishing Recustomizable guide rules that can be
PageMaker
port, a desktop-publishing industry
placed anywhere on the page to aid alignAldus PageMaker has asomewhat differment. PageMaker offers several views of newsletter.
ent approach toward desktop publishing
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Aldus PageMaker 1.0

Xerox Ventura Publisher 1.1

GEM Desktop Publisher 1.0

Type

Desktop- publishing software

Desktop- publishing software

Desktop- publishing software

Company

Aldus Corp.
411 First St. S, Suite 200
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500

Xerox Corp.
P.O. Box 24
Rochester, NY 14692
(800) 832-6979

Digital Research Inc.
Box DRI
Monterey, CA 93942
(408) 649-3896

Format

Five 51
4 /
inch floppy disks;
also available on 31/
2inch
floppy disks

Eleven 51
4 /
inch floppy disks

Two 51
4 /
inch or one 31
/
2inch
floppy disk; five 51
4 /
inch or three
31
/
2inch disks for GEM Desktop

Computer

IBM AT or compatible with at least
512K bytes of RAM and ahard
disk drive; Microsoft Windowscompatible graphics display; mouse

IBM XT, AT, or compatible with at
least 512K bytes of RAM and a
hard disk drive; graphics display
adapter; mouse

IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible or
IBM PS/2 with at least 512K
bytes of RAM; ahard disk drive
(recommended); GEM-compatible
graphics display adapter; mouse

Software Required

Microsoft Windows version
1.03 (run-time version provided)

DOS 2.1 or higher

DOS 2.1 or higher; GEM Desktop
version 2.2 ( bundled with program)

Documentation

148- page reference manual;
310- page user's manual; quickreference guide

516- page reference manual;
262- page training guide and
workbook; quick- reference manual

184- page user's manual

$895

$395

Inquiry 894.

Inquiry 895.

Price

$695
Inquiry 893.

text are more efficiently produced with a
fully featured word processor.
PageMaker's typographic tools are extremely flexible. For any selected portion
of text, you can specify the type of justification (left, center, or right), the tightness of the word spacing, and the use of
kerning (the amount of white space between certain letter pairs, such as AV).
You can also manually kern two letters
closer to or farther away from each other.
The program's hyphenation capability
is among the best in the business; it relies
on an internal dictionary that holds the
preferred hyphenation points of nearly
every word in the English language. You
can override any of PageMaker's hyphenation decisions, however, or instruct the
program to inform you before it breaks a
word.
PageMaker Graphics
You place graphic images on a PageMaker page in much the same manner as
you place text. PageMaker can import
graphic images from AutoCAD, Windows Paint and Draw, Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony, PC Paintbrush, PC Paint, and In a
Vision. It also supports images stored in
EPS (encapsulated PostScript) or TIFF
(Tag Image File) format. As aresult, you
can incorporate professional- quality
black-and-white photographs into your
PageMaker documents, although the
final appearance of those photos will depend on the output device you use. Since
170
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the TIFF format can handle graphic
Aside from this, PageMaker's perforimages with multiple shades of gray, a mance is very good. Menu options, keyphotograph output by PageMaker on a board shortcuts, and mouse actions are all
high-resolution device can look every bit
very logical and easy to learn. Output
as good as the photos in Time, Newsspeed is quite acceptable, ranging from a
week, or YTE.
few seconds to aminute or so per typical
page. Installation, though somewhat timePageMaker's graphics functions inconsuming, is relatively straightforward.
clude tools for drawing lines, rectangles,
PageMaker supports any output device
circles, and ellipses. A wide variety of
that runs under Windows, including
rule weights, borders, and fill patterns is
Hewlett-Packard's LaserJet, the Apple
also available. You can choose from
LaserWriter, and many others. A Pageamong three types of double rules, one
triple rule, five types of broken rules,
Maker document is in effect tied to the
printer when the document is created. If
eight different thicknesses of single rules,
you change the target printer, you must
and areverse (white on black) rule. You
can also specify the degree of roundness
usually reformat the document.
of the corners in rounded rectangles.
PageMaker's documentation package
Although you cannot edit graphic
is excellent in all respects, particularly in
images once you've placed them on a its design. The 310-page user's manual
presents avery well thought-out tutorial
page, you can crop and scale them by
using either the pointer tool or the cropand discusses general guidelines for
per to drag on one of eight handles in the
desktop publishing, such as how to plan a
publication, the flow of work, making the
window border around the graphic. Both
proportional scaling (where the x and y most of a word processor, and " backend" processes such as dealing with an
axes are scaled equally) and anamorphic
offset printer or high-speed duplicator.
(or distorted) scaling are supported.
PageMaker accommodates documents
The user's manual is peppered with inup to 128 pages long, but creating such a sightful tips and instructive design examples. The reference manual is more fordocument would be time-consuming bemal, and it goes into sufficient detail
cause of the program's page-by-page orientation. Also, as mentioned earlier, the
about each menu option and advanced
feature.
program's reliance on Microsoft Windows makes it somewhat sluggish—it can
often take several seconds to redraw the
Ventura Publisher
While PageMaker excels at giving you
screen after editing an image or turning
free rein over every individual element on
the page.

REVIEW: PC DESKTOP PUBLISHING

every page of the document, Ventura
Publisher excels at producing lengthy
publications whose page structure varies
little throughout adocument. You establish rules for the placement and positioning of text; Ventura then follows them
automatically, breaking lines and columns and formatting text elements according to your rules.
Each Ventura Publisher document represents acomposite of several files, including text, graphics, and style sheets.
Document files do not hold text or graphics. Rather, they hold pointers to the DOS
files holding text, graphics, and styles.
This strategy has two implications.
First, the format of adocument is not
cast in stone; you can create an entirely
different document by merely calling
out adifferent style sheet. Second, updating apublication is simple; any time
you edit the text file used by adocument
(with an external word processor), you
automatically update the document as
well.
Ventura offers you three views of the
page: reduced view, which shows a
mock-up of the entire page, normal ( 100
percent) view, and enlarged (200 percent) view. A facing-pages option, similar to PageMaker's, is also available.
Sliders for scrolling are present on the
right and bottom of the screen. Ventura
offers atoolbox with four icons for the
four modes of the program: frame mode,
paragraph-tagging mode, text-editing
mode, and graphics-drawing mode. An
assignment list below the toolbox shows
the available files, paragraph styles, or
character-formatting options, depending
on the mode you're in.
Although Ventura Publisher is based
on the GEM operating environment,
Xerox has taken great pains to distance its
product from GEM; it uses the GEM environment, but not the actual GEM desktop. The GEM utilities operate behind the
scenes, so most users need not even know
they are in GEM.
As with PageMaker, you begin the layout process in Ventura Publisher by specifying the default margins and number of
columns used on each page. This default
page structure is called the underlying
page. If you wish, you can set up different underlying pages for left- and righthand pages.
You can place text and graphics on the
underlying page so that it flows automatically from page to page until it is all used
up; you might want to do this with a64page book chapter. You can also construct rectangular frames that hold text
and graphics on top of the underlying
page. In this case, text stops flowing
when it reaches the bottom of the frame,
allowing you to continue placement in an-

other frame on the same or afollowing
page. This approach is useful for newsletters or newspapers that have multiple
articles on each page. If agraphics frame
or aportion of aframe blocks text flow,
text jumps over or around the occlusion (a
feature not found in PageMaker).
Frames and their contents can be inserted, moved, copied to another location, or deleted; Ventura will instantaneously repaginate the entire document if
necessary.
As with PageMaker's Windows environment, Ventura Publisher's GEM environment provides list boxes from which
you select afile, file filter, or subdirectory from the DOS tree structure.
Ventura Publisher can import text files
from WordStar, Microsoft Word, MultiMate, WordPerfect, XyWrite, and Xerox
Writer. Plain ASCII files are also supported, as are DCAformat text files. You
can also create or edit text within Ventura
Publisher, but this function is limited,
and it is more useful for making small
corrections or adding captions than for
heavy-duty word processing.
Doing It with Style Sheets
The most worthwhile feature of Ventura
Publisher is its support of style sheets—
preformed templates that describe the
look of a document. Each style sheet
consists of as many as 128 paragraph
tags that apply to different portions of
text, such as headlines, body text, or
captions. Each tag contains several attributes, such as font choice, point size,
column width, justification, and spacing. Rules and boxes of varying weights
can be automatically associated with
any tag. You apply atag to aparagraph
(or to multiple paragraphs) of text by selecting the paragraph and then pointing
to one of the available tags in a style
sheet. The text immediately takes on the
attributes assigned to the tag.
You can change specifications for an
existing tag by simply selecting new
specifications from amenu. All the portions of text in the document that have that
tag name, including text portions that are
not on the screen, immediately conform
to the change. You can also load adifferent style sheet to an existing document;
this causes the document to reformat itself according to the specifications in the
new style sheet.
The layout and pagination functions in
Ventura Publisher are the best I've seen
in any microcomputer product. A full
page of text normally flows in afraction
of asecond on an AT or afew seconds on
an XT. For the user's standpoint, an entire 100-page document can be paginated
in as little time as it takes to flow asingle
page, since Ventura performs text flow

for pages not on-screen in the background during idle time.
Ventura Graphics
You can place graphics into Ventura Publisher with equal simplicity and speed:
You point to the frame, point to the
graphic file, and voilà. Once you've
placed agraphic in aframe, you can crop,
scale, or pan it.
The program supports images created
with PC Paintbrush, GEM Paint, GEM
Draw, Lotus 1-2-3, AutoCAD, Mentor
Graphics, and Video Show. Ventura also
supports numerous standard graphics
formats, including Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language, GSS's Computer
Graphics Metafile, Macintosh Paint and
PICT formats, and encapsulated PostScript. Scanners supported include
Microtek, Dest, Datacopy, HewlettPackard, Advanced Vision Research, and
compatible vendors. Unfortunately, Ventura does not support the TIFF format, so
producing professional-quality photographs is not as easy as with PageMaker
(although it can be done).
Ventura Publisher's built-in graphics
functions let you create lines, boxes,
shades, and circles, though not quite as
easily as with PageMaker's graphics toolbox. For example, you can't constrain the
line-drawing tool to make drawing vertical or horizontal lines easier.
Ventura Publisher supports several features that are useful in atechnical publishing environment, such as automatic
numbering of sections, figures, tables,
and footnotes; automatic generation of
indexes and tables of contents; captions
anchored to figures (above, below, left,
or right); leader dots in tabs; and running
headers and footers with variables for
page number, chapter number, and paragraph tags.
Ventura Publisher allows documents of
over 150 pages on computers with 640K
bytes of memory, and abinding function
lets you assemble several individual
documents (chapters) into a very large
publication. Ventura automatically renumbers pages and recreates the index
and table of contents to reflect the sequence of chapters in the publication, and
it can perform batch printing of the entire
publication.
Multifaceted Output
Ventura Publisher currently supports
PostScript, Interpress, Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet Plus, Xerox 4045, and Cordata
laser printers, as well as laser printers
that use the JLaser card, and the Xerox
4020 color ink-jet printer. Dot-matrix
printers are also supported but are not
recommended because of their lack of
continued
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Introducing OS-9for Your Atari ST
Exciting news from Microware! Now
you can have the awesome real-time,
multi-tasking power of OS-9 for your
Atari ST. Introducing OS-9/ST!
Choose Personal
or Professional
05-9/ST's UNIX-style architecture and
supporting development tools are available in
two flexible configurations:
**Personal OS-9/ST combines the power of OS-9with
an interactive, structured Basic and handy utility set.
**Professional 0S-9/ST turns your Atari ST into afull
C Language workstation with apowerful Assembler,
Linker and User Debugger.
And you can add optional tools like Pascal, FORTRAN,
Electronic Mail and other popular productivity packages.

Support ANYTIME You Need It!
Included with both versions of OS-9/ST is twenty-fourhours, seven days aweek "support"—via your modem
and CompuServe. And with your purchase of OS-9/51, you'll
receive a free copy of the OS-9 Software Sourcebook—a valuable
reference guide to third-party software. So call Microware today to find out
how to put the power of OS-9/ST to work for you!
Professional 05-9/ST $600.00
Personal 05-9/ST $150.00

MICROWARE

SYS TEMS

CORPORATION

Western Regional Office
Hmdquarters
4401 Great America Parkway, Suite 220
1900 NW. 114th Street
Santa Clara, California 95054
Des Moines, Iowa 50322
Phone 515-224-1929
Phone 408-980-0201
0S-9, 0S-9/ST Personal 0S-9/ST and Professional OS-91ST are trademarks of Microware Systems Corporation.
Atari ST is a trademark of Atari Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
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speed. Nearly any font and any point size
available on the selected output device
can be used with Ventura Publisher, and
you don't have to reformat adocument if
you change the output device—anotable
advantage over PageMaker.
Ventura Publisher is a very well
thought-out product, as evidenced by a
host of seemingly minor features, such as
letting you remove interparagraph spacing or extra leading when it falls at the top
of acolumn, letting you mix and match
different units of measurement, and remembering user preferences in various
option boxes.
However, the strength of Ventura Publisher—its powerful style sheets—can
also be aproblem. The sheer number of
typographic and ruling options associated
with each tag can be bewildering to anovice. Moreover, beginning users may not
realize that a seemingly innocuous and
localized change to type specifications
will wreak havoc on other documents.
Changing the attributes of agiven tag in
one location not only changes the attributes of all the other similarly named tags
in the current document, but it also
changes the way previous documents
using the same style sheet will look the
next time you open them. Since Ventura
chapter files do not contain absolute
specifications but rather point to astylesheet file, existing documents on disk
take on arather volatile nature.
Ventura Publisher's documentation is
also less helpful than PageMaker's. The
reference manual is skimpy in several of
the more complicated areas of the program's operation, such as the multichapter batch operation. The training
guide and workbook does acreditable job
of getting the beginning user up to speed,
but neither manual is designed as well as
the PageMaker documentation. A spiralbound quick reference, however, is wellproduced and quite handy.
GEM Desktop Publisher
GEM Desktop Publisher has many things
in common with Ventura Publisher, not
the least of which is its use of the GEM
environment. But in most respects, the
Digital Research product falls far short of
Ventura's capabilities; it even appears
more complex in some aspects.
As with Ventura, the layout process
consists of creating rectangular frames on
pages, selecting atext file from the disk,
and selecting a style sheet. There is no
underlying page in GEM Desktop Publisher; you must place rectangles on the
page to hold text and graphics.
The program accepts text files from
WordStar, WordPerfect, MultiMate, and
GEM Write, as well as ASCII- and DCAcontinued

Give Your Audience the PC
Presentation it Deserves
With the ASK LCD Flat- Screen®
Overhead projection pad, you never
need to compromise on the quality of
your pc presentation. You can enlarge
your computer screen image quickly
and easily, with aresolution and clarity
unmatched by any other product on
the market.

Ont LCD AVERAGE DOURLY SOUS

The ASK LCD Flat-Screen&
Overhead.
System price:
$1150.00 for IBM PC'
and compatibles.
$1050.00 for Toshiba
1100 PLUS,
Olivetti M1.5.
and Zenith 181.

ASK LCD Flat- Screen@ Overhead Features:
• Sharpest, clearest image available— no need to reduce room lighting
or relocate projector.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-255-1379
In Georgia, Call (404) 399-5208

• "Grayscale" reproduction — no information loss, true picture
rendition.

ASK LCD, Inc.

• Run your own software— no special program required.

Suite 116

• Simple to use, lightest weight on market (3lbs.)

Atlanta, GA 30338
Telex: 825454
Telefax: (
404) 396-2449

• Easy connection to both stationary and portable computers.
• Unlike competitive products, functions in parallel with your portable
computer, so you never lose the image on the portable pc screen.
• One year warranty.
Circle 22 on Reader Service Card

Dunwoody Park

/easx LCD
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PowerStaizon
A Complete VT220 / VT240 Work Station
Upgrade for the IBM PC/XT/AT and PS/2
"You'll never know
you are not using
areal DEC terminal
unless you take
advantage of the
many extended
features."

PowerStation - 240 • INTRODUCTORY PRICE •
VT240 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT240 Emtdation Software.

$389

ZSTEM pc - • VT240 Emulator Emulation Software only
$
250
VT240/241 Emulation software with all the features of ¿STEM VT220 plus
ZSTEM 4014 and REGIS graphics • INTRODUCTORY PRICE •
PowerStation' 220
$289
VT220 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT220 emulation Software.
ZSTEMper"•VT220 Emulator Emulation Software only
$150
All the features of ZSTEM VT100 plus 8-bit mode, downloadable fonts,
user defined keys, full national/multi-national modes. Extended macros/script language. True 132 columns on Hercules. VGAs. Super EGAs. and
Standard EGAs using the EGAmate option. 128 columns on CGAs 43 line
support on EGAs Enhanced keyboard support. Ungermann Bass Net/One
support

EGAmate $39
Daughterboard option for 132 columns on most
standard EGA adaptors
PS220/2
519
Keyboard adaptor cable for PS/2 systems.
ZSTEMpc --4014 Emulator $99
Use with ¿STEM VT100. VT220. or stand-alone
Interactive zoom and pan Save/recall images from
disk. Keypad, mouse, digitizer, printer, plotter. and
TIFF support 4100 color and line style color mapping
640 x400 and 640 x480 on some adaptor/monitors
ISTEMpc"4/T100 Emulator $99
High performance COLOR VT100. True double
high/wide, smooth scrolling. ISO and attnbute
mapped color. XMODEM and KERMIT, soltkey/MACROS. DOS access.

KEA Systems Ltd.
0412 - 2150 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6K 4L9
Support (
604) 732-7411
TELEX 04-352848 VCR FAX (604) 732-0715
Order Desk (800) 663-8702 Toll Free
30 day money back guarantee AMEXIMC/VISA

For IBMCPC's, XT's, AT's and other DOS machines.
This is the one you've heard so much about— with fast
compile times, small object code modules, no royalties, and clear error messages. Version 4.0 is based
upon ANSI-74 standards with new features including:
•Multi-key Indexed files with up to 24 keys. This advanced feature requires the software
package Btrieveelvhich is optionally available.
•Windowing, pop-up's, color and overlays. This advanced feature requires the software
package Saywhat?!!", which is optionally available.
•ACCEPT numerics with decimal point alignment, numeric checking, AUTO-SKIP, SECURITY, LENGTH-CHECK, EMPTY-CHECK.
•Fast memory mapped DISPLAY's ( 1, 5) ERASE, BEEP, ATTRIBUTE.
•Level 88's — READ INTO — WRITE/REWRITE FROM — and DELETE.
•An easy to use, COBOL source code EDITOR with auto line numbering, A-margin, Bmargin tabbing with full screen cursor control.
Current customers can receive the new version by sending in their original diskette and
$30.00. This offer expires Dec. 31, 1987
Also available: Utah FORTRAN, Utah BASIC, Utah PASCAL, Utah PILOT, Btrieve and
Saywhat?!. Used by 50,000 professionals, students and teachers in 40 countries.
SINCE 1977

ELLIS COMPUTINGTm
To order call:

5655 Riggins Court. Suite 10

(702) 827-3030

Reno. Nevada 89502

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Btrieve is a registered trademark of Softcraft, Inc.
SAYWHAT?! is a trademark of The Research Group. Utah COBOL is a trademark of Ellis Computing. Inc.
1987 Ellis
Computing Inc.
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format files. GEM Publisher requires
these text files to have certain file extensions, such as . TXT for ASCII and . STR
for WordStar, so you must remember to
rename your text files accordingly before
starting GEM Publisher.
If you make updates and style-sheet assignments within GEM Publisher, the program does not update the original text file.
Instead, it creates acopy of each imponed
text file, giving it the extension . ASC, and
this copy holds the revised text and formatting information. If you want to edit this
file outside of GEM Desktop Publisher,
you must use your text editor or word processor in ASCII mode only, without adding any non-GEM formatting codes.
With GEM Desktop Publisher, your
documents can be up to 100 pages long.
To create adocument, you draw arectangle on the first page, load in atext file,
and format the body text and other text
elements (e.g., headings and subheads)
by creating new styles—the equivalent of
Ventura Publisher's tags. You can vary
character attributes such as type style and
size, paragraph attributes such as spacing
and indents, and tab settings.
GEM Publisher's style sheets lack
most of the powerful formatting options
of Ventura Publisher. For example, they
do not let you associate ruling lines with
paragraph styles. They lack the flexible
page-, line-, and column-break features
that help make Ventura documents asnap
to produce. Also absent are the automatic
special effects, such as bullets and large
first characters. And you cannot specify
that aheading extend across multiple columns, as you can in Ventura; instead, you
must create aseparate rectangle to hold
the heading.
The typographic features of GEM Publisher are also very limited compared to
PageMaker and Ventura Publisher. The
most glaring omission is the lack of automatic hyphenation; this tends to make
printed columns appear too loose when
they're fully justified. The program provides no control over kerning or letter
spacing, although you can vary the line
spacing. Choice of fonts is also limited to
two basic families, Dutch and Swiss, in a
handful of sizes.
Graphics are placed on the page in a
manner similar to both PageMaker and
Ventura, but the only graphics formats supported are DRI's . IMG (for pixel-oriented)
and GEM- format (for object-oriented)
graphics. Graphics can be cropped or
scaled but not both; if you want to use only
aportion of an image, you must use the
image at 100 percent of its original size.
Installing GEM Publisher is time-consuming. The program itself takes only
about 10 minutes, but you must first incontinued

386 Motherboard $1495

•16 Mhz 8D386 32 bit cpu
•Up to 2Mb zero wail 2to 1interleave memory on board
•2 XT and 5AT expansion slots
•One 32 bit ! AT expansion slot
*Fully AT compatible including Pe287 socket on board

Newt 32 bit 2Mb mietory expansice board (call for price)
•Adds up to 2Mb of zero wait state memory to the 386 motherboard above

LCD Portable Case $795

•Full Si) x 25 LCD tilt-out display
•Display board with printer port included
•Emulates CGA or MDA
•Accepta two 51
/ • half height drives
4
•Full function XT or AT keyboard
• 150 inert power supply
•Accepts XT or Baby AT motherboards
•Accepts full height AT boards
•Coo Dimension 8 x
x 15 3
/'
4

a. Baby AT Motherboard w/Ok 8380.00
• 10.r, IBM AT compatible
• 10 Mhz at Zero wait statss
•xr board size ancl mounting hales
• Buil- in serial port on board
• Setup piograms included

b. Top-Net Local Area Network Board $249.00
• 1Mbit/sec data rate
• Up to 4000 ft. cabe length
• Up to 64 statians
• Optional IBM Network and Novell dsivers
Starter kit includes:
8498.00
• 2 Network boards
d. Mighty Mo 1200 Baud Internal Modem 679.00
• Complete software and manuel
• Full Bell and CCITT compatibility
• 30 ft. twisted pair cable
• l(1)% Hayes corr.mand set comperibility
• Line quality monitoring ,and equalization e. Ram-Master AT Multi-function w/Ok 61501)0
• Adaptive dialing
• Up ta 3.5 Mb of extended memory for AT
• Local/remote lo qp tests and self test
• Up ta 4serial pons on board ( Iinstalled)
• 1Parallel por
g. Accelerator 286 8250.00
• IGame port
• IC Mhz clock speed
• Ideal for multi-user applications
• 8C ,21,6-13 CPU
• 8112t7 support at 5or ID Mhz
12 Mega-hertz Baby AT inct eon) 8395.00
• 8k of zero wait s/ate cache memory
• 100`i: IBM AT compatible
• Swi-chable 8088 in system for compatibility
• Setup program included

c. Ram-Master Expansion Memory Board wl0k $85.00
• Up to 2 Mb of expansi= memory
• Fuil Lotus/Intel compatibility
• User configurable as conventional
mernory, expansion memory or both
• Software included supports 8 Mb on XT or AT
f. Multi 120 Plus for XT or AT $110.00
• Up to 4 renal ports ( Iinstalled)
• IParallel printer port
• 1Game adapter port
• 1.2 Mb / 3601: floppy controller
• XT version has battery backed up clock
Ram-Master Plus Multi-function w/Ok Inct shown) $125.00
• Ali features of basic Rom- Master ( item c)
• XT version has battery backed- up clock
• 2Serial ports
• IParallel printer port
• 1Game adapter port

In addition to our own products, Turn-Point America is proud to offer the complete line of E"VEREX Products
plus hard drives and floppy drives at the lowest prices available.

Local Area Netwo

Ysteas

VISA and MasterCard accepted
To order call 1-800-247-6413
Turn-Point America

TRADEMARKS and REGISTERED TRADEMARKS IBM AT— International Business Machine, Novell is aTrademark of Novell Inc
Circle 301 on Reader Service Card

P.O. Box 41334
150 N. Center St., Suite 224
Pena, NV 89504
Teh. ( D2) 786-4484
Telex .650 308 4898 MCI
fas. (702) 826-6741
Turn-Point America products carry a one year warranty.
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Canon introduces MO
More easy-to-use features.
More advanced technology.
More productivity.

LASER BEAM PRINTER

Canon U.S.A., Inc., Printer Division
One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042

UNIVERSAL
PROM/PAr/MICRO
PROGRAMMER
U.S. prices

D
D
CI
D
El
D

From

$995.00*

EPROMS TO 1MEG
EPROM SIMULATION
SET PROGRAMS
20-24 PIN PLD/EPLD
BIPOLAR PROMs
SINGLE CHIP MICROS
RS-232/PC DRIVEN OR
STAND-ALONE

1- 800- 331-PROM
(305) 974-0967 Telex 383142 Fax ( 305) 974-8531
From a Name You Can Trust

LOGICAL DEVICES INC.
Represented In 18 Countries
1321 NW 65th Place, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

I

'Some devices require optional Adaptors - PAL. is aTrademark of Monolithic Memories Inc.
IM
IBM
Rai
..... I
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stall the GEM Desktop on your system;
this involves studying a second manual
and sifting through asecond set of lastminute additions, error- correction
sheets, warnings, and read-me-first files.
GEM Desktop Publisher supports only
ahalf-dozen printers, although additional
device drivers are available from Digital
Research for asmall fee. When you go to
print a document, GEM Publisher
creates another separate type of file, and
you must exit the program and switch to a
separate GEM output program.
The program's documentation does
not cater to the novice user. The single tutorial chapter is inadequate, leaving the
reader with no clear idea of how to create
a variety of business documents. GEM
Publisher comes with only afew sample
documents and gives little advice on how
to use them as templates.
GEM Publisher has some worthwhile
features. It offers a host of keyboard
shortcuts for editing text, scrolling the
screen in one of four directions, and accessing most menu options. You can also
customize these keyboard commands to
your own tastes. A Show Position command puts measurements on-screen as
you draw rectangles. An invisible text
grid forces subheads and body text to
align across page and column boundaries. As with Ventura Publisher, text that
you add to a document containing a
graphic will flow around the graphic.
If you already own GEM Write, GEM
Draw Plus, or GEM Graph, you might
consider GEM Desktop Publisher as a
way to add rudimentary page layout to
your integrated system. Other users will
find that it doesn't fit in well with serious
business applications.
Which One Is for You?
PageMaker is avery good buy if you need
an easy-to-use product that can produce
top-notch designs. It is particularly appropriate for newsletter editors and professionals who have had previous experience with graphic design.
For advanced desktop-publishing
users, the features and on-screen performance of Ventura Publisher would be
hard to find anywhere else. This product
will probably occupy the top spot in highperformance desktop publishing for some
time to come.
Digital Research is touting GEM Publisher as an easy-to-use alternative to
Xerox's Ventura Publisher. Ventura is indeed more complex; it has far more features and therefore far more menu
choices and commands. But provided
that an expert has created the style sheet
beforehand, novice users will actually
find Ventura easier to load and use than
GEM Desktop Publisher. •

Circle 56 on Reader Service Card
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING

VIEWS FROM BIX:
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
desktop.pub/reviews #2, from Ira Emus.
You can draw straight lines with Ventura
Publisher's line- drawing tool, although
it is not obvious how. It involves using
the Grid Settings option in the Graphics
menu. I, too, wish Ventura had better
graphics, but, with enough thought, you

Canon introduces
Less hassle.
Less maintenance.
Less bulk on your desk.
Best of all, less cost.

can make Ventura Publisher do almost

Ln eS.

Marernirniewp-

anything.
Ventura Publisher still seems to have
some problems, but it gives me the ability
to format manuals at around 100 pages per
hour, after style- sheet development and

vier-

given decent text files.

desktop.pub/reviews #3, from Larry
Chandler.
Just last week Iupgraded from GEM

LBP-811
101

e

Desktop Publisher to Ventura Publisher. I
like GEM DP and use it every day for line
drawing, word charts, and graphs, as well

LASER BEAM PRINTER

as a desktop, but Ineeded such things as
the automatic table of contents and index

Enpoy easy extended payments with the Canon Credrt Card
Ask tor details al par tcpating Canon dealers and retailers

features that Ventura offers.

Available only in US

Printouts that stand out.

For more information, call 1-800-453-3307. In Utah, 1-800-662-2500.
As an aside, Imoved aGEM DP file to
Ventura and found that most of my tags and
in- text format codes copied with no
errors. They must use a similar tagging
format. GEM has only two typefaces
(fonts) unless you pay extra for a font
maker, while the Ventura package gives
you 42 for PostScript.

desktop.pub/reviews #4, from Steve
Rindsberg.
Ihave used Ventura ( original and
current versions) to produce several
newsletters and other documents. In my
limited experience, Ventura does agrand
job of printing on my Apple LaserWriter
what will later come out of the
typesetter, though I've been stung
several times: While PageMaker lets me
know when my text is too long for the area
I'm putting it into, Ventura simply tosses
my extra text off into the ozone without
so much as aby-your-leave.
However, Ventura was adelight when I
upgraded from version 1.0 to 1.1: $ 35
bought adefinitely improved program,
new disks, and anew manual. That's very
fair pricing.
Iuse Ventura Publisher on two machines,
one with an EGA and another with aHercules
card. The EGA is definitely the way to
go. Layouts on the Hercules are best done
with the rulers. Scaling by eye ( even
rough- ins) is a fairly extensive waste

T
HINK FAST
THINK
386 UNIX.
Take advantage of every last bit in your 386. All 32 of them. With Microport's real
UNIX® System V/386," the only industry standard, multi-user multi-tasking way to
push every sinew of silicon in your 386 to its absolute limits. Get 80386 and 80286
protected mode. 8086 emulation. Demand paged virtual memory (up to 4gigabytes)
...get almost unlimited speed and power. And, you can
get network support, DOS under UNIX, extended software development tools and more. Starting at $ 199.00.
Call fast for free info and aUNIX discount coupon.

Real UNIX, $199

of time; everything on- screen is
considerably taller than it will appear

(800) 722-UNIX/(800) 822-UNIX in CA

in print.

UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T. © 1987 Microport Systems, Inc.
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boxes, representing the color choices in
the program, and on the right is acolumn
of icons for zooming, windowing, and
other frequent operations.
You can perform an operation by typing
it on the command line, by using the mouse
by Phillip Robinson
to reach the command within apull-down
menu, or by clicking on the icon that repreLaserWriter Plus printer (for quick Postsents the operation. One confusing aspect
FastCAD 1.10 from Evolution Computing
of FastCAD is that, in some cases, the
is a direct competitor of AutoCAD and
Script plots). For comparison, Iran AutoVersaCAD in the high end of the CAD
CAD on the same machine.
typed command differs from the menu
name of the command. For example, the
The only problem Iencountered with
market for the IBM PC and compatibles. It
text equivalent for the copy menu's CIRC
this particular hardware configuration was
is abit less expensive—just under $2300,
ARRAY (
circular array) is CARY.
while versions of the others sell for about
that ITT's EGA emulator card caused FastThe icons let you zoom in, out, to the
$2500 to $2850—and is significantly
CAD's text screen to blank; that is, when I
faster, particularly in regenerating adrawflipped from the graphics display of Fastdrawing's extents, and in on aselected reCAD to the listing or plotting display, the
ing display and in zooming operations that
gion, and they let you reset the drawing
screen went blank. The system didn't
center. They allow you to choose the
produce new views of the drawing.
working layer (FastCAD offers 255 possiPart of the reason for its speed is that
crash—Icould perform the regular operable layers, but only 32 are represented
FastCAD was written entirely in assemtions and could return to the graphics
display—but Icouldn't see what I was
within the icon) and the line styles (from
bly language by a single programmer;
doing. The same blank screen popped up
16 possibilities) and cross-hatching styles
AutoCAD and VersaCAD were written
again when Iwas leaving FastCAD.
(64 possibilities). These choices appear
largely in compiled languages by teams of
programmers. This assembly language
According to the technical- support
as Macintosh-style dialog boxes.
Windowing icons let you size, move,
staff at Evolution, this problem is caused
base also yields compact files: FastCAD
by amissing statement in the firmware of
select, add, and eliminate windows. Fastcan run on just two floppy disk drives,
while AutoCAD and VersaCAD require
some EGA emulator cards manufactured
CAD offers both aGrid command (for
in Taiwan. Icould not verify the exact
which you can set the size) and aSnap
systems with ahard disk drive.
Ifound FastCAD easier to learn than
cause, but Ihad no problem with Fastcommand (which you can also tailor),
CAD on other EGA emulator cards, inand there are icons to toggle each on and
either of the market-leading CAD packcluding the one that came in my Tele- off. Help is available from the questionages; the program provides achoice of
mark icon, and a Values icon lets you
typed commands, on-screen icons for
Video TeleCAT 286 and acouple of EGA
clone boards that bore no name.
choose some miscellaneous options such
some operations, and pull-down menus.
Version 1.10 of FastCAD comes with
as viewing the frame of aspline and seIt does not offer the full wealth of featwo different installation disks, one for
lecting absolute, relative, or polar tracktures, such as three-dimensional capabil8086/8088 systems and the other for
ing when drawing.
ities, that the more established programs
offer, but updates are coming quickly and
80286/80386 systems. The latter, acFastCAD can display four windows at
cording to the company, takes advantage
once on the same two-dimensional drawregularly (version 1.03 appeared in May,
ing. Each window can be independently
of the newer instructions to add 10 to 15
and 1.10 appeared in August), and these
continue to add to FastCAD's already impercent more drawing speed, particularly
zoomed and positioned within the full
for spline curves. The batch commands
image, and you can even draw from one
pressive list of skills.
for installation make it easy to set up
window to another, an unusual and very
floppy or hard disk drive systems, and
handy feature. The windows cannot overHardware Requirements
lap, but you can size them and position
and Installation
the necessary program files occupy less
FastCAD comes on four disks, aslim lithan 150K bytes. In fact, the main . EXE
them however you wish.
file is only 103K bytes; drivers and conbrary for aCAD program, and you need
figuration files take up the rest of the rePowerful Commands
only two of them to get started. The proquired memory. The batch commands
gram works with an IBM PC, XT, AT, or
FastCAD has ahefty complement of file
also cut installation time to less than 15
commands, beginning with the regular
compatible (including 386-based comsave and load drawing commands and expatibles) with at least 512K bytes of minutes.
RAM and two floppy disk drives. It also
tending to running DOS commands from
Easy-to-Use Interface
inside the program, compressing drawing
requires an 8087, 80287, or 80387 math
Evolution Computing also makes aprofiles, and installing new menus and
coprocessor chip, unlike some other
gram called EasyCAD, a $ 169.95 entryscripts (this is explained later). The Plot
CAD programs that only recommend
level CAD program touted for its simpliccommand lets you select magnification
such a chip. FastCAD's repertoire of
drivers for display adapters, graphics inity and clarity. Although FastCAD is
factor, drawing scale, and which view to
significantly more powerful than Easyput devices, and printers and plotters covplot. (FastCAD lets you save seven parers most of the popular I/O devices.
CAD, it tries to retain that easy-to-learn
ticular center-position and zoom-level
level.
Itested FastCAD on a variety of sysviews of adrawing; you can jump to any
When you first start the program,
tems, but the primary machine that Iused
of these views with asingle command.)
you'll wait less than 3seconds to see the
You can also save the current drawing as a
was an ITT XTRA 286/ATW (an AT
pattern file; it can then be used as atemclone) running at 10 megahertz under DOS
main display, adrawing area surrounded
3.1. The computer contained 640K bytes
by menus and icons. At the bottom is a plate for other drawings.
command line where you can enter comThe viewing commands include some
of RAM, an EGA-compatible graphics
of the same zooms you find in the icons,
adapter, and an 80287-10 coprocessor. I mands or numeric responses to prompts.
At the top is aline of pull-down menu tialso used aLogitech C-7 Mouse (the lowplus Zoom Last (to the previous view) and
tles. On the left is acolumn of 16 color
Pan (by selecting adisplacement of the
power CMOS version) and an Apple

FastCAD 1.10
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drawing). This same menu lets you show
all layers or hide all but the current working layer. It also includes the Redraw
command, which regenerates the entire
display from the base file.
FastCAD drawings are stored as descriptions of acollection of objects with
floating-point number values for their
sizes and positions. This aids in generating almost endless levels of zoom for
FastCAD. By using assembly language
for speed, FastCAD can recreate an entire display from this fundamental information in amatter of seconds.
AutoCAD, on the other hand, keeps
both the base file and an intermediate
file, called the 32K file, which represents
the drawing as a special bit collection.
This 32K file has more detail than can be
shown on most displays and thus must be
manipulated again to produce a final
screen image. AutoCAD contains both
Redraw and Regen commands. Redraw
just goes back to the 32K file and updates
it to the screen; Regen, which corresponds directly to the Redraw command
in FastCAD, goes all the way to the base
file to update the display. FastCAD's Redraw command clocks in with times similar to AutoCAD's Redraw, even though it
is actually doing the work of AutoCAD's
Regen.
To compare actual drawing times, I
transferred five drawings between AutoCAD and FastCAD. (Two of the drawings
are the well-known Nozzle and Shuttle
that are supplied with AutoCAD.) The results, shown in table 1, indicate that FastCAD can regenerate adrawing about as
fast as (and in some cases faster than)
AutoCAD can update the display from its
32K file using its Redraw command. My
tests also show that FastCAD's drawing
regeneration is 31
/ to 9times faster than
2
AutoCAD's, depending on the drawing.
For drawing, FastCAD offers the standard retinue of point, line, circle,
arc, text, box, polygon, and spline,
along with filleting, chamfering, and arrows. Many of these constructs also offer
you avariety of creative paths. For example, arcs can be built from Center, Radius, Start, and End Angle; Center,
Start Point, and End Angle; or three
points. When drawing any object, you
can use the digitizer to enter points, or
you can type coordinates (including relative and absolute) on the command line. I
found the arrows more difficult to work
with than in some other CAD programs.
Unlike other CAD programs, FastCAD
does not let you simply add arrowheads to
plain lines. Instead, you must select the
arrowed line, which is handled as aseparate entity.
When you specify the points to measure, FastCAD can enter horizontal, ver-

tical, parallel, or angular dimensions to
your drawing and can dynamically update
those dimensions when the drawing
changes. It can also measure distances,
areas, and bearings. Text can be modified
for its height, angle, font, spacing, and
justification. The color menu column on
the left of the screen lets you change
colors at any time.
A special menu of drawing-modifier
commands lets you accurately refer to exact points on existing objects within a
drawing. You can align to vertical reference points, horizontals, centers, midpoints, endpoints, and so on. Here's
where the power lies for professional, accurate drawing. The menu items, however, are not self-explanatory; some, in
fact, such as EPT for endpoint and INT for
intersection, are cryptic, although the
manual provides adequate explanations.
You can also copy objects, either one
at atime or by making circular-array or
repeat-array copies of them. You can
group objects, ungroup them, or turn
them into stored parts for later use.
Editing commands include erase,
move, scale, rotate, connect, mirror,
break, bend, trim, stretch, polygon
edit, origin, fill, front, change,
and list. Listing flips you to the text
display for acomplete breakdown of the
base file on an object. The editing commands let you select objects for action in
avariety of ways. You can choose by a
surrounding window, by layer, by type,
or by color, or you can choose each or all
objects in adrawing. You can also choose
the same option as for your last operation: For most FastCAD operations, immediate repeat use is allowed without recourse to the menus.
Once you select objects, you can combine the selections with secondary selections through Boolean operations such as
And, Or, and Not, all through adialog
box. For example, you could select all
blue objects and then specify only objects
that aren't text for achange to yellow.

FastCAD 1.10
Type
Computer-aided-design program
Company
Evolution Computing
437 South 48th St., Suite 106
Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 967-8633
Format
Four 51
/4
inch floppy disks; not copyprotected; also available on 31/
2inch
floppy disks
Language
Assembly language
Computer
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible
(including 386-based AT compatibles)
with at least 512K bytes of RAM, two
floppy disk drives, an 8087/80287/80387
coprocessor, agraphics display
adapter, agraphics input device (such as
amouse, tablet, or digitizer), and a
plotter or graphics printer
Software Required
DOS 2.0 or higher
Documentation
500- page loose-leaf binder
Price
$2295
Inquiry 896.

just by using atext editor outside of FastCAD. Scripts, text files of FastCAD commands along with parameters (responses
to command prompts), can be loaded and
run to set up adrawing environment or to
automate repetitive tasks. Because the
FastCAD commands include flow-control and delay statements, the macros and
scripts are essentially a programming
language that can be used to create drawing slide shows and to enhance FastMacros, Menus, and Scripts
CAD's power.
FastCAD offers avariety of ways to cusWhere there is not yet any IGES (Initomize and extend the power of the origitial Graphics Exchange Specification)
nal program. All FastCAD operations are
output from FastCAD, the program is actext commands applied to the base file.
companied by separate translation proBy using FastCAD macros, you can
grams for moving FastCAD's drawing
change the names of commands or even
files to AutoCAD data-transfer format
place several commands under a single
(DXF) and vice versa (as well as for interheading. A simple example in the Fastchanging files with EasyCAD). The
CAD manual suggests that you could use
the regular polygon command as rpoly 4 translations are not perfect, which you'll
soon see if you draw something in Autoand assign it to the macro square to
CAD, export it to DXF, translate the
create that as anew command.
DXF to aFastCAD file, and then read it
Because the pull-down menus in Fastinto FastCAD. Text will change its justifiCAD are also stored as ASCII text files,
cation and position, some complex obyou can add these new commands to the
continued
current menus or create your own menus
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Table 1: The drawings were done on a10-MHz AT-compatible computer
with an 80287-10 coprocessor. FastCAD 's Redraw command is the equivalent
of AutoCAD's Regen command. All times are in seconds.
Drawing

FastCAD 1.10

Nozzle
Shuttle
Stair
Pump
Tablet

AutoCAD 2.6

Redraw

Regen

Redraw

22
1.5
12
1.0
60

9.6
5.2
5.9
5.9
54.4

1.8
1.2
1.4
1.3
9.0

jects will be disintegrated into simpler

objects, and so forth. The same thing
happens when moving files in the other
direction. This is common in PC-based
CAD, demonstrating that the weakness is
not in the FastCAD translators specifically, but in the interchange standards.
However, Evolution Computing says it is
working on IGES support.
Drawing Conclusions
FastCAD lacks some important features, such as three-dimensional abili-

ties (
which Evolution says it's working
on), attached report generators like
VersaCAD's Bill of Materials, and external but related programs such as
AutoShade. It doesn't have protection
for visible layers, nor are its modifier
commands as easy to understand as the
snap and drawing-control commands of
the other CAD packages. It also doesn't
offer some of the little enhancements,
like the ability to create and modify
hatch patterns; and although its icons
are anice feature, other programs can

Carbon Copy Plus
Rusel DeMaria
Another important use of remote-conCarbon Copy Plus 4.0 from Meridian
Technology is acomprehensive telecomtrol software is for software and system
support. By linking with and controlling
munications software package. The most
complex feature of the $ 195 program is
adistant customer's installation, asoftware developer or consultant can make
its ability to give one computer access to,
necessary changes or updates to aclient's
or even control of, another computer running the same package. Carbon Copy
system. The consultant can also tutor the
client in the use of the software, since the
Plus also includes aterminal-emulation
program, a highly adaptive script lanhost computer's keyboard and screen reguage for automated log-ons, and support
main active during the remote access.
Carbon Copy Plus even allows direct
for the Kermit and XMODEM file-transcommunication between the remote and
fer protocols.
host operators in a "chat window" or by
File transfer, terminal emulation, and
phone if the modem hookup allows it.
automatic log-on capabilities are fairly
common telecommunications features.
You can also use Carbon Copy Plus to
control remote power-on devices, such as
Master/slave remote control is not, so I'll
Dynatech's Tirrn-On.
list some of its uses.
For remote-control operations, you
Suppose your computer at work has a
40-megabyte hard disk drive and alarge fineed two copies of the Carbon Copy Plus
package. You can't simply copy the pronancial-modeling spreadsheet, and your
grams and share them, because the two
home computer has only a floppy disk
computers have to be running packages
drive and aprinter. Using Carbon Copy
with different serial numbers. (You need
Plus, you can call up your work computer
from your home and have it run the spreadonly one copy of the program to use the
terminal-emulation feature.) Both comsheet application. The program's screen
output goes through the phone lines to your
puters must have at least 256K bytes of
RAM, afloppy disk drive, and aHayeshome computer's screen, and printer output can go to your home printer.
compatible modem (unless they are to be
180
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simulate them through the use of tablet
overlays. Finally, because it is a newcomer, FastCAD doesn't have athrong
of third-party developers extending and
enhancing the main program.
In FastCAD's favor are the lucid interface, scripts and macros, multiple windows with drawing between views,
powerful Boolean selection principles for
editing, its small size (which lets you
keep some RAM-resident utilities, unlike
more memory-hungry programs), and,
most of all, its speed. In addition, Evolution offers free technical support over the
phone for registered users. If you want to
squeeze every bit of speed out of your machine, if you find AutoCAD intimidating,
or if you don't need the specialized addons offered for AutoCAD and other more
established contenders, then FastCAD is
right for you. •
Phillip Robinson is acontributing editor
for BYTE and an editor of Desktop Engineering News and The Architect's PC.
He can be reached at Desktop Engineering News, P.O. Box 40180, Berkeley, CA
94704, or on BIX as "robinson. "

hard-wired). The program requires MSDOS or PC-DOS version 2.0 or higher.
Remote-Access System
Carbon Copy Plus's remote-access package contains a master module, called
CCHELP.EXE, and aslave module, called
CC.EXE. The slave module runs on ahost
computer and allows aremote computer
to gain control of the host computer.
CCHELP.EXE runs on the remote computer; it lets aremote operator run programs on the host through atransparent
interaction with the host's slave program.
The remote operator can also communicate with the host computer operator.
You can run the master module as
either a145K-byte memory-resident program or an ordinary application, depending on a command-line parameter
setting. CCHELP.EXE has a number of
convenience features to ease the use of the
remote-control capability, including acustomized phone directory with point and
dial capabilities ( you specify anumber by
moving the cursor to it); abuilt-in password table; an optional session log; printer
spooling and redirection (to local, remote,
or both systems); and screen capture.
Other setting options include redial delay, number of redial attempts, answer/ring
count, reboot on exit from aCarbon Copy
Plus session, call-back (which hangs up
and then calls a specified number at the
start of asession), and number of password
continued

VIDEOTRAX DATA BACK-UP
WE JUST INTRODUCED IT.
AND ALREADY 40 MILLION
PEOPLE OWN HALF OF IT.

Every human in the hemisphere who
owns astandard VCR has half of
what's needed to back up data. The
rest of what you need is neatly contained on the new Videotrax® controller board by Alpha Micro.
Slip the half-size Videotrax board
into the expansion slot of any PC.
Meaning any IBM rPC, XT, AT, Compaq* 386 or true compatible.

u.
IBM
u.
IBM
u.
fligh-tech, Open your PC and slide the controller board
into any eipansion stot Low-tech. Hook up VCR lo coniouter with standard connector cables

Connect the computer to aVCR with
standard connector cables. And, as of
that moment, you are under the protection of ahighly sophisticated, stringently reliable, data backup system.
In fact, exhaustive testing and the
long term experience of over 19,000
Alpha Micro users have proven Videotrax technology to be more reliable
than any other backup option available. More dependable, even, than
Corporate Headquarters: .".
501 Seem": PO liar2.5a59. Santa Ana C.4 927.9.9
© Alpha Miemsyslems
right, nwerved IBM is anvislereeneemark
eiternalional Flusinem Marhines tide °Prix is angisterea Pmlemon ofAlphe
t1içD,Oph-?ns / Meal, Ma rIvistenri trademark of Compaq Compeer Corp
Radn'ShmA Con puler Cen'er
regiaenol trademark ' fThnd,j nwporali'm

the hard disk you're covering for.
QUICK STUDY
Videotrax has been designed to
extremely demanding standards.
So that it won't put alot of demands
on you. Anyone who can run a
VCR knows most of the drill.The
rest is covered by our menu-driven
software. By clear, concise documentation. And by arange of
backup modes that keeps it
simple:
Insert ablank video cassette tape and follow the directions which appear on screen.
These guide you through the
painless steps for copying or
restoring an entire hard disk,
specific files, or only files modified since the last backup.
Meanwhile, Videotrax rigorously monitors itself for proper
functioning.
WE MAKE
THE VCR
PART OF IT,
TOO.
II you like, opt for
our enhanced Videotrax
VCR and experience the
extra joy of its automatic, unattended backup capabilities.
It will be amost prudent invest
ment. Because, for the price of

taping Dallas you can preserve your
most precious
data. Up to
80MB
on asingle

Your basic video
cassettes. Reliable,
inexpensive,
easy lofted

cassette, at less than atenth of the
cost of streamer tape.
And now the price is low. Just $399
for the board and $1199 for the board
and enhanced VCR,Liggested retail.
And of course, if you ever require
service, your authorized Alpha Micro
dealer and our worldwide
network of factory service
centers will provide all the
support you need.
For the name of your nearest Videotrax dealer, call Alpha
Micro at 1-800-992-9779. In
California, call 1-800-821-0612.
The Videotrax System.
It's agreat leap forward in
backing up.
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Carbon Copy Plus 4.0
Type
PC- to- PC communications, remotecontrol, terminal-emulation, and filetransfer program
Company
Meridian Technology Inc.
7Corporate Park, Suite 100
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261-1199
Format
One 51/
4inch or 31
2 /
inch floppy disk;
not copy- protected, but serial- numberprotected
Computer
IBM PC, XT, AT, or full compatible with
at least 256K bytes of RAM, at least one
floppy disk drive, and aHayescompatible modem
Software Required
MS-DOS or PC- DOS 2.0 or higher
Language
Assembly language
Documentation
150- page owner's manual
Price
$195 per copy, requires two copies for
remote control
Inquiry 897.

attempts allowed before disconnection.
(Note that many of these values must also
be stored in advance in the slave computer's Carbon Copy Plus files.)
The slave module operates as a44K-byte
memory-resident program. An incoming
call activates the program's slave mode, in
which keyboard input comes from the remote computer and screen output is transmitted to the remote user. A user-defmed
hot-key sequence activates the program's
pop-up menu, used for configuring the
program (e.g., setting limits on remote access and setting up passwords).
Because Carbon Copy Plus supports
graphics (CGA now; EGA in version 4.1,
which was due from Meridian in November) and passwords, the slave computer
must know the graphics capabilities and
passwords that the remote computer uses.
You specify this information with aconfiguration utility.
Not So Fast, Master
Although Carbon Copy Plus works very
well, aword of warning is in order: When
you use Carbon Copy Plus to run applications remotely, all data flow takes place
182
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time for further modifications).
It is important that you follow the installation steps carefully as outlined in the
manual; the meaning of many of the
switch settings and options is not obvious, and you need the explanations in the
manual to set them correctly. The entire
installation process took me about 15
minutes for each computer.
The documentation is thorough, although at times it assumes too much on
the part of the reader. In addition, it is not
well-organized. The manual is divided
into two separate sections, each of which
has its own index and table of contents.
This can be confusing and makes it difficult to cross-reference between related
features in the remote-access and terminal-emulation sections.
Itested version 4.0 of Carbon Copy
Plus using an IBM PC AT with 640K
bytes of RAM, an Intel Above Board 2megabyte memory-expansion card, a30megabyte hard disk drive, and a USRobotics Courier 2400 external modem.
Terminal Emulation
Carbon Copy Plus's terminal emulation
To test the package's master/slave capabilities, Iused asecond 640K-byte IBM
features a point-and-dial directory with
automatic script execution (e.g., for logPC AT with aCORE 72-megabyte hard
ons), automatic calling from aDOS comdisk drive, an AST RAMpage card, and a
Hayes 1200 external modem.
mand, and XMODEM and Kermit file
In the remote-control tests, Iused
transfers (including batch transfers). It
also provides six forms of terminal emuLotus 1-2-3, GRASP (a presentation
lation: DEC VT-100 and VT-52, Tele- graphics package from Paul Mace Software, Ashland OR), and the Leading
Video TVI-920, IBM 3101, TTY (standard ASCII communications), and a Edge Word Processor version 3.2, among
special mode called Monitor, in which
other packages. All the packages worked
properly under remote control, subject to
incoming control codes are represented
the constraints imposed by telecommunion the screen as displayable character sequences. A carriage return, for instance,
cations speeds.
Typically, you initiate Carbon Copy
is displayed as " M, meaning Control-M.
Plus remote sessions from the remote
Carbon Copy Plus's terminal emulacomputer using CCHELP. Once the contion is adequate for day-to-day telecomnection is established, the host computer
munication needs. It works well with bulautomatically prompts the remote user
letin board systems like BIX, MCI Mail,
GEnie, and CompuServe. The script lanfor apassword and then attempts to locate
the password in its internal password
guage— generally compatible with
DCA's Crosstalk XVI scripts—offers a table. If the password is valid, the host
versatile means of controlling communicomputer goes into slave mode, giving
the remote computer master access to the
cations sessions, automatic log-ons, user
inputs, and scripts that execute comsystem. Alternatively, you can set up the
system to call back aprestored number
mands at specified times. It features IF
...THEN conditionals, keyboard inputs,
once the password has been checked; this
complete control of communications pagives an extra measure of security.
rameters, and more. In all, 55 commands
Once the session is established, the remote user has complete control of the
are supported, and most of them have
host system, although that control can be
multiple parameters.
limited in various ways through the password tables: Access levels include full acInstallation and Use
cess to DOS commands; no DOS comInstalling Carbon Copy Plus involves
mand access; and access to DOS in the
several steps, including making aworking copy, initializing that copy, and then
current directory only, but with no file
copying the resultant files to ahard disk
deletion or renaming.
During a remote-control session,
(if desired). After that, you set the variprinter output can be directed to either or
ous communications parameters, call
tables, password tables, and other opboth systems; thus, programs can print
tions through the menu-driven installafiles from one computer to aprinter atcontinued
tion program (which is available at any

at 1200 bits per second, 2400 bps, or
whatever rate your modems can handle.
Programs that do alot of screen output—
especially graphics— are necessarily
sluggish under these conditions; 5to 10
seconds is typical for a color graphics
screen using 1200-bps communications.
Animated screens are unlikely to produce
pleasing results at this speed.
Recognizing that this bottleneck can be
annoying, especially when you're not interested in the full graphics images, Carbon Copy Plus has two solutions. One
method turns off the full graphics synchronization, so that the slave computer
can continue its processing while the
graphics image is being sent to and drawn
on the master computer; this makes a
slight improvement. Another option simply reduces the amount of graphics data
being sent: Every other pixel is blanked,
cutting the transmission time approximately in half.
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between DESQview 2.0 and
any other environment.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
IBM Personal Computer and 100% compatibles (with 8086, 8088, 80286 or 80386
And with DESQview's new graphics enhancements
processors) with monochrome or color display; IBM Personal System/2 • Memory: 6401(
for Hercules, CGA, EGA, and VGA, Version 2.0 still
recommended; for DESQview itself 0-14EK • Expanded Memory (Optional): expanded
memory boards compatible with the Intel AboveBoard; enhanced expanded memory
offers the same award winning and pioneering feaboards compatible with the AST RAMpage • Disk: 'I‘vo diskette drives or one diskette
drive and ahard disk • Graphics Card (Optional): Hercules, IBM Color/Graphics (CGA),
tures for programs that earned DESQview its leaderIBM Enhanced Graphks ( EGA), IBM Personal System/2 Advanced Graphics ( VGA).
ship, only now you can also run desktop publishing
Mouse (Optional): Mouse Systems, Microsoft and compatibles • Modem for Auto- Dialer
(Optional):
Hayes or Compatible • Operating System: PC- DOS 2.0-3.3; MS-DOS2.0-3.2 •
programs, CAD programs, even GEM-7 ibpview-TM, and
Software: Most PC- DOS and MS-DOS application programs; programs specific to
Microsoft Windows-"' specific programs. In some cases
lbpView 1.1, GEM 1.1 arid Microsoft Windows 1.03 • Media: DESQview 2.0 is available
on either 5V." or 31
2 "floppy diskettes
/
you'll add as little as 10-40K to your system overhead.
Now you can have multi-tasking, multi-windowing,
BYT U.
Rush me DESQview 2.0! lbday!
break the 640K habit too and still get an auto dialer,
No. « Copies
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Product
Retail Price ea
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Shippang Address
"Best PC Environment" by popuCity
Star
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lar vote at Comdex Fall in PC Tech
Mail to: Quarterdeck Office Systems, 150-Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405
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NOTE: If you own DQview call us for especial upgrade offer, or send in your DESQview
registration card. AST Special Edition users included.
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Quarterdeck Office Systems • 150 Pico Boulevard, Santa Monica, CA 90405 • (213) 392-9851
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REVIEW: CARBON COPY PLUS

tached to another computer. To save connect time, printer redirection can work in
conjunction with print spooling. In addition, acomplete log of the Carbon Copy
Plus session can be toggled on and off.
Smoothing Over the Rough Spots
Remote-control software can be confusing, simply because applications aren't
written with the needs of aremote user in
mind. Carbon Copy Plus does agood job
of smoothing over the difficulties with
features like the chat mode, DOS command access, passwords, printer redirec-

tion, and the graphics speedup options.
The inclusion of a terminal-emulation
package with file-transfer capabilities
makes Carbon Copy Plus avery broadrange telecommunications system.
Iwould recommend Carbon Copy Plus
if you're looking for a comprehensive
telecommunications system; on the other
hand, if you already have satisfactory terminal-emulation and file-transfer software, or if you don't need them, you
might be satisfied with one of the packages that are restricted to remote control,
such as Norton-Lambert's Close-Up. •
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this review.
Ruse! DeMaria is afreelance writer and
author of the soon-to-be-published Public- Domain Software: Untapped Resources for the Business User (
Redwood
City, CA: M&C Publishing). He can be
contacted at 109 Akea Place, Kula, HI
96790.

VIEWS FROM BIX:
CARBON COPY PLUS
telecomm.pgms/reviews # 2, from Barry
Nance.
Carbon Copy Plus supports agreat number
of modems besides Hayes- compatible modems
(see the full screen list that it
presents when you run CCINSTALL) . It
definitely works well with Hayes modems,
but the support is there for several other
types. Just this morning Iused Carbon
Copy Plus on an Anchor Automation
Lightning 2400; the client site was
using aCodex modem.
One more thought: using CCINSTALL on the
fly ( between invocations of CCHELP) to
change communication parameters is
really fairly quick.

telecomm.pgms/reviews #3, from Steve
Moshier.
Iwonder if Carbon Copy Plus is any
better than the host mode in ProComm-that
seems to work fine except for programs
that want to write directly to the video
RAM instead of using the BIOS.

telecomm.pgms/reviews # 4, from Barry
Nance.

THE MURAL PLOTTER
D SIZE PLUS.
FLATBED TECHNOLOGY.
2495.

We're not going to razzledazzle you with alot of hype
about the Mural Plotter. We'll
let the facts speak for themselves.
• Plot area 25" x34"
• Compatible with leading
software programs
In
184

Emulates HewlettPackard 7475 Plotter
• Compatible with IBM/PC/
XT/AT, T.I., NEC, AT&T
and more using RS-232-C
serial interface
• Desk top or wall mount
• Excellent repeatability • 5ips

Call for the name of your local CAD Dealer!
United Innovations • Cro,,roads Ind. Park • Holyoke MA 01040 • 413.5344400
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Circle 305 on Reader Service Card

Yep. Carbon Copy Plus is better than any
regular communications program's host
mode; it's specially designed to take
care of " direct- to- screen" applications.
It uses a fairly intelligent protocol
(that only it understands, of course) to
establish a rapport between the two PCs,
so that everything that happens on
one machine is echoed exactly on the
other.
One of the nice features of this protocol
(that you really appreciate at 1200 bps
and even at 2400 bps) is that Carbon Copy
Plus performs compression on the screen
data as it's being transmitted. For
example, if an application puts four rows
of blanks on the screen, with ablue
background, the material that gets
transmitted across the line consists of
asingle blue blank along with arepeat
factor. Nice design.
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32-bit memory board,
upgradeable to 13 MB
using SIMM modules
ensures your investment
in future operating
systems and applications
without requiring
additional slots.

20 MHz, 80386 processor
for high peiformance.
AT-compatible desktop
computing.

Multimaster Bus offers
ability to run concurrent hardware tasks
while remaining
AT-compatible. Offers
key features of IBM's
Micro Channel while
protecting current
investment in AT bus
standard.

Supportfor 80287 and
80387 coprocessors
provides users with a
choice for computationintensive applications.

livo serial ports, one
parallel portfor attaching
multiple I/O devices
without using valuable
slots.

High-speed ESDI Bus
Master Disk Controller
enhances the performance
of the AST Premium/386.
Offers users one of the
highest performing 80386based, AT-compatible
desktop systems available.

220 watt power supply
provides plenty ofpower
for next generation of
intelligent peripheral
adapters.

MS OS/2 compatible
for maximum software
flexibility.

ware. AST Premium/386 operates with your
Power That Means Something Better for
Everyone.The AST Premium/386 is asigh
current multifunction and data communicaof relief to users trying to decide whether
tions cards, as well as newer, more powerful
to support IBM's* vision of the future, or
board-level peripherals designed for AST's
remain in the industry-standard world of
Multimaster Bus. The savings add up when
compatible 80386 machines.
you consider all of the existing software
With 20 MHz, typical 0-1 wait-state operprograms, enhancement boards, drives, moniation, a32-bit data path from CPU to memory
tors and keyboards you already own.
and afully arbitrated industry-standard bus,
Intelligent Memory Management. Up to 2
the AST Premium/386 is the first 80386-based, MB of memory are standard, expandable to 13
AT-compatible computer to provide the
MB. Which means you have all the memory
crucial multimaster functionality of IBM's
you need to multitask applications using operMicro Channel' architecture.
ating environment software such as Windows'
Multimaster Capability. AST's Multimaster
and DESQviewT.m Plus, more than enough
Bus is ashared memory architecture that
memory to fulfill requirements of operating
improves performance by eliminating CPU
systems and applications in the future.
involvement in data transfers. Its ability to
Continuing the Tradition of Unsurpassed
accommodate advanced coprocessor and
Quality. AST customers know what to expect
multiprocessor architectures makes the
—the best in quality, and the best in value.
AST Premium/386 the
The AST Premium/386
AST Premium/386 Architecture
perfect solution for any
is no exception. That
Bus Master Cacl
13 MB 32-bit
application that can take
means building asysDiskontroller (ESDI)
Memory
advantage of intelligent
tem using the most
coprocessors and control- ,,,„„,
advanced technology,
AT Bus
lers, such as backend dataincluding ASIC and
Arbitration Bus
•
base processing, intelligent
surface-mount compographics controllers for
nents. And once it's
20MHz 80386
Graphics
CAD/CAE/CAM or deskbuilt,
test after painstakCoprocessor
top publishing, and inteling test is conducted
802871 803871
ligent disk controllers for
to prove that the AST
Communications
Coprocessor :
network file servers.
Premium/386 deserves
Bus Master Disk
its name.
AST's Multimaster Bus technology allows direct access to main
memory fin-faster overall system throughput.
Controller. AST's Bus
Support WhenYou Need
Master Disk Controller
It, Wherever You Are.
actually supervises the transfer of data from its
AST's dedication to its customers is second to
memory across the bus to the system memory
none. Even though AST's technical support
without involvement of the CPU or motherteam resolves 95 percent of all product
board DMA devices.
problems by phone, on-site repair is availIn addition to providing ST506 or ESDI
able in 32 U.S. and 3Canadian centers, with
compatibility and optional disk caching, AST's
more planned.
intelligent disk controller can be optimized
AST: The One Best Source for All of Your
to provide overlapping operations for amulti- Computing Needs. As the industry leader
tasking environment.
in enhancement products, AST provides afull
The Most Compatible 80386 on the Marline of the most reliable, high-performance
ket. Best of all, you can continue to run any
memory, data communications and desktop
of your existing DOS applications on the AST
publishing solutions available. And while
Premium/386, and also take advantage of the
our solutions are designed to strictly adhere
more advanced multitasking and multiuser
to industry standards, customizing your
operating systems such as Microsoft's* MS
AST Premium/386 with AST solutions ensures
OS/2 and XENIX!
maximum compatibility right down to the
component level.
The same compatibility is true with hard-

After Our Engineers
Met Your
Demands For Price,
Performance
And Compatibility..

AST
tenwun
allaP1311.111710111A

The Intel® 80386 chip brought minicomputer power to the
microcomputer world. However, its implementation left you with
only two choices. The first offered faster processing on an
existing AT® bus. With the second, you got an overall gain in
system throughput, but only by departing to anew bus standard
... one that was incompatible with existing PC hardware.
Both directions required compromise. Which was
unacceptable to AST® engineers. So, we let them explore a
third alternative.
It was, after all, the same engineering team who made us
number one in the enhancement board industry. And without
them, the AST Premium/286 wouldn't have risen to number
three in 80286 sales after only six months on the market
So, when the time came to see the results of their labor,
we naturally expected awork of art.
What we got was amasterpiece
- — the first 20 MHz,
80386-based computer to offer advanced bus architecture
without surrendering existing PC hardware compatibility. You
no longer have to compromise anything for unprecedented
speed and complete compatibility in asystem built for the future.

'According to ¡MS Anemia Les Newel Computer Reel Report,

a

monthly audit yor the month endeng May 31. 19871 of computer speetalty stores tot the US The wpm/ tracks

purchases by those resellen Publeshed o(
7omputer Reviler Noes August 17 1987

Introducing The
AST Premium/386.
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The AST Premium/386 Is Just
One Member Of Our Systems Family
And you may
Don't let its size fool
1111
1
1
"11111
choose to use the
you. Operating at
Premium Work10 MHz with 1
station as a
wait state, the AST
4J.3-lueear
smart
terminal
Premium Work-e -l
M1
tut
11116
attached to a
station' is the
AST Premium/386.
minicomputer
most powerful,
=11111111111111111.
80286-based perAST Premium 286
or mainframe.
I.J...1.11.1 tiled 1.1.J.i.iladaloi
When equipped with any of
sonal workstation in its class.
AST's full line of industry stanIt's also the most flexible. The
dard communications products,
proof is in its wide range of configuration choices. Every AST
ASI Pronium Workstation
the Premium Workstation
provides complete, factory-configured 3270,
Premium Workstation comes with 1to 4MB
5250 or LAN connectivity.
of RAM on the motherboard, two serial ports,
You're probably already familiar with the
aVGA, EGA and Hercules' compatible
graphics module, aparallel port, MS OS/2
AST Premium/286. Altogether, the AST
Premium Computer family provides reliable,
compatibility and math-coprocessor support.
high-performance solutions to match speciThe rest is up to you. You can choose
fic computing needs today, with an upgrade
amodel with a51
/"or 31
4
/"diskette drive, a
2
path to high power levels in the future. You
hard drive, or no drive at all, depending on
can't make the wrong decision, as long as
your specific needs.
you make sure its AST. For more information
call (
714) 863-0181.
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AST Premium
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Premium/386

Premium/286

Workstation

80386

80286

80286

Microprocessor
Speed (MHz)

20t

10, 8, 6

Wait States

0-1

0

Standard
Memory

10
1

Up to 2MB

1MB

1MB

Expandable to

13 MB

13 MB

4MB

Video Adapter

Optional

VGA/ EGA/HGC
(most models)

VGA/EGA/HGC
module

7'

7"

2

40, 90, 150 MB

20, 40, 70 MB

40 MB

51
/71.2 MB
4
3927 1.44 MB

51
/71.2 MB
4
3V2,'' 1.44 MB

51
/
4:' 1.2 MB
31
/
271.44 MB

Diskette Size and
Capacity

+Three seiner eketable greeds for hminmsenutne pragrams
'One 32.8,1 dedicated to memory three ATrompatrble 16-ba multyntaster and one 16-ha AT-tompahhle,
and two 8bu rn standard models
-

III AST Premium/386
Ill AST Premium Workstation
CI AST Premium/286
D Please have an AST representative call me.
Name

Expansion Slots
Fixed Disk

Please send me more information on the following:

One 8 MI at 816-Int : ncludarg 2 FASTslots and tour user dots

standard models

Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone

AST Research, Inc. 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine, Ca.
, 92714-4992 ATTN: M.C.
L_

AST markets products worldwide- in Europe and the Middle Eut calk 44-1-568-4350; in the Far East calk 852 -5-717223; in Canada call 4164264514. AST and AST logo
egraced and AST Premium. AST Penmen Nrierstation, IAST,lot trademarks AST Research. Ito IRM, ATO,,! Pertonal ComputerAT epstered and Mum Channel trademark International
Nuance Mai-hues Corp Meese and XFNIX regalerril and MS 082 and Windows trademarks Morrie Corr DESQront tnidemar* Quarterdeck Olfire Systems Hererle, trademark
Hercules Computer technology Intel rwslerd Inetrmarit Intel Corp Copyrtgla I 1987 AST Research, Inc All 'mkt+ 'netted
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS

Marshal Pascal and Pascal-2
Mark Bridger

This provides aconvenient way
Although many professional
Pascal compilers for the
of initializing structured variprogrammers have turned to C
ables by setting them equal to
as their coding language, interIBM PC that compete directly
previously declared structured
est in Pascal has remained high.
constants.
This is due in part to its nearly
with Turbo Pascal
Marshal goes one step furuniversal acceptance in high
ther in the extension of conschools and colleges as ateachstants: Operations on constants are alBoth compilers display warning mesing language for structured programlowed in declarations. For examsages when they encounter enhanced
ming. Unfortunately, the specifications
ple, if Length and Width are declared
constructions not conforming to level 0.
for Pascal ignore many of the features
constants, the declaration Matrix =
In addition, Pascal-2 complies with the
needed for commercial or even recrearray [ 1 . . Length*Width] is legal.
ISO level- 1standard, which includes imational programming, and compiler
Both compilers support the otherwise
plementation of conformant arrays (array
writers often add these enhancements in
option in acase construction. Both also
parameters of unspecified length).
nonstandard ways, leading to incompatilet you designate integers to any base bebilities between different versions.
tween 2 (binary) and 16 (hexadecimal).
Comparison of Enhancements
Marshal Pascal ($ 189) from Marshal
Marshal's write can print integer output
The most common enhancement to PasLanguage Systems and Pascal-2 ($395)
in either binary, octal, decimal, or hexafrom Oregon Software attempt to thread a cal is the addition of strings and string
decimal; Pascal-2can output in only dechandling. Both of the compilers reviewed
careful path: to preserve the simplicity of
imal and hexadecimal.
support strings of up to 255 bytes and
standard Pascal while judiciously adding
ISO Pascal level 1specifies the declasome form of the following operations:
enhancements. These implementations
concatenation, length, insertion or deleration of conformant arrays that let you
compete directly with Turbo Pascal verpass arrays of different sizes to the same
tion of one string within another, and
sion 3.0 ($99.95) from Borland Internafunction or procedure. For example, a
determining the position of one string in
tional. ( Borland's Turbo Pascal 4.0
procedure that performs amatrix operaanother. Pascal-2also has the procedures
should be out by the time you read this
tion such as row reduction might want to
val and str, which convert teals or intereview. See the editor's note on page
accept matrices of any size. Marshal Pasgers to or from strings. These are useful
190.) Turbo Pascal has done much for the
cal does not have conformant arrays imin checking keyboard input of numbers to
popularity of Pascal, but Marshal Lanplemented in the current version, but it
prevent program crashes.
guage Systems and Oregon Software
has acompiler switch that allows relaxIn standard Pascal, functions can rehope to woo Turbo users who feel aneed
ation of array index checking. Pascal-2
turn only simple variable types (e.g., into upgrade to amore powerful compiler.
implements conformant arrays, and it
teger, real, char, and Boolean) as
Pascal-2 version 2.1J requires an IBM
also allows the procedural type declaraPC, XT, AT, or compatible with 320K
values. Marshal and Pascal-2, however,
can return any type (other than file) as a tion univ to relax type checking entirely
bytes of RAM (512K bytes recommended),
in procedure calls.
function value. Both products let you pass
MS-DOS or PC-DOS 2.0 or higher, the
Pascal-2 also provides a handy—and
procedures and functions as parameters
Microsoft Linker 3.0 or higher, and 1.5
potentially dangerous—function, loopto other procedures and functions.
megabytes of disk storage. (A hard disk
hole. This function allows the assignMarshal Pascal and Pascal-2 support
drive and a360K-byte floppy disk drive are
the use of structured constants, which is a ment of the value of avariable Ato avarirecommended.) Marshal Pascal version
simple way of declaring constants of a able B, even if the variables are of
2.01 also requires an IBM PC, XT, AT, or
different types, as long as their types recompatible, with a minimum of 256K
structured type. For example,
quire the same number of bits of membytes of RAM, PC-DOS 2.0 or higher, and
ory. Thus, if A is a4-byte integer and B is
type si = packed array [ 1..4] of
two 360K-byte floppy disk drives or ahard
a packed array[1..4] of char, then
char;
disk drive. For this review, Iused an 8continued
s2 = record
megahertz Compaq Deskpro with 640K
strg: si;
bytes of RAM, a30-megabyte hard disk
Mark Bridger is president of Bridge Softnumb: real;
drive, and an 80287 chip.
ware and an associate professor of mathend;
Both Marshal Pascal and Pascal-2satematics at Northeastern University in
const
isfy the requirements of ISO (InternationBoston. He can be reached at 31 Champa
cl=s1( 1a1, ' b', ' c', ' d');
al Standards Organization) level 0—the
St. , Newton, MA 02164.
c2 = s2( ' abcd', 38.5);
Pascal specified by Jensen and Wirth.
41..•

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card
(
Dealers: 24)
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REVIEW: MARSHAL PASCAL AND PASCAL-2

Marshal Pascal version 2.01

Pascal-2version 2.1J

Type
Pascal compiler

Typo

Company
Marshal Language Systems
1670 Terrace Rd.
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
(415) 930-9039

Company
Oregon Software Inc.
6915 Southwest Macadam Ave.
Portland, Oregon 97219
(503) 245-2202

Format
Three double-sided, double-density
51
/4
inch floppy disks

Format
Four double- sided, double- density 51
4 /
inch floppy disks

Computer
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with at
least 256K bytes of RAM; two 360K- byte
floppy disk drives or ahard disk drive

Computer
IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatble with at
least 320K bytes of RAM (512K bytes
recommended); 1.5 megabytes of disk
storage (hard disk drive and 360K- byte
floppy disk recommended)

Software Required
PC- DOS 2.0 or higher

Pascal compiler

Documentation
150 pages in athree-ring binder

Software Required
MS-DOS or PC- DOS 2.0 or higher;
Microsoft Linker 3.0 or higher

Price
$189

Documentation
200 pages in athree-ring binder

Inquiry 891.

Price
$395
Inquiry 890.

A : = loophole( integer, B) assigns the
bit pattern of Bto A.
In Marshal Pascal, integers are two
bytes, ranging from — 32,768 to 32,767.
Pascal-2, on the other hand, has 4-byte
integers standard, with a range of
—2,147,483,647 to 2,147,483,647; you
can also declare aspecial unsigned integer type, 0..4,294,967,295. Marshal
provides aseparate Pascal file that, when
included in aprogram, gives support for
4-byte (long) integers. This is rather unwieldy because the file requires adifferent notation for the standard +, — , *,
and div operations.
Marshal Pascal provides two other enhancements. The first is the control
structure: loop, exit, end. The second
is the use of the Return key to exit from a
procedure or function. These constructs
provide safe alternatives to the goto
statement.
Both Pascals protect the counting variable in afor loop. This variable must be
local to the procedure containing the loop
and must not be changed within the loop.
Any violation of these rules produces a
compiler error.
Neither compiler supports the type
byte. Pascal-2allows the Boolean operators and, or, and not to operate on integers; this can be done in Marshal, but it
requires an elaborate trick using records
186
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(the procedure is described in the documentation). Neither Pascal directly supports shift operations on integers.
}Ile Handling and DOS Access
Both of the compilers support randomaccess files, as well as DOS functions
that return the existence and size of afile
and rename or delete files. The compilers
handle opening files, closing files, and
assigning DOS filenames to file variables
easily, although somewhat differently.
Pascal-2provides three functions for I/O
error trapping. One function turns off the
system error handling, to let your program
handle the errors. The other two determine
the status of the last I/O operation and return the error code. Pascal-2also provides
various file-security locks for protecting
files during simultaneous access in amultiuser environment. These locks are specified by using compiler switches.
Both compilers have procedures for
accessing DOS's date and time functions
as well as the DOS command line. Pascal-2also provides aprocedure for executing aDOS subtask ( aDOS command
such as DIR, or even another executable
program) from within aPascal program.
Marshal Pascal's functions LoadProg
and RetProg permit loading and returning from executable programs. You must
be sure to set the calling program's stack

to make room for the stack of the program
loaded.
Sophisticated programming often requires access to the DOS and ROM BIOS
functions and interrupts, as well as to system memory. Pascal-2provides this access; the version of Marshal Pascal that I
reviewed provided access only to DOS
functions. Both compilers had straightforward ways of PEEKing and POKing arbitrary memory locations. Marshal lets the
write statement print the values (memory location) of pointers—auseful debugging feature. Pascal-2gives access to the
IBM PC's ports.
Both compilers let you link Pascal code
with assembly language code. Assembly
language programs are declared external
in the Pascal code. The subprogram is assembled to produce an object file, and
then the calling program is linked with
the object program to create the final executable file.
Pascal-2uses the Microsoft Linker and
can link its programs with object code produced by Microsoft C, FORTRAN, or assembly language. Marshal Pascal uses its
own linker (not compatible with Microsoft's), but it can link with assembled programs provided they are first fed through a
supplied preparation program called FOB.
Both instruction manuals give examples of
assembly language code that is linkable
with their respective Pascals.
Compiler Options
Both Pascals let the user give the compiler instructions via compiler switches.
Such a switch is embedded in the text
using a comment-like syntax. Some of
the choices are:
• Heap size. In the small heap, data,
stack, and heap space share acommon
64K-byte segment; the large heap is
limited only by the amount of available
memory. Using the large heap can slow
down memory access because pointers
must carry both segment and offset
information.
• Code size. In the small-code model,
the actual compiled and linked code must
reside in one segment, so it is limited to
64K bytes. The large-code model allows
any size code. As with the large heap, this
can slow program execution somewhat.
• Type of reals. You can choose between single-precision (4-byte) reals and
double-precision (IEEE or 8-byte) reals.
• Use of the 8087. Both compilers
come with two libraries. One library uses
the 8087; the other emulates its operation. Pascal-2uses the 8087 if the compiler senses that it is present. If you run a
program that was compiled and linked
with the emulation library on amachine
that has afloating-point coprocessor, the
floating-point hardware is used instead of
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Now its' not so
lonely at the top.
At last.
After five long years alone at
the top of the best-seller lists,
the Norton Utilities' is being
challenged by another software
package.
Which is no small feat,
considering that Version 4.0 is
selling even faster than its predecessors did.
Unfair competition.
Of course, in order to compete
with the Utilities, this upstart
new package first had to copy it.
It had to include the famous
UnErase,-which has rescued
the derrières of thousands of
grateful PC users.
As well as the unique File
Info, which lets you attach descriptions of up to 65 characters

to your files.
Not to mention the Norton
Integrator, which lets you control everything from asingle
program and gives you on-line
help for each function.
In fact,The Advanced Edition
of the Norton Utilities includes
every single one of the features,
functions and enhancements
that have made Version 4.0
so popular
Right down to the user interface which, according to the
InfoWorld Review Board makes
the Advanced Edition "as easy
to use as possible:'
And that's not all.
The more the merrier.
Because the Advanced Edition
goes on to include awish list

of brand new technical features
and functions.
Like Speed Disk, for tightening up disk space and optimizing access.
And Format Recover, for
unformatting your accidentally
reformatted hard disk.
As well as aFAT Editor, aPartition Table Editor, aDirectory
Editor and access to absolute
disk sectors.
All of which explains why
InfoWorld called the Advanced
Edition "agreat program that
has gotten even better"
We just call it good company.
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Designed for the IBM* PC, PC-AT and DOS compatibles.Available at most software dealers, or direct from Peter Norton Computing, Inc, 2210 Wilshire Blvd. # 186, Santa Monica,CA 90403.
To order: 800-451-0303 Ext. 40 (VISA and MasterCard welcome). MCI Mail: PNCI. Fax 213-453-6398.0 1987 Peter Norton Computing.
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the emulation. Marshal has a function
Is87, which determines whether an 8087
is present. The libraries that use the 8087
contain in-line 8087 instructions.
• Creation of cross-reference files.
When this switch is on, compilation
creates not only object code but also afile
that contains alisting of variables and the
line number of each reference to each
variable, including its definition and each

assignment to it.
• Creation of assembly code listing.
When this option is chosen, the compiler
creates afile containing the assembly language for the object code produced. A
quick perusal of the assembly listings
produced by both compilers for asimple
program reveals that Marshal Pascal
makes frequent use of the stack and registers, while Pascal-2 uses memory ac-

Table 1: Benchmark results. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of
Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000 multiplication and division
operations using single-precision numbers. Float tests the compiler's
transcendental functions library, computing sines, cosines, logs, and
exponentials over arange of arguments. Calculations87 and Float87 are the
double-precision, 8087 versions of the Calculations and Float tests. Transfer
does asimple character-by-character copy of one text file into another
(24,000 bytes of text). To ensure uniformity, all three compilers used afile
buffer size of 512 bytes. Heap Test initializes and disposes of Pascal heap
pointers. Each pointer points to 9999 bytes (to avoid easy word boundaries).
My machine's memory could support only 49 of these with Pascal-2, so I
used that many. Times are in seconds; file sizes are in bytes.
Pascal-2

Marshal Pascal

Turbo 3.0

Sieve
Compile
Link
Run*
Code

103
41
25 4
14,486

5.5
93
10.6
2,848

0.5
N/A
15.2
16,713

Calculations
Compile
Link
Run*
Code

9.2
46
151 0
33634

46
13.5
30.0
6.944

0.5
N/A
30.0
11,682

Calculations87
Compile
Link
Run
Code

9.2
47
20
17 586

4.9
12.8
2.1
4.910

0.5
N/A
6.7
10,329

Float
Compile
Link
Run'
Code

9.2
5.6
335.0
32,692

5.7
12.9
90.0
7.646

0.5
N/A
65.0
11,596

Float87
Compile
Link
Run
Code

92
5.6
3.7
16,644

5.7
13.4
2.0
7,446

0.5
N/A
2.9
10,241

Transfer
Compile
Link
Run
Code

93
56
88
22,896

5.3
9.6
6.5
3,618

0.5
N/A
6.4
11,591

Heap Test
Compile
Link
Run' (49 pointers)
Code

14.8
4.6
20.3
25,522

5.7
9.0
2.0
4,394

0.5
N/A
0.5
11,999

Timed on a4.77-MHz IBM PC with 640K bytes of RAM and without an 8087

cesses more often. This is apossible indicator of Marshal's better optimization
(for speed).
Both Pascals support separate compilation of subprograms. This lets you
create object files for various groups of
procedures and link them to the main
body when creating the final, completed
program. Thus, if only afew procedures
need to be changed, you don't have to recompile the whole program.
To inform the compiler that what is to
come is not acomplete program, Pascal-2
uses the directive $NoMain, and Marshal
uses header module. The compiler then
produces the object code to be linked
later. With Pascal-2, any shared global
identifiers must be declared in the same
order in all modules that use them; with
Marshal Pascal, no common global identifiers are possible using this separate
compilation technique-subprocedures
can communicate only through passed
parameters.
However, Marshal Pascal provides a
second method of separate compilation,
similar to that of Modula 2: definition and
implementation modules. When you use
this technique, each unit or module must
be accompanied by aseparate definition
file containing adeclaration of all identifiers that the module is to share with
other modules. The module itself is
called the implementation, and it contains the code using the identifiers in the
definition.
After all the definition and implementation modules are compiled, the link
step creates the finished program. This
whole technique is fairly sophisticated,
and it is worthwhile only in creating large
programs with many small pieces whose
variables must be carefully shared.
Special Features
Marshal Pascal is afour-pass compiler that
does ahigh degree of code optimization.
You can specify how the code is to be optimized by using embedded compiler switches. The degree of optimization is determined by the switch $ZN, where N is a
number between 0and 63; the larger Nis,
the more optimization is attempted (and
the longer the compile time). There is
also an FN switch, where N=0 selects optimization for compact code size and N=1
selects optimization for speed. At the default setting of Z31 and Fl, the Sieve
benchmark ran at 10.6 seconds; at asetting of Z63 and Fi, it ran at 6.2 seconds.
Marshal also comes with an objectcode librarian. This utility lets you combine separately compiled object modules
into libraries-i.e., single files that contain all the code of the modules. When
the linker is instructed to link with this licontinued
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brary, it extracts the modules that are actually called by the program.
Marshal Pascal is currently supplied
with a shell-type program called Thor
and a text editor called Thor-Edit that
make Marshal Pascal pleasant to use.
When Thor is loaded, it displays amenu
that lets you edit, compile/link, display
directories, run aDOS subtask, or invoke
the librarian. Thor can go directly to the
line of a compilation error and, using
Thor-Edit's split-screen mode, display
the error messages in one half of the
screen with the cursor at the offending
line in the other half.
Marshal Language Systems is currently working on a Turbo Translator
package that, according to the company,
will implement all features of the Turbo
Pascal language, including bit manipulation, block read/write, and graphics.
Free updates are promised to all Marshal
Pascal owners when Turbo Translator becomes available.
In addition to its variable and procedural cross-reference generators, Pascal2provides afull Pascal software debugger, with the ability to set and remove
breakpoints, step through aprogram, and
read out the values of variables. Its runtime error messages report the name of
the procedure containing the error, as
well as the hierarchy of procedures calling it. There is also aprofiling utility that
counts the number of times procedures
are called when a program is run. The
utility PASMAT will reformat Pascal
source code according to user specifications (e.g., indenting, capitalization,
comment format, number of statements
per line, and margins).
PASMAC, an assembly language preprocessor, aids in the creation of linkable
machine code. Parameters are declared in

aPascal-like syntax, as are subprocedure
names and registers to be saved. PASMAC combines these with the actual assembler operations to produce assembly
code. The output from PASMAC can then
be sent to Microsoft's Macro Assembler
(MASM) for assembly.
Pascal-2 also provides the Intel Common Elementary Function Library
(CEL), which contains many useful
mathematical procedures and functions
not provided by standard Pascal.
Which Do You Choose?
Using the Marshal, Pascal-2, and Turbo
Pascal version 3.0 compilers, Icompared
the compilation/link times, run times,
and type code size for five different programs. The dramatic winner in compilation time is Turbo Pascal ( see table 1). It
is lightning-fast, and it doesn't require a
link step. Except for the 8087 category,
where they are nearly the same, Marshal
beats Pascal-2in running speed. Marshal
is aclear winner in code size; in fact, it
produces the smallest code of any compiler Ihave seen. This is due partly to its
optimization but mostly, Ibelieve, to the
efficiency with which its linker selects its
routines from the library. [ Editor's note:
Source-code (nonexecutable) listings for
the benchmarks are available on BIX, on
BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarterly
Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of contents. To "find"
source code in the Listings areas on BIX
and BYTEnet, search by article title,
author, or issue date. Some archivedfiles
may contain numerous listings for asingle article. A description of the file also
accompanies each entry.]
Both Marshal Pascal and Pascal-2are
high-quality products, fairly compatible
with Turbo Pascal, and with adequate

SCO Xenix 386
Edwin J. Lau
SCO Xenix 386 version 2.2, developed
jointly by SCO and Microsoft, is a release of the Unix operating system for
80386-based personal computers. Unix
has become astandard in the scientific/
engineering marketplace on a variety of
superminicomputers as well as on workstations and it runs on machines ranging
from high-speed Crays down to personal
computers. However, between 50 percent
and 70 percent of the installed base of
Unix systems are Xenix systems.
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Xenix, Microsoft's enhanced version
of Unix, is amultiuser/multitasking operating system touted by Microsoft as an
alternative to its OS/2 (which is singleuser/multitasking). Xenix provides afull
complement of operating- system facilities, including interprocess communication, ahierarchical file system that allows
simultaneous access to files from multiple processes, and generalized process
scheduling.
Until the introduction of the IBM PC

documentation. Whether you should buy
Pascal-2, Marshal Pascal, or Turbo Pascal depends on your programming needs.
For writing small to medium programs
(up to 3000 lines), Turbo Pascal is the most
reasonable choice. It is small, fast, and inexpensive. But when you get to large programs or programs that require massive
amounts of real number crunching using
the 8087, Turbo's limitations begin to
show. Its 64K-byte code-size limitation
means that long programs must use cumbersome and slow overlays. [ Editor's note:
According to Borland, Turbo Pascal 4.0
will address the shortcomings of Turbo
Pascal 3.0. For adescription of apreliminary version of Turbo Pascal 4.0, see
"Short Takes" in the November BYTE.]
For large programs, then, you should
consider Pascal-2 and Marshal Pascal.
Pascal-2 has more extensions and better
debugging facilities and utilities than
Marshal Pascal, and it is implemented on
avariety of machines other than the IBM
PC, including VAX, PDP, Apollo, and
Sun. Oregon Software plans to have
linker-compatible versions of C, C + +,
and Modula 2for the PC soon. Pascal-2is
consistent with ISO Pascal levels 0and 1,
yet it has alot of extra language and debugging features. On the other hand, at
$395 it's rather expensive, and it also requires 1.5 megabytes of disk storage.
While the current version of Marshal
Pascal does not have quite so many language enhancements as Pascal-2, it lets
you write large programs, and its capabilities may be enough for your needs. Marshal Pascal stands out in terms of code
speed and code size. It's also acomparatively better value, since its $ 189 price
includes an integrated text editor, a librarian, and asoon-to-be- released Turbo
Translator. •

AT, PC hardware was relatively weak in
processing power and memory, and very
little hardware existed to support the advanced operating system features that
Xenix required. The PC was therefore
only marginally successful as a mainstream Unix box. These factors, coupled
with IBM's standardization of PC DOS,
and with the fact that (until recently) most
users did not need multitasking, prevented serious consideration of Xenix in both
the PC and Unix markets. With the introduction of SCO Xenix for the Intel 386,
will this system at last come into its own?
The Hardware
For this review, Iused aCompaq Deskpro 386 with 1megabyte of main memory, a 1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive, a
40- megabyte hard disk drive, and a
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tool is ageneralized lexical analyzer, and
yace is aparser generator.
The development system also provides
program maintenance tools such as SCCS
(Source-Code Control System) and make
(a utility designed to manage all the files
associated with adevelopment project).
Also included are the standard Unix debuggers adb (" another debugger") and
sdb (" symbolic debugger").
In the area of data communications,
the operating system includes uucp and
Micnet. The uucp package provides a
means for command execution, log- in,
mail, and file transfers between remote
machines. It communicates through the
RS-232C serial interface on Xenix and
can be used through the serial interfaces
The Software
on most other Unix systems. Micnet is
For this review, I examined the SCO
another communications package impleXenix 386 2.2 operating system with the
mented via RS-232C ports. It is similar to
development system and the text-processuucp, providing for remote-command
ing system. These three software packexecution, file transfer, and mail between
ages are available separately or bundled;
machines on the network. You can use
see the box at right for details.
uucp on top of Micnet.
A standard—and important—compoThe SCO Computer Graphics Internent of the operating system and developface (CGI) also comes as part of the dement system for Xenix 386 is the Unix
velopment system. Through subroutines
shell. The shell is the user command inand device drivers, SCO CGI gives you a
terface to the operating system, and it
route for developing device-independent
provides a means for initiating system
applications programs.
utilities. SCO Xenix provides three
CGI incorporates such capabilities as
shells: sh (
Bourne shell), csh (C shell),
device-independent coordinate transforand vsh (
visual shell).
mations, graphics input from amouse or
The preferred shell for normal comatablet, status inquiry, metafile generamand-line interaction is csh. Traditional
tion (which lets you exchange pictures becsh strengths are its ability to save comtween applications), bit-map manipulamand-line history, its ability to edit and
tion, and pixel output. Its graphics output
reissue past command lines, and its jobprimitives include arcs, bars, circles, pie
control capabilities. Not all of csh's traslices, and polylines. Primitive attribute
ditional strengths are available in this respecifications include alignment, color,
lease of the system.
character height, fill pattern, line style,
Traditionally, sh has been the preand rotation. CGI also provides different
ferred shell for writing scripts. While it
does not provide the extensive commandtext modes, such as alpha text, which is
used for combining text and graphics;
line facilities of csh, it nevertheless prographics text, used for controlling text atvides an easily understood syntax for
tributes like graphics; and cursor text, for
writing scripts of sh commands.
Unlike the other shells, vsh is specific
cursor positioning and text input. CGI is
consistent with the evolving ANSI/ISO
to Xenix (both 286 and 386 versions); it is
not part of standard Unix. It provides a standard for computer graphics virtual
device interfaces.
simple windowing environment for the
The text-processing system programs
execution of a subset of the command
are used in document preparation. The
utilities available in Xenix.
system provides nroff (
the standard
The development system provides program development tools, including a C Unix text-processing system), which includes the min macros; tbl; eqn; diccompiler with lint, lex, and yacc
tion; and style. The mm macros are
(which stands for " yet another compiler
written using native nroff commands
compiler"), as well as aDOS cross-deand provide ameans for specifying comvelopment environment for creating MSDOS-compatible . EXE files. The C mon formats of text, including section
headings, chapter headings, footnotes,
compiler generates native 80386 code
and so on. You use tbl and eqn to generand can use full 32-bit addressing. The
ate tables and mathematics within a
lint tool checks C language usage and
document.
syntax more strictly than the C compiler
These tools are based on abatch model
does; the errors it detects are likely to include the use of nonportable aspects of
of document preparation. In this model, a
document is created as apure ASCII text
the language or outright bugs. The lex

monochrome graphics monitor. Iused
the machine primarily as aDOS system
with two 20-megabyte hard disk drive
partitions, one of which was inactive.
The system's documentation states that
the minimum amount of memory requited
to run Xenix 386 is 1megabyte. Where a
serious software development environment
exists, the manual recommends 2 megabytes. If you're going to use the operating
system, development system, and the textprocessing system, the manual suggests a
20-megabyte hard disk drive. Iincreased
the Deskpro's memory to 2megabytes and
installed Xenix on the Deskpro's inactive
partition.

SCO Xenix 386 version 2.2
Type
Multiuser/multitasking operating system,
program development system, and textprocessing system
Company
The Santa Cruz Operation Inc.
P.O. Box 1900
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(800) 626-8649
Format
16 51
/
4inch floppy disks: eight disks for
the Operating System four disks for the
Development System, two disks for the
Computer Graphics Interface, and two
disks for the Text Processing System;
also available on 31
/2
inch floppy disks
Computer
Compaq Deskpro 386, AT
386-compatible, or PS/2 Model 80 with at
least 1megabyte of RAM (2megabytes
recommended), a1.2-megabyte floppy
disk drive, and a20-megabyte hard
disk drive
Documentation
Run Time Environment Manual; User's
Guide; User's Reference; Programmer's
Guide I; Programmer's Guide II;
Programmer's Reference; Computer
Graphics Interface Manual; Text
Processing Guide
Price
Complete SCO Xenix System: $ 1495
For the IBM PS/2 Model 80: $ 1695
Unbundled prices:
SCO 386 Xenix Operating System: $695
For the IBM PS/2 Model 80: $795
SCO 386 Xenix Development System:
$695
For the IBM PS/2 Model 80: $795
SCO Xenix Text Processing System
(Xenix 286-compatible): $ 195
Inquiry 882.
.1114111.11NOP

file with explicitly embedded directives
for how text is to be formatted. Typically,
DOS word processors automatically embed formatting information in the file as it
is created. Under the Xenix/Unix word
processors, you must manually place the
formatting directives in the text of the
document.
The diction program scans a document and outputs those sentences that
contain bad diction. (The offending word
or phrase is bracketed.) The style program is an automated document-grading
system that provides feedback on sentence complexity and grammatical
structure.
In this version of Xenix, the designers
continued
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recompiled the kernel to take advantage
of native 80386 instructions. However,
they did not recompile all the utilities.
SCO gave me a list of the utilities that
were recompiled, and it appears that the
company concentrated on the program
development tools (including the editors
ex, edit, vi, and view) and other important utilities (such as sh). SCO also said
that it recompiled anumber of files in the
/lib and / usr/ lib directories.

Command section of the Manual). This
program finds and lists the location of
bad tracks on the hard disk; it is also used
to add entries to abad-track table. The
manual states that if badtrk finds bad
tracks on the disk and " if your disk
comes with aflaw map, you should enter
any flaws from it into the bad-track
table." It also states that " if your disk is
not furnished with aflaw map, or you are
finished making changes to the bad-track
table," then you can exit badtrk.
The documentation does not say what
Observations
the bad-track table is and whether or not
Installing SCO Xenix 386 was painless. It
involved paging through a series of it is kept on the hard disk. It is also not
clear about what to do if you do not know
menus and answering mostly straightforward questions. However, two places in
whether the disk has aflaw map or not.
the documentation need clarification.
During the installation process, badtrk
The first area of confusion involves difound anumber of bad tracks on my hard
rections for installing Xenix on amachine
disk. Imade the assumption that my disk
that is already running MS-DOS or PCdidn't have aflaw map. A subsequent call
DOS. Chapter 2 of the Run Time Envito SCO provided clarification; the comronment Manual says that if you have to
pany said that the flaw map was the list of
install both DOS and Xenix on the same
bad sectors commonly found pasted to
hard disk, you should turn to chapter 3of
the outside of ahard disk. Thus, recordthe Manual and to the fdisk manual page
ing the bad-track information is optional.
in the User's Reference. But when I
After installing the base system, Iused
turned to chapter 3's section on installing
the custom utility (described in the NorXenix on aDOS system, it directed me to
mal Command section of the manual) to
"follow the installation procedure outinstall the program development tools
lined in chapter 2of the Run Time Enviand the text-processing system. It is a
ronment Manual." After carefully readconvenient and easy way to install and
ing both chapters a number of times, I deinstall the various subsystems.
was able to format the disk correctly for
Following the installation of the opboth DOS and Xenix.
tional subsystems, Icreated auser log-in
using the mkuser utility. This utility is a
The second place that needs clarification is the description of the badtrk proconvenient aid for those who are not fagram (described in the Miscellaneous
miliar with how the system associates

Table 1: Benchmark results comparing Xenix 386 and Compaq DOS, both
on aCompaq 386, and Sun OS on aSun-3/260. All times are in milliseconds.
Benchmark

Xenix

Sun- 3/260

DOS

1. getpid( )

093

.050

N/A 1

2. Fork 32K- byte
data and exit

36

69

N/A ,

3. Write 4K- byte
block
4. Write 64K- byte
block
5. Read 4K- byte
block

125
349
24

4
96
2.4

58
356
48

375

74

484

7. Write 1K- byte to
screen 1char
at atime

60

116

716 (with ansi.sys)
766 (without ansi.sys)

8. Write 1K- byte to
screen 64 char
at atime

55

40

352 (with ansi.sys)
342 (without ansi.sys)

6. Read 64K- byte
block

1These

benchmarks use callsthat are unique to Unix and Xenix and cannot be run under

Compaq DOS.

passwords, home directories, and shells
with a particular user. My log-in shell
was csh, and Icreated my home directory on afile system different from the
root-file system. After creating the user
log-in, Ibegan to develop programs to
measure the performance of the system.
Interacting with the system, Ifound
that although Xenix 386 had most of the
basic features you would expect from a
Unix system, its shell programs lacked a
number of items found in shells of other
Unix systems. Take the csh commandhistory mechanism, for example. The
usefulness of Xenix 386's version is
limited because the system cannot save
the history file during log-out; this is an
ability that can be very useful in environments where complex command interaction with the system exceeds asingle login session. The history feature helps both
as atimesaver (because you don't have to
retype complex commands) and as an
audit trail of commands.
Another missing feature is the abbreviated job identifier, %. Under other Unix
systems, when you place ajob into the
background (via &), the system associates
an identifier with the job. The first job
placed in the background is identified by
%I., the second by %2, and so on. These
identifiers reduce the need to remember
explicit process ID numbers for the background jobs. On other Unix systems,
then, to kill aprocess placed in the background, you need only type kill —9%n,
where nis the job number (not its ID) and
9is the signal to bill the process. In Xenix
386, you must give the ID explicitly; to
kill the process with ID 47, for example,
you must indicate kill —947.
A more serious problem lies in the way
SCO Xenix handles the execution of shell
scripts. In most Unix systems, the first line
of ashell script specifies its type (i.e., C
shell or Bourne shell). For example, assuming the shells are in the / bin directory, the line # /bin/ sh would specify the
Boume shell, and # / bin/ csh would
specify the C shell. Hence, when running
under csh, you could invoke aBourneshell script by giving #!/
bin/ sh as the
first line of the script; you can start acsh
script under the Bourne shell in asimilar
fashion.
Under Xenix 386, however, you specify aBourne shell script by ablank first
line, and you cannot specify within a
shell script that it is aC shell script. To
execute the script of adifferent shell from
the one you are in, you have to explicitly
start up the other shell by entering the
shell's name as aprefix to the script you
want to execute.
The software tools in the program development system are all that Iwould excontinued
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Intelligent statistics.
Consider the alternatives.
Today there are numerous microcomputer statistics software
packages to consider.
But, in the considered opinion
of many experts, there is one
that is clearly better.
Highest rated.
In its recent review of the five
leading microcomputer statistics
programs, InfoWorld concludes
that Systat'" Version 3.0 is " unrivaled in performance", " tops in
number crunching power" and
"unfailingly accurate."
And InfoWorld doesn't stop
here, but goes on to rank Systat
as the Number One statistics
package of the group.
In doing so, they aren't alone.
Every published independent
comparative review rates Systat
at the top of the list.

you? Systat gives you more
statistical capabilities than any
microcomputer statistical package, including three major
procedures that PC SAS ® and
SPSS/PC+® programs simply
don't offer.
Is accuracy important? Systat
gives you more accuracy. In fact,
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Although more comprehensive,
Systat requires less than I/2 the
commands and has 1/2 the bulk of
competitive programs. Compare
its 5disks to 17 for SPSS/PC+
and 21 for PC SAS!

8.5
•8.2
5.9
4.8
4.6

Of the statistics packages reviewed by InfoWorld, Systat rated
highest, as it has in every published competitive review.
Some practical benefits.
Such ratings are important because they relate directly to the
quality of your work, not just to
glitzy features. For example:
Are capabilities important to

numerous reviews and technical
conference proceedings consistently prove Systat to be the
most accurate statistical
package available.
Is ease of operation important?
Systat operates on less than /
2
1
the commands of its two largest
competitors, with less than 1
/ the
2
bulk. According to InfoWorld,
"Systat's commands are terse,
and afew keystrokes will do
amazing things."
Is cost important? Systat costs
less than any other major package: less than 1/2 the price of the
comparably equipped PC SAS or
SPSS/PC+.

Truly interactive.
Unlike its major competitors,
Systat has not ported some 20year- old code from amainframe
program. Written specifically for
microcomputers, Systat Version
3.0 uses an incredibly small
amount of disk space: only 1.4
megabytes versus their 5to 10
megabytes.
What's more, the package is
genuinely interactive, freeing
you from rigid command protocols. In doing so, Systat allows
you to approach statistical problems more intelligently: letting
you work the way you think instead of forcing you to think the
way it works.
Next to this, the alternatives to
Systat don't look very bright.

SYSTAT,.
For more information and a
complete copy of the InfoWorld
review, call 312 864.5670, or write
Systat Inc., 1800 Sherman Avenue,
Evanston, Illinois 60201.
Systat operates on IBM PCs ® and
compatibles, MS-DOS ® and CP/M ®
machines, several UNIX® minicomputers
and mainframes, and the VAX/Microvax®.
Menu/windowed Macintosh® version
also available. Single copy price
$595 USA and Canada, $ 695 Foreign.
Site licenses and quantity prices
available.
The following are registered trademarks: BMDPC of
BMDP Inc., CP/M of Digital Research, Inc., IBM PC of
IBM, Inc., MS-DOS of Microsoft, Inc., PC SAS of SAS
Institute Inc., SPSS/PC+ of SPSS Inc., STATGRAPHICS
of STSC Inc., UNIX of AT&T and VAX of Digital
Equipment Corporation.

Systat. Intelligent statistics.
Circle 284 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 285)
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REVIEW: SCO XENIX 386

pect from abasic Unix system. However,
the debugger tools offered for Xenix fall
short of those currently available in the
MS-DOS/PC-DOS environment, as well
as some of the more recent Unix ports.
For example, in Microsoft's latest release
of its C compiler ($495), you also receive
CodeView, a window-oriented sourcelanguage debugger with auser interface
that is much easier to work with than that
of sdb. SCO has claimed that sdb is essentially CodeView without the windowed interface, but the user interface of
sdb is line-oriented, much like the MSDOS DEBUG program. Debuggers similar to CodeView are already available on
Unix from other vendors (e.g., dbx from
Sun and xdb from HP).
SCO states that Xenix 386 " is afully
AT&T 5.3-licensed implementation of
Unix System V." But AT&T announced
in its licensing documentation that the
major new features of 5.3 are the Remote
File System (RFS) and streams. (These
two features are to play important roles in
the management of networked Xenix systems.) Neither of these features is included, nor available as options, in Xenix
386 version 2.2.
Finally, the Text Processing System
($195) includes tools familiar to most
Unix users. Iused nroff, the mm macros,
and spell for drafts of this review, and
they performed as Iexpected.
Performance
An effective Unix system must be able to
provide (among other things) adequate
I/O bandwidth and system services with
limited overhead. To evaluate the effectiveness of Xenix 386 as a multiuser/
multitasking system, Ideveloped anumber of C language benchmark programs
to look at I/O bandwidth and system overhead. The results are in table 1, along
with the results of the benchmarks for
Sun OS (aUnix-based operating system)
on aSun-3/260 and, where possible, for
Compaq DOS version 3.1 on the Deskpro
386 using the Microsoft 4.0 C compiler.
[Editor's note: Source code (nonexecutable) listings are available under the
names X386BI.0 through X38686.0 on
BIX, on BYTEnet, on disk, and in the
Quarterly Listings Supplement. See
"Program listings" in the table of contents. To "find" source code in the listings areas on BIX and BYTEnet, search
by article title, author, or issue date.
Some archived files may contain numerous listings for asingle article. Adescription of the file accompanies each entry.]
The Sun system is based on the Motorola
68020 processor running at 25 megahertz
and has a64K-byte write-back cache. The
system Iused had 8 megabytes of main
memory, a high-resolution monochrome
194
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monitor, and asurface-mount device disk
subsystem providing about 280 megabytes
of storage. (The Sun system costs approximately $50,000; Xenix with the Compaq
386 is about $7200.)
To evaluate Xenix 386 as amultiuser/
multitasking operating system, Iran the
benchmarks on both the Sun and the
Compaq with the operating systems in
multiuser configuration. No processes
were active during the execution of the
benchmark programs other than the normal system processes that manage the
multiuser/multitasking aspects of the system. Hence, the execution figures shown
in table 1do not account for interference
caused by other user processes.
Benchmark 1 makes the system call
getpid( ), which returns the process ID
of the calling task. This gives a rough
measure of the overhead that aprocess incurs when it makes acall to the operating
system. The Sun system is about twice as
fast as Xenix. A couple of factors help explain the variation: The 25-MHz clock
rate of the Sun is 59 percent faster than
the 16-MHz 80386 in the Compaq; and
the cache memory on the Sun lets it run
virtually flat out, while the Compaq incurs two wait states when the processor
fetches outside of apage or when there
are intervening idle cycles between
fetches.
For benchmark 2, Icreated achild process that has aglobal array of 32K bytes
and exits immediately on dispatch. This
benchmark provides some feel for the
cost of process creation. Here, Xenix was
almost twice as fast as the Sun system, indicating that Xenix has far less overhead
than the Sun OS in this area. Process creation is acomplex job requiring replication of process information, table manipulation, and interaction with the
system's memory management. The systems are very different with respect to
process information: Xenix is derived
from Unix System III/System V, and the
Sun OS is derived from Berkeley 4.x.
Benchmarks 3through 6, reading and
writing 4K-byte and 64K-byte blocks,
measure the file I/O performance of the
systems. Here, the Sun system performed
substantially better than either Xenix or
DOS on the Compaq. All three operating
systems provide some level of file-block
buffering in memory. The Sun OS and
Xenix have more sophisticated caches
than DOS. The speed of the Sun OS file
operations is likely the result of not only
its faster processor and memory, but also
of its highly tuned file system; it is based
on the Berkeley Fast File System. Also,
data read or written by the Sun OS probably goes to the memory cache rather
than to the disk.
Xenix was faster than DOS in all four

cases. The margin between Xenix and
DOS for the 64K-byte block write is narrower than the other disk I/O figures,
probably because Xenix has to write the
data to disk as well as to the memory
buffers. DOS also buffers, but it performs awrite-through on file-write operations. (For DOS, Iset the buffers= line
in the CONFIG.SYS file to 50.)
Finally, benchmarks 7and 8write 1Kbyte characters to the screen. Benchmark
7uses the printf statement to write the
characters one at a time, while benchmark 8writes 64 characters at atime. I
output the characters to the monitor on
the Compaq. On the Sun, Isent the output to aPC emulating adumb terminal
connected to the system via Ethernet.
As expected, writing 64 bytes at atime
was more efficient than writing one character at atime in all cases. The results for
Xenix on the Compaq were impressive;
Xenix was substantially faster than Compaq DOS. Xenix on the Compaq was
faster for benchmark 7 (one character at a
time) and alittle slower for benchmark 8.
A judgment is difficult in this case because of the extra layer of overhead incurred using Ethernet, and also because
Ethernet is more efficient with larger data
packets.
Impression
SCO Xenix's performance is equal to or
better than DOS's performance. Also,
Xenix provides substantially richer operating system facilities. It is not, however,
100 percent compatible with AT&T 5.3
Unix because of its lack of streams and
RFS. While Xenix on the Compaq 386 is
slower than some of the newer mainstream Unix boxes, it is substantially less
expensive (e.g., aSun-3/260 is approximately seven times the price of aCompaq
386 with Xenix).
How well Xenix 386 is accepted as the
multiuser alternative to OS/2 remains to
be seen. Since OS/2 has promised aDOS
compatibility box, issues of DOS compatibility cloud the horizon; SCO has indicated, however, that it plans to offer
VPix (the " DOS under Unix" product
from Phoenix Technologies) sometime in
the near future as an option for Xenix
386. On the other hand, as amultitasking/multiuser operating system for the
386 AT machines, Xenix 386 exploits the
80386 processor—something OS/2 may
never do. •
Edwin J. Lau (3945 Freedom Circle,
Suite 760, Santa Clara, CA 95054) works
at Clustrix Corporation. He has aPh.D.
from the University of California at
Berkeley and has worked extensively on
computer architecture, performance
evaluation, and operating systems.
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VIEWS FROM BIX:
XENIX
os386/reviews #3, from Gary Kendall.
The performance items tested don't
really indicate the ability of the machine
to perform under the load of multiple
users and/or processes. It would have been
enlightening to compare Xenix 286 and
Xenix 386 running on the same hardware and
note differences in swapping, terminal
response, etc. I'd be interested to know
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protocol while three or four other users
are running spreadsheets, nroff, make,
etc.
Did [ SCO] fix the confusion with diskblock sizes among the various utilities
that have to deal with them? The fdisk
and divvy utilities assumed blocks were
1024 bytes, while dd, tar, and dump still
thought blocks were 512 bytes. After
running a few of those, run /bin/df and
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see if you can guess how much free space
you have. Did they fix the C shell? It
used to break to the outermost switch
level when abreaksw was encountered at
the innermost level of nested switches. Do
they still refuse to supply you with
/bin/[idn]check and /bin/clri, insisting
that " those programs are obsolete and
have been replaced by fsck"? Try to
recover files and/or i-nodes without
them.

0s386/reviews #7, from Daniel Heiniger.
Multiuser performance, that's what I
wanted to know. Itried out IBM's version
of Xenix for the AT with two users ( or two
processes, if you like) assigned 800K
bytes each ( my system has 2megabytes) .
Each process waited for auser to press
keys. When either user pressed one, he
waited 15 seconds or so to get his process
swapped back in. So Xenix failed
miserably.

os386/reviews # 8, from Craig Jackson.
The reviewer compares Xenix 386 to other
versions of Unix without being specific
about which versions. The C shell now
comes with most versions of Unix, but
there are anumber of versions of the C
shell. There is arather old one commonly
distributed with USG Unix; it dates from
the 4.1 BSD days. A newer version of the C

27 million
Americans can't read.
And guess who pays the price.
While American business is trying to stay competitive with foreign companies, it's paying an
added penalty. The penalty of double-digit illiteracy.
Believe it or not, 27 million American adults can't read and write. Another 47 million are literate
on only the most minimal level. That adds up to almost one third of our entire population
and
probably adisturbing number of your employees.
What does illiteracy cost you? Get out your calculator. Illiterate adults make up 50%-75% of
our unemployed. Every year they cost us an estimated $237 billion in lost earnings. They swell
our welfare costs by $6 billion annually and diminish our tax revenues by $8 billion.
Illiteracy costs you through your community, too. It robs the place where you work and live of
its resources. It undermines the potential of the people who make your products and the people
who buy them. No dollar figure can be assigned to this. But over the years, this may be the
costliest loss of all.
What can your company do about this? It can join in local efforts to fight illiteracy. It can
volunteer company dollars and facilities for better school and tutorial programs. It can invest in a
more literate community.
The first step is to call the Coalition for Literacy at 1800 -228 8813 or fill out the coupon below. Do it today. You may find it's the greatest cost-saving measure your company has ever taken.

Aliterate
America
is agood
investment.

shell appeared with 4.2 BSD.

Name
rile
Company
Address
State

Phone

whatever Unix the reviewer may have used

Meas. r
cru,,, to Coalmon for LderaCy
(fuseless Division
PO 80. 81826
Lincoln NE 68501 1826

in trie past is just one variant of the
Unix family. Berkeley Unix may have lots
people have never seen it. Don't forget
that the most common form of Unix ( by

We want to discuss funding the Coalition for Literacy
Please have arepresentative contact me

cry

The critical thing to remember is that

of users ( mostly students), but many

Iwant my company to on the fight against illiteracy
Please send brochure with additional information

Cialition for Literacy

number of copies in use) is Xenix 286.
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"Xerox Ventura Publisher
will be to the next
generation of personal
computing what Lotus 1-2-3
was to the last."
DAVID GOODSTEIN
InterConsult

'...with sty le sheets
and other powerful
features that will
make producing king
documents in handsome.
well-organized formats
a breeze."
DIANE BURNS
PC Magazine

"A timely introduction
for an excellent, userfriendly product—it
will he a significant
factor in 1987."
AJIT KAPOOR
Dataquest

They raved about Version 1.0.
Now read about Version 1.1.

"Sheer Genius."
EONARDO DA VINCI
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"This product could
set the standard for
desktop publishing. It's
fast, it's fully featured
it allows you to do
things never thought
possible."
AMY WOHL
Wohl Associates

"Will set the standar
of comparison in
desktop publishing."
JAMES CAVUOTO
MicroPublishing

Xerox Ventura Publisher, the easily mastered, industrial-strength
publishing genius that runs on astandard IBM XTor AT, or compatible, just got better. Version 1.1 offers 80 significant enhancements
for short document handling; text, graphics and
font support; and broader output capability
Xerox Ventura Publisher already gets raves
for long documents; now Version 1.1 offers 20
additional features for producing short documents. There's automatic kerning, support for
multicolumn frames, improved hyphenation,
cropping and sizing of art, on-screen rulers,
and automatic letter spacing, to name afew.
For documents of any length, page layout and type control have
been raised from excellent to sensational. Pictures are now
anchored to text during batch pagination. Documents up to 128
chapters in length, each containing 150 to 300 pages of text, are
easily handled. The result is adesktop publishing package that can
be judged by printing industry graphic standards.
To the longest list of text and graphics input support in desktop
publishing comes even greater capability. Version 1.1 adds word
processing interfaces for XyWrite, Displaywrite III and IV and
DCA files. There's graphic conversion for more than 500 graphics
packages based on adozen file formats, including Macintosh
"PICT" and image files. Plus downloaded PostScript fonts,
conversion of H-PSoft-fonts and support for Adobe screen fonts.
This new release makes Xerox Ventura Publisher the first
desktop publishing program to support the industry-standard
page-description languages: PostScript
and Interpress. That means total
compatibility with all popular laser printers,
including, of course, the Xerox 4045 Iàser CP and the Xerox 4020
Color Ink-Jet Printer.
Xerox Ventura Publisher 1.1—industrial-strength publishing
genius that lets you do so much more, so much faster, ever so
easily—right on the desktop.
Circle 323 on Reader Service Card

I
—Xerox Corporation, PO. Box 24, Rochester, NY 14692.
For more information about Xerox Ventura Publisher 1.1, stop by
any computer store featuring Xerox software, contact your local Team Xerox
sales office, or call I-800-TEAM-XRX, ext 213B.
NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
11138
XEROXO is atrademark of XEROX CORPORATION.

STATE
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10 YOUR PC!

Whether your tape data comes from millions of miles away by
satellite or from lust down the hall in accounting, our " TAPE CONNECTION" can read and write 1/2" 9-track magnetic tapes using your PC!
Over 500 million reefs of magnetic tape are in use by most mainframe
and minicomputer systems. For more than 25 years, 1/
2"9-track tape
has been the standard worldwide for storing and retrieving large data
files. Why not let your PC and our tape system assist you in using the
vast resources of the tape data world?
Supporting 800 NRZI, 1600 PE and 6250 GCR, our file transfer software processes labeled or unlabeled tapes from most computer systems,
including IBM OS/DOS, DEC/VAX, UNISYS, Honeywell, Burroughs,
NCR, and HP. Large multivolume tape reels can be transferred to disk
at rates up to 5 MB/minute! Backup and restore capabilities work well
with Novell networks for IBM XT/AT. With our Tape Data Extraction software, you can read packed fields, select and extract specific records
and fields, such as payroll or personnel data, tax structure statistics,
department records, as well as import data into LOTUS 123. You'll find
so many applications for your particular business. You could even use
your PC to read and display NASA's Voyager ll mission data tapes, such
as this highly enhanced image of Saturn's rings recorded from adistance
of 8.9 million kilometers (from the tape library shown above).
We have years of experience with IBM mainframes using magnetic
tape, so we're qualified to assist you in implementing and supporting
your application. Since 1981, we have supplied thousands of conversion systems throughout the world, including most of the Fortune 500

companies. Our customer support personnef are available to answer
your questions, free of charge. Our high volume allows us to offer low
prices on Anritsu, Cipher, Kennedy and Qualsfar equipment. Systems
come complete and ready to use with controller card, cables, software
and drive. Ranging from $2995 to $8995, we have a system for you,
so call us today!
Dealer and volume discounts available.
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1120 Kaibab • Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 • 602-779-3341
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COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR

The Old Shell Game
Jerry Pournelle

Sometimes the only way to
write abook is to get away from
it all. For the past couple of
weeks, I've been holed up in
Silicon Valley pounding out a
few thousand words aday. Naturally, when Ifled Chaos Manor Ididn't take anything from the enormous stacks of software and equipment
awaiting review, but it doesn't matter.
The stuff catches up with me anyway.
Moreover, Idid look in on the Seybold
Conference on Desktop Publishing, so
there's plenty to write about.

Zenith's answer to

question. The computer revolution has succeeded beyond the
wildest dreams of even people
like me. There are well-off professional people in the U.S.
who can't drive, but not many;
and Ithink there are none who
can't use atelephone. The time isn't far
off when computers will be as necessary
as cars and telephones combined. Thus,
it really is important to have systems that
make it easy for beginners to get into
computing.
Alan Kay's research at Xerox's Palo
Alto Research Center resulted in some
fundamental new ideas about how people
interact with computers. A number of
machines, including Niklaus Wirth's Lilith, Apple's Macintosh, and the Xerox
Star series, were designed around the
PARC concepts.
Although Ithink Wirth's Lilith was
most successful in implementing what
Kay had in mind, the concept tends to be
known as the " Macintosh interface" because of the Macintosh's popularity, the
aggressiveness of Apple lawyers, and the
reluctance of some of Apple's victims to
waste time in court. (Someday I'm going
to add anew box to this column: rumors I
want to start. The first one would be that
Apple intends to sue Xerox for " look and
feel.")
The PARC interface is much easier to
learn than CP/M and its wildly successful
mutant stepchild DOS. It's not necessarily easier to use. DOS has a number of
very nonintuitive commands, but once
you know them, it's fairly powerful; and I
put it to you that it's no more difficult to
copy all the files on a floppy disk to a
hard disk by typing COPY A :*.* C: than it
is to drag adisk icon from one place to
another.
However, no one in their right mind

the PCjr prompts some questions

Zenith eaZy PC
Zenith's answer to the IBM PCjr was introduced with fanfare at COMDEX last
spring. Zenith's top brass were all there.
So was Bill Gates of Microsoft, because
the big shtick of the eaZy PC (and that's
the last time I'm going to spell it that way)
is supposed to be a hardware/software
combination that makes it simple for beginners to use. Bill Gates was so happy
with the DOS shell Microsoft provided
for the EZPC that he told the press
Microsoft would probably license it for
other uses.
I hope that doesn't happen. In my
opinion, the EZPC's DOS shell may be
marginally less worthless than the machine itself, but it's aclose call.
I'm no great fan of DOS shells to begin
with. But a tutorial for beginners that
teaches you commands no less mysterious than those DOS employs, deliberately uses nonstandard notation ( like
[F00] rather than < F'00> to indicate
that FOO is adirectory), and in general is
at least as hard to use as DOS has undertaken auseless task.
One of Pournelle's laws is that ajob not
worth doing is not worth doing well.
They followed that rule. The tutorial is
confusing, its documents are puzzling,
and since it's about a shell rather than
about DOS, you can't even go to athirdparty book for help.
For all that, the silly DOS shell may be
more useful than the computer.

about DOS shells
The EZPC costs $999 for asystem with
one floppy disk drive. Never mind that
that's enough to buy afull-up XT clone;
what's more absurd is for that price you get
so little: a monochrome monitor, 512K
bytes of memory, a mouse port, and a
printer port. No serial port. No socket for a
math chip. No PCompatible slots—in fact,
no slots at all.
If you want aserial port, you must pay
$399 for adaughterboard that converts the
machine to 640K bytes of memory, adds a
serial port, and gives you a 300-/ 1200baud modem. Incidentally, the mouse port
is sort of addressed to COM2:, but it has
been deliberately crippled so you can't use
it as aserial port. ( Itold you it was Zenith's
answer to the PCjr.)
Once you've bought the expansion
card, you've done all the expanding you
can. You can't even add asecond floppy
disk drive. (The two-floppy version costs
$1199.) Of course, you could pay $ 1699
for an EZPC system with one floppy disk
drive and a 20- megabyte hard disk
drive—but you'd still have to pay the extra $399 to get 640K bytes of memory and
aserial port.
Isuppose everyone knows that in general I'm afan of Zenith equipment. When
Icame up here to write, Ibrought Zelda
the Z-248, because she's fast, rugged,
reasonably lightweight, and very reliable. On trips, Icarry aZ-183 portable.
I'm looking forward to the Zenith 386
machines. Iwas prepared to like the
EZPC—until Iturned it on.
I'd sure hate for the guy who designed
that machine to work on any of Zenith's
other new products.
So What Should Beginners Do?
It's easy to make fun of the EZPC, but the
machine did attempt to address aserious

continued

Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns acomfortable living writing about computers present and future.
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There's quite alot to
the science part of
desktop publishing, but
there are also pretty
good books on the
subject.
would argue that DOS is particularly easy
to learn. It's especially bad for raw beginners who are faced with the infamous A>
prompt and no other information. Thus,
we have aplethora of programs calling
themselves DOS managers and technically known as DOS shells.
"Shell" is abit pretentious here: it's
stolen from Unix, but aUnix shell can literally do anything Unix can; DOS shells
are nowhere near that powerful. What
they do is replace the confusing DOS
command structure with something that
purports to be more intelligible. Most are
memory-resident and have menu options.
Some attempt to make your PC work like
aMacintosh: they're complete with little
pull-down menus and suchlike. Some
even use icons.
Some people swear by DOS shells. I'm
not one of them. In my judgment, learning aDOS shell is abit like learning to
drive with a Hydra-Matic transmission
back in the days when nearly every car
had astick shift: it was easier to learn, all
right, but once you learned, there weren't
many cars you could drive. The DOSshell situation is actually worse since
there are so many shells, and the ability to
use one of them isn't going to help much
with the others.
This brings us to Pournelle's DOS
rule: if you're going to live in the DOS
environment, learn DOS. Few of the
"menu" shells have all the DOS features,
and so what if one does? You still won't
be able to use anyone else's machine, and
your shell will be out of date with each
new DOS revision. When you drive acar,
your windshield doesn't have a little
heads-up menu display of
LEFT RIGHT ACCELERATE BRAKE
and so forth. Icons would be even worse.
Go on and learn DOS. It's nowhere near
as difficult as learning to drive. Better
yet, if you crash your computer, your insurance company doesn't raise your
rates.
Of course, beginners might shuck the
question entirely and go with some other
machine, like aMacintosh, Atari ST, or
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Amiga; but that's another discussion for
another time.
Incidentally, in the above I've said
"you," but of course Iknow better.
BYTE readers aren't likely to need advice on how to get started—but you are
likely to be asked for help. When anyone
asks me that, Isay, "Get Van Wolverton's
Running MS-DOS, Chris Devoney's PCDOS User's Guide, and slug it out. It'll
take afew hours, but it's no more difficult than the driving manuals."
Whatever you do, don't hand beginners one of the shells that's ostensibly intended for them but is in fact designed to
turn them into " power users." A good
example is Maxam Plus from Maxamedia, which is an on-line tutorial/shell
that's powerful, explains much that DOS
manuals leave obscure, and is written in
language that will send abeginner fleeing
into the night. If beginners have to be intimidated, it may as well be by DOS
itself.
The next step is to set up an AUTOEXEC.13AT file that gives the new user a
sane prompt showing the directory path (I
like mine to show the time of day as well);
install The Norton Utilities in their own
subdirectory and put that subdirectory in
the path invoked on boot-up; and get out
of the way. If you really have to get aDOS
shell, get Norton Commander. It isn't all
that good, and users soon tire of it, but
it's at least as good as any of the others
I've seen.
Two final notes. First, Maxam Plus is a
pretty good tutorial on how to become a
"power user"; Ijust don't recommend
that beginners be allowed in the same
room with the manual. Second, my comments on shells and such aren't intended
to apply to Digital Research's GEM,
which has its own strengths and weaknesses and needs more discussion than I
have space for in this column.
Desktop Publishing
Two things happened in 1987: desktop
publishing became one of the most important branches of microcomputing, and
the Seybold Conference on Desktop Publishing became not merely important, but
essential for anyone seriously interested
in the subject. Between the exhibits and
the panels, you learn more than you can
in the rest of the year. Certainly Idid.
One thing Ilearned is that there's a
great deal more to know about desktop
publishing than Iever suspected. Isuppose Ishouldn't be surprised. Publishing
may not be considered one of the classic
professions, like law or medicine, but it's
close; and like the classic professions, it
has its roots in both art and science. (Science is what you can teach acolleague
through abook, letter, or report; art re-

quires at least talent and practice and
often needs personal instruction.)
There's quite alot to the science part of
desktop publishing, but there are also
pretty good books on the subject. Once
you've learned what's in these books,
you're not done: good page composition
really is an art, and it'll take practice to
get things looking right.
The output of even the best desktoppublishing system isn't going to compete
with top-quality work composed by an
artist assisted with photographic cuts and
aletterpress. On the other hand, it may be
good enough for alot of what you want.
The best illustration comes from Frank
Romano, publisher of the magazine
Typeworld and author of the authoritative
(and highly recommended) reference book
The Typencyclopedia: A User's Guide to
Better Typography (
R.R. Bowker, 1984,
$34.95). Romano told the conference
about the time when the first Compugraphic phototypesetting equipment was
introduced to a typographers' convention. It was in Chicago in June 1968, with
the wind blowing from the stockyards.
People saw the output of the system.
"That's crap!" they cried.
"It costs only $8000."
"Say, that's not bad crap!"
Similarly, the best desktop-publishing
systems may have output that would make
any good typophile blush, but it's pretty
good crap, and for many of us, it may be,
well, good enough.
PC or Mac?
Just as VisiCalc saved the Apple H's
bacon back in the early days, desktop
publishing saved the Macintosh. The parallel is nearly exact: Wozniak had no notion of VisiCalc when he designed the
Apple II, and Jobs had no ideas about
desktop publishing when he dictated the
specs for the Macintosh. In both cases,
other technologies matured at just the
right time, and the machines were in the
right place to take advantage of them.
In aword, there's been more development of desktop-publishing concepts,
software, and hardware for the Macintosh
than for PCompatibles. On the other
hand, the Mac systems cost more; and the
DOS software developers are catching up
fast. You don't have to buy aMacintosh to
get into desktop publishing; but getting a
Mac and an Applewriter is certainly the
simplest (but most expensive) way to do
it. There are alternatives.
By coincidence, as Iwas traveling
north to the Seybold Conference on
Desktop Publishing, my son Alex and his
Australian friend Dave Moore were using
the Mannesmann Tally MT-910 laser
printer from Chaos Manor to print the
continued

Borland's new liirbo C:
The most powerful
optimizing compiler ever

O

ur new Turbo C«
generates fast,
tight, productionquality code at compilation
speeds of more than
13,000* lines aminute!
It's the full-featured
optimizing compiler
everyone has been waiting
for.
Switching to ihrbo C, or
starting with ihrlbo C, you
win both ways
If you're already programming
in C, switching to Turbo Cwill
make you feel like you're riding
arocket instead of pedaling a
bike.
If you've never programmed
in C, starting with Turbo Cgives
you an instant edge. It's easy to
learn, easy to use, and the most
efficient Ccompiler at any price.

Technical Specifications
A'" Compiler One-pass optimizing compiler generating linkable object
modules. Included is Borland's highperformance Turbo Linker' The object
module is compatible with the PCDOS linker Supports tiny, small, compact, medium, large, and huge
memory model libraries. Can mix models with near and far pointers. Includes
floating point emulator (utilizes 8087/
80287 if installed).
S Interactive Editor The system includes
apowerful, interactive full-screen text
editor If the compiler detects an error,
the editor automatically positions the
cursor appropriately in the source
code.
Si' Development Environment Apowerful
"Make" is included so that managing
Turbo C program development is
highly efficient Also includes pulldown menus and windows.
S Links with relocatable object modules
created using Borland's Turbo Prolog'
into asingle program.
S Wine assembly code.
• Loop optimizations.
S Register variables.
S ANSI C compatible.

Sieve benchmark
lia.b,

Compile time

2.4

Compile and
link time18.13

4 .1

Execution
time

c

Microsoft'
C
13.31

3.95

5.93

239

249

Execution
size

5748

7136

Price

$99.95

$450.00

Object code
size

Benchmark run on an IBM PS/2 Model 60 using Turbo C veraca 1.0 and
the Turbo Linker version 10, Microsoft C version 4.0 aid The

MS overlay

linker version 351
Minimum system regulrements: IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and true compalbies
PC. DOS IMS-IM 20 or later 31341(

For the dealer nearest you or to order by phone call

(800) 255-8008
in CA (800) 742-1133 in Canada (800) 237-1136

14 Start-up routine source code included
S Both command line and integrated
environment versions included.
S License to the source code for RunUme Library available.

Turbo C does look like
What We've All Been Waiting

For: afull- featured compiler
that produces excellent
code in an unbelievable
hurry . . . moves into aclass
all its own among fullfeatured Ccompilers . . .
Turbo C is indeed for the
serious developer .... One
heck of abuy—at any
price.
Michael Abrash,
Programmer's Journal

BORLAND
INTERNATIONAL

4585 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400 TELEX.172373

77

Join more than 100,000 Turbo C
enthusiasts. Get your copy of
Turbo Ctoday!
Only $99.95!
An Borland products are trademarks or reestered trademarks of Borland Interne tronar. Inc or Borland Analoca Inc OBI« brand and product narnes are trademarks .or reeslered trademarks ot Met respectve holders
Copyrent 1981 Borland Internahonai
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Now there's an intelligent way to
connect your computer to your
invoices, checks, envelopes,
spreadsheets, letters, labels,
graphics and more
The Printer Performance
Card lets you connect and
use your printers in very
convenient ways.

111111•1111111Set up each printer
permanently for specific
tasks such as check
writing, letters, labels, or
whatever, and never have
to change paper or forms
again.
Intelligent Buffer
The Printer Performance
Card has its own 256K
buffer and microprocessor
chip built right into it.
That means it can print
up to 100 pages of text
while your computer is free
to run other programs.

*al. •

using adot-matrix printer,
with our optional software
the Printer Performance
Card can tell your printer
to print sideways, in
NLQ, or even use afancy
font design, too.
600 Foot Remote
The Printer Performance
Card will permit the installation of aremote print
device up to 600 feet
from your system.

I
I

That allows you to
locate adaisy wheel, dot
matrix, laser, or plotter in
another room, or even
across the street.
3Computers Share 7
Printers
The Printer Performance
Card installs in minutes
because it fits into one of
your computer's add-on
"1 slots.

The Printer Performance
Card can even load
special optional instruction programs to tell your
printer how to print.
For example, if you're

e—

It adds 2extra serial
and 7new parallel ports
to your computer.

You can connect 3
computers and let them
share up to 7parallel
printers of any type
without an expensive
LAN system.

Or, connect 2computers to 1serial and 7
parallel printers, if you
prefer.
And, all devices are
directed to LP1 so you
don't need to change any
software setups either.
Just choose aprinter from
apop-down menu and
the Printer Performance
Card will take care of
the rest.
1•111.•

30-Day-Money-Back
Guarantee
The Printer Performance
Card is backed by our
30-Day-Money-Back
Guarantee.
So order now and put it
all together.
Intelligently.

1111111F-

r MMI

f

1

1 :
7>

. •••••••1

1-800-368-7737

(Anywhere in the United States or Canada)

Ri.N . E
PERFORiiANCE
Dresselhaus
COMPUTER

PRODUC IS

8560 Vineyard Avenue, Suite 405, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 (714) 945-5600
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manuals for the latest version of FIL
Modula2. Herewith, Alex Pournelle and
Dave Moore on the MT-910.
Some History and Background
A few years ago, all quality printing was
done on daisy-wheel printers. The output
was handsome, but printing documents of
any serious length was tedious at best. To
speed things up, most users hot-rodded
their printers by covering the paper-out
sensor, installing custom cardboard
paper guides, and so on.
Modified or not, almost all printers
had to be pampered. Even if they didn't
.
jam, overheat, run out of ribbon without
stopping, or blithely type 10 pages on the
platen, the printout still had to be restacked, its perforated edges torn off, and
the pages torn apart. Each printer had
only one type style, and few users knew
what fonts were.
Quality dot-matrix printers changed
that, being less expensive and much
faster than daisy-wheel printers. They
also let you print in italic and boldface.
Then we got laser printers, and fonts became afact of life.
Hardware makes progress ratchetstyle. After you first use an AT, the idea
of going back to PC speed is well-nigh
unthinkable. Printers are no exception.
The LaserJet made the noise and bother
of a Diablo intolerable. (Of course, if
new equipment keeps coming out at the
current rate, the entire earth will be
covered by old computer parts by 2000.
It's already happened at Chaos Manor.)
Similarly, people's ideas of acceptable
print have changed. The grainy characters of early dot-matrix printers were too
poor for business correspondence. Now,
even though the best dot-matrix printers
can turn out perfectly readable business
letters, everyone would rather use laser
printers. It's not surprising because
laser-printer quality is darned good and
makes even first-draft memos look professional. ( Microsoft's QuickBASIC
manual was printed from laser-printed
copy.)
However, not all laser printers are
good enough to do books. Unlike dot-matrix or daisy-wheel printers, which turn
out characters one at atime, laser printers
have to store awhole page before they can
print it. At 300 dots per inch, one page
needs at least 900K bytes. The original
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet held much
less, and the Apple LaserWriter was news
because it could hold an entire legal-size
page in memory. With memory prices in
their current power dive, nearly all the
new printers— including Mannesmann
Tally's MT-910—let you upgrade to 2or
4megabytes.
continued

Buy amodem from
us and we'll throw in
3005000,1100
new business offices
worldwide. When you leave your office, you shouldn't lose your
data communications ability. Now, you can transmit
and receive data from virtually anywhere in the
world. Our WorldPort Series of modems allows
you to connect in millions more locations than conventional modems. This means your modem can
work where you do— hotel rooms, phone booths,
internationally, even with digital PBXs.
The WorldPort 2400 and the WorldPort 1200 TM
modems represent the cutting edge of modem technology. Their features go far beyond internal units,
giving you both Bell and CCITT standards, direct
connect and acoustic interface ( 300 and 1200 bps),
battery power, and shirt pocket size. In fact, WorldPort may be the ultimate modem for both portable
and desktop applications. And if you're impressed
with the size, check our price.
For even greater versatility and value, the WorldPort
1200 can Pe easily upgraded to 2400 bps. And the
WorldPort 2400 comes with Carbon Copy PLUS"'
communications software, areal " double feature."
Find out how doing business with Touchbase
Systems can help you locate afew extra places to
do business.
For more information about WorldPort modems and
the name of your nearest dealer, call us today at
800-541-0345. In New York call (516) 261-0423.

Touchbase Systems, Inc.
160 Laurel Avenue
Northport, NY 11768
(516) 261-0423
TELEX: 6502848020
FAX: (516) 754-3491
WorldPort 1200 and WorldPort 2400 are trademarks ut TouchbaSe Seems. Inc
Carbon Copy PLUS is atrademark of Meridian Technology. Inc
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suspect the toner
doesn't distribute
correctly when first
charged, or else the MT910 has acritical-need
detector.
Most of the low-priced laser printers
aren't expandable. Many use the computer itself as part of their " smarts."
They may be agood buy, but you should
understand another Pournelle law: you
always need more computer capability
than you bought.
Page-Description Languages
Another thing that distinguished the
LaserWriter was its built-in support of
PostScript. Briefly, PostScript is aPDL
(page-description language): a standard
way for computers to tell printers what to
put where. PDLs, like printer escape sequences, vary widely; unlike printer escape sequences, they promise portability
between output devices.
PostScript has become the standard,
and even the companies that developed
their own PDLs generally offer PostScript as an option. Hewlett-Packard's
PCL (Printer Control Language) is the
next most popular choice. It's also simple
enough that competitors copy it instead of
buying alicense to use it.
Adobe Systems, the inventors of PostScript, left plenty of room for its competitors. PostScript code runs only on laser
printers built around the 68000 (the processor in the LaserWriter), and the license is expensive. At SIGGRAPH ' 87,
we heard rumblings about several
"CloneScripts" in development; if
they're any good, they should help make
PostScript universal.
The MT-910
Mannesmann Tally is adiversified German company that got its start building
heavy-duty, battleship-tough dot-matrix
printers. The MT-910, its first laser
printer, is afine entry worth careful consideration. It's based on aKyocera (long
known in the U.S. as Yashica) printer engine with aface-up and face-down stack
tray, two paper trays, and amanual feed.
The dual-stack trays are one of those
ratchet effects that will sell second-generation laser printers. The LaserJet requires your personal attention to load
paper and to collate the output into the
right order; the MT-910 stacks output
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face-down, in the right order, and feeds
paper from one tray until it's empty and
then uses the other. With 250 pages per
tray, that's a whole ream of paper between reloads. You can also change the
paper in one tray while the other is in use.
All these goodies come in apackage
that's anything but small. Without paper
trays, the MT-910 is 21 inches long, 21
inches deep, and 16 inches tall. If you
want to use the face-up paper trays plus
bins, you need a4-foot-wide space.
Whatever you put the printer on had
better be sturdy. The MT-910 weighs 71
pounds, enough to qualify lifting it as an
Olympic event. Two straps around the
ends help you get it out of its crate—but
you'll still want to enlist the help of a
husky friend. Laser printers in general
aren't light (and can't be tipped when
moved), but this one is exceptional.
Once heaved into position, the MT910 is a great printer. It warms up in
about 30 seconds, is remarkably quiet,
and runs at arated top speed of 10 pages
per minute (the original LaserJet was
rated at 6ppm).
For face-up printing (which puts your
pages in reverse order), the printer uses a
very flat paper path that keeps the pages
from curling. Face-down (correct order)
pages do curl because of their semicircular trip to the top of the printer. In
fact, 20-pound copier paper curls so
much that the pages tend to push each
other up and over the top of the output
tray. For double- sided copies on 20pound paper, you have no choice: if the
output isn't face-up, the paper will jam
about every third page.
Face-up is also the default mode for
manual feed, because letterhead and envelopes can't be curled. High-rag-content letterhead runs through the paper
trays without incident (problematic on
some other printers). The manual-feed
tray has self-centering guides that make
feeding odd-size paper or envelopes almost ajoy.
Kyocera and Mannesmann Tally made
this printer amazingly immune to brownouts. Next door to this office, on the same
transformer, is an air conditioner that
drops the AC line below 102 volts. When
this happens, the MT-910 never loses
data or gets confused, even though it has
had plenty of provocation: the lights in
the room blink off, and the house shakes
whenever the air conditioner kicks in.
The printer has other niceties: abuiltin life-cycle copy counter, plug-in interfaces, two font cartridge sockets (more
on this later), and easy jam clearing.
Teething Problems
We had a few problems setting up the
printer. The first was with the Centronics

(parallel) interface plug-in board, which
is supposed to slide along aset of guides
and mate with a socket on the printercontroller board.
You choose your interface (serial or
parallel) with the printer, so it's not installed when you take possession. The
printer should complain if the interface
isn't plugged in; but it doesn't. (The people at Mannesmann Tally said that their
next ROM release should fix this
problem.)
Because the socket is deep inside the
printer, you need X-ray vision to be sure
it's connected. We wasted hours checking
the computer, the cable, and the printer
itself before we thought of checking the
interface. Recommendation: get your
dealer to install and test the interface with
your computer.
Once interfaced properly, the MT-910
is much friendlier than first-generation
laser printers. The LaserJet and others
use a2-digit LED display that shows the
machine's status in hexadecimal digits.
The MT-910 has a 16-digit LCD status
panel, a setup menu with yes/no questions, and error messages in English. It
also saves your printer setup specs between sessions.
The Kyocera engine is more economical than the LaserJet's Canon; you refill
the toner reservoir rather than throw away
half the printer's works when the toner
runs out. The MT-910 is shipped dry, so
the first charge of toner has to fill the
reservoir.
Isuspect this is why we got occasional
light copies after only 800 pages (one box
of toner is supposedly good for 5000
copies). After we shook the printer (ever
try shaking 71 pounds of printer?) to settle the toner, it behaved until we got
more.
Isuspect the stuff doesn't distribute
correctly when first charged, or else it
has acritical-need detector (adevice that
detects life-or-death jobs and generates a
malfunction proportional to the need).
New printers with new engines are especially hard to get supplies for. If you buy
a laser printer, don't be caught short:
keep at least one spare charge of toner on
hand.
Another teething problem was with the
font cartridges. The printer's status
check is supposed to show which fonts
are available. We didn't seat our cartridges properly, so the connection
wasn't solid. The printer couldn't find
them, and they didn't show up in the status check.
We have a final suggestion: laser
printers should show how much memory
they have on start-up. They should also
have a memory-test option, because
continued

THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP
helps save time, money and cut faistrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.
FREE Innovative Software
Technology Details

SPECIAL PRICES
386 TOOLS

591,:c 1953, we've kept microcomputer & sel:pers
abreast of software development trends. Our specialists
help you with information about products thug raise your
productivity and enrich your programming environment. Now you can receive aspecial packet covering
one of the 7 important approaches to productivity
enhancement. PLUS a Free series of articles from our
newsletter. "The Programmer's Letter." discussing this
important subject. Specify Translators. Cross Compilers. 386 Native Mode Development. Prototyping Software. Object-Oriented Programming. Visual Prograni
ming. or Windowing Environments

Al- Expert System Dev't
$ 979
$ 229
$ 259
$ 289
$ 589
$ 435
$ 2589
$ 129
$ 359

Al Languages
APT - Active Prolog Tutor - build
applications interactively
PC $ 49
ARITY Prolog - full, 4Meg
Interpreter - debug. C. ASM PC $ 229
COMPILER/Interpreter-EXE
PC $ 569
MicmProlog Prof. Comp./Interp. MS $ 439
PC Scheme LISP - by TI
PC $ 85
Star Sapphire
MS $ 459
TransLISP - learn fast
MS $ 79
TransLISP PLUS
MS $ 149
TURBO PROLOG by Borland PC $ 69
Others: IQ LISP ($ 239), IQC LISP ($ 269)
Basic
BAS_C - economy
BAS_PAS - economy
Basic Development Tools
Basic Windows by Syscom
BetterBASIC
Exim Toolkit - full
Finally - by Komputerwerks
Inside Track
Mach 2 by MicroHelp
QBase
QuickBASIC
Quick Pak- by Crescent Software
Quick- Tools by BC Associates
Stay- Res
True Basic
Turbo BASIC - by Borland
Turbo BASIC Database Toolbox

MS
MS
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS

179
135
89
95
1/9
45
85
49
55
79
69
59
109
59
79
69
69

FEATURES
The Baler - compiles Lotus I - 2-3
(IA, 2.01. or VP- Planner). Protect code
speed execution, save disk space,
password capability, user does not
need 1-2-3. No Royalties.
PC $ 459
MKS AWK by Mortice Kern Systems.
"4GL" for data transformation and
report generation (conforms to Bell
Labs spec for UNIX System V.3) allows
multiple-subscripted arrays.
MS $ 65
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DEVELOP 7 TIMES FASTER!
HUMMINGBOARD 386 - Develop 2.6 or 7.9
times l'aster than a 8 MHZ AT. AT or XT
addin board uses dual processors for Speed and
Hardware Debugging. 16 MHZ or 20 MHZ.
Call about Benchmarks, Trial Program.
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COBOL/2 by MicroFocus - OS/2 and
DOS Protected mode. 9language
variants, network support. syntax
checker, fast code, debugger, huge
model, interface to C.
PC $ 749
DBASE Language Cont.

C Language- Compilers
AZTEC C86 - Commercial
C86 PLUS - by Cl
Datalight C - fast compile
Datalight Optimum - C
Lattice C - from Lattice
Microsoft C 5.0- Codeview
Microsoft Quick C
Rex - C/86 standalone ROM
Turbo C by Borland
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$ 77
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$269
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$ 69
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$ 69
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Call
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C Libraries- Files
BTree by Soft Focus
CBTREE - Source, no royalties
ctree by Faircom - no royalties
rtree - report generation
dB2C Toolkit V2.0
dbQUERY - ad hoc. SQL- based
dbVISTA - Object only
Source - Single user
dBx - translator

C- Screens, Windows, Graphics
C Worthy Interface Librar)
Curses by Aspen Scientific
dBASE Graphies for C
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS - fast
FontW IN DOW/PLUS
GraphiC - new color version
Greenleaf Data Windows
w/source
TurboW I
NDOW/C - for Turbo C
Windows for C - fast
Windows for Data - validation
Vitamin C - screen I/O
View Manager - by Blaise
ZView - screen generator
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Atari ST & Amiga
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DBASE Language
Clipper compiler
dBASE Il
dBase III Plus

DesqView PS/2
PC/MOS/386
XENIX System
Complete Svstem
Developrnent System
Operating System

RECENT DISCOVERY
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Windows/386 by Microsoft - multitask
standard DOS applications in separate
640K segments and access expanded
inemory. Toggle, run simultaneously.
or foreground only.
PC $ 149
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your packet

Arity Combination Package
PC
System - use with C
MS
CxPERT - shell for C
MS
Exsys
PC
Level 5 - formerly Insight 2 +
MS
TI.: PC Easy
PC
Personal Consultant Plus
PC
Turbo Expert- Startup ( 4(X) rules)
PC
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PC $649
dBASE III LANPack
DB XLInterpreter by Word Tech PC $139
FoxBASE + - single user
MS $349
Quicksilver by Word Tech
PC $439
DBASE Support
dAnalyst
dBase Tools for C
dBrief with Brief
dBC ISAM by Lattice
Documentor - dFlow superset
Genifer by Bytel-code generator
QuickCode Ill Plus
R&R Report Generator
Seek- It - Query- by- example
Silver Comm Library
Tom Rettig's Library
Ul Programmer - user interfaces

PC
PC
PC
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
PC
PC

$ 89
$ 65
Call
$169
$229
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$239
$139
$ 79
$139
$ 79
$249

Fortran & Supporting
50:More FORTRAN
PC $ 95
Fortran Addenda
PC $ 139
I/O Pro - screen development
PC $ 129
MS Fortran - 4.0. full ' 77
MS $269
No Limit - Fortran Scientific
PC $ 109
PC- Fortran Tools - xref. pprint PC $ 165
RM/Fortran
MS Call
Scientific Subroutines - Matrix MS $ 129
Multilanguage Support
BTRIEVE ISAM
BTRIEVE/N-multiuser
GSS Graphics Dev't Toolkit
HALO Development Package
Graphics
Hoops Graphics Library
Informix 4GL-application builder
Informix SQL - ANSI standard
NET-TOOLS - NET- BIOS
Opt Tech Sort - sort, merge
PANEL
Panel Plus
Pfinish - by Phoenix
Polyboost - speed I/O. keyboard
Prime Factor FFT - 8087/287
PVCS Corporate or Personal
Report Option - for Xtrieve
Screen Sculptor
SSP/PC - 145 + math routines
Synergy - create user interfaces
Xtrieve - organize database
ZAP Communications - VT I (X)

MS
MS
PC
MS
PS
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
MS
MS
MS
PC
PC
MS
MS
PC
PC
MIS
MS
PC

$185
$455
$375
$389
$209
$549
$789
$639
$129
$ 99
$215
$395
$229
Call
$145
Call
$109
$ 89
$269
$375
$199
$ 89

Noie: All peces subject to change st dom nonce. %lotion Mis ;té Some prices
are specials. Ask about COD and POs Formats 3" laptop nun aulahlc. plus
»others. UPS surface shipping add S3 item
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Even More Power & Flexibility
BRIEF 2.0
BRIEF easily conforms to your editing preferences and style,
ensuring you are truly comfortable and productive.
Straight from the box, BRIEF is as much editor as most people
will ever need — thanks to features like the real Undo, flexible
windowing, and unlimited file size.
But BRIEF's hidden power is in its exclusive macro language.
Customize BRIEF to include the commands and features YOU
desire. It's fast and easy.
Users and industry press alike unanimously praise BRIEF
"Recommended." — Jerry Pournelle, Byte 12/86.
Now BRIEF 2.0 adds:
• Setup Program for easy installation and configuration. ( Requires no macro knowledge).
Basic
• Increased speed for sophisticated operations like Undo and Regular Expression Search.
Features
• All new documentation WITH tutorial on the Macro Language.
• Command line editing ( move cursor, add & delete characters, specify parameters).
-Windows
• Expanded Regular Expressions, with matching over line boundaries.
Multi- level Undo
• More block types, with marking by character, line or column.
Edit many files
• Reconfigurable indenting for C files ( supports most indenting styles).
at once.
• Enhanced large display support, including wider displays.
- File size limited only
• Optional borderless windows.
by disk space.
- Automatic language
sensitive indentation.

Try BRIEF ($ 195) for 30 days — if not satisfied get afull refund.

-EGA and Hercules Plus 43- line
support

If you already own BRIEF, call for update info

-Compile & find errors within BRIEF.

CALL 800-821-2492
In MA 617-337-6963

And much, much more!
Requires an IBM PC. AT or compatible
with I92K.

eSolulion
(
Systems
541 Main Street, Suite 410B
So. Weymouth, MA 02190

POWER TOOL.
Introducing 4x486
You get intelligent
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ment programming
fast and easy.
You can have up to
4Mbytes of memory
on the same board for
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RAM disks, and data acquisition tasks.

Compatibility is built-in so you can run your favorite programs
or create new ones with our advanced programming tools.
To get your FREE demo disk—call 617-273-1818.
Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA 01803
The bottom line— IEEE-488, RS232,

par. port, 4MB EEM LIM, runs DOS and OS/2.

CHAOS MANOR

RAM goes bad in printers just as it does
in computers.
Programming Niceties and
Difficulties
The MT-910 emulates Hewlett-Packard's LaserJet Plus, the Epson FX series,
the IBM Proprinter, the Diablo 630, and
the Qume Sprint 11 Plus. We can only
comment on the Hewlett-Packard emulation, which seems quite good. Dave
wrote atext-formatting package that used
the MT-910's Superset commands. The
package is called Irish (as in setter); naturally, its command language is Gaelic.
We did not systematically try to break
the Hewlett-Packard mode, but all the
codes we sent it worked. These included
form-drawing commands, sizing, graphics, and so on. On one occasion, though,
we did manage to hang the printer— it
wouldn't print, accept characters from
the interface, or display an error status. It
turned out we'd forgotten to take it out of
graphics mode before sending text. Turning the power off and on fixed the problem but also brought up the question:
Shouldn't smart printers have a reset
button?
In its LaserJet Plus Superset mode, the
MT-910 has anumber of functions that
are specific to the machine and provide
additional features. For example, it can
enlarge, underline, shadow, reverse, and
bold characters without needing a new
font for each enhancement. (A standard
LaserJet needs awhole family of fonts to
do the same.) Naturally, your software
must know how to do this. We wrote our
own.
The printer has two slots for font cartridges. They are not compatible with the
LaserJet's font slot and are much smaller.
However, Hewlett-Packard downloadable fonts should work (we didn't test
them). The standard fonts are licensed
from Bitstream.
The current cartridges contain only
one font family, so documents with
multiple fonts need a cartridge in each
slot (or downloaded fonts). True, each
family is a complete typeface: regular,
bold, italic, shadow, and reverse require
only one 2- by 3-inch cartridge. But if
you wanted to use, say, both Helvetica
(Swiss 721) and Times Roman (Dutch
801), you would have to buy two
cartridges.
Any font can be used in any orientation; the printer will rotate characters in
any increment of 90 degrees. This means
the same cartridge works in portrait and
landscape modes and also upside down
and sideways. You might think you'll
never need upside-down characters, but
we wanted them in our new FTL Modulacontinued
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Our thanks to NASA for supplying this computer enhanced ultravioet photo taken by Skylab IV of asolar prominence reaching out 350,000 miles above the sun's surfac

Genius Begins With AGreat Idea
But The Idea Is Just The Beginning

Aztec C68k/Am 3.4

Aztec ROM Systems

What follows is the time consuming task of giving
form and function to the idea.
That's why we concentrate on building into our software development systems functions and features
that help you develop your software ideas in less time
and with less effort.
We've started 1987 by releasing new versions of
our MS-DOS, Macintosh, Amiga, ROM, and Apple //
Cdevelopment systems. Each system is packed with
new features, impressive performance, and alittle bit
more genius.

New Amiga Wease

6502/65CD2 • 8080/Z80 • 8086/80x86 • 680x0
An iBM or Macintosh is not only aless expensive
way to develop ROM code, it's better. Targets include
the 6502/65CO2, 8080/Z80, 8086/80x86, and 680x0.
Aztec C has an excellent reputation for producing
compact high performance code. Our systems for
under $ 1,000 outperform systems priced at over
$10,000.

Amiga user groups across the USA voted Aztec
C68k/Am release 3.3 the best Software Development
System for the Amiga Release 14 is more impressive.

Aztec C68k/Am-p Professional

Aztec C68k/Am-d Developer

Aztec C86 4.1
New PC/MS-DOS • CP/M-86 • ROM
Superior performance, apowerful new array of features and utilities, and pricing that is unmatched
make the new Aztec C86 the first choice of serious
software developers.

Aztec C86-dDeveloper System $299
•includes all of Aztec C86-p • Unix utilities make,
cliff, grep • vi editor • 6 + memory models • Profiler.

Aztec C86-cCommercial System $499
•includes all of Aztec C86-d • Source for library routines • ROM Support • CP/M-86 support • One year
of updates.

Aztec C86 Third Party Software
Alarge array of support software is available for Mec
C86. Call or write for information. The following is a
list of the most requested products: • Essential Graphics
•C Utility Library • Curses • Greenleaf Communication, General, and Data Window • Halo • Panel+ •
PC- lint • PforCe • Pre-C • Windows for C • Windows
for Data • Cterp • db_Vista • db-Query • Phact •
Plink-86 Plus • c-tree • r-tree • Pmate.

CP/M • TAS-80 • 8080/Z8C ROM
C compiler, 8080/Z80 assembler, linker, librarian,
UNIX libraries, and specialized utilities.

Aztec CII-c (CP/M-80 & ROM) $349
Aztec Cil d (CP/M-80)
$199
Aztec C80 (TAS80 3&4)
$199

$299

The best of Manx. Amiga, and UNIX. System includes: all of Aztec C68k/Arn-p • the Unix utilities
make, dirt, grep and

Aztec C68k/Am-c Commercial $499
Aztec C68k/Am-d plus source for the libraries and
one year of updates.

Initial Host Plus Target
Additional Targets
ROM Support Package

$750
$500
$500

Vax, Sun, PDP-11 ROM FOSTS
Call for information on Vax, PDP-11, Sun and other
host environments.

C' Prime

Aztec C86-pProfessional System ... $ 199
•optimized C with near, far, huge, small, and large
memory + Infine assembler + ' Mine 8087/80287 +
ANSI support + Fast Float (32 bit) + optimization
options • Marx Aztec 8086/80x86 macro assembler
•Aztec overlay linker ( large/small model) • source
level debugger • object librarian • 3.x file sharing &
locking • comprehensive libraries of UNIX, DOS,
Screen, Graphics, and special run time routines.

$ 199

A price/feature/performance miracle. System includes: optimized C • 68000/680x0 assembler •
68881 support • overlay linker • UNIX and Amiga
libraries • examples.

Aztec C68L/Alac
Macintosh • New Release 3.4

For code quality, reliability, aud solid professional
features, Aztec Cfeir the Macintosh is unbeatable. This
new reiease includes features and functions not found
in any other Macintosh C development system.

Aztec C68k/Mac-p Protessional $1£9
•MN,:source level compatibikty • TMON, MACSBUG,
and MACNOSY support • powerful symbolic debugger • eimized C • 68000/68f1x0 assembler • 68881,
IEEE, and SANE support • overlay linker • UNIX and
Macintosh libraries • mouse editor • examples. -

Aztec C68k/Mac-d Developer

$299

The bes of Manx, Macintosh, and UNIX. System includes: all of Aztec C68k-p • %Filer • the UNIX utilities
make. diff. grep • vi editor,

Aztec C68k/Mac-c Commercial . . .$499
Aztec C,68k/Am-cf pl is source for the libraries and cene
year of updates.

Aztec C65
.
New ProDOS Release
Aztec C65 is the only commercial quality C compiler for the Apple U. Aztec C65 includes Ccompiler,
6502/65CO2 assembler, tinker, library utility, UNIX libraries, special purpose libramies, shell development
environment, and more. An impressive system.

Aztec C65-cCommercial

$299

•runs under ProDOS • code for ProDOS or DOS 3.3

Aztec C65-dDeveloper
•runs under DOS 3.3 • code for DOS 3.3

$199

PC/MS-DOS • Macintosh
Apple Il • TRS-80 • CP/M
These Cdevelopment systems are unbeatable for
the price. They are earlier versions of Aztec C that
originally sold for as much as $500. Each system
includes C compiler, assembler, linker, librarian,
UNIX routines, and more. Special discounts are
available for use as course material.

C' Prime

$75

Aztec Cross Development Systems
Most Aztec Csystems are available as cross development systems. Hosts include: PC/MS-DOS, Macintosh, CP/M, Vax, PDP-11, Sun, and others. Call for
information and pricing.

How To Become An Aztec CUser
To become auser call 800-221-0440. From NJ or
international locations call 201-542-2121. Telex:
4995812 or FAX: 201-542-8386. C.O.D., VISA,
MasterCard, American Express, wire (
domestic
and international), and terms are available. One
and two day delivery available for all domestic and
most international destinations.
Aztec C is available directly from Manx and from
technically oriented computer and software stores.
Aztec Systems bought directly from Manx have a30
day satisfaction guarantee.
Most systems are upgradable by paying the difference in price plus $ 10. Site licenses, OEM, educational, and multiple copy discounts are available.

To order or for more information call today.
ii‘1111111
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Manx Software. S) stems
1Industrial Way, Eatontown, NI 07724

1-800-221-0440

In NJ or international call ( 201) 542-2121 ',TELEX: 4995812
,
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The programming
examples are spotty.
Shouldn't a $4000
printer come with a
comprehensive $25
book on programming?
OKIDATA'
1200 and 2400 BPS Modems
To most people our name says
reliable PC printers. But the fact is,
we've been in telecommunications for
over 100 years.
And our new PC modems are all
you'd expect from that experience.
With all the right diagnostics for a
clear signal over " noisy" lines,

Hayes' compatibility, and a5-year
warranty.
The OkitelTM 1200 and 2400 modems.
The only modems born
with acentury of experience.
See your OKIDATA dealer.
Or call 1-800-0KIDATA for
the dealer nearest you.

KpAT

Registered Trademarks: OKIDATA, Oki America, Inc., Marque
deposee de Oki America, Inc. Hayes, Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc. Trademarks: Okitel, Oki Electric Industry Company, Ud..
PC Digest, National Software Testing Laboratories, Inc. Rated MI by
PC Digest August 1987 issue covering 1200 bps modems.

an OKI AMERICA company
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2manual. The Dutch 801 font has an ugly
opening-quote character that doesn't
match the apostrophe used as aclosing
quote. So we commanded the printer to
rotate the closing-quote character 180 degrees, then move it up into position and
use that as the opening quote.
The Printer Manual
For once, alaser printer with aliterate
manual! Many printer manuals are the
strange relative hidden away in the attic.
This one deserves discussion. It gives
author's credit (notice how few manuals
do?), and the title (
Operator's Manual)'
doesn't begin to describe what's in the
book. The text covers programming, setup, set-down (how many of us remember
where the shipping restraints go?), troubleshooting, and care—in depth and in
English. It also has aglossary of terms in
the lingua arcana of laser-printer guts.
Maybe the most pleasant surprise in
the manual is Appendix A: " How Your
Laser Printer Works." So many manufacturers expect customers to treat their
$4000 electronic gadgets like magic
black boxes; it's nice that Mannesmann
Tally credits its buyers with alittle intelligence and curiosity.
However, the programming examples
are spotty. The most complicated ones
are, of course, for the LaserJet Plus emulation. Iwould not want to have to learn
Hewlett-Packard commands from them
alone. There are books on the subject.
But shouldn't a $4000 printer come with
acomprehensive $25 book on programming? Laser printers seem to inspire
otherwise indifferent users to do specialized programming.
Font-spacing tables are another omission. Neither the manual nor the plug-in
fonts come with alist of how wide each
character is; Dave had to fashion several
programs to find the spacing metrics.
Mannesmann Tally's spacings are different from anyone else's, so we couldn't
use Hewlett-Packard's tables. To be fair,
this is one of our pet peeves about all
kinds of printers.
All in all, the MT-910 is asolid workcontinued

DOS siistem running Lotus l - 2-

SCO XENIX s)stern running SCO Professional

THIS IS AN IBM
PS/2 MODEL 80
RUNNING DOS
Under DOS, this PS/2" is apowerful 80386-based singletasking, single-user computer that can run thousands of

THIS IS AN IBM
PS/2 MODEL 80
RUNNING SCO XENIX

DOS applications. In 16-bit, 8086 mode.

Under SCO XENle this PS/2 becomes apowerful 80386based multitasking, multiuser computer that can run thousands of XENIX applications. In full-tilt, 32-bit, 386 mode.

One at atime.

Many at atime.

When OS/2" becomes available, the PS/2 can become a
multitasking, single-user computer running in 16-bit, 286
mode that can utilize DOS applications under OS/2.

And using SCO VP/ix,-*the PS/2 can multitask DOS
*applications under SCO XENIX.

One at atime.

With SCO XENIX, the PS/2 will support one user.
Or 9users. Or even 33 users.

With DOS or OS/2, the PS/2 will support one user.
1user (DOS)

1user (0S/2)

Cost per system**: $ 12,389 $ 12,594
Cost per user: $ 12,389 $ 12,594

Many at atime.

And it can do all that today because you can get SCO
XENIX for the PS/2— now!
ruser

9users

33 users

Cost per system**: $ 14,559 $ 19,726
S40,402
Cost per user: $ 14,559 $2,192 $ 1.224
SCO XENIX System Vand the SCO XENIX family of software solutions
are available for all industry-standard 8086-, 80286-, and 80386-based
computers, and the IBM € Personal System/2" Models 50, 60, and 80.

SCO
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(800) 626 -UNIX (626 8649)
(408) 425-7222
FAX: ( 408) 458-4227
I'/X: 910-598-4510 sco SACZ
uucp: ...decvax!microsoft!sco!info

501 VP ix asailable as separate product
"Cost comparisons are based on most rrrrnllo published IS domestic suggested list nces Cost model: Base machine. IBM NS 2Model liai. -0Mb disk. I
MI, 111,51, .1151 Sir/ color monitor. I'.111 additiona.IHM NAM IBM ProPnntr Xt.° I . user DOS 0sstem Ease
DOS 33. WordPerfect Z. loose 1-2-3e dBASE PLI'S e - user (ES/2 system: I - user DOS system suleatnite OS 2for lais I- user Se0 XENIX system: Base machine. plEs SCO XENIX IMO for I'S 1SIOVE in SCO lynxe ( word proceedly
FoxilA.,E.'' dBASE IBM'S ›,
SCO Professional' I- 2iworkalike 9- user SC.0 XENIX system I - user SCO XENLX sAteo plus intelligent scirer multiport card xIBM < I
il ASCII temunah 33- user SCO XENIX sstem 9- user SCO XENIX Smem pico 3more intelligent suser multipon unts S. mon i
ASCII lerminals..i MI, addritonal BAO additional 111111, disk
IBM and ProPrmer Xi. are registered trademarks ant. Personal System 1. PS 1and OS 2are trademarks of International liminess Machines Corporation • lean and I1iten registerel trademarks of i.ORIS I
reselopment Eorporation • dBASE III Pli is aregistered indenrark of !or.'
XENIX is aregistered trademark of Aficnrsoft Corporation • %I' IX is atrademark of INFERACIWE Systems. Inc • leo is aregistered trademark and SCO Professional aatrademark of Ihr Sana Cm: Operation. Inc •
FoxBASF- o atrademark of Fox Sofocare
0 19E0 The Santa Cru,, Operation Inc
0110 Friona] Street. PO. Box 190i Santa Cny. IA 9'061
The Santa Cruz Operation. lad . IM Noel Sin-cr Pr & is or. london \VIA » VS United g.ngilons o.ty I
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Mitsubishi Diamond Scan:'
The New Standard
In Multi-Application Monitors.
Introducing Model AUM-13 71A— The Single
Solution Monitor Ideally Suited For Applications
Ranging From Monochrome Text To Full-Color,
High Resolution Graphics.
Introducing the newest, most versatile high resolution color
monitor in the industry today—Mitsubishi's Diamond Scan
(Model AUM-1371A).
Actually five monitors for the price of one, the Diamond
Scan delivers everything you'll ever need in amulti-application
monitor. Including full compatibility with the IBM ® PGC/
EGA/CGA/MDA and Monochrome Hercules graphics
boards. And for even greater flexibility, the Diamond Scan also
accepts NTSC video input.
Exceptional design characteristics allow for aresolution up
to maximum 800 horizontal dots and maximum 560 vertical
lines on a13V" viewing area. What's more, Mitsubishi's
Diamond Scan incorporates proprietary auto-scan circuitry which
automatically locks onto any horizontal frequency from 15.6KHz to
35.0KHz, and any vertical frequency
from 45Hz to 75Hz.

Other advanced design features include ahigh resolution
CRT with . 31 dot pitch, automatic screen image adjustment,
super-high contrast panel glass for improved visibility and
Diamond Matte ® coating for maximum glare reduction. All
packaged in acompact, ergonomically styled plastic cabinet.
TTL Input D-9 Pin
Cable Assignments
and Signal Levels
Analog Input D-25 Pin
Cable Assignments —
and Signal Levels
NTSC Video Input

Move up to Mitsubishi's Diamond Scan—the new standard
in performance and versatility by which all others will be
compared.
For additional information and the location
of your nearest distributor, call Mitsubishi today
at 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 54. In California, call
1-800-441-2345, Ext 54. Mitsubishi Electronics
America, Inc., Computer Peripherals Division,
991 Knox Street, Torrance, CA 90502.

e %1 ‘
.

Graphic Board Compatibility*
gQuadram QuadEGA ProSync
D Orchid Turbo EGA/Turbo PGA
D Sigma Designs Color 400
D Video 7Vega-Deluxe
gQDP VIVA 640/800/1000
D Paradise Auto SW EGA

gSTB EGA Multi Res
gEverex Micro Enhancer
D Hercules
g IBM VGA, PGC, EGA, CGA
D AST Research AST-3G/Model 1
D AT! Graphics Solution/EGA Wonder

*Partial List Only
Diamond Scan is atrademark of Mitsubishi Electronics. IBM is aregistered trademark of
International Business Machines Corp., Diamond Matte is aregistered trademark of Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
0 1987 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc.

We've Got AGreat Picture
In- Store For You.

Art

MITSUBISHI
ELECTRONICS
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Subscription Problems?
horse printer. It runs fast, has a large
paper capacity and anice array of paperhandling features, and is inexpensive to
supply. It isn't small or light, but it is
quiet. It uses boxed toner but requires no
more service than a Xerox copier. The
major problems we had were with pale
copies early on and with trying to correctly insert both the interface board and
font cartridges.
This isn't an entry-level replacement
for a daisy-wheel printer; it's a midpriced, very fast ( 10 ppm), expandable
printer that, although it doesn't offer
PostScript, can ( in Hewlett-Packard
mode) do full-page graphics.
PostScript and Desktop Publishing
Jerry Pournelle here. I've one comment
on Alex's exposition. The MT-910 is
darned good, but its lack of PostScript capability is aserious limitation. If you're
contemplating serious business-grade
desktop publishing, you'd have to be out
of your mind not to get a printer that
speaks Adobe PostScript.
That could change. Although at present no PostScript clones are being
shipped, several companies swear they'll
have them Real Soon Now. They may
have help from adifferent direction: Bitstream has announced the availability of
fonts with the exact width metrics of
Adobe PostScript.
That may take abit of explaining.
PostScript was written by John Warnock and Charles Geschke, founders of
Adobe Systems. The language itself was
placed in the public domain. The Adobe
implementation of that language wasn't.
Printer makers must license that implementation and buy the ROM set to install
in their printers. That adds between $400
and $900 cost per printer for the privilege
of using Adobe PostScript. That license
also buys the Adobe fonts.
Designing fonts is ablack art that deserves more discussion than Ihave space
for in this column. The important thing is
that while the fonts themselves are, in
general, not protected by copyright, their
names are. What that means is that anyone could look up copies of the 1932 London Times and digitize and computerize
the typeface the paper was printed in; but
before anybody sold the font, they'd have
to invent a different name for it than
Times Roman, which is a copyrighted
name—maybe something like London
Dream. Similarly, you can do aclone of
Helvetica, but you'll have to call it Swiss
or some such.
Adobe, way back a year or two ago
when desktop publishing was just starting, went out and licensed many of the
best fonts, complete with their names,
continued

We want to help!
If you have aproblem with your BYTE subscription,
write us with the details. We'll do our best to set it
right. But we must have the name, address, and zip
of the subscription (new and old address, if it's a
change of address). If the problem involves a
payment, be sure to include copies of the credit card
statement, or front and back of cancelled checks.
Include a "business hours" phone number if possible.
BYTE
Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 6821
Piscataway, NI 08854

SHARE: "One-To-Many" or "ManyToOne"
EasySWITCH 1""
One-To-Many" Highlights
• A "software controlled" data switch that enhances
your PC's ability to control seven peripheral devices.
• Allows a "single serial" port to control all these devici ,
• Printers: dot matrix, letter quality, laser
• Plotters
• Modem
• PBX connections
• '1st instruments
• Digitizers
• Scanners
• Photo presentation equipment
• Any RS-232 device

EasySWITCH
(ES-600)

• Device selection from "pop-up" menu
• Price $499.95—includes cabling

EasySWITCH" "
Many-To-One" Highlights
• Up to seven PCs automatically share One printer
• EasySWITCH automatically scans each PC's port for
print data. When the PC sends data, the printer is locked
to the PC until the printing is completed.
• Price $599.95—includes cabling
For Ordering or Configuration Help Call '
NI Free
1-800/835-1515 or 1-800/232-7729
C.O.D. :11:
Server lbchnology, Inc. 140 Kifer Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
USA iblex: 5106003481, Fax: (408) 738-0247, iblephone (408) 738-8377
Circle 263 on Reader Service Card
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from companies like ITC and Linotype.
Now that PostScript has become the
standard PDL—and so far there are no
printers implementing any kind of PostScript other than the Adobe interpretation—it follows that if you want to print
your pages on more than one printer,
each of those printers must have, if not
the same fonts, at least fonts that use exactly the same width metrics; otherwise,
your lines won't be the same length on
each printer, and at least one of the outputs will be ugly, ugly, ugly.
Bitstream, however, has gone out and
"fontlerized" a whole bunch of typefaces, far more than Adobe ever did,
often going back to the original type designer's specs; and since they've been
careful to do the most popular fonts in
Adobe metrics, it's now at least possible
for one or another of the PostScript
cloners to succeed.
Mannesmann Tally believes that
Adobe charges too much for their licenses and intends to go with aPostScript
clone. Company executives swear they'll
have aPostScript update for the MT-910
well before the end of 1988.
Logitech Publisher Mouse
When Gutenberg designed his press, he
tried to imitate illuminated manuscripts.
He didn't succeed, but he did do some of
the most beautiful print work the world
has ever seen. It also took darned near as
long to set up abook in Gutenberg type as
it did for amonk to copy it.
Aldus Manutius, aVenetian businessman, had a different idea. He invented
publishing for the rest of us. The story is
told, incidentally, in the first volume of
the Journal of the National Association of
Desktop Publishers (
P.O. Box 508, Kenmore Station, Boston, MA 02215-9998),
which is a group well worth joining if
you're seriously interested in the subject.
Anyway, that's where Aldus Corp.,
publisher of PageMaker, got its name.
PageMaker isn't precisely in aclass by itself— it does have competitors—but it
does set the standards the others try to
meet or exceed.
Logitech Publisher Mouse doesn't
really try to compete with PageMaker.
You get aLogitech mouse—still the best
PCompatible mouse in the industry, in
my judgment—and enough software to let
you get agood start.
This product doesn't have all the features of the more advanced programs, although you can, with alot of effort, duplicate what most of them do; but if
you're interested only in restaurant
menus, church bulletins, party invitations, general fliers, and the like, it may
well be good enough for some time to
come.
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Items
Discussed
Ancient Art of War at Sea.. $44.95
Broderbund Software
17 Paul Dr.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 492-3500
Inquiry 934.
eaZy PC
Zenith Data Systems
1000 Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
(312) 391-7000
Inquiry 935.

$999

Logitech Publisher Mouse ....$ 179
Logitech Inc.
6505 Kaiser Dr.
Fremont, CA 94555
(415) 795-8500
Inquiry 936.
Maxam Plus
$29.95
Maxamedia Corp.
2701C West 15th St., Suite 300
Plano, TX 75075
(307) 721-5120
Inquiry 937.
MT-910
$3695
memory-expansion
option
$495
font cartridges $250
Mannesmann Tally Corp.
8301 South 180th St.
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 251-5500
Inquiry 938.
TaxView Planner
Soft View
4820 Mohr Dr., Suite F
Camarillo, CA 93010
(805) 388-2626
Inquiry 939.

$79

Logitech Publisher Mouse comes with
Point, aprogramming and text editor that
will probably never be my favorite, but
which, once again, is good enough for a
lot of solid work. When we massaged
Alex's contributions to this column, we
needed an editor that knew how to search
and replace on control and format characters, and we decided to experiment with
Point. In about 6minutes we had the editor up and running, and in 10 minutes we
had the needed formatting taken care of.
Point is fast, the help screens are reasonable, and the documents are, if not ele-

gant, at least sufficient.
If you've been reading about desktop
publishing and wondering what the
shouting is all about, you can do a lot
worse than get the Logitech Publisher
Mouse and just play around with it.
Recommended.
Winding Down
I'm completely out of space, and I
haven't got well started on desktop publishing. Clearly, I'll have to continue next
month. We've got PageMaker, The Office Publisher, and abunch of nifty fonts
from Bitstream.
Bitstream, by the way, has aneat little
brochure full of samples of its best fonts;
each sample is on a separate sheet not
only printed in that font (with all its variations) but that also gives abrief history of
the font, its origins, and best uses. I
learned more about fonts from that brochure than from any other single thing
I've seen.
Ialso learned that most PCompatible
desktop publishers work with XyWrite.
Sigh. Yet another text editor to learn. I
have it; areview next month.
Tip of the month for Macintosh users:
go get SoftView's TaxView Planner. It's
really too late for 1987, of course, but
from everything I've seen of it, TaxView
Planner will save you one whack of alot
more than its cost in 1988. SoftView is
the outfit that publishes MacInTax,
which you have to have in order to use
TaxView Planner. I've said before that
MacInTax is worth buying aMacintosh
to use.
The book of the month is Publishing
from the Desktop by John Seybold and
Fritz Dressler ( Bantam Desktop Publishing Library, 1987). It combines much of
the history of printing and publishing
with insights into the microcomputer
field. It isn't just recommended: if you're
at all interested in desktop publishing,
this book is essential.
The game of the month is Broderbund's Ancient Art of War at Sea. It's got
acouple of user-interface problems I'll
discuss another time, but if you like
either war games or the Horatio Hornblower novels, you'll love this. Drop a
hint and hope that it turns up in your
Christmas stocking. •
Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, do BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough, NH 03458. Please put
your address on the letter as well as on
the envelope. Due to the high volume of
letters, Jerry cannot guarantee apersonal reply. You can also contact him on BIX
as "jerryp."

THE PROGRAMMER'S SliNne

provides complete information, advice, guarantees and every product for Microcomputer Programming.
CQL QUERY SYSTEM
Both for $395.00

Portable Application
Support System

•NEW!

BASIC Development Toolsim

Add SQL compatible ad- hoc query capability to your
new and existing applications

Powerful "Automatic Programming" Tools
That Save You Hours of Valuable Time.

Layered system includes CQL Interpreter, embedded
CQL Library, Portable Windowing System, Screen I/O
System, and Report and Form Generation Systems.

The novice

Complete C Source code included.
Hardware Independent
(ANSI.SYS), and Xenia ( table driven multi- terminal interface adaptable
to other multi-user systems).

BASIC Development Tools' (BDTP") is
compatible with the newest, fastest compilers.
including Microsoft QuickBASIC 1"and Borland
Turbo Basic."" In BDT you have four powerful
aids that can be used separately or together.

Compiler Independent
Tested with Microsoft V4.0, Lattice V3.I, Lattice \'2.I5. Aztek ( Manx),
Xenix System V Version 1.2.

Screen Builder System translates the painted
screen image into BASIC code which then can be merged in your program.
B+Tree Data Manager is avery fast data file index system providing both

File System Independent
Interfaces provided for C- tree ( trademark of Faircom) and BTRIEVE
(trademark of SoftCraft Inc.).

direct and sequential access to data. Complete source provided.
EZ Screen Pop-up Window Manager. written in assembler, easily inserts
menus, windows. notepads. Saves aportion of the screen to/from abuffer.

Complete I/O Control
Data types include 8- bit binary. 16- bit binary. 16- bit unsigned binary.

Help Message System allows the creation of context sensitive help mes:iages in
our application program.
With BDT you have four of the most popular programming aids for $99.00

32- bit signed binary. Monetary, 32- bit floating point, 64- bit floating

PS: $357

point, 32- bit date, 32- bit time.

Includes tuso diskettes and 220 page manual.

M achine Independent Software Corporation
Reston, Virginia 22090
Circle 336 on Reader Service Card

( 703) 435-0413
•

.1,••

C SAMPLER'

from Greenleaf Software.
The leader in C Programmer's tools.

This newly released 3in 1library contains 112 power packed
functions from The Greenleaf Comm Library, Greenleaf
DataWindows and The Greenleaf Functions. You get all the
experience of the proven market leader, Greenleaf.
And, until November 15, you'll also receive a

Free Source Code

with every C Sampler purchased.
INCLUDES:

•

On

List Price:
PS Price:

$94.50
$69.00

GREENLEAF

Greenleaf Software. Inc
16475 Dallas Parkway. Si. 570. Dallas, TX 75248
Call Toll Free 800-523-91430
in Tex.. 8, Alaska 214-248.2561

60 11/-‘1 . FREE [ RIAL.

STERLING CASTLE
Sterhng Caqle. 702 1A.,..lungton tit • Soar 1-4.
Marum del ( . 12u2

Circle 337 on Reader Service Card

All trademarks acknowledged

All Gain, No Pain
Blow away the 640K barrier
Gain the benefits of protected mod,:
the easy way with OS/286 and OS .; St,
These tools for C. Fortran. Pascal. and
Assembly language programmers permit
rapid conversion of.existing DOS applications from " real" to " protected" 286
and 386 mode. They don't replace or
modify DOS. but extend it to protected
mode.

Call Today for FREE detailed
information or try Risk- Free for 31 days.
any product on this page.

• f

1)0S IttleSrLii.:.ii'd esislirne

driv ors. gr:Iplus...
•Slav compai ihle uith ( he vvidesi
arra .
vot vs vicilis.
TSR's.

If your applications are running out of memory or need more speed. don't
%edit 1(ir the "solution" that means abandoning your investment in DOS.
lit h.:
them nii‘5 with OS/286 and OS 386
products. m.1 lromises.

Architects, Inc.
Circle 338 on Reader Service Card

&OS 386 Benefits:
.. en multi - inegah,.
dirc,14 addressahie taernor
•Increase pertormaacc hs
eliminating ov erla>...nd I. \ IS
•t. 'on% ell in dig%
OS 286

• (

OS/286 and OS/386 are the only DOS extenders that span both the 286
and 386 processors. with 32- bit capability today on 386s yielding mice
the performance of I6- bit mode. OS/286 and 0S/386 have quicLly become
the preferred solution for developers of high performance. meramy - intensive
applications including CADKEY. CASE, CNR. VIEWlogie. anti Gold 11111,
and premier language developers Lahey. Metaware. and Green Hills.

A.I.

e

PS: $89.00

(213)306-3020 in California

()RDER IDD:w!(800)722-7853

1415 Northgate Square #21B

SUPPORTS:
Borland Turbo C
Communications • Microsoft Quick C
•Logical Windows
•Pull- Down Menus
•Intelligent Keyboard
•Time/Date Functions

or pous er programmer, can easily add these prote.monal features.

▪Screen Builder
•B+ Tree
• EZ Screen Pop-up Windows
• help :Message System

Interfaces provided for IBM/screen memory. IBMi BIOS. MS-DOS generic

•Interrupt

From Sterling Castle...

One Kendall Square
Cambndge. Massachusens 02139
1617)577.8052

800_421_8006

05/286 or OS/386
Software Developer's
Kit
$495

Kurt lime licenses asailahle at nominal 0,51
Circle 339 on Reader Service Card

THE PHOGRAM)IEH'S SHOP
Your complete source for software services and ans

TM

.vers

5-B Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043
Mass:800-442-8070 or 617-740-2510 10/87
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Reliable, Cost Effective
Solutions for Computerization
ç World's

smallest PC — and CMOS too!
from

A Motherboard and 4 Expansion Cards in the
Space of aHalf- Height 5-1/4" Disk Drive!
3WATTS!
5VOLT ONLY OPERATION
+ 12 VGENERATED ON BOARD —

$395

(Qty 100, $336)

Little Board IPC

SCSI BUS OPTION(HARD DISK, ETC)

2 RS232C
SERIAL PORTS

256 KRAM
(512 K, 768 K
OPTIONS)

SPEAKER PORT
KEYBOARD PORT
PARALLEL
PRINTER PORT

POWERFUL
V40 CPU

PC BUS

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
(3.5"/5.25",
360 K/720 K, 1.2 MB)
UP TO 128 K
EPROM/RAM/NOVRAM
BATTERY BACKED RT CLOCK

PC COMPATIBLE
ROM-BIOS

4MODE VIDEO
CONTROLLER
OPTION
FITS ENTIRELY
WITHIN BOARD
DIMENSIONS

MOUNTS ON A
5.25" DRIVE
( 5.75"x8"x1")

$179

$195

(Qty 100, $ 166)
esi

Till

$569
Development Chassis/PC"
"Known Good" PC bus project development environment
for Little Board/PC ( not included).

$395

G,

(Qty 100, $ 336)

MS-DOS
r.crosoft Corp

Little Boarcr/186
High performance single
board MS-DOS system.

CMOS Video Controller
4- mode CMOS video
controller for Little
Board/PC.

Little Board"

World's least expensive
single board system.

$99

from $189

Expansion/186"

Multi- function expansion for
Little Board/186. I/0, Serial,
RAM, and Math Options.

INCLUDES
CP/M! ,

Project Board/186"
Prototype adapter
for 80186 based projects
and products.

Project Board/80'
Prototype adapter
for Z80 based projects
and products.

200

Distributors • Argentina: Factorial, S.A. 41-0018 • Australia: Current Solutions 1
,
613) 7.10-3'Z,8 • Austria: International Computer Applications GMBH 43-1/45 45 01-0 • Brazil:
Computadores Compuleader ( 41) 262-4866 • Canada: Tri M ( 604) 438-0028 • Denmark: Danbit ( 03) 66 20 20 • Italy: Microcom ( 6) 811-9406 • Finland: Symmetric OY 358-0-585322 • France: [gai Plus ( 1) 4502-1800 • Germany, West: IST-Elektronik Vertribes Gmb1-1088-611-6151 • Israel: Alpha Terminals, Ltd. ( 03) 49-16-95 • Spain: Hardware & Software
204-2099 • Sweden: AB Akta ( 08) 54-20-20 • Switzerland: Thau Computer AG 411 740-41-05 • UK: Ambar Systems, Ltd. 0296 435511 • USA: Contact Ampro Computers Inc.

011=M1=1

COMPUTERS. INCORPORATED

67 East Evelyn Avenue • Post Office Box 390427, Mountaun VIew, CA94039 • ( 415)962-0230
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Holiday Cheer
Ezra Shapiro

Last year, Idevoted my December column to software and
hardware products that were
our
such fun to use that Irecommended them solely for the
sheer joy they could provide to
personal computing addicts.
This year's batch is just as much fun, although Ihonestly haven't been able to
find any neat games to round out the
assortment.
This wasn't for lack of effort—Itried, I
really did. Icalled the major publishers of
entertainment software and promoted myself ahuge stack of games for the IBM PC
and the Macintosh: text adventures, graphical adventures, simulations, solitaire
games, shoot-'em-ups—all the usual stuff.
I'd seen it all before. Nothing in the
new crop was exciting enough to take my
breath away. So if you're looking for pure
pleasure with no redeeming social value,
you're on your own. On the other hand,
the products Idiscuss this month are all
pretty special, even if they're useful.
The Right Touch
I've been enchanted with Macintosh
graphics programs ever since MacPaint
appeared, but Iconfess that none of them
has been able to lure me away from traditional art supplies for recreational doodling. Ido use SuperPaint and GraphicWorks when I need to create an
illustration as part of acomputer document, but Ifind that what Iproduce is
usually somewhat stilted and stylized.
Some of this is due to the clumsiness of
the mouse as adrawing tool, some is due
to the problems of eye-hand coordination
when you're drawing on the mouse pad
and staring at the screen, and some is due
to the constant changing of tools required
to perform operations that are a cinch
with abrush or aConté crayon.
But there's finally a Macintosh program that's beginning to change my mind
about all this, and Ithink I'm falling in
love with it. The object of my affections is
MacCalligraphy ( Enzan-Hoshigumi,
$149.95), the first paint program I've

Looking for fun,

tary. But what it does, it does
well—better than anything else
on the market.
man falls in love and replaces
The packaging alone would
make MacCalligraphy an ideal
his old rodent
gift. It's the only program I
know that comes in a natural
used that doesn't make me feel like an unwood box, with 10 sheets of Japanese wacoordinated dolt. Although it has some
shi paper for printing your creations. The
significant limitations, it's probably the
documentation, which is thorough and
most enjoyable piece of software I've
beautifully laid out on luxurious paper, is
looked at in 1987.
awork of art in its own right. It's written
MacCalligraphy is designed to simuto teach both the philosophy of calligralate abrush dipped in ink, and, by Jove, it
phy and the use of the program; half an
works. You can adjust the shape of the
hour with the book will provide you with
brush stroke, the length of the tail left at
insight as well as technique.
the end of aline when you've released the
Igive the program high marks. Iwas
mouse button but are still moving the
so delighted with MacCalligraphy that I
mouse, and the rate your " ink" is abwent out and bought asecond copy as a
sorbed by the " paper" (actually, the rate
present—and it takes alot to get me to
at which pixels get spit onto the screen).
part with real cash for software.
Moving the mouse slowly produces a
fat, rich line. A quicker stroke results in a An Unlikely Addition
thinner, less even line. A jerky motion
Inever would have dreamed of aspelling
gives you ablotchy effect. After awhile,
checker for spreadsheets, but it's an idea
you learn to draw with lazy, fluid arcs, as
that makes solid sense. Over the past couyou would with areal brush.
ple of years, I've been meeting more and
The software was developed in Japan,
more people who spend their entire lives
and the metaphor it uses is that of Orieninside Lotus 1-2-3; they start out by purtal calligraphy; your tool palette includes
chasing it for crunching numbers, of
the ink stone, water dropper, and bamboo
course, but they eventually wind up using
brushes of the traditional calligrapher.
it for word processing, graphics presentaGrids are included for practicing roman
tions, database management, and so on.
or Oriental letterforms.
The need for spelling correction isn't
If you want to take abreak for afew minlimited to spreadsheet freaks alone; I've
utes, clicking on an icon of atea bowl reseen horrendous misspellings in workplaces your desktop with acourtyard scene
sheets that have been bolted into docufor meditative contemplation. It's always
ments prepared with word processors that
the same courtyard, but the scene changes
can import 1-2-3 files.
with the seasons, and subtle touches are
Spellin! (Turner Hall, $79.95) is an
varied to provide ongoing interest.
add-in spelling checker that works with
As adesigner's program, MacCallig1-2-3 versions 2.0 and 2.01 and Symraphy is perfect for freehand artwork, letphony version 1.2. It's based on the Bortering, and logo design, but you'll want to
continued
have one of the other graphics packages
around for final tweaking. MacCalligEzra Shapiro is a consulting editor for
raphy doesn't know about laser printers,
BYTE. Contact him at P.O. Box 146069,
scaled objects, fill patterns, distortions,
San Francisco, CA 94114, or on BIX as
typefaces, rulers, snap grids, and such"ezra. " Because of the volume of mail he
like. In comparison to other paint proreceives, Ezra, regretfully, cannot regrams, MacCalligraphy is abit rudimenspond to each inquiry.
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land Lightning engine, but the program's
configuration as aLotus add-in makes for
some important differences.
Turbo Lightning will monitor your
spelling as you type; Spellin! will not.
However, Spellin! gobbles a bit less
RAM (only about 100K bytes), and you
can load and unload it from within 1-2-3
and Symphony; both features are «adefinite plus when you're coping with large
worksheets. Also, Spellin! is compatible
with other Lotus add-in products; Iwish I
could say the same about memory-resident programs loaded in at the DOS level.
You get just about everything you'd
want from aspelling checker: achoice of
main dictionaries (American or British),
acustom dictionary for personal or professional terms, a standard change/
change all/add/ignore/suggest menu that
follows the Lotus interface, selective
checking of either arange of cells or an
entire worksheet, search and replace for
text labels, case-sensitivity for capitalization errors, and aduplicated-word check.
Speed is nearly instantaneous, though
areplace operation on abig spreadsheet
can chew up time. Running Spellin! on
my Tandon IBM PC AT clone at 8megahertz, Ifound its performance quite impressive. And the price is reasonable.
If you make Lotus worksheets part of the
way you do business, Spellin! will keep you
from looking unprofessional at the most
awkward moments. Recommended.
Building aBetter. . .
When Imoved my MS-DOS operations
from my tired old Compaq Portable to the

Tandon machine, Isuddenly had more
open slots than Ihad cards, which is an
enviable situation. In amad burst of slotcrazed euphoria, Idecided to retire my
Logitech serial mouse for the bus model.
I've been working with it for a few
months now, and it's been ahigh-resolution dream. Iwas all set to endorse it as
my mouse of choice when Ireceived FastTRAP (MicroSpeed, $ 149), atrackball
device with some pretty nifty additions.
Whoops—Logitech now has a serious
competitor.
What's more, the FastTRAP isn't a
mouse; the " TRAP" part of its name
stands for " triaxis pointer." The trackball sits in the lower center area of asmall
box, 7% inches long by 4% inches wide by
2% inches high.
Immediately above the trackball are
three buttons, much like those on aregulation mouse. If you rest your palm on the
trackball, you can depress the buttons
with your fingertips. Directly above the
center button lies a vertically mounted
wheel; if you extend your hand about a
half inch from the rest position, you can
rotate the wheel with your index finger.
MicroSpeed calls this a " trackwheel."
The underlying idea is pretty simple.
In normal use, the trackball and the buttons serve as adirect replacement for a
three-button mouse. The trackwheel is
used to control the gain. At alow setting,
the cursor crawls across the screen; at a
higher setting, the cursor flies at the
slightest touch. So what's this triaxis
stuff? Also pretty simple. With adriver
written for FastTRAP, you can use the

Items Discussed
Digital Starter Set
Marklin Inc.
16988 West Victor Rd.
P.O. Box 319
New Berlin, WI 53151
(414) 784-8854
Inquiry 940.
FastTRAP
MicroSpeed Inc.
5307 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 490-1403
Inquiry 941.

$950

Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818) 789-7839
Inquiry 942.

MacCalligraphy
Enzan-Hoshigumi (U.S.A.)
P.O. Box 131
Still River, MA 01467
$149 (617) 456-8255
(800) 962-6686 for orders
Inquiry 943.

Highways and Byways
Traveler's Map $49.95 or $ 129.95
Corporate Map .... $ 159.95 or $395.95
Professional Map.. $395.95 or $995.95,
New Directions Software Inc.
5259 Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 9

Spellin'
Turner Hall Publishing
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
Inquiry 944.

$149.95

$79.95

trackwheel to control athird dimension,
say, az-axis in aCAD package. Thus,
you can construct three-dimensional orthographic drawings without having to
switch modes. Think about that for asecond; you're no longer restricted to working in two-dimensional planes.
FastTRAP comes with insanely thorough documentation and a full set of
drivers, for installation either as part of
your CONFIG.SYS or as amemory-resident program (loaded as a . COM file).
MicroSpeed includes a small utility for
writing your own command programs, so
you can use FastTRAP with applications
software that isn't designed for pointing
devices.
The company recently started shipping
a special driver for AutoCAD that uses
the trackwheel to control AutoCAD's
menus; you don't have to move the cursor
away from your drawing to get to them.
The selection of CAD packages that support FastTRAP in three-dimensional
mode is growing daily; Isuggest you call
MicroSpeed for the current list.
I've been using the product for several
weeks, and it's both faster and more convenient than aconventional mouse. Hand
and arm motion is cut to aminimum. And
with my desk covered with keyboards for
both the Tandon and the Macintosh, a
mouse pad for the Mac, and the usual
paper clutter, the tiny footprint of FastTRAP makes it alot handier than asecond rodent. As it emulates the Microsoft
Mouse just fine, thank you, I've had no
trouble working with Windows applications or Microsoft Word.
Ihave only two gripes with the product. First, it's an RS-232C serial device,
so I'm back to lusting for asecond communications port. Second, Ican't get one
for my Mac Plus. Rumors from inside the
company indicate that MicroSpeed is
working on solutions to both problems.
So I'm hoping to be atwo-TRAP owner
in the near future.
Map Mania
A year ago, Iwrote about a wonderful
program, Highways and Byways (from
New Directions Software), that provides
city-to-city route information for the
traveler. You feed it your starting and end
points, and it generates atext listing of the
best route, point by point, optimized for
either time or distance. Iloved it, and
I've been using it for planning auto trips
ever since. Well, it has recently become
the low-end product of the New Directions line. It's still the same program, but
it has acquired two bigger siblings, called
Corporate and Professional Maps. The
original program is now called the Traveler's Map.
continued
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Verbatim 6.6 MB subsystems: high capacity
with the convenience and security of
removable floppies.
You'll appreciate the advantages of Verbatim
6.6 MB subsystems from Kodak.
You get 5.57 MB of formatted capacity and
all the benefits of removable floppies. Store
unlimited amounts of data. Easily transport files.
Secure important information: And back up
your hard disk quickly and reliably.
No need to throw away existing disks. This
subsystem can read disks with 48, 96, and
192 tpi. Available to fit inside or alongside your
IBM PS/2 model 30 or IBM PC/XT/AT and
compatibles. Everything you need for fast, easy
installation comes with the package. And you're
protected by aone-year warranty.
Ask your computer dealer about this new
Verbatim subsystem and media. Or call
1-800-44KODAK, ext. 990.
Free Back-It software for hard-disk backup
with purchase, while supplies last.

6.6 NIB
OF ADDED
STORAGE
FROM
KODAK

The new vision of Kodak
©Eatman Kodak Comoanv ¡9

Circle 93 on Reader Service Card
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$159.95. The Professional Map is ahefty
All three versions generate the same
$995.95 and $395.95.
sort of route listings. The Traveler's Map
I've been playing with the Corporate
uses adatabase of only about 11,000 loMap, and it's a bit more than Ireally
cations, which fills roughly amegabyte
need. I'd recommend it only to people
and ahalf of your hard disk and requires
who spend alot of time on the road; the
nothing more than an 8088-based MSTraveler's Map is agood buy and is comDOS computer.
pletely adequate for most of us. Ican only
The Corporate Map includes every city
in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico with a guess at the clientele for the Professional
Map; beyond trucking firms and freight
population of 3000 or more, plus 250 airforwarders, my mind draws ablank. But
ports, for atotal of 20,000 locations. Its
it's all good stuff; easy to use, straightdatabase fills 21
/ megabytes of disk
2
forward, and agodsend when you need it.
space. The Professional Map has 80,000
locations and consumes 4 megabytes of
Whoo Wh000000
storage. A 286 machine (at least) is recOkay, okay. Ipromised fun, and here it
ommended for the larger databases.
is. This is ahardware product, far from
Both the Corporate and Professional
my normal beat, and Ihaven't even tested
Maps generate askeletal graphics map of
an evaluation copy of it. But it's worth a
asuggested route to complement the text
mention; if it strikes your fancy, check it
listing. The Professional Map will also
out.
calculate the best route to connect up to
Márklin, the German manufacturer of
50 locations entered in random order, desome of the world's finest HO-gauge
vise routes that avoid any obstacles to the
electric trains, has gone digital. This
clearance of your vehicle, and generate
year, the company is marketing somestate-by-state mileage totals.
thing it calls the Digital Starter Set: two
You can purchase any version as either
locomotives with several cars, adouble
afull national map or split into three reoval of track, a central control unit, a
gional editions (west, central, and east).
transformer, two electric switches, and a
The Traveler's Map sells for $ 129.95
decoder. This is high-priced, high-qual(national) and $49.95 ( regional). The
ity equipment. You're not going to be
Corporate Map weighs in at $395.95 and

O: All

per

T

ofthe

s

able to afford it if you're planning to save
nickels from your weekly allowance; the
Starter Set costs $950.
But if you've got apassion for model
railroading and computers, this is the way
to go. Digital technology means goodbye to the rat's nest of wires hanging
underneath a layout; something like 80
locomotives and 270 other devices can be
controlled through the track itself. And
the control unit is aserial device; it can be
run by any computer that has RS-232C
output.
Running your trains is as easy as sending escape codes to your printer. The
documentation for the set comes with instructions for programming it. It's uncomplicated, and you can write your program in any language you like.
When Ifirst heard about the product, I
was hoping Márklin was selling some
sort of graphic interface, such as aMac or
Windows toolkit, but no go. You'll have
to roll your own.
I've seen Márklin trains, and every one
of them is an amazing miniaturization,
well-built and finely detailed. Though I
was tempted to try to obtain an evaluation
unit, discretion got the better of me. I
knew that someday I'd have to send it
back, and Icouldn't bear the thought. •
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Glorious Union Information Systems Inc
14th Floor, 207 Tun-Hvva North Rd, Taipei. Taiwan, ROC
TEL 2-7153356
TLX 22651 GUIS

2-7)68035
FAX 2-7134572

Circle 116 on Reader Service Card

How Farsighted Executives Are
Using Their PC's For
The Fun Of Profit.

What can you get from your PC?
DowJones News/Retrieval gives you...
•Exclusive online access to the full
text of The Wall Street Journal
•Current and historical stock quotes
•Business news as it happens
•10-K and 10-Q data
•Leading investment analysts' reports
•Complete corporate profiles
Over40 services including MCI Mail
the Official Airline Guide' and more.

By William J. Spill(
Jones News/Retrieval —the business
For years now you've been hearing
and financial information service from
about the wonderful things personal comDow Jones & Company, Inc.— gave
puters will do for The Executive of the
JCPenney Company areal advantage.
80's—at least in theory.
"Let's just say that a 'major player' in
But what's the realib,? Can aPC
our industry was being acquired. Within a
"No problem," according to Posner.
help you enjoy your work more and show
few hours we knew more about the take"There's no difficulty using the seragreater profit, here and now? According
over candidate than the bidder did. Honvice. Iask for pointed, specific informato your peers, the answer is "yes."
estly, we knew more than some investtion and get exactly what Ineed. It's
'With just afew keystrokes," says Al
ment bankers did.
much easier than manual research."
Lynch, Director of Corporate Planning
Decision-making with
Walt Casey agrees. "Dow Jones
and Research for JCPenney Company, "I
the leading edge.
News/Retrieval is simple enough for anycan screen companies, find possible ac"Then we started getting the corone who's at all comfortable with comquisitions or 'scope-out' competitors. It's
porate insider trading data," lynch conputers to use it effectively from their very
areal competitive edge."
tinues. "It showed us some things that
first day online."
Walt Casey, V.P. of Communications
influenced amajor deal.
Making the right decision.
at ConAgra says, "Ispend a
There are hundreds of
lot of time each day poking inonline information services,
to this and tracking that. It's
many offering business data.
much easier when you can imHow can you pick the best one?
mediately get the facts from a
"It was apparent from the
if
computer, rather than having
first step that the most useful
ato make aseries of phone calls."
system was Dow Jones
"One of Dow Jones
News/Retrieval," remembers
News/Retrieval's services,
Casey. "It offers so much of
QuickSearch, is aGodsend,"
the information you're looking
adds Jim Posner, arespected
e
for—from general news and
Al Lynch
Walt Casey
retail consultant. "It gives me
James Posner
stock quotes, to data on our
Director of Planning
lice
PresideaI.
President
detailed corporate reports
and Écseiorh,
company and industry. It was
Cop. CommunicaliOns,
James Posner
within minutes—Idon't even
JCPenner Co.
ConAgen, Inc.
the best single source."
Assoc. Ltd.
have to leave the office.
"I've had other services,
Instant information: the
"This service really makes adifferbut Dow Jones News/Retrieval has the
executive advantage.
ence in the day-to-day running of your
most useful business information in the
To lead in today's marketplace, you
business. It can pay for itself very quickly."
right form," says Posner. 'The time I
need information like that," Lynch says,
Surprisingly easy.
spend 'playing' on the computer makes
snapping his fingers.
All you need to access the service is
more money for me—and for my clients:'
He recalls an example of how Dow
aPC and modem. Using the service is
Now that's the fun of profit! a

vti

fiï

Get 8FREE hours
online to experience
the "fun of profit"
on your PC.
YES, I'm ready to experience the fun of
profiting from my PC. Send me aDow
Jones News/Retrieval® Corporate Membership Kit, including multiple passwords,
8free hours of online time, ayear of
Dowline' Magazine, acomprehensive
User's Guide and waiver of my first year's
annual $12 service fee—for only $49.95.*
(A $29.95 Personal Membership Kit includes: asingle password, 5free hours
online, Dowline Magazine, User's Guide
and waiver of $12 service fee.)*

1
—

O$49.95 Corporate Membership Kit*
E$29.95 Personal Membership Kit*
OBI me later
Charge to my DMasterCarcl OVISA
CAmEx
Acct.#
Exp.
If you pay by credit card. future chug,— will It • 14 ,1s that account

Signatureo-equired) _
7Check enclosed

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Daytime phone
Computer make and model
Please send more information.

For faster service, call 1-800-221-7700, Ext. 576L today!

Dow Jones
News/Retrieval

The premier source of online business and financial information.
5761.

DJN/R Membership Kit, P.O. Box 186, Drexel Hill, PA 19026-9973

'This offer expires ( ktober. 1988. Free time is per account. New (hunt- she and Canadnin subscribers only. Free time must be used within 30
days after receipt iuf passtwies). Some additional fees may apply in certain services.
1987 Inny Jones & Company, Inc. All rights reserted.
Dow Jones News. Rethetul is awidstered service mark of In rw
& Company. Inc. MCI Mail is aregistered service mark of MCI Communications Corti The Offnial Airline Guide is atradenkut of Official Airline Guides. lac.
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LIST OURS
169
175
119
135
495
445
129
115
135
NEW 149
269
350
165
NEW 195

GRAFLIB
GRAFMATICS/PLOTMAT1CS
MATHPAC
NO LIMIT
SPINDRIFT LIBRARY
SSP/PC
TEK MAR GRAPHICS LIB.
GRAPHICS
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS IC/
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS
GRAPHIC
GSS GRAPHIC
DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT
HALO
HALO ( 5MICROSOFT LANG.)
HALO TEN FONT PACK
METAWINDOW
METAWINDO'N PLUS
TURBOWINDOW/C
TURBO HALO ( FOR TURBO C)
LINT
PC- LINT
PRE- C

Programmer's Paradise Gives You Superb Selection,
Personal Service and Unbeatable Prices!
Welcome to Paradise. The microcomputer software source that caters to your programming needs.
Discover the Many Advantages of Paradise ...
• Huge inventory, immediate shipment
• Special orders
• Knowledgeable sales staff
• 30-clay ! none\ - hack guarantee'

• Lowest price guaranteed
• Latest versions

We'll Match Any
Nationally Advertised Price

Corporate Beers —
Call for special
fiti
discounts and bene
I

APL
API,. PLUS/PC
POCKET APL
SCREEN ACE

595
95
195

SPECIAL

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
ACTIVE PROLOG TUTOR
ARITY STANDARD PROLOG
GOLDEN COMMON LISP
GCL 286 DEVELOPER
LPA PROLOG PRO COMPILER
LPA PROLOG PRO INTERPRETER
MICROSOFT LISP
PC SCHEME
SMALLTALK V
STAR SAPPHIRE LISP
TURBO PROLOG
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX
VP EXPERT

429
79
159

65
55
95
79
495 CALL
1190 CALL
895
759
395
339
250
155
95
85
99
85
495
445
100
65
100
65
100
89

ASSEMBLERS/LINKERS
ADVANTAGE DISASM.
SPECIAL 295
249
ADVANTAGE LINK
395
359
ASMLIB
149
125
DR ASSEMBLER - TOOLS
200
179
EZ-ASM
70
65
MS MASM
REBATE 150
95
PASM86
195
109
PLINK86PLUS
495
275
RELMS CROSS ASSEMBLERS
CALL CALL
UNIWARE CROSS ASSEMBLERS
CALL CALL
VISIBLE COMPUTER 80286
100
89
BASIC
DB/LIB
FINALLY!
FLASH- UP
INSIDE TRACK
MACH 2
MS QUIC KBASIC
QBASE
QUICK-TOOLS
QUICKPAK
SCREEN SCULPTOR
STAYRES
TRUE BASIC
TURBO BASIC
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
TELECOM TOOLBOX

99
99
89
65
75
REBATE 99
89
130
69
125
69
100
100
100
100
100

89
89
79
55
59
65
79
109
59
95
55
69
65
65
65
65

C + +
ADVANTAGE C + +
PFORCE + +

495
395

479
209

C COMPILERS
AZTEC C- COMMERCIAL
AZTEC C- DEVELOPERS
C86PLUS
HIGH C
SPECIAL PRICE
LATTICE C
W/SOURCE
MICROSOFT C
REBATE
QUICK C
TURBO C

499
299
497
595
500
900
450
99
100

CALL
CALL
375
CALL
CALL
495
269
65
65

C INTERPRETERS
C-TERP
INSTANT C
INSTANT C/16M
RUN/C
RUN/C PROFESSIONAL

298
219
495
369
895 CALL
120
79
250
155

220
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LIST OURS

LIST OURS
386 SOFTWARE
ADVANTAGE 386 C
895
799
ADVANTAGE 386 PASCAL
895
799
MICROPORT DOS/MERGE
345
295
MICROPORT SYSTEM
V/386 ( COMPLETE)
SPECIAL 799
679
MICROSOFT WINDOWS/386
195
125
PC-MOS 386
CALL CALL
PHARLAP 386(ASM/LINK
495
419
PHARLAP 386 DEBUG
195
155
SCO XENIX SYS V386 ( COMPLETE) 1495 1195
VM/386
SPECIAL
195
I19

-allot
•
te lot
t¿est

C LIBRARIES
BASIC—C
BECKEMEYER TOOLS
BLACKSTAR FUNCTIONS
CASYNCH MANAGER
C-FOOD SMORGASBORD

175
NEW 100
99
175
150
300
C/PAC ( PFORCE, PRE-C) SPECIAL 495
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
NEW 129
C UTILITY LIBRARY
185
C-XPERT
295
ESSENTIALCOMMUNICATIONS
185
COMMUNICATIONS PLUS
250
GREENLEAF CSAMPLER SPECIAL 95
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY
185
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS
185
MULTI- C
149
PFORCE
295
RESIDENT CW/SOURCE
198
THE HAMMER
195
TIMESLICER
SPECIAL 295
W/SOURCE CODE
1000
TURBO C TOOLS
129

129
89
79
135
95
179
279
99
119
249
119
189
69
125
125
135
209
149
119
249
895
99

COBOL
COBOLSPII
395
329
MICRO FOCUS COBOL PRODUCTS CALL CALL
MICROSOFT COBOL
700
439
MICROSOFT SORT
195
129
OPT-TECH SORT
149
99
995
785
REALCICS
995
785
REALIA COBOL
1145
899
W/REALMENU
950
759
RM/COBOL
1250
999
RM/COBOL-85
395
315
RM/SCREENS
400
379
SCREENIO
175
129
SCREENPLAY

MACINTOSH PRODUCTS
APL•PLUS/MAC
MS BASIC COMPILER
MS BASIC INTERPRETER
CONSULAIR MAC C ( MAC II)
DBASE MAC
MS FORTRAN COMPILER
LIGHTSPEED C
LIGHTSPEED PASCAL
MAC CJR.
MAC PROLOG
MACTRAN 77
MASTERFORTH
MACNOSY V2
MC MAX
NEW
TURBO PASCAL
NUMERICAL METHODS TOOLBOX
DATABASE TOOLBOX
ZBASIC
DBASE TOOLS
CLIPPER
DBASE III PLUS
DBASE TOOLS FOR C
DBASE GRAPHICS FOR C
DBRIEF
DBC III
DBUG III
DBXL
DBPOWERPAK III
DB/RA
DB FIND
DFLOW
DOCUMENTOR
FOXBASE PLUS
GENIFER
QUICKCODE III PLUS
QUICKSILVER
TOM RETTIG'S LIBRARY
R&R
Ul PROGRAMMER
DEBUGGERS
ADVANCED TRACE- 86

395
299
195
139
99
69
600
509
495 CALL
295
209
175
125
125
89
80
59
395
335
199
179
350
315
90
69
295 CALL
100
65
100
65
100
65
90
69

95
250
195
139
100
200
99
149
295
395
395
295
599
100
109
295

399
429
65
65
85
169
179
99
89
179
89
125
249
339
299
239
499
85
49
249

175

115

695
695
80

ao

BREAKOUT
C-SPRITE
HI- SCREEN XL
PERISCOPE I
PERISCOPE II
PERISCOPE II-X
PERISCOPE III 8MHZ
PERISCOPE III 10 MHZ
SILVERCOMM LIBRARY
T- DEBUG PLUS
PFIX 86 PLUS
SOFTPROBE II/TX
XVIEW86

175
149
345
175
145
995
1095
150
60
395
750
60

119
I19
279
139
105
799
899
139
49
209
715
49

100
100
80
60
175
75
55
70
150
99
75
100
150
145
70
80

89
79
69
55
129
69
49
59
135
89
55
59
99
99
59
55

DISK/DOS/KEYBOARD UTILITIES
BACK- IT
BOOKMARK
COMMAND PLUS
DISK OPTIMIZER
FASTBACK
FANSI CONSOLE
NEW
FETCH
NEW
FAST FORWARD
INTELLIGENT BACKUP
MACE UTILITIES
NORTON COMMANDER
NORTON UTILITIES
ADVANCED NORTON UTILITIES
PDISK
Q- DOS II
TASKVIEW

EDITORS
195 CALL
BRIEF
275 CALL
W/DBRIEF
250
199
CVUE W/SOURCE CODE
195
155
EDIX
295
265
EMACS
195
149
EPSILON
295
229
FIRSTIME ( C)
125
99
KEDIT
75
69
MKSVi
250
229
PC/EDT
149
109
PC/VI
SPECIAL. NEW 195
149
Pi EDITOR
195
109
PMATE
195
145
SPF/PC
185
129
VEDIT PLUS
99
79
XTC
FILE MANAGEMENT
BTRIEVE
XTRIEVE
REPORT OPTION
BTRIEVE/N
XTRIEVE/N
REPORT OPTION/N
C-TREE
R-TREE
C-TREE/R-TREE BUNDLE
DBC III
DBC III/II W/SOURCE CODE
DBC III PLUS
DBVISTA
INFORMIX ESQL/C
INFORMIX 4GL
INFORMIX SQL
PHACT MANAGER

245
185
245
185
145
99
595
455
595
455
345
269
395
315
295
239
650
519
250
169
500
359
750
595
195
139
595 CALL
995 CALL
795 CALL
249
219

FORTRAN COMPILERS
DIGITAL RESEARCH FORTRAN 77
LANEY FORTRAN
LANEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77
MICROSOFT FORTRAN
RM/FORTRAN
WATFOR FORTRAN

350
319
477 CALL
95
89
450
269
595
399
375
335

FORTRAN UTILITIES/LIBRARIES
AUTOMATED PROGRAMMER NEW
DIAGRAM'ER
DOCUMENTER
DIFF-E-Q
FORTLIB
FORTRAN ADDENDA
FORTRAN ADDENDUM

995
129
129
495
125
165
95

895
115
115
445
109
139
85

MODULA2
FARBWARE MODULA 2
LOGITECH MODULA 2
COMPILER PACK
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
TOOLKIT
WINDOW PACKAGE
ROM PACKAGE AND CROSS
RUNTIME DEBUGGER
REPERTOIRE

250
250
350

225
185
279

495
300
595
100
195
275
95
100

375
205
389
79
159
229
79
79

139
295

99
153

90

79

99
79
249 CALI.
169
139
49
39
299
89

239
75

OPERATING SYSTEMS
MICROPORT:
125
286 DOS MERGE
149
465
SYSTEM V/AT ( COMPLETE)
549
169
RUNTIME SYSTEM
199
209
SOFTWARE DEV. SYSTEM
249
169
TEXT PREPARATION SYSTEM
199
209
UNLIMITED LICENSE KIT
249
SCO,
995
XENIX SYSTEM V ( COMPLETE)
1295
499
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
595
499
OPERATING SYSTEM
595
145
TEXT PROCESSING PACKAGE
195
CALL
XENIX FOR PS/2 50.60,80 NEW CALL
WENDIN:
79
OPERATING SYSTEM TOOLBOX
99
79
PC VMS
99
79
PCNX
99
79
WENDIN-DOS
99
WENDIN-DOS APPLICATION
99 CALL
PASCAL COMPILERS
MARSHAL PASCAL
SPECIAL
MICROSOFT PASCAL
PASCAL- 2
SPECIAL
PROFESSIONAL PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL
NEW V. 4.0
TURBO PASCAL DEV. LIB.
NEW

189
149
300
185
350
299
595 CALL
100
65
395
259

TURBO PASCAL ADD-ONS
ALICE
DOS/BIOS & MOUSE TOOLS
FLASH- UP
FLASH-UP TOOLBOX
INSIDE TRACK
MACH 2
METRABYTE DATA ACQ. TOOLS
PASCAL HELPER
PEEKS & POKES
SCIENCE AND ENGIN. TOOLS
SCREEN SCULPTOR
SYSTEM BUILDER
IMPEX
REPORT BUILDER
T- DEBUG PLUS
TP2C
TURBO ADVANTAGE
TURBO ADVANTAGE COMPLEX
TURBO ADVANTAGE DISPLAY
TURBO. ASM
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS

95
75
89
49
65
75
100
80
45
75
125
150
100
130
60
249
50
90
70
99
129

69
69
79
45
55
59
89
75
39
69
95
129
89
115
49
199
45
79
65
69
99

FEATURED PRODUCTS
PRO- C ' C'— Source Program Generator. It
produces stand-alone ' C' program exactly to your
specification. Each program is fully optimized and
ready to run. They are complete with documented
source code and lull system documentation. PRO- C
gives freedom from the time-consuming work
associated with Source Code development. allowing
concentration on more demanding tasks such as
system design and specification.
List: $399
Special Price: $379
CARBON COPY PLUS— Communications
software, that features both Remote Control and
Terminal Emulation.
Remote Control: Use your PC to observe and
control aremote PC as though the two were one.
Access your office PC while you are at home.
Terminal Emulation: Includes V-52, V-100.
TVI.920. IBM-3101. Easy to access host
computers and on-line information databases.
Carbon Copy Plus will also allow you to send and
receive telexes.
List: $195
Special Price: $ 139
Pascal-2 — Highly optimized Pascal compiler. With
source level debugger. profiler.
List: $350
Special Price: $ 299
ADVANTAGE Di
bler
Provides
immediate feedback as you work, storing results in
tables on disk. Final output is ready for MS
assembler. Handles COM and ERE files
8086/186/286 code and 8087/287 coprocessors.
List: $295
Special Price: $ 249
TURBO EXTENDER
TURBO HALO
TURBO MAGIC
TURBO OPTIMIZER
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
TURBO POWER UTILITIES
TURBO PROFESSIONAL
TURBO WINDOW/PASCAL
UNIVERSAL GRAPHICS LIBRARY

85
129
99
75
129
95
70
95
150

65
99
89
65
99
79
49
79
119

SCREEN DISPLAY/WINDOWS
C POWER WINDOWS
C-SCAPE
CURSES W/SOURCE CODE
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
W/SOURCE CODE
JYACC FORMAKER

130
279
250
225
395
495

115
265
169
155
269
449

JYACC JAM
MICROSOFT WINDOWS
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT
PANEL
PANEL PLUS
PANEL/QC ( QUICK C)
PANEL/TC ( TURBO C)
QUICKSCREEN
SCREEN ACE
SPECIAL
SCREENSTAR W/SOURCE
VIEW MANAGER
VITAMIN C
VC SCREEN
WINDOWS FOR C
WINDOWS FOR DATA
ZVIEW

LIST OURS
750
679
99
65
500
309
295
215
495
395
129
95
129
95
195
175
195
159
198
155
275
199
225
159
99
79
195
149
295
235
245
169

TRANSLATORS
BAS—C ( ECONOMY)
BAS--C ( COMMERCIAL)
BAS—PAS ( ECONOMY)
BAS_PAS ( COMMERCIAL)
BASTOC
BASTOC ( BASICA VERSION)
DB2C
DBX TRANSLATOR
RTC PLUS
TP2C
TURBO TOC

199
169
375
319
149
125
280
239
495
399
795
639
299 CALL
350
299
325
289
249
199
495
449

RUNOFF TEXT FORMATTER
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS
TURBO C TOOLS
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
VIEW MANAGER ( C/PASCAL)

HARDWARE PRODUCTS
AMDEK 722 MONITOR
750
AMDEK 730 MONITOR
899
AST ADVANTAGE PREMIUM W/5I2K 495
AST RAMPAGE! 286 W/512K
545
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD PLUS
299
HERCULES IN COLOR CARD
499
IRMA 2
1195
ORCHID TURBO EGA
749
ORCHID TURBO PGA
1495
VEGA DELUXE
379

ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES/PRODUCTS
ACTOR
495 CALL
CARBON COPY PLUS
NEW 195
139
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROGRAM
75
59
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO TUTORIAL
50
45
HS/FORTH
395
359
JANUS/ADA C PACK
95
89
LATTICE RPG II COMPILER
750
629
MASTER FORTH
125
115
MKS AWK
75
69
MKS TOOLKIT
139
115
NORTON GUIDES
100
65
PC FORTH
150
109
PERSONAL REXX
125
99
PLI--86
750
675
PRO- CC
SPECIAL 399
379
SAPIENS V8
300
269
SET: SCIL
349
319
SOFTSCREEN HELP
195
149
TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES
120
89
THE WEINER SHELL
199
179
BLAISE
ASYNCH MANAGER ( C/PASCAL)
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
NEW
EXEC
LIGHT TOOLS FOR DATALIGHT C
PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2

175
129
95
100
175

LIST OURS
50
45
NEW 129
99
129
99
NEW 129
99
275
199

499
569
319
349
195
329
779
495
1099
259

BORLAND
TURBO BASIC COMPILER
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
TELECOM TOOLBOX
TURBO C COMPILER
TURBO PASCAL
NEW V. 4.0
TURBO PASCAL DEV. LIB.
NEW
TURBO TUTOR
NUMERICAL METHODS TOOLBOX
DATABASE TOOLBOX
EDITOR TOOLBOX
GAMEWORKS TOOLBOX
GRAPHIX TOOLBOX
TURBO PROLOG COMPILER
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX

100
100
100
100
100
100
395
70
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

65
65
65
65
65
65
259
45
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

GREENLEAF
GREENLEAF C SAMPLER SPECIAL
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
W/SOURCE CODE
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS

100
185
225
395
185

69
125
155
289
125

LATTICE
LATTICE C
SPECIAL PRICE 500 CALL
W/SOURCE CODE
900
495
C CROSS REFERENCE GENERATOR
50
39
W/SOURCE CODE
200
139
C- FOOD SMORGASBORD
ISO
95
W/SOURCE CODE
300
179
L- SPRITE
175
119
CURSES SCREEN MANAGER
125
89
W/SOURCE CODE
250
169
CVUE
75
59
W/SOURCE CODE
250
199
DBC III
250
169
DBC III/II W/SOURCE CODE
500
359

135
99
79
79
135

1.IST OURS
DBC III PLUS
W/SOURCE CODE
LMK
LSE
RPG II DEVELOPER SYSTEM
RPG II COMPILER
RPG II SEU
RPG II SORT/MERGE
RPG II SCREEN DESIGN AID
SECRETDISK II
SIDETALK
SSP/PC
TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES

750
1500
195
125
1400
750
250
250
350
79
120
350
120

595
1185
139
99
1119
629
199
199
309
69
89
269
89

LIFEBOAT
ADVANTAGE 386 C
895
ADVANTAGE 386 PASCAL
895
ADVANTAGE C + +
495
ADVANTAGE DISASM.
SPECIAL 295
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS
250
ADVANTAGE LINK
395
ADVANTAGE MAKE
125
ADVANTAGE VCMS
379
PANEL
295
PANEL PLUS
495
QUICKSCREEN
195
RUN/C - THE C INTERPRETER
120
RUN/C PROFESSIONAL
250
TIMESLICER
SPECIAL 295
W/SOURCE CODE
1000

799
799
479
249
225
359
99
329
215
395
175
79
155
249
895

MICROSOFT
MS BASIC COMPILER ( XENIX)
MS BASIC INTERPRETER (XENIX)
MS C COMPILER
MS COBOL COMPILER
FOR XENIX
MS FORTRAN
FOR XENIX
MS LEARNING DOS
MS LISP
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER REBATE
MS MOUSE BUS VERSION
MS MOUSE SERIAL VERSION
MS MUMATH
MS PASCAL COMPILER
FOR XENIX
MS QUICK BASIC
REBATE
MS QUICK C
REBATE
MS SORT
MS WINDOWS
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT
MS WINDOWS/386

695
350
450
700
995
450
695
50
250
150
175
195
300
300
695
99
99
195
99
500
195

419
209
269
439
609
269
419
39
155
95
119
125
185
185
419
65
65
125
65
309
125

PHOENIX
C,PAC ) PFORCE. PRE- C)
PASA186
PDISK

495
195
145

279
109
99

SPECIAL

LIST OURS
995
599
395
209
395
209
395
209
395 . 209
495
275
CALL CALL
125
79
195
109
295
155
195
109

PFANTASY PAC
PFINISH
PFIX86PLUS
PFORCE
PFORCE + +
PLINK86PLUS
PLOCATE
PMAKER
PMATE
PRE- C
PTEL

POLYTRON
POLYBOOST
80
69
POLYDESK III
99
75
POLYDESK III ARCHIVIST
50
45
POLYDESK III CRYPTOGRAPHER
50
45
POLYDESK Ill TALK
70
55
POLYLIBRARIAN
99
85
POLYMAKE
149
125
POLYSHELL
149
125
POLYTRON C BEAUTIFIER
49
45
POLYTRON C LIBRARY I
99
75
POLYXREF
219
185
PVCS NETWORK
1000 CALL
PVCS CORPORATE
395
329
PVCS PERSONAL
149
125

XENIX/UNIX PRODUCTS
MICROPORT & SCO PRODUCTS
ADVANTAGE C + +
STRIE VE
INFORMIX
KORN SHELL
MICROSOFT LANGUAGES
PANEL PLUS
QUICK SHELL
REAL TOOLS
RM/COBOL
RM/FORTRAN
SCO MULTIVIEW ( 286)
SCO MULTIVEW ( 386)
TURBO SORT

CALL
695
595
498
CALL
125
CALL
795
395
149
1250
750
395
495
995

CALL
CALL
455
379
CALL
115
CALL
675
359
89
949
549
319
399
895

499
299
98
150
200
375
90
150
100

449
269
79
119
159
299
75
125
79

AMIGA PRODUCTS
AZTEC COMMERCIAL
AZTEC DEVELOPERS
C-TERP
DBMAN
LATTICE AMIGA DOS COMPILER
LATTICE PRO AMIGA C COMPILER
MODULA II REG
MODULA II DEV
TRUE BASIC

)e...x Special Holiday Presents from Programmer's Paradise. e.tz-re.s.lriç
TO A

Microsoft Holiday Rebate eoREBATE

TimeSlicer

Buy acombination of these new, fast and complete Microsoft language
products— Quick C, QuickBASIC and Macro Assembler— and get acheck
for up to $50. For programmers who hate to wait, QuickBASIC is ideal
because it eliminates the time-consuming compile step. For more sophisticated programming, choose QuickC for fast and easy compilation and
prototyping. When you really need control, choose Macro Assembler. The
CodeView debuger, an integral part of the Masm system, lets you test and
debug your Microsoft QuickBASIC, QuickC and Macro
Assembler programs all at the same time.
Microsoft
All three List $348
Ours $225/after rebate $ 175
Any two List CALL
Ours CALL

Enhance your Cprograms with TimeSlicer, amultitasking library that gives
you the ability to create multitasking and real-time programs at the application level rather than interfacing with the operating system. New version
5.0 includes multiple, user defined critical classes, math coprocessor
support, terminate and stay resident functionality, improved event counter,
and timers and ability to terminate other tasks
IICCINIAT
from the current one.
&II hale %IA I
List $ 295
Special Price $ 249

Greenleaf C Sampler
3-in- 1oil for your Cprograms. Interrupt communications, windows, menus
and more in a big new library. Device independent, logical attributes,
unlimited logical windows. Keyboard input includes function and other keys.
Clear examples to help you get started. Drives comm ports up to 9600 baud,
with XMODEM included, using the most powerful system available. Also
includes pull down menus that are easy to use. Available for Quick C and Turbo C. Free source code with
purchase by Feb. 15th. List $95 Special Price $69
GREEN'
S-le

SR
51'

PI Editor

Imagine editing multiple files in multiple resizable windows; invoking your
compiler and seeing your errors highlighted with error messages; using advanced features like undo, macros, regular
expressions, and "Find All" to speed your development process. Pl — feature packed, lightning fast, fully configurable. The
ultimate editing environment. List: $ 195
Ours: $ 149

CIPac (PforCe and Pre-C)
Take advantage of this special bundle offer for Cprogrammers! PforCe is a
precoded optimized object-oriented toolkit of over 400 routines. It includes
databases with B-trees, windows, interrupt-driven communications, string
handling, menus, all of the basic DOS interfaces and other important
features. Pre- C is now twice as fast with additional functionality. It crosschecks multiple source files and libraries at once, immediately uncovers errors in interfaces between program
modules and performs other key functions.
List $495
Special Price $279

Jieene,

Microport System VI386
Get multi-user, multi-tasking performance today with your 80386 PC and
Microport's UNIX System V Release 3, the real UNIX developed by AT&T
and Intel and enhanced and extended by Microport. System V/386 delivers
almost unlimited speed and power. Runs in protected
mode and supports four gigabytes and an unlimited1111ffling
,,number of users.
Complete System List $799
Special Price $679

Happy Holidays
Term. and Policies
•We honor MC, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS
No surcharge on credit card or CO 0. Prepayment by
beck. New York State residents add applicable sales
tos. Shipping and handling K.1.00 per item. sent ,PS
ground. Rush service available. prevailing rate,
•Programmer's Paradise will match any current nationally advertised mice for the products listed in this ad.
•Prices and Poluies subject to change without notice
•Hours 9AM ESL-7PM EST
•
Ask fur details. Some manufacturers will not allow
returns once disk seals are broken.
Corporate Buyers — Call for special
discounts and benefits!

1-800-445-7899

from

In NY: 914-332-4548
Customer Service:
914-332-0869
International Orders:
914-3324548
Telex: 510-601-7602

A Division of Hudson Technologies, Inc.
42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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There's One More
Computer
Program
You
Need

THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES, THE
ONLY NATIONAL TELEVISION SERIES
AIMED AT COMPUTER USERS, OWNERS, EDUCATORS AND COMPUTER
INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS. NOW IN
ITS FOURTH SEASON ON PUBLIC
TELEVISION.
CO-HOSTED BY GARY KILDALL AND
STEWART CHEIFET, WITH COMMENTATOR GEORGE MORROW, THE
COMPUTER CHRONICLES KEEPS YOU
UP-TO-DATE ON THE EVER CHANGING WORLD OF COMPUTING.
THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES, PROGRAMMED WEEKLY BY COMPUTER
PROFESSIONALS FOR COMPUTER
USERS.

A
Gary '<Mall

Stewart Cheifet

George Morrow

TOPICS THIS SEASON INCLUDE:
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE • RISC • UTILITIES
DESKTOP PUBLISHING • GUIDE TO MACROS
RAM RESIDENT SOFTWARE • ON-LINE DATA BASES • MODEMS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE • CD-ROMS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE • PERSONAL CAD

PLUS-.
The Computer Chronicles is
funded by Leading Edge
and McGraw-Hill's
Etiff magazine.
LEADING
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RANDOM ACCESS
A WEEKLY NEWS SEGMENT DESIGNED TO KEEP YOU INFORMED ABOUT THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY.
The Computer Chronicles on PBS is aco-production of WI TF/Harrisburg and KCSM/San Mateo.
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261
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Introduction
Natural Language

Nstand and communicate in everyday English (or French
or Swahili), has long been restricted to the realms of science
atural -language processing, getting computers to under-

fiction. In the past, many attempts at natural-language-processing systems required so much memory and processing
time that they were limited on even the largest mainframe
computers. But today, when the performance of many microcomputers exceeds that of yesterday's mainframes, the opportunity for natural-language processing has become very
real and exciting.
Often considered asubfield of artificial intelligence, natural-language processing is afield of study in its own right,
and it is the focus of BYTE's In Depth section this month. We
begin with the article " Natural-Language Processing" by
Klaus K. Obermeier, a primer that mentions the several
types of activities falling within this field. Perhaps the most
popular activity is the design of front-end systems that can
understand natural- language input and translate it into aform
that adatabase program can understand. Other activities include natural-language translation— for example, from Russian to English—and natural-language generation, as in generating an appropriate business letter. Mr. Obermeier also
describes some of the more prominent approaches to naturallanguage processing and speculates about what the future
may hold.
Some interesting natural-language applications have already appeared on microcomputers. A sample of these programs is provided in the " Natural- Language Resource
Guide."
Next, Matthew Zeidenberg's " Modeling the Brain" discusses connectionism, aneural-network approach to AI and
natural-language processing. Although some researchers
find the brain irrelevant to understanding the workings of the
mind, others are trying to understand how the brain copes
with the constant bombardment of stimuli as abasis for approaching the problems of cognitive science. The article discusses aparallel distributed-processing network as apossible model for the brain.
Moving from the abstract to the concrete, one of the most
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successful AI microcomputer programs to date is Q&A, a
combination database and word processor with sophisticated
natural-language-processing capabilities. Gary G. Hendrix
and Brett A. Walter, the two people behind Q&A's naturallanguage interface, describe the technical considerations
involved in designing " The Intelligent Assistant."
Of course, we would be remiss in covering natural-language processing if we didn't also mention the Prolog
language. In " DOS in English," Alex Lane presents avery
useful program written in the popular Turbo Prolog environment. The program, called NL-DOS, is anatural-language
interface for DOS. With it, you can bypass many rather cryptic DOS commands and use plain English. Lane's program
can be modified to handle awide array of DOS commands
and can be adapted to handle other applications as well.
And finally, in " Natural-language Processing in C,"
Herbert Schildt presents some material adapted from his
book Artificial Intelligence Using C (
Osborne/McGrawHill, 1987). The technique he illustrates, top-down contextfree recursive-descent parsing, is not unique to natural-language processing, but it is used in many computer-language
compilers as well.
This section presents abrief glimpse of the technology
currently in use and, perhaps, to come in our attempt to
understand and implement natural-language processing on
computers.
—Rich Malloy and Jane Morrill Tazelaar,
Technical Editors

NATURAL LANGUAGE

Natural-Language
Processing
An introductory look at some of the technology used
in this area of artificial intelligence

Klaus K. Obermeier
THERE ARE ALMOST as many definitions of natural- language processing
(NLP) as there are researchers studying
it. But for purposes of simplicity, Iwill
define NLP as the ability of acomputer to
process the same language that humans
use in normal discourse.
NLP is generally divided into six
major areas: ( 1) natural-language interfaces to databases, (2) machine translation—that is, from one natural language
to another, (3) text scanning/intelligent
indexing programs for summarizing large
amounts of text, (4) text generation for
automated production of standardized
documents, (5) speech systems to allow
voice interaction with computers, and (6)
tools for developing NLP systems for
specific applications. According to the
Clearinghouse for NLP at Battelle Columbus Laboratories, over 40 percent of
research activity is devoted to developing
natural-language interfaces to databases.
Machine translation and NLP tools each
account for 20 percent of the research.
The remaining categories attract significantly less activity.
Approaches to NLP
The central problem for NLP systems is
the transformation of apotentially ambiguous input phrase into an unambiguous
form that can be used internally by acomputer system. These internal representations, of course, vary from one application to another. As you can imagine,
major problems arise if there is more than
one potential interpretation of the input
(as in " List all employees broken down
by sex") or if the input is somehow in-

complete (e.g., "if ycn rd ths ursmrt").
The transposition from the potentially
ambiguous phrase to the internal representation is known as parsing. The word
parse is actually derived from the Latin
phrase pars orationis (
part of speech). In
NLP, parsing is usually aprocess of combining the symbols of a phrase into a
group that can be replaced by another,
more general symbol. This new symbol
can in turn be combined into another
group, and so on, until an allowable
structure evolves.
Five different types of parsers have
evolved: pattern-matching, grammarbased, semantic, knowledge-based, and
neural-network parsers. Each one has a
unique approach to NLP.
Pattern-Matching Approaches
Early natural-language programs were
based on the idea that parsers can look for
recurring linguistic patterns in asentence
without using any explicit grammatical
formalism. During sentence analysis, the
system merely looks for apossible match
with a fixed number of patterns. If a
match is found, the system performs a
certain action (e.g., rearranging the input
according to another pattern). The process is similar to template-matching programs in other areas of AI (e.g., vision).
ELIZA, the best-known pattern matching program, was designed to simulate aRogerian psychologist. The program, still popular today, was written by
Joseph Weizenbaum in 1966. ELIZA
consists of aset of patterns (see figure 1),
with each pattern having anumber of replies associated with it. When aparticu-

lar pattern is matched, the program selects one of the given set of replies and
makes any necessary substitutions in that
reply.
Pattern-matching programs without a
grammatical basis proved to be of limited
use. They are useful only if partial analysis is required or if other components of
the system can make up for the loss of
syntactic information. The basic concept
of pattern matching, however, has been
further developed and was used in semantic grammars, which Iwill discuss
later.
Grammar-Based Approaches
The term grammar refers to aset of rules
that describes what sentences are part of
a particular language. These rules are
often called rewrite rules or productions.
Two simple rewrite rules are as follows:
S NP VP
S -9VP
These rules stipulate that asentence (S)
must have anoun phrase (NP) and averb
phrase (VP), or just averb phrase by itself. With these rules you can build atree
structure showing unambiguously how
the words in asentence interact (see figure 2). It is common practice to call the
words at the ends of tree limbs terminals.
The other symbols in the tree, which are
continued

Klaus K. Obermeier heads R&D in intelligent user interfaces at Battelle Laboratories (Columbus Division, 505 King
Ave., Columbus, 011 43201).
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NLP

The Type 2grammar is also known as
a context-free grammar. In this grammar, the left side of each rewrite rule can
consist of only asingle nonterminal symbol. Note that this symbol can always be
rewritten as the right side of the rule, regardless of the context in which that nonterminal appears. [Editor's note: Most
syntactic parsers use a context-free
grammar. See "Natural-Language Pro-

usually capitalized, are called nontenninals. Rewrite rules usually establish how
anonterminal can be rewritten as astring
of terminals or other nonterminals.
The noted linguist Noam Chomsky devised four types of grammar, based on
the types of rules they used. The simplest
grammar, Type 3, is also known as afinite-state or regular grammar. It can produce only simple " sentences."

Input Pattern:
Replies:

Sample Input:

(
0 YOU REMEMBER 0)
(
DO YOU OFTEN THINK OF 4)
(DOES THINKING OF 4 BRING ANYTHING ELSE TO MIND)
(WHAT ELSE DO YOU REMEMBER)
(WHY DO YOU REMEMBER 4JUST NOW)
(WHAT IS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN ME AND 4)
DO YOU REMEMBER LAST WEEK

Sample Response: WHAT IS THE CONNECTION BETWEEN ME
AND LAST WEEK

Figure 1: ELIZA, one of the earliest natural-language-processing programs, uses a
pattern-matching parser to create responses to user input. The listing here shows one
of the patterns used by the program and its replies. The word "0" in the pattern
will match with any number of words. The number 4in the replies is substituted with
the fourth element in the input pattern—that is, those words that correspond to the
second O.

Grammar:
S
NP VP
NP
DET NP1
NP
NP1
NP1
ADJ NP1
NP1
NOUN
VP
VERB ADV
NOUN -. program
VERB
compiles
ADJ
new
DET
the
ADV
slowly

NOUN -› programs
VERB --> compile
however, the grammar will allow a
sentence that is not allowable in English:
Now,

The programs compiles slowly.
You can add additional rules to the grammar that would disallow such sentences,
but these rules would destroy its present
simplicity. Other problems are caused by
the word " respectively" in sentences
such as " Singular nouns and plural nouns
require singular verbs and plural verbs,
respectively."

Sentence
the new program compiles slowly
Tree:

S
1

1
VP
1

NP
1
DET
the

NP1
ADJ

NP1

new

NOUN

VERB

ADV

compiles

slowly

program

Figure 2: A simple sentence, asimple set of rewrite rules, and atree drawn of the
sentence using those rules. The symbols or words at the ends of each limb are
terminals. The other symbols are called nontenninals. In this grammar, which is
context-free, asingle nonterminal is rewritten as one or more other symbols.
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cessing in C" by Herbert Schildt on page
269.]
The next most complex grammar is a
Type 1or context-sensitive grammar. In
this type, more than one symbol can appear on the left side of the rewrite rule.
There is only one requirement for these
rules: There must be more symbols on
the right side than on the left.
The most complex grammar, Type 0,
has rules that do not follow any set pattern or requirements. This grammar is
very difficult to parse. Indeed, researchers have proved that aTuring machine is
required to process languages with this
grammar.
Chomsky's major contention was that
anatural language such as English could
not be completely described by acontextfree grammar, but required either acontext- sensitive or a Type 0 grammar.
There is an ongoing dispute in linguistics,
however, as to whether English does in
fact conform to acontext-free grammar.
One argument in support of English
being a context-sensitive language involves the fact that singular nouns and
plural nouns require singular verbs and
plural verbs, respectively. For example,
the grammar in figure 2is asimple context-sensitive grammar. You can expand
this grammar by adding two rewrite
rules, both of which are allowable:

BYTE • DECEMBER 1987

Semantic Approaches
The central role of meaning in understanding language has led some researchers to rely on predominantly semantic
rather than syntactic approaches. These
researchers do not deny the need for
some structural processing; rather, they
use the syntactic analysis to complement
their semantic considerations.
Two semantically oriented approaches
to NLP are case grammar and semantic
grammar.
Case grammar has been used in anumber of NLP implementations since its development in 1968. The idea behind case
grammar is that every sentence has an un-

NLP

denying representation of its meaning.
This representation includes the verb and
the various noun phrases related to the
verb. For example, in the sentence "John
opened the door with akey," we designate "John" as the agent, "door" as the
object, and " key" as the instrument for
the verb " opened." Note that the cases
remain the same for the sentence " The
door was opened by John with akey."
The founder of case theory, C. Fillmore, referred to the relationships between these nouns and the verb as cases.
(You may recall that Latin and some
modern languages have similar cases for
nouns.) Fillmore postulated anumber of
cases, none of them occurring more than
once in asentence.
Semantic grammar consists of alexicon and aseries of rewrite rules. It is similar to asyntactic grammar, except that
word classes (e.g., NOUN, VERB) are
replaced by specific semantic classes
(e.g., SHIPS, SHIP- PROPERTIES).
The advantage of this approach is that the
size of these semantic classes is much
smaller than the size of an equivalent
word class. This results in amuch more
efficient parsing strategy, since the program has to check asmaller number of
possibilities. The disadvantage of semantic grammar is the difficulty of transferring rewrite rules from one domain of applications to another.
One of the most prominent implementations of semantic grammar was LADDER, developed in 1978 by Gary G.
Hendrix. LADDER was designed as a
natural-language interface to adatabase
for the U.S. Navy. Figure 3shows an example of some of the rewrite rules used
by LADDER. Hendrix later went on to
form the company Symantec and developed the database manager/word processor Q&A. [Editor's note: See " The Intelligent Assistant" by Gary G. Hendrix and
Brett A. Walter on page 251.]

and conceptual structure. Also, it is unlikely that language can be reduced solely
to anumber of rewrite rules, as implied
by most grammar-based theories.
Another knowledge-based approach is
called conceptual dependency theory.
The central idea behind this theory is to
create a canonical representation of a
sentence, based on certain semantic
primitives. A canonical representation is
simply a basic way of representing the
meaning of a sentence. Different sentences that mean the same thing will all
have the same common canonical representation. For example, "Jean eats candy"
and " The candy was eaten by Jean" both
share the same canonical representation:
"Jean
INGEST
candy."
In this theory, semantic primitives are
the most basic entities used to describe
the world. Individual words can always
be analyzed further, but semantic primitives cannot.
The most prominent use of conceptual
dependencies was done by Roger Schank
in 1975. His idea of representing the
meaning of asentence such as "Jean eats
candy" is to postulate primitive actions to
represent semantic relationships. These
primitive actions include INGEST (" take
something to the inside of an animate object") and MOVE (" move abody part").
Schanles original theory postulated only
seven primitive actions. Five of these
were for physical actions ( PROPEL,
MOVE, INGEST, EXPEL, and GRASP).
The remaining two were for describing
state changes: PTRANS (physical transfer of location) and MTRANS (mental
transfer of information).
In 1977, Schank integrated the theory
of conceptual dependencies into his script
theory. A script is aset of standardized,
perhaps oversimplified knowledge used
for processing natural language. For example, a script for a restaurant would

contain certain basic facts, such as:
S—Customer
Entry conditions:
Sis hungry.
Shas money.
Results:
Shas less money.
Sis not hungry.
Sis pleased (optional).
The script also contains other information, such as what kinds of people or
things are found in the restaurant, and
what types of actions these people or
things are allowed to do.
Neural-Network Approach
A fairly recent approach to NLP involves
setting up anetwork of neuron-like computing units. Each unit has anumber of
inputs, asmall set of possible states, and
an output that is afunction of the inputs.
Each input to the computing unit has a
confidence value, which can vary from
—1 to 1. When acomputing unit is activated, it evaluates all its inputs and
weighs them according to their respective
confidence values. If certain conditions
are met, the computing unit generates an
output value that is used as input by other
computing units. Note that only the confidence values of the inputs may be
changed during " learning"; the connection pattern is " prewired."
This type of system is usually called a
neural- network or connectionist approach. The fundamental premise of the
approach is that the individual units do
not transmit large amounts of data but
compute simply by being connected to a
large number of similar units.
The neural- network parsing model
continued

Knowledge-Based Approaches
Rewrite rules:
Instead of relying solely on the structural
S what is SHIP-PROPERTY of SHIP?
or semantic information of a sentence,
some NLP systems also have access to a
SHIP-PROPERTY
the SHIP-PROP I
SHIP- PROP
knowledge base for aspecific domain of
knowledge. This contrasts with most
SHIP-PROP
speed Ilength I
draft I
beam type
grammar-based theories that look at NLP
simply in terms of aset of rewrite rules
SHIP
SHIP-NAME I
the fastest SHIP2 I...
for sentence-level processing.
One knowledge-based approach is
SHIP-NAME
Kennedy I
Kitty Hawk I...
called word-expert parsing. In this apSample input:
proach, the word is considered the basic
linguistic unit. Linguistic knowledge is
WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF THE KENNEDY?
distributed among agroup of procedural
"experts" that know how the interpretation of a word changes in particular
Figure 3: Some of the rewrite rules used by the semantic grammar of the LADDER
contexts.
system. Note that semantic classes such as SHIP and SHIP-PROPERTY have
One argument in favor of this approach
replaced the word classes offigure 2. The pipe symbol " 1" designates "OR. "
is the fact that words have arich linguistic
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contains three levels of " neurons." The
first level is the lexical level, which
serves as the input level of the network.
Here, the neurons are mapped to particular words. On the second level, the wordsense level, the inputs from the lexical
level are combined to activate neurons
that represent the meaning of the words.
On the third, case-logical, level, the
meanings are combined to form predicates and objects.
Neural-network parsing comes closest
to modeling human linguistic information
processing, based on neurological evidence. It is, however, still at the beginning stage of research. For adescription
of neural-network parsing, see " Toward
Connectionist Parsing" by Small, Cottrell, and Shastri. [ Editor's note: See also
"Modeling the Brain" by Matthew Zeidenberg on page 237].
Parsing Techniques
Once a natural-language developer has
decided on aparticular parsing approach,
he or she must then choose aparsing technique or formalism. Parsing techniques
fall into two groups: nondetenninistic and
deterministic. The nondeterministic
parsers can be further divided into top-

down and bottom-up parsers. Other specialized parsing techniques are based on
combinations of these three major types.
Top-down parsers try to match the
grammar rules against the input, starting
at the topmost rewrite rule (which usually
involves the start symbol or sentence
symbol S) and recursively moving toward
lower, more specific rewrite rules. The
parse is successful if a sentence can be
constructed that matches the input
sentence.
Top-down parsers are easy to write and
modify. Rules that are more likely to be
used can easily be placed ahead of less
likely rules, enhancing performance.
And the number of generated sentences
can be arbitrarily limited.
Top-down parsers can be slow, however. If all the rules at aparticular level
fail, the parser backtracks up to the previous level to try another rule there. During
backtracking, the same constituents may
be analyzed many times. Top- down
parsers also have trouble handling illformed input and require aseparate module to decide which of several successful
parses is the best.
Bottom-up parsers start by combining
the lowest-level elements first and then

Figure 4: A transition network for asimple noun phrase. The computer begins at
the state labeled "Start" and moves to other states depending on how its input
matches the labeled arcs. The arc labeled "jump" is always taken if tested. Note
that this network performs the same function as the rules "NP" and "NP] " in the
grammar offigure 2.

Figure 5: A set of recursive transition networks for anoun phrase (NP) and a
prepositional phrase (
PP). These networks can be called by other networks or by
each other.
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building up larger constituents. For example, in the simple grammar in figure
2, the first steps of abottom-up parser
would be to substitute the nonterminal
DET for the; ADJ for new; NOUN for
program; and NP1 for ADJ NOUN.
Bottom-up parsers can at least partially
parse ill-formed input. Also, scoring
mechanisms can be applied to reduce the
combinatorial explosion of possible
parses. Since bottom-up parsers are not
goal-directed, however, they generate numerous spurious parses. And the correctness of the parse can be determined only
after all the parses are performed.
Deterministic parsing is different from
top-down and bottom-up parsing in that
there is no backtracking. Deterministic
parsing is also called wait-and-see parsing (
WASP). The technique creates new
nodes in abottom-up fashion but uses a
limited look-ahead feature to determine
which node to use. One advantage of a
deterministic parser is increased speed
because it avoids the combinatorial explosion of possible parses. The disadvantage is that the algorithm is based solely
on syntactic information.
The best known of the deterministic
NLP systems was PARSIFAL, created by
M. Marcus in 1980. One result of PARSIFAL was aclear delineation of when such
aparser would have to use nonsyntactic
information to analyze input.
Augmented Transition Networks
Although first developed in 1970, the
augmented transition network (ATN) is
still the most widely used technique for
NLP. But before Idescribe ATNs, I'll
discuss transition networks.
A transition network consists of a
series of states connected by arcs ( see figure 4). Each arc is labeled by aword category (e.g., noun or verb) or a specific
word. The program starts at agiven state
and then checks the next word in the input
string for amatch with one of the arcs. If
amatch is found, the program proceeds
to the next arc, and thus " traverses the
network."
The advantage of transition networks is
that they can be easily implemented on a
computer. Each state can be implemented as afunction that checks its input
against the arcs emanating from that
state. If amatch is found, the function (or
state) at the end of that particular arc is
called.
Recursive transition networks have an
additional feature in that some arcs may
be labeled with other, subordinate, transition networks (see figure 5). These arcs
let agiven network call another network
or even call itself recursively. Usually
these arcs are labeled with nonterminal
continued
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The ATN remains
the most widely used
technique for naturallanguage processing.
symbols ( e.g., PP for prepositional
phrase). These networks are considerably more powerful than transition
networks.
Even more powerful are augmented
transition networks. ATNs are similar to
recursive transition networks but have
three additional features: registers, which
can store conditions or information on a
global basis, regardless of which particular subnetwork is being processed; conditions, which let arcs be selected if registers indicate certain conditions; and
actions, which let arcs modify the structure of data.
Note that the arcs in an ATN can be
labeled, not only with words, word
classes, and nonterminals, but also with
arbitrary tests that depend on the state of
the global registers. These global registers and their associated tests make it pos-

sible for the program to go beyond checking only adjacent elements. Obviously,
being able to store and act on these conditions makes possible amuch more efficient parsing than earlier transition networks did. For example, the presence of a
form of the verb " be" before the main
verb in a sentence can set a trigger to
check for the preposition " by," which in
turn can corroborate evidence for apassive or an active sentence.
Although ATNs are powerful, they experience problems with ungrammatical
sentences for which no relevant networks
have been provided. If the program encounters aconstruction for which it does
not have astructural description, it simply stops.
Chart Parsers
The chart-parsing idea was implicitly
stated in aclassic paper by J. Earley in
1970 on context-free parsing algorithms
for compilers and compiler generators.
A chart parser combines the constituents of the input sentence according to the
rules of a particular grammar. It combines these constituents as they are encountered and stores the output in awellformed substring table (the chart). The
parsing mechanism keeps track of the

constituents it has built and the contexts
in which they are expected. This means
that no work needs to be duplicated for
combining words that potentially are part
of several parses. A chart parser combines the flexibility of control of atopdown parser with the data-driven processing power of abottom-up parser.
One advantage of achart parser is that
it can be used with any of several grammatical formalisms, rule invocation strategies, and search strategies. With this
flexibility, however, comes the disadvantage that the program must record all
plausible and implausible parses, leading
to increased storage requirements.
The Future
Market predictions are hard to make for
an area of R&D as embryonic as NLP.
Many of the scenarios that have been proposed feature an overly optimistic prognosis. A case in point is aprediction by
the newsletter Artificial Intelligence Markets in August 1985 that revenues for
NLP software would grow by 200 percent
between 1984 and 1985. Actual growth
was around 100 percent. For 1986, AIM
predicted a mere 20 percent increase.
AIM also predicted that approximately
continued
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NLP

450,000 personal computer software
packages with integrated NLP capability
will be shipped by 1990.
Numbers, however, can be misleading, success stories subjective, and
claims often too optimistic. In brief, NLP
technology is still too young to allow firm
long-range predictions. But, comparing
current market studies with the information from Battelle's Clearinghouse for
NLP corroborates the above-mentioned
trend toward the personal computer and
integration in everyday applications
software.
In the long run, progress will be influenced primarily by unforeseeable innovations in both software and hardware, and
maybe netware.
Intelligent user interfaces of the future
will require capabilities for both the understanding and the generation of natural
language. The market potential for NLP
products will further increase if acommon standard can be established. This
common standard would let users access
different programs and databases through
the saine interface. NLP tools will become more popular, depending on the
demand for better interfaces to many different software packages. Customization
and integration will play arole, since the

applications program is only as good as
its interface.
A Science by Itself
NLP has been acontroversial issue for the
fields of both AI and linguistics. AI research was said to be practical but untheoretical, whereas research within linguistics
was theoretical but impractical. The eclectic nature of NLP research has to give way
to amore autonomous discipline dealing
exclusively with the issue of natural-language understanding by biological and
electronic organisms. Current NLP research is caught between the ideologies of
the various academic disciplines. NLP systems of the future have to be based on more
innovative linguistic and conceptual
models if they are to become useful and accepted on alarge scale. •
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American Expertech Inc.
P.O. Box AS
Incline Village, NV 89450
(702) 831-0136

Natural-language report writer,
interfaces with any COBOL-based
application package.
Inquiry 959.

Xi Plus
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, and
compatibles
512K bytes
$1250 development system
$295 run-time-only system
Expert- system shell for
nonprogrammer expert to generate
knowledge-based and expert
systems. Natural-language
interface. Interfaces with dBASE
III, Lotus 1-2-3, SuperCalc, DIF
files, and more.
Inquiry 955.

Excalibur Technologies Corp.
122 Tulane, SE
Albuquerque. NM 871116
(505) 265-1273
Savvy
IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
128K bytes
$237
Natural-language-based
database, programming language,
and query language.
Inquiry 960.

Artificial Intelligence Research
Group
921 North La Jolla Ave.
Los Angeles. CA 90046
(213) 656-7368

Information Builders Inc.
1250 Broadway
New York, NY 10001
(212) 736-4433

ELIZA
IBM PC, XT, AT, Apple II,
II Plus, Ilc, and compatibles
48K bytes
$45
Natural- language application:
Conversation with a
"psychotherapist."
Inquiry 956.

EQL (English Query
Language)
Requires PC/Focus 3.0
IBM XT, AT, and PS/2
640K bytes
$249
Natural-language interface for
PC/Focus (access to dBASE III and
dBASE III Plus files).
Inquiry 961.

Battelle
505 King Ave.
Columbus. OH 43201
(614) 424-6424

Lotus Development Corp.
55 Cambridge Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-8500

NLQ (Natural Language
Query)
IBM PC, XT, AT and
compatibles
512K bytes
$995 (expires 12/31/87; call for
new price)
Natural- language interface to
Oracle, DB2, and DM relational
databases.
Inquiry 957.

HAL (
Human Access
Language)
Requires Lotus 1-2-3
IBM PC, XT, AT, Compaq 386,
AT&T 6300, and true compatibles
512K bytes
$150
Natural-language interface for
Lotus 1-2-3.
Inquiry 962.

Datamate Co.
4135 South 100th East Ave.,
Suite 128
Tulsa, OK 74146
(800) 262-7276
EnQuery
IBM PC, XT, and AT
128K bytes
$495

Micro Data Base Systems Inc.
P.O. Box 248
Lafayette, IN 47902
(800) 344-5832
Guru
IBM PC, XT, AT, RT, and
compatibles
640K bytes
$6500

Expert-system environment with
database management system,
spreadsheet, programming
language, text processing.
graphics, and remote
communications. Natural language
interface.
Inquiry 963.
K-Chat
Requires KnowledgeMan/2.
IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
512K bytes
$295
Natural-language interface Inr
KnowledgeMan/2.
Inquiry 964.
Microrim Inc.
3925 159th Ave. NE
P.O. Box 97022
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 885-20(1)
CLOUT
Requires R:base System V or
R:base 4000/5000
IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2, and true
compatibles
512K bytes ( R:base System V)
256K bytes ( R:base 4000/3000)
$295
Natural-language interface liar
R:base System V and R:base
4000/5000.
Inquiry 965.
Programming Logic Systems Inc.
31 Crescent Dr.
Milford, CT 06460
(203) 877-79
APES (Augmented Prolog lior
Expert Systems)
Requires micro- PROLOG
IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
512K bytes
$500
Expert-system shell that
constructs logic-based expert
systems. Natural- language
interface.
Inquiry 966.
Softsync Inc.
162 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10016
(212) 685-20S0

compatibles; Macintosh 512K
Enhanced, Plus, SE. and II
PC version: 256K bytes
$199
Expert- system development
program with natural-language
inquiry. PC version interfaces
with standard ASCII comma
delimited files. Macintosh
version interfaces with Macintalk.
Inquiry 967.
Solution Systems
541 Main St., Suite 410
Weymouth, MA 02190
(800) 821-2492
PROLOG-86
IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
256K bytes
$95
Programming language for
creating natural-language
interfaces and other artificialintelligence applicaions.
Inquiry 968.
Symantec
10201 Torre Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
IA (Intelligent Assistant)
Requires Q&A
IBM PC and compatibles
512K bytes
$349
Natural- language interface for
Q&A.
Inquiry 969.
Thunderstone Corp.
Expansion Programs
International Inc.
P.O. Box 839
Chesterland, OH 44026
(216) 449-6104
Metamorph
IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles
256K bytes and hard disk drive
$5000
Natural-language-driven textanalysis software for information
retrieval and correlation. Used
for research and strategic
information analysis.
Inquiry 972.

SuperExpert
IBM PC, XT, AT, and
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And for those people, no information carries more
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their industries.
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• You may know us best for our MultiModem — line of
1200 and 2400 bps dial- up modems. The same
simple approach we use for our modems is now used
for our MultiMux. We even use similar "AT" type
commands.

Four- and Eight-Channel
Statistical Multiplexers
from Multi-Tech Systems:

• The MultiMux is offered in four- and eight-channel
versions, with or without an integral 9600 bps V.29
modem. Instead of paying for up to eight dial- up lines
for your asynch terminals, PCs or printers, you can
use apair of MultiMuxes to combine them all into a
single leased line, for much less money.

When it has to
be as simple
as it is smart
• There are alot of good reasons to buy apair of
statistical multiplexers. Reduced line expenses,
network security and the elimination of transmission
errors are the three main ones.
• Unfortunately, most multiplexers come with abig
reason not to buy them: They're nearly impossible for
mere mortals to install and understand. In other
words, they're just not worth the trouble.
• With that in mind,we'd like to introduce you to the
new MultiMux from Multi-Tech Systems. The biggest
difference between the MultiMux and other muxes is
that you can easily install apair of them yourself,
without the excessive time, expense and frustration
you've avoided in the past.

• Convinced? If not, consider that the MultiMux
is completely command driven, with asupervisory
port, help menus, downline loading, full LED display,
statistical reporting, and an integral 1200 bps dial-up
modem for remote configurations and diagnostics.
Also, consider that the MultiMux ( like all of our products) is manufactured and supported by us in Minnesota, and that we've been doing so since 1970. Finally,
consider our price. You'll find that to be apleasant
surprise too.
• Please call us toll-free at 1-800-328-9717, for
additional information...get amultiplexer that's as
simple as it is smart!
MultiMux, MultiModem and the Multi-Tech Systems logo
are trademarks of Muiti-Tech Systems, Inc,

MultiTech
Systems
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NATURAL LANGUAGE

Modeling the Brain
A neural-network approach to natural-language processing and
similar problems may be the key to building systems that "learn"

Matthew Zeidenberg
THE IDEA OF simulating the brain
formed the foundation for much of the
early work in artificial intelligence. The
brain was seen as a " neural network,"
that is, aset of nodes, or neurons, connected by communication lines. Lately,
there has been asubstantial revival in the
use of neural-network models, or connectionism, as the field is often called
(see reference 1). Connectionist models
are applicable to avariety of cognitivescience problems, including natural-language processing, speech processing,
and vision.
One major advocate of connectionism
is Daniel W. Hillis. His Connection Machine is more brain-like than atraditional
computer. Hillis points out that in aconventional computer, most of the silicon
lies inactive most of the time. At any
given time, only the CPU and a very
small part—afew bytes—of the memory
are active (see reference 2). The Connection Machine is composed of many
processor/memory units, most of which
are active at the same time. Douglas R.
Hofstadter (see references 3 and 4) has
long been an advocate of asimilar view of
cognition, with interacting actors in a
cognitive process exchanging messages.
On the simplest level, the brain functions as follows: Neurons activate or inhibit the firing of other neurons. Whether
or not aparticular neuron fires depends
on the inhibitory or excitatory inputs
from all the neurons connected to it.
Somehow, the activations of all the neurons, how they communicate with one another, and the nervous system's interactions with the environment determine

your memories and thoughts—at least as
far as philosophical materialists are
concerned.
Of course, neurophysiologists, while
still largely in the dark as to the operation
of higher cognitive functions, have
learned agreat deal more about the brain
than is evident in this simple model.
Nevertheless, scientists in the 1950s were
amazed at what simple systems of nodes
with excitatory and inhibitory connections could do. (See the text box " The
Perceptron Controversy" on page 240.)
In 1943, Warren S. McCulloch and
Walter Pitts proved that any neural-network model in which afinite amount of
information could define the state of an
individual neuron could be modeled on a
standard computer. The " finite amount
of information" assumption is abig one:
The number of bits needed to describe the
state of agiven neuron may be so large
that it makes the simulation slow and
impractical.
Is the Brain Relevant?
A strong school in AI feels that studying
the brain is not the most fruitful road to
understanding thought. The brain represents just one way of making athinking
machine, and certainly not the optimal
way. Traditional AI sees thought as a
series of problems to solve, and believes
strongly that there is no philosophical
reason why acomputer can't solve them.
The basis for this belief is the ChurchTuring thesis, which roughly states that if
afunction is computable, you can compute it with a conventional computer—
formally, aTuring machine. This thesis

cannot be proved, but it is widely accepted because no one can think of a
counterexample.
Daniel Dennett of Tufts University
argues that neurophysiologists, working
from the " bottom up"—that is, from the
minute details up to the overall problem
to be solved—in an attempt to understand
human cognition, and computer scientists, working from the " top down," may
ultimately both reach their goal. But he
thinks the computer scientists will reach
it first (see reference 5). The argument is:
If Itake a computer running a spreadsheet, and try to figure out what the program is doing by looking at the electrical
currents inside, Iwon't progress as
quickly as Iwould if Itried to write another program that also runs a spreadsheet.
In an approach that is in between those
of the neurophysiologists and the more
traditional AI researchers, David E.
Rumelhart, James L. McClelland, and
their colleagues don't dismiss the brain
as irrelevant to the functioning of the
mind. Rather, they feel that, by experimenting with neural networks, they can
gain insight into how the brain copes with
the problems it has to solve.
Parallelism
Another reason for studying brain-like
models is their parallelism. The "circuitcontinued

Matthew Zeidenberg (939 East Gorham
St., Madison, WI 53703) is a graduate
student in computer science at the University of Wisconsin.
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Until we build effective
parallel-processing
hardware, connection/st
models are unlikely to
provide computationally
efficient solutions to
Al problems.
ry" of the brain is much slower than a
computer's. In order for the brain to work
as fast as it does—psychologists have
shown that we can recognize objects in a
split second—many neurons must work
in parallel. In contrast, many AI programs run very slowly. The hope is: If we
can find ways to run AI programs in parallel, they will run in a reasonable
amount of time.
Parallel computation has been abusy
area in computer science over the past 10
years. Most mainstream research on parallel computing is quite different from the
neural-network approach. Researchers
have studied algorithms for mesh-connected arrays of processors, pipelines,
processors arranged in a tree-like fashion, and distributed systems of interconnected processors, to cite just afew.
Neural networks represent only one line
of research in parallel computation. Basically, you must answer two fundamental
questions in designing aparallel computer
system: How do you connect the proces-

sors for communication purposes? And
how much computing power and memory
do you put in each processor? Many researchers find no reason to restrict themselves to neural-network models, which
represent avery small subset of the possible parallel-computing models.
Nevertheless, neural- network researchers think that their models, by being most faithful to what we know about
the brain, will show the most success.
Unfortunately, neural networks have seldom been built in hardware; normally,
they must be simulated in software.
These simulations have typically been
very slow, since one processor had to do
the work of many. Until we build effective parallel-processing hardware, connectionist models are unlikely to provide
computationally efficient solutions to AI
problems.
The Connection Machine
One attempt to build aparallel computer
is Hillis's Connection Machine, which
has many small processors, each containing asmall amount of memory. The machine has a fixed architecture—that is,
certain processors are physically connected to certain others. Any pair of processors not physically connected can
communicate in software via special processors called " routers," which exist to
forward messages. It is critical that connections between processors be programmable so that the machine is not limited
in the types of networks it can realize.
Hillis's machine can realize awide variety of network models. It can adapt itself to the mesh-like architecture used in
image processing, as well as to conven-

Flgure 1: In atypical neural network, every node has an activation, and every
connection between nodes has aweight. A rule, which varies from network to
network, governs the way in which weights and activations change over time.

tional semantic networks for knowledge
representation. Recently, the Connection
Machine has shown that it is well suited to
database tasks, which are closely related
to semantic networks. Hillis's company,
Thinking Machines Corporation, has
built aprototype of the machine, which it
is marketing. The company provides a
version of the popular AI programming
language, LISP, that allows you access to
the power of parallelism without having
to know the details of the machine. On
the Connection Machine, you can implement aneural network in hardware rather
than in software, so the network will run
much faster.
Varieties of Neural Networks
Most neural-network models owe something to perceptrons but are more general. The typical neural-network model
consists of aset of nodes, or neurons, and
connections (see figure 1). Each node
contains areal number, which is its activation. Each connection also contains a
real number, its weight. These numbers
are usually positive and usually have a
maximum value. Some of the units are
connected to input and output. The
weights represent the strength of the connection between two neurons.
Generally, a neural network is adynamic system, moving from one state to
the next. As such, it has amathematical
rule that takes the system from one state
to the next. An infinite number of such
rules are possible. However, we usually
want to constrain our models to those that
influence the activation of agiven node
based only on the activations of the nodes
connected to it and the weights of the connections to those nodes.
Neural networks are not explicitly programmed like aconventional computer.
Rather, they obey laws, or rules, like a
physical system. You must program a
conventional computer, but aneural network simply behaves. Neural-network
designers view this as an advantage, since
it provides amechanism whereby intelligence can arise from physical law.
One of the simplest of these rules is a
linear rule. You compute the activation of
agiven node as the sum of the products of
the weight of each node it is connected to
and the strength of that connection. Often
such arule is thresholded: Values that go
above acertain threshold are cut off, to
avoid arbitrarily large activation values.
There are many variants of linear rules.
Another rule, suggested by D. O.
Hebb (see reference 6) strengthens the
connection between two nodes that are
highly activated at the same time. Some
versions of the Hebbian learning rule
allow inputs, called teaching inputs, to incontinued
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The Perceptron Controversy
brought substantial interTheest 1950s
in what neural networks could

do. After all, if we understood their behavior, we would be able to understand
the brain and the mind. That was the
hope. One of the most popular variants
of the neural network was the " perceptron," invented by Frank Rosenblatt.
The perceptron was a " perception
machine."
Perception has always been the most
difficult area in AI, and the area in
which the least progress has been made.
The ability to decipher the world, to
break it up into meaningful parts, is a
human ability of astonishing complexity.
Ironically, areas that people view as
difficult—like playing chess or solving a
chemical structure—are areas in which
AI programs have had the most success,
although they seldom equal the abilities
of the best human experts.
Yet, the computer has not been programmed that can learn alanguage the
way any infant does, or given ascene of
any room, can recognize all the objects
in the room. Thus, machines that can
perceive have always held special interest.
What Is aPerceptron?
A perceptron is aneural-network model
with an array of input units, each of
which can take on the value 0or 1. This
array is called the retina, in analogy to
human vision.
The perceptron also has another array
of units called the predicates. Each
predicate can be connected to any subset
of the units in the retina and can compute
any linear function of the values of these
units.
Finally, the predicate units are connected to one or more decision units,
which return a single answer—yes or
no—depending on the values of the units
in the retina. Thus, a perceptron can
perform an elementary classification
task—that is, it can classify input pat-

fluence the change in weight. This type
of rule is aformalization of associationist
psychology, which holds that associations are built up between things that occur together.
Competitive Learning
Learning is, perhaps, the most important
phenomenon in psychology. Early neural-network researchers were anxious to
240
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terns by some property. Since perception is basically aclassification problem
(i.e., classifying objects as chairs,
tables, or whatever), the hope was that
the perceptron model, properly elaborated, could account for complex perception.
The Great Debate
The controversy over perceptrons continued for some time, and in 1969, Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert wrote a
formal analysis of perceptrons (see reference 7), or, more precisely, the single-layer perceptron, which squelched
interest in them.
Minsky and Papert proved, mathematically, that there were certain functions of input that the single-layer perceptron could not compute. One of the
simplest was the parity function, which
tells if the number of ones in the input is
even or odd. If the perceptron could not
compute such a simple function, they
reasoned, it could hardly perform the
complex tasks required for perception
and intelligence.
At the time, Minsky and Papert's
work appeared to have destroyed perceptrons and perceptron-like models as
viable lines of AI research. Little attention was paid to the fact that they directed their criticism at avery simple
system, the single-layer perceptron.
If you add one more layer of units between the input units and the predicates,
the computational power of the machine
rises abruptly, and Minsky and Papert's
critique no longer applies. And if you
add multiple layers, it is difficult to
characterize formally the network's
behav ior.
This difference was not well understood at the time, and Minsky and
Papert's work put astrong damper on
research. It didn't discourage everyone,
however: Throughout this time, Steven
Grossberg of Boston University continued detailed studies of brain- like
systems.

show how networks could learn patterns
in the input presented to them—that is,
how they could come to perceive these
patterns on their own.
One of the methods that various researchers have devised over the years is
competitive learning. This method has a
bottom level of input units that contains
the pattern to be input to the system. The
level above the input units consists of

clusters of units. Each unit in acluster
competes with the other units in the cluster for the right to recognize an input pattern. Over alearning period, each unit in
acluster comes to recognize asubset of
the patterns presented to it. Thus, each
cluster represents a classification, or
group, of input patterns.
In competitive learning, each unit in
each cluster is connected to all the input
units. The weights of the connections are
initially set to random values. The random
weights cause certain units in clusters to
start responding more to particular input
patterns, since the weights of the connections to particular input units are stronger
to some than to others.
As the learning proceeds, the weights
change. As particular units in the cluster
become sensitive to particular units in the
input pattern, the weights connecting the
associated pairs of units increase, at the expense of unassociated pairs of units. Different units in the same cluster inhibit each
other, so that only one unit in a cluster
"wins" the right to recognize a given
pattern.
Thus, over time, different units in a
cluster come to " recognize" different
properties of input patterns. For instance,
acluster of two units might separate all
the input patterns into those that are
mostly on (i.e., have most of their units
highly activated) and those that are
mostly off. Larger clusters would make
more discriminating classifications.
There may be an additional level of
clusters that uses the first level of clusters
as its input pattern. This level could extract more complex features from the bottom-level input pattern.
Rumelhart and David Zipser applied
the competitive-learning paradigm to letter and word recognition. Letters were
represented by bits on agrid, which was
the input pattern for the competitivelearning system. The system came to
spontaneously recognize an " A" and a
"B" in afixed position on the grid.
This is very interesting, for it illustrates a potential mechanism by which
people may have learned to recognize letters. This mechanism is completely general, since it presupposes nothing about
the letters except that they can be distinguished from one another.
Boltzmann Machines
An important class of neural networks
simulates the behavior of physical systems. Physical systems have atendency to
move into states of minimum potential
energy. A simple example of this is aball
rolling into the valley between two hills.
At the top of the hill, potential energy is
high; in the valley, it is low.
continued
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In adistributed
network, nodes don't
have asimple meaning;
rather, an individual
concept is represented
by apattern over all
the nodes.

uses distributed representation, offers the
advantage of automatic generalization. If
Iwant to represent the concept " gorillas
are hairy," Istrengthen the connection
between all the nodes composing the concept " gorilla" and all the nodes composing the concept " hairy." As a result,
since most of the nodes in " gorilla" are
also used in " chimp," an association is
also made between " chimp" and
"hairy." This is how automatic generalization works. In alocal representation,
where " gorilla" and "chimp" are represented by separate nodes, a connection
between " gorilla" and " hairy" would
not imply aconnection between "chimp"
and "hairy."
Another advantage of adistributed representation is its insensitivity to damage.
In a local representation, if the system
loses the node representing " grandmother," it loses its concept of grandmother. People don't display disorders
like this; there are no people who are
completely normal except that they have
lost their concept of grandmother. This
has led to the opinion that the brain
doesn't use local representation.
In a distributed representation, in
order to lose aconcept, you must lose all
the nodes representing it. If you lose only
one or two of the nodes, the concept may
be degraded, but it's still there. This is
closer to the type of memory loss seen in
older adults: Memory is degraded in a
uniform fashion.

This process is called relaxation. John
Hopfield has shown that acertain simple
evolutionary rule for a neural network
will lead to relaxation. Systems such as
Hopfield's, which resemble thermodynamic systems like the atoms in a
room, are called Boltzmann Machines,
after Ludwig Boltzmann, aphysicist who
made major contributions to thermodynamics. Boltzmann Machines are
widely used in a variety of neural-network applications.
In vision and in playing games, you can
often formulate solutions to problems,
such as recognizing aset of objects or discovering the best move, as constraint-satisfaction problems. For instance, in chess,
the constraints are the possible ways that a
piece can move, and the total "goodness"
of the move, as measured by some formula,
taking into account pieces captured, board
position, and so on. Relaxation can correSchemata
spond closely to constraint-satisfaction--a One criticism of neural-network models
Boltzmann Machine can satisfy constraints
is that they're not as flexible at representautomatically.
ing knowledge as standard methods are.
The standard methods include the local
Distributed Representations
semantic network, of which Marvin
Minsky's frame and Roger Schank's
One important feature of many neuralnetwork models is their distributed nascript are varieties. For instance, aframe
ture. A standard semantic network, like
description of abedroom would contain
those used in early knowledge-represeninformation about all the objects in that
tation schemes, consists of aset of nodes
room and how they relate to one another.
connected in some fashion. Each node
The relations between objects are represented by labeled links.
represents asingle word or concept. If the
network is "thinking" of the word "cat,"
Cognitive psychologists, notably dethe node for "cat" is activated, and all
velopmental psychologists like Jean
other nodes are not. This is a local
Piaget, use the concept of aschema. A
representation.
schema is a mirror—in the mind—of a
In contrast, in adistributed network,
real situation. As children, and as adults,
nodes don't have a simple meaning;
we learn new associations and relations
rather, an individual concept is reprebetween objects and integrate them into
sented by apattern over all the nodes. For
our schemata.
instance, if there are 10 nodes, activating
It's not immediately clear how aneunodes 1, 3, 4, and 7might represent the
ral- network model can account for
concept " gorilla," while activating nodes
knowledge represented in a schema;
however, Rumelhart, Paul Smolensky,
2, 4, 5, and 7might represent the closely
McClelland, and Geoffrey Hinton have
related concept " chimp." Concepts that
are closely related have similar repshown that it's possible. They first gathresentations.
ered data from subjects about rooms—
A parallel distributed- processing
kitchens, bedrooms, offices, living
(PDP) network, a neural network that
rooms, and bathrooms. They took 40
242
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words associated with rooms and asked
each subject whether each word was associated with each room. Then, they set
up a network that had each of the 40
words represented by asingle node. They
set the weight of aconnection between
two nodes to correspond to the extent to
which the two tended to be used together
when asingle subject described asingle
room.
The network uses Hopfield's energyminimization rule. When a single descriptor is "clamped on" (i.e., when its
activation is permanently set to its maximum value), the system relaxes into one
of five states, or rooms, since each room
implies a constraint as to which words
can occur together.
In the network, you don't explicitly define the schemata; you only set the associations between pairs of descriptors. The
schema emerges out of the network as a
natural consequence of its behavior.
Thus, the schemata are not explicitly represented in the network, but rather are
simply patterns of activation across aset
of descriptors.
This system has several nice properties. First, it explains how schema are activated when you have incomplete information—that is, why you think " kitchen"
when you see " refrigerator." This corresponds to the "clamping on" of asingle
descriptor.
Since schemata are patterns rather than
single units, this system allows for more
flexibility in representing things. A
slightly different version of aparticular
object can correspond to aslight change
in the weights. And closely related schemata, such as " woman" and " girl," can
overlap. In a more elaborate scheme,
each descriptor in aschema can itself be a
schema. The number of connections you
need, however, rises quickly.
Cognitive Hierarchies
Often neural-network models are ordered
into hierarchies. Several levels exist in
such ahierarchy, each composed of aset
of units. Typically, units that receive input are at the bottom of the system, and
units that give output are at the top. In a
bottom-up system, units at each level
connect to other units on their own level
and influence units on levels above them.
In atop-down system, units again connect
to units on their own level but influence
units on levels below.
Top down and bottom up are familiar
concepts in cognitive science. For instance, in sentence perception, these
terms refer to how different-size linguistic elements, the phoneme (sound), morpheme (word element), word, phrase,
and sentence, interact with one other.
continued
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The HEARSAYII speech-recognition
program from Carnegie Mellon was one
of the first AI programs to integrate
knowledge from several levels, storing its
results in a global data structure called
the blackboard.
Does the overall perception of aword
help you to perceive all the letters in it,
individually, in a top-down fashion?
Most psychologists would say yes. For instance, psychologists have done experiments in which they show subjects nonwords like BCAK and PLAM; the
subjects interpret these words as BACK
and PALM. The theoretical explanation
is that the units representing letters activate the units representing words in a
manner that is somewhat insensitive to
the letter's position in the word. The unit
for the whole word actually influences
the perception of the individual sound.
Neural-network models exist that model
this process and others like it.
For example, in McClelland's programmable blackboard model of reading,
units for letters and units for words are
connected by agrid. A connection in the
grid between aletter and aword is set to a
positive value if the letter is in the word,
and to zero if it isn't. The letter units reinforce the word units in abottomup fashion, and the word units influence the activation of the letter units in a top-down
fashion. Thus, the network converges to
the perception of asingle word at atime.
The programmable blackboard model
does not handle the perception of individual letters, but you could readily add athird
level to the system, alevel of letter subfeatures. Information would pass up and
down in the network, hum letter subfeature
to letter to word, and back down again.
A Parallel Reading Network
One problem in creating a reading network is that people tend to read more than
one word at atime. Since a single network reads only one word, it can't handle
this. If the network tries to read more
than one word, you get "crosstalk"; that
is, if the input words are " bank" and
"lane," the network will perceive both
the two inputs and " lank" and " bane" as
well. As asolution, McClelland proposes
duplicate copies of networks. Duplicate
individual word- recognition networks
would have programmable connections
instead of hard-wired connections between letters and words.
In addition to programmable networks, you could have ahard-wired network that represents the relationships
between letters and words. This network
programs all the programmable networks
via connections to them. Thus, you could
represent knowledge centrally instead of
continued
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Manuscript is designed to work on
most IBM' PCs and compatibles!' Its familiar
1-2-3 interface makes it easy to use. And
our Manuscript evaluation kit makes it easy
to try. For $ 10.00, you'll get apresentation
disk, worldng software, and atutorial manual.
'lb get your evaluation kit, call 1-800-3451043, ask for lot
KYC- 1450. Or, for
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see your authorized Lotus Dealer,
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Development
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having to duplicate it several times. You
can save memory space by loading aprogrammable network with only knowledge
relevant to processing the word it currently
encounters. McClelland has worked out
the details of his model thoroughly.
The programmable blackboard model
accounts for psychological data concerning such things as parallelism in reading
and word misperception. It shows how
useful the psychological modeling approach to AI is: In explaining agood deal
of psychological data with amodel, we
get asystem that is quite good at the job at
hand. McClelland has constructed asimilar model of speech recognition and built
amodel of ahigher-level process.
Processing Sentences
One important aspect of sentence understanding involves determining the various
roles that the different parts of asentence
play. For instance, consider the following
two sentences:
The house rented for $2000.
The man rented the car.
In the first sentence, the house is the
thing rented; in the second, the man is the
agent of the rental. Yet in the two sentences, the nouns " man" and " house"
are in the same position. Somehow, the
model must discern their different roles.
McClelland and Alan Kawamoto have
developed a connectionist system to do
this role assignment. Words are described by " semantic microfeatures"—
basic dimensions that describe many objects and actions. For instance, two of the
microfeatures describing nouns are
human and softness, which have the
values " human, nonhuman" and " soft,
hard," respectively. Words are not directly represented in the system's networks, but in terms of the activations of
units representing microfeatures.
The model has agroup of units for each
of the major roles that different nouns can
play in an action. These roles are Agent
(actor), Patient (acted upon), Instrument
(thing used), and Modifier (adverbial
word or clause). For instance, the sentence " The man ate the sandwich" would
activate the microfeatures of " ate" and
"man" in the set of units that corresponds
to the Agent; this represents the fact that
the Agent for the verb " ate" is " man."
The system is trained on aseries of sentences. The correct role assignments for
the training sentences are shown to the system. These assignments correspond to the
activations of particular nodes. The system
adjusts the connections between these
nodes so that they reinforce one another.
After being trained on a sufficient
number of sentences, the system can

make correct role assignments for new
sentences. It can even make accurate role
assignments for sentences with some syntactic ambiguity. For instance, in the sentence " The man hit the boy with the mallet," the system figures out that " mallet"
is the Instrument of " hit" instead of belonging to "boy," since " mallet" has
microfeatures that fit in well with it being
an Instrument.
The system also handles anumber of
other problems well, and generally does a
good job in assigning roles. McClelland
and Kawamoto are currently considering
ways of expanding their system into a
more complete language-understanding
model—for instance, one that includes a
network to parse sentences.
The Promise for the Future
Neural networks are good for avariety of
natural-language processing tasks, including letter recognition, reading, and sentence understanding. They are also useful
in storing knowledge in schemata and in retrieving items from memory. They are not
acure-all for what ails AI and cognitive
psychology, but they do bring astrong and
biologically plausible new direction to
many important problems.
Eventually, aconnectionist model will
probably be built of the natural-languageunderstanding process, since, as psychologists have shown, it involves integrating
knowledge from many domains, including phonetics, morphology, syntax, and
semantics. Connectionist models are particularly good at integrating these types
of knowledge. •
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We know that when you're trying to carve
out aspot for yourself it only makes good
sense to get along with others.
So the PC's Limited personal computers
designed and built by Dell Computer
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Austin, Texas are
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THE FIRST LAPTOP DESIGNED TO BE
YOUR FIRST LAPTOP
Sharp proudly announces the arrival
of our new laptop computer.
We've named it the PC-4501. You'll
call it the ideal first laptop.
Because it packs the power of afull
size IBM compatible desk top computer
into aconvenient laptop bundle. It sports
features like 256KB Dynamic RAM. 31
/"
2
720 KB floppy disk drive. Flip-up, easy to
read, Supertwist LCD display. And, since it
can run on batteries, it's completely portable.
You also get alaptop that's fully
expandable to include 640KB RAM ( or
e 1987 Sharp Electronics Corp.
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1.6MB with optional EMS card), asecond
31
/"720KB floppy disk drive, a300/12(X)
2
baud modem and acolor/monochrome
CRT adapter. And if you'd like your favorite applications built-in, you can have your
own EPROM card installed.
One more thing you'll enjoy: aprice
that will pamper your wallet.
For first hand information on the
new PC-4501, see your Sharp dealer or call
1- 800- BE-SHARP

SHARP
FROM SHARP MINDS

COME SHARP PRODUCTS Circle 357 on Reader Service Card

NATURAL LANGUAGE

The Intelligent Assistant
Technical considerations involved in designing
Q&A 'snatural-language interface

Gary G. Hendrix and Brett A. Walter
IN 1985 SYMANTEC introduced Q&A,
an integrated database manager and word
processor for the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles. Q&A features a naturallanguage interface, called the Intelligent
Assistant (IA), that lets you interact with
your data through questions and commands posed in asubset of ordinary English. A variety of factors, some business- oriented and some technical,
influenced its design. This article discusses the technical design decisions behind the IA. [Editor's note: For further
information on Q&A, see the product
preview "Q&A" by Jon R. Edwards in
the January 1986 BYTE.]
Q&A has its roots in research on natural- language processing ( NLP) conducted at SRI International ( formerly
Stanford Research Institute) in Menlo
Park, California, under the sponsorship
of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the United States Department
of Defense. For many years, SRI and
other laboratories have investigated how
we might use computer systems to understand ordinary English, especially for
practical applications such as retrieving
data from large, complex databases.
Such applications are interesting because English interfaces potentially require far less training than conventional
interfaces, and you can use them rapidly
and accurately both in stressful situations
and in situations where you may need to
access data in unanticipated ways.
Design Decisions
The central design requirement of the IA
was that it be usable by untrained novices

for a wide range of single-file applications. Once we decided that usability was
to be its main focus, other requirements
began to flow. A design decision made to
address one requirement would significantly affect the others; the larger design
problem became to meet the following requirements collectively.
•Accessibility. The IA should let you access awide spectrum of underlying functionality.
•Habitability. It should allow you to express yourself through English requests
that come readily and comfortably to
mind.
• Verifiability. The IA should let you
verify that its interpretation of an English
request agrees with what you mean.
•Resilience. It should gracefully recover
from anomalies in your request, ambiguous requests, and unknown words, as
well as from gaps in its own linguistic
knowledge.
•Performance. It should process requests within areasonable length of time
on an 8088-based machine with amemory limitation of 512K bytes.
•Adaptability. The IA should be domain-independent and should adapt easily
to new databases.
•Synchronization. It should automatically keep its vocabulary current with
database updates.
Accessibility
The central issue in creating an NLP system is encoding enough linguistic knowledge in the computer for it to understand
your requests. There are two aspects to this

problem: accessibility and habitability.
Having adequate accessibility means
that you can access the major functionality of the underlying system through
some natural-language request. That is,
for every important operation that Q&A
can perform, there should be at least one
way to request it in English. English is
particularly useful for ad hoc database
query and analysis and can also be helpful in manipulating individual records
and updating the database. Ultimately,
we decided to provide English access to
such operations as
•Retrieving records that meet specified
selection criteria. For example, " Get the
forms for programmers earning over
$30,000."
•Producing tabular reports, either detailed or summary. For example, " Show
the address and phone number of each
employee," or " What's the average salary for secretaries in each department?"
• Performing mathematical calculations. For example, "What's Tom's salary plus Mary's?"
•Creating new data records. For example, " Add a new programmer to R&D
whose name is "John Smith"."
• Updating multiple data records. For
example, " Increase the programmers'
salaries by 10 percent."
continued

Gary G. Hendrix is vice president of advanced technology at Symantec (10201
Torre Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014). Brett
A. Walter is vice president of research
and development at Symantec.
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To conserve space, we didn't try to
provide natural-language support for wordprocessing operations such as " Make this
paragraph bold," " Set the left margin to
2inches," or " Send this memo to every
manager in the eastern region." Also,
certain Report options remained inaccessible from the IA, primarily because the
English for the operations would be awkward. These options included specifying
nonstandard column headings, widths,
page headers, and so forth.
Habitability
Having adequate habitability means that
if an operation is accessible, you can request it through natural-language sentences that come readily and comfortably
to mind. For example, using apersonnel
database, Q&A's Report module can
produce areport that lists the salaries of
all female employees. This functionality
is accessible with English even if there is
only one way to ask for it, such as through
arather formal construction: " Print the
name and the salary from the records
where the sex is female." But it is quite
improbable that you would express this
thought in exactly these words.
You can make anatural-language system habitable in three ways. First, you
can train its users to enter only those few
English sentences that the system accepts. However, this approach sacrifices
the key purpose of anatural-language system—naturalness. A highly restricted
subset of English is merely another formal language to learn. The sentences may
be easy to understand because they're in
English, but they're not easy to construct
because many English sentences that
come naturally to mind aren't in the formal language.
Second, you can actively guide the

user in creating requests. You might
display alimited number of input choices
and ask the user to select from alist of
sentences or sentence parts.
Third, you can have the system recognize many alternative expressions of the
same idea in the hope that one of them
will be the one actually used. The IA uses
this strategy. For example, the IA will accept hundreds of variations on the femalesalary query given above. Table 1contains apartial list of the variations that the
IA will accept.
Providing access to abreadth of functionality through a wide variety of linguistic constructions requires that you
approach natural-language analysis with
considerable sophistication. An approach
based on keywords might suffice to interpret several of the requests in table 1by
picking out the words female and salary.
However, such an approach would fail
miserably on the query " Is John older
than Sue?," where meaning depends critically on word order.
To achieve the accessibility and habitability necessary for the IA, we decided to
use acontext-free grammar expressed as a
collection of augmented phrase-structure
rules. Such rules are fairly easy to adapt
and maintain as the grammar evolves, and
you can compile them into avery efficient
run-time system. The semantic augmentations to the syntax rules are expressed as
procedures in LISP; these procedures
translate inputs into an internal representation language related to first-order logic.
Schemes based on augmented transition
networks (ATNs) or unification grammars
might work equally well.
Verifiability
In a system that accepts only a narrow
sliver of English or that forces you to con-

Table 1: Apartial list of the variations on the female-salary query that the
IA will accept.
Female salaries.
Show the female salaries.
Salaries for females.
Salaries of the women.
What do we pay the women?
What are the salaries of the female employees?
What are the women paid?
Please find the earnings of our women employees and present them for me.
How much pay do women get?
Get the salaries of the employees who are women.
Get the salary data on all females.
What salaries do the female employees have?
Iwant to see the salaries of the females.
Let us see the salaries of the female employees.
Can Ihave the salaries from the records for females?
Please make areport that shows the values from the salary field from all forms where the
value in the sex field is female.
For female employees, make alist of the salaries.
If an employee is female, Iwant to see her salary.

struct requests under the guidance of the
system, the meaning of inputs may always
be clear. However, because the IA has
been designed to accept awide variety of
inputs, and because English is often ambiguous and the system's knowledge of
the language is limited, the IA will sometimes miss your intended meaning. How
can you verify whether its interpretation
of arequest is consistent with yours?
The IA shows you its plan for dealing
with each request and asks your permission before taking further action. This is
not unlike the dialogues between airtraffic controllers and pilots, in which the
pilot parrots back the controller's instructions. (Some systems attempt to deal
with miscommunication by providing an
Undo function, but Undo is inappropriate
in non-RAM situations where the cost of
mistakes is high.)
The IA presents its plan of action in
English, but in ahighly stylized manner,
using indentation to clarify the meaning,
as shown in figure 1. Sometimes users
make requests that the underlying database can't perform or that contain language the IA doesn't understand. In such
cases, the IA doesn't paraphrase the request, but presents its best efforts at
understanding it.
Resilience
We designed the IA to be resilient to
many types of errors in English inputs.
We could have designed its grammar analyzer to flag errors in grammar. This
would be appropriate in aparser for correcting the grammar and style of business
letters, or for grading themes in an English course, but it's not appropriate for
database users who want results, not corrections. Therefore, the IA has aforgiving response to poor English. Consider
the request, " Iwants you please shows
me what salary's of females be?" The IA
asks whether you want the full name and
salary of females. (Interestingly, many
foreign users have commented that the IA
can understand their English when most
Americans cannot.)
The question of resilience greatly influenced the IA's entire approach to language analysis. An analysis that demands
strict adherence to English grammar is
too brittle. An analysis that ignores syntax and relies simply on keywords is resilient but usually misses critical aspects of
sentence meaning. To gain resilience
without sacrificing syntactic acumen, we
developed the notion of alayered relaxation grammar. The layered grammar
first tries to find large, syntactically wellformed constructions, including whole
sentences. If this attempt fails, the constraints on syntax are progressively
continued,
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relaxed, and analysis continues using
progressively less demanding grammar
rules.
Sometimes, however, you simply can't
understand arequest. For example, if you
enter the request " Show the New York
employees," the IA will ask for clarification: Do you mean New York City or
New York state? The sequence in figures
2a, 2b, and 2c shows how the IA deals
with an unknown word. Although the

word man is unknown, you can choose to
define it on the fly in terms of male,
which is already known as avalue in the
sex field. For hopelessly flawed syntax
such as " Whose salaries are between
$10,000 and print them," the IA will
highlight the confusing part, " between
$10,000," and ask if you want to continue. If you do, it will discard the highlighted portion of the request and cope
with the remainder as best it can.

WHAT CA SALES EMPLOYEES EARN OVER $ 50,000?

Shall Ido the following?
Create areport showing
the Full name and
the Salary
from the forms on which
the State is CA and
the Department is SALES and
the Salary is > $ 50,000.00
Yes— Continue

No— Cancel request

Figure 1: The IA presents its plan of action in highly stylized English, clarifying its
meaning with indentation.

IS THERE A HARVARD MAN WHO EARNS LESS THAN JOHN BROTHERS?

Idon't know the word highlighted above. What would you like to do?
E— Edit the highlighted word
T— Teach me anew word
S— See or change my vocabulary
G— Go ahead— the word doesn't matter
Selection:

Figure 2a: The options that the IA presents to you to define an unknown word on
the fly.
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Performance
The greatest engineering challenge in
creating a natural-language system for
Q&A was squeezing it into the IBM PC
environment, which imposes two severe
constraints: a relatively slow CPU and
very limited addressable memory. Other
natural- language systems run on
$100,000 dedicated LISP machines in 10
megabytes of RAM. We needed to be able
to run from a single 360K-byte floppy
disk in 512K bytes of RAM. To cope with
these constraints, we used several tactics.
To begin with, we recognized that we
couldn't provide linguistic coverage as
extensive as current theory would permit.
Thus, we fashioned grammar rules that
covered frequently used constructions,
knowingly omitting rules for less important patterns. What not to do became
more important than what to do.
Both the syntax rules and the associated semantic interpretation functions begin life in LISP: the syntax rules as data
structures, and the semantic functions as
LISP code. For the final product, both
are compiled into custom p-codes. (A pcode, or pseudocode, is a machinelanguage instruction, but for a virtual
machine rather than the physical hardware. The p-codes are executed by an
interpreter that runs on the physical hardware and emulates hardware of adifferent
design.)
To minimize parse times, we wrote the
parsing algorithm in C, with parts in assembly language. It interprets p-code instructions such as the one in figure 3,
which means " if the current word in the
request belongs to the lexical category
called field-name, then bind the lexical
entry of the current word to the atom
field-name and jump forward 137 bytes to
the parsing state encoded there."
The p-codes for semantic functions
have aseparate interpreter, also written
in C and assembly language. An example
p-code is the 1-byte instruction for replacing the top of the stack with its caddr
(i.e., aLISP function that, when given a
list, returns the list's third item). In writing the semantic functions, we were careful to use only about 100 LISP primitives, minimizing the size of the run-time
library. Our data suggests that the p-code
approach saved us agreat deal of space;
machine code would have been five times
as costly.
Adaptability
Adapting ageneral-purpose natural-language interface to anew application may
be the most unappreciated problem in
NLP design. It's very difficult for nonlinguists to provide linguistic information
about anew domain. For anew database,
for example, you must prime the system

INTELLIGENT ASSISTANT

with hundreds, or even thousands, of new
database- specific words before it becomes very useful. You must also provide structural information about the new
database. If not handled properly, this
priming process can create a humanfactors hurdle that we call the NLP wall
(see figure 4).
The essence of the problem is this: You
buy anatural-language interface because
it's easier to ask questions in ordinary
English than to worry about syntax or
the underlying database- management
system. But to adapt the interface to
your database, you may well have to become an expert in the DBMS and in
lexicography.
We thought it was essential to shield
our business-oriented users from anything requiring programming, linguistic.
or database-administration knowledge.
Therefore, we included apredefined base
vocabulary, automatic acquisition of
most data-specific terms, and a Teach
system for acquiring special classes of
lexical items and structural data.
The IA's base vocabulary includes
over 400 words for manipulating data.
This covers abroader spectrum than the
number indicates, because these are the
high-frequency words of data applications. For comparison, half the words
that Shakespeare wrote come from aset
of 100 high-frequency words; the King
James Bible contains only 8000 words.
many of them used just once. The IA
automatically adds words and phrases
used in labeling fields on Q&A forms to
the lexicon, as well as values entered in
text fields. These words represent the
vast majority of the vocabulary used by
an application.
Since we can't control the kinds of
words and phrases you may enter as data,
and since we certainly can't ask you to lexically classify every field entry and label,
we used grammar rules that refer to lexical
categories such as field-name and textvalue instead of making full use of more
convenient categories such as noun and
verb.
After adding the field labels and textfield entries to the base vocabulary, the
IA lets you fully access the major underlying DBMS functions. But you can
greatly enhance the habitability of the
system if you provide it with additional
information through aTeach module.
The Teach main menu features eight
lessons you can teach your IA (see figure
5). The lessons are presented roughly in
the order in which they enhance the
usability of the system, so if you become
impatient, the most important information will generally have been acquired
first.
Lesson 1gives you the opportunity to

introduce new terms for the database. For
example, a personnel database might
have labels for salary and sex, and data
fields with the values male and vice president, so the system learns these terms
automatically. But nowhere does the
database actually include the words employee and worker, and they are what the
database is really all about. Lessons 5
through 8also acquire vocabulary terms.
Acquiring structural information is a

similar process. For example, Lesson 4
asks you to mark the fields that hold the
names of people. This is important because personal names require special
treatment in English. Lessons 2 and 3
also acquire structural information.
Synchronization
To analyze inputs, a natural-language
system needs information about the
continued

IS THERE A HARVARD MAN WHO EARNS LESS THAN JOHN BROTHERS?

Type the synonym you want to teach me in the first column and the
word or phrase it stands for in the second. ( Ex: New York— NY)

Figure 2b: If you select the Toption in figure 2a, you can define the unknown word
"man" in terms of the known word "male. "

IS THERE A HARVARD MAN WHO EARNS LESS THAN JOHN BROTHERS?

Shall Ido the following?
See whether there are any forms on which
the Alma Mater is HARVARD and
the sex is MALE and
the salary is < (the salary where the full name is JOHN BROTHERS).
Yes— Continue

No— Cancel request

Figure 2c: This screen lets you approve or disapprove the IA 'snew understanding
of the question.
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5
CAT

83
field- name

137 -«
137

raw bytes
alpha codes

Figure 3: Ap-code instruction that means "If the current word in the request
belongs to the lexical category called field-name, then bind the lexical entry of the
current word to the atom field-name and jump forward 137 bytes to the parsing
state encoded there."

Adapt natural- language system to new data

>.

E
o
o

Use DBMS

The NLP wall
Use English

Time

Figure 4: The NLP wall, ahuman-factors hurdle that can occur when you try to
implement anew application on your natural-language interface. The interface is
meant to make interaction with the computer more natural, but in order to set up
your computer to use it, you need to use agreat deal of "unnatural" language.

words that can appear in legal sentences.
This information is maintained in the system's lexicon. It is important to keep the
lexicon synchronized with the database.
If you don't, for example, someone could
add arecord for anew employee named
Thelma and subsequently be told that
"Thelma" is an unknown word when
asking about her in English.
Full synchronization requires close cooperation between the DBMS and NLP
system, and it is therefore difficult to
achieve when you add NLP to an existing
DBMS as an afterthought. For this reason, most natural- language systems
freeze their lexicons, ignoring the problem altogether. Others scan the database
hoping to find " Thelma" as a value in
some field in some record, but this is
highly inefficient on all but very small
databases.
Because we designed Q&A as an integrated system, the requirements of the
natural-language component influenced
the design of the database itself. In particular, the lexicon of the IA is maintained
as adatabase index that, like the indexes
used to speed up searches on frequently
queried fields, is automatically revised by
all data updates. Thus, when you use
"Thelma" as adata item, the database itself automatically ensures its entry in the
lexicon. Q&A's DBMS also updates the
lexicon when you change the database
structure, such as when you add or delete
fields.
Like the other indexes in Q&A, the
lexicon is stored as adisk-based B-tree
and can grow arbitrarily large. Using
Q&A's standard routines for searching
B-trees, you can retrieve lexical items far
more quickly than if you had to scan the
primary data records. Thus, Q&A's IA
and DBMS cooperate to let you edit live
data and keep the lexicon current and
fast.

LESSON MENU
1— What this database is about
2—Which fields identify aform
3— Which fields contain locations
4— Which fields contain people's names
5— Alternate field names
6— Units of measure
7—Advanced vocabulary: adjectives
8—Advanced vocabulary: verbs
9— Exit lessons
Selection: 1

Figure 5: The eight lessons (plus an exit) on the Teach main menu. These lessons
enhance the usability of the system in roughly the order presented.

Great Expectations
User expectations also greatly affect the
usability of NLP. In fact, unrealistic expectations pose the greatest humanfactors problem in the design of anaturallanguage interface. Novices have few
preconceived notions about an ordinary
computer program, and they even blame
themselves if they have difficulty learning or using it.
But people do have preconceived notions about using English. They use it
every day with no apparent effort. It
seems perfectly natural that they should
be able to talk to acomputer in English;
they've seen it on TV for years. Thus,
even asystem that claims only limited understanding of English can evoke inordinately high expectations.
continued
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BUY
THE NUMBERS.
There's only one way to make sure that you're
buying agenuinely high-performance system and that's to evaluate the competition
by the real numbers.

1

2
3
4

PROCESSOR:
MEMORY:
Standard
Memory Management
DISK STORAGE:
Capacity
Effective access time
COMPATIBILITY:
51
/"floppy
4
Runs OS/2

5

PRICE:

And when you compare Tandons numbers against our major competition there's
no doubt who's really selling the systems of
the future.

TARGA 20
80286
6/8 Mhz
dual speed

PS/2 MODEL 30

1MB
Yes

TARGA 40 PLUS
80286
8/10 Mhz
dual speed

PS/2 MODEL 50

640 KB
No

1MB
Yes

1MB
No

20 MB
85 ms

20 MB
85 ms

40 MB
35 ms

20 MB
85 ms

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

$2,995

S$„595

S086
S \ Biz

$1,999

Take the excitingly priced Targa 20.
Thanks to its powerful 80286 processor it
dramatically outperforms the PS/2 model 30.
And it supports Microsoft's OS/2, the operating system standard of the future.
Or put the Targa 40 up against their PS/2
model 50. Double the storage capacity, innovative disk cache technology, and aTandon

rega

5

low price.
So whether you need apowerful system to
help you manage your business, or else ahighperformance file server at the heart of your
network, the Tandon Targa is the ideal fit.
For more details on the powerful Tandon
Targa family call: National 1-800-556-1234
ext. 171, California 1-800-441-2345 ext. 171.

7grriri
-

Price. Selection. Quality

•••••••••••• OOOOOO •••••••••••••••••
•
•
Please send me your Tandon Fact Pac,
•
acomprehensive set of literature and product reviews:
•
•

•
•
•
e
e
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Name

Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Telephone
Tendon Computer Corporation
405 Science Drive
Moorpark, CA 93021

PS/2 and OS/2 are registered trademarks of IBM

corooraten. Microsoft Windows is aregistered trademark of

Circle 293 on Reader Service Can'! (Dealers: 294)

80286
10 Mhz

BYTE 1211

Microsoft Corporation Prices displayed do not include monitor
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Now use WordPerfect®
with PerfectPat and
forget those function keys
Sure, WordPerfect is
the world's best wordprocessing software,
but most of us never
master more than a
third of its power.
But now there's a
way you can use all the
WordPerfect you need. It's
called PerfectPal. It will help
you become aWordPerfect
power-user immediately.
PerfectPal is ahandy add-on
system of 246 pre-coded macros
that simplify every WordPerfect
command to akey stroke or two.
Including commands most give

Only s79
plus $ 3S/H
30-Day-Money- Back
Guarantee

up on such as sort, math,
merge, columns, table
of contents, and hundreds more. PerfectPal
lets you use easy to
remember key strokes
like ALT-Pto print a
document instead of
menus and manuals.
And, PerfectPal even
includes commands that WordPerfect doesn't— such as full
foreign language and math
symbols.
PerfectPal is for the novice
and expert alike. So order now
and make your perfect better yet.

1-800-451-6086

PerfectPal

PC TEMPLATE P.O. Box 9273, Glendale, CA 91206

246 pre-coded

ileigel

macros that simplify WordPerfect productivity.

LAHEY SETS NEW
FORTRAN STANDARDS
LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77 -The full ANSI 77 Standard and
Debugger for $95.00.
F77L -The benchmark for the competition.
"EDITOR'S CHOICE"
"...the most robust compiler tested."

PC Magazine
Micro/Systems Journal

"...the ultimate fully- blown ANSI FORTRAN 77...
a fantastic product."

PC Australia

F77L-EM - Breaks the DOS 640K program barrier with extended
memory. The most powerful PC FORTRAN available.
FORTRAN TOOLS: Profiler, Mathematical Functions Library, Overlay
Linker, Utility Libraries, Widows Library, Toolkit.

The difficult decision is not from whom you should buy your PC
FORTRAN, but which Lahey compiler you should purchase.
Call us today to discuss your
PC FORTRAN needs.
FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER:

1-800-548-4778
30- Day Money- Back Satisfaction Guarantee
Lahey Computer Systems. Inc. Box 6091,
Inchne VIllage, NV 89450
Tel
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Think of the IA as anew
office worker from
another country who is
still learning English.
This problem greatly concerned us,
and we devoted considerable design and
engineering effort to addressing it. After
making the IA as fluent as we could within the hardware limitations, we looked for
ways to recalibrate user expectations to
more realistic levels.
We tried to present our natural-language functionality as aconcrete yet vulnerable process, with human- like imperfections. The manual, Help screens,
menus, and various other parts of the systern all invite you to think of the IA as a
new office worker from another country
who is still learning English. Like that
worker, the IA tries to be helpful but sometimes makes linguistic or cultural errors.
We established Get Acquainted as the
first of the three options on the IA's main
menu ( along with Teach and Ask). Get
Acquainted introduces you to the basic
capabilities of the IA and the most successful strategy for coming to " speaking
terms" with it.
In each session, the first time the IA
displays its query request box, it shows
two example requests in asyntax it understands. In white- room tests, this dramatically improved the likelihood of success.
The IA normally states its plans of action
in terms that it can understand. After a
while, auser will gradually adopt its way
of " speaking" as amodel for communication with it. In addition, Q&A includes
an IA fast- start card that briefly states
how to ask questions successfully.
We also found that foreign users wanted
to use the IA in their native tongues. To
accommodate them, we have adapted the
IA for German, Swedish, French, Dutch,
Italian, and Finnish.
Meeting the Challenge
Looking back, the major challenge in designing anatural-language interface was
not in understanding how to process English, but in identifying the collective
needs of those who want English as an interface, and meeting them with available
technology. As the microcomputer industry breaks through the 640K-byte RAM
barrier and migrates to faster CPUs, linguistic coverage will rise quickly to the
levels supported by current linguistic theory. Other aspects of usability will remain limited only by the creative capabilities of NLP designers.

Introducing PC AT Version 3
The Serious Ada Compiler
For Serious Ada Programmers
If you're aserious Ada programmer today, or expect to be one— if
you're serious about DoD business and those new DoD directives
—you look for alot more in your Ada compiler than just validation.
And the new fourth-generation Alsys Ada compiler Version 3for
the PC AT and compatibles gives it to you.
Take code quality, for example. Version 3generates the highest
quality code of any Ada compiler on any machine! Check the PIWG
benchmarks, and those of U- Michigan. Compare the quality with
code from the mature Cand Pascal compilers you're used to. Check
especially where you might need quality most, and where Version 3
shines— in the implementation of procedure calls and exceptions.
The elimination of code associated with unused subprograms gives
you large reductions in code size in many applications.
Consider the Runtime Executive. True production quality. No
exception-handling overhead is incurred unless an exception is
actually raised. The Runtime is optimized for programs running in
limited memory, or running for along time. That's serious.
Consider the Ada-specific high level optimizer technology (not
derived from Fortran or CI that removes redundant constraints
checks and does so much more for code quality.
Consider robustness and reliability. Version 3is written in Ada
and bootstrapped through itself. That's proof right there that it will
.
compile 400,000 lines of Ada code. Beyond validation, we test our
compilers on hundreds of thousands of lines of extra code— from
the ACEC tests, and from Ada Repository programs, and from our
own specially designed code that breaks most other compilers.
There's alot more that's serious about Version 3. The new MultiLibrary environment, for example, that maximizes the efficiency
of programming teams; error messages that correct, instruct, and
speed the programming process; human engineering; superb
documentation and customer support.
Send for our free brochure
The Many Facets of Quality.
In the US: Alsys Inc.. 1432 Main St.. Waltham, MA 02154 Tel:16171890-0030

•Ada is aregistered trademark of the U.S. Government , Ajlk

In the UK: Alsys Ltd.. Partridge Flouse. Newtown Rd.. Henley-on-Thames.
Oxon RG9 IEN Tel: 44 ( 491) 579090
In the rest of the world: Alsys SA. 29 Avenue de Versailles. 78170 La Celle
St. Cloud. France Tel: 33 I 3918.12.4.4
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

The Many Facets of

Quality
_
Alsys. Inc • I-1 ,2M.lin
Circle 14 on Reader Service Card
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Scanning electron microgram of red blood cells

SOME PEOPLE ASK LIFE & DEATH
QUESTIONS WITH OUR MICROPROCESSOR
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS.
Multiply your productivity
What you see above isn't the late- night vision of
an overworked design engineer.

with NEW Avocet C7

Introducing Avocet C— professional-quality opti-

Target Microprocessor
Families Supported
1802/1805

68000/68010
68020
8048/8041

6502/65CO2
6801/6301
6804
6805/6305

8051/8052
8085

6809
68HCII

8096
F8/3870

Rather, it's blood— ready to be computer assayed

mizing cross compilers for the Z80, 64180, 8096, 8051
and more.

at the touch ola button in ahospital operating room —
on anew blood gas analyzer that works twice as fast as

pact, fast- running object code. And yes, it supports the

.AVMAC Macro Assemblers

full Clanguage, including many ANSI extensions.

AVSIM Simulator/Debuggers

ever before. All to save time, money, error— and lives.
This breakthrough for anesthesiologists was
created by NOVA Biomedical. And made possible by

Avocet Cgives you quick compilation and com-

CP/M

Of course, Avocet Cis also compatible with our
AVMAC assemblers. So you can drop into assembly

Avocet can help you turn more good ideas into
more real products in less time.
Just call us now and we'll get you up and running
with what EDN calls "the most flexible, easy- to- use,
high-speed development tools"— everything you need
to turn your computer into asophisticated personal
development system.
All at amodest price. From asingle source.

NOVA" Biomedical design engineers rate AVSIM
"Number One" for checking programs— quickly
and reliably.
AVSIM test target izP/µC code right on your PC,
with no specia! hardware. It can't be crashed by program bugs. And the full- screen display gives you
instant visual access to the entire CPU: flags, registers,
memory, I/O ports and on-chip peripherals. Highlyrated by EDN, "
only AVSIM is sophisticated enough to
let you set unlimited breakpoints and traps."

NEC 7500
TM5-32010
IMS-32020

as
Z80

Host Operating Systems

AVOCET, acclaimed as the best source for professional- language when you need to work magic at the bits- andquality assemblers, simulator/debuggers and cross - bytes level.
compilers for microprocessor and microcontroller
Test with the best:
software development.
AVSIM" Simulator/Debuggers.

Let Avocet turn your PC or VAX into a
fast, powerful, integrated development system
in 48 hours, even overnight.

COP400
HD64180

DOS

PC Xenia

VAX

Unis

from $349
.from $379

Call now about new
Avocet CCross Compilers from $ 595

CALL TOLL- FREE
800-448-8500*
to order, inquire about other development tools or receive
our latest microprtx•essor development tool caulog

Try before you buy
Order your AVMAC assembler and AVSIM
simulator/debugger today and we'll include aspecial
demo kit for both. Try the demo for 30 days. If you're not
satisfied for any reason, return unopened products for
afull refund, less the $ 30 demo/documentation kit
which is yours to keep.
Avocet Systems. With our development tools, the
diagnosis for your project is asmooth finish— on time
and on budget.

Backed by the reassurance of atechnical hotline. So
friendly, knowlrdgeable, immediate- response support
is always as close as your phone.

Avocet Systems, Inc., 120 Union Street

Start with the industry standard:
Avocet AVMAC Assemblers.

PO. Box 490AL, Rockport, Maine 04856
°Outside U.S. and in ME, call ( 207) 236-9055

The latest AVMAC Version 2.0 offers you lightning-

TLX: 467210 AVOCET Cl FAX: ( 207) 236-6713

fast assembly Plus, enhanced compatibility with Intel,
Hitachi, Motorola & other chipmakers. Each AVMAC

Avocet delivers all the tools you need in 48 hours or less.

package comes complete with our AVLINIC linker,

Ask about our NEW Cross- Compilers, our AVPROM" and
AVPAL" programmers, our 8051 in-circuit emulator, devel-

AVLIV librarian, AVREP cross-reference generator
and 200+ pg. User's Guide— all the tools you'll want
and need.

opment boards, the AVPAS 51" cross- compiler— and
AVK1T,' the total Unix toolbox for DOS, including the
incomparable VI editor.

AVOCET

In87 Avocet Systems, Inc An nghts reserved VAX na trademark df DEC
'not ts atrademark of AT&T Xenta ts atrademark of Microsoft.
(PM,, atrademark of 0%1.1 Research.

SYSTEMS, INC:
THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY PERSONAL µP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS.
Circle 30 on Reader Service Card for inquiries in the U.S. and Canada. (Outside North America: 31)

NATURAL LANGUAGE

DOS in English
A Turbo Prolog program can get your message across
to the operating system in your own words

Alex Lane

AS COMMAND LANGUAGES go,
DOS is fairly simple. Nevertheless, it
poses problems for novice users, and potential problems for those who, like me,
spend alot of time using other command
languages. After changing default directories several dozen times on aDEC VAX
with the set def command, Iinvariably
type in the same command to change directories on my IBM PC. Then, Ithrow a
mental " Read my mind!" at the machine
and edit the command to cd (
short for
chdir).

In frustration, Idecided to write asimple program that would allow me to use
DCL (Digital Command Language) commands on my IBM PC. When Imentioned this to acolleague over lunch, he
responded enthusiastically and immediately suggested an improvement: Why
not aprogram that translates English-like
commands into DOS commands? Why
not, indeed!
I'd already decided to use Prolog for
this project, mostly because of its usefulness in parsing and symbol manipulation.
Then Isettled on Borland's Turbo Prolog
for two reasons: its slick window-based
programming environment and its ability
to compile and link executable files with
aminimum of fuss. Although purists may
scoff at using Turbo, it did the job. In retrospect, however, Imight have had an
easier time with a " standard" implementation, but Ihave no regrets about my
choice.
Setting Some Limits
What the program does falls into the category of natural-language processing.

That is, it accepts an English-like statement such as " show me the files on drive
b:" and outputs the DOS command dir
b:*.*. You would get the same result
from " show all files on b:" or "catalog
b:." Despite this input flexibility, however, Ihad to impose some rules to keep
the program manageable. As impressive
as it might be to have a program that
translates " show all files starting with the
letter Sthat are on my hard disk" into dir
c: s*.*, the memory required for such a
program would be huge.
These are the rules (punctuation rules,
Icall them): You must identify disk
drives with atrailing colon (e.g., b:); you
must use periods only in filenames or
fragments of filenames (e.g., foo.bar or
.txt); subdirectory specifications must
have either aleading, embedded, or trailing backslash character; and dates must
be one " word," with either hyphens or
slashes between month, day, and year.
The source code for this program is
contained in seven files: NLDOS.PRO,
NLDOS. DOM , NLUTILS. PRO, NLTOKENS . PRO, NLDATE.PRO, NLDOS. SYN, and NLRULES. PRO.
[Editor's note: These Turbo Prolog
files, as well as NLSIMPLE. PRO, NLSIMPLE.DOC, NLDOS.DOC, and NLREAD.ME, are available on BIX, on
BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarterly
Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of contents. To find"
source code in the Listings areas on BIX
and BYTEnet, search by article title,
author, or issue date. Some archivedfiles
may contain numerous listings for asingle article. A description of the file also

accompanies each entry.]
NLDOS.PRO, the main Turbo Prolog
file, has two goal sections. One is for experimenting within the Turbo Prolog environment; the other applies when the
program is compiled and linked into executable form. The program doesn't actually perform any of the commands resulting from the experimental goal section,
so it's safe to enter some wild command
lines and see what the program does with
them.
However, if you're running the executable version, beware. The program will
try to make something of what you say,
and then it will execute what it " thinks"
you mean. Don't experiment. Don't use
obtuse wording. Keep it simple, or you
may end up doing something catastrophic. Ispeak from experience. While
playing with an early version of the program, Iinadvertently wiped out all the
files on my b: drive. I'd gotten so used to
entering test commands that Igave no
thought at all to the consequences of "zap
all files on b:" in compiled mode.
NLDOS.PRO also contains the database predicate declarations and predicates that do some intermediate and final
processing of the input command line. (In
Turbo Prolog, adatabase predicate is one
that consists only of facts [no rules] and
continued

Alex Lane is a knowledge engineer for
Technology Applications Inc. and moderator of the prolog conference on BIX. He
can be reached at 6621 Southpoint Dr.
N, Suite 310, Jacksonville, FL 32216, or
on BIX as "a.lane."
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Iinitially wanted to use the Turbo Prolog fronttoken/3 predicate as atokenizer, but it mercilessly singles out nonthe command statement alphabetic characters like "*" and " \ " as
single tokens. Thus, the file specification
into aseries of tokens.
"c:*.*" is tokenized into the series
token( " c") , token(":"),token
Then we need to sift out
("*"),token("."),token("*"), instead of the much easier to manage
the noise words and
token( " c :*.*" ) . After several attempts
at working around this obstacle, Iabanstandardize the
doned fronttoken/3 and adopted a
more traditional approach.
remaining tokens.
The tokenizer in NLTOKENS . PRO
uses a common Prolog strategy for extracting tokens from an input character
can be added [asserted] or deleted [ restream. (You may recognize it as an enhanced version of the tokenizer in my artracted] as the program runs.)
ticle " Simulating a Microprocessor" in
The file NLDOS.DOM contains the
the August BYTE.)
domain declarations. The Turbo Prolog
implementation requires these declaraOnce the tokenizer has found an
acceptable character in the input, it coltions; all predicate parameters must belong to one of the half-dozen standard
lects characters until it finds some delimiting character, like aspace. It then transTurbo domains or to one of the domains
forms the collected characters into a
defined in this file. The domain worktok
consists of anumber of functors with a string, sets them aside, and starts over
again with the rest of the input stream.
string argument. These functors will be
When the input stream is empty, the
used to classify the tokens found in the
command line.
tokens are returned in alist of functors of
the domain type worktok.
The NLUTILS.PRO file contains the
Using my punctuation rules, the tokenpredicates for some Prolog workhorses
izer can also classify the token it's worklike member/2, append/3, repeat/1,
ing on as it collects characters. For examand remove / 3. With correct predicate
declarations, this file can be useful in a ple, if the tokenizer encounters acolon, it
knows it's dealing with adrive name. If it
variety of Turbo Prolog programs.
encounters a space after the colon, it
NLTOKENS.PRO supplies atokenizer
stores the token as a drive— that is,
that improves on the standard Turbo Prolog fronttoken/3 predicate. The file
drive("c:").
If, however, the tokenizer finds anNLDATE.PRO gives the program the capability of reading dates in a variety of other letter after the colon, it assumes it's
dealing with a file specification and
formats, while NLDOS.SYN is adatabase
of synonyms for DOS commands and
stores the token as a filespec—filespec (" c : notes") —unless the input
switches. Finally, the file NLcontains a backslash character. In this
RULES.PRO is acollection of rules for
case, the tokenizer decides it's reading a
"massaging" the input command line into
directory and stores it as such—for examsomething the program can work with.
ple, directory("c:notes \ \").
When compiled and linked, the program
Note that in Turbo Prolog, a single
occupies almost 70K bytes of memory.
backslash character is an escape character within astring; thus, a " real" backCollecting Tokens
slash is represented by two consecutive
The first task that we need to accomplish
backslashes within the string.
is to break the command statement into
aseries of tokens; the tokenizer does this.
For our purposes, atoken is aword such
Sifting Out the Chaff
as " files" in the expression " Show all
The first thing we need to do with the new
list of tokens is to sift out the noise words
files on b:." The other tokens in the
like " me," " you," " a," and "the." A
expression are " show," " all," " on,"
complete listing of the noise words is
and "b:."

First, we have to break

Listing 1: An example of atypical rule from NLRULES. PRO.
rule(establish_targetfile,

Input,

Output) :-

member(filespec(A),Input),
repl((token("to"),filespec(A)],targetfile(A),Input,Output).

found in the predicate chaff/1, and the
predicate cull_chaff/ 2 performs the
actual sifting.
Now that we have thinned the ranks of
the tokens abit, we need to standardize
the remaining ones. For example, " all,"
"every," " everything," "entire," and
"completely" become the token " all";
"ch," " cha," " chan," and " chang" become " change." When editing these or
any other synonym lists, you need to be
careful not to introduce synonyms that
clash with the synonyms for other commands. If you're not careful, you can get
some strange and undesirable results.
Next, the program looks for a command or acommand synonym. The DOS
command del, for example, comes from
"delete," " kill," " erase," " zap,"
"chop," or " remove." The program
scans the tokens from left to right until it
finds acommand.
Then you need to massage the token
list using acollection of if ... then rules
that try to identify common usage and redundancy, as well as specifications of
source files and target directories. (These
are not generic Prolog rules, which are
statements of the form A :— B., where A
is the head and B is the body of the rule.)
Listing Icontains atypical rule from
NLRULES.PRO, which is interpreted in
the following way: If the input token list
contains afilespec / 1functor, instantiate its filename argument to the variable
A, then replace the sequence token
("to"), filespec(A) with targetfile (
A) in the output token list. Technically, the first subgoal, member(filespec(A),Input), is not necessary, but
since it suppresses a warning message
about using avariable twice with an output flow pattern in the second subgoal, I
left it in.
Under certain circumstances, the rules
can also correct a misinterpreted command. Given the input "change directory
to \ alpha," for example, the find_command/2 predicate returns the list [ token
("change"),command("dir "), token
("to"),directory("\\alpha")],
which is not what the input intended. The
rule dos_directory_commands changes
this list so that it correctly reads [ cornmand("chdir "), token("to"),
directory(" \ \ alpha")].
In addition, the if...then rules in the
program can find commands where the
predicate find_command/ 2can't. For example, they correctly interpret the input
"show *.*" as dir *.*. They also take
care of finding switch specifications. For
example, finding token( " vide" ) in a
list with command( " dir") transforms the
former into parameter ( " / w"); similarly, finding token("after") in alist
continued
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The $ 19.95 High-Performance C Compiler
Mix Software presents Power C ... Our new costefficient alternative to high-pricei C compilers.
Now you can create high-performance programs
without spending all your hard-earned money. But
price isn't the only reason to choose Power Cover
the compe@tion.
Compare the performance. Power C's integrated
Make saves you time and effort by automatically
managing your large programmingprojects. And
with Power C. your programs can be as large as

Compare the functions. With over 400 tunctions,
the Power C library is vastly superior. Our library is asuperset of Microsoft C and Turbo C. Plus,
we've added an extensive set of graphics functions
for drawing lines, boxes circles, pie charts,
and more.
Compare the portability. Power C supports the
latest features of the proposed ANSI Cstandard.
Plus, Power Cis compatible with both Microsoft
C and Turbo C. All of which makes it easier to

available memory. As for speed, the perfocmance
chart speaks for itself. Power Conecutes most of

move programs to and from Power C.

the benchmarks faster. And Power C creates
smaller EXE files, out-performing the competition.

Compare the documentation. Our competition
assumes that you're already aCwizard. We don't.
Power Cincludes astep-by-step tutorial and 3ritple programs with every function. With our com-

Performance Chart

plete documentation, programming in Ccouldn't
be easier.

(execution times in seconds)
Power C

MS C

Turbo 0

PowerC is factors less expensive. And the source
code to our function library is available at a
fraction of their' price.

1) fib*

23.8

47.0

26.4

2) sieve*

27.6

40.2

25.5

3.5

9.0

9.6

4) diskio*

13.5

14.2

14.3

5) report -

11.0

86.3

60.7

C Compiler

6) drystone**

36.6

38.2

31.8

3) tdbl*

Compile/Link
EXE File Size

73.9
25120

187.6
29008

81.4
27184

Price Chart
Power C

MSC

Turbo C

$19.95

$450.00

$99.95

Library Source
Code Option $10.00

N/A

$150.00

Total Cost
with Source

N/A

6249.95

$29.95

Technical Specifications
.Power C includes: Power C compiler with integrated
Make, Power C linker, Power C Libraries, Power C
book, and support for...
y
y
• y
y
y

ANSI standard
IEEE floating point
8087/80287 coprocessor
auto-sensing of 8087/80287
automatic register variables
mixed model (near & far pointers)
CGA, EGA, & Hercules graphics

IOptions are...
y Library source code
y BCD business math

Order Power Cnow by calling our toll free number
or mail the coupon to Mix Software, 1132 Commerce Drive, Richardson, TX 75081.

1-800-523-9520
for technical support and for orders inside Texas
call: 1-214-783-6001
Minimum System Requirements:
MSDOS or PCDOS 2.0 or later, 256K memory, 2floppy drives
or hard drive recommended, Runs on IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles, and IBM PS/2 model 25, 30, 50, 60, or 80.
60 day money back guarantee
Name
Street
City
State
Telephone
Paying ty:
CI Check
MC/Visat/
Computer Name
Product(s) (Not Copy Protected)
D Power C ($19.95)

ELbrary Source Code

Benchmarks from Dr. Dobbs Journal" & Computer
Language - .First four programs test 1) function calling, 2)
loops/integer math a) floating point math, & 4) disk I/O. Programs 5 & 6simulate typical applications. Tests compiled
from command line using Make supplied with each campiler. Tests run on 8MHz AT with medium model of Power
C 1.0, MS (Microsoft) C 4.0, & Turbo C
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D Money Order
Exp
Disk Size
514 CI3 1
2 "
/

$

(810)
(includes an assemaler(
El BCD Business Math ($10) $
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax $
Md Shipping ($5 USA - $20 Foreign)
Total amount of your order

Power C is atrademark of Mix Software.
Microsoft Cis aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Turbo C is aregistered trademark of Borland International. B
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DOS IN ENGLISH

The c_syn / 1 database predicate in
NLDOS.SYN contains the definitive list
of commands covered by the program.
Looking for aDate
Feel free to experiment with the words
The impetus for building a date finder
you would like to use.
into the program stems exclusively from
This program has great potential for
experimentation. The commands issued
my desire to implement the backup comThe Firing Line
mand. When Iuse this command, Iusually
Every time arule " fires," the program
in acommand language form asmall, yet
returns a modified list of tokens to the
end up lugging out the DOS manual to reinteresting, domain that is amenable to
call the correct command syntax, espemassage/2 predicate, outputs the name
natural-language processing on an IBM
cially if Iwant to include subdirectories
of the fired rule to the console for diagPC or compatible. In particular, you can
in the backup. Now, using the program, I nostic purposes, and passes the new
expand standard DOS commands to offer
can simply type "back up all files in all
token list to the rules as input again. Once
some of the features of the " highersubdir modified after 23-jun-87 to a:"
no more changes occur, it passes the
priced" command languages.
and have the program tell DOS backup
token list (now highly refined) on for final
For example, you could add more date*.* a: / s/c1:06-23-87.
processing. The program then searches the
related commands, like " delete all . BAK
The date finder in NLDATE.PRO extoken list for acommand. When one is
files dated prior to 12 Dec" and "copy all
amines the tokens in the token list and
identified, the associated command_
files created today from c: \ alpha \ to a: . "
tries to further tokenize them, this time
params / 3 rule extracts all necessary
You could also endow the program with
using the Turbo Prolog fronttoken / 3 command- line parameters (including
the " intelligence" to issue warning mespredicate. If no part of the original token
switches) and concatenates them into a sages like " do you really want to delete
resembles a year—that is, if it doesn't
single final string. This string can be
your only copy of NLDOS.SYN? You've
contain an integer larger than 80—the
passed to the standard Turbo Prolog sysbeen working on it for hours."
program assumes that the year is 1987. If
tem/ 1predicate for execution by DOS.
Natural-language processing may well
the month is alphabetical in the original
be the most important field of study in artoken, the month/2 predicate returns its
In Your Own Words
tificial intelligence. Getting your mesnumber, leaving only aday to be found. If The current version of the program
sage across to the computer in your own
doesn't understand all of DOS. It won't
words will allow you more time to solve
the month is numerical, the first number
(if between 1 and 12) is used as the
use sort, find, format, and some other
problems on your computer, time that
commands. It won't let you set the time
you're now spending figuring out how to
month, and the next as the day.
or date; however, you can view them.
NLDATE. PRO uses Prolog's backexplain problems to your computer.
with command( " backup" ) initiates aroutine to look for adate in the token list.

tracking mechanism to try all variations
until it finds avalid date; if it doesn't, it
returns "bad date." Thus, " 6/23/87,"
"23/Jun/87," " 1987-6-23," and "Jun23- 1987" all reduce to " 06-23-87."

W HOLE EARTH ELECTRONICS
WHOLE EARTH
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Complete 20 MB System
Complete plug- in- and- use system
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Create dBASE Reports in Half the Time,
Without Pmgrammfrzg, or Your Money Back!
"The [ time] savings we gained with R&R were remarkablc.."

hijo World, 5/25/87

Fr

"The consummate dBASE report writer."
". .. a powerful tool that's executed beautifully...."

PC Magazine, 1/13/87

"Constructing a report layout with R&R is easy and quick...

Business Software, 2/87

et

".. . run, don't walk, to the nearest phone and place your order....

CUETONER.DBF

STATETAX.OBF

World, 3/87

PC Week 11/11/86

SIMPLE
REPORTS

MilM1.0YEE.
.1
OBF

Pi

ORDERS DBF
Drop Forde Supervisor
and,. Jensen
Ellen N..se Prior
Tears vsl.

Melar First
Welder First

Retail Dmartoent Read
Fred lancuter

LINEITEM.DBF

PRICES. OBF

ect
Welder Trainee
Spot Ile:dlr4
ii"

Davidson
Saari ;man
Jerry Wrens

Plant Manger
Jacie Rogers

COMPLEX
REPORTS
A proven timesaver.
R&R users say they can create
reports in half the time or less, compared with programming in dBASE.
So can you.
More flexibility than youll ever need.
Relate and report from up to 10 files
at once using one-to-one and one-to
many relations. Place free-form text
and fields anywhere. Calculate new
fields using more than 70 functions.
Eight sort levels. Eight levels of record
grouping. Page and group headers and
footers. Totals, subtotals. Memo field
support including query. Use bold,
underline, italics, combinations, and
different fonts. Hundreds of other
features.
The ease of use for fast results.

Sally Anderson
Mary Ellison
Fred tantaster

Controller

FORM

LETTERS
But what you really want is results.
Fast. And R&R quickly delivers reports
like those shown here. Complex
reports such as multi- page invoices.
Simple reports such as employee listings. ( Actually the " simple report"
shown here is not so simple without
R&R.) Even form letters are just reports
created with R&R's relational merge
feature.
Relate and Report, then rest and relax
—with R&R.

Only $ 149!*
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Try R&R. If you aren't satisfied for
any reason, return it within 30 days
for a full refund ( if purchased directly
from Concentric or a Concentric
Authorized Reseller).

Lotus®-IiKe commands. Plain English
query. Automatic trim. Standard field
formats such as currency, commas,
and word-wrap.

For the name of your nearest dealer,
or to order, call:

800-325-9035
In Mass., call 617-366-1122.
Major credit cards, checks, COD,
and POs ( from major corporations
and institutions) accepted. Add $3
shipping, $2 if COD, 5% tax in Mass.
R&R works with dBASE Ill®,
Ill PLUS®, Quicksilver'', and other
dBASE-file-compatible products.
Clipper'« and FoxBASE+'" Module
$49.95* additional. Runtime included
with unlimited use license.
Another timesaving tool from the
authors of 1-2-3® Report Writer'".
Concentric Data Systems, Inc.
18 Lyman Street, PO Box 4063
Westboro, MA 01581-4063

for dBASE'
•On 5.25 - diskettes. With 5.25" AND 3.5"
diskettes, $ 165 for R&R and $ 55 for Module.
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T•adernarks dBASE. dBASE Ill. dBASE Ill PLUS by Ashton-Tate Lotus. 12-3 Report Writer by Lotus Development
Corporation. OuicKsilver by WordTech Systems Inc FoxBASE , by Fox Software. Clipper by Na ntuckurt Corporation.
Re.F1 Relational Report Writer by Concentric Data Systems, Inc
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Microsoft
Merry Christmas
Microsoft QuickBASIC 40

Microsoft QuickC
it,

Searc

chistril: "disk 1:"
loadfile ( fp, pcklst)
FILE «fp.
char ..pckIst.

Add Watch...
A

Batch
Watch

Shift42

Trace On
4 Screen Swapping On

't' ,har buf[MAX LINE LEM)

Wlej

01

Toggle Breakpoint
Clear All Breakpoints

Add Watch
>. MAX_LIMES/
e
" Too many
Al 1Wat etf(stderr,
1
tf(stderr, " Ignoring
Micsosoft

Our holiday wish is more than agreeting.
It's an invitation to join the millions of PC
users whose software does exactly what they
want it to do. Because they write it themselves.
And, if you act quickly, it's also an opportunity to save up to $50.
Can't wait to begin?
Then start with our newest, all-around programming language, Microsoft* QuickBASIC
4.0. It's ideal for programmers who hate to wait.
That's because Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0's
instant environment eliminates the timeconsuming compile step, the final barrier between you and the on-the-spot results of your
programming efforts.

lines in f
excess lin

blictosolt

So you can create, debug and run your
programs just the way you want to. Instantly.
And, thanks to our revolutionary technology, do it all without paying for that convenience in dollars or execution speed.
For more sophisticated programming projects, choose our new Microsoft QuickC'
Compiler 1.0.
This easy-to-learn implementation of C
preserves all the rich features of the language—
including source-level debugging, complete
graphics support and context-sensitive help—
while eliminating all the complexity and cost.
And, QuickC is atotally integrated system.
Which means no other C is faster and easier.

Microsoft and CodeView are registered trademarks and QuickC is atrademark of Microsoft Corporation. Offers valid in the 50 United States only.

wis es you a
in 3languages.
"IF

r S30

Microsoft Macro Assembler 5.0
11414111a /

Language' Ill

,c:runme.A
.CODE
Joy
Aov

Off $50 Of

I've purchased 2of the 3languages. Please rush me my $30 holiday
bones.
I've purchased all 3languages. Please rush me my $50 holiday bonus.
I've enclosed the following:
•dated sales receipts for the products Ibought:
•registration cards for the products:
•this coupon.
Please send my check to:
Name

ax,@data
ds,ax

ss the same

Basic

Address
City

State

Zip

Dealers Name .

Fortran
Pascal

Daytime Telephone
(In case we have aquestion about your equest.)
Mail to:
Microsoft Corporation, 16011 NE 36th Way. Dept. SS/116. Box 97017,
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
Attn: Languages Christmas Rebate
Offer expire Januaty31, 1988. Not valid with any other offers. Please allow
4-6 weeks for delivery. Call (800) 426-9400 for inquiries, in Washington
State and Alaska call ( 206)882-8088.
BYT

Microsoft

Of course, if you prefer adirect pipeline
to all the power of your PC, consider our new
Microsoft Macro Assembler 5.0.
Professionals know just one, well-placed
assembly language subroutine can dramatically
boost the performance of aMicrosoft QuickBASIC or QuickC program. And with Macro
Assembler 5.0, creating that subroutine
couldn't be easier.
Step-by-step instructions carry you smoothly
through the integration of your subroutines.
And the CodeView® debugger, an integral part
of the Macro Assembler system, lets you test
and debug your Microsoft QuickBASIC,
QuickC and Macro Assembler programs all
Circle 187 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 188)

Microsoft Languages
at the same time.
What's more, like Microsoft QuickBASIC
and QuickC, Macro Assembler comes with
our standard, no-questions-asked, 30-day
money-back guarantee. So you can try it out,
risk-free. Right Into the new year.
This holiday season, we're speaking yet
another language. One everybody understands: money.
Buy any two of these innovative language
products and we'll send you acheck for $30.
Or buy all three for a $50 holiday bonus. See
the coupon for full details.
And, as our programmers are fond of saying:
PRINT "HAVE AMERRY CHRISTMAS':
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eCOMPIITER WAREHOUSE
CALL TOLL FREE

FREE ci

Air Express Shipping
See Details Below
HINTERS
Call
Call
S289
5415
S389
$480
$480
5650
51 65
5759
5299

Alps All Models
Brother All Models
Citizen MSP-40
MSP-45
MSP-50
MS P-55
Premier 35
Tribute 224
1200
Diablo 635
Dyconics vin
EPSON
All Printer Models
Hewlett-Packard LazerJet Il
NEC P2200
850
860+
3550
8810 8850
P6
P7
P9
OKIDATA
All Printer Models .

Call
$1859
$335
S1539
S1935
5729
S1059
S429
S619
51 035
Call

Panasonic 1091 Model 2
1080 Model 2
1092 I
1524
1592
1595
3131
3151
Laser

S180
5165
$295
5535
$375
5419
$270
$369
Call

STAR MICRONICS
All Printer Models
Call
Toshiba 321 SL
341SL
351 Model Il
Laser Printer

$509
$674
$899
Call

,ETTES

S27
$69
527
$27
S27

CCompiler ( Microsoft) Fortran Compiler ( Microsoft)
Macro Assembler ( Microsoft)
Pascal Compiler ( Microsoft)
Quick Basic 3
Turbo Jumbo Pack
Turbo Pascal w/8087 8BCD
Turbo C
Turbo Basic
Turbo Prolog
PROJECT l,lsnLOdL.

$249
$245
$83
51 65
555
S159

Harvard Total Project Manager II
Microsoft Project
Super Proiect Plus .
Timeline 20

5282
Call
S269
Call

S53
553
553
$53

COMMUNICATIONS
CompuServe Starter Kit
Crosstalk XVI
MS Access ...
Mirror II
Remote
Smartcom Ill

19
S88
5137
533
$88
5155

FAST DELIVERY
HARDWARE

MaxeII M02(0ty100) .
M2S
Seny MD/2 (Oty 100)

S82.50
$ 65
580

LIMN ITORS
Amdek All Monitors
Call
NEC Multisync
$549
Mulfisync Plus
Call
Multisync Graphic
Board
Ca
Princeton Graphics All Models
Calll
Sony Multiscan w/cable
$ 585
Zenith 1490 FTM
$ 625
VIDEO TERMINALS
Qume 101 Plus Green
101 Plus Amber
Wyse 30
50
75
Wyse 85

$ 31 5
S315
$ 285
$359
$ 565
$ 384

MODEMS
HAYES
All Modems

Call

Prometheus All Models
US Robotics Courier 2400
Password 1200

Call
$335
$149

DISK DRIVES
10111ega Bernoulli 10 meg
$ 865
Bernoulli 20 meg
S1175
Bernoulli 40 meg
.
$ 1720
%IC AT 12Meg Drive
5100
XT ' tHeight Drive
$ 85
SEAGATE
20 meg w! Western I/0.
Other Models

5309
Call

Turbo PC/XT
256 Memory. One 360K Brand Name
Floppy Drive • 135 Watt Power Supply, Slide
Case. AT Style Keyboard • 4-10 MHz Clock
Speed. (
Keyboard Selectable), 8Expansion Slots
Turbo PC/XT w/640K 6. 1Drive
5415
Turbo PC/XT w/840K & 2Drives $ 485
Turbo PC/XT w/840K.
1Drive 20 MG
$ 725
PC/AT 10 MHz w/512K,
1.2 Floppy Drive
S935
PC/AT1O MHz w/1024K.
1.2 Floppy Drive
$ 989
PC/AT 10 MHz w/1024K,
1.2 Floppy. 40 MG .... $ 1519
MonGraphics Card with
Parallel Printer Port
$ 69
Color Card w/Parallel Printer Port
565
Amber Monitor (TTL)
$89
Amber Monitor w/Swivel Tilt
599
Color Monitor ( RGB)
$
EGA+ Card
$ 279
I/0 Card ( Serial/Parallel)
$
13
48
5
I/O Card (Serial/Clock Calendar)
Enhanced Keyboard
AT Multi I/0 Card
XT Multi I/O Card
..

$39
$69
$69
$ 55

SOFTWARE

TRAINING
Flight Simulator
PC Logo
Typing Instructor
Typing Tutor IV
MS Learning DOS
LANGUAGES

1-800-5284054
'LOWEST PRICES

*VFW Plif-HjEbbülfi

ATEGRATIVE SOFT
$359
5395
5409
5439
$52

GRAPHICS
Logi Mouse
Logi Buss Mouse w/paint
Newsmaster
In A Vision
Microsoft Buss Mouse ln
Microsoft Chart 3.0
Microsoft Serial Mouse 1.0
Newsroom
PC Buss Plus Mouse w/Paint
PFS' First Publisher
IMSI Mouse w/Dr Halo II .
PC Mouse w/PaInt
Printmaster
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Turbo Graphix Tool Box . .

40MPU
WAREHOUSE

Call
585
548
S259
Call
$249
Call
530
$99
S45
592
589
$29
$132
538

Word Perfect Executive
Leading Edge W/P w/Spell & Mail
Turbo Lightening
Microsoft Word 4.0 ...
Multimate Advantage II
Wordstar
w/Tutor...
.
Wordstar Pro Pack 4.0
PFS, Professional Write

S103
S59
S55
5185
$245
5162
$209
589

Word Perfect (Ver.4.2)$195
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0 Call
SPREADSHEET'
Lotus 1-2-3
Multiplan 30
Twin
VP Planner Plus

Supercalc 4

COMPUTERS
AST Model 80
Model 120
Model 140
NEC Multispeed
Multispeed EL
T301Shlbe 11000
T
28
T-1100 Supertwist
T-3100

.

$ 1399
S2099
52449
$1419
51625
5812
S3175
51649
52799

KEYBOARDS
51 45
5235
599

KB5151
KB5153
K8101

UTILIT.

IBM PC and 100% Compatibles
Enable 2.0
Framework II
Smart Software System 3 1
Symphony
Ability

BOARDS
AST Six- Pack Plus
$ 140
Other Models
Call
All EGA Wonder
5245
CSSL Awesome
5375
Hercules Color Card
51 45
Graphic Cant
$ 175
Graphic Card
+
$ 185
Above Board PC 1010
S210
Intel Above Board PS/PC(1110) $ 239
Above Board AT (4020)
$ 315
Above Board PS/AT (4120)
$ 345
NEC Multisync Graphic Board
Call
Orchid Tiny Turbo 286
$ 355
Turbo EGA
$ 449
Paradise Five Pak
S99
Autoswitch 350 ..
5205
Autoswitch 480
$ 279
Plus Development
Plus Hard Card 20 Megabyte
5545
Plus Hard Card 40 Megabyte. $ 829
Ouadram Quad EGA+ .
S265
Tee Mar Graphics Master
S409
Captain No Memory . .
S109
EGA Master
$ 249
Video-7Vega Deluxe
$ 195

Call
5108
$32
582

$ 269

MONEY MANAGE
Dollars 6. Sense w/Forcast
Tobias Managing Your Money

$92
Call
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MS Windows
Copy II PC
1DIR Plus
Fastback
Norton Utilities 4.0
Prmtworks... . .
Sidekick ( Unprotected)
Sideways 3.1 .
Superkey
Xtree
SOZ
Brooklyn Bridge

555
519
$ 46
580
548
S36
545
Call
553
S25
545
$ 69

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Clipper
Cornerstone
Extended Report Writer
Knowledgeman It PromoPack . .
Ouickcode Plus
OuickReport
Reflex
DB-XL
PFS .Professional File

R:Base 5000
System V

5375
$53
5175
$285
$138
5138
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$80
5112

$ 415
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Order Line Hours:
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Order Processing:
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NATURAL LANGUAGE

Natural-Language
Processing in C
A simple context- free recursive-descent parser that opens the
door for computer comprehension of human language

Herbert Schildt

[Editor's note: This material is adapted
from Artificial Intelligence Using C by
Herbert Schildt. Copyright © 1987,
McGraw-Hill Inc. All rights reserved. By
permission of Osborne/McGraw-Hill.]
NATURAL-LANGUAGE PROCESSING
(NLP) may be the most important task
that artificial intelligence can solve because, once accomplished, NLP would
open the door for direct human-computer
dialogues, bypassing normal programming and operating- system protocol.
NLP is a " doable" task, but the sheer
size and complexity of human language
has kept it from being fully accomplished. This article develops a simple
natural-language parser that can serve as
the starting point for your own NLP
program.
What Is NLP?
NLP tries to make the computer capable
of understanding commands written in
standard human languages. (This article
assumes that English is the human language being processed, but you can apply
all the concepts that are presented to any
other language.) A somewhat less important part of NLP is making the computer
construct natural- language- like responses. After the computer understands
natural language, it is asmall step to generating responses.
In my opinion, speech synthesis and
recognition are not actually part of NLP.
A natural-language processor doesn't
care how asentence is input into the computer; its job is to extract information
from that sentence.

While NLP has no direct use of its
own, except for research, it can provide a
front end for other computer programs—
especially database managers and generalized problem solvers. Many programmers are interested in NLP-driven operating systems, which would virtually
eliminate the time it takes to learn to use
the computer. Context-sensitive foreignlanguage translators need NLP in order to
produce accurate translations; and NLP
is essential to autonomous robots, which
must effectively interact with a human
world.

easier, and, if done correctly, the restriction is barely noticeable. Therefore, let's
assume that all sentences are declarative,
not interrogative, and that they generally
follow the standard form: subject, verb,
object.
Let's also assume that all adjectives
precede the nouns they modify, all adverbs follow the verbs they modify, and
all sentences end with a period. With
these constraints, the following sentences
are valid: " The child runs to the house."
and " The large child runs quickly to the
window." However, a sentence such as
"The child quickly runs to the house." is
invalid because the adverb " quickly"
precedes the verb " runs." Let's call our
restrictive set of rules the GI grammar.
In addition to rules, you need avocabulary. For our purposes, let's keep the
number of words to aminimum, but you
are free to add to the list if you like. Our
parser will recognize only the words
shown in table 1.

Approaches and Constraints
There are two opposite approaches to
NLP. One approach attempts to use all
the information in a sentence, just as a
human would. Its goal is to make the
computer capable of carrying on aconversation. However, this is quite difficult
to accomplish. The other approach tries
to let the computer accept natural-language commands, but only to extract information essential to that command—a The State-Machine Parser
much easier task to program. The parser
The core of any NLP system is the
presented in this article has aslim chance parser, the section of code that reads each
of reaching the first goal; it has amuch
sentence, word by word, to decide what is
more probable chance of accomplishing
what. One approach to parsing, the statethe second.
machine parser, uses the current state of
One of the most difficult aspects of the sentence to predict what type of word
constructing an NLP-driven system is the
can legally come next. A state-machine
complexity and flexibility of human lancontinued
guage. When you implement a naturallanguage processor, it is tempting to try
Herbert Schildt is president of Universal
to restrict the type of sentences that the
Computing Labs Inc. (P.O. Bar 618, Maprocessor will understand to asubset of homet, IL 61853) and author of numerous
the natural language. If you restrict the
books. He holds a master's in computer
grammar, your task becomes much
science from the University of Illinois.
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parser is adirected graph that shows the
valid transitions from one state to another. For example, anoun can legally be
followed only by averb or apreposition
(see figure 1).
The worst problem with the statemachine parser is its complexity; even for
the simplest grammar, you need several

separate conditional statements to determine whether astate transition is legal.
Imagine how many states you would need
to define the entire English grammar!
Another problem is that the statemachine parser doesn't know how it got
to any particular state. In other words,
you can't call on astate-machine parser

Table 1: The words that our parser will understand.
Word

Type

door
window
house
child
has
runs
plays
large
quickly
the
a
to

noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
verb
verb
adjective
adverb
determiner
determiner

to supply any information other than its
current state.
On the plus side, state-machine parsers
are ideal for certain specific needs, such
as job-control languages and some database applications. In these environments,
you need only ensure that the user enters
the commands in avalid format and that
the computer knows each word. Statemachine parsers can work in these situations because they have few valid types of
sentences and, thus, few states.
The Context-Free Parser
To understand context-free parsers, you
must look at sentence construction completely differently than you do for the
state-machine model. You must think of
the sentence as being composed of various items, each of which is composed of
other items, and so on, until you break
the sentence down into its atomic elements (e.g., noun, verb, and adjective).
The rules that govern how each item can
be constructed are called the production
rules of the grammar. A context- free
parser uses these production rules to analyze asentence.
The production rules for the G1 grammar are as follows:

preposition

SENTENCE -› NP + VP
NP -› determiner + noun
NP -* determiner + adjective + noun
NP -› preposition + NP
VP
VP
VP
VP

Figure 1: The state-machine parser for the restricted GI grammar.

Sentence
1
Noun phrase

Verb phrase
1

Determiner
the

Noun
child

Verb Adverb
runs quickly

1
Noun phrase

Preposition Determiner
to
the

Adjective
large

Noun
house

Figure 2: A tree structure that parses the sentence " The child runs quickly to the
large house. "
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-+
-›
-›
-*

verb + NP
verb + adverb + NP
verb + adverb
verb

where the right arrow stands for " produces," NP for " noun phrase," and VP
for " verb phrase." The noun phrase is a
recursive definition for a prepositional
phrase; the verb phrase is indirectly recursive, because it evokes anoun phrase
as part of its definition.
Figure 2 shows how to apply these
rules to asentence. The production rules
form asort of tree, often called aparse
tree, which represents how the parser
sees the sentence. A parser that generates
this type of parse tree is called contextfree, because the tree is not based upon
the context of each element: The rules
will work for any sentence that conforms
to the GI grammar, without regard to the
context of each phrase.
NLP programs are not the only ones to
use context-free parsing; virtually all
computer languages use it. For example,
you can parse Pascal, BASIC, C, Modula2, and others with a context- free
parser. However, the fact that you can
represent even a subset of English with
continued
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Listing 1: The database for the GI grammar defined as an array of
structures.
/* structure of the word database
struct word {
char word[20];
char type;

*

struct word wdb[MAX]; /* array of db structures */

Listing 2: The function get_token( ), which reads the input sentence one
character at atime until it encounters aspace.
/* return one token
get_token()
char * p;
p=token;
/* skip spaces */
while(*t pos==")
if(*t_po;=='.') {
*p++=

,

from the input

stream

*

t_pos++;

..;

*p='\0';
return;
1
/* read word until a space or period
while(*t_pos!=" && * t_pos!='.') {
*p=*t_pos++;
p++;

1

Listing 3: The parse( )function for acontext-free recursive-descent parser.
This function is found in NLP. C.
/* Context- free recursive descent NLP parser */
parse()
if(!nounphrase())
if(!verbphrase())
if(!terminator())
return 1;
1
/*

production rules that a context- free
parser can parse has enormous implications.
First, it asserts that, in some ways, English conforms to astrict set of rules—
that is, English is not just ajumble of disconnected arbitrary restrictions. Second,
it lets you apply some well-understood
parsing techniques that were developed
for computer languages to natural language—you don't have to reinvent the
wheel. Finally, because context-free production rules are organized from phrases
down to the words that actually compose
them, you can easily extract not only individual words, but also whole phrases.
Thus, you can parse individual words as
well as phrases—and know where each
phrase came from; this gives you the
basis from which you can gather semantic
information. All these points make acontext-free parser abig step forward from
the state-machine parser.

return 0;
return 0;
return 0;

read a noun phrase

from the

input

stream */

nounphrase()
char type;
get_token();
type=find type(token);
switch ( type) (
case DET:
get_token();
type=find_type(token);
if(type==NOUN) return 1;
else if(type==ADJ) (
get token();
tyPe=find_type(token);
if(type==NOUN) return 1;
break;
case PREP:
return nounphrase();
return 0;

continued

Recursive Descent
There are many ways to implement acontext-free parser that uses the GI production rules. The easiest, especially in C, is
to create arecursive-descent parser that
uses a collection of mutually nxnffsàve
routines that descend through the production rules until they completely parse the
sentence.
Before you can implement acontextfree parser, you must define adatabase to
hold the vocabulary and the types of
words that the parser can recognize. Listing Idefines this database as an array of
structures. The parser also needs aroutine to break asentence into its components. The function get_token( )in listing 2 accomplishes this: get_token()
reads the input sentence one character at
atime until it encounters a space. The
characters that are read form the next
word in the sentence. Then, get_
token( ) places this word into the global
string token. A global variable t_pos
holds apointer to the input sentence and
is incremented as each veld is read.
Using get_token( ) ,you can write the
context-free recursive-descent parser in
listing 3. At the topmost level, asentence
comprises anoun phrase, averb phrase,
and, in this case, aperiod as aterminator.
Therefore, the function parse ( ) calls the
routines nounphrase ( ) and verbphrase ( ). If you assume that these succeed, implying that the sentence meets
the Cil grammar rules, then the parser
calls terminator( ) to confirm that the
sentence ends in aperiod. The functions
nounphrase ( ) and verbphrase ( ) use
their various support functions to implement the context-free rules as described
above. If asentence doesn't conform to
continued
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/* read a verb phrase */
verbphrase()
char type, * pos;
get_token();
type=find_type(token);
if(type!=VERB) return 0; /* must start with a verb */
pos=t_pos; /* save current position for backtracking */
/* verb + adverb + NP */
if(verb adv np()) return 1;
/* verb— +NP — */
t_pos=pos; /* back up */
if(verb_np()) return 1;
/* verb+adverb -- no NP */
t_pos=pos;
if(verb adv()) return 1;
/* just verb */
return 1;
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verb_np()
/* verb + NP */
return nounphrase();
verb_adv_np()
char type;
get_token();
type=find_type(token);
if(type==ADV && nounphrase())
return 0;
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these rules, then either nounphrase( ) or
verbphrase( ) will fail, causing the
parser to reject the sentence.
For example, let's see how the parser
parses the sentence " The child runs
quickly to the large house." First,
parse( ) calls nounphrase( ), which
succeeds, because it finds both the determiner " the" and the noun "child." Then
parse() calls verbphrase(), which
calls verb_adv_np( ) to see if the verb
phrase consists of averb followed by an
adverb, which in turn is followed by a
noun phrase. In this case, the verb phrase
does contain these: The verb " runs" is
followed by the adverb " quickly," which
is followed by the prepositional noun
phrase " to the large house."
Next, this prepositional noun phrase
causes nounphrase( ) to call itself recursively. After the parser reads the final
phrase, all the recursive calls unravel,
and verbphrase( ) succeeds, returning
to parse( ). The parser confirms that a

period ends the sentence by using terminator( ) . Finally, parse( ) succeeds,
implying that the sentence satisfies the
rules of the GI grammar.
The context- free recursive-descent
parser is expanded to an entire program
in NLP.C. To better understand its operation, try it with several different sentences. [ Editor's note: NLP.0 and
NLPRPT.0 are available in Microsoft C
4.0 source code for the IBM PC AT and
compatibles on BIX, on BYTEnet, on
disk, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the
table of contents. To "find" source code
in the Listings areas on BIX and BYTEnet, search by article title, author, or
issue date. Some archived files may contain numerous listings for a single
article. A description of the file also
accompanies each entry.]
By slightly modifying parse( ), nounphrase ( ), verbphrase( ), and their
continued
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Listing 4: The nounphrase ( ) function for acontext-free recursive-descent
parser that displays phrases. This function is found in NLPRPT.C.
/* read a noun phrase from the input stream
nounphrase(s)
char * s;
char type;
get_token();
type=find type(token);
switch ( type) {
case DET:
strcat(s,token);
strcat(s," ");
get_token();
type=find_type(token);
strcat(s,token);
strcat(s," ");
if(type==NOUN) return 1;
else if(type==ADJ) {
get_token();
strcat(s,token);
strcat(s," ");
type=find_type(token);
if(type==NOUN) return 1;
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*

break;
case PREP:
strcat ( s, token) ;
strcat ( s," ");
return nounphrase(s);
}
return 0;
}

support functions, these routines can
break sentences into their component
phrases. Unlike the state-machine parser
that could deal only with words, the context-free recursive-descent parser can extract phrases. This is an important capability, because it opens the door to the
computer actually comprehending,
rather than simply verifying, asentence;
thus, it lets the computer work with related groups of words.
Listing 4 contains the noun-phrase
parser revised for phrase extraction. The
program using the phrase-extraction version of the complete parser, including revised versions of parse( ), nounphrase (), and verbphrase Q, is called
NLPRPT.C. It returns both the noun
phrase and the verb phrase of asentence.
If you run NLPRPT.0 with the input sentence " The child runs quickly to the
house.", your output will be
noun phrase: the child
verb phrase: runs quickly to the house
Pros, Cons, and Possibilities
The context-free parser has many advantages. First, it is easy to implement in C.
Second, you can use it to deal with asentence on both the word level and the
phrase level. Third, it knows where it is

in the sentence at all times. This differs
from the state-machine parser, which has
no idea where it actually is in asentence.
The main disadvantage of context-free
parsers is that they can't handle the many
valid ways in which an English sentence
can be constructed. It's easy to define a
set of production rules that fully describe
the simple G1 grammar, but for realworld English (or any other language),
the production rules would be very complex, which could lead to acombinatorial
explosion, perhaps making this method
impossible to use.
The context-free parser in listing 3—
and in NLP.0 and NLPRPT.C—is just a
starting point intended to excite your
imagination. Iencourage you to enhance
and evolve it to suit your needs. One thing
you will probably want to do is include
additional production rules in the parser
so it can recognize awider variety of English grammar. You will probably want
to add better error checking, too. Also,
although fully adequate for demonstration, the database that holds the words in
table 1is simply an array of structures in
which the words are stored in no special
way. You will probably want a sorted,
tree-based database that will allow fast
lookups for several hundred—or several
thousand—words. •
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reservations, call 1-800-331-1212.
Or see your travel consultant.

AVIS

eel
Cars are available at selected U.S. locations sutipict to aye kabilitv, and must be returnod t. tentirg location. These rate tam nanitr,ountable, and rates, terms and-conditions ar, subject to
change without notice. Rates have afreo-mileage allowance. There is an additional per mile harge in excess of this allowance. Rea& ing ..ervice •: haige, taxes, opt,or al COW, PAI, PI:Rand ALI
are not included. Cadillac or similar group car available .nNew York ace at at igher rato. Rati.s higher for renters under
At certa nlocations ai.harge for addit lc mad drivers will apply Seasonal
surcharges and blackout periods will apply. Call Avis- for conialete details e k987 Wizard Co.. Inc.
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1988
DESK PLANNER
AND POCKET DIARY
An outstanding set designed
expressly for executives in the
communications marketplace.
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AN
EXECUTIVE
PLANNER TO
USE WITH
PRIDE.

Electronics magazine is pleased to offer computer and
communication executives adistinguished, elegant Desk Planner
and Pocket Diary Set for 1988 that is packed full of useful
information and traveling tips, in addition to providing you
with an easy- to-use 1988 planning format.
A great gift idea.
This beautiful book makes an ideal gift for friends and business
associates. It's agift that people will really appreciate receiving.
Because it's agift from you that they'll use all year long.
Make it personal.
And you can order your name, or the name of anyone you are
giving the book to, embossed in gold on the padded front cover.
Act now and place your order today.
Order your copy today. And copies to give friends and business
associates for the holidays. It's also agreat gift idea for anyone
who travels— or dreams of traveling. Write to us at Electronics
Desk Planner, P.O. Box 5505, Peoria, Illinois 61601.
Or call 1-800-845-3636.

HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE GREAT FEATURES.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
▪ Large 81/
2"x10 1
/
2"page size
▪ Handsome textured cover with padded
front
▪ 2silken ribbon markers for easy
reference
▪ Highest quality paper for smooth
writing capability
▪ Gilt-edged pages
• Inexpensive personalized embossing
WITH CONVENIENT FEATURES
▪ Week-at-a-glance appointment guide
with 12-month calendar on each spread
and plenty of room for reminders

rants, banks, credit cards, tipping information, sight-seeing, and much more
mu International entry and exit requirements

▪ Detailed maps of major foreign cities
ORDERING INFORMATION
Prices include cost of surface delivery.
Add local sales tax.
Desk Planner
& Pocket Diary Set

$39.95

Desk Planner only

$31.95

Pocket Diary only

$16.95

• Special 4-page 1988 planner and 4page 1989 forward planner for highlighting special events

Gold Stamping full name
on each item

$ 4.50

• Easy-to-read 6-year calendar

Handling/Packing per item

$ 150

• Ample room for notes

Gift Box (optional)

$ 100

AND HANDY INFORMATON
• Convenient metric conversion table and
weights and measures table for quick
reference

Shipped from
New York to:

Set or
Planner

Diary
Only

Canada

GREAT FACTS AND TRAVELING TIPS
• 22 beautiful full-color world maps, including time zones, air routes and sea routes

Central America

8.50

1.50

South America

14.00

2.00

France, England,
Spain

14.00

3.50

Singapore, Japan,
S. Africa, Australia

19.50

5.00

• Detailed guides for 117 coLntries and
cities, weather, hotels, selected restau-
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1988 Planner

DESK PLANNER AND
POCKET DIARY SET

OPTIONAL AIRMAIL SURCHARGES

• International dialing codes

• International airports and distances
from key cities

Electronics

▪ Air distances and flying times between
countries

$ 5.00 $ 3.50

ONLY

$39.95

All major credit cards are accepted.
To order send check or money order to
Electronics Desk Planner, P.O. Box 5505,
Peoria, Illinois 61601. Or call toll-free

1-800-845-3636
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STATGRAPHICS

Powerful Statistics, Sophisticated Graphics
In One Complete Software System
"I've found STATGRAPHICS to be

STATGRAPHICS from STSC is simply
the most complete and powerful statistical software available for your PC.
STATGRAPHICS integrates powerful
statistics with high-resolution color
graphics— in one single software
system— to give you an extraordinarily
powerful analytical environment.

one of the most complete and
easy-to-use statistics programs
that Ihave come across."
(Whole Earth Software

Catalog)

All this statistical power is even
more valuable with STATGRAPHICS'
unique interactive environment.
STATGRAPHICS is completely menudriven so you can get into your
statistical analysis work quickly and
be productive right from the start. You
can easily go back and forth between
your numerical and graphical analysis—
change variables as many times as you
want— and see the effect immediately.

"(STATGRAPHICS] is unusually
complete as software systems go
in terms of statistical capabilities."
(PC Week)

With more than 250 statistical and mathematical procedures, STATGRAPHICS
offers you the power and precision of
mainframe software— right on your PC.
All the tools you need for comprehensive
statistical analysis: ANOVA, complete
regression analysis, experimental design,
quality control procedures, multivariate
techniques, nonparametric methods, and
extensive forecasting and time series
analysis, including Box-Jenkins.

You can also enter and access data easily.
STATGRAPHICS has afull-screen data
editor and interfaces with standard ASCII
files, Lotus ('1-2-3,, and Symphony" worksheets, and dBASE* files.

STATGRAPHICS—the best overall choice!
Integrated
Statistical
Graphics

Direct
Lotus & dBASE
Interlaces

Menu
Driven

Dual Floppy

STATGRAPHICS

SPSSIPC +

SAS'IPC

Minimum
Hardware
Required

Disk

NO

NO

Data complied as of April 1986

NO

NO

NO

10 Meg
Hard Disk
20 Meg
Hard Disk

Helpline
Support

"Verdict: (STATGRAPHICS is] a
model PC software system which
will set standards for PC statistical
software."
(
PC User Magazine)

U.S.
Suggested
Retail Price

STATGRAPHICS offers you awide variety
of graphics capabilities to help you
visually analyze your data— more options
and more sophistication than any other
PC statistical software. Included are
histograms, two- and three-dimensional
line and surface plots, scatter plots, time
sequence plots, quality control charts,
as well as bar and pie charts.
STATGRAPHICS supports awide range
of graphics boards, printers, and plotters.
For the most complete, advanced statistical graphics software system available,
order STATGRAPHICS today. To order.
contact your local dealer. If they don't
have it, tell them to call STSC toll-free.
(800) 592-0050
In Maryland or Canada call ( 301)984-5123.
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STSC

Available nationally through Solute! and distributors
worldwide. Dealer inquiries welcome.

5895*

•International prices slightly highs.. STATGRAPHICS.
SAS, arid dBASE are registered trademarks of Statistical

$1385
$2700+ Annual
Maintenance
Fee

Graphics Corporation, SAS Institute Inc.. and Ashton-Tate.
respectively. lotus, 1.2-3, and Symphony are registered
trademarks of lotus Development Corp. PLUS*WARE and
SPSS.
ore trademarks of STSC Inc. and SPSS Inc.
respectively.

APLUS*WARE ® PRODUCT
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Build the Circuit Cellar IC Tester
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Information Theory
by Ramachandran Bharath
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The State of Chinese Computing
by John H. Maier

307

Three-Dimensional Perspective
Plotting
by Tyrone Daulton
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Ferret: An Image Processor
by Clifford Harris

329

Mapping the World in Pascal
by Robert Miller and Francis
Reddy
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Mimicking Mountains
by Tom Jeffery
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FUJITSU'S DX2000 SERIES PRINTERS

Switching from computer paper
to letterhead is as simple as 1...2...3.

1. Push

12,7
2. Pull

Push abutton. Pull alever. Push abutton.
It's that easy to switch from computer paper to letterhead
using aFujitsu DX2000 Series 9-wire dot matrix printer.
There's no wrestling with continuous forms or
optional tractors. No wasting time loading and unloading
paper. And automatic feeding of cut sheet paper is
faster with the optional, single-bin sheet feeder.
More Efficient, More Productive.
Now you can choose from four printers that can
produce between 111 and 135 lines of copy per minute.
Or an average-size memo in draft quality in just 11 seconds.
Print speeds range from 44-54 characters per second
in near-letter quality mode, to 220-324 cps in draft
quality depending on which model you choose.
Each printer can create letters, spreadsheets, descriptive charts and professional graphs. For brilliant 7-color
printing, you can get an easy-to-install optional color kit.
Quiet, Reliable, Compatible.
Listen. The DX2000 printers are quiet.
What's more, they can give you years of trouble-free
printing without taking time off.
And that's not all. Each printer is compatible with the
most popular software packages, using Epson' FX80, JX80.

11;M .Graphics Printer or IBM Proprinter commands.
For pricing, more information and ademonstration
of the DX2000 series or any of our complete line of
dais‘wheel, dot matrix, band or laser printers, call.
800626-4686.
Make the easy switch to Fujitsu printers.
DX2200

DX2100
pry,.

DX2400
DX2300

A COMPANY WITH CHARACTER AND DRIVE

FUJITSU
FUJITSU AMERICA
Computer Products Group

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE DX2000 SERIES PRINTERS, CALL 800-626-4686
c 1987 Fuptsu Arnenca. Inc Epson FX80 and Epson .. X80 are registered trademarks of Seiko Epson Corporation IBM, Graphics Printer and Proprinter are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation
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CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR

Part 2: Software and Operation

Steve Ciarcia

Build the Circuit Cellar
IC Tester
Steve guides us on atour of the
software that makes his inexpensive
IC tester possible
Last month, Italked about the design of my IC tester.
This month, I'll talk about its software and operation.

mation do we need to define adevice and its test vectors?
The device definition consists of the device name (e.g.,
7400), the specific package size (e.g., 14 pins), the locations of
the power and ground pins (e.g., 14 and 7), and which pins are
inputs, outputs, or tristate.
A test vector merely specifies the high ( 1) and low (0) logic
levels to be written to the pins of the device under test (DUT). A
test vector written to the DUT pins is referred to as an output
vector.
To determine if the DUT responded properly to the output
vector (i.e., to make sure outputs switched as expected and to
verify that no inputs are shorted), the tester must read acorresponding read-back vector from the DUT and compare this to
an expected read-back vector. Each complete test vector consists of an output vector and an expected read-back vector.
The format for specifying the vector-definition modules is
shown in table 1. The order of the different line types is important, though you may freely intersperse comment lines. (Like
many assemblers, all characters on aline following an asterisk
are ignored by the test-vector compiler.)
The best way to understand the vector-definition module format is by example. Table 2shows the vector-definition module
for a7400 quad two-input NAND gate. As its name implies, this
device contains four two-input NAND gates (the pin-out is
shown in figure 1).

Three in One
To refresh your memory, the IC tester supports
three modes of operation: PC-host mode, terminal mode, and stand-alone LCD mode.
PC-host mode requires that you connect the tester to aserial
port on an IBM PC or compatible. In this mode, the PC handles
all test-vector transfers and comparisons and provides the highest level of flexibility and power.
To operate the tester in terminal mode, you connect it to a
dumb terminal or any microcomputer that emulates aterminal
(see photo 1). The options are essentially the same as those offered in PC-host mode, although you can use only a fixed,
ROM-resident device library.
The stand-alone mode of operation lets you operate the tester
with only two push-button switches and a2-line by 20-character
LCD. As in terminal mode, this mode operates only with a
continued
fixed, ROM-resident device library. It lacks some features of
the other two modes, but it permits device identification (using
Photo 1: The Circuit Cellar IC tester shown here is operating
the Identify push button) and specified-device testing (using the
in terminal mode, connected to aTandy DT-100 terminal via
Retest push button). The latter lets you determine specific pin
the RS-232C port on the top of the tester.
failures on abad IC and display this information on the LCD.
Much of the flexibility of the IC tester comes from its modifiable and expandable device library. While an IBM PC (or
clone) is essential for PC-host mode operation, it is required if
you're going to make any system software changes, like adding
new chips to the library.
With the exception of asingle assembly language serial-port
driver, all the software was written in Turbo Pascal on an IBM
PC. (While the programs do take advantage of some PC-specific features of Turbo Pascal, you shouldn't have much trouble
converting them to other Pascal compilers.)
The Definition of aTest Vector
In order to define test vectors, it is important to develop astraightforward means of describing the vector information. What inforSteve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-seeah") is an electronics
engineer and computer consultant with experience in process
control, digital design, nuclear instrumentation, and product
development. The author of several books on electronics, he
can be reached at P.O. Box 582, Glastonbury, CT 06033, or on
BIX as "sciarcia."
Copyright © 1987 Steven A. Ciarcia. All rights reserved.
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In table 2, the first line is the device name. The name can
appear anywhere on the line after the pound sign (preceding and
following spaces are ignored). As ageneral rule, you should
keep device names as generic as possible. Instead of using the
name " 74LSOO" use " 7400," and so on. Since the tester will
logically identify both a74LSOO and 74HCOO as the same chip,
it is better to display " 7400," or perhaps " 74xx00." There are,
of course, cases where you can make exceptions.
The second noncorrunent line of the vector-definition module
is the setup line, which has an Sin the first column. Three numbers with delimiting spaces must follow the S; the first number
indicates the number of pins the device has, the second indicates
the ground pin number, and the third indicates the power pin
number. These numbers tell the compiler (and the tester) what
the chip's device type is. As Idescribed last month, the tester
supports six device types (see table 3).
Following the next comment line is the pin-function line,
which has an F in the first column. This line specifies apinfunction identifier for each pin, with the identifiers being separated by one or more spaces. Valid identifiers are / for input
pins, 0 for output pins, and Tfor tristate pins.
The pin-function line also determines the columnization for
the remainder of the device vector definition. All is and Os in
the test vectors must be aligned under these columns, and the

pin numbers in the pin-number line (the next line in the definition) must also be aligned under these columns.
The next line in the vector-definition module is the pin-number line. It has the letter Pin the first column. This line specifies
the device pin numbers used in testing. The numbers must correspond to the pin-function identifiers specified in the pin-function line and must fall in the columns defined by the function
identifiers. If the pin number for acolumn has two digits (e.g.,
pin 14), either of the two digits can fall in the column.
The next several lines in the vector-definition module are the
actual test vectors. The lines beginning with Iare initial vectors
(output vectors), and the lines beginning with Rare the expected
read-back vectors.
For Ivectors, the acceptable identifiers are 1and 0, corresponding to high and low digital values, respectively. For R
vectors, acceptable identifiers are 1, 0, and X, with X indicating " don't care." (
X indicates that the tester should ignore
the specified pin when comparing the actual read-back vector to
the expected read-back vector. If the 1or 0bit value of acolminn does not change from one line to the next, leaving the column blank in the subsequent line[s] implies that the value
should be the saine as the last value explicitly stated for that
column.)
The last line in the vector-definition module is the end line,

Table 1: Device test-vector definition-module format.
DeviceName
Device- name record
Comment lines may be interspersed
for documentation and clarification purposes.
SPins Gpin Ppin ' Device-setup record
F I O.. T I I Pin-function record
P p# p# ... pit p# p# * Pin-number record
I 0 1 . . . 1 1 0 Initial (output) vector record
R 1 0 . . 1 X 0 • Expected read-back vector record

+5V

14

13

E

End-of-definition record

12

Notes: DeviceName = name of device
=start of comment area
#Pins = number of pins on the IC
Gpin = ground pin number
Ppin = power pin number
pl = pin number

11

10
Table 2: Device test- vector definition module for the
7400.
Quad two- input NAND
7400
14 7 14
NAND 3
NAND 2
NAND 1
II0
1 10
1 10
9 108
456
12 3
10 0
0 10
000
1
1
1
11 1
100
0 10
o
1
1
00 0
111
100
1
1
o
0 1 0
111
000
1
1
o
end of 7400
E
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NAND 4
110
12 13 11
1 1 1

GND

o

0 0 0
0 1

o

1
1 0 0
1
Figure 1: Pin-out for a7400 quad two-input NAND gate.

CIRCUIT CELLAR

which begins with an E. This is the only letter required to specify the end of the vector-definition module.
Finally, there is the issue of logically identical devices that
have different part numbers (like 74LSO4 and 74LS14). Differences typically lie in some of the special operational parameters, like Schmitt-trigger inputs or improved current drive capability, which cannot be detected by this IC tester.
Functionally identical devices (i.e., the same test vectors
would pass on both devices) are declared to be clones of aspecific device. An example of this is shown in table 4. The devicename and end lines are the same as the standard vector-definition module, but only the C line is found between them,
indicating which device it is supposed to be cloned from.

As VECCPT.PAS executes, it stores device-name, pin-function, and test-vector information into the appropriate arrays.
Notice that the program does not need to store device-type information, since adevice's type is determined by which DeviceType array it is placed in.
Device clones are handled somewhat differently. When adevice
is specified as aclone of another device (the "original" device),
the name of the clone is placed into the next available record of the
appropriate DeviceType array. The record number of the original device (in the same array) is then determined, and the value
32,767 is subtracted from the record number; this value (always
negative) is then stored in the pointer field of the clone record.
Thus, when the operating software finds anegative integer
value in the pointer field of adevice record, it will know the
device is aclone of another device. It then adds 32,767 to the
pointer value to get the record number of the original device.
I should point out that when VECCPT.PAS processes a
clone, it looks through its arrays to find the named original device. If the specified original device is not found in any of the six
DeviceType arrays, the software generates an error, and the
clone device will not be stored in any array (the compiler would
not even know which array should get the clone record). Thus, it
is essential that you specify clone devices only after the corresponding original device.
When compaction of the test-vector files is complete, the
compacted information is stored in abinary file. (The format of
the data stored in the compacted file is shown in figure 3.)

Compiling Test Vectors for Use
The test-vector compaction compiler, VECCPT.PAS, is a
Turbo Pascal program that accepts files conforming to the device test-vector definition format described above. It converts
the device and vector information into asingle compact module
that the computer and tester use to test the devices.
VECCPT.PAS uses seven primary arrays to store the compacted vector information. The primary array, VectorTable,
holds the actual test-vector information, including the device
pin-function information (i.e., which pins are inputs, which are
outputs, and which are tristate), the output vector bytes, the
input vector bytes, and the " don't care" mask bytes.
Because the ZIF (zero insertion force) socket has 24 pins,
tester software uses 3bytes for pin and vector information for
every device, regardless of size. Consequently, the pin-function
Operating Software
and test-vector information is stored as if a24-pin device were
Once the device test vectors have been developed and compiled
being tested.
into acompacted file, we are ready to use the tester for testing
The "don't care" mask generated by VECCPT.PAS automatand identifying devices. This involves the cooperation of several
ically masks the read-back vector pins not associated with the
programs.
device being tested. For example, if a20-pin device is being
First, there's aROM-resident program on the IC tester. This
tested, the bits of the 3-byte read-back vector associated with
program is written in 8031 assembly language and handles the
ZIFsocket pins 1, 2, 23, and 24 will be masked by the " don't
three operating modes from the tester's vantage point. Then
care" mask (power and ground pins are automatically masked).
there's aTurbo Pascal program that executes on the IBM PC (or
Each of the six device types supported by the IC tester has its
XT or AT) for operating the tester in PC-host mode.
own associated array for storing device names and pointers into
Finally, another Turbo Pascal program converts the informathe VectorTable array. These arrays are called DeviceType
tion in the output file produced by VECCPT.PAS into Intel
arrays.
hexadecimal ASCII format. This permits you to download to an
While the VectorTable array uses variable-length records,
EPROM burner. This lets you put new device vector informawith each record being the information to support one device,
tion into the IC tester's ROM for operation in the terminal and
the DeviceType arrays use fixed-length records, with each
stand-alone LCD modes.
record containing a9-byte field for the device name (8bytes for
continued
the name and 1byte for the string size) and an integer (2-byte)
field for the VectorTable pointer.
Figure 2illustrates the information stored in the various arrays
Table 3: The six device types supported by the tester.
and how the arrays interact. As shown, device names are stored in
the appropriate DeviceType array, and the device pin-function
Device type
Number of pins
Gnd pin + 5-V pin
and test-vector'information is stored in the VectorTable array.
1
14
14
A pointer in the DeviceType array indicates the start of the cor7
14
11
2
4
responding vector-information record in VectorTable.
16
3
8
16
The VectorTable device record begins with a2-byte field
4
16
12
5
indicating the number of bytes in the record. The next 3bytes
5
20
10
20
specify which pins are inputs and which are outputs (set bits are
24
6
12
24
inputs, and cleared bits are outputs).
The following 3bytes indicate which pins are tristate (set bits
are tristate). If apin is indicated as being tristate, the 1/0 value
in the corresponding bit position of the previous I/O definition
bytes is irrelevant. By default, VECCPT.PAS specifies unused
Table 4: Definition module for the 7437, a "clone" of
ZIF (zero insertion force)-socket pins as being tristate.
the 7400.
Following the 2record-size bytes and 6device pin-function
definition bytes, the actual test-vector information begins. Each
11 7437
*Quad two- input NAND buffers
C 7400
*Clone of 7400 ( Dey. type=1)
complete test vector consists of 9bytes in the record. The first 3
E
*End of 7437 definition
specify the output vector, the next 3specify the expected readback vector, and the last 3specify the " don't care" mask.
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Explaining all the software for the IC tester would involve
considerably more space than Ihave available here (see the Circuit Cellar Ink applications publication for additional support
materials). While my description here is tailored to the application and use of the IC tester, the user's manual and distribution
software contain much source code and go into significant detail
describing the process for creating anew device library and testing custom devices.
PC-Host Mode
The PC-host mode of operation is the most powerful of the three
modes. I'll start with its description, because the basic testing
technique is the same for all three modes.
The PC-host mode provides flexibility in letting you download and use different device libraries and offers test-vector debugging features not available in the other two modes. Functions
like Identify and Test Specified Device differ only in the

information displayed and are the same in all modes.
Once you give the PC-host mode operating program the name
of the compacted test-vector file and the serial-port number ( 1
or 2), the software attempts to establish acommunication link
with the IC tester. If the tester does not respond, the PC will
perform two retries (three tries total) before printing an error
message and sounding abeep.
Once communication is established, the PC reads the specified compacted test-vector file, downloads it to the IC tester,
and displays the version number and a formatted operation
menu on the screen. The typical menu offers four device-testing
options and two mode-selection options.
The display also shows three status/information lines. The
first line, Device:, indicates the name of the current or most
recent device being tested, or the name of an identified device.
The second line, Message:, displays messages like Device
Passed and Device Not Found. The third line, Pin Failures:,

Figure 2: Illustration of the information storage in VECCPT.PAS's primary arrays.
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displays pin numbers that failed vector tests when testing aspecified device or an EPROM.
The first menu item, Identify Device, tells the tester to attempt to identify the device in the ZIF socket (the device-identification algorithm supports only devices having the corner
power and ground pins). To identify adevice, the system powers
the ZIF socket for a24-pin device and then applies the first 24pin device test vector (if any) in the device library to the DUT.
If the read-back vector compares favorably to the expected
read-back vector (along with the "don't care" mask), the next
vector for the same device is applied, and so on. This continues
until the DUT passes all the test vectors—indicating proper device identity—or until avector failure occurs. If avector failure
occurs, acheck is made to see which bits in the read-back vector, if any, are different from those sent out in the output vector.
These bits represent pins that must be either output or tristate
pins, and the pin values are noted in an accuracy array.
If the DUT passes all the test vectors, the tester has identified
the device; its name is displayed, and control returns to the
menu. If the DUT fails avector, the next device in the 24-pin
library is checked.
Testing continues until the DUT is identified or no more 24pin devices are left to test. If the program runs out of 24-pin
devices, it clears the accuracy test array and repeats the same
procedure with the 20-pin, then 16-pin, and finally 14-pin devices. Inability to finally identify the part is only the result of
the device not being in the library, or because it is defective.
The second menu item, Test Specified Device, moves the
cursor to the Device line. If any devices have already been
tested or identified, the name of the last device tested is automatically displayed on the line. If you desire to retest the same part
type, press Return (or Enter). If you wish to choose adifferent
device, enter the new device name and press Return to test the
DUT.
By telling the IC tester what type of chip is in the ZIF socket,
all the test vectors for that device will be applied to the device
and checked, regardless of whether they pass or fail. If vector
failures do occur, you'll see the pin numbers on the Pin Failures: line.
The first two menu items represent the operations you will
probably want to do 99 percent of the time and can be done in all
three operating modes. Sometimes, however, you may have
2716 or 2732 EPROMs that you would like to verify are blank.
Menu items 3and 4provide this capability.
In addition to performing ablank check on the EPROM, the
EPROM tests also check for shorts on the EPROM input pins. If
shorted pins are detected, an error message is displayed and the
failed pins are displayed on the Pin Failures: line. Since the
ZIF socket is only 24 pins, the tester cannot accommodate
larger EPROMs.
The third menu selection deals with CMOS logic devices
only. As Idiscussed last month, all the standard 74xx00-series
logic families except the 74C00 series (and some specific devices within other families) are capable of sourcing and sinking
enough current on their outputs for proper operation of the
tester.
The 74C00- series devices ( and the similar 4000-series
CMOS devices) have a problem sinking enough current to
switch logic states when an output is pulled up to + 5volts. Most
of the tests for the 74xx00-series families attempt to load the
device outputs in the direction opposite the expected state (if an
output is expected to go low, it is loaded with apull-up resistor),
causing particular problems when testing the 74C00-series family devices when reading outputs that are expected low, but are
being pulled up.
The remedy for the 4000-series devices is simple: Write all
test vectors for these devices always using apull-down load on

all outputs. In order to keep the 74xx00-series tests the same for
all families, however, Ihad to use adifferent approach. Menu
item 5lets you Set 74Cx Mode.
In this mode, regardless of the original output vector-bit
levels, all output vector bits that correspond to device output
(nontristate) pins are changed to low (pull-down). This allows
the 74C00-series devices to pass the generic 74xx00-series
tests. You can also select this mode for identifying 74C00-series
devices.
The final menu option is Set Diagnostic Mode. This option
is available only when operating the tester in PC-host mode. It
adds an extra line to the bottom of the display, Vector Failures:, to indicate which test vectors failed when testing a
device.
When testing aspecified device (not when identifying adevice)
in diagnostic mode, the Device: line indicates the number of pins
the device has, as well as the ground pin number and the power pin
number. If the device is aclone of another device, this is also indicated, along with the device name of the original device.
If the device being tested fails, the Message: line indicates
how many vectors failed (along with the normal failure message), and the Vector Failures: line indicates the vector numbers of the first 10 failed vectors (or all failed vector numbers, if
fewer than 10 failed). The extra information can prove helpful
when debugging new test vectors.
ROM-Resident Control Program
The IC tester's 8031 assembly language control program provides local support for all three modes. A software-readable,
four-position DIP switch selects mode and data transfer rate,
while astatus LED indicates the tester's current operating disposition (asecond LED acts as apower-on indicator).
continued

Number of bytes
used in VectorTable
array (2bytes)

Start of file

Number of DeviceType 1
array records (2bytes)
Number of DeviceType 2
array records (2bytes)

Number of DeviceType 6
array records ( 2 bytes)

DeviceType 1array information

DeviceType 6array information

End of file

>I

T

VectorTable array information

Figure 3: Format of the vector-compaction file output by
VECCPT.PAS.
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Upon power-up or reset (using the on-board reset button), the
program initializes the 8031's on-chip ports to turn off all power
and ground transistors to the ZIF socket and to place the LCD
interface lines in their appropriate default states.
It then generates abrief delay (nominally, 1second) to provide time for power to stabilize for all devices on the board.
Software then checks two of the DIP switches to determine the
desired data transfer rate and configures the 8031's on-chip
UART to handle serial communications at the specified data
transfer rate.
Once initialization is completed, the program checks another
DIP switch to see if the user has selected PC-host mode or terminal mode. For terminal mode, the system turns on the status
LED (to indicate that aserial operating mode, as opposed to
stand-alone mode, is currently enabled) and sends a sign-on
message and menu out the serial port to the attached terminal.
For PC-host mode, no sign-on message is sent.
In either case, the tester also displays asign-on message on
the optional LCD, if present. In order to select the stand-alone
mode, you merely press the " Identify" push button—which is
constantly polled during both serial operating modes—and the
system will turn off the status LED to indicate stand-alone mode
operation. The only way to return to serial mode operation is by
pressing Reset.
When operating in PC-host mode, the IC tester's ROM program merely responds to commands from the host. Various
commands allow " reset" (power and ground transistors turned
off), software version request, power and ground switch setup,
and DUT output vector application and read-back vector reading. Terminal mode operation is similar to PC-host mode operation, with the exception that you are restricted to the device
library stored in ROM, and the diagnostic mode described
earlier is unavailable.
Stand-alone operation requires no connection to the serial
port, but it does require that you have the LCD installed (see
photo 2). All interaction is via the on-board " Identify" and

CCC IC TESTER
.Terstettil Node
L;LILILULltit

Photo 2: You can use the IC tester in stand-alone mode,
provided you have attached the tester's optional LCD. The
push-button switches in the upper right, lower left, and lower
right control the tester's operation.
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"Retest" push-button switches and the LCD. A DIP switch enables or disables " 74Cx" mode.
Pressing the " Identify" push button causes the tester to attempt to identify the device in the ZIF socket. If the identification is successful, the device name is displayed on the LCD;
otherwise, an identification failure message is displayed.
Once adevice has been identified, you can test other devices
of the same type using the " Retest" push button. The test vectors for the identified device are then applied to the DUT, and
detected pin failures, if any, are displayed on the LCD.
Flexibility
While the Circuit Cellar IC tester represents hundreds of hours
of hardware and software development, the end result is something that was designed to be simple to operate. It clearly offers
agreat deal of flexibility for testing common devices, but it is
also useful for developing tests for custom or proprietary devices like programmable array logic.
In order to test aPAL, you must develop aseries of test vectors that apply bit patterns to the device inputs and watch for
expected output values just like those from any standard 74xx
logic device. The PAL test vectors are based on the logic-transfer functions (the logic equations) of the device.
You compile and name the test vectors and then add them to
the device library. To test PALS, you run the IC tester in the
normal way: Just insert the PAL to be tested in the ZIF socket
(bottom-justified) and specify either the Ident ify Device option (the easier choice) or the Test Specified Device option,
giving the device's name, " PALI ," for example.
In Conclusion
The powerful, yet easy-to-use, Circuit Cellar IC tester can provide testing and identification for innumerable standard and
custom IC devices, in packages ranging from 14 to 24 pins. It's
atool that can save you time and money by catching potential
problems during production, helping debug problem boards,
and by identifying and/or verifying unknown devices or devices
with uncertain operation. The flexibility and capability offered
by this tester were previously available only to those willing to
spend thousands of dollars.
In all honesty, Ihave to admit that the hardware for this project was trivial compared to the enormous software task involved
in creating the operating system and device library. The initial
Revision 1.0 ROM-resident library contains more than 200 generic entries. Considering that ageneric entry of " 7400" can
cover 10 clone entries, the library physically covers about 300
chips. Iowe aspecial debt of gratitude to those who helped put
this project together and saved me from having to deal with all
this software.
Experimenters
While you can order printed circuit boards and kits for the Circuit Cellar IC tester, Iencourage you to build your own. If you
don't mind doing alittle work, Iwill again support your efforts.
A hexadecimal file of the executable code for the IC tester's
8031 EPROM (a27256) is available free for downloading from
my bulletin board at (203) 871-1988. It contains the complete
Revision 1.0 ROM-resident device library and software for
complete stand-alone and terminal mode operation.
Alternatively, you can send me apreformatted IBM PC 5 'A inch disk (2.0 or higher) with return postage, and I'll put the file
on it for you. Please add $5for aprinted copy of the user's manual. Of course, as always, this free software is limited to noncommercial personal use.
Next Month
Build the BCC180 multitasking microcontroller board. •
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Iwould like to personally thank Roger Alford and Bill Potter for
their collaborative efforts on this project. Bill Potter's tireless dedication creating the test- vector library and Roger Alford 'sclever
programming expertise served to make the Circuit Cellar IC tester a
true performer.

Hard Locks
for Soft Parts.

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous Circuit Cellar articles.
Most of these past articles are available in book form from BYTE
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Company, P.O. Box 400, Hightstown, NJ
08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume Icovers articles in BYTE from September 1977 through November 1978. Volume Il covers December
1978 through June 1980. Volume III covers July 1980 through December 1981. Volume /Vcovers January 1982 through June 1983. Volume V
covers July 1983 through December 1984.
It's virtually impossible to provide all the pertinent details of aproject
or cover all the designs I'd like to in the pages of BYTE. For that reason,
Ihave started a24-page bimonthly supplemental publication (with no
advertising) called Circuit Cellar Ink, which presents additional information on projects published in BYTE, new projects, and supplemental
applications-oriented materials. For a one-year subscription, send
$14.95 to Circuit Cellar Ink, P.O. Box 3378, Wallingford, CT 06492,
or call (203) 875-2199.
The following items are available from
CCI
P.O. Box 428
Tolland, CT 06084
(203) 875-2751
Inquiry 945.
I. Circuit Cellar IC tester experimenter's kit for stand-alone or terminal operation. Contains IC tester printed circuit board, 11.0592-megahertz crystal, programmed 27256 EPROM with Revision 1.0 device
library, MAX232 level shifter, Aries 24-pin narrow-format ZIF socket, and manual with complete parts list. ICTOI-EXP $99
2. Circuit Cellar IC tester full printed circuit board kit for stand-alone,
terminal, or PC-host operation. Contains IC tester printed circuit
board, 8031 processor and crystal, programmed 27256 EPROM with
Revision 1.0 device library, Aries 24-pin narrow-format ZIF socket, IC
sockets, all board-mounted components and ICs, PC-host software on
PC format disk, power supply, and manual. ICTOI-FULL $ 179
3. Complete Circuit Cellar IC tester kit with stylish enclosure. Full
printed circuit board kit with all components, right-angle- mounted enclosure adapter board with ZIF socket and LCD, software on PC format
disk, power supply, and manual. ICTO2
$349
4. Two-line by 20-character LCD and 14-pin Berg connector for either
item 1or 2. 2x20 LCD
$32

At Rainbow Technologies, we think protecting
software developers' investments is very serious
business. That's why we designed the first fully
effective security solution for software running on
PCs and other computers.
Our family of virtually impenetrable Software
Sentinel hardware keys provides the highest level of
software protection the developer can get. While
remaining invisible to the end user.
Take alook.

Key Sentinel Family Features.
Prohibits unauthorized use of software oNo need
for copy protection o Unlimited backup copies
Virtually unbreakable o Pocketsize key o Transparent operation oTransportable

Software
Sentinel.

0 Higher level language
interfaces included

O Runs under DOS and Xenix,
on IBM PC/XT/AT and
compatibles
0 Algorithm technique
(Never afixed response)
0 Serial or parallel port version

O Parallel port version only

Software
Sentinel-W.

0 Minimal implementation effort

0 Designed for workstations,
supermicros and minicomputers

0 Higher level language
interfaces included

0 Serial port only ( modem-type)

All payments should be made in U.S. dollars by check, money order,
MasterCard, Visa, or American Express. Surface delivery (U.S. and
Canada only): add $5for U.S., $8for Canada. For delivery to Europe
via U.S. airmail, add $ 14. Three-day air freight delivery: add $ 10 for
U.S. (UPS Blue), $25 for Canada (Purolator overnight), $45 for Europe ( Federal Express), or $60 for Asia and elsewhere in the world
(Federal Express). Shipping costs are the same for one or two units.

oIC) times faster than fixed-

There is an on-line Circuit Cellar bulletin board system that supports
past and present projects. You are invited to call and exchange ideas and
comments with other Circuit Cellar supporters. The 300/1200/2400bps BBS is on-line 24 hours aday at (203) 871-1988.

0 126 bytes of non-volatile
memory that is programmed
before shipment of software

To receive information about the Circuit Cellar Ink newsletter for
hardware designers and developers, please circle 100 on the Reader
Service inquiry card at the back of the magazine.

O Runs under DOS on
PC/XT/AT and compatibles

response devices ( Ims)

Software
Sentinel-C.
0

O

For developers who want to
customize or protect multiple
packages with one device

We supply aunique
programming adapter for
programming the unit

0 Algorithm technique
o w e provide detailed interface
specifications: Developer
creates aport driver
O Interface requirements: 25 pin
DB25P or DB25S;
RS232/RS422/RS423
O

Only signals used: DTR & RTS
from computer; signal ground;
DSR or optional DCD from
Software Sentinel-W or external
device. TXD, RXD, CIS, RI
passed through.

Call For Software Sentinel
Evaluation Kit Pricing.

International fleistrkeutors Wanted

ee RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
18011-A MITCHELL SOUTH
(714) 261-0228
TELEX: 386078

Circle 253 on Reader Service Card

IRTANE, CA 92714 USA
FAX: (714) 241-Q269
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Top off a512K IBM
AT's memory to 640K
and add another
128K beyond that

1

Add expanded
memory to programs
supporting the
Lotus/Intel/
Microsoft
specification 32

El

MAXET'memory works above 640K
for only $195.
Break through the 640K barrier.

Installation is asnap.

MAXIT increases your PC's available
memory beyond 640K. And it does
it for only $ 195.
MAXIT includes a2561: half-size
memory card that works above
640K. MAXIT will
• Add up to 96K above 640K to alt
programs.
• Run memory resident programs
above 640K.
• Top oft an IBM AT's memory from
512K to 640K.
• Expand 1-2-3 Release lA or 20
worksheet memory by up to 256K.
• Add expanded memory above
640K to programs like Symphony 1.1.

MAXIT works automatically You
don't have to learn asingle new
command.
If you have questions, our customer support people will answer
them, fast. MAXIT is backed by a
one-year warranty and a30-day
money- back guarantee.

Big gain — no pain.
Extend the productive lite of your,
IBM PC, XT, AT or compatible. Build
more complex spreadsheets and
databases without upgrading your
present software.

Order toll free 1-800-227-0900.
MAXIT is just $ 195 plus $4shipping, and applicable state sales tax.
Buy MAXIT today and solve your
PC's memory crisis. Call Toll free 1800-227-0900 ( In California 800772-2531).
We accept VISA, MC, AE, and DC.
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Ramachandran Bharath

Information Theory
How much information amessage
contains depends on the extent
to which it resolves uncertainty
orne things are easy to recognize but difficult to
define or measure. Beauty is one of these. Information is another. We all intuitively recognize information, but in concrete terms, exactly
what is it? How do you measure how much information amessage contains? Information theory, or communication theory, tries to answer these questions. It is substantially the
creation of one scientist, Dr. Claude E. Shannon of Bell Research
Laboratories. The book The Mathematical Theory of Communication by Shannon and Warren Weaver (see reference 1) is one
of the classics of twentieth-century science.
What Is Communication?
The key problem that Shannon was trying to solve concerned
transmitting messages through various channels: telephone,
television, radio, and so on. All transmission channels have one
drawback: They tend to partly change or corrupt the message
being transmitted due to accidental errors or random signals that
get mixed up with the intentional signals. This corrupting factor
is generically called noise, whether it is actual noise on aradio
or telephone, garbled telegraphic signals, or flicker on aTV.
Shannon's specific concern was: What, if anything, can you do
to counteract the effect of noise and transmit messages as faithfully as possible?
This leads to the question of how you measure information.
You must be able to measure the information being sent and the
information being received, so that you can compare them and
see how much has been lost due to noise interference.
The basic structure of communication, as defined in Shannon
and Weaver's book, breaks down into what happens at the transmitting end (see figure la) and what happens at the receiving
end (see figure lb). All information to be communicated is represented in some suitable code and sent over atransmission
channel. At the receiving end, the information is received and
decoded. During transmission, noise becomes mixed up with
the actual signals being sent from the information source.
This concept of communication is broad enough to cover the
process of storing information for later use, whether on paper,
on disk, or in computer memory. The only difference between
this process and more immediate communication is the delay,
the indefinite amount of time between when the information is
coded and placed in the "channel" and when it is received and
decoded.
In principle, however, storing information for later use fits
into the same schematic diagram (figures la and lb); thus,

Shannon's concept of information is significant far beyond the
specific problems he considered.
Measuring Bits of Information
Information theory is based on certain key assumptions, or postulates, that are inherently plausible and reasonable. However,
the ultimate justification is that logical conclusions drawn from
these postulates have led to useful and effective solutions to reallife problems.
One assumption of information theory is that amessage is not
significant by itself; it is significant in the context of all the other
possible messages that could have been sent. When amessage
tells you something that you already know, it's reasonable to say
that the message conveys no information; there was no other
possible message. For example, if you have a10-year-old son,
and someone tells you that you have ason, no information has
been conveyed. On the other hand, under different circumstances (when more than one message is possible), the same
message could convey some information. For example, if you
are in the hospital delivery room, and someone tells you that you
have ason, some information has been conveyed.
"The significant aspect is that the actual message is one selected from aset ofpossible messages" (
Shannon and Weaver).
The greater the number of possible messages, the greater the
amount of information conveyed. In other words, how much information amessage contains depends on the extent to which it
resolves uncertainty.
You could also say that the more probable amessage is, the less
information it conveys. For instance, amessage selected from aset
of only one possible message has aprobability of 100 percent, or
1, and conveys no information. A message selected from aset of
two equally probable messages, each with aprobability of %, conveys some information, while amessage from aset of three ( probability of %) conveys even more, and so on.
The amount of information increases as the probability of the
message decreases; they are inversely related, but in exactly what
proportions? You could say that the information content of amessage with aprobability of pl is l/p 1 , but this doesn't give zero
information content for amessage with aprobability of 1.
Shannon suggested amore definite form for relating information content and message probability. He argued that you can
measure information so that the total amount conveyed by two
messages is equal to the sum of the information conveyed by
each of them; in other words, the information conveyed by a
series of messages is additive.
If you have two messages, one with aprobability ofpl and the
continued
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sages, yes or no, in regard to some decision, and the two are
equally probable. The message could be sent as yes or no, using
8 repbits for each character, 24 for yes or 16 for no, with an
average of 20 repbits. However, in terms of information theory,
for two equally probable messages, each with aprobability of
IA, each has an information content of log 2(1/%), or log 22, or 1
infobit; and the average is also 1infobit.
Thus, the number of repbits is not necessarily equal to the
number of infobits, but there is aconnection. You could say that
the number of infobits is the smallest number of repbits required. If there are only two possible messages and you use a
code of 0 for no and 1for yes, then amessage of 1repbit is
enough. Similarly, if there are four possible messages, each
with aprobability of 14, the number of infobits needed is 2; the
minimum number of repbits required is also 2.
What if you have three messages, each with aprobability of
/(1/(pl xp2)) = /( 1/p1) + /( 11p2) ,
%? According to Shannon's equation, the number of infobits is
where / denotes quantity of information. According to Shannon,
log 23 = 1.58 infobits, and the average information content is
also 1.58 infobits. But repbits can only be whole numbers, so
the only mathematical relationship that satisfies this requirement is: The quantity of information associated with aprobabilhow does this work?
You need at least 2repbits to distinguish between the three
ity ofpl is
alternatives. But with 2repbits, you could actually handle four
alternatives, so you're wasting some of the capacity of the 2rep/(1/p1) = log(l/p1).
bits for sending messages. You could reduce this waste if you
code blocks of such messages, rather than sending each one inThis, then, is Shannon's fundamental equation for measuring
dividually.
quantity of information.
If you code blocks of 10 such messages, the whole block
Briefly, the logarithm of any number to aparticular base is
could contain 31°, or 59,049, alternative forms. If you use a
defined as the power to which you must raise the base to get that
string of 16 binary signals, you can have 2' 6,or 65,536, alternanumber. For example, the log of 1000 to the base 10 is 3, since
tive forms. Since a string of 16 binary signals is more than
10 x 10 x 10, or 10 3,is 1000. So what base should Shannon's
enough to handle 10 of these three-alternative messages, on the
equation use? Base 2seems anatural choice because, in the simaverage you need only 1%0,or 1.6, repbits to represent the averplest case where one of two equally probable messages is seage three-alternative message.
lected, each with aprobability of %, the quantity of information
An alternative name that Shannon gave to the average amount
is log(1/%), or log2. The log of 2to the base 2is 1. Thus, the
of information is entropy, aterm from thermodynamics. One
amount of information contained in each of these two messages
interpretation of the amount of entropy in aphysical system conequals one unit. The average amount of information also equals
cerns the degree of uncertainty about which of many possible
one unit.
states of the system is actually realized at different stages. ShanShannon chose the name bit for this unit for measuring the
non chose this name because of the analogy between realizing
amount of information. Let's call it an infobit, since it isn't quite
one of many possible states and choosing one of many possible
the same as abit in computer storage, which represents informamessages, and also because the mathematical equations for caltion (let's call that arepbit). Thus, if amessage with aprobaculating thermodynamic entropy and average quantity of inforbility of % is chosen out of four equally likely messages, the
amount of information would be log 2(11'4), or log 24, or 2 mation were similar.
Thus, the fractional entropy represents the average amount of
infobits.
repbits required if you code the messages in sufficiently long
To see the difference, as well as the connection between repbits and infobits, suppose you are expecting one of two mes- blocks instead of one at atime. The longer the block of messages, the closer the calculation of 1.6 repbits moves to the 1.58
average that the entropy calculation gives.
In reality, messages aren't usually aseries of signal§ indicatInformation source
Transmitter
Signal
ing which of different messages is being sent; they are aseries of
(codes message) ( channel)
characters selected from acharacter set or alphabet. If you consider each choice of acharacter as a " minimessage," aselection
from the set of all possible characters, the method still applies.
Noise
You can think of an overall message as along series of such
minimessages.

other with aprobability of p2, you could say that the quantity of
information these messages convey is related to 1/p1 and 1/p2,
respectively. However, if you think of the two as acompound
message, the probability becomes pl x p2. For example, if pl
is % and p2 is %, there is aone-in-three chance of the first message being selected. If it is chosen, there is only aone-in-five
chance that the second message will also be chosen. Thus, the
chances of the compound message being sent are '/3 x 1
/
5,
or 1
/5.
Thus, the information content of this compound message should
be related to 1/(pl xp2).
The concept of additivity requires that the information content associated with a1/(pl xp2) probability be the sum of the
information content associated with l
ip !and that associated
with 11p2. Therefore,

Figure la: The process that occurs at the transmission end
of communicating amessage.

Signal

>

Receiver
(decodes)

Figure lb: The corresponding process that occurs at the
receiving end.
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Probable and Improbable Characters
What happens if the relative frequencies or probabilities of the
various characters you use are not equal? Let's consider an
alphabet with only two characters, A and B (see reference 2). If
A and B have equal probabilities, the information content of
each is log 2(1/%), or log 22, or 1infobit. The average information content of this alphabet is also 1infobit.
However, if A and B are not equally probable, and A occurs
twice as often as B, their probabilities are % and 'A, and their
information contents, log 2(1/%) and log 2(1/ %), respectively.
continued
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Even with noise, you can transmit
error-free messages if you are willing to
transmit somewhat longer messages.
So, what's the average information content of this alphabet?
Since A occurs % of the time, it should have more weight, and B
should have less. Thus, the average information content is (% x
log 2( 11%)) + (% x log 2(1/%)), or 0.918 infobits.
Wait aminute. If you have two characters, how can you possibly use less than 1repbit to distinguish between them, even if
you code them as blocks? For example, if you use blocks of two
characters, you have four possible strings, AA, AB, BA, and
BB; how can you code them in less than 2 repbits and get an
average per character of less than 1repbit?
This is where probability enters in. The probability of an AA
is % x %, or %; aBB is only % x %, or %; and an AB or aBA is
% x %, or %. If you use variable lengths of code, short ones for
the more frequent, or probable, strings and longer ones for the
rarer strings, then you can code the blocks, as in table 1.
By using unequal code lengths, the weighted average of the
number of repbits used for astring of two symbols becomes (%
x 1) + (% x 2) + (% x 3) + (% x 3), or 96. Thus, the average
number of repbits per symbol is '%/2, or / 8, or 0.9444, which
is less than 1. Hamming shows, similarly, that by using strings
of three, four, or more symbols, you can move closer to the theoretical average of 0.918 repbits per symbol.
Incidentally, this highlights avery important point: Calculations of information content or entropy don't indicate how you
should code to achieve the minimum number of repbits required; they only show that apossibility of more efficient coding
exists. The "how" question is dealt with by coding theory, the
practical realization of the theoretical possibilities established
by information theory.
You can extend the idea of weighted average to character sets
of any size. For instance, let's consider the set of 26 letters that
is the English alphabet, plus aspace, and ignore for the moment
punctuation, signs, and so on. If the 27 characters are equally
likely, then the probability for each is 1
%7,and the information
content for each is log 2(1/% 7), or log 227, or 4.75 infobits. The
average amount of information for this character set is also 4.75
infobits per character. This process actually attaches aweight of
1
%7to each character, so that the average is (% 7 x log 227) + (% 7
X log 227) . . . repeated 27 times with asum of log 227.
However, the characters are not equally likely—for instance,
E's are common, and Q's are rare. Estimates are that the probability of aspace is 0.18, an E, 0.11, aC, 0.02, and so on for all
the characters. Shannon and Weaver used such figures to calculate the weighted average amount of information:
17 1

(0.18 x log 2(1/0.18)) + (0.11 x log 2 x 1/0.11) + . . .
They estimated that this gives an average information content of
4.1 bits per character. The fact that the average is now lower

Table 1: Using probabilities to lower the average number
of repbits required to encode blocks of characters.
AA with
AB with
BA with
BB with

probability of 4/9 is coded as
1
probability of 2/9 is coded as 01
probability of 2/9 is coded as 000
probability of 1/9 is coded as 001

makes sense because uncertainty is largest when the characters
are equally likely. The reverse is also true.
Shannon used the word redundancy to capture the concept
that acharacter set may have less entropy than the maximum it is
capable of. In our 27-character English alphabet, the redundancy is expressed as (4.7 - 4.1)/4.7, or almost 13 percent. Actually, the redundancy in the English language is even higher.
Not only are the characters not equally likely, but their probabilities depend on what characters precede them. (Consider the
probabilities of the different characters when the previous one is
a Q!) Taking these factors into account, the redundancy in
English text is estimated to be higher than 13 percent.
Noisy Channels
Redundancy is not necessarily abad thing; it is actually aprotection against noise. Shannon's theorem for noisy channels establishes that even with noise, you can transmit error-free messages if you are willing to transmit somewhat longer messages.
In other words, by introducing redundancy and using longer
messages, you can effectively defeat noise.
This theorem appears counterintuitive: How can you possibly
transmit error-free messages despite the occurrence of random
errors and message corruption? Consider acase where the two
characters, 0and 1, in the commonly used binary alphabet are
transmitted with equal probabilities. If you had a noiseless
channel, the entropy of this character set would be 1infobit, and
you could transmit these characters using 1repbit per character.
But suppose the channel is not entirely reliable. When a0is
transmitted, 90 percent of the time (aprobability of 0.9) the
channel transmits it as a0, but 10 percent of the time (aprobability of 0.1) the channel corrupts the 0into a1. Similarly, when
a1is transmitted, 90 percent of the time it goes through as a1,
but 10 percent of the time it is corrupted into a0.
With anoiseless channel, when you receive a0or a 1, you
have no uncertainty as to what was sent. But with anoisy channel, when you receive a0, you know that it could really be a0,
which happens A x 0.9, or 0.45, of the time, or it could be a1
that was corrupted into a0, which happens A x0.1, or 0.05, of
the time. So, in the 50 percent of cases when you receive a0,
there is a0.45/0.50, or 0.9, probability that it is a0 and a
0.05/0.50, or 0.1, probability that it is a1. Applying the concept of weighted average, you can say that when a0is received,
you have an average uncertainty of (0.9 x log 2(1/0.9)) + (0.1
X log 2(1/0.1)), or 0.469. (The same is true for a1.)
In other words, with a noiseless channel, the transmitted
message with an entropy of 1infobit is received with 1 — 1, or
0, uncertainty. However, with anoisy channel, the uncertainty
is not reduced totally; rather, it is reduced by 1 — 0.469, or
0.531. The amount by which the uncertainty is reduced (in this
case, 0.531) is called the capacity of the channel.
You can draw an important conclusion from this: If the
source has one unit of entropy and amessage 1repbit long, you
can receive the message with no uncertainty. But because of the
noise, since each transmitted message of 1repbit can reduce the
uncertainty by only 0.531, the source must send amessage of
1/0.531, or 1.88, repbits to completely eliminate the uncertainty. For an example of entropy calculations, see listing 1.
[Editor's note: Listing 1is available in BASIC source code for
the IBM PC and compatibles as ENTROPY. BAS on BIX, on
BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement.
See "Program Listings" in the table of contents. To "find"
source code in the Listings areas in BIX and BYTEnet, search by
article title, author, or issue date. Some archivedfiles may contain numerous listings for asingle article. A description of the
file also accompanies each entry.]
Now, other questions begin to arise. What happens if the two
continued
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characters are not equally probable? What is the capacity of the
channel, or its ability to reduce uncertainty when you have more
than two characters? What is the capacity of an asymmetric
binary channel; that is, if the probabilities of corruption of the
two characters aren't the same? (The previous example is called
asymmetric channel, because you have taken equal probabilities
of distortion, 0.10, for the two characters.) And, finally, how
do you actually find acode that lets you move toward this theoretical average length of 1.88 repbits?
Despite these qualifications, Shannon's second theorem explains that you can counter the distorting effects of noise. A recent article by Dr. Mark Cartwright in New Scientist highlights
this point (see reference 3). He observes that an alternative way
of combating noise might be to repeat the message to make sure
it is received correctly. But, he says, " Compare this length of
time (i.e., amessage 1.88 times longer than the actual message)
with that needed for simple repetition, where the higher the accuracy required, the greater the number of times you must re-

Listing 1: Ashort BASIC program that calculates
entropy.
10

REM THIS

PROGRAM WAS

STREAMLINED

DEBUGGED

BY PROF

JUNE

20

CLS

30

DIM S$(40),PROB(40)

40

LET

50

INPUT " How many different

ENTROPY =
there

in

60

PRINT

70

FOR

80

PRINT " Type
PRINT "

symbols

in

symbol # ";

frequency.

the

two

using

INDEX ; "

a comma. ( REMEMBER

100

PRINT " MUST

110

INPUT

120

ENTROPY =

130

PROB(INDEX)*LOG(1/PROB(INDEX) )
NEXT INDEX

140

REM ENTROPY CALCULATIONS
LET

PRINT

170

ADD

UP

TO

1.00)

UR

S$(INDEX),PROB(INDEX)

BASE
160

and

Separate"

FREQUENCIES "

RELATIVE

150

are

alphabet ? ", NUMBER

1 TO NUMBER

relative
90

0

your

INDEX =

AND

PARSONS OF NMU

ENTROPY +

USE

LOGS

TO

THE

2

ENTROPY = ENTROPY/LOG(2)

PRINT " Entropy

180

PRINT :

is ",

ENTROPY

PRINT

190

PRINT " Symbol","Probability"

200

FOR

210

PRINT

220

NEXT

230

END

INDEX =

1 TO NUMBER

S$(INDEX),PROB(INDEX)
INDEX

Figure 2: A balance scale of the type used in the heavy-coin
problem.
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peat the message, and you have some indication of the power of
Shannon's theorem."
As another illustration, let's consider one well-known type of
puzzle. If you have 12 coins, and you know that one of them is
heavier than the rest, what is the minimum number of weighings
needed to identify the heavy coin? The device you have for
weighing is apair of scales with pans, so that if you put equal
weights on the pans, it hangs horizontally; otherwise, it tilts (see
figure 2). From an information-theory point of view, you can
say that initially since any one of the 12 coins could be the
heavier one, the amount of uncertainty or entropy is (% 2
log 212) + ( Y
12 x log 212) ... 12 times, or log 212. Thus, the
uncertainty is log 212 infobits.
You need to gather enough information to be able to identify
the heavy coin. Suppose you divide the coins into three sets of
four, one set on the left pan, one on the right pan, and one left
out. If the pans balance, you know the heavy coin is in the set
left out; if they don't, you know which pan contains the heavy
coin. In any case, you know which set of four includes the heavy
coin. Now, you have only four possibilities, so the uncertainty
becomes log 24. With one weighing, you have gained information equal to log 212 — log 24. In other words, you had three possibilities with three sets of four, and you have eliminated the uncertainty, so you have gained information equal to log 23. Due to
the nature of logarithms, log 2(a) — log 2(b) is the same as
log 2(a/b); thus, log 212 — log 24 = 423.
How many weighings do you need? While the first weighing
reduced the uncertainty to log 24, each weighing can reduce the
uncertainty at most by log 23 (less if the probabilities of the three
alternatives are not equal). Thus, asecond weighing won't always be enough to identify the heavy coin, but athird weighing
should be. Information theory states that you should expect to
use three weighings, but as with coding, it doesn't provide the
procedure.
After identifying the set of four coins, A, B, C, and D, that
contains the heavy coin, you would like to divide the set into
three equal groups to generate another log 23bits of information.
But you can't divide four coins into three equal groups, so you
use four groups of one coin each. First, you put A and B on the
pans, one on each, and leave out C and D. This may be enough
to identify the heavy coin; if A and B don't balance, obviously
you have found it. However, if they do balance, you need athird.
You can balance C against A and either identify C as the heavy
coin, or conclude that it must be D. This example can be extended to cases where you know only that one of the coins is a
different weight, either heavier or lighter; you don't know
which. This generates 24 possibilities instead of 12.
Rather than pursuing this puzzle further, however, let's look
at its practical relevance to data processing. Suppose you want to
search afile to locate aparticular item, for instance, a•specific
person's employee record. Files are usually arranged in order
according to some key. For example, each employee may have
an identification number, and the employee file may be arranged in order of increasing ID numbers. One popular technique is the binary search, in which you compare the ID number
of the person you are looking for with the ID number in the middle of the file. Since the file is ordered, you can tell whether to
look further in the first half or the second half, depending on
whether the ID you want is less than or greater than the ID in the
middle. Then you repeat the operation with the appropriate half
to continue the search, and so on.
This process is similar to the heavy-coin problem. In this
case, you are generating log 22bits of information, by identifying which half you should search next, while in the heavy-coin
problem, you generated log 23 bits of information with each
weighing, by identifying which subset contained the heavy coin.
continued
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Thus, if the employee file contains records for 90 people, you
should allow about log 290/log 22, or log 290, comparisons to locate the record you want. Sometimes you might be lucky and
find it in fewer comparisons. This kind of calculation can be of
practical importance in deciding which of several different
search techniques would require less time.
Another practical application of information theory in data
processing would be sorting. You can analyze sorting in terms
of the uncertainty, or entropy, in an unsorted file compared
with asorted file as well.
Quantity vs. Quality
Extensive applications arising from the theory of information
have been made in the obvious areas, such as television channels, telephone lines, and computer networks. However, information theory's applications in such frontier areas as speech
processing, speech synthesis and recognition, optical-character
recognition, music synthesis, and so on, are of even greater interest. Information Theory for Technologists by M. J. Usher
(see reference 4) contains asummary of these applications.
One shortcoming of information theory is its restriction to the
efficient transmission of messages without any regard for their
meaning. For instance, achoice between two equally probable
messages has an information content of 1infobit, but the significance of the messages may be vastly different from ahuman
point of view. For example, there is avast difference in significance between the two messages " rain tomorrow" and " no rain
tomorrow," and the two messages " earthquake tomorrow" and
"no earthquake tomorrow."
Saying that information theory deals only with the quantity of
information and not its quality may be avalid criticism. How-

Give

ever, Shannon carefully pointed out that the theory was concerned only with the efficient transmission of messages and not
with their semantics. Originally, the theory of probability dealt
only with the chances of alternative events. In due course, it was
extended to handle the relative values of the different events by
incorporating the ideas of profits and losses associated with the
outcomes. Similar extensions may arise as information theory is
applied more and more to the frontier areas.
The qualitative implications of information theory, the implications of redundancy, and how these ideas have found application in areas much wider than the transmission of information
are discussed in afascinating book by Jeremy Campbell, Grammatical Man (
see reference 5). •
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A Firsthand Report
John H. Maier

The State of
Chinese Computing
Chinese microcomputers, which are
compatible with world standards,
might soon be competing alongside
IBM and Apple
he People's Republic of China has had its own
supercomputer (the 100-million-instructionsper-second Galaxy) since 1984 and its own vector-array processor (the 100-MIPS 757) since
the early 1980s. It has its own microcomputers,
too: China's total annual production is now estimated at 70,000
microcomputers, of which about 25,000 are IBM PC XT-compatible " Great Wall" machines, manufactured by the China
Computer Development Corp. (CCDC) in the suburbs of
Beijing.
Alternately, though in lesser demand, CCDC factories also
make aMotorola 68000 multiuser Unix-based system called the
BCMS 68000. This machine capitalizes on the growing popularity of Unix, which is astrong contender for the computing
environment of choice in China. The Chinese Academy of Sciences began publishing translated Unix materials 3years ago.
During the same time, over 2000 medium and large Western
computer systems were installed in Chinese universities and
elsewhere, filling a void caused by the earlier antitechnology
chaos of the Cultural Revolution ( 1966-76). A large number of
those newly installed machines run Unix.
Chinese Silicon Valley
While China's microcomputer volume doesn't yet match the
million or more microcomputers that will sell in the U.S. this
year, China's microcomputer growth is still exponential when
you consider that there were none afew years ago. It's been only
about 10 years since the first microcomputer was garage-built in
California's Silicon Valley. Now, an ocean away, Shanghai and
Beijing are claiming their own Silicon Valleys, even translating
the term literally into Chinese as guigou.
China's competence in domestic computer production is
growing. While we probably won't see flashy technology yet,
by the early 1990s we can expect China to enter world competitiveness in the global low-end microcomputer sales. Ibelieve
"Made in China" microcomputers, compatible with world standards, will become accepted and prevalent consumer commodities in the Third World, as well as the U.S. and Europe.
Several recent events signal this development. China's top
leadership has specifically targeted microcomputers as ahome
growth industry (while willingly importing machines for most
medium-range requirements). Unlike afew years ago, the Chinese are no longer interested in importing microprocessors, but

they are interested in importing manufacturing processes.
Thus, in recent years, various joint ventures have been signed
with IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Sperry, Wang, Gould, Burroughs,
ComputerLand, Solar (French), and others. As one Chinese
strategist put it, " Instead of the first, second, and third machines being imported, for microcomputers the formula will
now become: The first machine is imported, the second machine is made in China, and the third machine is exported."
A recent congressional study, Technology Transfer to China,
has opened up discussion of terminating completely the multinational (COCOM, Japan, and most of NATO) export controls
on China, by which everything in computer technology sold to
China requires alicense. This would effectively make China an
equal trading partner with the free world, a status previously
denied China. At the same time, the still relatively embargoed
Soviet Union, for example, has yet to produce amicrocomputer
that can be widely used and serviced domestically.
Meeting China's Needs with Its Own Resources
In June, Iattended the Beijing Second International Conference
on Computers and Applications, sponsored by the U.S. IEEE
Computer Society and the Chinese Computer Federation, and
hosted by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. Most impressive at
the five-day conference was the diversity of attendance from
other countries and the breadth of Chinese participation. Seventeen countries (most of Europe, the U.S., Canada, Australia,
and some of Asia) were represented by over 300 computer scientists presenting about 160 papers. Of the 100 or so Chinese
computer scientists, more than 60 presented papers on topics
ranging from local-area networks to elegant microcomputerbased multilingual word-processing systems (asingle word-processing package developed by aprofessor from distant Xinjiang
runs on aPC XT under aChinese variant of DOS and handles
four diverse Chinese dialects).
A State Council official from the Office for the Vitalization of
the Electronics Industry Leading Group, Li Xianglin, opened
the conference with aspeech in which he said China had over
"170,000 computer professionals and [is] expected to need a
million by the year 2000." Xianglin also said that China would
need to produce amillion microcomputers by 1990, up from the
300,000 in mid- 1987 (about half of them imported). To meet
such agoal, China's microcomputer production will have to increase by 500 percent over the next 3years.
The Chinese Computer Federation (equivalent to the IEEECS) is very well organized. Formed in 1985, it now has over
25,000 national members and local societies and chapters in
every province in China. The CCF has active committees (see
continued

John H. Maier is organizing a wide-area computer network
(BITNE7) in and with the People's Republic of China. You can
reach him at 8830 Sandcastle Court, Fort Worth, TX 761 79.
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Figure 1: The Chinese Computer Federation's impressive organizational backing has triggered the exponential growth of
personal computers and the development of "guigou" ("silicon valleys") in the People's Republic of China.
figure 1) and aschedule that includes several international computer conferences ayear, plus over 50 domestic ones. Its constitution follows the guidelines: " Let ahundred flowers blossom
and ahundred schools of thought contend; fully develop academic democracy and encourage free academic discussion."
The CCF publishes eight professional journals, which have a
total annual distribution of 700,000 copies. The CCF has also
produced an authoritative English-Chinese computer science
dictionary with 220,000 copies printed.
Building an Industry from Scratch
The CCF's Computer Education and Popularization Committees, tasked to spread computer science to China's 1.1 billion
citizens, is now busy preparing 50 different computer-related
self-study courses, completing other books for popularizing
computer science, and editing a teenagers' computer-knowledge competition series. The CCF also prepares newspaper columns for five of the largest dailies in China. Finally, the CCF
acts as an adviser in policy matters to China's government and
participates in international activities. In short, the CCF is
doing an effective job in acountry that is clearly in the process
of rapidly joining the global information-technology revolution.
China's computer industry infrastructure, it seems, is beginning to percolate and is gaining momentum. China's leaders at
the highest levels recognize what they are now calling "the global new-technology revolution." They understand the important
inherent links between computers and information technology.
They see microcomputers as fueling widespread accessibility of
the technology, taking it out of the custody of the scientists and
putting it into the hands of the people. Walking along one of the
lanes near Beijing University now, every other shop is a "computer disco" where any Western hacker would feel comfortable.
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Further, China wants to make the transition from export of
handicrafts to export of technology-intensive products, which
will enable China to earn more foreign exchange and import
Western high-end technology (e.g., DEC VAXes and IBM
30:ocs) necessary for its own larger modernization program,
with goals for both the year 2000 and the year 2050.
In fact, there may be other opportunities for China. Denis
Simon of MIT has noted that China might develop software
markets abroad. " Given the potential to build a ` clean' software
industry (unencumbered by previous generations [of] installed
code), it is likely that China will close the prevailing software
gap at afaster pace than hardware. This may result in asignificant Chinese presence in global software markets," says Simon.
As avariation, for example, one California firm, the Shanghai Software Consortium, has been farming programming
piecework to auniversity in Shanghai, sending specifications
and getting back debugged code at 60 percent of the going cost
in the Bay Area. The Chinese programmers are highly overqualified scientists eager to earn foreign exchange with which they
might then buy aMacintosh or MicroVAX.
Unencumbered by billions of lines of existing code, China
might leapfrog into the software market, starting clean from the
4.5 (or wherever it is we are now) generation. Expert-system
technology, for example, is now well known in China; a
MYCIN-like Chinese traditional medical-diagnostics system
appeared in China several years ago.
Thus, China may metamorphose in afashion similar to Japan,
economically and technologically. China has one of the 10 largest economies in the world, growing at ahealthy 5percent to 7
percent annually. Its GNP is expected to top $ 1.5 trillion by the
year 2000. Many economists now say, in fact, that the twentyfirst century will be the century of the Pacific Basin. •
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Technical Specifications
ACER 11008 CPU 80386, 4.77/6/8/10/12/16 MHz switchable. Socket for
80387 math coprocessor. 8 slots for 32-bit, 16-bit AT compatible, 8- bit PC
compatible. RAM 1MB, system maximum 16MB. 1FDD, 1.2MB. Microsofte
MS-ffleSe 3.2., GW-BASICe 3.2.
ACER 1100E As 11008 plus 1WDD, 40MB, 28ms.
Microsoft MS-DOS Is a registered trademark ol Microsoft Corporation.
PC-AT is a registered trademark of Internahonal Business Machines Corporatton.

Acer Technologies Corporation
401 Charcot Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131.
Tel: ( 408) 922-0333. Fax: ( 408) 922-0176.
Toll-free nos: ( 800) 782-1155 ( CA only), ( 800) 538-1542.
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PICK BIX
BRAINS
.101,11.•-•

... With a10 Day Trial Membership
If you've thought about joining BIX
before but weren't sure it was what you
needed, now is the time to try it Because
now for alimited time, we're inviting
you to try MX for 10 days. If at any
time during this 10 day trial period you
don't feel BIX has made you amore
knowledgeable microcomputer user,
we'll refund your entire registration
fee. You pay only for time spent on the
system.* (
See log-on instructions for
hourly rates).
Explore BIX in your home or office.
Put its power to work for you and unleash your full microcomputer potential
— programming, designing, specifying,
researching — and more.
Try MX for 10 full days and see what
it can do for you. Explore more than
160 conferences. Access vendor support.
Speak to expert consultants. Research
new products and systems, and download public domain software.
Prepare yourself for success
It takes asharp mind and hard work
to stay ahead, and having the right
tools helps.
Today, you can put one of the most
powerful instruments for career advancement to work for you: BIX.

•Learn about new products before
they hit the market.
•Get quality marketplace feedback on
the products you're thinking of purchasing before you invest
•Research problems and find the solutions that no one else has been able
to render.
•Access some of the most advanced
public domain software available in
the industry
•Increase your working knowledge
of micros to make more confident
purchasing decisions and recommendations.
Join BD( and arm yourself with
the latest in microcomputerrelated information
B1X's exclusive Microbytes newswire
gives you complete, daily, up-to-date
computer industry information. You'll
gain insight from BYTE editors and writers who analyze new products and their
potential impact, inform you of the
latest mergers and acquisitions, and report late-breaking news from important
seminars and conferences.
Talk to colleagues worldwide
You'll stay on top of your company's

business with B1X's electronic mail
service.
"Talk" to your east coast, west coast
— even European — contacts all in the
same day.
Or, simply communicate with other
111X users worldwide. Share information
and ideas privately, or in conference.
Choose any option for
online access with aone dine
$39 membership fee
•Corporate invoiced accounts with
aminimum of five registered users.
(A BIX first! Your company can
pay for your usage.)
•Use American Express, Visa or
MasterCard.
•Pre-purchase group accounts with
fewer than five members.
•Individual Pre-purchase: draw
against pre-paid time.
Use credit cards for immediate
access or call the BIX Helpline for information on any other payment option at,
1-800-227-2983 (from U.S. and Canada)
603-924-7681 ( in New Hampshire
and elsewhere).
Act now! Our 10 day trial offer is
subject to cancellation at any time.

'To notify BIX that you wish to discontinue service at any time during the trial period, call the SIX Helpline, and your entire membership fee will be refunded.
"SIX can be accessed via Tymnet throughout the U.S. and Canada. For the Tymnet number nearest you. call the SIX Helpline or Tpinet at 1-800-336-0149.
+If your local Tymnet number is atoll call you will receive additional charges from your local phone company at their prevailing rate.
t•Continental U.S. Tymnet rates. Rates from other areas are available from BM
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BIX is easy to join
To log-on to 131X, simply:
Set your computer's telecommunications
program for full-duplex. 8bit characters, no
parity 1stop bit OR -bit characters, even parity.
1stop bit. tse 300 or 1200 baud.
Call your Tymnet number ** and respond a.s follows:
Tymnet Prompt

You Enter

Mter you register, you'll automatically be taken
to the BIX Learn Conference, an online tutorial
that will show you how to begin using the system
immediately. Time spent in the Learn Conference
is FREE. Complete system documentation will be
sent to you within afew days.
Access time will be billed at the following
hourly rates.i.

Garble or request for
"terminal identifier"

a

Off-Peak Time s11 '
hr. ( S9 BIX, S2 Tymnet)ft

login:

bix<CR>

(PM — 6AM avekdays all

BIX Rig° name:

bix.12 - < CR>

Peak Time

s201r.

day weekends and bolidap)
(S12 BIX, 58 Tymnet

PM weekdays)
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One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

When Your Computer Sends An S.O.S.
It Can Cost You Plenty.
-SECTOR NOT FOUND

-DATA ERROR

-NON-SYSTEM DISK OR DISK ERROR

•FILE ALLOCATION TABLE BAD

•GENERAL FAILURE

•READ FAULT

-DISK ERROR READING FAT

-ERROR READING

•BAD DATA

-DISK NOT READY

•WRITE FAULT

-ABORT, RETRY, IGNORE

-INVALID DRIVE SPECIFICATION

•BAD SECTOR

•PLUS HUNDREDS MORE !!!

revolutionary, new way
You can successfully attack
The costliest problem
A

In business computing today.
No matter what they say, every one of
these messages usually means: data
loss due to hard disk failure. Part of your
business is suddenly missing- in- action.
So you call technical support.
Pay for unnecessary repair or replacement.
Pay overtime attempting to recover or
reconstruct as much of your scrambled
information as possible. Spend your
valuable time soothing customers' ruffled
feathers because one of your computers is
"down." Again.
Think about it amoment: how much have
these disguised hard disk error messages
already cost you in unrecoverable data, time
and torture?

Now for the shocker: your average
business user sees these disguised hard disk
failures many times each year! But it
doesn't have to be that way anymore ...
The good news is:
Disk Technician" and Disk Technician+tm
Automated Al Software Systems virtually
eliminate these DOS error messages by
eliminating the hard disk problems that
cause them. Both are designed to work with
IBM PC, XT, AT and true clones.
Disk Techniciantm is
preventive maintenance software
that repairs and maintains hard disks
by predicting and correcting failures
before and after they happen
— without removing programs and data!

Can you

imagine the time, torture and money
you will save yourself? Your department?
Your company? Plenty.
There is simply no other program that can
deliver what Disk Technician!'" does. Over
7years' painstaking R&D were needed to
bring this revolutionary system to you.

Disk Technician" keeps ahistory in its
database of failure patterns it detects. The
astounding accuracy of Disk Technician"
and the long-term reliability of your hard
disks depend on decisions reached by its
artificial intelligence ( Al) considering data
gathered from previous tests it has performed
on your system.
Million-dollar mainframe reliability
For PCs?
Disk Technician" uses special proprietary
write and read testing to identify marginal
bits and/or continual dynamic changes.
Then, comparing current test results with its
database of previous failure patterns, Disk
Technician" Al makes an early warning
decision as to whether or not these errors
will cause data loss.
The power of Disk Technician" daily
testing, Al, precision accuracy and history
database virtually assures million dollar
mainframe reliability for PCs.
All this and " glitch" protection, too?
SafePark" memory resident software
program (
included!) works with all of your
programs all of the time to prevent
destruction of your data from static
electricity, turning power on- and- off,
brownouts, surges and spikes. When these
"glitches" occur they can write garbage into
anything the disk heads happen to be
located over — sometimes wiping out an
entire disk!
After 7seconds ( user adjustable between
1 - 15 seconds) of hard disk inactivity,
SafePark" automatically moves the heads
over a " safe zone" created by Disk
Technician". Once the heads have been
moved — which will almost always be the
case — and apower glitch occurs, any
damage will be confined to the safe zone:
protecting your valuable data and programs.
If reliability, cost and downtime are
important to you — daily use of Disk
Technician" is amust. Because the time
to prevent disaster is before it happens!
Choose your hard disk
Reliability assurance:

It's easy to use: requires absolutely no
technicial skills and less than 60 seconds of
operator time daily. It runs automatically and
unattended. Anyone who can press ENTER
can use it. Easily. Read our reviews.
The Power of Disk Techniciare
Disk Technician" predicts, detects, repairs
and recovers hard disk data problems on the
most fundamental level possible: that of the
single occurance, single bit soft error.
This unique ability is used as an early
warning mechanism that allows Disk
Technician" to accurately predict which
areas of the hard disk will eventually cause
problems — problems unknown to you until it
is too late.
Only Disk Technician" is able to find and
correct marginal areas before they affect
your valuable data. And your bottom line.
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Choose Disk Technician" fo
hard disks up to 32 megs
with MFM controllers. $99.95

Choose Disk Technician-0.e'
for hard disks over 32 megs,
logical or partitioned drives,
or ALL controllers. $ 129.95

The following new features have been
added to both Disk Technicianfm and Disk
Technician+fm. For complete feature and
technical specifications, just call or write us.
.NEW! Built-in, non-destructive (
no need
to remove your programs or data) low-level
formatter for AT- type systems, with adjustable interleaving to maximize system speed.
*NEW! Will print acomplete, permanent
record of each test, or store in file — your
choice.

*NEW! Built-in low-level formatter with
adjustable interleaving for AT and XT- type
machines.
.NEW! Hardware Service/Repair section in
expanded Technicial Users Manual.
*NEW! Runs on either A or B floppy drives.
*NEW! Retains or ignores hard disk
manufacturers' bad track data — your
choice. Can add bad tracks or sectors at
any time, non-destructively ( no need to
remove your programs or data), without
reformatting.
*Works with 2physical hard disk drives on a
single system. Can be reset to operate on a
new machine or hard disk by calling the
factory.
.Even works on finicky 1.2 megabyte AT
-type floppy disk drives.
•OuikstallIm installation guide and
60 Second Instruction Manualen get you
going fast and are all you will need to run
Disk Technician".
Press Reviews:
New York Times: "Disk Technician
seems like aproduct every owner of ahard
disk should seriously consider buying and
using daily for preventive maintenance.
Think of it as dental floss for your computer."
Tokyo PC Newsletter: "
Hard disks are
basically temperamental little beasties that
must be tended to regularly. Otherwise, poof
goes the data! Disk Technician does the
same thing for hard disk preventive
maintenance and protection that General
Chuck Yeager did for aircraft flying:
A radical expansion of the possible. These
boys from Prime Solutions are breakin' some
new ground here."
PC Magazine: "
Prime Solutions claims its
Disk Technician can prevent hard disk
errors, repair even left- for- dead hard disks,
and recover lost data — all automatically
and without any technical skills on your part.
Sound too good to be true? Ithouoht so, too.
But after witnessing afew minor miracles and
amajor miracle or two, I'm abeliever. This
$99 software may be the best investment you
could ever make.
John C. Dvorak: "
If you're one of those
souls who are plagued by hard disk problems, then take alook at Disk Technician
from Prime Solutions."
New York Law Journal: "
Be prepared
for an experience. The software is childishly
simple to install and start. Prime Solutions
says it takes 60 seconds. It certainly doesn't
take longer. But then ... oh, boy"
EVALUATION COPIES & FACTORY REBATES
available to volume users through Authorized
Dealers only, call now for details!
ORDER NOW from your Authorized Disk
Technician
Dealer or factory direct ,
— Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard accepted —

800 847 5000 or 619 274 5000

PRIME SOLUTIONS INC'
We Make Technology Easy And Affordable"
1940 Garnet Avenue- San Diego, CA 92109
Telephone:619 274 5000 Technical Support 619 272 4000
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Tyrone Daulton

Three-Dimensional
Perspective Plotting
With perspective, you can realistically
depict athree-dimensional object
on a two-dimensional screen
ost three-dimensional computer-plotting routines don't draw in perspective. This is unfortunate, because perspective is an important aspect
of any three-dimensional image. Without it, the
object looks somewhat artificial, especially if
you view it from an extreme angle (e.g., at asmall angle relative
to the horizontal x, yplane). In such cases, perspective gives the
eye valuable information concerning the distance of various
structures from the observer. Perspective gives atrue threedimensional appearance to atwo-dimensional screen image (see
figure 1).

M

The Mathematics of Perspective
Perspective is easily explained: Objects far away from an observer appear relatively small because they subtend asmaller
solid angle. If the object is brought closer, the solid angle it subtends will increase. The object appears larger because it occupies alarger region of the field of view.
Since perspective is not an effect of binocular vision but of
solid angles, you can model it mathematically for acomputer
screen. To examine perspective from the standpoint of constructing acomputer-plotting routine, think of the computer's
screen as awindow. This window has an object placed at some
distance behind it and also has an observer situated at afixed
distance in front of the screen. Your task is to project the threedimensional object onto the two-dimensional surface of the
window. This amounts to acoordinate transformation T from 3space to 2-space (notated as TAR' --> IR 2). We say that atransformation like this shows adimensionality decrease.
The image formed from adimensionality-decreasing transformation is usually referred to as ashadow, and the transformation is referred to as ashadow projection. The most common
shadow projection is the expanded type, which we can illustrate
by imagining abacklighted object: Selected rays from the light
source hit the object and create an outline image on a wall.
Mathematically, this shadow is the expanded projection of the
object with adimensionality decrease.
In our case, the projection we want is similar to the one described above, but with one modification: The shadow formed
is contracted rather than expanded (see figure 2). We will conTyrone Daulton is agraduate student working toward aPh.D.
in physics at Washington University-St. Louis. You can reach
him at the Department of Physics, Washington University-St.
Louis, St. Louis, MO 63130.

Figure 1: A three-dimensional
"goblet" drawn in perspective. Without
perspective, you would have more
trouble determining which half is closer
to you.
sider the origin (0,0) to be in the upper left corner (as it is with
most video displays) and call the two axes sx and sy (
where the s
in each name reminds us that we are using screen coordinates).
The angle 0is the angle the object subtends in the sr direction.
If the object is moved closer to the window, the angle 0will
increase, and, consequently, the projected image of the object
will be larger. The object's image will vary with two factors: the
object's size and its distance from the observer.
Before we can derive the necessary transformations, we first
need to define several fundamental constants that uniquely specify the characteristics of the window.
These parameters are declared as constants in the computer
program. The first constant is 0, defined as the angle in the
screen's x-direction that the window subtends as seen by the observer adistance r, from the window or screen. The screen's
width in the x-direction (this is determined by the number of
horizontal pixels on your computer screen) is defined to be 2sx,.
Figure 3 shows the geometry that couples these three values
together.
continued
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The three parameters are linked together by asimple trigonometric relation:
tan

a

sx
r,

Since the resolution of the computer screen sets the value of sx„
you need only assign avalue to either of the two remaining variables to uniquely fix the other.
The value of ais restricted to 7r/2 kf3 k0; you can adjust it to
your preference. It is ameasurement of the window's field of
view. A small value of is like looking through akeyhole. A

a

good starting value is a = 7r/4, or 45 °.
Now consider an object placed at some arbitrary distance r
o
from the observer, as shown in figure 4 (the subscript owill be
used to denote variables related to the object). O
,will denote the
angle subtended by the object in the sx direction. Denote the
object's length projected onto the window as 2sx0.A threedimensional point located on the edge of the object with coordinates (
x, y, z) will be projected down to the adjusted screen coordinates (
sxo,syo). (
For convenience, the origin for these
coordinates is the center of the window; we will later change
them to proper screen coordinates with an origin translation.)
continued

Flgure 2: Mapping athreedimensional object into two dimensions.
Here, athree-dimensional object (a
line segment) is projected onto atwodimensional plane that is between the
object and the observer.

FIgure 3: The relationship between the
angle of observation,
the distance to
the window, r„ and the width of the
window, 2sx„

a,

Observer

Flgure 4: Viewing an object through a
window. Here, we are measuring the
size of the object's image, sx o,in
relation to other angles and distances.

Window

Object

SX,

Observer
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PLOTTING IN PERSPECTIVE

The variables sx„ (sy„ in the sy direction) are related to the
window size by the equations
tan e sx =
r,
and

sr

tan O.
, =

sx
,
tan
= tas
n
x0Q

tan O
x —

which combine to give us
sx,
tan el

sx„ = sx,

tan fi

y
r„„ — x

where 1;0is the distance from the observer to the proper coordinate system origin. In the ydirection, we get
_ sx„
tan 0, —

tan

From this, we can calculate sx„ and sy0:
tan

system shown in figure 5. It has been chosen such that the z-axis
points out of the page and the x-axis points toward the window.
We will call this the proper coordinate system.
It is clear from the geometry that the tangent of the angles 0„
and Oyis given by

and sy„ = sx,

tan 0
tan fi

The Proper Coordinate System
Before you can utilize these equations, you have to determine
a relation between the unknown angles O
,and 0, and the
known coordinates of apoint (x, y, z) on the three-dimensional
object.
Consider apoint aon the object's three-dimensional surface.
This point has coordinates (
x, y, z) relative to the coordinate

r
o
,, — x

The value of r
o
,,, depends on the observer's location relative to
the coordinate origin; I'll say more about this later. Combining
the above equations, we get
—

tan e (r„„ — x)

and
sx,

sY„

tan 13 (r„„, — x)

z

continued

Figure 5: The proper coordinate
system. In this figure, the coordinates of
points are given in terms of an origin
shown here as just below the letter z.
The z-axis points out of the page.

Window

r

r

Distance from observer
to object coordinate origin
Proper
coordinate system
origin

Observer

object point

(
x,y,z)

3

Figure 6: The projective
transformation P. This equation projects
athree-dimensional point (
x, y, z) in
the proper coordinate system to atwodimensional point in the adjustedscreen coordinate system.

Figure 7: Converting from the true
coordinate system (colored axes) to the
proper coordinate system (black axes).
Note that the observer is directly on the
x-axis, and the z-axis points up in the
proper coordinate system. It is this
property that allows us to project the
rotated object in two dimensions.
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sx„
SX„

Syo

tan 13(r,,, — x)

o

o

Y
SX,

tan

afro° -

cd screen image

Actual umet,,uched screen imaee

Screen stars with The Visible Edge.

What gives Princeton's new generation of screen stars the Visible Edge is ascreen
image of incomparable clarity and resolution. Where brilliant colors and infinite
shades of gray, with striking contrast and dimension, are commonplace.
The versatility of the Princeton family of monitors gives the new generation (and
present generation) of computers, the greatest autosynchronous horizontal/vertical scan range combination available. The clarity of . 28mm dot pitch. 1050x770
display resolution. And the entire spectrum of color, with the ease and comfort
that can only accompany an ergonomically designed monitor.
Experience a world of unlimited vision. And the technology that's made our high
level of quality service, value and performance, second nature. Experience the Visible
Edge. And see what we do beet. For more information call (609) 683-1660 x 100.
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ULTRASYNC
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PLOTTING IN PERSPECTIVE

Figure 8: Rotations around the x, y,
and zproper coordinate axes. For all
three transformations, multiplying the
appropriate R matrix by the coordinates
of apoint in the real coordinate system
(given by the x'-, y'- , and z'-axes) gives
the coordinates of that same point with
respect to the proper coordinate system
(given by the x-, y-, and z-axes).

Figure 9: Rotating the true coordinate
system about axes of the proper
coordinate system. A rotation around
the x-axis tilts the resulting image in the
window. A rotation around the y-axis
changes the altitude from which the
object is viewed. A rotation around the
z-axis moves the object in acircle that is
perpendicular to the window.

Primes indicate true
coordinate axis

Figure 10: Calculating the
trigonometric functions of ti' and O. Since
the R transformation matrices do not
need to know the actual values for and
0, only their sine and cosine, we can
calculate those four values directly from
this figure and substitute them into the
R matrices.
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which together describe the projection transformation (P:II2 3 —›
I12 2).
We can write these equations in matrix form, as shown in figure 6, summarizing them in matrix notation as

will call this the true coordinate system. If the observer's position in this system is (vx, vy, vz), the distance from the observer
to the origin, r„ is defined by the equation
ç,

=..J vx+vy2+v 2

.

SX„ = P • X
and in summation notation as
SX„ , =

X„

where SX„ is the desired point transformed to two dimensions, P
is the 2-by-3perspective transformation matrix in figure 6, and
X is the original point in three dimensions.
The matrix formalism used above is very useful for two reasons. First, it is a simple notation. Second, and more importantly, computers are well equipped to manipulate matrices
rapidly.
Notice that the matrix of the perspective transformation is not
asquare matrix and, as aconsequence, is not invertible. This
means that the adjusted screen coordinates cannot be transformed back into the three-dimensional proper coordinate system. This is what you would expect, since more than one object
point may map onto an image point.
At this stage, the matrix in figure 6can transform the threedimensional point on the object to its two-dimensional counterpart on the window (as shown in figure 5). Remember that the
projected point has its coordinates in terms of adjusted screen
coordinates (
sxo,syo), which have their origin at the center of the
window.
The screen coordinates for most computers, however, have
their origin at the top left corner of the screen. To convert a
point in the adjusted screen coordinates (
sx„, sy) to normal
screen coordinates (calling the corresponding point (
sr, sy)), we
need to perform only a simple translation of the origin. The
equations for this are
sr = sx0 + sx,
and
sY =

sY.

where 2.sy, is defined to be the number of vertical pixels on the
computer screen. We can now translate apoint from three-dimensional space in away that the result can be stored in the
computer's memory and used to plot directly to the screen.
Vantage Points
It is useful for aset of three-dimensional plotting routines to be
able to view the plot from avariety of vantage points. It allows
you to step back and view the entire plotted surface or zoom in
on an interesting feature.
Unfortunately, the equations developed thus far do not allow
us to look at the object from any desired vantage point. Referring back to figure 5, note that the observer must be somewhere
on the x-axis and that the z-axis must point up—this is the definition of the proper coordinate system. In effect, what we must do
is, while keeping the origin the same, rotate the actual axes and
the object we want to view until the x-axis points directly at the
observer and the z-axis points straight up. We can then project
the rotated object onto the screen using the perspective transformation
P: ix, y, ZI

ISXo,xYJ

which is defined by the equations above and in figure 7.
Let us begin by defining the original axes as x', y', and z'; we

Note that, even when we rotate the axes, this value of r,,c,is still
correct for the proper coordinate system because the observer
and the origin have not changed with respect to each other.
Since the origins of the two coordinate systems are the same,
the only difference between them is their orientation, which can
be uniquely specified by the angles between each of the three
axes. Through aseries of rotations about each axis of the proper
system, we reorient the true coordinate system in such away that
its axes coincide with those of the proper coordinate system. Let
us define this transformation as
R: (
x', y', z') -->

y, z]

The rotation transformation comprises aseries of ordered individual rotations about each of the independent axes. Figure 8
shows what each rotation does and adds the matrix that will
bring out that transformation.
These rotation transformations in figure 8are specific cases
of ageneral-rotation matrix R. Each entry in these matrices is
obtained by taking the scalar dot product of the unit vectors in
the proper coordinate system with the unit vectors in the true
coordinate system. The general form of the rotation matrix R is
given by

R=

le•j
î'.1( j';ic íc'•"ic

where ', ', and ' are the unit vectors in the x- ky
;,
andz-directions in the (beginning) true coordinate system; i, j, and kare the
corresponding unit vectors in the proper coordinate system; and
the scalar dot product of two vectors A and B is given by
AB = ab cos0
(a and bare the lengths of vectors A and B, respectively, and 0is
the angle between them).
Now, it is important to point out that matrix multiplication is
noncommutative. This means that the order of the rotations is
very important. Even if you rotate the true system through the
proper angles, if the order of rotations is incorrect, you will not
be superimposed onto the proper system.
Using the Correct Rotations
To understand the effects of each of the individual rotations, we
must view them in adifferent sense. Consider the proper and
true coordinate systems to be superimposed onto one another
such that their axes coincide. We want to rotate the true coordinate system (and, along with it, the point of the observer) so that
the observer lies on the x-axis of the proper coordinate system.
What series of rotations about the individual axes (and in what
order must they be executed?) will achieve this required orientation? Before we can answer this question, we need to know what
each rotation does to the true coordinate system.
With the two systems overlapped, we will examine each rotation separately. A rotation of the true system about the proper
system's z-axis will result in rotating the true system through a
polar angle about the z-axis. A rotation of the true system about
the proper system's y-axis will result in achieving altitude and a
continued
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vantage point above or below the surface of the true system. A
rotation of the true system about the proper system's x-axis will
result in atilting of the true system (see figure 9).
When viewing the plot from avantage point (
vx, vy, vz), you
would expect to view the plotted surface from any polar angle or
altitude. You would not expect to view the surface at atilt. Thus,
we need to be concerned with only the z- and the y-axis rotations, respectively. If we wish to tilt the surface, we can later
rotate the image of the surface in two dimensions without losing
the correctness of the resulting image.
The two rotation-order possibilities are az-axis rotation followed by ay-axis rotation, or the converse. These two possibilities are not interchangeable due to the noncommutative property
of matrix multiplication. The series of rotations that we are interested in are, in matrix notation:
X = R, • R.
,• X ',
or, in summation notation:
3

3

E Ry ER

X, =

I

X .

k = I

This is a rotation about the proper system's z-axis, then the
proper system's y-axis. This will yield the correct orientation.
All that remains is for us to determine the angles, ce• about the
z-axis and Oabout the y-axis, that rotate the observer to lie on the
x-axis of the proper coordinate system. Figure 10 shows the
angles through which the true coordinate system must be
rotated.
The lengths of the vectors R and rare
R =

vx 2 + vy2 +

and
r =

vx2 + vy2 .

The geometry of the coordinate system yields the following
trigonometric relations for the rotation angles:
cos =

vx

cos° =

Constructing an Algorithm
Now that we have completed the mathematics of the three-dimensional perspective algorithm, we can summarize the overall
algorithm. First, we should summarize the four different coordinate systems we will be dealing with:
•A point (
x', y', z') in the true coordinate system
noted as the vector X'.
•A point (x, y, z) in the proper coordinate system
noted as the vector X.
•A point (
s;, sy) in the adjusted-screen coordinate
be denoted as the vector SX o.
•A point (
sx, sy) in the screen coordinate system
noted as the vector SX.

a) Calculate apoint on the object's surface using the equation
z = f (x', y') on the object.
b) The point (
x', y', z') = X' becomes the point we want to
transform.
c) Translate the point to proper screen coordinates using the
equation
X = R,•R,•X' .
d) Calculate the perspective transformation P. Since this
transformation depends upon the current object point, it must be
recalculated for each iteration of the loop.
e) Project the three-dimensional object point onto atwo-dimensional image plane (adjusted screen coordinates) with the
perspective transformation

Translate the point to screen coordinates using the equations
sx = sx,, + sx,
and

o
o
o
vx

o

0

1

Hence, if you have aset of points that describe athree-dimensional object, you can transform the coordinates of each point
from the true to the proper coordinate system with the R rotation
transformations described above. Once you have done that, you
can then transform the proper coordinates into adjusted-screen
coordinates via the perspective transformation given in figure 6.
Finally, you can obtain the true screen coordinates from the adjusted screen coordinates by the two equations given just above
the section " Vantage Points" on page 313.
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sY0 •

g) Plot the point (
sx, sy).
h) End of double FOR loops.

and

R. =

will be de-

1) Define a, the angle of vision as described in figure 3.
2) Choose avantage point (
vx, vy, vz) in the true coordinate system and calculate the It, and R, rotation matrices.
3) Set up adouble FOR loop that cycles through the desired range
of points along the y'- and x'-axes.

sy = .
sy,

vz

system will

SX 0 = P • X
vz

giving the rotation matrices

R, =

will be de-

Here, then, is the complete algorithm:

r

sinct, = , and sin° =

will be de-

This algorithm contains the mathematics needed to create atwodimensional perspective rendition of athree-dimensional object
or surface. Ihave created a Microsoft Macintosh BASIC 2.0
program, PROJ3D.BAS, that implements this algorithm along
with menus, solid or wire-frame surfaces, and other enhancements.
You should insert the equation for the object you want to draft
in the line NZ = ... in the first line after the BASIC label FUNCTION : . Ihope you find it interesting and useful. •
[Editor's note: PROJ3D. BAS is available on disk, on BYTEnet,
on BIX, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of contents. To "find" source code
in the Listings areas on BIX and BYTEnet, search by article
title, author, or issue date. Some archived files may contain numerous listings for asingle article. Adescription of the file also
accompanies each entry.]

More speed, more disk,
less money.

Disk Optimizer

TM

Safely brings back lost speed to your hard disk.
No two ways about it. Disk Optimizer is far and
away America's favorite way to restore hard disk
speed. It puts fragmented files back together in one
piece—where they belong!
Plus, there's apowerful new
Unformat function that
instantly recovers files on
accidentally reformatted
disks. The new graphical
Analyze lets you see the
condition of your disk at aglance. There's Sort,
Find, Delete, Lock and Peek to help you handle your
files like never before. You may just find new
improved Disk Optimizer is the only disk maintenance program you'll ever need. $59.95 purchased
separately.

Cubit'
Free more disk space for all kinds of files.
Not only does new Cubit squeeze I-2-3® spreadsheet files better and faster than other compression
software, it also works with all your other files.
Including databases, documents, graphs and
programs. What's more, you don't have to
change the way you work
with your applications. It
can be memory resident, so
once you've compressed
with Cubit, it works automatically. You also get the
new UnCubi tTM, so you can
transfer compressed files by telecomm or floppy to
users who don't own Cubit. That makes Cubit the
fastest, easiest, most flexible file compression
software available. $49.95 purchased separately.

The Disk Performance Partners

Buy Disk Optimizer and Cubit together. You'll save $ 20.00 and awhole lot more. Like the time you waste
saving and retrieving fragmented files, and the disk space you need to keep all your files handy. They're the
finest, safest, most effective disk performance software money can buy. And for alimited time, it takes even
less money to buy them. Use them yourself, give them as gifts, buy several and get awhole department
working more productively. Ask for the SoftLogic Disk Performance Partners at software stores
everywhere. Or order direct by calling us toll-free.

Order today: 800-272-9900 (603-627-9900 in NH)
SoftLogic Solutions, Inc.
One Perimeter Road
Manchester, NH 03103
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ICELAND

" High performance 2400 bps modem.

"True Mini size 1.16" x 3.66" x 6.1i"
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•Bell 103/212A, CCITT V.22/22 bis

•Fully compatible with Hayes

(1) 68 16 65

•PC Magazine May '87 reports "the SmarTEAM
2400. performed well under all simulated line

•Bell 103/212A CCITT V.21/22

conditions."

PROFESSIONAL

SmarTEAM 9600 kw
•Utilizes the latest MNP Class 6to give errorfree data transfer.

Also SmarTEAM 2400 MNP Now Available
• Sophisticated error checking and error

correct-

•Cheaper telephone bills with the MNP data
compression-provides throughput of up to
19,200 bps with 9600 bps link.

ing modem.
• Compatible with Hayes AT Commads.

•Battery-backed CMOS RAM preserves configuration against power failures for up to 30 days.

• Asynchronous/Synchronous

•Communicates with any MNP modem or with
any modem supporting Bell 103/212A, CCITT
V.22 bis or V.29 modulation standards:
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Fax: (818)886-6731
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Clifford Harris

Ferret:
An Image Processor
Clever techniques in astronomical
image processing let you manipulate
weak or "noisy" images
nastronomical telescope functions like acamera lens. It gathers light from an object and
brings this light to afocus at the plane of the
film. Since many objects of astronomical interest are quite dim, the primary reason for building large telescopes is to gather more light. The larger the telescope, the more light it can concentrate in the focal plane.
However, if you place adetector in the focal plane that is more
sensitive to light than photographic film, your small telescope
could perform like alarge one. Ferret, an image-processing system for astronomy, combines asensitive imaging charge-coupled device (CCD) with the processing capabilities of a
microcomputer.
Ferret's System Components
My CCD is made up of arectangular array of 103,168 lightsensitive elements, or photosites (see figure 1). Photons of visible light carry enough energy to produce free electrons in the
CCD's silicon, and these electrons are then stored at the nearest
potential well that defines aphotosite. As soon as an exposure is
completed, the electrons from this photosite move to an amplifier that converts the electrical charge to avoltage. A 12-bit AID
converter (ADC) translates this voltage into acomputer-readable number between 0and 4095. Because the CCD is alinear
device, this number is proportional to the intensity of light striking the CCD at this photosite. As the computer reads the 403
samples by 256 lines of photosite data, it stores a string of
103,168 twelve-bit numbers in memory. The regular spacing of
the photosites lets the computer reconstruct the image from this
string of numbers.
My image-processing computer is an IEEE 696-based system running aMotorola 68000 microprocessor. One megabyte
of RAM lets the image-processing program and four images reside in main memory at the same time. My 40-megabyte hard
disk drive is underutilized and currently contains only 36
images. Two lines of aparallel port control the CCD driver,
which in turn drives the CCD.
A second parallel port sends image data to agraphics-display
computer that displays 8-bit image data on a672- by 480-pixel
screen in 256 colors chosen from apalette of over 16 million.
Because the graphics computer cannot display the full 12-bit
ranfpixel values, only the most significant 8bits of each
'nt for display. The program, called Ferret, runs on
tnt _.--processing computer and controls all the display
computer's functions.

Ferret was written in 68000 assembly language under CP/M
68K, primarily for the speed with which that language allows in
processing large volumes of image data. Ferret's menus provide
access to image-processing functions in five major categories:
image acquisition, restoration, enhancement, display, and analysis. [Editor's note: FERRET. ASM is available in 68000 assembly language source code. Be aware, however, that the program was written for CompuPro's system Ee, and it will not
necessarily run on other 68000-based machines. You might be
able to adapt it to your system, but we make no promises as to its
portability. The listing is available on BIX, on BYTEnet, on
disk, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See "Program
Listings" in the table of contents. To "find" source code in the
Listings areas on BIX and BYTEnet, search by article title,
author, or issue date. Some archived files may contain numerous listings for a single article. A description of the file also
accompanies each entry.]
Image Acquisition
To capture an image, you select an exposure time and press a
key to begin the exposure. The computer then clears any accumulated charge from the CCD, times the exposure, and reads
the image data into memory. To aid in removing the effects of
electrical noise, the reading process is synchronized with the
60-hertz frequency.
Due to system limitations, such as thermal and electrical
noise, pixel nonuniformity, and defective pixels, the raw image
does not represent astronomical objects accurately (see photo
la). Ferret's image-restoration functions minimize the effects of
these limitations.
Image Restoration
The very properties that make the CCD agood imager also
make it susceptible to unwanted noise. For example, thermal
motion in awarm CCD can knock loose the lightly bound silicon electrons. Because of on-chip circuitry, an optical window,
and slow readout times, the temperature and its effects are not
constant across the CCD's surface. The thermal electrons mix
with the photo electrons to produce adegraded signal and a
noisy picture. Cooling the CCD can reduce the number of thermal electrons, but even temperatures as low as — 40° C can't
eliminate the effects of noise. Fortunately, the computer can remove the worst of the remaining thermal-noise effects.
Dark-field subtraction removes most of the thermal noise by
taking the difference between an image containing the desired
scene and adark image made with the lens cap on. The temperature and exposure time are kept constant between the two expocontinued

Clifford Harris (99 Mason Rd., Yerington, NV 89447) is an amateur astronomer who is pursuing his goal of developing an
automated observatory.
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Figure 1: The data path controlled by the Ferret image-processing program. Photons of light produce electrons that
accumulate in the photosites making up the CCD 'ssurface. The charge that the electrons carry from each photosite is converted
first to avoltage and then to acomputer- readable number by the amplifier and ADC. The entire image is stored in the
computer's memory as astring of 103,168 twelve-bit numbers. The computer can greatly enhance image quality by manipulating
image data within its memory. Finally, the image is transferred to agraphics computer for display. The right side of the figure
tracks the transformation of asingle pixel from the CCD to the display screen.
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Just What The Doctor Ordered.
And The Lawyer.
And The Architect...
The Quantus Turbo AT
• Monochrome monitor
• Half- height 40Mb hard drive
•80286 running at 6-10MHz
• 1Mb RAM
•8 expansion slots

The Quantus Turbo XT
• Monochrome monitor
• Half- height 20Mb hard drive
• 8088 running at 4.77-8MHz
•640K RAM
•8 expansion slots
•Text/graphics card
•Speaker
• 360K floppy drive
•84- key keyboard
• 150 watt power supply
•2year limited warranty

The Quantus MT386
• Monochrome monitor
• Full- height 80Mb hard drive
•80386 running at 4.77/6/8/10/16MHz
• 2Mb RAM
• 8expansion slots
•Text/graphics card
•Speaker
• 1.2Mb floppy drive
• 101- key enhanced keyboard
•200 watt power supply
•3year limited warranty

•Text/graphics card
•Speaker
• 1.2Mb floppy drive
• 101- key enhanced keyboard
•200 watt power supply
•3 year limited warranty

$1495
COMPLETE

$795
COMPLETE

$2995
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FERRET

Photo la: This raw image of M42, the Orion nebula, was
taken with a1-minute exposure and awarm (5°C) imager.
The image has asubstantial background of thermal noise
and numerous hot spots or saturated pixels.

Photo lb: This enhanced image is the result of subtracting
the dark-field image from photo la. Reducing the backgroundnoise level lets contrast enhancement bring out detail that
was not apparent in the raw image. The black specks were
caused by subtracting the equal pixel values of the hot spots.

sures. Since the readouts of both of these images are synchronized with the 60-Hz line frequency, they contain the same level
of electrical noise interference. The major difference between
the two images is the light coming from the sky through the telescope. The subtraction results in asky scene with much less
noise interference (see photo lb).
The following formula for dark-field subtraction takes into
account the possibility that adefective photosite might yield a
dark-pixel value that is greater than or equal to the corresponding pixel in the sky image:

sponding pixel value in the dark image, and V„„, is the
pixel value for the resultant image. Dark-field subtraction is a
very common operation used to improve every new image as it is
received. Because it is used so often, one of the four image
buffers in Ferret's main memory is dedicated to the dark-field
image.
The photosites that make up the CCD's imaging portion vary
in sensitivity in amanner similar to random noise. However, the
sensitivity of an individual photosite is consistent, so you can
readily correct this variance by making an image with the CCD
exposed to auniform level of illumination, such as an out-offocus sheet of white paper or the day sky. After dark-field subtraction, this image contains variations that correspond to the
actual variations of photosite sensitivity within the CCD. The
arithmetic division, on apixel-by-pixel basis, of astar image by
this " flat field" removes these variations from the resulting
image. The image is then scaled to approximately its original
values by multiplying it by the average value of the flat-field
image. The formula is:

V aal =

Vdal*

if

K

>V
dork

where V. is the value of apixel in the raw image, V
d
.„ is the corre-

V0u r= median of

Vxil,y•1

V.-i,y.1

V., y.1

V„_

V,, y

14.1.y

V),. y - 1

Vx.1,y-1

1.

,

V,-1, y- 1

Figure 2: Ferret's method of removing image defects caused
by hot spots and holes, where xand yrepresent the horizontal
and vertical coordinates of apixel in the source image, and
the V refers to that pixel's value.

Vour =

mean of

f
Vx-1,y+1

Vx,y.1

Vx•ty.1

V_

1. y

V,

V,...

V,

1. y

1

y

V, y - 1

1.y

Vx.1,y-1

Figure 3: Ferret's method ofpixel averaging involves using
the mean value ofpixels found in the neighborhood, where x
and yare the horizontal and vertical coordinates of apixel in
the source image, and the V refers to that pixel's value.
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where V. is the value of apixel in the source image, Via ,is the
corresponding pixel value in the flat-field image, and V., is the
average value of the flat-field pixels. While the image improvement from this division is less than that from dark-field subtraction, the operation is done on nearly every new image. Therefore, another of the four image buffers is dedicated to the flatfield image.
Defects within the CCD cause some photosites to become saturated with electrons (hot spots), and others to be insensitive
(holes). You can remove the resulting image defects by exchanging the defective pixel value with avalue derived from surrounding pixels.
Ferret's method fills defective pixels with the median value of
the 3- by 3-pixel array centered on the defective pixel (see figure
2). This means sorting these nine values into numerical order
and taking the middle, or fifth, value as the output to the resulting image (see photo lc).
If you know the precise positions of the defective pixels, you

FERRET

Photo lc: Application of the median-value filter has
smoothed the image somewhat and removed the
defective pixel values.

Photo id: The rainbow-like colors of the Contour
subroutine map areas of equal brightness. This photo of the
Orion nebula was made after dark-field subtraction but
without contrast enhancement.

can perform this operation on only those pixels. If the number of
defective pixels is large, or if there is substantial noise, you can
produce subjectively improved images by applying this operation to every pixel in the image.

12-bit range. For all pixels in the image, the formula for 12-bit
pixel values is

Image Enhancement
The program uses its image-enhancement functions interactively to produce subjectively improved images. They include
functions for changing contrast, increasing magnification, and
smoothing. They use Ferret's remaining two image buffers: One
as the source and the other as the destination. By displaying the
contents of these two buffers side by side, you can determine
whether you have achieved the desired effect before you continue processing.
An image histogram—agraph showing the frequency distribution of pixel values within an image—is displayed on the
graphics screen directly below each image. Ferret's histogram
defines the limits for the contrast-enhancement function and
provides information useful in correcting exposure times and
determining noise levels.
To produce the histogram, the computer first zeros an array of
256 counters, one for each of the possible 256 display values.
Then it steps through the image, one pixel at atime, using the
high-order 8bits of the pixel's value as apointer into the array of
counters. The corresponding counter in the array is incremented
by 1, and the computer moves on to the next pixel. On completion, each counter in the array contains the number of pixels of a
given value that are in the image. The graph generated from the
contents of the counters is scaled to fit the available space under
one of the two displayed image frames.
Contrast enhancement increases the apparent brightness difference between dim and bright objects. In a low-contrast
image, it lets you expand the range of pixel values—by selecting
arange of brightness values from the image histogram with two
cursors—to match the range of display values. The system subtracts the lower value selected from each pixel in the image and
forces negative results to O. The highest possible pixel value is
divided by the difference between the two selected values, giving amultiplier that will scale the chosen range to fit the available range. Pixels with values equal to or greater than the upper
limit of the selected range are forced to the greatest value of the

V =0if V„,< =lo
V‘„„ = 4095 if v,,, > = hi
V =INT(4095*(V„ — 1o)/(hi — to)) if lo < v„, > hi ,
where hi and lo are the upper and lower limits selected by the
histogram cursors. V,,, is the value of a pixel in the source
continued

Photo 2: A raw image of the moon appears on the right side.
Dark-field subtraction, high-pass filtering, and acontrast
enhancement produced the image on the left. In this image,
reflected earthlight illuminates the dark side of the thirdquarter moon. The sunlit crescent is just out of the field of
view along the right side and bottom of the image.
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Photo 3: The Crab nebula, asupernova remnant, is seen in
this before-and-after example of the Magnify subroutine. The
area inside the white frame in the image on the right is
magnified by afactor of 2to produce the image on the left.

Photo 4: The unenhanced image of the star cluster M37
appears on the right. On the left is the same image after the
application of linear and logarithmic contrast enhancements.

image, and V
o
., is the corresponding pixel in the enhanced
image.
Images that contain awide range of pixel values are common
in astronomy. Converting pixel values to alogarithmic scale lets
you view dim stars without forcing brighter objects to asaturated white. This function works much like the contrast-enhancement function, but it selectively increases contrast in the
dimmer portions of the image while decreasing the contrast in
the brighter portions.
Ferret implements the log-brightness scale with a lookup
table of the logarithms of the 4095 possible nonzero pixel
values. As the system encounters each pixel in the image, it
looks up the log of the pixel's value, scales it appropriately, and
places it in the resulting image. In the case of 12-bit pixels, the
scale factor is 1133; thus, the formula for 12-bit pixel values is:

each pixel has apositive value. You then add this high-pass
image back into the original to produce an image with the lowfrequency characteristics of the original, but with increased
sharpness of detail (see photo 2).
Ferret's Magnify subroutine enlarges aportion of an image
by afactor of 2. A half-size frame, positioned by the cursorcontrol keys, selects the portion to be magnified. Each pixel
within the frame is translated into a2- by 2-pixel block in the
resulting image (see photo 3). You can repeat this magnification
as often as you wish, and you can enlarge asingle pixel to fill the
entire screen. Use of the Magnify subroutine is often followed
by asmoothing function such as the pixel-averaging subroutine,
which helps reduce the blocky appearance of the magnified
pixels.

V.,=0 if 1„=0
., = INT(1133*log()) if 1>0 .
V
o
As the enhancement functions are mostly concerned with the
subjective appearance of an image rather than the exact value of
agiven pixel, the loss of accuracy involved in truncating to an
integer is not serious.
Noise appears in an image as aslight random fluctuation in
pixel values, even in places where the original sky scene contains no such fluctuations. You can make these variations less
noticeable by " pixel averaging," a process that smoothes
images by taking, as the output value for agiven pixel, the mean
value of pixels found in the " neighborhood." Ferret defines the
neighborhood as a3-by-3array of pixels centered on the pixel in
question (see figure 3).
Pixel averaging produces an image that looks slightly out of
focus. Gradual changes in brightness within the image are retained, but fine detail is blurred and edges are softened. This is
the digital equivalent of applying alow-pass filter. If you wish to
sharpen detail and emphasize edges instead, you can apply the
equivalent of a high-pass filter by subtracting the averaged
image from the original, with aconstant added to ensure that
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Image Display
The CCD imager Iuse is ablack-and-white device; that is, it
records the intensity of light but cannot distinguish between
colors. The display format that most closely matches this is the
gray-scale display that represents bright portions of the image as
white, dark portions as black, and intermediate values as varying degrees of gray. The picture looks quite natural if you are
used to viewing ablack-and-white television.
The eye can often resolve faint detail better in the negative
version of an image than in the positive. You can achieve this
readily in a12-bit system by subtracting each pixel value from
4095; the result is equivalent to aphotographic negative. Alternatively, you can reverse the display representation so that large
pixel values are displayed as dark areas and small ones as light
areas.
A color display can represent intensity by avariety of color
schemes even though the original image contains no color information. The added dimension of color helps you distinguish between subtle brightness changes that are difficult to see in
shades of gray. Ferret's Spectrum subroutine assigns violets
and blues to the brightest portions of the image, reds to the darkest, and greens, yellows, and oranges to the intermediate values.
continued
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This " false color" scheme is especially useful when determining the upper and lower limits for the contrast-enhancement
function (see photo 4).
If the brightness variations within an image are very gradual,
even Spectrum's colors are inadequate. The Contour subroutine represents the 16 darkest pixel values as 16 distinctive
colors. This sequence of colors repeats for the next brightest
pixel values, and so on. The result is rainbow-like bands of color
that trace the isophotes, or regions of equal intensity (see photo
id). When you use Contour's colors, brightness variations as
small as one part in 256 become readily apparent.
Image Analysis
The two fundamental characteristics of any pixel in an image are
position and intensity. Although knowing ascreen position is
useful if you are mapping bad pixels, it is also helpful to have the
computer convert these values to others that bear arelationship

Photo 5: The Andromeda galaxy is on the right. On the left
is agraph of intensities for pixels lying on avertical line
through the center of the galaxy.

Photo 6a: The planetary nebula M27 lies in the star-rich
Milky Way. The dimmest stars in this 2-minute exposure are
some 4000 times dimmer than the naked eye can detect.
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to the object space that the image represents. Dimensional measurements of astronomical objects are often made in terms of the
angular units of degrees, minutes, and seconds of arc. A degree
is 1/360 full circle, aminute of arc equals 1/60 degree, and a
second of arc is 1/60 minute. The image scale of the raw images
obtained with my present optical system is about 1000 by 1250
arc seconds.
A numeric display gives the x, yscreen position, in pixels, of
a cross-hair cursor that you can place at any position in an
image. You can also make asecond cursor active and place it
anywhere in the image. The separation between the two cursors
is displayed numerically in seconds of arc (see photo 5).
You measure pixel intensity by using an active cursor. The
value of the pixel at the center of the cross hair is displayed in the
decimal representation of the full 12-bit pixel value; my graphics screen displays only 8 bits of intensity. In addition, the
Graph function displays agraph showing the pixel values versus
vertical-image position for those pixels lying on the vertical line
chosen by the cross-hair cursor. Actually, the system tilts the
graph on its side, writes it into an image buffer, and displays it
as if it were asky image. You can then use the position cursors
to read numeric values from any point on the graph.
A similar function draws many of these graphs but stacks
them up on top of one another in the output image. This function
color-codes the height of points on the graphs. In gray scale, the
high points are drawn in white, the lows in black, and intermediate points are shades of gray. If you take care not to overwrite
previously drawn points, the appearance of athree-dimensional
surface builds up where stars appear as tall spikes, and diffuse
objects resemble hills on aplain. (See the striking difference
between an ordinary exposure of anebula in photo 6a and a
three-dimensional enhancement of the same image in photo 6b.)
The Groups subroutine is intended to run with Ferret in an
automatic mode for the automated mapping of the night sky.
Groups finds and characterizes groups of pixels corresponding
to objects within an image (see photo 7).
If apixel's value is above alimiting threshold value, the pixel
is assigned agroup number. If any adjacent pixel already has a
group number, this pixel becomes part of the established group,
and its position and value update the group position and intensity. If no adjacent pixels are members of agroup, this pixel
continued

Photo 6b: M27 in three dimensions appears to be
surrounded by aforest of stars.
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WordPerfect 4.1
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Photo 7: The enhanced image of the star cluster M37 is on
the right. The Groups subroutine assigns to an appropriate
group each star in the cluster that has apixel value
exceeding acertain threshold value. Then the subroutine
assigns each group anumber for color coding as the groups
are plotted on the left. The bottom of each image has been
clipped because of high noise levels in this area.

becomes the first member of anew group. The program interprets each group to be asingle astronomical object, even though
it might be made up of many actual objects that overlap in the
sky. Data stored for each object reflects its position, area, and
integrated brightness.
The Groups subroutine aids in finding diffuse objects by
comparing them to acatalog of objects of known position, area,
and brightness. Then it creates areport of significant discrepancies—representing such diverse objects as supernovas in galaxies other than our own, variations in the light output of clusters
and nebulas in our own galaxy. or comets in the neighborhood
of the sun.
A New Age for Astronomy
While objects such as supernovas and comets are often found by
chance on photographs made by large observatories, many are
still discovered by amateur astronomers who put in long, patient
hours peering through telescopes and binoculars. However, the
age of visual discovery in astronomy is drawing to aclose as
electronic light detectors and digital computers replace human
observers.
Inexpensive computers with impressive graphics capabilities
and large memories are now readily available. CCD imagers
will become common as more manufacturers begin to include
them in video and still cameras. The astronomical systems built
from them will cover more sky and record dimmer objects with
greater precision than ahuman observer. •
FOR FURTHER READING
Castleman, Kenneth R. Digital Image Processing. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1979.
Green, William B. Digital Image Processing. New York: Van Nosnand Reinhold, 1982.
Niblack, Wayne. An Introduction to Digital Image Processing.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1986.
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Finally Apr
for people who
know to program in your
Nobody ever said programming
favorite language.
PCs was supposed to be easy.
But does it have to be tediw omma. GUIDES DATA
ous and time-consuming, too?
•Fables: Line-drawing characters, ASCII
Instant Access Program
Not any more.
chart, keyboard codes, error codes,
•Memory-resident— uses just 71K.
•Full-screen or moveable half-screen
operators, etc.
Not since the arrival of
view, with pull-down menus.
C (600K each database)
the remarkable new program
•Auto lookup and searching.
•Microsoft Cand Turbo C: Describes
•Tools for compiling your own databases.
language, including statements,
in the lower right-hand corner.
operators, data types and structures.
ASSEMBLY (600K of data)
Which is designed to save
•Library Functions: Detailed
•DOS Service Calls: All INT 2Ih services,
descriptions of all functions, from
interrupts, error codes, FCB and PSP
you most of the time you're
abort 0to write O.
fields, standard handles and more.
•Preprocessor Directives: Describes
•ROM BIOS Calls: All ROM calls plus low
currently spending searching
commands, usage and syntax.
RAM usage.
•Tables: ASCII chart, line-drawing
•Instruction Set: All 8088/86 instructions,
through the books and manuals
characters, keyboard codes, error codes,
addressing modes, flags, bytes per
operators, etc.
instruction, clock cycles and more.
on the shelf above.
•MASM: Pseudo-ops and assembler
PASCAL—Turbo (360K of data)
directives.
The Norton On-Line Pro•Language: Describes statements,
•Tables: ASCII chart, line-drawing charts,
syntax, operators, data types and
keyboard scan cades and more.
grammer's Guides are aquarrecords.
•Library: Describes the library
BASIC (
270K each database)
tet of pop-up reference
procedures and functions.
•IBM BASICA, Microsoft QuickBASIC
•Tables: ASCII chart, line-drawing
and TurboBASIC
packages that do the same
characters, keyboard codes, error code-,
•Statements and Functions: Describes all
reserved words, etc.
statements and built-in library functions.
things in four different
languages.
Each package consists of
(If you don't believe us,you might want
two parts: Amemory-resident instant
to take amoment or two to examine the
access program. And acomprehensive,
data box you just passed.)
cross-referenced database crammed
You can, of course, find most of this
with just about everything you need to
Designed for the IBM' PC, PC-AT and DOS compatibles. Available at most software
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information in the books and manuals
on our shelf
But Peter Norton— who's written a
few books himself —figured you'd rather
have it on your screen.
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Announcing BYTE's
New Subscriber Benefits
Program
our BYTE subscription brings
you acomplete menu of the latest
in microcomputertechnology every
30 days. The kind of broad-based
objective coverage you read in
every issue. In addition, your
subscription carries awealth of
other benefits. Check the check
list:

EVIE
Number
Crunching

Microform: BYTE is available
in microform from University
Microfilm International in the
U.S. and Europe. See Contents
page for cost information.

BONUSES
Annual Separate Issues: In
addition to BYTE's 12 monthly
issues, subscribers also receive
our annual IBM PC issue free
of charge, as well as any other
annual issues BYTE may
produce.

DISCOUNTS
£1 13 issues instead of 12 if you
send payment with subscription
order.

BYTE Deck: Subscribers
receive five BYTE postcard
deck mailings each year—a
direct response system for you
to obtain information on
advertised products through
return mail.

direct line to the editor's desk.
Each month, you can rate the
articles via the Reader Service
card. Your feedback helps us
keep up to date on your
information needs.

Reader Service: For information
on products advertised in
BYTE, circle the numbers on
the Reader Service card
enclosed in each issue that
correspond to the numbers for
the advertisers you select. Drop
it in the mail and we'll get
your inquiries to the advertisers.

Subscription Service: If you
have aproblem with, or a
question about, your subscription, you may phone us during
regular business hours ( Eastern
time) at our toll-free number:
1-800-423-8912 ( in NJ.,
201-981-1963). You can also use
Subscription Service to obtain
back issues and editorial indexes.

TIPS: BYTE's Telephone
Inquiry System is available to
subscribers who need fast
response. After obtaining your
Subscriber I.D. Card, dial TIPS
and enter your inquiries. You'll
save as much as ten days over
the response to Reader Service
cards.
BYTE's BOMB: BYTE's
Ongoing Monitor Box is your

Program Listings: Listings of
programs that accompany
BYTE articles are now available on BIX, on disks or in
quarterly printed supplements
(see reply cards in this issue for
cost information), or call
1-800-258-5485.

PAID SERVICES
BIX: BYTE's Information
Exchange puts you on-line 24
hours aday with your peers
via computer conferencing and
electronic mail. All you need to
sign up is amicrocomputer, a
modem, and telecomm software. For further information
and cost call 1-800-227-BYTE.

One-year subscription at $22
(50% off cover price).
Ld Two-year subscription at $40.
Uti Three-year subscription at $58.
ij One-year group subscription for
ten or more at $18.50 each.
(Call or write for details.)
TOLLFREE NUMBERS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE:
Subscriptions ét Back Issues:
1-800-423-8912 ( in NJ.,
201-981-1963)
BIX: 1-800-227-BYTE
Program Listings Orders:
1-800-258-5485

And. .. welcome to
BYTE country!
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Mapping the World
in Pascal
A cartographic sampler: Five Pascal
mapping routines that give you the
power to change the face of the earth
artography is the science of making maps. It
originated 2,000 years ago when the astronomers
of ancient Greece and Egypt began charting the
night sky. They invented the first map projections
and established the rules for transferring the features on asphere to aflat sheet. We, however, have adistinct advantage over these original cartographers, for computers can
quickly solve the equations that govern map projections.
The five mapping routines we will discuss here represent a
cartographic sampler. We've included two of the simplest projections (the Equidistant Cylindrical and the Sinusoidal), two of
the most familiar (the Mercator and the Orthographic), and one
commonly used in various scientific circles (the Hammer).
Picturing the Earth
Cartography has been described as "the effective compromise between all sorts of errors so that none is too objectionable." The
Earth is round; maps are flat. This isn't aproblem if you're interested in only avery small part of Earth's surface, but the larger the
area you want to display, the more the sphere matters. A mundane
example: It's easy to press asmall section of orange peel flat. But
when the piece is half the size of the orange, it tears and warps.
Different map projections tear and warp the Earth's "skin" in
different ways. You can choose aprojection that shows directions accurately, but it will alter sizes. Another might show
areas correctly, but at the cost of distorted shapes. There is no
all-around "best" map projection. Like any other tool, each has
its special purpose.
Before discussing the projections themselves, let's briefly describe the way cartographers define locations. They identify
points on our planet through anetwork of longitude and latitude
lines (called agraticule) superimposed on Earth's surface.
Latitude lines, or parallels, are circles surrounding the globe
on planes parallel to the equator. Longitude lines, or meridians,
run from the equator and converge at both poles, crossing each
parallel at right angles.
Unlike latitude lines, which use the equator and the poles as
natural references, there's no obvious starting point for meridians. In 1884, the meridian running through the observatory in
Greenwich, England, was arbitrarily chosen as the prime meridian (longitude line 0 °). By convention, latitudes north of the
equator are positive, while those south of the equator are negative. Longitudes east of the prime meridian are positive, but
those west of that line are negative.
Mapmakers need one more bit of information—the shape of

the Earth. Because our planet bulges at its equator and is somewhat flattened at its poles, the Earth is really an oblate spheroid,
not asphere. Its pole-to-pole diameter differs from that at its
equator by less than one part in 300, but this is an important
distinction for accurate maps. The difference is negligible on
small-scale maps (such as those found in commercial atlases),
and these procedures assume aspherical Earth.
The Groundwork
We implemented the five mapping routines along with their support functions in Turbo Pascal version 3.0 in a file named
CARTOG.PAS. The code should be easily transportable to
other Pascal implementations. Also, there's an awful lot of
number crunching involved, and a math coprocessor chip
speeds things up in abig way.
CARTOG. PAS generates coordinate grids as well as coastline
data, but the entire program is too long to list here (about 12K
bytes). We will discuss in detail only the procedures used to convert longitudes and latitudes stored in the WORLD.DAT data
file into the x,y coordinates of your computer screen. The variables Lambda and Phi correspond to longitude and latitude,
respectively. Then we will present the procedure that implements each mapping projection.
[Editor's note: CARTOG.PAS in its entirety, and CPLUT.PAS,
aprogram for sending the output to aHewlett Packard 7475 plotter, are available on MX on BY7Enet, on disk, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of
contents. To 'find" source code in the Listings areas on BIX and
BYTEnet, search by article title, author, or issue date. Some archived files may contain numerous listings for asingle article. A
description of the file also accompanies each entry. The data file
WORLD.DAT is available only on disk, on BYTEnet, and on
BIX, since it is not an ASCIIfile.]
To use the mapping procedures, we first defined afew constants and functions that aren't available in Turbo Pascal. Most
of the constants are obvious: Sqrt2 is the square root of two,
HalfPi is 7r divided by two, TwoPi is 7r times two, and we list ir
itself for completeness. Radian is used to convert angles measured in degrees to their equivalents in radian measure.
RadianDiv100 is equal to 7r/180/100 and is used to convert the
coastline data in WORLD.DAT to radians. The constant Not Vis ible is aflag that is set when apoint cannot be plotted on
the map. Xcenter and Ycenter define the center of the graphics
screen, Aspect represents the screen aspect ratio, and Ris the
radius of the scaled-down globe used to generate the map. To
present full-screen maps on graphics boards other than the
continued
Robert Miller is asystems analyst for the state of Michigan, and
Francis Reddy is a technical writer for the Milwaukee Public
Museum. You can reach both authors through the museum's
Education Dept., 800 West Wells, Milwaukee, WI 53233.
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Figure 1: Equidistant Cylindrical projection is easy to implement, but it distorts both the shape and the area of land masses.
CGA, see the text box " Scaling to aGraphics Board."
Now for the functions. ArcS in and ArcCos are inverse sine
and inverse cosine, respectively, and return the angle whose
sine or cosine is passed into the function. (The inverse tangent,
ArcTan, is supplied by Turbo Pascal.) ArcTanH is the inverse
hyperbolic tangent and is used only by procedure Mercator.
Function Meridian returns the difference between the current
longitude passed to it (called Lambda) and the central longitude
of the map (Lambda0). This difference (called DelLam) is adjusted if it falls beyond the range of + 180° and _ 1800 ( wradians) by adding or subtracting 360 ° (TwoPi). Meridian is used by
all projection procedures.
Finally, aword about the data file. We compiled the program
WORLD.DAT from two government-produced world maps.
For Antarctica, we used apolar view from the U.S. Geological
Survey's 1-to-40,000,000 " World Outline Map"; all else was
taken from the Defense Mapping Agency's " The World,"
which is also available through the USGS. The resulting binary
file, which consists of about 6,000 latitude/longitude pairs, provides anice low-resolution view of the world.
We chose aPascal binary file format for WORLD. DAT. The
first 2 bytes of each record are atwo-letter ASCII code: LS
means to draw line strings, beginning with the data point in this
record, and connect all subsequent points with records containing an Scode. Each record contains one data point consisting of
alongitude/latitude pair.
The longitudes and latitudes are stored as a16-bit integer representing hundredths of a degree. Coordinates south of the
equator and those west of Greenwich are considered negative.
This scheme produces arelatively compact data file giving an
adequate resolution of data points (better than 1mile on the
ground) for this purpose.
We have subsequently obtained both medium- and high-resolution coastline databases from the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. The smaller file contains about
15,000 points, and the larger one holds about 95,000 points,
including international boundaries. The data is in aformat compatible with CARTOG. PAS and is available from the authors for
acopying/handling charge of $ 15.
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The Easy Maps
Perhaps the simplest map projection is the Equidistant Cylindrical (see figure 1). Imagine aglobe tucked inside acylinder so
that only the equator touches the sides. That's the basic idea
behind this and all other so-called " cylindrical" projections.
"Graph paper" may be the best way to describe the Equidistant Cylindrical. In this projection's simplest form, the equator
is chosen to be the standard parallel, called Phil. This means
that the equator is the only latitude displayed true to scale and
without distortion. If meridians and parallels are equally
spaced, the result is agrid of tiny squares twice as long as it is
wide.
Features of Equidistant Cylindrical include:
•It preserves neither shapes nor areas;
•Poles are shown as lines;
•Meridians and parallels are equidistant (
straight lines intersecting at right angles);
•It is easy to compute.
PROCEDURE EquiCyl(Lambda, Lambda0, Phi, Phil,
R : REAL; VAR X, Y : REAL);
( For R=1: - Pi<=X<=Pi, -Pi/2<=Y<=Pi/2.
BEGIN
Lambda := Meridian(Lambda,

Lambda0);

X := R * Lambda * COS(Phil):
Y := R * Phi;
END;

(

EquiCyl. )

Interesting things happen if you choose astandard parallel other
than the equator (
Phil <> 0). The whole map becomes compressed in the east-west direction. In this case, there are two
standard parallels: Phil and —Phil. Recall that one of the features of the Earth's graticule is that meridians converge north
and south of the equator. Meridians don't converge on the Equidistant Cylindrical (or on the Mercator). So, if the equator represents the map's standard parallel, all the other parallels are
longer than they should be. This is most obvious at the poles,
which should be represented as points.

MAPPING THE WORLD

With Phil= 0, all parallels are forced to be the same length as
the longest one on the globe—the equator. With astandard parallel other than the equator, Phil and -Phil become the latitudes displayed true to scale. All the parallels between Phil and
-Phil are then smaller than they should be; those beyond them,
larger. This reduces the map's east-west dimensions, and the
scale is now closer to being true over alarger portion of the
map. Features between the standard latitudes are slightly
smaller than they should be, and features beyond the standard
parallels are scaled slightly larger. Changing the standard parallel also helps control distortion in the north-south direction—it
keeps the map's scale closer to being true over alarger area than
if you just used the equator.
All in all, the Equidistant Cylindrical projection is not avery
good choice for displaying geographic data. It preserves neither
area nor shape and is best used when distortions are less important than just getting the data on-screen as quickly as possible.
The Sinusoidal projection (see figure 2) is more useful and
only slightly more complex. Developed in the sixteenth century, the Sinusoidal is an equal-area projection; that is, it shows
areas correctly and exhibits no distortion along the equator and
central meridian. Distortion becomes pronounced at the outer
meridians, extreme near the poles. Latitude lines are straight,
parallel, and equally spaced. The central meridian is astraight
line and crosses all parallels at right angles; other meridians
form curves, their curvature increasing with greater distance
from the map's center. You'll usually see the Sinusoidal used
for world maps, often in an " interrupted" form. In this case, the
world is broken into sections, each with its own central meridian. Some atlases also use the Sinusoidal for South America,
Africa, and the central Pacific.

Scaling to
aGraphics Board
he program CARTOG. PAS scales the maps in this artiTcle
for CGA graphics. But what if you have an EGA or

some other graphics card? To determine how to alter the
graphics constants for your specific system, you must first
examine the comment accompanying each of the mapping
procedures. In procedure Sinusoidal, for example, the following comment is the key for calculating the proper Rto fill
agiven graphics screen:
For R = 1: - Pi <= X <= Pi and -P1/2 <= Y<= Pi/2.

R represents the radius of the scaled-down globe from which
the map is developed—it's the radius of the globe at the scale
of the map. To scale the maps to acomputer screen, you need
to know the values returned by each map projection for a
globe of unit radius. You also need to know the resolution of
your screen and its aspect ratio—that is, the factor by which
you need to divide the x-coordinate to compensate for nonsquare pixels.
Let's find R for displaying afull Sinusoidal map on the
CGA. The map's total range is 27r i ,ir my. The map's xaxis must fit within 640 pixels; the y-axis must fit within 200
pixels. For the CGA, the aspect ratio is 2.4. So for x:

R ( 640/21'1)/2.4 = 42.4 .
Features of Sinusoidal include:
•It shows area correctly but distorts shape, especially in polar
regions;
•Central meridian is straight, all others are sinusoidal curves;
•Parallels are equally spaced straight lines;
•It is easy to compute.
PROCEDURE Sinusoidal(Lambda,
REAL;
( For R=1: - Pi<=X<=Pi
BEGIN

Lambda0, Phi, R :
VAR X, Y : REAL);

and - Pi/2<=Y<=Pi/2.

Lambda := Meridian(Lambda, Lambda0);
X := R * Cos(Phi) * Lambda ;
Y := R * Phi;
END; (

Sinusoidal.

And

for y:
R= 200/Pi = 63.6,

because the smallest Rcontrols; to fit afull Sinusoidal map
on the CGA requires an Rof 42.4, which we rounded to 40 in
CARTOG.PAS. As it turned out, we could use this value for
all the projections, so we defined it as aconstant.
If you don't know the aspect ratio of your system, just plot
the Orthographic grid and plug in values until it forms acircle. Depending on your system, you may also need adifferent aspect ratio to get proper screen dumps.

1

Best-Known Projections
The Mercator map projection (see figure 3) is unquestionably
the most familiar. In fact, it may be the only projection many
students see. This is unfortunate, since the Mercator greatly distorts areas of large north-south extent. Which is bigger: Greenland or South America? If you're not at all sure, part of the
blame rests with the Mercator projection. Greenland is only
one-eighth the size of South America.
The map's primary purpose is navigational. A ship or plane following the same compass course will travel astraight line when
plotted on aMercator map. Gerhartlus Mercator developed this
projection in 1569 specifically as an aid to navigation. Mercator's
projection is classed as acylindrical, and at first glance it looks
much like the Equidistant Cylindrical. But look again. On aMercator map, the poles cannot be shown because they lie at infinity,
and the spacing between parallels increases with increasing distance from the equator. A region at the 60th parallel plots twice as
large as the same area at the equator. Moved to 80°, that same area
continued

Figure 2: Sinusoidal projection is easy to compute and preserves
the relative area of land masses, but it distorts their shape.
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Figure 3: The Mercator mapping projection is one of the most widely known and is responsible for the confusion as to whether
Greenland is bigger than South America. While it preserves the shape of coastlines, it distorts the area.
becomes 33 times larger than at the equator! The Mercator maintains the shapes of small areas at the cost of distorting sizes; the
Equidistant Cylindrical preserves neither.
Features of Mercator include:
•It preserves shape but distorts area, especially in polar
regions;
•Poles lie at infinity;
•Meridians are straight, equally spaced lines;
•Parallels are straight lines spaced unequally;
•Meridians and parallels intersect at right angles.
PROCEDURE Mercator(Lambda,
REAL;

Lambda0, Phi, R :
VAR X, Y : REAL);

( For R=1: - Pi<=X<=Pi, - Pi/2<=Y<=Pi/2.
I
CONST MaxLat : REAL - 1.397;
f 80 degrees. )
( REAL = 1.483;
85 degrees. )
BEGIN
IF ABS(Phi) < MaxLat

THEN

BEGIN
Lambda := Meridian(Lambda,
X := R *

Lambda;

Y := R * ArcTanH(SIN(Phi));
END
ELSE X := NotVisible;
END;
332
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Lambda0);

As latitudes and longitudes are passed into the procedure, the
values are tested to see if they fall within -MaxLat and +MaxLat.
Placing alimit around 80 ° or 85 ° gets all major arctic landforms
on the map; most of Antarctica passes the test as well. But since
distortion is pretty severe at high latitudes, you may want to try a
lower cutoff value.
Note that procedure Mercator is nestled within an IF statement. The loop that generates the graticule for these projections produces values for Phi ranging from - 90 ° to 90°. When
Phi reaches MaxLat, the x-coordinate is set to NotVisible
( - 32767).
This flag tells the "drawing pen" to lift off the screen. Since
the Mercator projection cannot show extremely high latitudes,
you must set the " pen up" flag when the latitude reaches
Maxlat.
Figure 4shows an Orthographic projection of the world. This
map looks very much like aglobe. It is the least useful map for
making measurements because of the extreme distortion near its
edges—in fact, the center of the map is the only point without
distortion. Unlike the other projections mentioned here, the
Orthographic plots only one hemisphere on asingle map. It is
generally reserved for pictorial views, such as for index maps
in an atlas.
continued
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mine whether or not each point is visible from the viewing location (central meridian and standard parallel) you choose. The
Orthographic presents the Earth as seen from space. Each point
coming into the procedure is first tested to see if it lies over the
horizon. For each Phi, Lambda pair, the procedure first determines the value of CosC. Any point with an angular distance
from the map center greater than 90 ° ( CosC < 0) is over the horizon and cannot be plotted. If CosC is 0or positive, the point lies
within the hemisphere being plotted and passes the test. Otherwise, the point is discarded and xis set to NotVisible.

Figure 4: Orthographic projection displays only one
hemisphere at atime. The center of the map is the only point
without distortion.

The Hammer Projection
Figure 5shows aHammer projection of the world. A German
professor of surveying developed this equal-area projection in
the late nineteenth century. It looks more realistic than the other
equal-area projection discussed here, the Sinusoidal, but this realism comes at aprice. Hammer's projection has curved parallels and curved meridians, a feature that makes it somewhat
more difficult to construct. Of course, it's agood choice for
displaying global distributions because it shows the whole world
at aglance. Climatic data, the movement of continents, the distribution of astronomical objects—all have been plotted on this
projection in recent science journals.
Features of Hammer include:
•Equal area;
•Equator and central meridian are straight lines;
•Curvature of meridians increase as the distance from the central meridian increases;
•Curvature of parallels increases with increasing distance from
the Equator.
PROCEDURE Hammer(Lambda, Lambda0, Phi, R :
REAL; VAR X, Y : REAL);
{ For R =

1: - 2*SQRT(2) <= X <= 2*SORT(2)

and - SQRT(2) <= Y <= SORT(2).
VAR K,

Figure 5: The Hammer is another equal-area projection. It is
more realistic than the Sinusoidal, but its curved parallels and
meridians make it more difficult to construct.
Features of Orthographic include:
•It shows perspective projection from infinite distance;
•It can show only one hemisphere at atime;
•Great distortion along the edge of the visible hemisphere;
•Azimuthal — directions from the map center to every other
point on the map are shown correctly.
PROCEDURE Orthographic(Lambda, Lambda0, Phi,
Phil, R: REAL; VAR X, Y : REAL);
( For R = 1, - 2 <= X, Y <= 2. )
VAR CosC, CosL, SinPhil, CosPhil, SinPhi,
CosPhi, R2 :
REAL;
BEGIN
Lambda :=Meridian(Lambda,

Lambda0);

R2:=R+R;
CosPhil:=COS(Phil);

SinPhil:=SIN(Phil);

CosPhi := COS(Phi);

SinPhi: = SIN(Phi);

CosL := COS(Lambda)*CosPhi;
CosC := SinPhil * SinPhi + CosPhil * CosL;
IF CosC >= 0 THEN BEGIN
X:=R2 * CosPhi * SIN(Lambda);
Y:=R2 * ( CosPhil*SinPhi - SinPhil*CosL);
END ELSE X:=NotVisible;
END; ( Orthographic. )

Procedure Orthographic contains agraphics flag similar to the
one in Mercator. In this case, however, the problem is to deter334
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CosPhi,

HalfLambda :

1

REAL;

BEGIN
HalfLambda :=
0.5 * Meridian(Lambda,

Lambda0);

CosPhi:=COS(Phi);
K := R * SQRT2 /
SORT(1 + CosPhi * COS(HalfLambda));
X := 2 * K * CosPhi * ( eIN(HalfLambda));
Y := K * SIN(Phi);
END; ( Hammer. )

The World in Your Hands
The best way to discover the properties of map projections is to
make maps. These routines give you ahead start in combining
cartography with your own applications. You might even want
to modify the map procedures and create aweird custom projection. You now have the power to manipulate the earth's surface—surely one of cartography's most appealing aspects. •
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Tom Jeffery

Mimicking Mountains
Modeling the curves and surfaces of
coastlines, mountains, and wood
grains requires fractal geometry
an-made shapes may be smooth, rectilinear,
and easy to model, but shapes in nature are
more complex and richer in detail and texture.
Nature's roughness appears to be chaotic and
random, but there is apattern to the randomness. A coastline, for example, is rough with bays, inlets, capes,
and peninsulas. However, if you examine these features closely,
you find that they are made up of smaller bays and peninsulas.
While the smaller aspects are not identical to the larger ones,
they have similar statistical properties, scaled down. Therefore,
you could call coastlines statistically self-similar.
Modeling complex curves and surfaces, such as coastlines,
mountains, and wood grains, requires amore complex geometry than the usual two- and three-dimensional variety. Fractal
geometry, aterm coined by Benoit Mandelbrot (see reference 1)
describes figures with fractional dimensions; that is, figures
whose effective dimensions exceed their topological dimensions. Fractals differ from ordinary geometrical shapes; they
appear rough or fragmented, and this fragmentation exists at all
scales. Thus, many fractals could also be called self-similar,
although the precise definition of self-similarity is more restrictive; Iwill use the term to mean that they are similar—either
exactly or statistically—at any magnification.
In fractals, the size of aparticular feature at agiven scale is
proportional to that scale. In other words, for random fractal
surfaces, the interval between two heights is arandom Gaussian
variable with amean-square variance proportional to some fractional power of the distance between the two points. That is, the
formula for random fractal surfaces is:
Av[[Z(x 1 ,y1) — Z(x2,y2)1 2) = [(x1 —x2) 2 + (y1 — y2) 21",
where Av stands for the average, Z is the surface defined by x
and y, and H is afractional number between 0and 1.
H determines the surface's roughness. When H is close to 1,
small-scale features make asmall contribution, and the surface
is relatively smooth. When H is between 1
/ and 1, the surface
2
shows the mixture of regularity and disorder that characterizes
nature. In fact, the value of H for actual mountains is around
0.8. When H -= 1
/,disorder takes over. Any straight-line path
2
over the surface is aGaussian random walk with intervals that
are related only to the size of the step, not to previous values.
When H is less than 1
/,the intervals are inversely related to pre2
vious values, and the surface is too chaotic to seem natural.
Figure 1shows three surfaces, constructed from the same

random numbers, with different values of H—from 0.6, the
roughest of the three, to 0.8, the smoothest. Changing H while
using the same random numbers has been suggested as an animation technique (see reference 2); in this case, you might use
animation to represent erosion of the mountains.
Constructing Random Fractal Surfaces
The formula for a random fractal surface suggests a simple
method of construction. The midpoint-displacement algorithm
consists of adding random detail at successively smaller scales.
Relating the size of the detail to the scale size by the formula
ensures that the final surface approximates afractal.
You start by displacing the corners of asquare cell arandom
distance up or down (see figure 2). Then you divide the cell into
four smaller cells and perform the same corner displacement on
each cell. The new cells are formed by connecting the midpoints
of the edges of the old cell to the center point. The center point is
the average of the four corners. Then you repeat the process recursively, finding the midpoints of the edges of the new cells
and displacing them.
This midpoint-displacement algorithm is associated with
Fournier, Fussell, and Carpenter (see reference 2), who have
used it in many computer graphics applications, including animations. The algorithm has several attractions. The calculations
involved are simple—only afew additions and multiplications.
There are no transcendental functions, Fourier transforms, and
so on. More important, you need to perform these calculations
only once for each point, so the number of calculations is linearly related to the number of points (order = n). Once the height
of apoint is calculated, it is fixed.
Although the algorithm is defined recursively, the program
Fraldfc.pas uses asimpler, recursive version. [Editor's note:
The programs Frakffc.pas, Frakvoss.pas, Texture.pas,
Map.pas, and 3-D.pas are available in Macintosh Pascal on
BIX, on BYTEnet, on disk, and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See "Program Listings" in the table of contents. To
"find" source code in the Listings areas on BIX and BYTEnet,
search by article title, author, or issue date. Some archivedfiles
may contain numerous listings for asingle article. Adescription
of the file also accompanies each entry.] In the recursive algorithm, the values for adjacent cells are calculated twice. This is
not only wasteful, but it means that you must constrain the random numbers, or you will generate different values for the same
point at different times.
The surface is asquare array, srf[0..size, O. . size]. The
variable step is the scale size. It starts out equal to size, the maximum index of the square array. The corners, (0, 0), (0, size),
continued

Tom Jeffery is a technical writing consultant for Hitachi
Limited. He has aB.A. in physics from Dartmouth College. He
can be reached at 26 Winnemay St., Natick, MA 01760.
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MIMICKING MOUNTAINS

(size, 0), and (
size, size), are displaced by aGaussian variable
with 0 mean and unit variance times a step factor, which is
step"' times 100, converted to an integer. You calculate the step
factor logarithmically, since it includes afractional exponent. The
factor of 100 keeps small random numbers from being rounded off
to 0, since Gaussian variables tend to cluster around 0.
Then, the program begins iterating. For each iteration, step is
divided in half, and the program stops when step = 1. ( Therefore, it only approximates afractal. An actual fractal would require an infinite number of divisions.) Thus, size must be a

power of 2 ( Iused a64- by 64-pixel array). You calculate astep
factor only once, proportional to the step size, and then add details at the new scale, or step size.
For each row, the program calculates the midpoint between
old points [
row, (n X step)] and [
row, ((n + 2) X step)] for n =
0to size — (
2 x step), and displaces them by arandom amount
proportional to step. This will be the new point [
row, ((n + 1)
X step)]. Then the program determines the midpoints and displacements for the columns in the same way. Centers are calculated between the rows and columns (see figures 3and 4).
After the surface has been calculated, the program stores it on
disk. Since each of the surfaces generated by this algorithm contains 4225 points, they take awhile to calculate. Save each one
you generate.
Ironing Out the Creases
As simple as midpoint displacement may be, it has aflaw. Figure 5shows awireframe representation of afractal generated by
this algorithm. Notice the creases. When apoint is determined,
it is fixed and can't be affected by future points. These become
special points, with different statistics from the rest, leading to
creases along grid lines. You can't solve this problem, akind of
discontinuity, by using more points or iterating further. It is inherent in the algorithm.

continued

FFC-type fractal
Randseed = 1000

Figure 1: The effect of varying H in the formula for random
fractal surfaces.

Figure 2: Steps 1and 2of the midpoint-displacement
algorithm.

------

Step

[row. col

Step
Midpoint

Step

•

o

•

Figure 3: Finding new points in the calculations of the
midpoint displacement.
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Displacement
proportional
to Step 2"

Figure 4: Calculating the height of anew point by the
midpoint-displacement method.

The $638,400
microcomputer commuter.
Scott Hunter, systems development manager,
isn't the average commuter. When he arrives
at his office today, he will issue purchase
orders for micros and peripherals worth over
$600,000. Scott is upgrading his company's
PC equipment to speed communications
between the field offices and headquarters.
His company knows that Scott will select the
most efficient, cost-effective and reliable
models available. He is a "Power User" of
micros at work and at home.
To keep his edge as a microcomputer expert,
Scott reads BYTE, the authoritative micro
technology magazine for the "Power
Reader." BYTE readers have tremendous
clout when it comes to micro-related
purchases where they work. During the next

12 months, BYTE subscribers with technical
titles like Scott's will buy or influence their
companies' average purchases of $710,097
for micros, peripherals and software. It's
a fact. .. the BYTE reader is the
"Power Buyer."
In terms of buying influence, our " Scott
Hunter" typifies the average BYTE reader
with a technical job title, according to the
1986 Hardware and 1987 Software
Purchasing Influence Studies.
Are you putting the " Power of BYTE" to
work for your micro products? To find out
how...call your BYTE Advertising Sales
Consultant today.
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Peterborough, NH 03458
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Listing 1: Pseudocode for the coastline routine.
FOR Row =

0 TO Size,

DO the

FOR Column = 0 TO Size,

following:

DO the

following:

IF the Surface ( Row, Column) > 0,
THEN set the Pen Pattern to Black;
ELSE set the Pen Pattern to White.
Paint the point

at Row,

Column with

the Pen Pattern.

Listing 2: Pseudocode for the stripe routine.
FOR Row = 0 TO Size,

DO the

following:

FOR Column = 0 TO Size, DO the following:
Divide the Surface ( Row, Column) by Interval.
IF the result is odd,
THEN set the Pen Pattern to Black;
ELSE set the Pen Pattern to White.
Paint the point at Row, Column with

Creating Texture
The program Texture.pas displays the fractal surfaces the programs generate in various ways in a64- by 64-pixel image. The
continued

the Pen Pattern.

Table 1: The two vectors that define the patch at point
[row,col], followed by the actual cross product, and
thus the normal vector.
Vector x
Vector y

Listing 3: Pseudocode for the topo (topological)
routine.
FOR Row = 0 TO ( Size -

1),

DO

FOR Column = 0 TO ( Size - 1), DO
Divide the Surface ( Row, Column) by Interval.
IF the Surface ( Row, Column) is in the same
zone as the Surface ( Row, Column + 1)
AND the Surface ( Row, Column) is in the

Richard Voss (see reference 3) has improved the situation somewhat with aslightly different algorithm. In the successive randomadditions method, instead of adding adisplacement only to the
midpoints, you add it to all points at that scale. Voss compares this
to a Fourier series that uses sines and cosines, instead of just
cosines. This algorithm also lets you decrease the step size by more
or less than 1
/ at each recursion. When the factor drops below 1
2
/,
2
Voss claims that the creases virtually vanish.
The program Frakvoss.pas is aslight modification of Frakffc.pas, using areduction factor of 1
/ .It finds midpoints in the
2
same way but adds arandom displacement, proportional to step
size, to all the points that have been calculated. Frakvoss.pas
takes alittle longer than Fralcffc.pas, since it must add displacements to the old points as well as the new ones. On average, each
point requires less than two random additions. This is not a
serious problem, since it's still linear with respect to the number
of points. However, the improvement in the creases is somewhat
marginal (see figure 6). The best way to avoid discontinuity
problems seems to be to generate anumber of surfaces, by either
algorithm, and choose the ones that best suit your purpose.
(Discontinuity is most severe with alarge H.)

same

zone as the Surface ( Row + 1, Column),
THEN set the Pen Pattern to White;
ELSE set the Pen Pattern to Black.
Paint the point at Row, Column with
the Pen Pattern.

Row direction:
Column direction:
Height direction:

1
(srf(row, col) srf(row, col + 1))*
100/range

0
(srf(row, col) srf(row+1, col))•
100/range

The cross product is:
Row direction: [srf(row, cok1) - srf(row, col))*100/range
Column direction: (srf(row+1, col) - srf(row, col))*100/range
Height direction: 1
Dividing this vector by its length gives the normal vector.

Figure 5: Creases generated by the FFC fractal algorithm.
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Figure 6: Creases generated by the Voss fractal algorithm.
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Circle 303 on Reader Service Card

Turbo

MIMICKING MOUNTAINS

G

TM

procedure CoastDisp floods the surface withcolor. Any points
lower than Oelevation are colored black, and points higher than
0are white. The procedure StripeDisp displays the surface as
alternating black and white stripes, separated by agiven height
interval, and the TopoDisp procedure draws contour lines for a
given interval. The GrainDisp procedure simulates wood
grains. It is similar to the StripeDisp routine but divides the

Graphics Library
for
Borland International's

Turbo C-

continued

Supports: CGA, EGA, HERCULES, VGA
Features:

Listing 4: Pseudocode for the grain routine.

•Virtual Device Coordinates
•Drawing Primitives

Divide Interval into four zones:
Black zone: 2/7;
Dark gray zone: 1/7;
Gray zone: 1/7;
Light gray zone: 1/7;
White zone: 2/7.
FOR Row = O TO Size, DO the following:

•Hidden Line Suppression
•Circle
•Line

• Rectangle
• Arc

•All size modules
•Source Available

Library: $79.95

FOR Column = O TO Size, DO the following:
IF the Surface (
Row, Column) is in first 2/7
of Interval,
THEN set the Pen Pattern to Black;
ELSE IF it's in the next 1/7,
THEN set the Pen Pattern to Dark Gray;
ELSE IF it's in the next 1/7,
THEN set the Pen Pattern to Gray;
ELSE IF it's in the next 1/7,
THEN set the Pen Pattern to Light Gray;
ELSE set the Pen Pattern to White.

Source: $ 149.95

Specify 5.25 or 3.5 disk format
Call NOW!!
(919) 467-6855 (919) 481-9452
TXM, Inc. Cary, NC 27511

Paint the point at Row,
the Pen Pattern.

Mastercard and Visa Accepted

A M ESSAGE
To OUR
SUBSCRIBERS

Listing 5: Asection of code in Macintosh Pascal that
implements the pseudocode in listing 4. This code comes
from Texture.pas.

ROM TIME 10 TIME WE MAKE THE BYTE SUBscriber list available to other companies who wish to send
our subscribers material about their products. We take great
care to screen these companies, choosing only those who are
reputable, and whose products, services, or information we
feel would be of interest to you. Direct mail is an efficient
medium for presenting the latest personal computer goods
and services to our subscribers.
Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use of our
mailing list, and look forward to finding information of interest to them in the mail. Used are our subscribers' names
and addresses only ( no other information we may have is
ever given).
While we believe the distribution of this information is of
benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes of
any subscriber who does not want to receive such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict the use of your
name, simply send your request to the following address.

Bin M AGAZINE
ATTN: SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
P.
O.Box 6821
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854
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Column with

utni

procedure GrainDisp;
(Displays wood grain, grain spacing: int)
var
col,row,int,res,sp,drk,gr,lt : longint;
begin
write (' Interval?');
readln(int);
if int > 0 then
begin
sp :- int div 7;
drk := sp * 2;
gr := sp * 3;
lt := sp * 4;
for row := 0 to size do
for col := 0 to size do
begin
res := srf[row, col] mod int;
if res < sp
then penpat(black)
else if res < drk
then penpat(dkgray)
else if res < gr
then penpat(gray)
else if res < lt
then penpat(ltgray)
else penpat(white);
paintpt(row, col);
end;
end;
end;

Circle 197 on Reader Service Card
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1
••••••

PACKAGES

769

1571
$7

Disk
29

11C

APPLE

IE

=649 =869
Apple IIGS Computer 35' Drive •
Apple ROB Color Monitor • Peke
of 10 Diskettes • All Cables
& Adaotors • Apple Software

$
i399

PACKAGE
• Keyboard • 640K RAM Power
TurboSpeed•4 7/8 MHz • Two 36016
Floppy Drives diAS DOS
Mono- Graphics Card • High Resolution
Mono Monitor • FREE Word Processing
software

MAC PLUS COMPUTER PACKAGE

81579

IMAGEWRITER 11 PRINTER

4449

MAC SE COMPUTER
81969
MAC SE COMPUTER
VV/20MB APPLE HARD DRIVE $ 2499
APPLE WORKS SOFTWARE._
169

=679

MONITORS

839
$ 1249
$3295
81629
42349
$10991

COMMODORE 1902 ROB
Color Monitor
$229
COMMODORE 2002 New RGB
Color Monitor
$239
THOMPSON 14' CGA
Monitor
$289
GOLD STAR EGA
Monitor
$ 369
with EGA Card
4489

commodore

128 PACKAGE
Commodore 128 Computer
Commodore
Drive
Commodore 1902 Color Monitor
Commodore 1515 80 Column Printer

1049
5

• Apple IIC or IIE
Keyboard - 525 Disk
DrIve •Ir Monitor •
All Hook-up Cables
and Adaptors- Package
of 10 Diskettes

PACKAGE
•PC10-1 Computer
•512K Expandable
to 640K
•360K Disk Drive
•Enhanced
Keyboard
„
•Serial &
Parallel Ports
•12* Monitor
•All Hook-up Cables & Adaptors $ 529

599

MODEL D PACKAGE

PC10-1

IBM PC/XT

30 PACKAGE

• IBM Computer • Two 720K Drive,
640K RAM • Built - in Graphics •
Serial/Parallel Ports • optional 12'
Monitor

•8086 Processor • 8 MHz • 5I2K
RAM - 1 720K Disk Drive • Keyboard
• Serial & Parallel Ports
. Monochrome Monitor

=1499

=899

MODEL

MODEL 25 PACKAGE

• IBM XT Computer • IBM Keyboard
256K RAM Expandable to 640K • 360K
Disk Drive• 20MB Hard Drive • Package
of 10 Diskettes • ' Monitor optional)

Same Package with

,\

64/c pACKAGE
Commodore 64/C Computer
Commodore
Disk Drive
Computer Printer
12'
Computer Monitor

nocesrd,Ccud

NO ADDITIONAL SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS

1541

s399

AMIGA00 68000
NE*AMIGA MO COMP U TER
Processor • 512K RAM

cs Commodore - e

Power Expandable to 9MB
•Graphics Capability

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE
AMIGA 1010 DISK DRIVE
AMIGA 1020 DISK DRIVE
AMIGA 501 - 512K EXPANSION
AMIGA 1050 RG8 COLOR MONITOR
THESE & ALL OTHER PERIPHERALS Y. ST ,ICK ,
AMIGA 2000- WILL BEAT ANY PRICE!

e\

,fflligi

COIIIPAa
MODEL 2

DESKPR O

DESKPRO 286
DESKPRO

MODEL

286 MODEL

11150
1 $2190
20 $2899_

Certified cbecka,bank abeclurAl
dykariAMEX,Dirwr's Club, Carta lillaeche,Diacerer Card and C0,D raccented, Ne odditienal
'archery, fir credit card elder. Non— certified check. most er•it 1-11 weeks clearanc, Money • rders are non codified checka PhIS4
add 5% fer ', Alden and handing,
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Voss-type fractal
H = 0.7

Figure 7: Display of the surface generated by Map.pas
denoting height with various shadings. The lighter the color,
the higher the number; the darker the color, the lower
the number.
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Figure 8: The formula for across product used to calculate
apatch's normal vector.
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Figure 9: The formula for the dot product used to calculate
the cosine of the angle between the illuminating vector and the
normal vector.

stripes into shades of gray. Listings 1through 4show pseudocode for these routines. The patterns generated all represent the
same surface. Listing 5contains the actual code for the GrainDisp procedure.
The Map.pas program divides the surface into nine equalheight ranges and colors each range adifferent shade (see figure
7). You could use this sort of procedure to produce abattle map
for acombat-simulation game.
Projecting Three Dimensions
The clearest way to see the surfaces I've described is in threedimensional projection. If your system has any 3-D projection
routines, Isuggest you use them. If not, you should try 3-D.pas;
it is a quick-and-dirty— well, maybe not so quick- 3-D
program.
The heart of 3-D.pas, the projection routine, computes the
screen coordinates from arow, column, and height, using an
orthographic projection. Points farther back appear higher and
to the right of more forward points. There is no perspective, so
parallels stay parallel. Array columns are horizontal on the
screen, four pixels per unit. Rows are displayed " back into" the
screen; that is, right by three pixels and up by two pixels
per unit.
To adjust the vertical scale to the row/column scale, the
height is divided by the range of the surface and multiplied by
100. The horizontal and vertical screen coordinates are: horizontal = (
4 x column) + (
3 x row); vertical = height x 100/
range + (
2 x row). Using only the projection routine, you can
draw awire-frame model of the surface.
A simple shading model would be to set the intensity of
brightness of aplane patch equal to the cosine of the angle between the patch's illuminating vector and its normal vector (the
unit vector perpendicular to the surface). You can find the normal vector by taking the cross product—in other words, the vector product between two sides that define the plane—which
gives avector pointing in the right direction, and dividing that
vector by its own length. Figure 8shows the formula for across
product. Table 1shows the two vectors that define the patch at
point [
row, col].
You input the vector for the illumination in degrees above the
horizon (
alt, or altitude), and degrees around the horizon (
az, or
azimuth). The program converts this to athree-component unit
vector. The dot, or scalar, product gives the cosine of the angle
between the illuminating vector and the normal vector.
Figure 9 shows the formula for the dot product. Figure 10
shows the result of this model, ashaded three-dimensional projection of afractal surface.
Some Fractal Tools
Although there have been many articles published on fractals,
most of the algorithms they include have been for nonrandom
geometric fractals. The routines Ihave given here are not
sophisticated, but they should provide a framework within
which you can start to play with random fractal surfaces.
Mandelbrot's book (see reference 1) can give you alot more to
think about, but if you just want to experiment, here are some
tools. •

Voss- type fractal
H = 0.6
Solar altitude = 20°
Solar azimuth = 90°

Figure 10: A shaded three-dimensional projection of a
fractal surface.
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Plug-In To Our Network And

Receive AFree Issue Of...

If you're responsible for the use, planning, design and implementation
of information networks...YOU should be connected to this magazine.
DATA COMMUNICATIONS is devoted 100% to reporting and exploring
developments in digital communications. And it publishes more than
half of all networking information printed in the USA!
In it you will find practical ideas to help you enhance productivity in
your own environment, build more efficient systems, cut costs and
avoid mistakes.
Each issue examines methodologies of computer applications.., system
design and optimization...message switching... integrated voice, data
and video.., diagnostics, error detection and testing... digitized voice
...common carrier facilities.., software and network design... and more.
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merican Semiconductor

the fastest growing supplier of
uality computer parts now gives
you complete systems for less than
ANYBODY! And we can

FINANCE YOU!

$35

TA LEASE * YOU OWN
Be.
• ;slim

111188
MAUL #5381

•Selectable 4.77 8 8 MHz
Processing Speed • 64K RAM
Memory • Bets • One 360K
Floppy [Awe • Floppy Controller
w Cable • Eight Expansion Slots •
PC XT Compatible Keyboard
RETAIL VAL UF 1099.

OUR PRICE 567.

$65mo-_

gam
- $45:° -1
181111

TURBO XT
MODEL # 5302

•beiectabie 4.77
8 MHz
ProcessIng Speed • 840K RAM
Memory on Men Board • Bes •
18 at sose2 CPU • One 360K
Floppy Drive • Multi I ( w Floppy
Controlle ,.Clock Calendar.
Parallel. Serial, 8 Game Port)
•Eight Expansion Slots • PC
XT Compatible Keyboard
RETAIL VALUE 1599.

OUR PRICE 711.

TURBO XT
MODEL # 5383

•Selectable 4.77 8 8 MHz
Processing Speed • 640K RAM
Memory on Main Board • Bes •
8088.2 CPU • One 360K
Floppy Drive • Multi I0 ( w Floppy
Controller Clock Calendar. Parallel. Serrai 8 Game Portl• Eight
Expansion Slots • One 10MB
Hard Drive ( w Controller) •
PC XT Compattble Keyboard
RETAIL VALUE 1999.

81111 PRICE 878.

$5çmo.

$7çmo.
wiz
TURBO AT
MODEL # 5502

MP •

•8 MHz Processing Speed •
640K RAM Memory on Main
Board • Bios • 18 Bn 8088-2
CPU • Two 360K Hall Height
Floppy Drives • Multi I01w
Floppy Controller Clock Calen.
dar. Parallel. Serial. 8 Game
Port). 20MB Hard Drive ( w Conroller). TURBO Normal Mode
Either Software°, Hardware
Selectable • EIght Expansen
Slots • PC XT Compatible
Keyboard • IBM Compatible
Enhanced Graphes Adapter
IEGA)• High Resolution
EGA Monitor
RETAIL VALUE 3899.

•6-8-10 MHz Processing Speed
•6 MHz • 840K (
Expandable to
1MB on Man Board) • Bros •
80281 Based CPU • 360K
Hall Height Floppy Orme • Hard
Drive 1w Controller) • Mull, 10
tw Floppy Controller. Clock Calendar. Parallel. Serial. 8 Game
Port) • 20 MB Hard Drive lw Controller) • AT Style Keyboard
RETAIL VALUE 3999.

•512K RAM Memory ( Expandable to 1MB on Main Board) •
80286 Based CPU • Bes •
1.2MB Half HeIght Floppy Drive •
20MB Hard Dove 1w Controller) •
Eight Expansion Slots • Parallel
Port • AT Style Keyboard • Performance 16, 12, 10, 8, 6 MHz
Available
RETAIL VALUE 3999.

11111 PRICE 1826.

OUR PRICE 1588.

811R PRICE 1733.

* * * * * *
* INSTANT CREDIT *

TURBO Xi MODEL #5384—.

•8 MHz Processing Speed •
640K RAM Memory on Main
Board • Bes • 16 BIt 8088-2
CPU • Two 310K Half Height
Floppy Drives • Mull, I0 ( w
Floppy Controller. Clock Calen.
dar. Parallel. Serra), 8 Game
Port) • One 20MB Hard Drive
(v., Controller) • TURBO Normal Mode Etther Software or
Hardware Selectable • EIght
Expansion Slots • PC XT
Compahble Keyboard
RETAIL VALUE 2499.

OUR PRICE 1151.

•

TURBO X1
MODEL # 5306

$45me- ng i$ 45

TURBO XT
MODEL # 5387

amp

•8 MHz Clock Speed • 512K
RAM Memory ( 1MB Option
Avatlable)• Bes • Intel 80286
Meroprocessor • 1.2MB Halt
Hetght Floppy Drive • 30MB
Hard Drive (w Controller) • EIght
Expansen Slots • Serial Parallel
Adapter • AT Compatible Keyboard • Performance 16, 12,
10, 8, 6 MHz Available
RETAIL VALUE 4499.

8111 PRICE 2132.

TURBO
MODEL # 5305
•8 MHz Clock Speed • 640K
RAM Memory on Main Board •
Bes • 16 Bit 8088-2 CPU • Two
360K Half Height Floppy Drives •
Multi I0 ) w Floppy Controller.
Clock Calendar Parallel. Serial,
8 Game Port) • 30MB Hard Drive
1w controller) • TURBO Nor.
mal Mode Emitter Software or
Hardware Selectable • Eight
Expansen Slots • PC AT
Compatible Keyboard
RETAIL VALUE 2999.

OUR PRICE 1348.

75m o.
TURBO ATzr,
MOREL # 5583

•8 MHz Clock Speed • 512K
RAM Memory ( 1MB Opten
Available) • Bros • Intel 80288
Meroprocessor • 1.2MB Half
Height Floppy Drive • 40MB
Hard Dnve ( w Controller) • Eight
Expansen Slots • Serial Parallel
Adapter • AT Compatible Keyboard • Performance 16,12,
10, 8, 6 MHz Available
RETAIL VALUE 5999.

MIR PRICE 2132.

CHEAPER PRICES , AMERICAN SEMICONDUCTOR had to make achoice between builithng our products as cheaply as posbble and selling 11 as a gel.by product or buildmg quality into our
products lor server durabrIlty and your long lasting enjoyment
We know you would prefer to deal with acompany thal puts everything possible into ils product to make it lee best The best thongs are never the cheapest and cheap thongs are seldom the best
NO OTHER COMPANY CAN OFFER YOU A5YEAR WARRANTY ON ITS OTO XT TURBO MOTHERBOARDS AND INSTANT CREDIT BESIDES.
Our dun, control lrom R&D component selecton lo 1mai assembly, enables us to maintain qualay throughout tne cornple manufacturing process THAT SWHY WE SELL SO MANY.

* NOW! *
ORDER TOLL FREE'

CUSTOMER SERVICE (813) 961-5584
IMPORT EXPORT
(813) 961-9444

%sic/ea Amencan Semtcondachz Mc

i6,c(

1-8004325-SAVE

OPEN MON-FRI 8AM- 7PM
OPEN SATURDAY 9AM- 5PM EST)
(
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS. 16520 N FLORIDA AVE, LUTZ, FLORIDA 33549, ( 813) 886-8631

NORTHEAST REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE 1-301-933-3523
WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA
1-800-942-9488

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO AVAILABILITY AND MARKET FLUCTUATIONS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED $25 00 CREDIT APPLICATION FEE
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With prices like these and
financing unlike anywhere in
the world, it's easy to see why
American Semiconductor is

Top Cu

Our revolving charge makes ownir4thl
systems you want easy! NO MONEUOWN!

°Vera

of

$11111170

FINANC INC AVAILABLE!!
tot

Sqgmo.
mug.. MODEL #570I

ece0-1.

FREE!! *

Wen
0100.

•16 MHz Processor Speed • Intel
80386 Micro Processor • 32 Bit
architecture • Compatible with 8 MHz
80286 Hardware & Software • Phoenix 386 Bios • Four Speed Selection
(16, 8, 6, 4.77 MHz) • Relocation of
Bios • EGA Buos to 32 Bit High Speed
RAM for Lightning Execution • Real
Time Clock • 4, 8 4,10 MHz 80287
Co-processor Socket • Standard 32 Bit
High Speed Memory Board 1MB of
RAM Memory Installed, Connectors
For Attaching Up to 10MB of Memory
•1.2MB Half/Height Floppy Drive •
Eight Expansion Slots • SeiialiParallel
Adapter • AT Compatible Keyboard
RETAIL VALUE 8999.

OUR PRICE 3272.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR
LIMITED TIME OFFER!!

/

HARD DRIVE
KITS from 10 mb.

WITH ANY COMPUTER PURCHASE

to 360 mb. •

111115"5'.

DEALERS, CALL US FOR SPECIAL
DEALER PRICING ON ITEMS LIKE:
PRINTERS'

F,

IhslISPAI N,
0111DMIA
PANASONIC
tCSHIBA
PRINTER PUFFERS'
OPADRAM
LASER PRINTEFF

MONITORS'
AMR.,

...MN. S
OUADPAM

COMPOSI1F MC.ITOP

INTEL

COIDP
HI. S MONOCHNOMF

FLOPPY OPP

EGA
PRINCE TON
GRAPPICS

»YES

MOO CARDS
MAYNARD
01,1110

PRINLI TON
0,ADI ,AM
ViOrC, '
ACIP
COPPYJIMCPYPDPS
PISMO
AST
CC,

0/APEMAN

MODEMS
EVENFX

IftliPPFLINCTION

GRAPPICS BOARD
ASI

WARDS

ORCHID

CANON
H MET" PACKARD

°M.P.
"ARAN

Pt:MYERS'
RAU' 1.04•14:/

MCION -API
."01RPU'EP
PRIMA CORR

NO MONEY DOWN!

SI AGAU
...IOU FLOE
LLPCIPLIP
'Amt.
SYSGEN

VIDEO

GRAPHIC PACKAGES
* MONOCHROME
* COLOR $
* EGA ENHANCED

WITH MOST SYSTEM PURCHASES

MONITORS ARE ADDITIONAL. SURGE PROTECTOR'POWER DISTRIBUTION CENTERS ARE OPTIONAL AND AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $39.95

Even if you have acomputer...
We'll sell you add-ons from our TOP UURLI IT products, and
SAY CHARGE IT!

ADD 3.95%

FINANCE them too!

1-800-825-SA E

V/S4

1-800-237-5758

OFFICES NOW OPEN. TAMPA - MIAMI - LOS ANGELES - WASHINGTON, D.C. - TAIPEI, TAIWAN - TOKYO, JAPAN
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THE BUYER'S MART

A Directory of Products and Services

is amonthly advertisirg secton which enables readers
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, eaci
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers.

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline ( 23 characters maximum),
descriptive text ( 250 charavers maximum), plus company name, address and

THE BUYER'S MART

telephone number. Do not send logos or camera-ready artwork.
DEADLINE: Ad copy i3 due approximately 2months prior to issue date. For example: March issue closes on January 7. Send your copy and payment to THE
BUYER'S MART, BYTE magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
For more information call Mark Stone at BYTE 603 924 3754.

RATES: ix-$ 475 3x -$450 6x -$425 12 x -$375
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset oy BYTE. Advertisers must

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

BAR CODE

FREE CATALOG

IBM PC ACCESSORIES!

BAR CODE MADE EASY

Thousands of parts and new surplus electronic parts
at super low prices FAST ORDER PROCESSING
AND SHIPPING (
95% of all orders shipped within
48 hours)
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG

Our FREE Catalog includes hundreds of Switches/Cables, Buffers/Converters, Print Spoolers,
PC Stands, Furniture, Surge Protectors & More for
your IBM PC. LOW Direct Prices, SAME DAY Shipping & Satisfaction GUARANTEED! Write or Call
for a FREE CATALOG Today!

PERCON 6 E-Z.READER• keyboard interfaces and multuser

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 567, Van Nuys. CA 91408-0567

1-800-826-5432

Tipz Computer Accessories
P.O Box 690, San Franc isco, CA 94101-0690
800-367-8479

iquiry 551

or

RS232 models make it easy to add bar coude to virtuely any
computerfterminal WITHOUT SOFTWARE MODIFICATION
Immediate stripping Ln39
warranty Bar code pnnting

software available Call for details on fast, accurate. adu data
entry Substantial reseter discounts

PERCONe
2190 W. 11th St., Eugene, OR 97402

(503) 344 -1189

415-567-4067

nquiry 556.

nquiry 558.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
SOFTWARE PACKAGING, DISKS
and
fotders -many sizes Disk pages envelopes & labels Lon
Cloth binders & slips likel8Ms Vinyl binders, boxea

qty. imprinting. Bulk & branded disks. Much Morel Low
prices. Fast service Call or write for FREE CATALOG

Anthropomorphic Systems Limited
376-B East St. Charles Road
Lombard, IL 60148
1- 800- DEAL- NOW

FamilyCare" Software
This comprehensive medical diagnostic expert system
spares expensive, unnecessary trips to aphysician by
guiding you quickly through possible symptoms and giving you specific directions for medical care, home treatment. and medications includes hundreds of symptoms, injuries, and disease,: of newborns through

teenageo.
Famllyeare - Software
Lundin Laboratories. Inc.

29451 Greenfield Rd . Suite 5016 Southfield. MI 48026

( 312) 629-5160

lquiry 552

800/426-8426

or

READ 81 PRINT BAR CODES
Fast, reliable data entry into your programs as if
from your keyboard. Internal unit for PC, XT, AT
PS/2-M30. RS-232 unit for DOS & Non-DOS
systems (incl. all PS/2). Stainless steel wand and
LASER interfaces. Powerful Bar Code and Text
printing software.

Seagull Scientific Systems
601 University Ave . Suite 150, Sacramento, CA 95825

Mt» 388-1776

313/559-4561

nquiry 557.

nquiry

559.

BAR CODE
PRINT BAR CODES
AND BIG TEXT

Custom Cables for LAN's
Ethernet-Token Rung, 11062, 59, 58, Twinax, Dual

Wang, Telco, Mod adapters, RJR, 12, 45,
cables, Harmonicas, V.35, M50, IEEE-488,
422, 449, parallel, ribbon cable. switches,
surge sentry, connector parts, bulk cable,

octopus
RS232,
Baluns,
tools

Communication Cable Company
PO Box 600, Wayne, PA 19087 • 215-644-1900

Send for Catalog

On your EPSON/IBM/OKI/LaserJet printers. 1" tall text
readable at 50 ft. Code 39, 2of 5, UPC/EAN, MIL-STD,
AIAG. Menu-Driven. Any format/size. File input. $279.
Other simple programs for bar codes from $49.

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Inge's St

(800)

345-4220

Santa Cruz, CA 95060

In CA: (408) 458-9938

BAR CODE READERS
Among the industries best and most widely used bancode
reader, reads all maxi( barcode forrnats ( code 39. 2 of 5,
UPC/EAN. codabar), connects between keyboard & system,
advanced CMOS uses keyboard power supply. connects to
Oil IBM compatibles and DIN terminals. compkeety OS independent, software independent Sarre day ship. 1year warranty.
30 day satisfaction guarantee CALL tor prices too low to
advertise

Solutions Engineering Sales
8653 Georgia Ave. Silver Spring, MD 205.1u

800-635-6533

See our cc( or, Pego 246

nquiry 560.

lquiry 553.

Self- Inking Printer Ribbon

BAR CODE READERS

For users of Okldata and other open spool ribbor
printers. Controlled Printout Devices are anew kind ot
printing ribbon that re-ink themselves, and will last 15
times longer than the ribbon you are new using. For
further information please call or write.

For PC/XT/AT PS/2- attaches as 2nd keyboard,
reads like keyed data. External mounting via velcro
to side of monitor, or can be short slot mounted in
PC. PC-$ 385. PS/2-$ 399. PC to PS/2
upgrade-$.30. RS-232 Modal-$399. Reads UPC,
EAN, 2of 5, Code 39.

CONTROLLED PRINTOUT DEVICES, INC.
POB 869, Baldwin Rd., Arden, NC 28704

(704) 664-9044

Worthington Data Solutions

417.A Ingalls St, Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(800) 345-4220
In CA: (408) 458 -9938
See our ad or page 246

DATA INPUT DEVICES

Bar Code &

Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcomputers & terminals, including IBM PS/2 & others, DEC,
AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All readers connect on the
keyboard cable & are transparent to all software. Low
cost bar code print programs & magnetic encoders are
also available GSA approved

TPS Electronics
4047 Transport

Palo Alto CA 94303

415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA

nquiry 561.

friquiry 554

BOOKS/DISKS/VIDEOS
BAR CODES.'BIG TEXT
FROM YOUR PROGRAM

COMPUTER PROTECTION
• UPS •

LINE CONDITIONERS • ISOLATORS

• MODEM PROTECTORS
• AC POWER INTERRUPTERS
- HUNDREDS OF HINTS & PRODUCTS FREE CATALOG

1-800-225-4876

ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS, INC.
171 So. Main St, POB 389, Natick. Mass 01760

1-800-225-4876
Inquiry 555.
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Add bar codes and big graphics text to your program
Print from inside of dBASE, BASIC, C, etc. Bar codes
UPC, EAN, 2of 5, Code 39. Epson/Oki/IBM dot matrix
text up to 1
2 ". LaserJet fonts up to 2" (144 pts). tall
/
$159-$239. 30 day $$ back guarantee

Worthington Data Solutions
417-A Ingalls St

(800)

345-4220

Santa Cruz CA 95060

In CA: (408) 458 -9938

NOW THERE ARE THREE BOOKS!!
Programmers' Handbook of
Computer Printer Commands
Vol. I-84, $37.95
Vol. II-135, $26.95

Vol Ill -a& $26.95

Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets

I& II, 558.95
I& III: 58.95
II & III: $49.05
I. II & Ill: $77.95

•50 • Manufact. of DWPOMP/Colorftaser BOO Table Earn
MCNISNCK/P0 • $2 COD • $3 00 SIN

CARDINAL POINT INCORPORATED
P 0 Box 596, Dept B. Ellettsvale, IN 07429
(812)876-7811 1M- F 9-5)

flee our ad on peg. 246

Inquiry 562.

THE BUYER'S MART
BOOKS, DISCS, VIDEOS
A Print- It- Yourself Book
You may read on screen as easily as you print out
the 333 gages. Educational, entertaining with abig
message as far out as the doomsday scenario &
the sci-fi means of survivor education. $ 18 for the
3 disk set for PCs, packaged with free PC-Write
2.71 complete with spelling checker.

DIA Inc.
334 Fm-speak Avenue, Beachwood, NJ 08722
(201) 341-8113

rquiry 563.

COMPUTER BOOKS

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

Software for Operating Systems

Disassemble MPU OBJECT CODE on your PC

IVIINIX

Relocatar ,, mbolic disassemblers are now available
for the Motorola, Intel, RCA, TI, Rockwell. & Zilog micros ,
AJtomatic label generation. assembly capability and
much more Call and ask for what you need

For the IBM PC, XT, and AT

Created by Andrew Tanenbaum, this new operating
system is similar to UNIX, but with all the SOURCE

CODE, and at amuch lower price!
640K IBM° PC AND XT version
$ 110
512K IBM* PC/AT version
$ 110
Manual Only
$
13
12
0
Contact Prentice Hell Publishers
College Marketing Dept. Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
Attn: R. Colt
(201) 78741837

Inquiry 569.

nquiry 574.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FREE LIST
100 P.C. BUSINESSES
Personal Computer Owners can earn $ 1000 to
$5000 monthly selling simple services performed by
their conouter. Work at home - in spare time. FREE
list of 100 best services to offer Write:

A.I.M.B.X
P0 i3ox 60369 San Diego CA 92106-8369

RELMS P.O. Box 6719
San Jose, California 95150
(408) 356-1210
TWX 910-379-0014
(
800) 448-4880

DATA CONVERSION
INTERESTED IN UNIX?

MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION

Subscribe to UNIX/WORLD, the only comprehensive multiuser, mJltitasking computer
systems magazine. 1- year ( 12 issues) $ 18.00
in USA. Save money on longer terms: 2- years
$32.00. or 3-years $42.00. Check, VISA, MC,
AmEx.

Word Processing, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Dinka
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on
Mainframes MInW, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors.
Typesetters, and Electronic Publl.hing systems.
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported
01 in the translation industry'

UNIX/WORLD MAGAZINE

CompuData Translators, Inc.

444 Castro St., Mountain View, CA 94041

1-800-341-1522

Moro than just a straight clump or ASCII transfer!

3325 Wilshire Blvd ,

Inquiry 564.

Suite 1202, Los Angeles. CA 90010

(213) 462-6222

RDM7-BY

nquiry 575.

CAD/CAM

COMPUTER INSURANCE

UNTANGLE TANGO

COMPUTERS + INSURANCE c SAFEWARE
Cell toll free for Information

UnTange Tango allows you to use Tango printed
circuit oesign tools without the hardware locks!
Eliminate ne wire mess, operate without aprinter,
installs in minutes on current versions. $ 49 + $2
S/H. Plotter drivers also available — Calcomp, Apple. etc. $25 + $2 S/H. Ca add 7% sales tax.

Challenge Computer Consulting
Po Box 53299 San Jose CA 95153
(406) 226-4214

Irquiry 565.

• HOME COMPUTERS
• BUSINESS COMPUTERS
•LEASED COMPUTERS
• OVERSF_AS COMPUTFR
•COMPUTERS LEASED TO OTHERS
•COMPUTERS TAKEN TO SHOWS
•COMPUTERS HELD FOR SA_E
•OTHERS' COMPUTERS IN YOUR CARE

SAFEWARE,
The Insurance Agency Inc.

1-800-848-3469

IN OHIO
(614)
262.0559

nquiry 570.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

MULTI-USER BBS (FOR IBM PC AT)

CROSS ASSEMBLERS for
VAX VMS and PC/MS DOS

The
r

MMB Development Corporation
Blvd . Suite

K Manhattan Beach. CA 90266

(213) 545-1455

Faster Version 2.1 Now Available
Relocatable Macro Cross Assemblers,
Linkers, Librarians
Targeted to almost all Microprocessors

ENERTEC, INC.

PO. Box 79, Arroyo Grande,

CA 93420

Macros, PC Compatible, Relocatable, Conditionals, Fast, Reliable
from $150
also: Cross Debug/Simulators
EPROM Programmer Board

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS CO.
Phone ( 800) 443-0779
In CA ( 415) 825-4200
912 Hastings Dr.. Concord,

CA 94518

nquiry 572.

Irquiry 567.

word processor to word processor conversions
• Authorized KEYWORD Service Bureau

DataCopy Service of Texas
Gaiiano

TX 75042

( 2141 272-7751

DATA/DISK CONVERSION
Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk . 00R
Over 1,000 formats! 31
2 ,51
/
4 ,
/
or 8 inch disks;
9 track mag tape; 10 MB Bernoulli cartridge.
Data base and word processor translation.
Specialists in Government Sensitive Data. Call

for free consultation..

Computer Conversions, Inc.

9580 Black Mtn. Rd.. Ste J. San Diego, CA

92126

(619) 893-1697
nquiry 577.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

SYNERGETIC INNOVATIONS

•Quality

MCNISA

nquiry 571.

Business Connection—closely-coupled commware. Host
reactsALTERNATIVE
only to matching remote nodes.
BBS
Secure. private mail/messaging. Off-line message
creation on remotes. User-friendly, auto call/logon,
auto message interchange, help, more For IBM &
compete. DOS 3.X, 256K, Hayes-type modem.

• Reformat databases to your specifications
• Translate and print mailing lists

We take the hassle out of data conversion . . .

BOX 1312. Lansdale, PA 19446

215-362-0966

Inquiry 566

day for a quotation to fill your special need.

nquiry 576

COMMUNICATIONS

TEAMato — a mainframe quality BBS. A mini CompuServe Full screen cursor-controlled interface, topic
outline structure, public and private topics, audit trails.
xmoderr, integrated mail, content retrieval and more.
MS-DOS, XENIX and UNIX versions.

DATA TRANSLATION
Tape/Disk • Disk/Disk • OCR
Transfer data to and from hundreds of formats, data
types, and word processors. Quick turnaround! Call to-

DISK CONVERSIONS
Media transfer to or from IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang
Lanier.

CPT,

Micom,

MS/WRD, DW3, MM,

Xerox-Writer,

NBI,

CT,

also WP,

WS,

Samna, DEC DX, MAS ti,

ASCII.

FREE TEST CONVERSION

CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
531 Main St, Ste

835. El Segundo, CA

(213) 545-6551

90245

( 213) 322-6319

nquiry 578.

COMPUTER BOOKS
GOTTA PROBLEM?
Get Help from THE KOJI
(Mail Order Books)

MOST EXTENSIVE OFFERING OF " HOW TO"
COMPUTER BOOKS & SOFTWARE AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST WRITE TO

THE M.O.B. (
Mall Order Books)
Headquarters, Attn

Frankie

631 S Main St, Plymouth, MI 48170

Inquiry 568.

680X0 Cross Assemblers
i. nerperove pray 00111X0 Owe Asernders nu tee pur IBM PC or
carpi» Ai versos recto *ninon ten talkie,* lo 32 der
cold notri wow NOME ... PAIN room CMG, X. DS, ECU. away
°ear dream. Wow SIACTIOS). Maid moods Baps roecos male S.
records Laden onions owes dise SoconO or u ontle. rroesies era
rolule aWoo *
no arm sr.." iy own,wpmaM Nor copy pro
Mead lAr.rs.n MgelenbRIS as W. COS Mt, u 1414' DSDO
ese 6000316(1010—S4 is
Loin MOXV69010-4611 SS
Bus SIM2DSOMI —Ste SS
Chace V7SA, Waxer»! Aevw.tese .. 84 adultkNo PCs or CODa
>au

RAVEN Computer Systems

Box 12116. St Paul, MN 55112

Inquiry 573.

(612) 6360366

DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY
Over 1000 formats from Mini, Micro Mainframe, Word Processors. &

Typesetters.

TAPE Conversions as low as $23 00 MB
DISK Conversions as low as 815 00 per Disk
Call or write TODAY for a cost saving quotation

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES
1210 W

Latimer Ave

Campbell. CA 95008

(408) 888-8080

nquiry 579.
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DATA/DISK CONVERSION
DISK AND TAPE CONVERSIONS
High quality conversion services. disk delicabon & OCR scanning for Dedicated Word Processors, Mini arid Micro computers Over 1000 3W, 5W, and 8 formats, BOO- 16008PI
tape Conversion between Wang. NW. CPT, DEC, Vydec,
Lanier. OS/6, Xerox. Linolex, Lentron, MemoryWriter. Editwriter, CompEdit. Exxon 500, Exxon Oye. IBM
Sys/34/36/38/5520, MAC, Victor, TAS. Apple II dIt. NSTAR,
IBM PC/AT/3'd, HP, and most other Micros. Conversion directly
into word processing software such as DW3, WP. MSANRD,
WS. Samna, MM. PFS. & many others.

DATA FORMATS INC (4081 629-1088

ENTERTAINMENT

DEMOS/TUTORIALS

NFL CHALLENGE UPDATE

INSTANT REPLAY III
Build Demos, Tutorials. Pr
,
Wes. Presentations. Music.
Timed Keyboard Macros. and Menu Systems. InCiudeS
Screen Maker, Keystrokenioe Editor, Program Memorizer
and Animator. Rec'd Greet Reviews! Simply the BEST. Not
copy protected No royalties 60 day satisfaction money
back guar. IBM and Compatb $ 149 95 U SChk/Cr Crd
Demo Diskette $5.00

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

HD&S Software

3191 South Valley Street ( Ste 252)
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109

(
801) 487 -9662

Box 924183, Houston TX 77292
(713) 688-9102

nquiry 591

nquiry 585.

nquiry 580.

PROROSTR
increases the realism of your NFL
Challenge game by providing you with an easy way to
update player data files. Prints aformatted printout of
the player names and data. Includes PRODATA" the
complete 1987 player roster and statistics. Requires
IBM type NFL CHALLENGE (
copyright XOR Corp.).
PROROSTR $32 ppd. PRODATA may be purchased
separately $22 ppd. Check, MO, MC, VISA

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
IBM PC « tom

HP

FILE COPS

IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, compatibles to read, write files written by Hewlett Packard
Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000's. We offer custom
work using our file copy utilities and program translators.
Call for estimate, catalog, data sheet.

Oswego Software
507 North Adams St.

312/554-3567
Fax 312/554-3573

Oswego, Illinois 60543

Telex 858-757

Professional Type Composition

MP- XL- Hard-core typography and Typetonts for
the HP LaserJet li, Okidata LaserLine 6, or Ricoh
PC 6000 Laser Printers. H&J, Indents, Tabs,
Graphics, 1
4 pt. leading, random mix of size & face,
/
6-72 pt. fonts. MP- XL complete with 22 fonts, Pi +
Bkmn 6-24 pt
$195.
Many additional type faces available 6-30 pt.

Micro PrineX, Inc.

nquiry 592.

DISKETTES
CONVERSION SERVICES
Convert any 9track magnetic tape to or trono over 800
formats including 31/
2". 5
4 '1 8" disk formats & word
/
1
processors Dsk to disk conversions also available Call
for more info Introducing OCR Scanning Services

Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. # B
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (
312) 459-6010

FLOWCHARTS
FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOUI

DISKETTES ALL BRANDS

oseo

.39

Xidex
Bulk 51
4 "
/
3M DS/DD/RH Boxed 51
4 "
/

.75
.40

Compudisk DS/DD Boxed 51
4 "
/

.25
1.00

Ashton Tate Degaussed 51
4 "
/
Fuji DS/DD Bulk 31
2 "
/
Xidex HD Boxed 5 "

1.00

1-800-544-0141
Computech Products Inc.

UNBEATABLE PRICES
as $ 20/MB - 9hack a* 51/
4 "Cony.
Highest Quality • Full Guarantee
24 Hr. Turnaround • Programming
15 Years Experience • Call Today

PRECISION CONVERSIONS
• ( 516) 261-1200 •
15 Harbor Circle • Centerport • NY • 11721

nquiry 593.

Technical Support
Drop Shipping
Fast Turnaround
Pricing

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

800-222-0490 NJ 201-462-7628
MEGASoft

PO Box TM Freehold NU 07728

See at cOn Page

ID_ _ ENTITY RELATIONAL DBMS

IBM PC ENGINEERING TOOLS

Full relational power without programming. Retrieve
data in multiple tables easily Modify table structures
to speed queries. Import & Export data fast. Report
writer IDENTITY makes relational tasks other

Spunky Bus Card $89.00
UV Erasers $39.95
PAUEPROM Gang Programmers $345.00
PAL Assembler $89.00
Cross Assembler $ 150.00
30 Day money back guarantee

Horizons Unlimited & Assocs.
(213) 454-4178

CASPIAN TECHNOLOGY

P0 BOX 7120 POMPANO BEACH, FL 33069
(305) 974-0979

dBASE III COMPILERS

FREE dBASE III +
COMPILER DEMO DISK
Don) buy Clipper ^ until you see our FREE dBASE Co,
piler Evaluation Kr Includes DEMO DISK we 8PRG5 ano
results ot compiling we, Clipper. Ouickalver & FcaBASE
Also 15 benchmark tests, complete magazine nweeas,
and detailed brochures about all 3 compilers FREE No
obligation Call 24 hours. 7 days

dataBASE Specialties

(
415) 652-2790
P.O. Boa 2575, Osktand, CA 04ale
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HARDWARE
DISCOUNT CLONES
•XT Turbo - $450
•AT 8/10 MHz - $ 1200.
•Seagate ST225 20MB hard drive with controller - 4300.
•Seagate ST251 4098 38ms - $420
•Hayes compatible 1200 baud modem - $99.
•Genius Mouse villsothtere - 915.
•Panasonic KX/P 10911- $
221.

Automated Business Solutions
516-379-3995

30 day money back guarantee • 1yr parts & labor warrantee
Dealer inquines Inwted Please call tor complete price

ENTERTAINMENT
"DRACO" MASTER CHESS

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

"DRACO's" powerful features include: 2/3D color
graphics • monochrome • Easy to use on- Screen
menu structure • User may select opening from
large library • Play through master games or set up
end games • Time clocks; tourney mode; view captures & more. For IBM/comp. ( 128K) $29.95
Visa/MC.

The Model 10 for the IBM PC/XT/AT is based on the TI
TMS32010 and is designed for applications in com.
munications, instrumentation. speech, and numeric processing. A 1K complex PET takes 90 ms. Offered with
12 bit BO KHz ND and D/A and continuous data acquisition & playback option. $650 and up.

Arrowhead Software

Suite 241, 2900 Connecticut Ave, NW,
Washington DC 20008

P.OBox 591, Chanhassen, MN 55317

DALA NCO SPRY
(202) 232-7999

612/559-6109

nquiry 590.
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(714) 474-6968

Inquiry 595.

nquiry 589.

nquiry 584

VN Labs

4320 Campus Dr, Suite 114, Newport Beach, CA 92660

nquiry 594.

ENGINEERING TOOLS

1786 Michael Lane, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

Use Arabic, Cyrillic, Farsi, French, German. Greek,
Hebrew, Italian. Spanish, Turkish, Vietnamese, Scientific Notations, etc.
in popular software: Wordperiect,
Wordstar, Volkswriter, PC-Write, Dbase, Spreadsheet,
Basic, Prolog, Desktop Publishing. Dot matrix and laser
printers option EGA, VGA $75 CGA, MDA $95 one
language.

37e

DATABASE MGMT. SYSTEMS

DBMS's at.oid EASY. $295 Reg. For limited time $99
plus UPS.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
ON THE IBM PC & PS/2

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION
•One Stop Shopping •
•Custom Packaging •
•Copy Protection •
•Competitive

nquiry 588.

nquiry 583.

PATTON & PATTON

Al Great Oaks Blvd . San Jose, CA 95119
ext. 897 (
CA residents)
1-800/538-8157, ext. 897 (
Outside CA)
408/629-5044 ( Outside the U.S.A.)

10085-8 Sandmeyer La. Philadelphia. PA 19176

DUPLICATION SERVICES

1.43w

Precise flowcharting is last and simple with Flow Charting
It .
Drew, edit and print perfect charts, bold and normal fonts,
24 shapes - 95 sizes, fast entry of arrows. bypasses &connectors: Fast Insert Line, shrink screen displays 200column
chart; 40 column edit screen for detail work, much more.

1-800/672-3470,

nquiry 587

nquiry 582.

WINSWARE SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 8130 H, Sacramento, CA 95818
(916) 457-5535

P.O. Box 581, Ballngar, TX 76821
(915) 345-2343

nquiry 586.

nquiry 581.

USE YOUR PC TO PLAY LOTTO!
Increase your chances of winning big! LOTTO- LUCK is a
computer program which uses the latest techniques of
Geometrical, Kabalism and Random Relationships of
numbers to help predict possible winning numbers. Plus a
LOTTO SDATA ANALYZER that keeps track of everything
hat goes on in alottery drawing Runs on IBM PC Send
$29 95 o $3 S/H to

nquiry 596.

THE BUYER'S MART
HARDWARE

HARDWARE
CHIP CHECKER
• 74/54 TTL + CMOS • 8000 Nat.
Signetics
• 14/4000 CMOS • 9000 Tri.
• 14-24 Pin Chips • . 3" + . 6" IC widths
Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type
of output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM
compatible version $259. C128 + C64 version $ 159.

DUNE SYSTEMS
2603 Willa Dr., St. Joseph, MI 49085

(616) 983-2352
Inquiry 597.

USA WHOLESALE
EVEREX MODEM
EVEREX CARDS
LOGITECH MOUSE
HARD DRIVE KIT
SYSTEM DRIVE
8087
80287

1200/2400
S79/$169
EMS/EGA
599/$109
SERIAL/BUS $69/579
20MB/30MB
6239/5289
XT/AT
5, 79/6629
5/8/10
ENV91354190
6/8/10
0155 $235/1269

800-666-SAVE * 214-385-1138
P 0 Box 619058-590, Dallas, Texas 75381

nquiry 603.

Cleans up your line power!

Isobar protects computer from damage caused by
high voltage spikes and AC line noise. It prevents
errors, malfunctions, false computer printouts and
disc skips, plus audio and video hash. Isolated filter
banks isolate the outlets to prevent equipment interaction! 3-way spike protection' Free catalog.

Indus -Tool
730 W. Lake St., Chicago, IL 60606
Phone 312-648-2191

LAPTOPS & ACCESSORIES
FOR THE SMART BUYER
Zenith 181 & 183 • Toshiba • NEC Multispevd EL

•DATAVUE • SHARP • EXTERNAL 51
4 "0r3½
/
Drive units ( in 1
2 ht. case w/power & cable) foi Lap/
top PC/XT/AT & compatibles • Brooklyn Bridge •
Modems • Diconix printers Fast delivery. rehable
& friendly service. Call for low pricing

Computer Options Unlimited
201 -469 -7678 (
7 Days, 9AM-9PM Eastern lime)

nquiry 608.

VESTA 80386
COMPUTER $ 2695
40MB Seagate 1MB Static
Ram 1.2MB Floppy/Clock
Mono/Parallel/Serial

(800) 843-5278
(818) 285-9265
nquiry 604.

Inquiry 598.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS

LAP- LINK
T-ie ultimate solution for linking laptop computer with ai y IBM
compatible desktop PC. 115, 200 baud transfer rate- faster
than any other product available. No installation necessary,
easy to use split screen design Includes incredible " eniver.
.1 cable" that connects any two computers Transfer entire
disks faster than a DOS copy command! Only $ 129,95 ischiding unrversal cede and both 31
/ "and 51
2
/ "disks. " Bridge"
4
owners can trade in for only $89.95 w/o cabie.

Traveling Software, Inc.

19310 North Creek Parkway, Bothell WA 98011
1-800-343-8080 ( 206) 483-8088

nquiry 609.

HARDWARE/ADD -ONS
87C51 PROG. $ 125.00
The UPA 87C51 Programming Adapter lets you use
your general purpose programmer to program the
87C51, 8751H, AMD8753H, 87C252, and 8752BH.
Also lets you program the 87C51/8751H security bits
and the 87C51 encryption array. It's very simple and
VERY cost effective.

LOGICAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION
6184 TeaII Station, Syracuse NY 13217

(315) 478-0722

Telex 6715617 LOGS

640K MotherBoard UPGRADE
640K memory without using an expansion slot ,Our upgrades
alto« easy insertion of 258K chips on the system board. 100%
compatible. 30 day $ back guarantee 2yr wmty. Coenpaq Portable, Zenith 150, 151 & 161: $29 (599 with memory). IBMXT, 3270 & Portable: $39 (5109 with memory). IBM-PC, $49
(6119 with memory). $4s/h. Site discount. Dealers welcome.

A risto

16811 El Camino #213-D, Houston, TX 77058
713/480-6288, 80C1/3ARISTO.

nquiry 599.

MEMORY CHIPS
MEMORY CHIPS
412561612-10 . $2.49/2.79/3.95

51000 ( 1YAK)...

4184-15

1.13

51258 (« Carpet' 3E 643
8087-3-2
96/143

41128 Piggy Back for AT

2.63

802876410.. 155/233/293

41484-12 (84Kx4)

3.27

80387

Call

414258 125431(x41

Call

NEC-V-268

Cell

. 93

4184-12

Call

27842712827258.27512 CaU
Peres subject to change

ESSKAY

1-800-327 ,3237
718-353-3353

nquiry 610.

NEURAL NETWORKS
ADDCARD PUTS 8 SLOTS
IN THE 5 SLOT IBM-PC
FOR ONLY $79.00.
Fits inside system • 100% IBM Compatible • Uses existing
motherboard • Accepts many boards including Turbo. RAM,
tape backup. modem. floppy or hard disk controllers & others.
•Visa/MC/COD • Call or write for orders or brochure:

1-800-231-4310 Ext. 768 / 313-562-9768
Marak Ind. • 8704 Edna • Warren MI 48093

Inquiry 600.

Z80' / HD64180/CP/M" CO-PROCESSORS

Plug -in co- processors for PC, PC/AT
Blue Thunder Z80 co-processors
6 MHz
$249.95
10 MHz
1,399.95
12.5 MHz $599.95
1084180 co-processors $295 and up
Ail co-processors with CP/M emulator. Software only
emulator ZSIIA only $99.95.

Z-WORLD

916-753-3722

1772A Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616
See our ad on 13800 369.

nquiry 605.

16 SIT DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Educational Discounts Available.
Phone

Ouasitronics, Inc.

at 1-800-245-4192, In PA, 412-745-2883.

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS

PC MINI-SUPERCOMPUTER

TUB'''. 4.0 Version Control

Fil your PCATIAT with Ito 6PC4000 boards for aIngh speed
PC-RISC system. The PC4000 uses the NC4016 RISC Engine
which executes high level Forth in silicon. Each PC4000 6 a
general purpose parallel coprocessor that delivers speeds in
the 5to 7MIPS range over a 100 times faster than a PC,
K & R standard C and Forth available From $ 1285.

The best gets better ,They loved TLIB 3.0: "
packed with
features [does deltas) amazingly fast._ excellent"- PC Tech Journal Sept 87. "has my highest
recommendation"- R. Richardson, Computer Shopper Aug 87, Now TLIB 4.0 has: branching, more
keywords, wildcards & file lists, revision merge. LAN
and WORM drive support, more. MS/PC-DOS 2.x Ai 3.x

Up to 40 MIPS In Your PCI

SILICON COMPOSERS (
415) 322-8763
210 California Ave., Suite I, Palo Alto, CA 94306

nquiry 606.

nquiry 601.

NEURAL SYSTEMS INC.
2827 West 43rd Ave Va ,couver B C VEN 31-9
(604) 263-3667

nquiry 611.

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR

The URDA 68000 or 8086 computer-in-a- notebook
series includes a68000 or 8086 16 bit processor with
keyboard, display, tape and interlace 110, power supply,
Documentation, Schematic, Operating System (accessories available). List Price---$295.00

"AWARENESS"
•4programs to demonstrate 4neural network algorithms
•Runs on IBM PC's and compats 256K RAM, MS-DOS or PC
DOS 20 or higher with agraphics card
•See Oct. 87 issue of BYTE " NEURAL- NETWORK
HEURISTICS" by G JOSIN tom intro. to AWARENESS pkg
•NEURAL SYSTEMS is sponsored in pan by the CALIFORNIA'S
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY/JET PROPULSION LAB
•8250 until 12/31/87 plus &IN
To order, call or wrès

$99.95 + $3s&h. Visa/MC.

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

PO. Box 4156. Cary, NC 27519

(
919) 462-30411

nquiry 612.

HARDWARE/POWER PROTEC.
NEW/USED APPLES 8. STUFF
MACINTOSH - Call
Apple IIGS & IIE - Call
Mac accessories- hard drives Call
We buy, sell & horsetrade - Apple, IBM.

SHREVE SYSTEMS

845 Lark Ave, Shreveport, LA 71105

318-865-6743 4-9 p.m. •

1-800-227-3971

C.S.T.-VISA/MC

Inquiry 602.

POWERLINE GREMLINS??
POWER FAILURES??

AMADEUS AND MODULA- 2

MEIRICK Inc., POWER SYSTEMS DIV.

For better programnung Module2
Amacieus is ecompete end paverful environment for drielow
application. in 912 (Logitech) on PCs. Amedeus includes an
application ednor wrth mask/code generator and arun-tune support
composed of 25 modules which supply mndown12. ISA ,4
Improved interface for Bawd., menus creation, lull I/O procedures,
wooed support plea HPVeces ecuch screen
tend sILICII store
Developers: Amedewe will incr.. your efficiency. East. of use
&dedicated database programs wen the power of M2 programming
was the aim wan complete manual Only 1345I Free dam disk

Box 298, Frisco, CO 80443

available

The MEIRICK STANDBY POWER SYS EM
is the TOTAL SOLUTION to your
powerline problems.
400 watt system - $449;
800 watt system - $ 795

nquiry 607.

303-66.3-3251
1-800-323-5911

ID NOUVELLES SA
CP e77, 1001 LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND

Inquiry 613.
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PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS
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1
7p
m6

MARKET POWER INC.
computer Innovations
We are proud to have helped these companies. Navistar.
Westinghouse, Kodak, Chemical Bank, Chrysler, Canadian
National Hotels, and more...
Whether you are acompany or an individual, we can help
you. Call or write. (
916) 432-1200

A powerful interactive system for finding routes on
transportation networks w/up to 512 nodes and 16K links.
TPRO813 can find the shortest path between two nodes,
sequence up to 50 stops, compute minimum spanning
trees and times/distances between all points Req. IBM
PC. 192K, graphics adapter. $99 w/8087 support, user's
guide. sample U S Highway network VISA/MC
EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC.
ROB 15328. Alexandria, VA 22309

101 Providence Mine Rd., Suite 106 A
FREE
Nevada City • California 95959
DEMO DISK

(703) 360-7600

nquiry 626.

nquiry 620.

nquiry 614.

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
TPRO88 - ROUTE FINDER

SALES MAGIC
Software solutions for better selling from

Modula- 2

Repertoire, now at rei 15, is the largest and most widely
used M2 library in the world Includes extensive low-level,
user interface, and ultra-sophislicated database tools suitable
Inc use with bitrnaps, text, lists, structured records, etc On.
ly $89 From the creators of ModBase, EmsStorage. and
Giaphix Complete manuals for all products available on free
torno disks MCNISA/AMEX/PO/COD

4536 SE (5
50:3
h),7
P7o7rt-l
8
a8n4
d4, ;OBI

SALES/MARKETING TOOLS

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
FREE BUYER'S GUIDE

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

Call or write for our FREE comprehensive buyer sguide con.
taxing hundreds of languages, utilities and books specifically
for IBM personal cornputers and compatibles Were the world's
leading independent dealer of programmer's development tools
because we provide sound advice, low discount prices, fast
delivery FREE U SA shipping and no hidden charges

Applications for Microsoft« Works. Prints checks, invoices, statements, and purchase orders on pre-printed
forms. 15 reports give you totals to post to your general
ledger. NR, NP, Payroll, and Purchasing at $49.95
each. All four at $ 169.00

Programmers Connection
7249 Whipple Ave. NW
North Canton, OH 44720
800-336-1166 USA

216494-3781 OH 2. AK ( Collect)

216-494-3781 ( International)
800-225-1166 Canada
9102406879 Telex

BAKERForms®
P 0 Box G 826/Dept F. New Bedford, MA 02742
(800) 338-1753

(617) 996-6732 In

MA

$3 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC

BEST BITS & BYTES
P.O. Box 5332, Dept- B, North Hollywood, CA 91616
(61e) 893-6304

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•General Ledger
• Porch Ord/Invntory
•Accounts Recvbl
• Accounts Payable
•Order Entry
* Job Costing
•Sales Analysis
• Job Estimating
$99 EA + s8h w/dBASE 2, 3or 3 + SOURCE CODE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS'
4876-B Santa Monica Ave

FREE CATALOGUE
PUBLIC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE
•400 IBM PC 8 compatibles disks •
200 Amiga disks • 125 Atari ST disks
PC disks as low as 51.25 each, Amiga 8 ST estomas $ 1.60
each! Rent or buy. Free shipping! Cell toll free, write or circle reader service for FREE BIG CATALOGUE with full
descriptions. Please Specify computer-48 hr. turnaround!

Computer Solutions

P0 Box 354 — Dept B. Mason. Michigan 48854
I-800-674-9375 (M- F 10-6 EST)

1-517426-2943

San Diego. CA 92107

(
619) 223-3344

ACCOUNTING KIT $79.95

Peanuts 8 Caviar sakit designed to introduce the pnnap,lis of
aopounting and bookkeeping to non- accountants It includes a
resetable generai ledger software package free The lut conssts
of a300 page book worksheets, homework homework analysts
and GL software The software generates detailed reports, tnal
balance, income statement and balance sheet IBM or compel,Ike Used in curnculorns by Platt C,ollege. Denver Public Schools.
etc $79 95

Learn-Ed Software

10700 E. Dartmouth St, Ste. K202, Denver, CO 80014

RENT SOFTWARE $ 1/DISK

FutureSystems
Box 3040 ( T), Vista, CA 92083
office: 10-6 PST Mon.- Sat. ( 619) 941-9761

PUBLICATIONS

XGRAF DRAWS IN BASIC!
FINALLY! XGRAF replaces QuickBASIC's poor
drawing commands with assembly language calls
that work on Hercules, EGA, VGA, CGA and EEGA
screens. Only $ 99.00 + $4.00 S&H. Calf us at
1-800-423-3400 ( 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM EST)

KOMPUTERWERK,

INC.

851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215
For info., call (412) 782-0384

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
Heads-down data entry with two- pass venfication for

the PC/XT/AT 8i compatibles. Loaded with features
like: Auto dup & skip, verify bypass, range checks.
& table lookups. Fully menu driven only $395
Call for free 30 day trial period.

COMPUTER KEYES
21929 Makah Rd., Woodway, WA 98020

(208) 778-8443

P.O. Box 1914, Orem, UT 84057

nquiry 625.

Inquiry 619.
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854-0865

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'
Membership61 fields plus alternate addresses, labels. letters,
reports any held(s) Offering- 256 funds; optional pledge,
statements; post to 255xJyr. FinanOegen. ledger wibudget, up
to 500 subtotals 8 99 depts, month 8 YTD reports anytime
tor any month Attendance- 8service times, 250 events per
service; 60 consecutive weeks Available for floppy, 3V2 8hard
disk Ad roo short , Write for free 48 page guide

Romar Church Systems, Attn:

BJB

P 0 Box 4211, Elkhart. IN 46514

(219) 262-2188

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
Affordable Engineering Software
FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG

Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis •
Plotter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing • Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microstrip Design • PC/MSDOS • Macintosh • VISA/MC
Accepted.

BV Engineering • (
714) 781-0252
2200 Business Way Suite 207. Rwerside, CA 92501

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

S-100 BUS

S-100 Journal

(213)

nquiry 630.

One of the most versatile, up-to-date, and powerful
microsystems available today. And S-100 Journal
covers the S-100 bus exclusively. If you are interested in S-100 computers, and you have never
seen a copy of S-100 Journal, circle the inquiry
number below and we will send you asample issue.
(Saropio owe offer vise o USA oly Oeors cede No er , nformaSon

F1 SOFTWARE

Box 3096, Beverly Hills, CA

nquiry 629.

nquiry 624.

nquiry 618.

P.O.

1-800-621-8385 ext. 736

SOFTWARE/BASIC

Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software
for $ 1 per diskfull or we'll copy. IBM ( 31
2 " also),
/
Apple, C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac. Sampler $3.
VISA/MC. 24 hr. info/order line. (619) 941-3244 or
send # 10 SASE ( specify computer) Money Back
Guarantee!

PowerChurch Plus®

Fast, friendly, reliable church administration
system. Full fund accounting, mailing lists,
membership, contributions, attendance,
word processing, accts. payable, payroll,
multi-user support, and much more • all for
$495 complete. FREE demo version.

nquiry 628.

nquiry 623.

nquiry 617.

MI 49849

(906) 486-8024

Cr. Crd/Chk/COD

nquiry 622.

nqu ry 616.

Feller Associates
550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming

SOFTWARE/CHURCH

PUBLIC DOMAIN

Public Domain 8User Supported Software. Hundreds
to choose from, wordprocessors, data bases, spread.
sheets, assorted games for all ages, communications,
business, music, an, programming language and useful
tektites for making your computer easier to learn. Most
programs have documentation on the disk. Write for
your FREE catalog today!

RequIreS dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus ( For StockroomS)

nquiry 627.

Irquiry 621

nquiry 615.

dFELLER Inventor/

Business inventory programs written in modifiable dBASE
source code.
dFELLER Inventory 6150.00
Requires dBASE II or Ill, PC.DOS/CPM
dFELLER Plus $ 200.00
with History and Purchase Orders

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC'
GPSS/PC^ is an IBM personal computer implementation of the popular mainframe simulation language
GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive environment allow atotally new view of your simulations. Simulate complex real-world systems with the
most interactive and visual yet economical simulation
software.

MINUTEMAN Software
P0 Box 171nr Stow Massachusetts USA

(617) 897-5662 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext. 540
nquiry 631

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING
SPICE Circuit Simulation

Non-linear dc & transient aralyses, Pricier ac
analyses of circuit: consisting of resistors,
capacitors, inductors, mutual inductors, independent & dependent sources, tram:mission lines, and
semiconductor devices: diodes, BJT's, JFET's,
and MOSFET's. PC vkirsions $95. Versions for 0S1
boards.

Northern Valley Software
28327 Rothrock Or. Rancho Palos Verdes. CA 90274

(213) 541-3677

Inquiry 632.

SOFTWARE/GENERAL
NATURAL 3-D NAVIGATION
• 3 Vanishing Points Navigator: Fly about or
through objects. The Navigator provides rapid
moving natural views and the capability for complicated rotation The perspective can also be
suppressed or enhanced. $ 149.95 + $4.00 Si&H
(may change without notice.)
• Require IBM PC or compatible ( 256K up).

bp-Coding Systems

2445 University Heights)ve., Boulder, CO 80302
telephone ( 303) 449-3640 • facsimile (303) 442-1967

nquiry 638.

OridgIna as gap bosom mainframe It PC •nas memo, .narea
•fitaics re grime
.44.4• 411r4niFYNEFt.ACAD
•ups Banwit Bevy
•3D MOM Cionsraion
•NASTRAINANSYS/STARDYNE
•Color Strom Cantu,
uOft•sn
Pam Edixesonel MOO doll
$99
Utley (2400 don
1695 NOOMIX1111(•2000 doi) $3195

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS, INC.
1701 Drectors Blvd. Suite 360, Austin TX '8744
(512) 444-0555

Inquiry 633.

QUICK LOOK, the easiest, most powerful DOS shell
ever, is here! QL can Edit, Copy, View, Move, Erase,
Hide, Unhide, Rename, Find files, and more with lust
aSINGLE KEYSTROKE. Scrap DOS and become
apower computin' dynamo of digital dominance. OL
has a30-day money back guarantee and is not copy
protected. For more info call (513) 429-4806 or write
CDS, 3989 Col. Glenn Hwy, Dayton, OH 45324.

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS FOR WORKSTATIONS

Call 313-663 8810 for DEMO.
Tatum Labs, Inc.
1478 Mark Twain Ct

Mn Arhor, MI 48103

nquiry 634.

Jewell Technologies, I
nc.

4740 44th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 90316

800-628-2828 x 527 (206) 937-1081

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?

Now you can call 2-D and 3-D graphics routines
within your FORTRAN program.
GRAFMATIC: 75 callable routines for
screen output. $ 135.
PLOTMATIC: Pen plotter driver. $835.
For the IBM PC, XT, AT and compatible., We supdoh a variety of compilers, graphics beards and
ploners.

MICROCOMPATIBLES

301 Prelude Drive, Dept. B
Silver Spr ng, MD 20901

QUICK LOOK Only $34.95
nquiry 639.

ECA-2, an advanced analog circuit simulator, now
available for Apollo workstations,
•AC, DC, Transient, Fourier analysis.
•Worst Case, Monte-Carlo, nor inear sun
•Larger circuits, faster simulatiwns than SPICE.
ECA-2 Apollo 53,030. Apollo Eval Kit 5380.
ECA-2 IBM PC/XT/AT $675. PO Eval Kit 395.

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT
AT :ASTI Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled
B&N or color reproductions of your *spay on any
dot matter ink, or laser printer. GRAFPLUSsupports
all ,ersions of PC or MS-DOS with IBM (mid. EGA).
Tecmar. and Hercules graphics boards $49.95.

Inqu ry 644.

DO YOU STILL USE DOS?

1
1
1TAIr/SAPS6'

Rolle Element Analysis an 113M-PC Compatible Computers

'SOFTWARE/GRAPH CS

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
Your

(301) 593-0683

nqu ry 645.

ID.? Memory Level? Response Time?
Coordination?
Visual Perception?

Expand your mind with MENT0fr - software that lets you
explore your hidden talents. 58 psychometric exercises,
incl. 25 1.0. tests
IBM PC/Compatibles • 256K • $49.95 • VISMAC

Heuristic Research, Inc.
3112A West Cuthbert Ave, Midland, TX 79701
800-443-7380 ( In TX. collect 9154394-5936)

Inquiry 640.

GRAPHICS/PICTURE DISKS
•Fabulous •new graphics lor PRINT SHOP. PRINT MASTER,

NEWSROOM, NEWSMASTER, MACPA1NT. PC PAINT, WINDOWS, VENTURA and PAGE MAKER Available in IBM. Ap-

ple Mac. C64 and Kaypro CPAI formats Catalog' and demo
chsk 59 95 • S2 50 SM.

Specify one pgm and one diSic format.

Steele Publistilna

P0 Box 5493 Concord, CA 924

Deot BI

(415) 685-7265

nqu ry 646

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN
FORTRAN 77 Exteneon
EXTEND subroutines for MS. PM, IBM Pro compilers to control keyboArd, monitor, text & 9raphics,
DOS file & directory operations, parallel & serial I/O.
Plus user graphics for CGA, EGA, VGA, HP7475A,
TEK 4010, AutoCAD DXF & db save files. Both 8087
& non 8087 libraries pkgd for $ 149. Royalty free.

Design Decisions, Inc.

P.O. Box 12884 Pittsburgh, PA 15241

Affordable Digitizing Software - $ 250
DIGITIZE determines the global coordinates for points, lines.
polygons. & automatically computes length. areas 8. wolurnes
Plots the data no screen while digrtaed Remembers the audinate system celebration when computer is on. Writes to *and
ASCII files Currently supports numonics. Kurta, 8 Sumrnagraphics. Call for free catalog of scientific software.

ROCKWARE, INC.
7195 W 301h

(412) 941-4525
Irquiry 635.

,

80215 USA

BE A LOTTO MILLIONAIRE!

GE RIDGE 170 B'eway, 4201B, NY, NY 10038
ORDER NOW !1-800-634-5463 ext. 293
Into 7183171961
Irquiry 636.

SOFTWARE/GAME

Inquiry 641

T.B.S.P. Inc.

22E5 Westwood Blvd, Suite 793. Los Angeles CA 90064
(213) 312-0154

SOFTWARE/HOME/BUSINESS
SAVE 90% ON SOFTWARE!

Shareware programs compare favorably to commercial programs costing $200 and up! EZ Forms, PC
Key Draw, PC Outline, PC Accounting, over 170
others to choose from all for $6.95 or less per disk!
Money-back guarantee. IBM PC, Jr, or compatibles.
Send today for FREE catalog.

SHAREWARE EXPRESS
31677 Del Chace Suite 102M, San Juan Captstrano. CA 92675

nquiry 642.

AUTO- PILOT
If your nome/office requires you to remember countless
assigrments/tasla, put these responabrifies on AUTOPILOT Ideal for small businss & busy homeowners
Bee to use Reminds you of repeatingtneame erents
PC/XTiAT/comp $2995 CheckNisa/MC

Advanced Concepts
PO Box 248 Irma NJ 07845

1-800-628-2828 x655
Inqury 648

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

SMART STUD POKER

FPLOT PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR
Use your dot matrix or laser printer as an HP pen
plotter. Hires output. Vary line thickness. Induces
VPLOT virtual plotter utility to capture plotting commands. Supports NEC P5/P6/P7, IBM Proprinter, Epson LO/MX/FXJRX, HP Laserjet. Uses Hercules,
CGA, or EGA for screen preview. $60 + $4 s&h.

Kar Yung Software

HORIZON SOFTWARE

nquiry 637.

or Write:

nqu ry 647.

Play Five- or Seven-card Stud ?oker against two
computer simulated players whose characters can
be picked from five &Went character sets. You
choose the ante, bankroll etc. Runs on IBM DOS
2.0, color monitor. $ 15 if ordered before Dec. 31;
regular $25. Send money order or check to:

P.O. Box 1407A Torrance, CA 90503

allows you to use business graphics games,
BASICA graphics and other CGA specific software wth your
Hereules• Monochrome Graphics adaptor and monochrome
monitor Works with all CGA programs $79.95 + S5 s&h)
for the 3k-TSR version 30-day money back guarantee Cas

(303) 238-9113

SOFTWARE/GAMBLING
NEW Lotto Picker Plus stores winning Lotto 6,
Keno, & Pick 3/4 numbers & uses statistical analysa
to give you the winning edge! Ah U.S. & Canadian
games are included. V2.0 features speed boosts up
to 70%, adatabase editor, and much more. Never
Obsolete- Pays for itself! For IBM, & 064/128
$34.95 ( + 4.55 sh).

CGA --.Hercules' Graphics
ModeSSA

Suite 605, 24-16 Steinway SI

hquiry 643.

Astona, NY 11103

FOODWARE
Food management software for the homemaker Integrates recipes, menu plans, coupons, food inventory Creates the ultimate shopping list. On line nelp.
dEtsGE compatible data. User manual. PC/384K/
2 disk drives. $49,95 + $2 afh. Vise/MC/Chi,.

FASTRAX

P
O BOY 558, Ogdensburg, NY 13669
613/837-4089 Orders 24 hrs.
nquiry 649.
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THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SCRUTINY

ORDINARY/PARTIAL

NS32000 MODULA2 COMPILER
Fast Program Development System for use with MODULA2
application programs enables you to write entire ROM-based
NS32000 target programs in MODULA2. INLINE code procedure as well as data- types LONGINT. REAL, LONGREAL
supported Complete wrSystem" module ( runtime support)
in source form Requires IBM-PC or Compatible with free
0x card slot No debugger or programmer included as yet.
U S 51995

ALOIS SCH ÔNBACHLER
Freischutzgasse 14. CH-8004 Zurich. Switzerland

41-1-241-0514

•An advanced symbolic debugger for all M&DOS computers
•Compatible with Turbo Pascal, Microsoft Assembler. others

80386 debug registers

M STREET SOFTWARE

VIDEO TAPES
UNDERSTANDING C
538.85
8086 ASSEMBLER 829.95 68000 ASSEMBLER 529.95
Loaded with examplesl Each tape leaves no stone unturned ,
Takes you from novice to expert in 4-6 hours A pleasant
learning experience and handy reference Book accompanies VHS/Beta In TO. add tax $5 00 S&H

APPLIED LOGIC
2309 Royce Dr. Adington, TX 76016

(800) 752-7001

ext.

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.

214-827-4908

301 Prelude Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20901

Information also available via our 24 hr 300/1200
modern 214-669-1882

(301) 593-0683
nquiry 662.

FORTRAN Power Tools'
Tools to help you dissect, debug, and document programs
and more. Indispensable for large programs and programs
written by others These tools can generate detailed xref
maps, produce tree diagrams of global routine calls and lists
ci routines appear in the programs, print text and output tiles
extract routines, combine files. do string search, etc IBM PC
with DOS 2.0+
Inlroduclory price S119.95. $3.50 58M
VIS4./MC/MO/ChecX
PJN International

SCI-GRAF and SCI- DATA

SCI -GRAF produces huge hues graphs thru easy menus
or linkable C libraries Supports log scales, error bars.
screen and printer output
SCI-DATA performs least squares and normal curve frts,
scaling and polar coordinate transformations

Prices start at $59.95.
Microcomputer Systems Consultants
Bon 747, Santa Barbara. CA 93102

P.O. Box 200423, Austin, TX 73720

918

(805) 963-3412

(512) 258.1235

nquiry 663.

nquiry 657.

nquiry 651.

SOLVER
FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

5400 E. Mockingbird Lane, Suite 114, Dallas, TX 75206

nquiry 656.

nquiry 650.

DIFFERENTIAL EON

•Packed with features. including support for graphics and

SOFTWARE/LOANS
THE PL/
M CONNECTION
• Your link to the IBM PC from PUM 86
Write programs-Create utilities
Build application systems
Complete system interface libraries
Dos 1, Dos 2, Dos 3, Bios. Graphics
Large and compact memory modules
200 page Technical Reference Manual
Complete source in PL/M 86 and Assembler
Demonstration utilities with source
CompuFirm Corporation
7841 Balboa Ave., Ste 210, San Dlego, CA 92117

(619) 571-0228

Execamorr Amortizar+
Loan Amortization reports-omple or complex, extra payments,
pointsftees APR's ( per Regulation 2), balloons, solve for
unknowns, peldsrIRR, PV Fi/, store/retrieve. PMI/Escrow
charges, more IBM-PC,OCT/A17PS2 compatible Simple per
complete - great for client services. Acclaimed nationwide by
Banks/CPAs/CUs/Financerlagal/R.E./S8Ls $ 129.95+ $400
ship Visa/MC/AmEx. 30 day MBG.

Electrosonlcs

Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scientists and Engineers. Includes: Scientific subroutine
libraries, device independent graphics libraries (including EGA. HP plotter and Laserjet support), scientific charting libraries, 3-D plotting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process control software.
Versions available for avariety of popular languages.

800/858-8448, 313/791-0770.

49 Highland Ave., Needham, MA 02194

36380 Garfield # 1, Fraser, MI 48026

Guinn- Curtis
nquiry 664.

nquiry 658.

nquiry 652.

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries
Turbo & Lightspeed Pascal, Modula2, C

SOFTWARE/MEMORY
COMPILER FOR TI 520/530
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS
Aternative to Ladder Diagram Programming. Write your program in the TI 520/530 mnemonic language, instead. Use
your favorite word processor or text editor to enter the program in a text file, then our program will compile and load
it into your controller Advantages: taster program entry, more
flexible and better documentation. Runs on any IBM PC or
compatible. Serial port COM1 required to load program
Full Matures Demo disk $ 10.
Complete package $ 150.

Control Software
Pe Box 1402, Portsmouth. Oho 45662

Expanded Memory Software

Use the extended memory you already have as
Lotus-style expanded memory. LIMSIM Version
2provides the expanded memory (
EM S)interface to ordinary 286/386 extended memory. $
65
+ $5.00 S&H. Source $
30 extra 30 day money
back guarantee

Larson Computing
1556 Halford Ave 0142, Santa Clara. CA 95051

Display & print complete math & Greek symbol sets.
Includes display chip, printer downloading program,
& free custom printer drivers & macros with proof
of purchase of WordPerfect. Call for flyer, list of supported hardware. & ordering info

SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING ENHANCEMENTS
8320 N Lockwood Ave

Skokie, IL 60077

(312) 677-4270

408-737-0627

(814) 164-3744

nquiry 665.

nquiry 659.

nquiry 653.

TURN WordPerfect INTO ASCIENTIFIC
WORD PROCESSOR
ONLY $75

SOFTWARE/PRINTER
DRUMA FORTH-83
Strict 83 STANDARD. Developed for in house use.
No 64K limitation. 64K speed & compactness to 320K.
•IBM PC/XT/AT 8 compatibles, DOS 2.0+
• ROM: Headerless code, separated variables
•Assembler, file & DOS interfaces
•Editor. examples, disk manuals
•Numerous other features
•Full Pkg. $79. Demo $ 10. S&H $2. VISA/MC

DRUMA FORTH 83, DRUMA INC .

PRINTER GENIUS
Powerful Memory resident printer control, from pop -up

menus or within documents • Print spool to dsk •
Background print • Directory search & file browse • Edit
& print small text • Redirect output to any media or
printer • Superb documentation • Preset for all dot
matrix and laser minters • Completely flexible • PC MSDOS • $69 + $4 S/H --VISA/MC/COD

Nor Software Inc.

527 3rd Ave

Suite 150, New York NY 10016

SHANTHA SOFTWARE I
NC.

50 West 97th St. Room 11N, New York City

nquiry 660.

10025

(212) 222-SNIP

(212) 213-9118

P 0 Box 610097, Austin, TX 7876113B/1512-323-2402

nquiry 654.

forfAattet text-formatter

•Equations, matrices, ratios, integrals, diagrams
•Macros, fonts, Greek/math symbols
•Hyphenation, secn/eqn/ref numbering
•Indexes, table of contents, footnotes
•Dot-matrix, daisywheel, laser pnnters, all monitors
$400. $50 for demo

nquiry 666.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
MACINTOSH DEVELOPERS
Speed up application development and PC to MAC
porting with compiled libraries. • PROGRAMMER'S
EXTENDER VOL. 1 - menus, windows, dialogs,
text edit - VOL. 2 - Printing, graphics, lists.
•Extender GrafPak-line, bar, log, graphs; multiple curves; customizable.

Invention Software Corp.
P.C. Box 3168, Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(313) 996-8108

BY

Alligator Technologies - (714) 722-1842
PO, Box 11386 Costa Mesa, CA 92627

nquiry 661.

nquiry 655.
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Data Acquisition & Analysis on PC's
• FOuRIER PERSPECrNE U'theme Ogial WIN Anew&
oPRIME FACTOR FFT ebroutine eery. Call from Turbo Puce, G Fortran, Bale Up to 65520 doe poine 20 ~ toe meet R.
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unkempt, Lous Meer. w.143/Senphoro, 8 OunoCurte
Cell for FREE Application Aelletanee
Teehnica Literature
LOW PRICES-S•PSIKTOO GUARANTEED
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SCI .ANALYSIS

& GRAPHICS SOURCEWARE

•Graphics-20 283D types, contours, curve-fits, 30
solids, laser/plotter perfect, forget all limits!
• Imaging-enhance, convolve, 1820 FFT, raytrace.
•Matrix ops-inv., del. eigenv.. splines, sim. eq.
•Probst:eery-complete statistics, poly/mut regr., SNR,
confidence. MonteCarlo. ( See BYTE 9/86 p32.)
2 algorithm sourcebooks & 60-progr 0/BASICA DISK
elegant modular code, saves days in any language.

$79 + $3 s/h
(415) 859-4244

nquiry 667.

SIMPLICATION Unitd.

P 0 Box 654, Menlo Park, CA 94026

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
Linear Programming/Lotus Compatible
MATRIX CALCULATOR reads/writes LOTUS WKS
files, linear programming, multi-linear regression,
system of eq'ns, eigenanalysis, and programmable
matrix operations. Requires 8087. $ 120 w/Turbo
Pascal source. Consulting and custom modification available.

SoftTech Inc.

STATISTICS
STATISTICS CATALOG!
If you need statistics for IBM PC or Apple II, call
us and let our technical advisors help you find the
statistics programs you need.
Write or call now to get aFREE catalog of statistics
and quality control software.

HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMICS
9010 Reseda Blvd., Ste. 222
Northridge, CA 91324

14640 LaBelle, Oak Park, Ml 48237

1-313-544-8544
Inquiry 668.

TAXES
1099's-ON-DISK

Meet new IRS regs to file 1099's on magnetic media.
Use your IBM-compatible PC's to prepare 51
4 "
/
diskette, print information returns and reports. Fast,
easy to learn and use For all 1099's, 1098, 5498.
W-2G. Not copy protected. Only $49, MC/VISA
accepted.

CUSTOM CRAFT SOFTWARE, INC.
5730 R St., Lincoln, NE 68505

(800) 451-3030 (818) 993-8536 (
CA)
nquiry 674.

(402) 464-3184
nquiry 680.

SOFTWARE/SORT
OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as asubroutine. Supports most languages and filetypes including Btneve
and dBASE. Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and
much more! MS-DOS $149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737
Opt-Tech Data Processing

NUMBER CRUNCHER STAT SYS

Menu- driven. Multiple & stepwise regression.
ANOVA, time series, discriminait cluster and factor
analysis, principal components, scatter plots,
histograms, t
tests, contingency tables, nonparametrics. Import export data. Spreadsheet. sort.
join, merge. $99. MS-DOS. Quantity dio.criiint.

NCSS-B

DOCUGRAPHICS

865 East 400 North, Kaysville, UT 84037

801-546-0445

P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

nquiry 669.

TESTING/DOCUMENTATION
Quality presentation is a key factor In successfully
marketing your products. Our professional services
include:
•Test 8 evaluation • Camera-ready copy
•Technical writing • Finished manuals
Special services/fees for Shareware developers. For
FREE quotes or further information, contact

raquiry 675.

PO, Box 6066- Suite L108, Santa Maria, CA 93456

Inquiry 681.

SOFTWARE/TAX PREP.
TaxEase' System

Federal 8 State returns on single disk-only $69.95.
Easy to use. Calculates automatically, performs complex "What if" options, prints IRS-approved forms. AZ,
CA, CO, DC, GA, IL, IN, MA, MD, MI, MN, MO, NC,
NJ, NY, OH, OK, PA, VA, WI. Requires Lotus 1-2-3 or
comp. spreadsheet. VISA/MC. $3sill chg. Money back
guarantee. Professional package available-$99.

Park Technologies, Inc.
P 0 Box 1317

Cflton Park, NY 12065

UTILITIES
STATISTDO II
Comprehensive, powerful and incredibly easy-touse. Full screen editor, transformations, linear
models (ANOVA, regression, logit, PCA, etc),
ARIMA, most standard stet procedures. Clear, well
organized
documentation.
Satisfaction
guaranteed. $ 169 PC DOS, $99 Apple II.

NH

ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE

• loo1
91
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VlefITALLY
Fetch
tnds
LPOPULAR SOFrfx9,FIL
54.96 u 83.00 Sali, CHECKNISA/MASTERCARD

Campbell de Ryes Co.

P.O. Box 13204, Roseville, MN 55113
(612) 631-2852

518/877-5881 or 800/423-3189 outside NY

nquiry 670.

Never Lose Another File Again
Just go FETCH!
Now eye your Nes mal names Wnh FETCH you tabs your hiw with
descriptions ot up to 255 charades. rather than the Crypt. hating 04
8 or h characters
•EASY 10 INSTALL-Mernory Ferree* program
•AUTOMATIC- No Hol-K•ry Needed FETCH appears whenever

nquiry 676.

4310 Redwood dery Sie tO7 San Babel 1.4 94903

(415) 442-1605

nquiry 682.

SOFTWARE/TOOLS
What is Turbo GhostWriter?

An Application Generator for Turbo Pascar
Complete Database in Minutes!
Draw 8 pant screens with our tools. Tell Turbo GhostWriter how
to relieve your data Screen Editor/Painter, FABS PLUS 6-Tree
File Manager. Multiple fields/key. Multiple keysfindex. Application
Generator produces Context Sensitive Help 6 Documentation. All
for only $200!60-day money back guarantee MCNISA/PO/CODCompany Check, In NC (919) 782-7703.

Info/orders call 800-227-7681
ASCII-Automated Software Concepts International, Inc.
3239 Mill Run, Raleigh, NC 27612-4135

nquiry 671.

FI AT'S

N/

rule" n 2 -1

Best selling econometrics program. Over 4000 copies
sold. OLS, 2SLS, logit. probit and much more!
Forecasting with ARIMA, VAR. Exponential smoothing.
Model simulations. Support for day/weekly data. High quality graphics to screen, plotter. printer $2004300.
VISA/MC. Demo available.

VAR Econometrics, Inc.
P.O. Box 1818, Evanston, IL 60204-1818

(312) 864-8772; (800) 822-8038
Inquiry 677.

SCREEN MANAGER
MENU, WINDOW, and DATA ENTRY Support for
the Professional Programmer! Interfaces to most
languages. BASIC, C, FORTRAN, COBOL,
PASCAL, ASSEMBLER. 100 Page Manual. Thirty day money back guarantee. No Royalties.
from $79.
Visa/MC

The West Chester Group
P.O. Box 1304, West Chester. PA 19380
1215) 644-4208

CALL FOR FREE DEMO

MATCH SOFTWARE
6426 Coldwater Canyon, North Hollywood, CA 91601.-1113

Toll free // 1 (800) FLOPPY°

nquiry

StatPac Gold TM

683.

The 1.2mB driw

COPY AT TO PC

has long been known to READ but NOT
rekably WRITE on 3493kB floppies. With "
CPYAT2PC"^
1.2m13 drives CAN reliably WRITE 360kB floppies saving a

Voted World's Best Statisfical & Forecasting Package
in 1987 by PC World Magazine readers. Six times
more votes than the next closest competitor. More
comprehensive & easier to use than all others. Get
the facts. Call now for your FREE brochure.

slot for a second hard disk or backup tape. "CPYAr2PC" ( Not

1-800-3284907

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS

WalonIck Associates, Inc.
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis., MN 55423
(612) 866-9022

nquiry 678.

nquiry 672.

MATCH PRINTERS TO PC
Match.A.Printer adapts most printers to PC/PS2 and compastle; With
isis reedenl dn., se the full entended IBM ASCII character se on
most printers French. Stashed German. Italian Swedish Greet etc .
and logic symbols Works great with Apge Imagewsler and ti M P
Epson and most daisy- wheel pries Sevo character compwitielity
now great Or academic and engineering apptication Introductory
Prce 55995 & $2 564 Calitorrya residents add 6,2% sees tar
VISA/MC/MOrCheCke

Copy Protected) offers ' the preferable SOFTWARE 30LUTION.' ONLY $79+54 S/H VISA/MC/COD UPS B/R

655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1-800-523-8777
415-593-8777 (CA)
212-334-1858 (NY)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089
Dealer inquiries invited

nquiry 684.

STATISTICS
THE SURVEY SYSTEM

Spreadsheet Statistics

Recover deleted files fast!

An easy-to- use package designed specifically for
questionnaire data. Produces banner format. cross
tabs & related tables, statistics (incl. regression) &
bar charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end
questions. All reports are camera-ready for professional presentations. CRT interviewing option.

NEW! 23 comprehensive statistics and forecasting
modules for analyzing LOTUS worksheets. Low
cost $24.95 each. Easy to use. Includes tutorial.
Basic and advanced statistics with graphics and
many user-definable options. Compare. Free
brochure.

Disk Explorer now includes automatic file recovery You
type in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and
restores 4 Disk Explorer also shows what's really orficlisk;
view, change or create formats, change afile's status,
change data in any sector MS-DOS $
75 US Check/Credit
card welcome

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
15 Lone Oak Ctr., Dept. B, Petaluma, CA 94952

Walonick Associates, Inc.
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis., MN 55423

707-765-1001
nquiry 673.

(612) 866-9022

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED
45 Charles St, E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

nquiry 679.
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THE BUYER'S MART
WORD PROCESSING

WORD PROCESSING

UTILITIES
EXTENDED BATCH LANGUAGE (EBL)

HEBREW / GREEK IARABIC

INTEGRATE and customize your programs with
EBL! Write powerful utilities, insulate your programs from novices, build custom menus
automatically. Many power user features: floating
point arithmetic, simulate keystrokes, if-then-else,
and more. Money back guarantee. Call or write for
information. $49 $3 s/h.

Russian and European Languages. Full
featured, multi language word processor supports on- screen foreign characters with no hardware modifications. $350 ( dot matrix) or $ 500
(laser) + $ 5 s/h Or send $ 15 + $
4s/h for
demo Req 512K/graphics

Gamma Productions, Inc.

Seaware Corp.

710 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 609, Santa Monica CA 90401

P0 Bo. 1656 B Delray Beach, FL 33444
800/634-6198
305/392-2045

(213) 394-8622

DuangJan 1.3

HANDS OFF' PC SECURITY

•Locks Hard Disk. • Restricts Floppy Use
-Protects Subdirectones.
•Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Software.
•IBM PC, XT. AT and True Compatibles.
-DOS V2.0 and Higher. Hard Disk System.
-Keep Other People's HANDS OFF Your System
•$89.95
VISA/MC

Bilingual word processor for English and one of
these: Armenian, Bengali, Euro/Latin, Greek, Hindi, Khmer, Lao, Russian, Tamil, Telugu, Thai, Viet,
. , or create your own language with font editor.

$69+ $4s/h ( + $ 10 for.) LaserJet + $49. Demo $5.
IBM compatibles.

MegaChomp Company

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.
314 Canterbury Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15238

3524 Conman Avenue. Philadelphia, PA 19149-1606
(215) 331-2748/8138

(412) 963-1624

OU/CkSOft1-800-888-8088CALL TODAY!
219 First N., # 224-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

nquiry 691.

nquiry 688.

nquiry 685.

PC-Write" Shareware Ver. 2.71
Fast, full featured word processor/text editor for
IBM PC. With spell check, screen clip, mailmerge,
split screen, ASCII files, macros. Easy to use. Supports 400 printers - LaserJet+ and PostScript.
Software, User Guide, and Tutorial on 2disks for
$16. Try it, then register with us for only $99 and
get User Manual, 1year tele support, newsletter
and 2 upgrades. 90-day guarantee. VISA/MC.

Get Results With

The
Buyer's Mart

nquiry 689.

nquiry 686.

$59.95!!

ARABIC SOFTWARE
Superb Features & Value

Buy the RED Utilities now! Programs include:
Disk cache to speed hard disk. Printer spooler.
Batch file compiler. Path command for data
files. Wild card exceptions. Protect hard disk
from accidental formatting. Sort directories.
Over 10 more programs. IBM PC. Visa/MC.

CORDOBA

($ 195)

Arabic- English Word Processor

ANDALUS ($ 95)
Arabic Language Support System

METRACO COMPUTERS LTD.

The Wenham Software Company

86 Chesson Rd . London W14 90U. England

5 Burley SI YVenham MA 01984 ( 617) 774-7036

Tel: 01-381 8823 Tlx: 269722 metrac G

For more
information
Call Mark Stone
at

BYTE
(603) 924-3754

nquiry 690.

nquiry 687.

TRI STATE COMPUTER
160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10038
(Bet. Maiden Lane and Liberty St.)
(212) 349-3134 • Open weekdays 9-6. Sunday 10-4

CALL TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY 1-800-221-1926
t

¡tome>

PRINTERS
AT&T 6300
Brother HR 20
$ 324.95
6300 1 • 360K FD
Brother M 1509 $ 349.95
•640K RAM, • Graphics Card
IBM Pro Printer XL $ 509.95
•Clock/Calendar
IBM Pro Printer II . $ 359.95
$899e.
•Keyboard
$849• 8
Epson
LX
800
..
$169.95
w/20 MB
$1149 98
Epson FX 86E .
1279.95
w/20 MB HD
$1149 18
$414.95
Epson FX 286E
Epson LO 800
$399.95
NEC Power Mate I20 MB
Epson LO 1000 $489.95
•AT Compatible
Epson Equity IPlus
Epson EX 800
•840K 80288 8MHz
•640K Dual Floppy
Epson EX 1000 '
$3
$
38
89
9..9
95
5
•1 2FD. DOS
•Parallel Serial Ports
Epson
LO
2500
•HD controller card
11499 15
•DOS 2. Basic
Panasonic KXP 1092 $
$8
264
59 ..9
95
5
•Keyboard, • Video Board
Panasonic KXP 1592 $ 344.95
Panasonic
KXP
1595
$
374.95
•Mono Monitor
$949 99
SUPER SPECIALS
Panasonic KXP 3131 $ 223.95
Seagate ST 225 w/cont
275.95
w/20 MB
$1199 ,8
Panasonic KXP 3151 $ 349.95
Plus 20 MB
529.95
$418.95
OK ML 293e
OK ML 292e
$ 299.95
Epson Equity II IN STOCK
OK ML 192
$ 259.95
MODEMS
99.95
EVEREX 120013
OK ML 192 Plus
$ 259.95
175.95
EVEREX 240013
OK ML 193 Plus
OK ML 294.
$379.95
109.95
EXTERNAL 1200
.
. 9879.95
NEW
199.95
EXTERNAL 2400
NEC P6
5399.95
139.95
Pan. KXP 1080,
NEC P7 . . $ 569.95
Pan. KXP 1091i
154.95
NEC P9
$ 999.95
LASER PRINTERS
Panasonic KXP 1524
Star NX 10 . .$149.95
HP Laser Jet Series II
1579.95
Toshiba 341- SL$ 849.95
OKI Laser
1249.95
$799.95
Toshiba 351-2
Epson CO 3500
1249.95
•after mfg. rebate
Toshiba 321 SL
$449.95
Al items subject to availability and 3rice changes. Mail and phone orders C.O.D.. MC and VISA. S&H extra. Not responsible
for typographical errors. All systems fully tested and installed by Tri State Computer Printer price wipurchase of cable only.

Leading Edge Model D
•512K Dual Floppy
•Keyboard
•Monitor

IBM XTs & Sys/2 Mod. 50's
ENH XT - ( Model 266)
•640K 80286 6 MHz.
•1.2 Drive IBM 20 MB HD
•IBM Keyboard
CALL

IBM System 2 Model 50

•80286 10MHz processor
•1MB RAM standard
•Built-in parallel & serial ports
•20MB hard disk
•14MB 3"2" drive
•Enhanced keyboard$2499"

Enhanced AT 339
•512K 1.2 FD
•IBM 30MB HD
•Iwo Keyboard

$3299ff

COMPAQ Portable Ill
Model 20
•840K 1.2 FD 12 MHz
•20 MB 40
$3499• 6
Mod. 40 wi40 MB HID$4099. 1
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Special to BYTE readers - Full Size Printer Stand $ 12.95

MC .5 VISA ACCEPTED
NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE

Laptop Computers
Toshiba T3100/20
Toshiba 11000
Toshiba T1100
Sharp PC 7100
Zenith Z-181
Zenith 2-183
NEC Laptop
New NEC Laptop .

3099.95
799.95
1549.95
1779.95
1599.95
2299.95

Apple Computers
Apple II GS
Apple ROB Monitor
Macintosh Plus
Mac SE Dual Floppy
Mac SE Hard Drive
SE Keyboard
Imagewriter II

1489.95

899.95
399.95
1599.95
2099.95
2599.95
109.95
429.95

SOFTWARE FOR IBM

Base Ill Plus
Word Perfect 42
Lotus 123
Framework II
Laser Fonts
Jack ii
Dac Easy Accounting 2.0
Managing Your Money
Turbo C Computer
Fox Base Plus
Microsoft Base Plus
Typing Tutor IV
Inset 2
Software Carousel
Prolog

369.95
199.95
289.95
359.95
149.95
39.95
47.95
109.95
59.95
209.95
59.95
34.95
59.95
34.95
67.95

Circle 300 on Reader Service Card

geompu$ave

PURCHASE ORDERS
& BID REQUESTS
WELCOME

WE ACCEPT MAJOR
CHARGE CARDS

Iva

Call Toll Free: 1-800-624-8949

PRINTERS
CIE bonnier

1395

Alps 224

465

COMPUTERS
IBM PS 2Model 25 SAVE AST Model 80

CIE 800 Line

SAVE

Alps 324

675

IBM PS 2Model 30 1299

AST Model 85

Citizen 1200

142

Alps 2418C

889

IBM PS 2Model 50 2729

AST Model 90

Citizen 180
Citizen MSP15E

159
312

Alps 2424C
Alps P2000

939
675

IBM PS 2Model 60 3999
IBM PS 2Model 80 5395

AST Model 120
AST Model 140

Citizen MSP40
Citizen MSP45

279
405

Alps P7100
Diconix 13150

1089
295

NEC MuRispeed

AST Model 170

Citizen MSP50

379

NEC P501

835

Citizen MSP55

469

NEC P660

422

Citizen Premier 35
Citizen Tribute 124

439
539

NEC P760
NEC P9XL

592
1019

1369

BOARDS
Anstocad Kicker

159

Artist 1

875

1595
1699

AST Rampage: AT
AST Rampage: XT

299 Artist I •
199 Artis110

1425
2095

2025

Genoa Super EGA
Video 7VGA

189
5/1/E

AST Advantage
AST Six Pak

235
115

Hercules1nColor
Intel Inboard 386

279
1329

AST 5251-11
ATI EGA Wonder

549

2365
2745

NEC Mullispeed EL 1629
Toshiba T1000
799
Toshiba T1100 •
SNE

AT&T 6386
Sharp 4501
Sharp 4502

SAVE

Toshiba 11288

SINE

Sharp 7000A

1295

3099
1635

Sharp 7100
Zenith Z-183

1969
2375
1399

Orchid Turbo PGA

1095

Paradise Auto 480

149

Paradise Basic EGA

115

Ouadram Ultra VGA 365
Sigma Designs 400 . 275

Orchid Jet 386
Panasonic FAX

Sigma Designs VGA . 329
SIB Chautfeur HT
152

Paradise Auto
Ouadram FIPG

169
125
169

SIB Multires 2
SIB VGA
Taxan 560

229
299

949
1249

Citizen Tribute 224

595

NEC P2200

345

Toshiba 1310020
Zenith Z-181

CItoh C715

875

NEC CP660

519

Acer (Mullitech) 900-81: 8028610 MHz

Clloh C815

1365

682

Acer 910-B1 80288 10 MHz 512K
Acer 710-0 8088 10 MHz 768K 2Drives
Acer 710-S 8088 10 MHz 768K 1Drive

1315

Cltoh C310XP
CItoh C310CXP

NEC CP760

485
535

OTC 05001
Okidala 182 +

1665
SAVE

PLOTTERS

1365

829
739

NEC GB-1Graphics
Orange ProGrappler
Orchid Tiny Turbo

255
75
279

Calcomp 1041910
Calcomp 1042GT

4495
8095

Entr 5E603
Enter SP1000

619
2675

Calcomp 1134391

6495

Enter SP1200

Calcomp 104491
Cal Plotmaster

10995
3799

Houston PC595
Houston PC695

3095
499
595

Cal. Colormaster
H-Packard 7475A

3499
1429

Houston DMP29
Houston DMP40

1625
859

Houston DMP41 42 2295

lace 3700

3099

Houston DMP51 52 3295
Houston DMP51 52MP 3695

loine 4000
Numones 5460

40%

ATI VI P
Boca EGA
Boca RAM AT

189
SNE
132
145

DCA Irma

SAVE

Houslon DMF56A

4095

none 5393

Intel PS 286

359

Wine 37163 Mulb

3495

Roland DXf1380

Intel PS 2566

319

loline 4000 Mulft

4495

Roland 0XY885

939
/1%

889

Roland OXY990

1595

Adana 0e981)

1193

649
139

Roland 0XY20130
Roland DXY3300

4095
5345

Mar Models

119
CALL

Cnot C315XP

585

Okidata 192 +

299

CIloh C315CXP

659

Okidata 193 +

435

Acer 1100-64 80386 0Wait 40M Drive
Acer 1100-B8 80386 ° Wait 80M Drive

3065
3795

Fujitsu 012400
Fuptsu DL2600

809
999

Okidata 292E
Okidata 293E

435
575

Acer 1100-813 80386 0Wait 130M Drive
AT&T 6312: 12 MINIM/ 1.2M Drive

5195
1945

Talltre eJ- RAM: AT
Talltree J- RAM 2
Tal Wee J- RAM 3

179

Fuptsu 013300
Fujitsu 013400

535
649

Okidata 294
Okidata 2410

019
1739

Houston TG1011
Houston TB1017
Houston TG8011

1995

Talltree J-RAM-613

219

Tseng EVA 480

325

158

Star 982410

435

4665
5229

Tasan Gold Card
Tecmar EGA Master

169
259

Tseng Ultrapak
Vermont IM640

125

Panasonic 10801 M2

Compaq Design 286 M-1: 8-12 MHz
Compaq Deskpro 386 M-40 1M 40M Drive
Com1114 0Deskpro 386 M-70 1M 70M Drive

Panasonic 10911 M2
Panasonic 10921

178 Star NB2415
292 Star NDIO

589
272

Compaq Deskpro 386 M-130 1M 130M Or

6299

Vermont IM1024

2395

Compaq Portable Ill M-1 640K 12M Drive

2975

Panasonic 1524
Panasonic 1592

539
379

Star 9015
Star NPIO

415
138

Compaq Portable Ill M-20 640K 20M Drive

3699

Verticom CAD 480
Verticom M256E

445
1199

4299

Panasonic 1595
Panasonic 3131

412
249

Star 9015
Star NXIO

459
155

Compaq Portable Ill M-40 640K 40M Drive
ITT Otra 301: 10 MHz ,3.5" Drive

Panasonic 3151

389

Star NX15

299

Seikosha MP1300

299

TI 8101125

Seikosha SL80
Seikosha SP180

329
149

T1 850XL
11 855

435
539

Sperry IT: 1M 44M Drive Keyboard
Televideo Telenix 386

Toshiba P32151
Toshiba P341SL

498
649

TI 885
TI 880 AT

1549
1549

Televideo 286 512K 20M Drive Monitor
Televideo 386 2M 0Wait 12M Drive

Toshiba P351 II

885

TI 880 DP

1479

Televideo 386 2M 0Wait 40M Drive

Toshiba P35I C11

1015

TI 865

669

Wise 286: 10 MFtz 6406 12M Drive

Canon Diablo Epson Genicom Ourse
Ouadram Microfazer 646 Parallel

CALL
139

Wise 2108: 8MHz 5126 12M Drive
114ee 2112: 12.5 MHz 1M 12M Drive

309
495

Wyse 2214: 12.5 MHz 0Wait 12M Drive

Quadrant Microtazer II: 512K Par & Serial
Ouadram Microtazer IV 256K 6Serial Ports
Cables Ribbons Sheet Feeders

LOW PRICES

Stands Switch Boxes Tractors

LOW PRICES

LOW PRICES FOR LASER PRINTERS

499
599
599

Calcomp 12 12 349
Calcomp 18 • 24 1795
Calcomp 24 • 36 4095

Houston TG8017

1175

Calcomp 36 • 48 4195

1099

Houston TG8024
Houston TG8036

2175
2895

Calcomp 44 • 60 4795
GTCO 20 . 20
2345

VerticomM16E

995

Kuria IS: 8.5 x11

295

GTCO 24 • 36

2099

Verbcom H16
Verhcom H256

2099

Kurta IS: 12 x12

489

GTCO 36 • 48

2545

2399

Kurta IS: 12011

619

Hitachi 11 x11

459

289

Kurta 1: 8.5 x11

299

Hitachi 12 x17

995

135
169

Karla 1: 12 x17
Karla Series 263

559
SNE

Hitachi 15 x15
Kurt] Penmouse

1145
182

379
729

AST Advantage Premium
All Graphics Solution

ITT Xtra 400 EGA: 80116 10 MHz
ITT Xln 400: 80286 / 10 MHz

1649

Hercules Graphics •
Intel Above Board 286

Packard Bell VT286 15 MHz 640K EGA

1995

Orange Buffered Grappler

319
109

Numonics 12 , 12
Numonics 12 • 17

2785

Ouadram Prosynch With Mouse
Talltree Maser + : AT

305
429

Numorucs 20 • 20
Numonics 20 • 24

1245 Samna 12x 18
1399 &non 17 x24

TalltreeJ-Laser + : PC

369

Numonics 24

36

2399

Sumrna 24 x38

3299

Tecmar EGA Master 800
Video 7Vega Deluxe

389
239

Numonics 36 • 48

3149

Stoma 36)(48

3995

Numonics 44 - 60

3595

Other Models

CALL

Wee 3216: 80386 OINK 1M 1Drive
Anos Apple Cordata Samsung Mitsubishi

SAVE
1749
2595
3445
1339

2345

Acer 10-75

1745

Citizen Cendure

1399

AST Turbo

2699

Ampex 230
IBM 3151

Data Products 1230

2545

Canon 8- II

1645

Kimtron KT7O-PC

,

Advanced Digital Alloy Others

1145

CALL

MONITORS
Amdek 1280 WCard 675
AST Turbo Vision
1275

2595

Verticom 2Page

1795

Arndei 432

169

CALL

Ha ,
...mCM1588A
Hitachi CM2073

1699
2595

kndek 7313V
Conrac 7351

369

1495

Conrac 7250

Auden 11 EGA
Amdek 410

399

Adds 1010

299

I
ntecolor 19-EGA

395

Adds 2020

Magnavox Composite

395
359

Adds 3220
Altos Ill

415
479
482

%creek Autosyrt
Mitsubishi 1371A
Mistubish 6922

2095

Mitsubishi 991913K
Mitsub,shi C,6679K
NEC Mulbsync

2495
1295
529

POS Ultrasync
Snido M6142

NEC Mulbsync +
NEC Mulbsync XL

899
2065

89

Genius 402

529

POS 116300

1695
479

POS MAX 12
POS MAX 15

Magnavox Muttimode

Data Products 2665 13500

Genicom PP8

1765

Liberty 1 +

Diablo 4045CP

HP Laseriet II

1795

liberty FTurbo

392
429

Altos IV
Altos

352
472

Okidata Laserlme 6 1365

NEC 850

1545

Dune 101G

325

Link PC

SAVE

Panasonic 4450

SAVE

NEC 860 +

2025

2295
2665
3795

NEC 890
Oume 110
Ourse 110 •

3199
2195
2695

Turne 101G •
Televideo 9115

359
285

Wyse 38
Wise 50

282

Printronix 11012
Cluadlaser 1
Oume Script 10

Televiden 955

369

Wise 60

355
395

Tasan CrySto Je

2445

T1 2108

4195

Televideo 965
Televideo 9220

419
452

Wise 85
Wyse 99GT

422
475

sigma laser 15

1369

Toshiba Page 12

2595

T1 2115

5595

Televideo 9550

349

Wise 350

725

Sigma Laser 19

1729 ' n

Cordata And Other Makes And Models

CALL

MODEMS
Multilech 224EC

345

AST 9600

795

Samsung TTL
Samsung RGB
Samsung EGA

1895
148

2695
2199
1295
egg
135
185
499
149
85
275
379
SJI/E
sze

t

549

vVyse 700 with Card

685

1500':

Zenith 1470

195 :n111 1190

152
639

AST Turbo Scan Mac - 8Mac 512

1295

Practical 1200-1

es

Novation Parrot

95

AST Turbo Scan PC XT AT

1675

Practical 2400-i
èractical 2400 Ex

155

279

Amdek Laserdnve

645

Plus 20M Card

539

179

Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200-B

265

Miniscribe 20M Card 389

Plus 40M Card

839

vribe 30M Card 429

Datacopy 7301195
DatacopyJetreader

945

Prometheus 2400G

249

Hayes 2400

425

SAVE

Raoakradic 2400VP

398

Hayes 24008

395

Panasonic FIRS505

989

POS LS300 With Adapter 8PC Paintbrush
POS 15300 With Adapter 8OCR Software

719
979

USA Courier 2400
USO Couner 2400E
We-Tel 2400 MNP

325
399
462

Multrtech 224E
USO HST 9600
VenTel 2400

Tann Crystal Scan: Apple

1075

949

WnTel 2400-i

Tasan Crystal Scan: IBM

1175

Hewlett-Packard Scaniet

18000 Bps

Anahor Antes Ment UDS Zoom

DISK DRIVES

388

1, ribe 3053
k,zi,scnbe 5053

SAVE
999

665

Miniscribe 6085
Seagate 40M Drive

368
292
CALL

Priam 10455
Priam 1DIOORC
Priam 10230PC

649
1099

Kuria 112 • 12
499
Surnma + 12 x12 369
639
1395

MICE
Mouse Systems Serial

1565
1895

TERMINALS
Ampex 220

IMAGE SCANNERS

DIGITIZERS

989
1749

CIE LIPS 10 +

4195

675

2%5
3149

99

Mouse Systems BUS 109

Somme Mouse

79

Mouse Systerns A •

Microsoft BUS With Windove 20 Software

75
122

SOFTWARE
Brooklyn Bridge

75

Carbon Cop/ +

109

Cricket Graph

115

Chartmaster

222

Crosstalk XVI
DAC Easy Accounting

98
45

Cncket Draw
Nast ti +

182
419

First Choice

85

Descpnew

75

Harvard Graphics

219

Faster

89

Mace utilities
Microsoft Excel PC

62
309

Filernaker •
GEM Draw •

145
162

Microsoft Windows 20 62

Laplink

Microsoft Word

265

The Library

75

Microsoft PC Warks
Multimate Adviltg II

115
255

MacDratl
MORE

159
145

59

Norton Utilities
Norton Utiles Adv

55
77

Mulomate
Newsmaster

255
54

FfS 1st Mein
PEG I
st Publisher

85

Paradox 20

399

PEG Professional File

59 (MA
139

205

084 »de

115

PEG Professional Wnte 112

Reflex

85

Picture Perfect 40
189
Dunk Basic Compiler 62
RBase System V
429

Sidekick
Smarterm 240
Sutethaln 1

52
189
59
272

Super Protect •

285

Timeline 20

829

2325
Seagate 20M KV 269

Ventura Publisher

459

Turbo C

419

Seagate XIM Kit

1617rdPerlect Execuftie 109

Writenow

Wordstar 2C00 •
212
Wardsrar Professional 242

VeardPertect
XTREE

212
32

VP Planner

Alloy NTNX

345

Seagate 80M Drive
879 Toshiba 35' Kit
Alloy AST Mountain Teac Tallgrass Maynard

319
112
CALL

49

59
99

HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM-6PM/SAT 9AM-5PM • IN ARIZONA CALL (602) 437-4855
CompuSave: 4207 S. 37th St., Phoenix, AZ 85040/Prices Reflect Cash Discounts And Are Subject To Change Without Notice. Major Credit
Cards And Selected PO's Are Accepted. We Cannot Guarantee Compatibility. CompuSave Is ADivision Of Adlanko Corporation.
ter /e 67 on Reader ', critic ( (led

Mail-Order Electronics

jameco
W

FOR ORDERS ONLY

ELECTRONICS

ALL OTHER INQUIRIES

415-592-8097

415-592-8121

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS

Replace the 80136 or 8088 In 'four IBM-PC and
No N.
Increase Its Speed by up to 40%!

MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS
Pert No.
Price

8500/8800/88000 Cont.
Part No.
Price

8000 SERIES Cont.
Pert No.
Price

0765AC
W09216
95H90

6845
3.95
6850
195
6852
149
MC68000L8
1195
MC680()OL10
1395
MC68010L10
49.95
MC6802ORC12B 169.95
MC68881RC12A 14995

8228
8237-5.
8243
8250A
82508 ( For (BM)
8251A
8253-5
8254
8255/%5
8257-5
8259-5
8272
8279-5
8741
8742

UPD70108-5 ( 5MHz) V20 Chip

$

8.75

UPD 70108-8 ( 8MHz) V20 Chip
UPD70108-10 ( 10MHz) V20 Chip

$ 10.75

UPD70116-8 (8MHz) V30 Chip

$ 13.75

UPD70116 -10

$29.95

$29.95

(10MHz) V30 Chip.. .

7400
Part No.

1-9

7400
7402
/404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7410
7414
7416
/417
7420
7430
/432
7438
/442
7445
/446
/447
7448
7472
7473
7474

29
29
.29
35
39
39
35
29
49
39
39
35
35
39
39
55
79
89
89
205
89
39
39

10+

Part No

. 19
19
. 19
.25
.29
.29
.25
. 19
29
29
.29
.25
. 25
.29
.29
.45
69
79
79
1.95
. 79
.29
29

7485
7486
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123
74125
74126
74143
74150
74154
74158
74173
74174
74175
74176
74181
74189
74193
74198.
74221
74273

1-9
65
45
205
49
45
45
55
55
69
395
135
135
159
85
59
59
99
195
195
79
185
99
195
65
65

10+
. 55
.35
195
.39
.35
25
.45
. 45
. 59
3.85
1.25
1.25
149
. 75
. 49
. 49
.89
1.85
1.85
.69
1.75
so
185
55
55

74.LS
74LS00.
741.S02
74L504
74LSO5

141.806

74LSO7
741.808
74L510
741.814
74LS27
74LS30
741532
74LS42
741.847
741873
741.874
741.875
141.876
74LS85
741-686
74LS90
741S93
741.8123
741.8125
74LS138
74LS139
741.8154
74LS157
7412158
74LS163
74LS164

29
29
35
35
I09
109
.29
29
49
35
29
35
49
99
39
35
39
55
59
35
49
49
59
49
49
49
109
45
45
59
59

7
74S00
74804
74808
74810
14832
74574
74685
74586
745124
7461.. 1
7451

19
.19
25
.25
99
99
.19
.19
.39
.25
.19
.25
29
.89
.29
.25
.29
.45
.49
.25
.39
.39
.49
39
.39
39
.99
25
.35
49
49

74L,
74LS173
74LS174
741.2175
741.8189
74L.S191
741.8193
74LS221
741.5240
74LS243
741.5244
741.8248
741.8259
74LS273
74LS279
741.8322
74LS365..
741.8366
74LS367
741.8368
741.2373
741.8374
741.5393
741.8590
741.8624
74L.S629
7418640.
74L.S645.
74LS670
74LS688

/PR

75
99
59
49
49
459
59
79
69
69
69
69
89
99
89
49
405
49
49
49
49
79
79
89
605
205
295
109
1.09
1.09
239

65
89
. 49
.39
.39
4.49
.49
.69
59
59
. 59
.59
. 79
89
. 79
.39
3.95
39
.39
29
39
.69
.69
. 79
5.95
195
2.85
.99
.99
99
229

FA

29
29
35
29
35
45
179
49

745188
746189
745196
74S240
74S244
748253
74S287*
745288
74S373
.' 4S374
. 1,-;472*

149
1.69
249
149
149
79
149
149
149
149
2.95

74F
t.

r91
74F08.
74F10
74F32
74F74
74F86
1.111119

(1.1001
004006

.29
29
29
39
39

'47- 139
;47157
74F193
74F240
74F244
74F253
741373
747/74

69
69
295
99
99

CD-CMOS

004011
CD4013
C04016.
CD4017
004018
CD4020
CD4024
004027
CD4030
CD4040
CD4049
CD4050
CD4051
CD4052
CD4053
004063
C04065
CD4067
CD4069
004070
CD40 •
CD4

29
29
49
. 59
59
49
35
29
.65
29
29
59
59
59
1.49
29
1.29
25
25
25

11.111/13
['4081
:04082
004093
C134094
CD40103
CD40107
CO40109
CD4510
CD4511
CD4520
C134522
CD4538.
CD4541
C04543
CD4553
CD4555
CD4559
CD4566
C04583
CD4584
CD4585
MC14411P
MC14490P

7,9
.25
25
.35
89
249
49
79
.69
69
75
79
79
.89
79
4.95
79
795
2.49
89
.39
89
895
, 449

495
695
995

Z80. V1OA. 28011 SERIES
Z80
125
Z80-CTC
1.79
Z80- DART
495
280-F10.
179
Z80A .
169
280A CTC
179
Z80A-DART
495
Z130A-P10
169
Z80A-S10/0
575
280B
39
Z80B-CTC
395
Z80B-P10
429
0500/0800/88000 SER.
6502
265
65CO2 ( CMOS) ..
895
6520
195
6522
395
6532
649
6551
449
65C802 (CMOS) 19.95
6800
195
6802
395
6810
125
6821
175
6840
35

8031 8000 SERIES

3

95
80C31
9.95
8035
195
8073
995
8080.8.
295
8085A.
249
8086
895
8086-2
6.95
8087(5MHz)
12995
8087-1 ( 10MHz) 229.95
8087-2(8MHz)
169.95
8088
6.49
8088-2
895
8116
495
8155
249
349
8155-2
8156
395
8202
595
995
8203
149
8212
8224
2.25

295
4.95
225
649
6.95
189
1.95
495
189
195
225
495
295
995
29.95

r
3;18
8 A2
12(V) ...9.95
8749
995
8751
39.95
8755
14.95
DATA ACQUISITION
ADC0804LCN
319
ADCMA(18e^Cry
595
ADC0809CCN
395
ADC0816CCN
11.95
ADC1205CCJ-1 19.95
DAC0808LCN
195
DAC1008LCN
495
AY-3-1015D
4.95
AY- 5-1013A
295

MICROPROCESSOR SALE!
8052AHBASIC
MC68008L8
MC68701
MC68705P3S
MC68705U3L
80286-10
80287-8
80287-10
80387-16
Pw1 No.
4116-15
4128-20
4164-120
4164-150
4164-200
TMS4416-12
8118
41256-100
41256-120
41256-150
50464-15
5110001.-10
514256P-10
2016-12
2018-45
2102-212114N
2114N-2L
21C14
2149
5101
6116P-3
61161.1.-3
62641P-12
6264P-15
6264LP-15
6514
43256-15L

CPU w/BASIC Interpreter
$ 29.95
32- Bit MPU ( 8- Bit Data Bus) $ 19.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer . $ 14.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer . $ 14.95
8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer
$ 10.95
16- Bit Hi Performance MPtJ
$ 99.95
Math Co- processor ( 8MHz) $299.95
Math Co- processor ( 10MHz).. .
$ 329.95
Math Co- processor ( 16MHz) My $494.95
DYNAMIC RAMS

COMMODORE CHIPS
Pnce

16,384 x 1 ( 15Ons)
.89
131,072 x 1 ( 200ns) ( PGgyback) 3.25
65,536 x 1 ( 120ns)
1.75
65.536 x 1 ( 15Ons)
125
65536 x 1 ( 2COns)
99
16,384 x4 ( 12Ons)
349
16,384 0 1 ( 12048)
49
262,144 0 1 ( 10Ons)
495
262.144 0 1 ( 12Ons)
3.95
262.144 0 1 ( 15000)
325
65.536 x4 ( 15Ons) (4464)
495
1.048.576 x 1 ( 10Ons) 1Meg. .. 34.95
262.144 04 ( 100r1s) 1Meg
29.95

Part No.
WD1770.

Pece
. 11.95

513052P

2.49

6502

2.65

6504A

1.95

6507

4.39

6510

9.95

6520

1.95

6522

3.95

6525

4.95

6526

14.95

6529

2.95

1024 x
1024
04
1 (
(25005)10w
45Ons)
1
Power95
99

6532

6.49

1024 x4 (20Ons) Low Power
1024 04 ( 20060) (CMOS)
1024 x4 (4568)
256 x4 (450ns) CMOS
2048 08 ( 15Ons) CMOS
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) LP CMOS
8192 x8 ( 12Ons)1.1. CMOS
8192 08 ( 15Ons) CMOS
8192 08 ( 15Ons11.1. CMOS
1024 x4 (35Ons) CMOS
32.768 x8 ( 15Ons) Low Power

6545-1

4.95

6551

4.49

6560

10.95

STATIC RAMS
2048 x8 ( 12000)
2048 x8 (45ns)

169
695
149
49
249
1.95
189
1.95
425
349
375
349
11 95

TMS2516
TMS2532
TMS2532A
TMS2564
TMS2716
1702/1
2708
2716
2716-1
27C16
2732
2732A-20
2732A-25
27C32
2764-20
2764-25
2764A-25
2764-45
27C64-15
27128-20
27128-25
27128A-25
27C128-25
27256-20
27256-25
27C256-25
27512-20
27512-25
68764

EPROM:
2048 x8 (45Ons) 25V
695
4096 x8 ( 45005) 25V
695
4096 x8 (450ns) 21V
595
8192 x8 ( 450ns) 25V
995
2048 x8 (45Ons) 3Voltage
995
256x8
ps
695
1024 x8 ( 45005)
495
2048 x8 (450ns) 25V
375
2048 08 (35Ons) 25V
425
2048 08 (45Ons) 25V (CMOS)
5.49
4096 08 ( 4500s) 25V
395
4096 x8 (20005) 21V
425
4096 x8 (25Ons) 21V
395
4096 x8 (45Ons) 25V CMOS)
5.95
8192 x8 (20008) 2 V
425
8192 x8 (25Ons) 21V
375
8192 x8 (25Ons) 12.5V
395
8192 x8 (45Ons) 21V
295
8192 x8 ( 15Ons) 21V (CMOS) . 6.49
163134 x8 (200ns) 21V
6.95
16384 x8 (25Ons) 21V
595
16,384 x8 (25Ons) 12.5V
525
16384 x8 (25Ons) 21V (CMOS) 6.95
32.768 x8 (200ns) 12.5V
6.95
32,768 x8 (25005) 12.5V
595
32.768 08 (25Ons) 12.5V (CMOS). 7.95
65,536 08 ( 20Ons) 125V
13.49
65.536 08 (250ns) 125V
1195
8192 x8 ( 45Ons) 25V
1395

28165
2817A
2865A
521313 ( 21V)

EEPRONIS
204808 (3500s) 5V Read/Write .. 595
2048x8 (3500s) 5V Reati/VVrite 7.95
8192x8 (25Ons) 5V ReacYVVrite .. 995
2048 x8 ( 350ns) 5V Read Only
149

6567

14.95

6569

24.95

6572

8.95

6581 ( 12V)

14.95

6582 (9V)

14.95

8360

14.95

8501

10.95

8502

7.95

8563

15.95

8564

9.95

8566

24.95

8701

9.95

8721

14.95

8722

9.95

'251104-04

10.95

318018-03

10.95

318019-03

10.95

318020-04

10.95

325302-01

10.95

325572-01

14.95

'82S100PLA" . 15.95
901225-01

11.95

901226-01

11.95

901227-03

11.95

901229-05

11.95

'No specs evadable
"Note' 826100FLA
U17 (C-84)

SATELLITE TV
DESCRAMBLER CHIP
•.
v.,.12 1is a TV Camera Sync generator . 1.
supply the basic sync Itectrons for edher color or mono
chrome 525 line/60H7 interlaced and camera video recorder
appIrcations COLOR BURST GATE 8! SYNC
ALLOW STABLE COLOR OPERATION

MM5321N

$11.95

INTERSIL Also Available!

74HC HI-SPEED CMOS
Pert No

Price

74/1C00
74HCO2
74HCO4
74HC08.
74HC10
74HC14
74HC30
74HC32
741-1C74
74HC75
74HC76
74HC85
741-C86
74HC123
74HC125
74HC132
74HC138
74HC139
74HC154
74HC 1, ,,
74111
1

25
25
29
.29
29
49
.29
29
39
39
45
79
39
89
49
69
49
49
149
65
9

74HCT

Pari No
74HC1 75
74FIC221
74HC240
74HC244
74HC245
74110253
74HC259
74HC273
74HC373
74HC374
74HC595
74HC688
74HC943
74HC4040
74HC4049
74HC4050
74HC4060
74HC4511
74HC4514
74H0453 ,,
74H0.1 , 1

Price
69
119
.99
.99
.99
.59
.89
.99
99
99
1.29
.99
8.95
99
59
59
99
1.29
179

- CMOS TTL

74HL1U.. ,
7
74
461
1-1 C
1
,,
74HCTO8
TO4
29
74FICTI 0
74HCT32
7
74
4E
HI c
CT7
T8 t.

29
29
49

74HC7138

49
59

74H(.. II74
74HCT I75
74HCT240
74HCT244
74HCT245
74HCT373
74HCT374

69
.69
99
99
119

74C
74C00
74CO2
74094
7408,
74C10
74C14
74C32
74C74
74C85.
74C86.
74C89
74C90
74C154.
74C173.

29
29
29
35
35
59
35
59
149
35
549
99
295
105

74C174.
74C175. .
74C221...
74C240
74C244
74C373
74C374
74C912
74C915
74C920
74C921
74C922
740'923
740925

179
179
195
195
895
139
695
695
39T

IJNEAR
DS0026CN
195
TL074CN. .
119
TL084CN.
99
AF100-1CN
895
LM307N. . .
45
LM309K
125
LM311N
45
LM317T
. 79
1.M318N
99
18/1319N
129
LAA.323K
395
LM324N
39
LM338K
495
L.M339N ,,,,,
39
LF347N
1.79
LN1348N
69
LM350T
2.95
LF351N
39
L.F353N
49
LF355N
79
LE356N
.89
LF357N
109
LM358N
49
LM360N
219
LM361N
179
LM380N-8
99
LM386N-3
89
La/1387N
99
LM393N
39
LM399H
295
LF411CN
79
TL497ACN
149
NE540H ( C540H)
2 95
NE555V
29
XRL555
59
LM556N
49
NE558N
89
LM565N
99
LM567V
79
NE592N
89
LM741CN
29
LM747CN
59
MC135C4.
109
MC1372P
195
MC1377P
229
MC 1398P
895
11,11.114N

LM 141411.
LIV11468N
4. I
0614088N ( CMOS) 1Iq
LM1489N
49
DS14C89N (CMOS) 1 19
LM1496N
.89
MC1648P
349
LM1871N
195
L.M1872N
195
LM1896N-1
149
DLN2003A.
79
XR2206
3.95
XR2211
2.95
XR2243
1.95
261829
395
26LS31
119
26LS32
119
261.833
149
LM2901N.
39
LM2907N
1.29
LM2917N (8 pin)
1.95
MC3419C1695
MC.3446N
1.69
MC34501.
195
MC3470P
195
MC3471P
195
MC3479P
479
MC3486P
169
MC3487P
169
LM3900N.
49
LM3905N
119
LM3909N
99
LM3914N
195
LM3916N
195
NE5532
69
NE5534
69
7805K ( 1.1..4340K-5) 1.29
7812K ( LeA34016-12) . 1.29
7815K ( LM340K-15). 1.29
7805T (LM34.0T-5) .49
7812T ( I.B.4340T-12) . .49
7815T (LM340T-15) . .49
7905K ( L.M32016-5) 1.35
7905T (LM320T-5) .59
75472
59
75477
89
MC145106P
325
MC 1454040
295

IC SOCKETS
Low Profile
Who Wrap (Gold) Level 63
8LP
11 1 81/1/W
-59
14LP
12
14WW
65
16LP
13
18WW
69
241.J.
25 24VVVV
119
281.0
.27 28WW. . .. 129
491 p
29 40WVV
. 1.89
Soldertall Slandard1601001Winigia/PlueSoclœls Also 01110.0111.

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
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Circle 144 on Reader Service Card

Worldwide • Since 1974 jameco
Mail Order Electronics

•QUALITY COMPONENTS • COMPE77TIVE PRICING
•PROMPT DELIVERY
ja"nió
camocon

General Purpose
Prototype PC Boards

NEW!

•Wire Wrap

•Point-toPoint Wiring

$12.95
$14.95
$19.95

.

Extender Boards
Designed for
Troubleshooting
and Testing
JE419 ( Pictured)

JE419
JE421

(
5'x Extender. 22/44 Connector) ..
Extender, 31/62 Connector) ..

$19.95
$19.95

Accessories
for Commodore
VIC-20, C-64 & C-128
JE232CM (Pictured)
(300B Modem VIC.20. C-84) . $19.95
*JE232CM (RS232 Intes wc.-20, c-e4) . $39.95
CPS10 (c-84 Power Supply)
$39.95
CPS128 (C.128 Power Supply). .
$59.95
•etlso compatIble with C- I28 in 64 mode only

* CM1

$59.95

12" Amber Monochrome TTL Input, High Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)
AMBER

14" EGA Color - EGA/CGA Compat., 720x 350 (max) resolution (PC/XT/AT)
TE5154
$399.95
14" Ultrascan C010Ir - CGA/EGA/PGCNGA Compatible. 800 560 (max)
Resolution (PC/XT/AT)
4375M
$579.95

IBM PC/XT/AT Compatible Display Cards
JE1050 Mono Graphics Card with Printer Port . $59.95
JE1052 Color Graphics Card with Printer Port . $49.95
JE1055 EGA Card with 256K Video RAM .... $149.95

INTRODUCING JAMECO'S NEW
COMPUTER KITS!!
EGA Monitor
1E5154 S399.95
EGA Card
JE1055 $ 149.95
(not included)

TANDY 1000
Expansion Memory
Half Card
Expand the memory of your
Tandy 1000 ( 128K Version) to
as much as 640K Also includes
DMA controller chip.
Includes 512K RAM
Plug-in Clock option chip (only)

$119.95
.... $
39.65

20Meg Hard Disk
T2OMB
20MB Hard Disk Drive Board
for Tandy 1000 $494.95
SX2OMB 20MB Hard Disk Drive Board
for Tandy 1000SX $499.95

JE1008
ailia•m=naiig:1=e1

•Hayes command compatible • Bell 103/212A compatible • Auto- dial / auto.
answer • FCC aPproved • 1year warranty • Dm 1200H
8 2400S Include MaxiMite
Communication Software
•lbe 1200C 824006 do not
include software

79.95
$174.95
$119.95
.... $
219.95

JE1005

U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance

Sales Tax

12/87

34.95
xT/AT sty1
2 1(eyboard $ 59.95
/
tso wmt Power Supply $ 69.95
5/ "DSDO Disk Drive
$ 89.95
12" Amber Monitor
$109.95
Flip-Top Case

$

iivaméco
mei=1

Price

o
o
o

$ 2.29
$ 4.49
$ 5.95
o $ 7.49
2 $14.95
3 $22.95
4 $27.95
4 $37.95

Extended 80-Column
Card for Apple Ile
•HO Col./64K RAM • Doubles
amount of data yam Apple //i.
can display as weans its mein
ory capacity • Ideal for word
p•ocessing • Complete With
instructions

.11E864 $49.95
ADD12 (Disk Drive II. II., ge) $99.95
Additional Apple Compatible
Products Available

NEW!

Seagate 20,
30 & 40MB
Half Height
Hard Disk
Drives
ST225K ( Pictured)

ST225
ST225K
5T238
ST238K
ST251
ST251XT
ST251 AT

$269.95
$319.95
$299.95
$339.95
$469.95
$549.95
$589.95

2"

B Be". only ( PC/XT/AT)...
20MB w/Conooller ( PC/)Cr) ...
30MB Drive only ( PC/XT/AT)

30MB w/Cont ( PC/Kr/AT) ....
40MB Drive only ( PC//CT/AT)
40MB w/Cont Card ( PC/XT) ...
40MB w/Cont. Card (AT)

4
3

Jameco PC/XT
&AT Compatible
Disk Drives

4.77/8MH. Turbo Motherboard

$104.95

BIOS ROM)
I/O with Controller

Multi

$119.95

Regular List $670.65

$ 14.95

FAX 415-592-2503

Jameco's 4.77/8MHz Turbo IBM PC/XT
Compatible Kit
SAVE
4164-150 128K RAM ( 18 Chips).. $ 22.50
$70.70
41256-150 512K RAM ( 18 Chips).. $ 58.50

Binding
Posts

200
400
630
(430
1,160
1,660
2,390
3,220

$799.95

IBM' Af Compatible Kit

FREE! OUICKSOFT PC
WRITE WORD PROCESSING
SOFTWARE INCLUDED!

2

California Residents:
Add 6%, 61/
2% or 7%

JE23
JE21
JE22
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

JE:27
Contact
Points

SAVE $50 85:

and Graphics

•Regulated. 110VAC/220VAC
,•nlchable • 40 watt • Size: Wei. x 3"W x 2ke"H • Weight:
1lbs. • Data included

PSCCO7

Price

JE1043 1.28V360K Floppy Control. $ 49.95
JE1015 XT/AT Style Keyboard. $ 59.95
41256-120 512K RAM ( 18 Chips) $ 71.10
JE1012 Baby AT Flip-Top Case.... $ 69.95
JE1032 200W Power Supply $ 89.95
JE1022 5'. High Density Disk Drive $109.95
JE1003 Baby AT Motherboard
(Zero- K RAM-Inci Award BIOS ROM). $
399.95

JE1071

NEW !Switching
Power Supply
+5VM 5A, + 12V @ IA

Description

JE24
Dion.
L"o Vr

(Zero.K RAM - Includes Award

1200/300 Baud Internal Modem. . $

2400/1200/300 External Modem

Part No.

JE1010
JE1015
JE1030
JE1020
AMBER
JE1001

2400/1200/300 Modems

2400/1200/300 Internal Modem....
1200/300 Baud External Modern....

Jameco's IBM'm AT Compatible Kit!
Mini-286 6/8/10/12 MHz Kit!

JE/3
Part
No.

Regular List $850.80

DATATR'elf111C,

1200H
24005
1200C
2100E

$109.95

14" RGB Color - CGA Compatible Amber/Green/Color Switchable,
640 u200 Resolution (PC/XT/AT)
TTX1410
$279.95

ZUCI<IE1?1:041?,1)

TE512
TANC

lalWaS
'Jazzman Solderless
Breadboard Sockets

Franklin 12" Green Monochrome

SMON

•31/62
Connection

.1E417 ( Pictured)

ELECTRONDCS

Apple IL II+, Ile, Ilc Compatible
•Composite video output • 18MHz
•Resolution: 800 lines at center

•Component
Testing

JE411 (6' No Pads. Gen Purp )
JE415 (6', No Pads. PC/XT)
JE417 . Plated w/Pads. Pc/xo. . .

IBM and Apple Compatible
Display Monitors

oadwide

(
IBM' PC/XT Turbo Compatible Kit) ..

$599.95

IBM Compatible Motherboards

•4.77/8MHz operation ( Turbo only)
•8087 Math Co-processor capability
•BIOS ROM included
JE1001 4.77/8MHz
$104.95
JE1000 4.77MHz
$ 89.95

Additional Add-Ons Available!
$20 Minimum Order
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines

ameco
J
Mail Order Electronics • Worldwide

ELECTRONICS

.1E1022 ( Pictured)

JE1020
JE1022

(360K Drive, PC/XT/AT)
(1.2MB. AT Compatible) . . .

89.95
$109.95

DATA BOOKS
30003 National Linear Data Book ( 82)
30005 LogIc Data Book - Vol. II ( 84)
30009 lotero) Data Book ( 87)
21398 cmos Cookbook (86
210830 Intel Memory Handbook ( 87)
230843 Intel MIcrosystem Hndbk Set ( 871

$19.95
$19.95
514.95
$14.95
$17.95
$24.95

MUFFIN/SPRITE-STYLE FANS
TA4505

$11.95

brin Industries (4 688" sp. 50 chnl

SU2A1

$11.95

EG&G %ikon ( 3 125' square. 34 cfml

Data Sheets - 504 each
Prices Subject to Change
Send $1.00 Postage for a
FREE 1988 CATALOG
Telex: 176043
c1987 Jameco Electronics

1355 SHOREWAY RD., BELMONT, CA 94002 • FOR ORDERS ONLY 415-592-8097 • ALL OTHER INQUIRIES 415-592-8121
Circle 144 on Reader Service Card
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Circle 69 on Reader Service Card

Disk*t-

É

-r
=

The Ultimate
Diskette Value ...

Discover the
Difference ...
2FOR 1LIFE77ME WARRANTY
Pkg'd in 6different colors, bulk or boxed
Backed by 2for 1Lifetime Warranty

/100% tested and certified

NOW IN
COLOR

•DOS partitions to
1GIGABYTE

/ Made to exceed A.N.S.I. specs by 62.5% with a
guaranteed clipping level of 65% or above

•Spans two drives in one
bootable partition

/ Includes tyvek envelopes ( not paper), write protect
tabs and user labels
/ Brand- name quality at affordable prices
5-1/4" - 48 TPI
DS- DD

1.09
1.19

BULK
COLOR
OR GRAY
BOXED
COLOR

•

by

a

polybagged

M20
$3 shipping/
handling

in lots of 20 (min order 40)

California orders
add 6%

America's

CENTEck® Premium Quality
Color Diskettes

/ TIMELESS WARRANTY
Performance exceeds A.N.S.I. spec by 88%
/ Each disk 100% tested and certified
14 COLORS for data organization
Pkgs. of 10 tyvek sleeves, w/p tabs, & ID labels
5-1/4•• -48 TPI

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

DS- DD

.
97
.77

PLASTIC STORAGE BOX
COLOR
BULK
COLOR

3-1/2" - 135 TPI
DS- DD COLOR

1.85
1.75
3-1/2" • 135 TPI
BLACK DS- HD

1.79

4.90

PLASTIC
STORAC;E BOX

America's No. 1
Name- Brand
Diskettes
5-1:4" -

48

IEEE 488

Technology that hits the mark

For IBM-PC/XT/AT/IC/RT6150 and all
other compatible computers
• For PHILIPS PC :
YES
• HP commands (
enter, clear etc.)
implemented
• SROJASYST compatible
• 64 kByte memory capacity
• DMA and INTERRUPT can be activated
by simple commands
•

• HELP functions, SYNTAX monitoring in
clear text
• BASIC, BASIC(compiled), TURBO- BASIC,
(TURBO-) PASCAL, MODULA -2,
FORTRAN, C, ASSEMBLER

DEALER + OEM WELCOME

Ines GmbH
Neuenhoter Allee 45
5000 Koln 41
West- Germany
Phone 49-221-4366 59
Teletex - 2627-2 21-4237 gixkln
FAX - 49-221-4918 71

Circle 354 on Reader Service Card
5-1/4" - 48 TPI

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

DS- DD

.
54

BOXED

320

1.45

5-1/4" DS/DD 48 TPI
Exceeds ANSI specifications

+ 64 FOR TYVEK

ORDERING INFORMATION
TERMS: P.0 orders accepted, government and schools on
net 30. SHIPPING: U.S. orders add $ 3.00 per 100 diskettes
or fraction thereof, add $3.00 for COD orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price
on the same products and quantities advertised nationally.
MasterCard

[7,
e
ariT
ex7 ,

Toll Free Order Line

1-800-233-2477
omputer

Maws, inc.

360

BY
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NOW, AN EASY
WAY TO SHARE
YOUR PRINTER
Share any number of PC's and

printers with-

out cables, switches, or waiting.

plug PAMCO's Lil' Devil into the printer
port of your PC. Works like aprinter buffer
and saves the data on aremovable RAM cartridge. At your convenience, plug the RAM
cartridge into another Lil' Devil attached to
your shared printer. Easy!
Just

Allows you to work anywhere. Frees your PC
and Printer. Even afloppy disk can't do all
that PAMCO's Lil' Devil can.
Comes complete with power supply, standard
parallel printer port recepticle, standard parallel printer cable and plug, one RAM cartridge
and instructions for
only $ 149.95

With FREE Platen Cleaner

1

SCR — Box 714
Alpine, TX 79831

619/298-9349

Circle 117 on Reader Service Card

.
84'er•.¡1▪
70

-

(915) 837-7180

2870 Fifth Avenue
Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92103

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

TPI

DS- DD

V

ORDER NOW

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS

leading manufacturer. Factory

1
T

WE CARRY ALL
HARDWARE, TOO!!!

•Secures data

Simply top Brand- Name Quality, made in the
U.S.A.

• Cash Register/Point of
Sale/Inventory
• 100% dBASE III data files
e Import into 1-2-3, Accounting, and
most other programs
• Interface to Bar Code, Receipt
Printer, Cash Drawer, Register

•Supports big drives on
AT and XT

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible

•
49
59

c‘‘s(s

The Smart
Cub Register

VISA.

Information Line

1-801-561-0092
199 COTTAGE AVE
SANDY,

UTAH

84070

HRS: 8 AM TO 5 PM
(MTN. TIME)

• DECEMBER 1987

68020

• Multi- User, Multi- tasking
• 2to 30 Serial Ports
• 512K to 14.5 Megabytes RAM
• Real-Time Clock/Battery Backup
• Full SCSI Interface with DMA
• Bundled Software:
0S9/68020 Operating System
Basic
Utilities
Options:
68881 Math Coprocessor
2 Meg RAM Upgrade Boards
Many more Options
(11'20X

Prices start at $ 2195. Board

level to completesystems available.
FRANK HOGG LABORATORY, INC.
770 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13203
315/474-7856 TELEX 646740

Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

1-800-255-8265
N.C. 704/529-1593

Call for more information

PAMCO

920

BicaihrahrillloRttde.:NSCuit2e8210171

Circle 217 on Reader Service Card

TERMINAL
EMULATIONS
NEW

SOFTERM PC,

RELEASE

THE LEADER IN EXACT
TERMINAL EMULATIONS

•OVER 30 EMULATIONS
KEYBOARD MACROS

• HOTKEY

•VIRTUAL DISK CAPABLE • SCRIPT FILES
•KEYBOARD TRANSLATE ' MULTITASKING
•CAPTURE FILES TO DISK OR PRINT
•FILE TRANSFERS WITH 7 PROTOCOLS
(I.E. KERMIT-SERVER.HAYES,XMODEMETC
•CONCURRENT AND BACKGROUND
COMMUNICATIONS
AND MORE!!!
A COMPLETE EMULATION & COMMUNICATION
PACKAGE

SC1FTRONICS
800/225-8590

CALL FOR INFORMATION

TELEX 45023h

Circle 268 on Reader Service Card

Circle 286 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 287)
PC COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS
AST PREMIUM/286
CALL
Fortron 386
CALL
EasyData SUPERturboXT
S425
8088-10 MHz, 640k RAM, 150W PIS,
360k flpy, 1yr parts & labor warranty
FastData Mini-AT
S 725
80286-10MHz "0" Walt, 512K-1Mb
RAM, 200W PIS, 8 slots, 3 HH drive
bays, keyboard, 11.5 Norton SI
EasyData & FastData Boards
MGP Monochrome Card $ 48
CGP Color Card
$ 59
EGA Enhanced Graphics
S 135
10C Floppy, S,P,G,Clk Card $ 75
MUL 0-384K, S,P,G,Clk
79
WD-WA2 hard & fipy dry ctrl $ 139
AT MUL-0-3Mb,S,P $ 129
Indtech 5191 286-10mhz, 0 walt, 12
slots, 512K, 1.2Mb flpy, KB, 238watt
PIS, runs Novell non-ded 286 $ 1,195
DRIVES
Everex 601 60 Mb Tape $ 739
Fujitsu 360K .... 5 79 / 1.2 Mb $ 124
Irwin 20 Mb Tape
S465
Micropolis 1333A 44 Mb $ 729
Micropolis 85 Mb
S 888
Mitsubishi 48tpiS 91 / 96 TPI $ 129
Mitsubishi 3.5" 1.6 Mb
Priam 10130
$2,169
Priam 1075
$995
Priam 10100
$1,179
Priam 10230
$2,549
Priam V150
S749
Seagate 20 Mb PC Subsystem $ 288
Seagate 30 Mb PC Subsystem $ 388
Teac 48 TPI
95 / 96TPI $ 115
MODEMS
CTS 2424 ADH
S229
CTS 2424 AMH Error Corr.
289
EasyData 2400- Full Card
S 178
EasyData 24000- External
188
MultiTech
CALL
Tatung DM-212PC card mod $ 75

1985
Jan.

$4.25

Feb.

$4.25

M arch

$4.25

April

$4.25

June

$4.25

July

PC

602-991-7870 Technical

CONNECTIVITY
Four-User Network

PRINTERS /PLOTTERS / LASERS

Special

NNOVELL

Server/Work Station:
INDTECH 6/8 MHz AT, 2Mb RAM,
12 slots, 2314W, serial & 2 parallel
ports, monitor, 1.2Mb floppy, 70
Mb liard Dr., DOS 3.3, GW-Baslc
NOVELL ELS NetWare 286 Lvl I
(4- users) Menu Driven Set- Up
ArcNet 4- Port Passive Hub
4 ArcNet Cards & Cables
3 EasyData SUPERturboXT's - Ea,
Ind: 640K, AT- style keyboard &
case, amber tilt ' n'swlyel monitor.
FCC approved.
Retail $ 12,625 Now Only $ 4,888
ArcNet and EtherNet

Brother M-1709
$429
Brother M-1509
$ 339
Brother HR- 40
$559
Brother HR- 20
$339
Panasonic 10921
$295
Panasonic 1592
$375
Panasonic 1595
$419
Panasonic 3131
S229
Panasonic 3151
S369
Xerox/Dlablo 635
$698
Houston Instruments
CALL
KURTA
CALL
CalComp
CALL
SUMMA
CALL
AST TurboLaser PostScript . $ 2,995
H.P. LaserJet Serles 2
CALL
-PS-800+
$ 4,479
Xerox 4045 Model 50
$ 3,666

CALL

BOARDS

WESTERN DIGITAL

StarLan Kit with StarCard and two
StarLink cards, 25' cables:
with ViaNet v3.06.15 $ 499
with Novell ANW86 8-user Ltd S995

AST
AST
AST
AST
Intel

6-PAK Prem256K-2Mb $
RAMPAGE- 286-512K $
Hot Shot 286-10XT $
ADVANTAGE- 512K $
Above Board/286/4020 $

169
388
369
375
359

14455 NORTH 79TH ST. SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260
TELEX 9103806778 SONEHUND FAX 602-483-0920
Advertised prices are cash, prepaid, VISA, MiC Only! Customers qualifying for terms calculate addl
charges in the following way P Os & AMEX
95, C
Shipping first 6lbs min $ 600
Sales tax AZ res only Returns may be subject to restocking fee or credit towards afuture purchase
Prices subject to change without notice * Free FedX only applies to orders from 1-9 lbs & over $50.

1986

1987

$4.25

$4.25

COMPATIBLE* SOFTWARE

Data Base Management
Ashton-Tate dBase II
5288
Ashton-Tate dBase III Plus $ 378
Knowledgeman 2.01 $ 338
PFS: Professional File $ 111
R:Base 5000 System V
$ 415
Communications
Carbon Copy Plus ( Merldlan)..$ 118
Crosstalk XVI (Microstuf) $ 88
Microsoft Access
S 137
Word Processors
NewWord (Wordstar 4.0 clone)S 178
WordStar 4.0
$ 334
MultiMate Advantage II $ 248
PFS: Professional Write $ 88
Word Perfect
5 194
Integrated / Spreadsheets
Enable 2.0 (software group)..$ 375
Framework II (Ashton-Tate) _ 5394
Lotus 1-2-3
$ 298
Multiplan 1.11
$ 138
PFS: First Choice $ 78
Symphony ( Lotus)
S438
Desktop Publishing
Harvard Pro. Publisher $ 394
PFS: First Publisher $ 44
Xerox Ventura 1.1
$ 465
Graphics & Accessories
Harvard Graphics $ 188
Microsoft Buss Mouse $ 104
Microsoft Mach 10/Window/
Mouse
$ 324
SummaMouse-Optical
S 78
Project Management--------Harvard Total Project Mgr
5284
We do notguarantee compatIbIllty with
PC/XT/AT Clones

MONITORS & TERMINALS
Samsung EGA T '
n' S
5369
Samsung 14" RGB T ' n' S $ 249
Samsung 12" Amber T ' n' S $ 79
Tatung CM- 1365 ColorfText $ 319
Tatung CM- 1495 14" Tilt ' n' Swivel
OmnIscan VGA, EGA, etc
5519
NEC Multisync Monitor
CALL
WYSE WY700 1280 x 800 $ 769
WYSE 60 Terminal
$ 419

BACK ISSUES FOR SALE
SPECIAL ISSUES and INDEX

$4.25

BYTE '
83-'84 INDEX

$1.75

$4.25

BYTE 1985 INDEX

$2.00

$4.25

1984 SPECIAL GUIDE TO IBM PCs

$4.75

$4.25

$4.25

1985 INSIDE THE IBM PCs

$4.75

$4.25

$4.25

1986 INSIDE THE IBM PCs

$4.75

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE TODAY SPECIAL

$4.00

$4.25

M ay

800-528-3138
Orders Only

Aug.

$4.25

$4.25

$4.25

Sept.

$4.25

$4.25

$4.25

Circle and send requests with payments to:

Oct.

$4.25

$4.25

$4.25

Nov.

$4.25

Dec.

$4.25

BYTE Back Issues
P.O. Box 328
Hancock, NH 03449

Ei Check enclosed
VISA
CARD #

$4.25
$4.25

Payments from foreign countries must be made in US funds payable at a US bank.

111 MasterCard
EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE
The above prices include postage in the US. Please add $ . 50 per copy for Canada and Mexico; and $2.00 per copy to foreign
countries (surface delivery). Please allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery and 12 weeks for foreign delivery.
NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP
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LOW COST
IEEE-488
INTERFACES

SIBEC II

$295
RS-232 fo
IEEE-488
Powered from
handshake lines
GPIB-2000

TRANSLATOR
The ideal solution
--

for embedded control

applications and stand alone development.

Interface
card for

• 8052 Basic CPU

PC
XT
AT

• PROM Programmer
•

iSBX* Expansion BUS

• Highest Quality
• 1 Year Warranty

$195

_bbjr
:.CTROniC.5

$228.00 QTY 1
Call Now! ( 603) 469-3232

Software Included

Need additional information on pricing,
volume discounts, or technical information?
Call us toll free at (800) 227-7317
In Ohio ( 216) 349-3444.
Center Rd • Suite C23

5200 SOM

Inquire

abolit

our 8051

product development

kit for the IBM PC/XT/AT

rk
Lir

Binary Technology. Inc.
moo-,

Solon, OH 441 19

P 0 Box 67 Mariden

Also available for the Apple Il series
(incl. IIGS) and converts Applesoft to
Apple Pascal.
(212) 206-6490 / 924-0576
WOODCHUCK INDUSTRIES

NS. 03770

340 WEST 17 711 STREET (# 2B)
NEW YORK, NY 10011
Circle 319 on Reader Service Card

See how well
you can program for

8080
Z80
HD64180

Get the whole
story on graphics
terminal emulation.

D64180

Z80 or HD64180

CP/M-80
Develop code for embedded microprocessors on your IBM-PC using our software
tools and coprocessor cards. Test your
software on our Z80 and HD64180
coprocessor cards. Execute your CP/M-80
development tools at clock speeds up to
12.5 MHZ! Use our remote debugger to
debug in your target system. Complete
development systems for less then $ 1000.

This professional, IBM-PC based, compiler is aComplete implementation of the C language for the Z80
or HD64180 rricroprocessor. Includes features such
as: function prototyping, 31-character names, single
precision floating point, full library source, M80- L80
and SLR Systems compatibility, etc. Hi-Technf -Chas been established for years in Australia. Pricing
from $ 195.00. We also have Z80/HD64180 co-processor cards for IBM-PC and PC/AT. Call for afull
catalog of Miicroprocessor development tools.

Z- World

Z- World

I772A Picasso Ave.

1772A Picasso Ave.
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 753-3722

Davis, CA 95616

(916) 753-3722
In Germany: iSystem Tel: 08131/1687
Circle 325 on Reader Service Card

bie

In Germ3ny

efe

411111111111> Parallel

e

995-3900

`ltanton, CA 90680

Circle 110 on Reader Service Card

To plug your PC or

PC'

into the modern world of mus c-

making, use the complete line of MIDI soft ware

•65232 Sena • Centronics Parallel
•8 Baud Rates • Handshake Signals
•Latched Outputs • Compact 33 x

(80O) 962-3900 (
800) 972-3900 (Calif.)
10801 Dale St., Suite M-2

1,

PC + MIDI
=MUSIC
It's a simple equation

To What You Want!

DATA
SYSTEMS

,

Circle 118 on Reader Service Card

compatible
Convert What You Have

,

1340 Stevsns CrepSF
San lose, CA 95120

iSystem Tel: 08131/1687

Presto!

Find rut 110. Out whole family ot
EMUTEK graphics terminal emulation
sottu.tre 111.k, ex,' ense for the work you Jo.
r, clic . ri nn?, rmation.

GRAFpoin-r

"ZEO Specialists"

Circle 326 on Reader Service Card

Serial

To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX" 4105/6/7/9 and
DEC VT1(X) m terminals,
call or write:

4/47.ti.
telawairf›

A Link to
Mainframe
Graphics

17141

to Pascal source. P-tral, now available
for the IBM PC and compatibles, will
translate MS—BASIC/BASICA to Turbo
Pascal
(Req Dos 2.0 or later w/ANSI.SYS).

•ISBX is a trademark ut Intel Corporation

(ircle 41 on Reader Service Card

FTC

Translate your BASIC source programs

longer will

No
your peripheral choices be limited by the type
ut port you have mailable! Our new High Performance 700
Series Converters provide the missing link. Based on the
latest In CMOS technology, these units feature full Saud
rare selection to 19.2K, with handshake signal. to maximize
transfer efficiency. Detailed documentation allows
simplified installation. Order to. Model 770 (Ser/Pat) u.
Model 775 ( POW Today?

aqadranics .
Ne'Ne9

O

and hardware from
C

VOYETRA TECHNOLOGIES

SEQUENCER PLUS:

65- track :otai MIDI

recorder/editor
[1

CONVERSION PLUS

file converter for mus

notation programs

• PATCH MASTER:

network organizer and

sound librarian.

• OP-4001:

PC/MIDI interface card

've never seen a more powerful. easy- to- use
music and recording system

''
CuZior:tr
ot
.
i:r
o

400 Dady Lane
PO Bar 5210
Giants Pass, OR 97527

bug-free"
(PC COMPANIGt.

onty 1 89."
For more information contact

TECHNOLOGIES,

VOYETRA

Dept. PC. 426 Mt

Pleasant

Avenue. Mamaroneck NY 10543. or call
(914) 698-3377

Call ( 503) 474-6700 or 474-6701
Cie

For FAST Delivery

Circle 297 on Reader Service Card

Circle 311 on Reader Service Card

Circle 260 on Reader Service Card

Solving your scientific and engineering
problems just got simpler.
Science & Engineering Software Co. is the
only source with all the software you need to

sur experts can help you cheese the best
programs fer your weeds.

STATS-2 StatSoft
SYSTAT

S 135
499

solve your specialized problems Statistical
data analysis, circuit design, data acquisition and signal analysis, solving complex
equations. 30 CAD/CAM design, high-tech
graphics, technical word processing and
more. Whether you're writing your own

Call today and get our solutions working for you

ADDITIONAL S&E PRODUCTS
Engineer's Aide. Eng Prog Concepts
LARTECH Notebook. Lab Tech Corp
LAZTECH Real Time Accts.
LACTECH CHROM
PC-Met/oh The Math Works
POINT FIVE. Pacific Crest
The System ID Toolbox. The Math Works

$ 649
759
269
709
659
279
369

program lor looking for a specific application.
CIRCUIT DESIGN
ECA-2. Tatum Labs
NiVrire. Wintek Corp
MICRO-CAP II. Spectrum Software
PADS PCS. CAO Software
m/PAIIII-Reete
IPSpice. MicroSim .
meARTWORR. Wintek Corp
TakkeePCO. ACCEL Tech
•
Reete. ACCEL Tech

S 629
849
759
CALL
CALL
CALL
849
495
495

DATA ACQUISMON/SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Aeyst 2.0 Macmillan Software $2.179
Illayst Modal«
CALL
ASYSTANIT. Macmillan
469
ASYSTANT o Macmillan
849
DAIISP 1.04 DSP Systems
750
Fourier PERSPECTIVE II. Alligator
Transform
329
NYPERSIGNAL. Hyperseption
309
NYPERSIONAL PLUS Hyperseption
439
ILS-PC1. Signal Tech
995
ILS-PC2. Signal Tech
1.495
Waive II Laboratory Microsystems
CALL
LabTree Plea
CALL
LYS Mech. Test. Phg.. Lab Microsystems
CALL
LYS Thermal Analysys
CALL
LUS Capillary Melt Illiemetry
CALL
Lotus Neeeere
445
Metrabyte D.A. Tools Chann-Curtis
89
Prime Fact.. FFT Alligator Transform
139
OED DA. md Catered. Hart Scientific
799
Seapshat Storage Scope, HEM Data Corp
495
Soap FFT, HEM Data Corp
295
Maio Pummel SEE Tools. Ouinn-Curtis
69
UrdielScope Level 2.. Unkei Software
529
Uelieltkelke Level 1
329
119
U•Milltelle Junior
EQUATION SOLVERS
Eureka, The Solver. Borland
IllathCAD 2.0. MathSof t
milMATI4 Microsoft
SehrefT!. Structured Scientific Software

$ 119
279
185
79

• Ne see offers ye. mere variety.
• If you don't see atitle, we'll special order it
• If you don't know the publisher, we'll find it
• Over 300 programs available
• We offer a30- day, money- back guarantee •
TKlielver Plea Universal Tech Sys

• 395

FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT
UNK & LOCATE. Systems E. Software
PC LOCATE. Aid,. Systems
SOFTPROIE INTX. Systems E. Software

$ 329
229
695

GRAPHICS/CAD
ATLAS•GRAPHICS. STSC
AirteSketch by ArtaCAD
Speed Enhanced Version
OistoESL Systems Unlimited of CA
AutoSHAPES. Systems Unlim
11.ing Graphs
Mafia Plus, Foresight
EASY CAO, Evolution Computing
FAST CAO. Evolution Comp.
FSIMPLEX. Systems Union
Gneric CADO
HALOVISION. Media Cybernetics
Laser CAD. DSL Link
HYPERPLOY JHM Intl •
le•A•vieiee Micrograf
PC MAP II. Peerless Engineering Seri
PERSPECTIVE, Three DI Graphics
Design CAD, American Small Bus Comp
TECH•GRAPII•PAD, binary engineering
Turbo View. Sublogic Corp

$ 339
65
79
279
189
279
239
139
1.849
89
69
399
89
239
459
949
229
219
259
449

SCIENTIFIC TEXT PROCESSING
CHEIA-TEXT. Molecular Design Ltd
Fer Math, Shantha Software
Lotus Allaneecript
PC TEX. Personal TEX
TV Sel. Word Prot.. Tel Software Res
STATISTICS
Aleut Anderson Bell
CAS. StatSoft
Micrestat. Ecosoft
NINA Quality Aaalyst Northwest Anal
N» STATPAK, Northwest
SPSS/ PC
APSE/ PC • Add . s

$1.500
379
445
229
499

APL LANGUAGE
APL•PLUS/PC, STSC
Pocket APL STSC
SCREEN ACE. ACE Software

439
79
165

BASIC LANGUAGE
Microsoft floickflASIC
Tine SA«. Borland
Turbo BASIC Toellmaes

S

C COMPILERS
Lattice C
Microsoft C
DoickC Microsoft
Turbo C Borland

$ 269
269
65
65

C UTILITIES/LIBRARIES
ADVANTAGE Crinolines Lifeboat
C Asynch Manner. Blaise
C Tools Plus/SO. Blaise
C Utility Library Essential Sol tware
Eseenr.ial Comminicatieas
Greenleaf Fonctioos/Comm Library
Greeeloaf Data Wind...
VP= 1PlerCe, Pre-C/. Phoend
TimeSlicer, Lifeboat
Windows for Data Vermont Creative

9 235
135

99

129
129
129
159
279
275
235

DEBUGGERS
Periscope all models
Pilate Phis. Phoenik

S 315
469
319
419
419
749
CALL

65
65
CALL

FORTRAN LANGUAGE
Aatemated Programmer KGK
Automated Systems
Grahmatic/Plemeatic, Microcompatibles
GSS Graphics Der. Teelbit
HALO, Media Cybernetics
Lahey FORTRAN
Utley Pers./II
IllatliPac Systolic Systems
Microsoft FORTRAN m/CadoViets
PANEL Plea Lifeboat
RM/FORTRAN. RyarLFAcFarland
Spindrift Library Laboratory LTD
SSP/PC. Lattice
GAUSS
GAUSS Prop. Lang.. Aptech Sys
GAUSS MachE Stat System
PASCAL COMPILERS
Microsoft Pascal
Paseid-2 Oregon Software
Turba Pascal. Borland
Turbo Pascal Der. Lib

Ordering Information
,mwt erawçoO New Vcr1 Stage rta.dem ,.
nusteddsMesla.
.ten,noto senee
oIntemmeuan.Morder,addSIOlore.µ,p,,,...
..,mceseldpuNce,nyrychange.n..t.ot,
•CorpereteBuyersc.forspmalfmes
'00k in wm.is temO. vu, 0, tom. nuimeL.peis
«Inttake
a». see, are trden

640K RAM On Board
2360K Floppy Disk Drives
Disk Controller
150W Power Supply - 110/220V
Full Function AT' Keyboard
8 IBM I/O Slots
8088-2 Micro Processor
Front Panel w/LED and Keylock
10MHz/4.77MHz Clock Selectable
Fully Assembled & Tested
1Year Parts & Labor Warranty

$899 00

•The Land Mark Speed Test, Landmark Software Inc.

189
329
65
259

CALL

In the U.S. CALL

1-800-333-3141
International Orders
914-332-0756

Science E
Engineering
55

SOFTWARE CO.
South Broadway, Tarrytown. NY 10591
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T

SPECIAL
SALE PRICES
$299.00

SEAGATE ST-238 30Mb Hard Drive w/RLL Controller
SEAGATE ST-4038 30Mb Hi-Speed Hard Disk for AT

359.00
515.00

SEAGATE ST- 251 40Mb Hi-Speed Hard Disk - Half Height
FUJI 30Mb Hard Dr ve 3.5" Light Weight w/Mounting

440.00
290.00

* NEW ITEM *
MINI VIDEO/AUDIO
TRANSMITTER

Monochrome Graphic Card ( Hi-Speed) w/Printer Port

65.00

RGB Color Graphic Card w/Printer Port
EGA Color Graphic Card w/256K RAM/Printer Port

65.00
160.00

All EGA Wonder Card

220.00

SAMSUNG TTL Mono Amber 12" Monitor - 12SS

80.00

SAMSUNG TTL Mono Amber 12" Flat Screen Monitor

Transmits Video/Audio
signal from your computer. VCR or camera to a
TV set (Ch 15 UHF) as far
as 150 feet away. You can
watch the same video tape
from different TV set in
different room or use your
TV set as aremote monitor for your computer. AC
adaptor included.
Only

PINE COMPUTER INC.
9690 TELSTAR AVENUE. EL MONTE. CA 91731
STORE HOURS: MON - SAT 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME:

$

Call for your
FREE catalog today!

SEAGATE ST-225 20Mb Hard Drive w/W.D. Controller

PINECOM ' AT' 286 COMPUTER

Fully Assembled & Tested
1Year Parts & Labor Warranty

189
339

CALL

pinecom

$499 00

• 6/10MHz Clock Selectable
• 80286-10 CPU, 0Wait State
• 220W Power Supply
• 1.2Mb Floppy Disk Drive
Hard Disk/Floppy Disk Controller
• 512K RAM On Board (Exp to 1Mb)
• Clock Calendar w/Battery Backup
• AT Style Keyboard

$

CROSS TOOLS
Lattice, MICROTEC, Quele, RELIAS

WHOLESALE PRICE TO PUBLIC!
10 MHz TURBO XT COMPUTER

99

445
279
409
409
135
279

TURBO PASCAL ADD- OHS

S CALL
225

• acceplAMERIGANIXM4ÉSS MC visoded
PERSONALCHECNS there s.o.ecNypew ,

S 895
119
375
215
CALL

(818) 575-1882

$

49 95

95.00

MISUBA 14" Flat Screen Mono Monitor w/Base
SAMSUNG 14" RGB Color Monitor - CD- 1464W

120.00
250.00

SAMSUNG 14" EGA Color Monitor
TAXAN 12" EGA Color Monitor (640x400) - TX-660
NEC Multisync EGA 14" Hi- Res Color Monitor

360.00
380.00
550.00

Copy II PC Option Board ( Copies all prof. software)
LOGITECH C7+ Mouse w/Software ( 3 Buttons)

85.00
79.00

4 Serial Ports Card for AT (Corn 1to Corn 8)

125.00

4 Serial Ports Card for XT (Corn 1to Corn 8)
85.00
EPSON Printer FX-86E 240cps Dot Matrix 80 Col. NLO 360.00
EPSON Printer FX-286E 240cps Dot Mat 132 Col. NLO 495.00
EPSON Printer LQ-1000 180cps 24 Pin NLO 132 Col.

670.00

OKIDATA Ponter ML182 120cps 80 Col Dot Mat NU)
OKIDATA Printer ML192 200cps 80 Col. Dot Mat NLO

245.00
366.00

OKIDATA Printer ML193 200cps 132 Col Dot Mat NU)

529.00

CITIZEN Printer 1200 120cps 80 Col. Dot Matrix NUJ 185.00
Internal Modem 300/1200 Baud w/LED Panel (Misuba)
85.00
External Modem 300/1200 Baud w/LED Panel ( Misuba) 95.00
TERMS: VISA or Mastercard accepted

COD

order on Cashiers Check Only. Check shipping
charges when ordering

3% surcharge for all

credit card purchases

TELEX: 5106017376 PINECOM

0 BLUE CHIP

Share Your- Printrr--,

PERSONAL COMPUTER
Small on Size
This Buffered Automatic Print-

& Price...Yet

Controller has 4 Parallel Inputs,

BIG on Power

Laser Compatible! Simultaneous

and 2 Parallel Outputs!
Data Path,

...512K RAM

PC and

Multiple Copies and

Numeric Display'

64K Buffer is

Expandable to 256K 1 Automatic
or Manual Operation'

Memory!

The Best

4 to 2 Printer - Sharing Choice ID

64K Model EnIj $ 279 1
MaxTech Computer Products
=

Call ( 918) 137-2600 SD

Call for Best Price Cables + Switches ,
No Minimum. COD's and NAPO's accepted.
Shipping • Handling added.
3%. surcharge
on MC/Visa. POB 690958 Tulsa, OK 74169

Factory New!
First Quality!

Circle 172 on Reader Service Card

CAPITAL
AVAILABLE
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Command the
Power...of the highly
versatile Blue Chip Computer
System that boasts 512K of RAM for
productivity plus! Ideal for home and business applications, it consists of the CPU with 2disk
drives, keyboard, monitor, and software. The bottom
line—It gives you all the advantages of the industry leader,
the IBM PC/XT, yet it takes up about 25% less space.
Check our LOW price. Order huge savings!
• 512K RAM Memory on Main CPU Board. Can be
Expanded to 640K. Has 4.77 MHz Clock
•An 8088 Based 16- Bit Microprocessor.
• Two 360KB Floppy Disk Drives Included.
• 130 Watt Power Supply. Enough Power to Support a20
Megabyte Hard Disk.
• Six, 62- pin, Full- Size Expansion Slots Included.
• One Parallel Printer Port and One RS- 232C Serial
Input/Output Port for the Printer ( not included).
• High Resolution 12" Monochrome Monitor. Displays
720 x 348 Dots in Graphics Mode. Green with NonGlare Treatment 80 Characters x25 Rows.
• Monitor Has a 9- Pin D- Sub Connector for Input
Terminal. IBM Compatible Cable Included.
• Blue Chip Authorized Service Centers Nationwide. Full
List Provided, Plus Toll- Free " Help" Number.

Complete Software
Package Includes:
•GS BASIC 3.2, MS-DOS.
Software Documentation
and Manual.
•Get- Ready- To- Go- Kit Provided. Contains Paper,
Spray Cleaner, Screen
Wipe, Rolodex, aComputing Magazine, Trial Program
Diskette from Finance to
Games, and 4-$50 MoneySaving Coupons.

Liquidation Price

IBM and IBM-PC/XT are registered
trademarks of International Business
Machine Corp.

SEND TO:

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

•
I

1(3=1 Authorized Liquidator
1405 Xenium Lane N/Minneapolis, MN 55441-4494

Name

I

0

f
i
..__,...,1, t
lk7.:ti '.,' ,

a

0

11111

Ill My check or money order is enclosed ( No delays in
processing orders paid by check.)
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364

714/964-2386

!DON'T i
I BUY A ;
BBS! 1
,
,
,
Until You've Found
Out About DLX

I

Send__ Blue Chip Computer System(s) Item I-I-3007Address
or ship, handling.
7304-181 at $ 799 each, plus $49 each t
( Minnesota residents add 6% sales tax. Sorry, no C.O.D.
City
orders)
PLEASE _
CHECK
U

Mr. ADAMS at WESTEX

Credit card customers can order
by phone. 24 hrs a day, 7days aweek

a

I

for information call

Item- H-3007-7304-181 Shipping, handling: $49.00/set
Plus 50c Ins. Charge Per Order.

To Order Call Toll- Free: 1-800-328-0609

Il
•

Will assist with financial plan,

$799

ust: $
1125.00

One-Year Limited Factory
Warranty on Parts and Labor.

I
g
a

$1,000,000
Min.

i
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Inner Loop Software

I
k

5456 McConnell Avenue

Z

Los Angeles. CA 90066

g

(213) 822-2800 ( Voice)

1

6rAw74u.darAisr.u.arAlrAil
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Circle 42 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 43)
rULLY IBM COMPATIBLE
Outstanding IBM quality PC/XT/AT/3$6
Over 15,000 SOLD!

FCC APPROVED!

DATAFLEX-

Sub•Mini AT!
The Space Saver
3•DR, Capability
8•Expansion Slots!

The most beefed technokey-

color & mono on the same monitor

13 MHz Turbo 286 $1099
Turbo XT $499 ( Petest'eams)
Portable XT/AT/80386 from $
799
Cm l

NEC Nulesync EGA monitor
$375
EGA card (640x480-81301660, 132 column Hera/es,
EGA, VGA, MDA)
$179
Seagate, TEA C, Alirdscribe
42 MB Hard Disk
$355 & up
All name band PC's ( IBM NEC etc) & peripherzls evade:re

• Multi-user Databasel
•Powerful!
•Multiple Operating
System Compatibility:
•Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
•Full Dealer Support!
Dakillvx is a trademark of Data At. cr•SS

Dealer Inquiries Invited

górn

Sysiems features:
•Combats operation manuals
•Fully setup & 72 hours diagnostic tested in U.S.
•Two-year warranty

PC UNIVERSAL SYSTEMS CORP.
1222 LUBICH DRIVE, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 949:10

(415) 964-4808

SALES REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED

Circle 224 on Reader Service Card

9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

24000 Telegraph Road
Southfield. Michigan 48(i4 USA
(313) .352-1 f`r

Circle 63 on Reader Service Card

Clioes where no
design tool
has gone befiwe.

FOR IBM PC XT AT

Get Visible Solutions. 'Ilic

Comes with:
•6-10-12 MHz Speed, Iwait state
•8 Expansion Slots
•Award Software BIOS
• 1ea. 1.2MB high density floppy drive
• Floppy & HD controller
•512K RAM ( Expandable to 1M)
•200-watt power supply
•AT Style keyboard
•Assembled & Tested
•Expansion options available
Order # MAT- 1 $965.00
XT Turbo Bastc System
•4.77/8MHz keyboard
selectable
•8expansion slots
•Award Software
BIOS
•XT Style slide case
•256K RAM
Expandable
to 640K)
•XT Style keyboard
•Assembled & Tested
•Expansion options
available

AT Turbo Basic System
•6/10MHz, 0/I wait state
(6/12MHz option)
•8expansion slots
•Award Software BIOS
•512K RAM
(Expandable to 1M)
•1.2MB high density
floppy drive
•Floppy & HD controller
•200-W power supply
•AT Style keyboard
•Assembled & Tested
•Expansion options
available

Order WXT- TURBO-1

Order

small board that gen-

1.•••
•111111.11 e

i
d

erates big results. Fits

)
i

$290.00

into your PC/AT
bus, visually displaying all bus

•Mainframe to PC Data Transfer
•High Speed Backup
•All Software, Complete System
•Service and Support, easy
Installation

(
818) 343-6505 or writeto:
Coolie Campuler Ur>
PO. Box 153 Tarzana, Calif. 21356
call

CONTECH
Circle 74 on Reader Service Card

DUAL RS-422, RS-232
SERIAL I/O

activity in real
ime. Works with
ftware resident debuggers giving them hardware break
point capabilities. IBM compatible. Just
$275. Call 214-867-8187 to order.

Ils in/h'
.tiolulions.
5005 1111 try, # 1111

Pall., Tuts.,

-

52

I
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SHARE computers. printers,
any parallel or serial device
ELIMINATE cable swapping
INEXPENSIVE way to network
COMPATIBLE with
all computers.

The SEALEVEL Dual SIO Board provides the PC family with twc Serial
Ports. Versatile address and interrupt
options. Interrupt Buffer Software available. Call for details on other prDducts.

Businesses. Schools. Homes
WE ALSO OFFER:
Data Buffers. Line Drivers
Modems. Protocol Converters.
Parallel - Serial Converters
Cables. Computers, Printers
Disk Drives, and more
AUTOMATIC - CARETAKER is ideal for a business or
school to share aprinter or modem among many computers
Operation is fully automatic with no software required
Parallel or Serial
4 channels - $295
8channels - $395
MANUAL - HARDSWITCH is operated with the flip of a
switch 22 and 2.4 models allow simultaneous commun
ication
Serial
1.2 - $59
1.4 • $ 99
22 - $109
2 4 $ 169
Parallel
1:2 - $79
1:4 • $ 139
2.2 - $ 119
24 • $199
LED and spike protection on serial models add $20.
CODE ACTIVATED - PORTER connects one computer tu
multiple peripherals. A software code selects the peripheral
Parallel or Serial 4channels $295 8 channels - $395
Buffer option 64K - $100
256K - $250

1.11111111b mob dim

4
e SEALEVEL

REMOTE - TELEPATH connects multiple computers to
multiple peripherals. A selector at each computer or terminal
chooses up to 4peripherals and displays busy status.
44 - $495 4:8 - $ 795 selector - $39
SEAL LULL SYSTEMS INC
PO BOX 1808
EASLEY, S C. 29641
(803) 855 15E11
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
29.
30.
31.
32.

PERIPHERALS
Floppy Disk Controller - 2Dr.
Floppy Disk Controller - 4Dr.
WDC H.D. Controller
WDCH.D. Controller - ALL
Floppy & HD Controller - XT/AT
WDC Floppy & HD Controller
0-384K Multifunction Card
Multi I/O (Ser/Par/Game/Clk)
Multi I/O With Controller
Multi I/O For AT (Ser/Par/Game)
0-640K RAM Card
0-2M EMS RAM Card For XT
0-2M EMS RAM Card For AT
Color Graphics Card
Color Graphics Card W/Printer
EGA Card (Made in USA)
Mono Gr. Card W/Printer
XT Turbo Motherboard W/BIOS
6/10 MHz AT Motherboard
8/12 MHz AT Motherboard
6/12 Mini AT Motherboard
XT Style Keyboard
AT Style Keyboard (AT/XT)
Enhanced Keyboard (AT/XT)
150-watt Power Sypply
150-watt Power Supply-UL
200-watt Power Supply-UL
XT Flip Top Case
XT Slide Case
XT Slide Case (AT Style)
AT Slide Case
Mini AT Slide Case

(
713) 933 -7673

P.O. BOX 742571
MC & VISA Accepled
HOUSTON. TX 77274
Dealer Inquiries Invited
CALL US FOR ALL YOUR INTERFACE NEEDS

Circle 255 on Reader Service Card

$29.00
$34.00
$75.00
$105.00
$155.00
$155.00
$79.00
$54.00
$75.00
$52.00
$40.00
$99.00
$119.00
$45.00
$55.00
$139.00
$50.00
$95.00
$370.00
$410.00
$410.00
$47.00
S54.00
$67.00
$49.00
$60.00
$95.00
$32.00
$34.00
$47.00
$63.00
$54.00

ORDER HOT LINE 1-800-543-5107
Technical Information (
714) 990-2097
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:00 am - 6:00 pm PST

JAININ COMPUTER PRODUCTS
565 W. Lambert Rd., # C

Brea, CA 92621

• Ram t. wen eitaryNake

ROSE ELECTRONICS

AT-TURBO-/

$945-00

Terms:

Please add 5% for $200. whichever is higher) plus 25'

tor each 5100 00 CA residents please add 6% sales tax We accept
VISA/MC/Cash Personal checks please allow 2 weeks to clear Ail
merchandise is warranted for 1year unless otherwise stated

DECEMBER 1987 • BYTE
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8751
PROGRAMMING
ADAPTER
A cost-effective method of programming the
following devices: 8751H, 87C51, AMD8753H.
87C252 or 8752BH — using your present
EPROM Programmer.
Why spend several hundred dollars to buy a
special programmer or other programming
module to program the new single-chip Micros
in the 8751 family?
For only $75 you can install the PA 8751 adapter
into your present EPROM programmer then
program and verify the 8751 including security
bit(s). If you don't have an EPROM Programmer,
our Aprotek.1000TM is on special for only $225.

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS

11

1011.111.1.111.1.
1

(version 2.0)
tor the IBM• PC, PC/XT and PC/AT

Ni royalties
iiiM PC 1205• support
language SUPOOrt

• Intertask message
omusing
• Dynarnrc operatrons

4,eernpnve SCFMCfillef

,me

task

slicing available

ereate,4eiere

task priorities

Source code of me
interface and device

c

rimers Is Included

memory allocatton
• Event Manager

Semaninore

S

Manager

AMU' ape.. an any 410•4411. PONM/M. EOM sysekorn

A,

oatkage

525 US

86 SySlenl

575 US
SEIM us

KADAK Products Ltd.
206 184/ VY Broadway
Vancouver B C Canachr

XEBEC
S1410 SASI Controller
$ 109
S1420 SASI to 51
4 "Floppy 8 Hard Disk Controller $99
/
Apple II, II+, IIE Host Adapter
$29
Toshiba PC to SASI/SCSI Host Adapter
$29
9205 Multibus Hard Disk Controller
$199
93050 IEEE 488 (HP18) to ST506/412 Controller $89
1490 SASI to SMD Controller .
$149
OTHERS
OMTI 20C, LSASI Controller
$99
DTC 510A SASI Controller
.$99
Shugart 1610-1.3 or 4SASI/SCSI Controller . . $79
WO 1002- SHD Xebec Compatible SASI Controller . $ 109
:\
• Call for cable prices.
• Controller manuals $8each

V6JIY5
Wiennone 1604,734 214é,

. il n,

Computer Surplus Store
Phone 408-434-1060
FAX 408-434-0931
1561447

,-. 04 556/0

1071-A Avenida Acaso

(JTEK.

HPR
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WIN YOUR
STATE LOTTO

ZSTEM

VT240 Smart Terminal Emulator
and Communications Program
for the IBM AT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles

WITH YOUR COMPUTER!

The home computer is the most powerful tool
ever held by man" (or woman for that matter) ,
Are you still wasting money with random
guesswork? This amazing program will ano
lyze the past winning lotto numbers and pro.
duce a powerful probability study on easy to
read charts in just seconds. With single key
presses from a menu you'll see trends, pat
terns. odd/even, sum totals, number frequen
cy and more on either your screen or printer
Includes automatic number wheeling, instant
updating and a built-in tutorial to get you
started fast and easy!
CHECKS 8 CHARGE CARDS ACCEPTED
WITH NO SURCHARGE.
Al orders shipped urns day (except personal checks)
APPLE 8 IBM Compatibles $24 9!,
Macintosh ( requires M/S Basic) $29.9!)
Commodore. Atari & Radio Shack $21.9!)
Back- Up Copies - $300
Pi!lass add $2.00 tw shipping and limiting
Phone credit given with orders.
(513) 233-2200
SOFT -BYTE
• Ilit
PO.Dayton.
Box 556,
Forest Park
rktoo.Hceve
Ow 45405

8051 SIMULATOR
for the IBM-PC/XT
or 7.80 CP114 microcomputer
$99
• • aos1sim software package assisc
iocomputer programs
8051 SIM . a screen oriented, menu and Command
1' rtq I idgram that simulates the Intel 8051 family
ol single chip microcomputers yaccepts Intel HEX files
(Produced by most cross assemblers) and features
Memory display/modify. trace, and Single Step
commands
Elv Providing the programmer with an interactive
method of developing 8051 programs. 8051S1M
speeds up the development process without the ex
pense and physical limitations of on in circuit
emulator
11051SIM can prove invaluable when learning the
nstruction set. since instructions con be executed in
to/actively, and the effects ore immediately apparent
on the display
CALL TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

LSSA

HiTech Equipment Corporation
9560 Black Mountain Road, Son Diego.
For Immediate Action CaO'

CA 921»

619-566-1892

Circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

*Emulate a 05240/241 ai 2-4
times the speed.

Announcing
ZSTEMpe r«-VT240

NO

price of

in 132column mode on the ('CA.
EGA, RCA, and Hercules adapen.

$250 u.s.

•Full Tektronix 4010/4014 and
ReGIS gem wpm with dynamically maintained full image dc
play in the correct aspect radio.

(until December 31, 1987)

-KERMIT and XMODEM transfer,
Also available VT220, VT100, 4014 emulators
and the Mirr•Wirrirbin VT200 style keyboard.
KEA SYSTEMS LTD.
Surte 412 2150 West Broacriny. Vancouver. 8.C. Canada V6K 4L9
Telephone (604) 732-7411 Telex. 04-352848 VCR Fax: (604)732-0715
Order desk &XI-663-8702 Toll Free
30 day rnoney back guarantee AMEX/INC/VISA

Circle 154

on Reader Service Card

EPROM/PAL Programmer

ANALOG I/O and DSP

DYNAMIC RAM
1Mbit
1048Ka I 100 ns
1Mbit
256Kx4 120 ns
51258 * 256Kx1 100ns
4464
64Kx4 150 ns
41256
256Kx 1 80 ns
41256
256Kx1 100 ns
41256
256Kx1 120 ns
41256
256Kir 1 150 ns
41264 + 64Kx4 120 ns

EPROM

27C1000 128K08 150 ns
27C512
64Kx8 200 ns
27256
32Kx8 250 ns
27128
16Kx8 250 ns

STATIC RAM

Measurement/Test, Control,
Acoustics, and Signal Processing

SALES TAX

$29.50

$37.95
15.50
5.75
5.50

43256L-12 32Kir8 120 ns $ 11.50
5565P1-15 8Kx8 150 ns
3.30
OPEN 61
4 DAYS, 730 MI- 10 Po SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT
/
Sun DELIVERY
INCLUDED ON
FEDER ORDERS
RECEIVED BY
Dr
SOIS
ft PI /IOW 2 b

MaslerGard VISA or UPS CASH GOD

Factory New, Prime Parts ..01 )(an
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC
24 000 S Peoria Ave (
918)267-4961
BEGGS OK

74421

Pm CS/ can usually .. livered the moo morn, nir Few. F

Circle 182 on Reader Service Card

Standee«,

616 SE 0r8 DF inputs, programmable gain
amplifier, precision S/H, 12-bit ND, dual
12-bit DIA, I/O Filters, 8-bit digital I/0,
memory mapped I/O assisted by timer
$650.
PC-12SC •12-bit A/D 8 D/A with I/0 Filters ard
timer, for voice I/O, IEEE Speech Course,
etc. $450.
PODMA12•1 2-bit A/D and D/A to 100 KHz, dual'
channel DMA controller for concurrent
I/0 capability, programmable H/W timer
for zero timing jitter, I/0 filters, programmable gain and offset amplifier, 16channel auto-scan multiplexer, 8- bit digital I/0.
etc. $ 1250.
PC- DMA 16•Features compatible to PC-DMA, but with
16-bit A/D and dual 16-bit D/A $ 1595.
PC-DSP 22.22-bit floating point DSP board for PC,
compatible to the above PC- DMA boards
for R/T DSP, 1Kcomplex FFT in 10msec
SAMPLE •S/W for PC- DMA performs continuous
EDITOR
hard disk transfer, search, audio edit, etc
Other new products include 1 MHz 12-bit ND and
D/Aservo motor controller, etc. All products supported
by S/W driver and application packages.
CANETICS, Inc.
PO Box 70549, Pasadena, CA 91107
(818) 584-0438

Circle 54

on Reader Service Card

PAL MODULE
$295
• Programs 20 8 24 pin ,ii4
(AB). NS Ti PALS
• Read JEDEC file format
• Security. DIR. LOAD. SAVE.
EDIT. READ, WRITE, VERIFY.
• User friendly menu drii.en SPA
,01

▪

PC- 12

32.00
6.95
3.60
5.95
5.15
3.95
3.50
5.25

•Compleie VT240 ANSI emulation
including rue doubk-high/doubkwide characters, irise smooth sooting, national/multinational support,
and downloadabk tons.

at the introductory •Al least 128 columns displayable

ideal for PC based

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

" WE
BUY
ANO
SELL"

MCNISA/Discover/COD s

Camarillo, CA 93010

Circle 20 on Reader Service Card

IC

KADAK's
engineers bring
years ot practical real-tirne
experience to this mature

MULTI-TASKING SYSTEM

See our larger ad in this issue for details, or call
805/987-2454.
"

telV)N..

ADAPTEC
PC-XT Controller S1506/412
$59
3530 SCSI to Tape OIC 36
$99
4000 SCSI to ST506/415
5109
.
$ 129
4070 SCSI to ST506/412 RLL
4520 SCSI to ESDI ....... $ 139
5500 SCSI to ST506/412
$255
5580 SCSI to SMD
....
$450

•EPROM MODULE (1, 4, 8socket)
-16K to 1024K EPROM, CMOS EEPROM.
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
-Very fast (Quick pulse), reliable, easy to use
•BIPOLAR
MODULE
-MMI,
NS, TiROM
& Signetics
parts
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
•8741/42/48/49/50 Module
-1. 4, 8socket module
mule available
-8748 Disassembler included
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
•0751/52/252/44 Module
-Normal, Intelligent programming algorithm
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file
'TTL 8 MEMORY IC TESTER MODULE
-Test almost TTL. CMOS, Dynamic, Static 1C's
-Auto search for unknown IC part No.
-User
can makeCARD
his own
teat pattern
•INTERFACE
8 CABLE

$295
$145
$195

8245
$
$
1
90
5
5

-This card is common to all above modules
-Fits in any PC/XT/AT or compatibles
-Space saving half size.
Sapena Ct., 424
Santa Clara, CA 95054
14081 727-6995
473

XELTEK

CA residents
6.5% tax
$5for S/H

add
Add

Circle 322 on Reader Service Card

Circle 87 on Reade, Service Carer

Motion Control &
Data Acquisition
on your IBM PC or Apple. II
and all compatibles

JKL's DECEMBER BARGAINS
JKL AT: 80386 (
16 MHz)
w/case 200W P.S., Keyboard

$2195.00

JKL AT 40: Above plus 40 Meg. HD, 12
Floppy, Graphics Card, 8 Monitor...
63295.00
JKL AT 80: Above plus 80 Meg. HD,
1.2 Floppy, EGA Card. 8i Monitor . . $4495.00

Smart 2Axis Motion Controller: For many types of
motors & encoders. New I.C. (from HP) allows
changes & monitoring on the fly. Optically isolated.
W/S_ NARE $450 m U.S.
Four Axis Stepper Driver: With SOFTWARE & motor
for instant automation. $95.
Fast AID Board: With programmed gain, 650 KHz,
4 inputs, $220. Complete Scope hardware & SOFTWARE $525. Also: 12 Bit AID, Relay Driver, Real Time
Clock. Circuit developers Project Book $25.

JKL XT 30: 8088 (
10 MHz), 150W, floppy.
30 Meg '
ID, graphic. 640K RAM, monitor.
par., ser, clock
$1095.00
JKL ATP 30: 8086 (10 MHz), 640K RAM,
30 Meg. HD, 31/2” g
floppies, ega,
vga, & mcga monitor, pat, set, clock

Price á availability subject to change without notice

Jack Krochmal, Ltd.

How do you do it? Use our Local Applications
Bus, LAB 40. One host adapter ($ 150) supports
up to 8 boards, like those above, on a 50 ft.
ribbon cable.

COMpuLdil,

Peripherals & Supplies
717 Elbwonl. Dnve

Please call (415) 755-1978 for free literature

(omputer
L

ontmuum

75 Southgate Ave., Suite 6
Daly City, CA 94015

$1595.00

VGA card with EGA & CGA graphics for XT & AT $295

Silvio' Spring

MD 20910

(3W) 565-2910 ; 587-3232

Toll Free: 1-800-JK3-0386

(415) 755-1978
Telex: 3727438

$295
For IBM- PC's 8compatib)es, meiu-driven
AVPROM programs
EPROMs so to 6x
faster than seriallyconnected units (20
sec. for 2764). 4 ,

•Programs 2716
thru 27512A and
CMOS variants
•4- and 10 socket
gang versions
too. Call for prces.
For complete
specs free 32 pg.
development tool
catalog, call

881-448-8511.
or 207-236-9055

AVÓCET
:.YbTENAS, INC'

Acquisition and Arbitrary
Generation ( WAAGr capibildies
to your IBM personal computer

S895.00

Your PC becomes a
dual.channel scope
and awaveform generator when you plug in this
single-Mat board All the software you need is supplied to.
•Display and measure Iaptured waveforms on one or tn.
May also be ooratee in XV mode
•Create new wayeformdisplays in Me Generator Mode
•Save aCrwired or

generated waveforms on disk

1812 Flower Ave. • Duarte, CA 91010
818-359-9190 • TELEX: 298727 MRK UR • FAX. 81.83595223

Circle 170 on Reader Service Card

DC300,01'19.75 ” D•Side

•àen. 479_5 DC60011_21 •95 8o.tien.20%5
Ad t
ho Ind Distributor
Magnetic Media Divasson

—311V

Deleret.litee,85.1..18.4.2

0.ectioncoreldfd:ir.e..".r.ateefelee,
r'.a 1'800'654.4058

l

iken

O .300

N

rae.

• Repeatability .001"
S Side

• Vacuum Paper Hold Down
• High Resolution Circles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork

.
ZEletICIV

4423 ENTERPRISE ST. • FREMON1, CA 94538

51
41HiGH
/
Density

8 & 8ELECTRONICS'
Universal RS-232
Serial Data Splitter
Model 232UDS

Self- powered from the RS 232C port, B & B
ELECTRONICS' " Universal RS-232 Serial Data
Splitter Model 232UDS allows you to switch select
either printer data splitter di modem data splitter:
supports pins 1through 8and 20.
Can be left permanently installed. Priced to ifleet your
budget One-year warranty for maximum satisfaction.
SAME-DAY SHIPMENT! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
elle or call 8 ELECTRONICS today lor
FREE
Manufacturer
bon.
Catalog!Today
Orderand
Direct
Save ,
v... v.

1,;

I3e

Pu
..4.
reedeMs •0•6' ••

B&B electronics

arthl liciee *maw Onw • PO 8cv tam • Ottaw
Phone: 815-434-0846

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card

I7

1-51te

is:;e,i19g1g:Cie,.229-5

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
-,
911.e e.12.

meonteelion
an,

8

.

Oklahoma 1120,e 51.e58

.

Nuada,1,822 .
M.
.
62 ?!

Zremtle,;:-15::rter.a.,1117:51
h..;_!iie
tot

Telex#4933362•Fax#405.495.4598

Yeerbatim

RS- 232 SERIAL DATA SPLITTER
PRINTER DATA SPLITTER/
MODEM DATA SPLITTER
in ONE UNIT!

cur, rated

Ou

C'ORPORAT1ON

F
I
I
Orrat1395

• Speed at 7" Per Second

eie

croaa.n

Dysan®
5

• Model PC 3600

..

•

'erda ixl .829:n1;PAV

$1695 0°

t

MARK.ENRICH

3.5
DATA CARTRIDGES rS•Side
S•Side 1195 pc 1000 .12 .
95 S.Den
D3
s
5
i
de 169 DC 2000 _ 1750 r slidn
e
DDe 1895

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

•Plot waveforms with Frieze or other graphics utility

CORPORATION

Worldwide
Orders Accepted

el" D- Side
ID- Density

Circle 324 on Reader Service Card

HIM SPEED DATA
ACQUISITION AND ARBITRARY
WAVEFORM
GENERATION

10Botx

r
1
1
-1.

"D" SIZE PLOTTER

(415) 490-8380

12C Union St, Rockport, ME 04856

5 Bow

Telex#4933362 • Fax#405.495.4598

Circle 147 on Reader Service Card

1111PROM s

B
:er95, 850 795
Ha . 175016916o
51:4

61350

53
4"
/
DISKS

5 BOX

450 pi

D-Side
Hen.. —

10 BOX

79,5

Den. 175
High
°16.9 i595
31,¡' Diskettes — -S-Side 11- D-Side 169 Hen.3995
-- — -- 8" Diskettes
S•Side 154o S•Side 17 95 >Side 2095
&Den.
Hen.
D-Den.
International Order!
Accepted
• • -,
Delfezw 1(e2e 1JEL4.2
..,...,

..

.

Di,reette / ° k'a',- T.,,.:21.59 (cm ...ree
On fe'l i011 . "%IC 1.83?.fi'',,P.211.

Tin
iV'e,,A1»:.1;:inue, H
eg.4,1111°;
s7 :,i.:,1,",;. 1
Telex#4933362•Fax#405.495.4591i
DECEMBER 198'?
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Pe PRIME

88

61011 8 MHz
10MHz Optional

PreftIME

286

ONE MEG:finite 10 MHz
12 MHz /"0" Wait Optional

PE.P111311:

ONE MEGAbyte 16 MHz
"0" WAIT

lopegaingek,

$650

100°, itIM ST-Compabble
Phoena BIOS Installed
One it High Res Amber Monitor ( 720e3501
Hercules Graphics Emulation Card w/Ponter Port
Intel
8068-2 Running at 477/8 0MHz
64001 FAN on Board
Two DS/00 3600 Hall- Height Fujitsu Direct Drives
8Fully IBM Compatible Expanoion Slots
Runs all MS-DOS Programs Incruched 1-2-3 Flight
Simulator. DBase 111 Plus. AutoCad. WordStar. Wordne -fect. etc
Operates MS-DOS. PC- DOS SW Basic. Novell, Genie. Una
Keyboard Selectable 477 and d0MHz
hoccos all IBM Parts
150 wats 110/220 VAC Power Supply wiFour Cables
Keyboard w/LEDs. Enlarged Return/Shift Keys w /14 Keys
Two Printer Ports/One Serial Port / One Light Pen Pori
Multi I0Card Controls Two Floppy Doves
Printer Port/Game Port/Serial Port. 2nd Optional
Battery 8ack.uped Real- Tome Clock/Calendar
0087 Math Co- Processor Socket Installed on Board
6EPRCCA Sockets also Installed on Board
Power- on Sell Testing al System Components
Speak, tor Audio or Music Use
Nickel Plated. Enamel Coating. Heavy Duty Metal Case
Sa Slots Still Left Open alter Systems Contiguratiort
Ophonal 25MB RAM Card lor cepanchng Memory
Optional 14" Dual Frequency Snivel-Based Monitor
Optional 17 Swivel- Based Ikeda
Optional Black/White Cr Green Monitor
Optional 10 MHz or NEC V- 2C Microprocessor
Option al Enhanced Keyboard is / 101 Keys 8,12 FKeys
Option ii 1200/2400 Internet/External Modem
()poet' 12 MET
Orme
Optional 72134/1 44 M8 3': Inlet- Height Floppy Drive
Option ri Color Systems w / He Res 1640x200 or 64074001
Optional 20/30 MB Hard Disk Systems
Optional Autoswitch EGA Systrms/Ponter ol all Kuids
Ready tor Network eMulti-User Mouse/Joy Stick Interface
Ready for 20-60MB Tape Back,/0 Installation

PcPR1ME 88 W/20 MB 8, 1Floppy
Seagate ST 225, 65 MS
$900
PcPR1ME 88 w/30 MB & 1Floppy
Seagate ST 238. 55 MS
$950

Network/Multi-User
Installations

$1,100
100, IBM Ata.ompabble
(Thom,. 810S Installed
One 11 High Fes Amber Monde- ( 7213,1501
Hercules Graphics Emulation Card w / Printer Port
Intel 81:216 Pluming at Dual Speed 6and 10 MHz
Chip Techrology VLSI Chip- Set
Runs aI /4S- DOS Programs Including 1-73. Froth
Simi.lator 011ase III Plus, AutoCad WordStar Wordperrect etc
Chaffers MSLOS. PC-DOS.GW Basic Novell. Xenix om Unix
One Megabyte RAM on Board
8Ea ransein Slots Six 16811/Two &Bit
WDTto -nbnec Hard Disk / Floppy Disk Controle
Consols Two Hard Disks and Two Floppies
Keytoard w / LEDs arid Enlarged Return/Shill Keys w 84 Keys
Acceot; at IBM Parts
220 Watts 110:220 VAC Power Supply wiFour Cables
Harcware Reset Button/To-So light Indicator Installer:
One Fuhtsu 12MB Hall-Height High Density Floppy
One CS- 232 Serial Card w/.510 Port Optional
Real-Time Clock 8Calendar w / Battery Back-up
Nick-- IPlated Enamel Coating, Heavy Duty, Lockable
Cast Serve also as Keyboard Lock-Out
Speeer Ici Audio or Music Use
Powro-Dn Self Testing of System Components
8028i Math Co- Processor Socket Installed on Board
Power and yard Disk Incle hor Lights Instated
Five Slots Still Left Open after Systems Configuration
Sear Disk Incluckel
Optional 35MS RAM Card or Expanding Memory
Optional 14' Fat Screen Swivel- Based Monde ,
Optional Black/While or Green Monitor
Optional Enhanced Keyboard w/101 Keys 8 12F Keys
Opener 7201(1 44 MB 3V Hall- Height Drive
Opbcnal 3601 35/00 Half- height Fujitsu Direc Drive
Optional 1200/2400 Internal / External Modern
Optional Color Systems sr/High-Res (640x 200 or 640‘4001
Opbanal 12/"C Wail MHz SYMeme
Optional Automat, EGA Systems/Printer of all Kinds
Optional 14 Dual Frequency Swivel- Based Amber Monier
Optional 17 Senvel-Based Monitor
ReaCy tor 40481133MB Hard Disk Installation
Reacy Or 20.608413 Tape Backup Installation
Rears or Network/Multiuse, Auni.Taskrng Interlace
Ready to: MoeseiJoy Shot inteace

PcPR1ME 286 Systems $ 1.700
W/40 MB Seagate ST- 251, 40 MS

ALL PcPRIME SYSTEMS FEATURE:
• Operating Manual tor Monitor.Keyboard. Molher bear 0 • 72 hours Florrurn PerrOO
• Shipping Pia UPS
MOP. Multi 170. Serial Cards
• 30- Day Money Bee Gaararzy • We Ship APOs and /
es too
• ruby Ser Op and Diagnostic Tesied in America • One Year Fully Via:ranted Labor A Parts • Ready 10 , InRner71 1RMDelrestY

4;2 9300
1005x Groomer] 386 Compatible
Marra 386 or Award BIOS Installed
One 12 Swivel-Based High Res 17213aN)) Amber Monitor
Hercr.lirs Graphics Emulation Card w / Printer Port
Intel 80386, UtBit Running at 16 MHz ' CI' Wait State
Runs Al MS DOS Software Including Lotus 1-2-1 Wordstar,
AutoCed Flight Simulator. Cease Ill Kn. Symphony. etc
Operates MS DOS 21.11. 32. al GY‘Basic. PC DOS. Una. Xenia
Keyboard Switchable between 16 MHz TT Wad or 8het
One Mrgaoyte Parity Checked Static Column RAM on Board
wiSecket for Additional One Megabyte of Memory oc to 16 MEI
8Expansion Slots 28- Bit. 516- Bit. 132-8i:
32-8n 'Trot Can Support Up To 16 Megabyte of RAM
Three Address Modes
1 8036-CompatiWe Real- Address Mode
2 Protected 80286 Virtual Address Mode
3 Protected 80386 Virtual Address Mode
Slaw Interrupts/Seven Direct Memory Access 1DMA)
64 Trabytes of Virtual Address Space
80287180387 Math Co- Processor Socket Installed on Board
Real- Time Clock Calendar on Board rio/Battery BachOp
Keyboard w / LEDs and Enlarged Return/Shift Keys w,-84 Keys
Softvare Utility to Emulate Expanded Memory Ici Lots 123 Etc
WO.Conbined Hard Disk/Floppy Disk Controller
Conects Two Hard Disks and Tito Floppies
Hardware Reset Button/Turbo Indicator Light tSpeake Installed
Internal Address Bus/Memory Interface/BIOS all 32-62
Inleg .ated Memory Management Unit rented' Memory Support
Hardware Frked-Plint Multiply and ()wide
Standard 8MHz 1.0 Channel Tartan/ Prpel. ned 1.1 E,M111011
220 Walls 110/220 VAC Power Supply va/Four Catries
One Fultsu 12MB Half- Height Hen Dandy Floppy
One RS- 232 Serial Card w / 2nd Port °Phone'
Nicke Plated. Enamel Coaling, Heavy Duty. Lockable Case
Power-On Sell Testing of System Components
Paver and Hard DM Indicator Lights Installed
Five 1:lats Still Lett Open alter Systems Configure,on
Optional Black/White or Green Monitor
Optional 14" Tilt/Swivel-based Flat Screen Monitor
000.'1 Enhanced Keyboard ai 101 Keys 8 12 FKey
Optional 720K/ 44 ME1 3'e Hall Height Floppy lkwe
Optional 1200/1400 Internal / Werra' Modem
Option.- 1Color Systems wale- Res 16404 200 or 640:4001
Optional 20/30 MHZ Systems
Ophon.11 Autoswit:h EGA Systems/Printer of all kinds
Ready tor OS/2 Oper Ming Systems
Read; re 40-86130180 MB Hard Disk nolallation
Read, tor 2060848 Tape Backup Installation
Read. toi Network 7Multi-User / Multi- Tasking Sysems
Read. ror Networt File ServersiMouse/Joy Stick

PcPR1ME 386 Systems
S2.800
W/40 MB Seagate ST- 251. 4e ms

Terribly Fast.

Enlarged Sirte / Return Keys
wiTachle Feel
Power Lock Key Installed
Contrat Aderstal Knob
brightness Arresting Knob
Turbo Speed _rgh: Indicator
Hardware Reset Hatton
9' High Res 0720.3501 Dual
Frequency Amber Monitor
Accepts Both More and
Color Card
Dimension 17.3 -Vi x8rH
x 16 9'0
Weights 26-28 LBS
15CW or 2COW Power Supply
Three Hatt-Heght Drive Slots
Reinforced Akminum Frame
7Expansion ! dots Available
Optional EGA Color Systems

368
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FORME 88 Portable
Configured Same u PcPRIME 88
W/20 M8 Supine ST-225. 65 AIS, One Floppy

81.000

PcPRIME 288 Portable
Configured Same u PcPRIME 286
W/40 Mil Seagate ST-251. 40 AIS

81.800

PcPRIME 388 Portaole
Configured Same u PORIME 386
W/40 MB Seagate ST-251. 40 NS

11.1.000

81,300

82.150

81508

Circle 221 on Reader Service Card

Circle 86 on Reader .`:enice

NEW
IMPROVED
EPROM PROGRAMMER

Fully Hayes Compatible
•Auto Answer & Dial

up
1: 1

STILL JUST

External with Aluminum
Case & 8 LED Display

Internal ( Made in USA. with PC Talk or Bit Corn Software)
External Bit Corn Software. $ 10 Optional)

IN. El
Amer.,

I

Printer Switch Box
Switch Box

$
349

$27

2 Way Cross

100% tested 8 certified at 65% or higher clipping Neel *

a ', title

$27/$29

Cable ( Molded) $6/up

$38/$42
$41/$45

RS232 miniature $6/up
RS232 Break-out Box $45

• Programs 87C51. 8749. 8741A, 8742 and other
microcontrollers with optional heads
• Splits 16- and 32-bit files
• 30 day money back guarantee
• Free PCDOS software runs up to 38 400 baud

• High Quality
Close Type
Rotary Switch
• AH Pin Switched

• Gold Tektool ZIF socket
• Same day shipment

• Gold Plated

!MA.
I!

Contacts

BP

Circle 51 on Reader Service Card

ii.

1.09 .. 1.19
1.19 .. . 1.29

disltetes are supple with Eiyek
o a

, COLOR

Dealers!
Etter« AT

1800

Basic System 525
MADE

U

A

«Oh quality,

•S/28

MOP. , boa' •

Close- Up Remote Communications - Support

•193 alrel
.0720

'eV,.

your customer without leaving your office.
Authored by Cogitate for Norton-Lambertl

•Cloa./Cala,
HIPSID 26-

Sensitive

Help for

baten«,

a

RM/

lalaila

::4171

Dump/Restore -XT -Seven utilities for the MS/
PC- DOS user.

'A Higher Form of Software
24000 Telegraph Road
Southfield, MI 48034
(313) 352-2345/Telex: 386581
Vise/MasterCard Accepted

Circle 64 on Reader Service Card

86,60. °own Wax A' Opens re. lebÉll
tasonstosses
3510

e 3/1088Mr
0
MEG maproPe

Everett 386 AT ( Intel 803861
System BOO Turbo ST
•
•

- •' •
e.
G.

SIS0
68

Ennan., KaGGoara

0 wad state. Si s 24

G.

From $2499

5489

with 20MEG 37691

• Monogram.. carrYM POM

•.1 ,4

«
w•iiiviii

Schwab Computer Center
- The

Emerge More -

3282 El C•relif•O Real Santa Clara CA 16051
608 2ar 1210
Sall, UPS

61-8 10 A•..Ar • 1-S

YISNMEAU

• Fully compatible with
virtually all PC.based
software
• Quick and easy to
install
• Increases speed as
much as 280%
(NortonTv)
• 8 MHz NEC V20 CPU
option only 516.95'
*(Plus shipping)

PRISM ELECTRONICS, INC.
14682 NE 95th St., Redmond, WA 98052

(808) 881 -1088
(Dealer inquiries invited)

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. covers:
•Fire • Theft • Power Surge
•Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident
For information or immediate coverage call

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio call 1-614-262-0559

(maw)

SAFE WARE. The Insurance Agency Inc

Circle 238 on Reader Service Card

.59
79
.

DS- HD-98 TPI

5.25"

1.19

COLOR BULK
Plastic

Box

Color

1.29

MI

1.49

MARK Q
performance through quality

.79
1.59

Quantity Discounts
Available
5.25"

t59

3.50"

4.75

0S- H0

1.53 SSiSD
8.00" .... DS/DD 2.05
3rvi Meade' tilt for 5.25" ... 6.99 for 3.5" .. 10.99

3M Mag. Tape 2400'w/seal
3M Mag. Tape 1200'w/seal
DC- 1000
12.75 DC-300XL/P
DC- 2000
17.25 DC- 600A
DS- DO
, a,„

.eu

10.99
7 99
19 .
45
21 65

0S-110

3M's Highland Diskettes ./
40/Box

with sleeves, labels. tabs

or

I

.

FREE
Color- Coded Modular
Flexy Files a $ 19 95 value!

BASF

83
1 49
5.25" OS- HD in Soft Box ....
i
u
1 29
350" DS- DO in Softbox
1.42
525" DS DD ill Plastic Library Case . . .
79
525" DS- DO in *Minidex/60 ..

Circle 259 on Reader Service Card

1110
egnmummiri% „lure
in insured?

Affordable accelerator
for IBM' - PC and
compatibles
• PC- BANDIT speed is
user selectable at 7.4,
6.7 or 62 MHz.
• Software selectable at
4.7 or BANDIT speed
• No expansion slot
required
• Includes 3 software
programs, including
TSB> Speed Select
Software
• Maintains correct
system clock speed

•40.000 um. 81.1•8
GM.. report or, r•M

now EGA Sew ,EGA Open rem NEC mult.renc or lams, 8080.4 Swe sun, 31649

3l33

COGITATE, INCORPORATED

•Mr CO.Mormaar tome

Mono Symarn llaamc sw • Mampuless card mean pyr 1.1•Rea mormor w•Mancr4 Or,
EGA sr... Ma. Sys • •MiSer EGA mon 103rnms E•eree mero Enhance. S,Ms

A arama 2002020000 hareem
C IMAGM1868,61 il01.0.112088611

Call or write today for our catalog and pricing!

•200papascrOCCurnaMalm.
ImMen rn US A I

•Made
USA by Ewa»
orrtn Ime' warn.,

,

tClerl Iii

DISKCOTECHnicolor®

OS- BO

•Runs... leas X.8.
Humil
6•38 Softrare

DataFlex Database Management - True Multi User database for MS/PC-DOS, Unix and Xen x.
Site licensing available.

Emma

• 2MEG Mac Pr Mar ,
math 82 SmIrear0

COBOL, Clipper and dBase Ill - Puts your
application's documentation 'on line.'

sim • •

3.50" DS/135 TPI
Plastic Library Box

•P.M 30286 LK,

hardware and software for under $ 1,000 list!

Context

.

DISKS IN RAINBOW ASSORTMENT

DS- DO- 48 TPI

Network- OS LAN Systems - Includes Boards,

. 55
. 62
1.05
1.15

• Warrantee Forever • Exceeds ANSI Specs
• 100% tested & certified • 14 color options
• Clipping level- 75% • Tyveko & labels

Circle 142 on Reader Service Cam,

Cabling, Terminators and Software. Two- user

Boxed

. 35 _ 38

DISK-KIWG Color
.
48 .
3M No Lngo
. 52
DISK- KING DSHD-"AT .
95 .
DISK- KING Color-DSHD ... . 1.05
3.5" OS- D1 Diskettes:

All 525

1561477

Bulk

DISK- KING

JACO Computer Products
989 E. California Ave
Tel: (408) 746-2000
Suite 4
Fax: (408) 446-3825
Suns ale, CA 94086
1 Year Warranty. Dealer Price Available

(713) 461-9430 ( 800) 225-2102

INehe . PVC sy SO A Made in the USA * LIFETIME WARBANtY a

DISK- KING
DISK- KING color

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

ri_rt.r1.7"-U
MICROSYSTEMS
10681 Haddington, # 190 / Houston. TX 77043

RISK THE UNKNOWN...when you can get
premium quality disks from the Leader and
Inventor of magnetic media....for less!!
a

WHY

5.25" OS- DO Diskettes:

D825/Centronics

2 Way Switch
4 Way Switch

• Now supports over 250 specific EPROM's and
EEPROM's from AMD. Intel SEED. TI. Fuptsu.
Hitachi, Toshiba, and 21 POWS

Telex

WORLDWIDE SALE!!

1200....$69479 •
2400 ..$1591$179 •

.18-1

Ill DISK-KING®

MODEM $ 69
Internal/External

Circle 257 on Reader Service Card

3.50" DS- DD in *Microdex/25 '

Nashua

BRAND DISKETTES

pre-formatted
also available!!!

5.25" MD2D(DS/DD) Boxed
5.25" MD2HD ( DS- HD) Boxed

...

5.25" MD 2F ( DS- DD 96TPI) Boxed
3.50" MF2OS- OD) Boxed

RIBBONS
EpsonMX/BXIFX70/80/85
Epson MXIFIX/FX 100/185
Epson 101000
Epson 101500
Neale Twin Spool
()Iodate 182/192/193
Apple Imagewriter

TERMS,
deduct

STORAGE
2.89
3.75
3.99
3.99
1.19
3.45
2.75

3M Discover 50
3M D/Delerider070 v./key
3M Data Detender050
SAW MUIMe3/60
SAW aficrodex/25
IBM %mile ......
Panama.. COP

795

14.95
14.99
995
950
3.99
4.99

on VISA, Mastercard or AME X COO adtt $ a Oil Prepaid
discount PO, .nresrm ,,, ,,,,nnund nos..., ..,
30 Snipp.ng
1
, ••• '... dM ,
, ...On ..,°.

No me:barge

2%

cast

corpo.anons
APCPFPO

53
1.29
1.19
1.39

on Net

ukase call

Red.

,.

• .. , , .• , . (• ', to,

1-800-523-9681 ,.. i, 1-801-572-3589
TLX-9102404712

FAX- 801-572-3327'

DISKCOTECH
DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
P.O. Box, 1339
Sandy, Utah 84092'

r

Inot only a

BIGM

UTH

REAL VOICE Digital Recording
'or von , PC. XT. 4T
Compataple

*VOICE MAIL SYSTEM
o.ttured.

•

*TELEMARKETING

UNIVERSAL EPROM
PROGRANIMER KIT FROM $135I!
Dn board rrwer sunny. 110:220 VAC:
Menu 7c'^ -- ""' SNo personality modules,
Built
or ^nsr .• 0 debugging.
User friendf., srftw. Full rnch. support
Detailed SC. plgi- mr, ua' ' vit!' scnematr••.
Duick

27256 under 60

',II 24(2e r

,
arts tt • •..ab , cmos;

EEPROMS

Micros 8741, 2, 871n, 181', 49, 491, & CMOS
iBM-PC, Apple, CPNI ex Unix lever. Autnbaud RS232;
•Ofset'solit ( ex. Binary, lntr• & Motorole
8, 16 5 37.

files, Cased unit $495!

355 WES .' " LIVE AVE.. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
Visa & MC

.ex: 984(8:

Inbo, ' ,id Outbound
-Able Structurn

r011SaVer. MOSSage Fort,

Touch- tone Remote

SERIAL PORTS WITH I' OR $ RITE WORD MOTH, IOR E STOP
RIT, PARITY XON/XOPP, DTR, RTS

Auto Search and Sort, Auto Re- dial
Vo ,ce AND Sound Effects for your
Programs. Demos and Tutorials

Complete with Hardware ' card. software
phone cable, and external speaker

•

Talking Technology, Inc.
«r.
land CA

DCE-B-2$81(

II

255 11

Foyer supply end parallel rablee era Included

UNIT

•VOICEPAD -

• 5eh

WITH TWO SEPARATE INPUTS ISERIAL AND PARALLEL) AND
TWO SEPARATE OUTPUTS ' SERIAL AND PARALLEL) CAN BE
USED LIKE STANDARD BUFFER
WITH ANY INPUT TO ANY
OUTPUT
BUT ALSO YOU CAN CONNECT 2 COMPUTERS TO
PRINTER OR I COMPUTER TO IPRINTERS, OR ACOMPUTERS
AND 2PRINTERS
AND MORE - ICOMPUTER TO 3PRINTERS
OR s COMPUTERS TO I
PRINTER
NIGH CAPACITY • Se KB TO 2be KB AND - Ste KB TO I MR
!MODELS A AND BI
PAUSE, COPY AND RESET FUNCTIONS

il

T,me,0

•AUTODIALER--DATABASE

,239"

DCB :
THIS IS THE MOST SOPHISTICATED
PRINTER BUFFER - MULTIPLEXOR - SWITCH

nes-a-sorE 195

*ADVANCED ANSWER
CAPABILITIES

(415) 339-TALK

BCC Microsystems
(408i 730-3511

•

printer buffer I

ALSO. We HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE DATA CONVERTER

CONVERTS RS232 SERIAL TO CENTRONICS PARALLEL
OR VICE VERSA, IUST BY MOVINO MIMS BAUD RATE AND
PROTOCOL FULLY PROGRAMABLE FROM ISO TO MOO BAUDS
INCLUDES
DTR, RTS, XONt/COPP. PARITY, sic
DCV
ra e
l

go mi
ra w,

end cable. NOT Included

serialOparallel
bi-directional converter

DCI1

ewe,
—

INTECTRA Inc - Dept232
EEEE TRRMINAL FIND
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 52040

(415) 967-8818 TX 345545

Ear: 408-730-5521

Circle 289 on Reader Service Card

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card

DATA ACQUISITION TO GO
9-TRACk MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM'
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT AND...

UDC One
-CD05. MS
7:."7. DEC. VAK
VUE. S-500. RS-232.
,EEE 488

•

FREE IBM SOFTWARE

Connects via RS-232. Fully IBM compatible. Built-in BASIC. Stand alone
capability. Expandable. Battery
Option. Basic system: 16 ch. 12 bit
A/D, 2 ch. D/A, 32 bit Digital I/O.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.

: PPY

AKSysterns
cr
We're,
•5•01 709

INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER

,-. 71•

•

Circle 7on Reader Service Card

PO Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

ELEXOR
Circle 97 on Reader Service Card

ior PCs, Macintosh, HP plotters,
instruments, printers, etc.

Call or send for your
FREE Technical Guide

10 i
-(=_3(--h

(
216) 439-4091

2340G Auiora Road
C,Ieveiarrd, Ohio 44146
Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

In NJ 201-462-7628
• 24 Hour Shipment •

PO. Box 710, Freehold, NJ 07728
Full service duplication facility

Circle 174 on Reader Service Card

REAL WORLD I/O
For PC/XT/ATs

AD200 • 4 channel.
12- bit AD board
10 kHz sampling
rate
In

(GPIB/HP1B)
Controllers
Buffers
Converters
Extenders
Interface Boards

800-222-0490

(201) 299-1615

IEEE 488
"LJ
E
G
G
E

Price based on quantify of 300
includes sleeves, labels and tabs.

amp front
end
$
239
ADA300 • 8 channel. 8- bit AD; single D A: 24

AD

programmable digital I0 lines
$ 239
AD500 • 8channel. 12- bit ADboard Software

6805/6305 SINGLE CHIP
MICROCOMPUTER
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Two systems allow the IBM PC/XT/AT to be used as
acomplete development system for the MOTOROLA
6805 series single chip microcomputers Model
MCPM-1 supports the MC68705P3, P5, U3, U5, R3,
8 R5 chips
Model MCPM-2 supports the
MC1468705F2 8 G2 cmos versions. Both systems are
priced at $ 495 and include a CrOSS assembler program, aSimulator/Debugger program and aprogramming circuit board with driver software. A system is
also avail, for the HITACHI 63705 ZTAT micro

THE ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE
P.O. Box 53, West Glover, VT 05875
(802) 525-3458
Circle 99 on Reader Service Card

programmable gains of 1.10. and 100 Highly
accurate integrating converter
7digital 1
.
0 lines. High-Z inputs

8239

AD100 • Single channel version of AD500 10 digital
I0 lines Same accuracy and programmable
gains
$ 149
DA600 • Fast settling 12- bit dual DA converter S169
DG24 • Digital IO board with 24 TTL lines
configurable in software

595

X840 • Easy connect extender prototype
board with terminal strips
OEM discounts available

549

Real Time Devices. Inc.
,vicPaRN

FOP( S, MaNtlf
,6804

(814) 234-8087
Circle 254 on Reader Service Card

WE CUSTOM CONFIGURE ALL SYSTEMS • CALL 800 -654-7762 For YOUR Configuration

,
--,4
'

CAT

TM

r

• AT Style Keyboard

• 512K ( 120
• 200 Watt Power Supply
• AT Style Keyboard
• W estern Di g i
ta lController

—
MeMin

• 4.77 or 8 MHZ
Keyboard Selectable

,

—

,

ULM

• Teac 1.2 Meg Floppy \\MUNINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM "'• Legal Bios w/marluals
• Systems Documertation
• 1 Year Waranty
• Clock Calendar

,
,ui.

• FDC Controls 4 Disks

286-10

BASE SYSTEM

• 256K ( Optional 640K)NS)
• 150 Watt Power Supply

TM

CAT

8MHZ

BASE SYSTEM

—

1`-e

--'
,---d-

• 8087 Socket
$30900

$98700

MODEMS

HARD DRIVES

eSeagate

4,•,•_es.
84°°

• 150 Wart
UL Approved
• Direct PC Replacement

EV 940 External 300/1200/2400

179 00

49 00

EV 945 Extermania 300/1200/2400

239 0°

-

VERE1('

e( e

EV-920 EverCom 24 300/1200/2400

COMPLETE KITS
ST225 20Meg w/cont. & Cables

279"

ST238 30Meg w/cont. & Cables

299°°

POWER SUPPLIES

C O1
A„
(( ,
S
,

•

3 1/2 DISK DRIVES
by TOSHIBA
720k wimounting Brackets

ic......,0....,

ST251 40Meg 1/
2 HT 40 Mil w/software
429 0°

ZUCKIEREC,-ARD
1200 Baud w/pc Talk 3

69 00

109"
COPROCESSORS

TAPE BACKUPS
------=--

VEREX ---

40Meg Internal XT or AT

349°°

by TEAC

60Meg Internal w/Qic 02
60Meg External w/Qic-02..

6120°
8680°

by Wang TEK

125Meg Internal w/Qic -36
125Meg External w/Qic -36

1231° 0
14g3oo

nte
rite
nte

8097 5Mhz
8097 8Mhz
80287 6Mhz

...

Samsung 256k 10ONS
Samsung 256k 12ONS ..
Samsung 256k 15ONS ..

has just

ATASI

purchased these items from an OEM at a

Mead's

• Full Height
• 30 Day Warranty
WX2 Controller XT
WA2 Controller AT

89—
..
149 0°

129 00

TANDON TM100-2A
• This was the original drive
used by IBM
• Full Height
• 360k
List 249"
Mead's 89 00

7AM -6PM PST

2 25'

• Individually Wrapped
• 5 Year Warranty

1A00

List 39"

Mead's e-r

NEC V-2) 80 Mhz

900

ea

MIGENT DATABASE

EPSON LO 1500 Tractors

• This tractor has been dis
by EPSON
•Mead has purchased remarung stock
at a liquidating sale
List 99»

Mead's

39oo

702 -294 -1168

1 •

0A
c'tware
• Ability 1.
• Dâtabase Mana:ger
Spreadsheet • Word prociessor
Communication:. & Mare

List 199 48

Mead's

29 00

MC • VISA • COD • CAD.

•

SALES

Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

4128-1281 Upgrades

TERMS.:
FAX

9AM-4PM PST

price

NO SUFCHARGE FOR MC/VISA

800-654-7762
Customer Service • Order Status

liquidaton

• DC 300 XLP
• 45 Meg (450 1
t)
ea

ALL TRADEMARKS ARE REGISTERED
with their respective companies

702-294-0204

309 00

warranties or to you!

3M Equivalent Data Catridges

10MEG HARD DRIVE
. i/z Height/Factory Fresh
• 80 Mil. Sec.
• 3 Month Warranty

40 MEG HARD DRIVE
349 00
Software
49 00

379 00

ALL ITEMS LISTED BELOW

Mead's 19 "

•33 Milsecs

• AUTO HEAD PARKING
• SHOCK MOUNTED
• 1 YEAR WARRANTY
30Meg
20Meg

80% OFF LIST PRICE

PC Security Lock

List 299“

• INSTALLS IN SECONDS
• 65 MSEC ACCESS

5" ea
4" ea
3" ea

We are passing these savings and

LIST 7900

• 32.7 MB FORMATTED

•USES ONLY 1
1
/
2 SLOTS

249 00
479 00
747 ,,
CALL

MEMORY UPGRADES

50% —

Security lock guards the on/off power
switch on your PC. Simply turn off the
power and lock up the switch. The lock
is constructed of heavy-guage metal.
it's easy to install and won't void your
computer's warranty

by OSECOM TechnolIgles

179 0°

nte 80287 8Mhz
nte 80387 16Mhz
rite 80387 20Mhz
nte Above Board

LIQUIDATION SALE
MEAD Computer

HARD CARDS

102 0,
149 00

e

/

1000 Nevada Highway • Unit 101
Boulder City, Nevada 8905

Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms
Personal Checks • AE add 4%

,
itsA

UPS

411gget

Imam

,,,,

SHIPPING:
• Federal Express

DECEMBER 1987 • BYTE

371

tarrilf c¡

t II

FRENCH
ITALIAN

SPANISH
GERMAN

Let your Personal Computer be your
Personal Tutor with these brand new
releases from the UK's leading
educational software specialists.
The UK's best selling modern language learning
programs are now available for IBM Personal
Computers or compatibles running PC/MS-DOS
Each package includes a sophisticated control
program which provides extensive tuition in over
2500 items of vacabulary and grammar. You can
choose from a variety of self- paced learning and test
modes, the computer checks accuracy of translation
and provides all the help and revision you could wish
for. Editing commands allow the lesson vocabularies
to be extended indefinitely or modified to meet your

DISKE

Pros ero Software

333
E
e

nu. Br.si ll GI
is IN
THE BUSINESS

Lan ua es for micnr)com

51/
4 DSDD

pkgd 10 to a Pki.
while box and
clude
sleeve.,
labels A Hub ring
100, error free
fetime warranty
Maior US Mfrs

"Federally validated Pascal and Fortran compilers
"Linker, Librarian, Symbolic Debugger included

Includes
sleeves,

"Ultra-compact code

Labels &

*Available for PC compatibles, Atari STs
•Now in USA

Tabs

Your cost
$3.90/box

5.25HD . 99
Contact Prospero Software, Inc.
100 Commercial Street, Suite 306
Portland, ME 04101
Tel: (207)874-0382

3.50SS . 99

Add $3 per 100 diskettes
'ni snipping A. handling

3.50DS . 99

own particular needs.
To order: Specify language required and
MASTERCARD number or send check for $ 29 It 19
sterling). Price includes despatch by airmail to any
destination worldwide

KOSMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED.
HARLINGTON, DUNSTABLE.
BEDFORDSHIRE. W5 6LX. ENGLAND.
Tel + 44 5255 3942

ter rofessionals

MONTHLY SPECIALS
Seagate 20mb $275 30mb $289
Includes controller, cables, and instructions
(213) 836-3148 Data Bureau Inc.

Fax: ( 207)874-0942
Technical Support: 1-800-327-6730
Prospero specializes in reliable Pascal and Fortran
compilers, librariesand utilities for the professional

1731 So LaCienga Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90035

programmer. Call for literature and prices.

Please call as prices change. We will
meet any advertised price on diskettes.

•

e
Circle 81 on Reader Service Card

Circle 356 on Reader Service Card

PAL/EPROM

PROGRAMMER

DATA SWITCHES

CARD

Brand Name DISKETTES

For PC/XTAT Systems
NEW

•High quality rotar,
•Gold plated contacts
•All pins switched
•Fully shielded metal ce,
•Ankskid feet
•Female connectors
•Ninety day warranty

VERSION 2 OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE

'grams 20 and 24
MMI. NS TI, AND
SL/ERA CYPRESS
RICOH and PANATEC
PALS Supports EPLD.
arity. RA, and shared
duct term types
,ctions Include Read.
Write. Verity, Protect.
Edit. Print. and File load
and save of program
JEDEC supported
Software Included

191

100MHZ LOGIC ANALYZER CARD
For PDXT AT Systems

$1 199

RS232 TYPE (25 PIN)
27 95
TWO POSITION
39 95
FOUR POSITION
43 95
X-TYPE
CENTRONICS TYPE ( 36 PIN)
28 95
e38640
TWO POSITION
42 95
#38695
FOUR POSITION
45 95
#38655
0-TYPE
AUTO SWITCH
148 50
FOUR POSITION
a38710
198 85
#38760
EIGHT POSITION
WE ALSO CARRY CABLES. PRINT BUFFERS
MANY OTHER ACCESSORIES

e38610
#38615
#38650

24 Channe[s at 25kr.,
6Channels ario/Mho
Internal Clock up to 100 fit'
External Clock up te 25 0 ".
•Threshold Voltage TR E
or 'arable from . 10 to •• •
Can Stack Multiple Board ,
All Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS AND
TECHNICAL INFO (
201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc 4 Sparrow Or,
Livingston, NJ 07039 TL X 9102409305 LINK COMPUTE -

Circle 159 on Reader Service Card

MOTION CONTROL
DREAM

Please call or write for our free catalog

DALCO ELECTRONICS
(513) 748-2535 • (800) 445-5342

PO BOX 494
FRANKLIN OH 45005

29 49 79'
DSDDIA, ito
311tlen 52

2tor

;
Po

3SDD

1Itspaceserg Grarvara ' ' •
..ats abes Fo
•

99"1° 9 $429
P . SSD.,
Min 25
S.,b.eC ic ea al,,,

$599

Box of 10
5,.'9511
kln 10 toes

.
1 :: b .....

Min 25
cx,......5 a.a,ab. ,,

$ 1020 now
•

%Or

"

Data CetrOge

5

tk,x .4 10
s 1
90 M.15
anew
Cob 5'. DSDO
W. 5tows
racy
onCanege
Fee POSIc Case
*ID& Correatbe
immeate soomç - O.vareee seeace
Gel°, greater discounts cn Urge orders

100%Uletlaseleradr
MC ,ASA axepled

9,pping WO per min order SISO each addl , iot

1.800-5374600

OPERATOR NO. 227
MICROELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

MC/VISA Acct.: •
Mail Orders Pk.,
Add S3 00 For Shipping

Circle 79 on Reader Service Card

Service Cad

Circle 355 on Reader

Circle 179 on Reader Service Card

PC-WRITER T'M'

6809

IBM PC GRAPHICS

Single Board Computer

LETTER QUALITY
Enhancement for
Okidata hill..82A/83A
Dot Matrix Printers

$75 arlo

• pl u g in module easily installs rs Printer
• Draft 120 Cps) 8. Letter Quality (
10( psi
• Elite character pitch
• Front panel access to all

4 AXIS VERY SMART
CI
D
D
D

port or with the Alpha Products A- BUS system
See page 351 for details of the SC- 149

AO ALPHA
Circle 10 on Reader Service Card

printer

• Superscripts / subscripts

STEPPER CONTROLLER

49 iBh leuel commands in plain English
Macros. Battery backup for memory.
Learn mode with optional "Teach Pendant"
4 axis simultaneous control. You select the
ramps units, speeds, drive types,...
Input for Limit Switches, Panic button, etc
El On board multitasking compiler.
El Works with uy computer with a Centronics

feat .. res

•Emulation of IBM PC Graphics
• Foreign / scientific characters
•Works vvith print
graphics and text
, 1

0
'58d.
9* MP,

,

2serial eat, 4 pcucbei l
,pdris.,,
RAM. EPROM, real-time clock, watchdog
timer, 44-pin 4. 5 • 6. 5 PCB
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM, EPROM, CMOS
RAM/battery. analog I/O, serial I/0,
parallel I/O, counteritimer, IEEE-488,
EPROM programmer, floppy disks,
cassette, breadboard, keyboard/display.
Wintek Corp
11101 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47941
317-7424420

Circle 318 on Reader Service Card

screen

key in

228 chlplay

screen Charac tars
and hop < Iran, erg symbols exactly as
Wei
a
%
ra.i.
eo lin n di
e
sea
o ysy
ldo
nt;
,
i
0
bi
l
s
e) line as
they a

11 Pr

, r, ts

all

Ask About OK-WRITER -Okidata
graphics for $99 with many of above
features

0

RAINBOW

TECHNOLOGIES INC

18011-A Mitchell So., Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261- 0228
Telex 386078
UK Distributer: X, DATA (
0753) 72331
Circle 252 on Reader Service Card

The Amazing A-BUS
Plug into the future
With the A- BUS you can plug your PC ( IBM, Apple,
TRS-80) into afuture of exciting new applications in the fields
of control, monitoring, automation, sensing, robotics, etc.
Alpha's modular A- BUS offers a proven method to build your
"custom" system today. Tomorrow, when you are ready to take
another step, you will be able to add more functions. This is ideal for
first time experimenting and teaching.
A- BUS control can be entirely done in simple BASIC or Pascal,
and no knowledge of electronics is required!
An A- BUS system consists of the A- BUS adapter plugged into
your computer and acable to connect the Adapter to 1or 2A- BUS
cards. The same cable will also fit an A- BUS Motherboard for
expansion up to 25 cards in any combination.
The A- BUS is backed by Alpha's continuing support (our 11th
year, 50000 customers in over 60 countries).
The complete set of A- BUS User's Manuals is available for $ 10.

An A- BUS system with two Motherboards
A- BUS adapter ( IBM) In foregrot.nd

About the A- BUS:
• All he A- BJS cards are very easy to use with any language that can
read or write too Portly Memory. In BASIC.use IN Pand OUT (or PEEK and
POKE with Apples aed Tandy Color Computers)
• They are all compatible with each other. You can mix and match up to 25
cards to fit your application. Card addresses are easily set with jumpers
• A- BUS cards are shipped with power supplies (except P0-123) and
detailed manuals ( ncluding schematics and programming examples).

ST- I43

Relay Card
RE- 140: $ 129
Includes eight irdustrial relays. (3 amp contacts. SPST) individually
controlled and latched. 8 LED's show status. Easy to use (OUT or POKE in
BASIC) Card address is jumper selectable

Breakout Board Option
BB- 122: $ 19
For easy connection of 2motors 3ft cable ends with screw terminal board

Reed Relay Card
RE-156: $99
Same features :is above, but uses 8Reed Relays to switch low level signals
(2CmA max). Lse as achannel selector, solid state relay driver. etc.

Stepper Motor Driver
ST- 143: $ 79
Stepper motors are the ultimate in motion control. The special package
(below) includes everything you need to get familiar with them Each card
drives two stepper mctors ( 12V. bidirectional. 4phase. 350mA per phase)
Special Package: 2motors ( MO- 1031+ ST- 143' PA- 181: $99

Analog Input Card

AD- 142: S129
Bit arm op inputs. O. to +5V range can be expanded to 1110V by adding
resistor. It bit resolution (20mV). Conversion time 120us. Perfect to
measure voltage. remerature. light levels, pressure, etc. Very easy tit use.

Stepper Motors MO- 103: $ 15 or4 for$39
Pancake type. 21/
4"dia. 1
4 "shaft, 7.5/step. 4 phase bidirectional. 300
/
step/sec. 12V. 36 ohm. bipolar. 5oz- in torque, same as Airpax K82701- P2.

12 Bit A/O Converter
AN- 146: $ 139
analog to digital converter is accurate to . 025%. Input range is —4V Ii
+41/. Resolution: 1milivolt. The on board amplifier boostssignals up 1050
hmes to read micrcvolts. Conversion time is 130ms. Ideal for thermocouple
*min gauge. et ,:1channel ( Expand to 8channels using tbe RE- 156 card)

Current Developments
Intelligent Voice Synthesizer. 14 Bit Analog to Digital converter.4 Channel
Digital to Analog converter. Counter Timer, Voice Recognition.

Digital Input Card
IN- 141: $59
The eight inputs are optically isolated, so it's safe and easy to connect any
":e/off" devices, such as switches, thermostats, alarm loops, etc. to your
computer. To read the eight inputs, simply use BASIC INP (or PEEK).
24 Line TTL I/O
DG- 148: $65
Connect 24 npat o- output signals (switches or any TTL device) to your
computer The hard can be set for: input, latched oLtput. stroked output.
strabed rips), ancttor bidirectional strobed I/O Uses the 8255A chip.

A- BUS Adapters for:

1N-141

Clock with Alarm
CL- 144: $89
Powerful clock/catencar with: battery backup for Time, Date and Alarm
sitting (time and da:e); built in alarm relay, led and buzzer: timing to 1/100
second. Easy to use decimal format. Lithium battery included.
Touch Tone® Decoder
PH- 145: $ 79
Each tone is corve-ted into anumber which is storedon the board. Simply
read the numtes• with ( NP or POKE. Use for remote control projects, etc.
A- BUS Prototyping Card

3,/≥ by

4 '2

PR- 152: $ 15
in with pcwer and ground bus Fits L.p to 10 IC

Add $3.00 per order for shipping.
Visa, MC, checks, M.O. welcome.
CT & NY residents add sales tax.
C O.D. add $3.00 extra.
Canada. shipping , s $5
Overseas add 0%
a&rime Industries Corneae,-

Circle 11 an Reader Service Card

Smart Stepper Controller SC- 149: $ 299
World's finest stepper controller On board microprocessor controls 4
motors simultaneously. Incredibly, it accepts plain English commands like
"Move arm 10.2 inches left". Many complex sequences can be defined as
"macros" and stored in the on board memory. For each axis, you can control:
coordinate ( relative or absolute). ramping, speed, step type (half. full, wave).
scale factor, units, holding power, etc Many inputs: 8limit & "wait until"
switches. panic button. etc. On the fly reporting of position, speed. etc. On
board drivers (350mA) for small steppers ( M0-103) Send for SC- 149 flyer
Remote Control Keypad Option
RC- 121: $ 49
To control the 4 motors directly. and "teach" sequences of motions
Power Driver Board Option
PD- 123: $ 89
Boost controller drive to 5amps per phase For two motors (eight drivers)

ALPHA

IBM PC, XT. AT and compatibles Uses one short slot
Tandy 1000,1000 EX & SX, 1200, 3000. Uses one short slot
Apple II, II+. Ile. Uses any slot
TAS80 Model 102, 200 Plugs into 40 pin "system bus"
Model 100. Uses40 pin socket (Socket is duplicated on adapter)
TAS80 Mod 3.4,4 D Fits 50 Pin bus (With hard disk use Y-cablet
TAS80 Model 4P Includes extra cable (50 pin bus is recessed,
TAS 80 Model I. Plugs into 40 pin I/0 bus on KB or Ell
Color Computers (Tandy).Fits ROM skit Multtpak. or Ycable

AR- 133 .$69
AR- 133..$69
AR- 134...$49
AR- 136. $69
AR- 135 $69
AR- 132 $49
AR- 137 $ 62
AR- 131 $39
AR- 138. $49

A- BUS Cable (3 ft, 50 cond.) CA- 163: $ 24
Connects the A- BUS adapter to one A- BUS card or to first Motherboard.
Special cable for two A- BUS cards:
CA- 162: $34
A- BUS Motherboard
MB-120: $99
Each Motherboard holds five A- BUS cards A sixth connector allows a
second Motherboard to be added to the first (with connecting cable CA161: $ 12). Up to five Motherboards can be joined this way to asingle ABUS adapter. Sturdy aluminum frame and card guides included.

wee

242- 8 West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820

Technical info:

(
203) 656-1806

Orders °nly
800 221-0916
Except in CT
Connecticut orders: (
203) 348-9436
All lines open weekdays 9to 5 Eastern time
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Flow many times have you considered purchasing quality software from houses like
Lotus or Pegasus for example, but been put
off by the extremely high prices currently
asked for?
Well now Diamond Software has brought
these packages within your reach at prices
that are lower than the dealers themselves
obtain them.
Most of our packages for the PC and compatibles are well under half the price you
would normally see them retailing for. To
find out if we can help your business obtain
its packages quicker and cheaper, then
please contact us. We will be only too
pleased to help you.

BULK DISKS

controls up 1C.11>
to 4 motors
le\
from any CRT,
terminal or
computer

STEPPING
MOTOR
CONTROLLER

Now
With

• RS232 interface • Accel/Decel
BASIC Version
$ 985
16K BASIC, Battery Backup $ 1335

Tel: (01) 370 6846

CENTROID (814) 237-4535
Box 739, State College, PA 16804

CNC Version
$2910
Stepping Motor Tips Cookbook .... 58
CALL OR WRITE

3 12' DS/DD

$1.17

TDK
DATASAFE
MAXELL
VERBATIM

3 1/2'
5 1/4'
5 1/4"
5 1/4'

DS/DD
DS/HD
DS/DD
DS/DD

$1.15
99C
640
59C

3M

51r4" DS/DD

57C

DATASAFE

5 1/4' DS/DD

39C

Price Based On Quantity of 200
Includes labels, sleeves & tabs.

800-426-0247
In NJ ( 201) 840-8911
MC

Smaller Qty. Avail,

PRINCETON

VISA

DISKETTE

6215 CENTRAL BLVD

BRICK

NJ

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT/AT

no@roce
EPROM

5 1/4' DS/HD $1.19

SONY

Circle 234 on Reader Service Card

Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

Circle 358 on Reader Service Card

5 VC DS/HD ; 1.29

KAO

Microstepping &Circular Moves

Diamond Software
162 Earls Court Road
Kensington
London
SW5 900

Diamond Software " The User- Friendly People"

TDK

& SRAM

Drive
Emulators for

DM and

IBM PC, XT, AT

and Compatibles
FEATURES
• Disk and drive emulators up to 12 NB
cassette version

standard ana

M Cassette versions avallaMe using SRAM or EPROM
technology to 7868E1
• Develop programs on a diskette and Sandhi copy
direCtly to

emousx

• Programming utilitleS provided for ROMO1S8
• Autobooting and elle MOORS
per computer
RI EMS EPROM programming

operate up to four units

soProairnatelii

180kEUrnin

APPLICATIONS
el industrial control, instrumentation ano manufacturing
test SySteMS in environments nostue to disks
• unattended remote site installations
• (»Skies PC posterns aid workstations requiring
autoboOt capability reliability and nigh performance
• Military equipment requiring ruggedliation and

E(E)PROM
Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 16(X) BM
9-Track tape. Unit can also be used for disk
backup. Transfer rate is up to 4megabytes per
minute on PCs and compatibles. Subsystems
include T or 10 1
/ "streaming tape drive,
2
tape coupler card and DOS or XENIX
compatible software.
Prices start at 52, 0 95.

operational reliability

CURTIS, INC. • 612/484-5064
10 Anemone arele
St. Paul. IAN 55127
•1814 is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation

• PROCESSORS
5087 2
iirrau
8087

80257 6
80217.8
O 20
V 30

28.00
loons $ 4A0
3A5
15/ins
3.50
isor. *KIM

10/iris $

12Ons

5rnée $10400
More
$16540

27512
27C256
27256

75016
75Ons
25Ons

to rs
550

1245.00
ernio $ f2, 75

27128
27C64

750m

8m147

2764

445
495
3SO

8mFd

• STATIC RAMS
62641P.15 150ns

t

2 75

2COns
250,

27320

4 75

395

z 295 • 8000 s ( Sons m 0. 10

I. C. EXPRESS
15356 Volley Blvd., Gay of Industry, CA 9t 74-ti
Phone 818-369-2688
(Mon- RI • 8-5)
ORDER TOLL FREE

(800) 892-8889 • (800) 882-8181
Outside Codlonio

Inede Coalornio

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES & 9OLUME DISCOuis"
ecivi Shown la Coe • morervcad/v68 odd 31 woe
Pncos

sobect f0 e
-nnnds

JET- 286

Moreobrome

dase 310 CO

System

$1.090.00

Oa Iwan state

rue 80206 CPU. 8,2 Msa smicnabk•

12 Mop Soppy an.

.ort.

• Quick pulse algorithm ( 27236 under id) sec);
• All 24/28 pin parts to I Mbit; CMOS; EEPROMS;
• 8741,- 2,-4,-8,- 8H,- 9-9K-51,4751.-52,-55, 9761 & mOSC;
• IBM-PC, Apple, CPM or Unix Belson Mitobaud 851232.
• OffseUsplit Hex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8,1b,S2 hit;
• Kits

from $95.

Manual with complete
Call

today

for

schematics.
glatasherts

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355 WEST OLIVE AVE., SUNNYVALE. CA 94006
ph- ¡ 408)
Irk,

7
/30-5511

9(410

VISA & MC
la,

,

40/4

7

30-5521

EM220 •

84 Maya

wan pon., 8001011
Moneenrome Gran.v cud irr. PaliaS non

V7220. VT102, mutation
• File Transfer
• 132 Column modes
• Color Support
• Hot Key

Heel disc./son Monocivona Monta
90 days +moray

10MHZ
JET-88

XT:

Monochrome System

$530.00

NEC 020 CPU. 4 77,101.41d sire taia•
8401‘ memory on board
3$0 lnppn&,,nnln cor*nlei card
Al aryl., kayteagd

(111111,111011

5249 •

84 keys

150 Was power supply
8adisoadma

Case.. cad rain Panaad poil

Flee te.0411011 Monocnrone Mosier
90days warranty

J-TECH CORP
More configurations of system avertable.
Please call for detail.
Order (
Ana ( Mon

800-543-2525

Fri iBarn Siam pst)

818-369-1332

15358 Valley Blvd . City of Industry. CA 91746
upS coo

TEK 4010/4014
Emew • latronix 4010

TasnrscaScuslorner sensce 818 36411727
cmi, casber css7cy aos osy
VISO •7
7
.1cocc

VT220, V7102 einulolion
• Pienor files
• High resolution hanlotpy
• Supports IBM. IBM Enhanced,
hennies. Te(.tnar and AT&T

1DCS
3775 Iris Ave.. Suite 18
Boulder, CO 80301
(303)447-9251
1110

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card

Fell I yew' warrauty;

• Stand alone duphcation & verify ( 24/28 pins);

$169

10041 matnay on board
Hard ram and floppy disit cortioNir

$

• E PROMS

$ tow

• Direct technical support,

I::: 113M PC/VT220

12MHZ AT:

DYNAMIC RAMS

15Ons

• User friendly software; Complete help menu;

Circle 36 on Reader Service Card

Circle 246 on Reader Service Card

Circle 75 on Reader Service Card

1Mbit
41256
41256
41256
4464
8/4164

9,521 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: ( 818) 882-5822

495

• No personality modules; Menu selection of devices;

PLIRLSTRR .

List prices frOill 5495 1PCE 18010 in 51795 rPCE 121413)

PROGRAMMER

• Built in Timer Eraser option ($50); Foam pad;

Circle 352 on Reader Service Card

nigited hp, • ••

Circle 89 on Reader Service Card

/
PM

California Digital
17700 Figueroa Street • Carson, California
00000111

PLOTTERS

The Sweet " P- 100 was private labeled for the Epson corporation under the
Correo Brand. This plotter makes short work of translating financial and
numeric data into agraphic presentation. Many ready to run programs such as
Autw/CAD and Lotus 1-2-3 already support this plotter.
The Sweet " P" 100 features programmable paper sass up to 855 by 120
inches. 6inch per second pot speed and 0.004" step size. Easy to implement
Certtonics interlace allows the Sweet " P" 100 immediate use with the printer
pod& most personal compilers
This S your opportunity to purchase aplotter ivhich wa. originally pnced at
$795 for only $ 129.
Also available is asupport package which includes demonstration software
interlace cable, amulticolor pen assortment and avanety of paper.

HPGL

11" by 17"

Western Graphtec Model 2000 operates under the Hewlett Packard graphic
language and has both parallel and senal interlace. Sire " B" plotter. 11"
by 17" flat bed with eight sell capping color pens Maximo, plotting speed 10"
per second, resolution 05mrn.
To
with repeatability of 004"
blow out the remaining inventory. California Digital has slashed the price of
MP/2000 to $ 795 Hurry. only 180 plotters left.
leareTelle
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80Zharacter

Daisy Wheel Printer
These
ese Futsu Daisy Max 830 were manufactured for Motorola's Compun,
.The purchase order was canceled and
a Fujitsu was forced to liquidate
these 80 character per second daisy wheel printers at " fire sale" prices
Features: bullet proof construction, your choice of either Centroncs parallel or
RS-232 sedal interlace, Diablo 630 wheels and commands. progr.trilMable
spacing in increments of 1/96" and column spacing of 1/120' 1he printer is
also capable of underscoring. bold overprint. shadow print, center, and justifies
along with vector plotting.
Factory suggested price of the Daisy Max 830 was $2495, California Digital is
offenng this liquidated special at only $759 Tractor and sheet feeders ayailab‘e.

PRINTERS

IBM ',henna, printer, 80 col serial
Freasu 0830 80 cps deny wheel
Sélver Reed EXP.800 136 col 40 cps
Jul,' 6300 dare wheel 40 cps
NEC 8850 Sporernter deny creel 55cps
NEC P6/660P 10 216 cps NLO
NEC P7/760P 15 2r60,, NLO
Ofympre NP80. 200 cps draft 40 raci
Olympra NP136. 15 same as above
Epson EX86E NLO 10 240 char/sec
Epson F02867E NLO 15 240 cheosec
Epson EX1000 300 cps 61-0/54 cps
Crean MSP.10 160ms 10
Crean MSP.15 160 cps 15"
Okreleta 182 80 column. pail
Oludata 192. 136 column. pal
Okkurane 136 column. parallel

20/20 Bernoulli Sox

1595

CaldOrna
na, rercnased mare 20/20 Bernou6 systems ten renege y6 e
some nob, alognment and had to be sent back to 'omega These nave bared as as reco-reosoned.
but for ell pracreal purpose they are new and come een save pest knneq• Imlay wznerety.
The 2,20 Bouvet Box features removable carredges. and delvers rehalsloy. repandadlay,
transprerebelay, secunly and Speed no,, versaran subsystem nier, psi transfer megabytes of
inform Son safely and sanely for promary abackup storage Cr corrrena sreere software arOtatarne
unto aangle cartrege for easy sweltnIng from One to another
the eu. nes abr.ble resreance to shock and neratten ompierre remonatmg .•
rereatar or seed vash
rarity mentlal? Don lbcs up your system mat lore e ere cameo«

20-20 Subsystem... $1595;
Bootable controller... $189;

$39
759
729
819
1159
.69
659
329
459
399
539
599
299
449
239
345
469

Ony
39
79
119
95
119
149
109
119
149
109
119

Two
35
75
109
89
109
139
99
109
139
99
115

ea

3 1 2" DISK DRIVES
SONY MP- 53W 720K/Byte
139 129 123
SONY MP- 73W, 2 Meg.
179 169 call
TEAC 35F 720 K/Byte
129 119 115
TEAC 35X, 2 Meg.
call - 51
/ " form factor kit
4
20

e,'ox $189
.1111•111.

‘i ‘, 1

"
9,%

The Xerox Sunrise 1810/1815 Is by tar the best value we have ever swen m a
laptop computer. This is the ideal asniputer for
• students, journalists
or anyone who has to capture data away from their desk The Sunnse 5aself
containeo battery and AC portable The SerOs Sunrise was originally prices at
$2995 Xivrox has since elected to drop the computer from :new product line
California Digital has purchased all the remaining memory and is making the
unit available at afraction of its original cost.
This laptop features abuilt in three line 80 column liqu dCrete] displ,y, 64K
of memory along with both RF monitor and television outputs. The internal
300 baudBell 103 full duplex and 1200 baud Bell 202A hall duplex modern is
capable al auto dialing. The units has both centronœ parallel and . 1serial
port programmable tot9,200 baud. Self contained micro cassette is capable
of captunng data horn the keyboard as well as doubling as aaudio recorder
for clictahog messages.
An optional dual floppy disk dnve module, pictured aboye. is available no only
5159 Also ay stable. Ion $59 is an 80 column printer that mounts in Me dnve
module. The Sunnse features aCP/M operating system which allows the
operator ro use any CP/M program in Xerox 51
/ disk iormat and over 5000
4
CP/M prcgrams available in public domain. YVhile files frOmtfle Sunnne may
be transfered to IBM/PC type computers, the 1810/1615 is NOT corroatible
with the ISM/PC computer.

Sears Woe« Trade
FAX «Min

P

LASER JET

$17,5

QUadram • Centronics • CIE C.It0h s DataPrcducts

Qume

'459

Just the FAX mewl... Comy, well maybe, but if Sargeaot Friday fad a
Data Fax back when doing Dragnet he could have filed hs ref -on over Ins fax
machine kin any telephone in the World.
This is a CCITT Group II machine, but it will communwate vi th all current
Group Ill Fax machines, transmitting or receiving afull pag» of text is less
than three minutes. The Sears Fax will receive copy any tins, day or night.
automatically from anywhere in the World.
Calif. Digital is offenng this unit at about 1/3 of its original price, only $469.
Group III Fax Machines available:
Sharp UX80..$1089: Brother Fax50..$1095; Canon F.rx Phone. $ 1359:
Tosiriba 301 .$ 1359; Panasonic 115..$1495; Ricoh 2C.$1995

$
'119 Seagate
30 MEGABYTE
8" Drive

$ 119

Shugart 801R Single Sided
Shuoart 851R Double Sided

Ten
29
72
99
82
105
135
89
10
135
89
109
49
59

HEWLETT
ACKARD

Standard features of the new Hewlett Packard Series II Laser prmter 512 I.
byte memory expandable to 4 Megabytes, both senal and parallel ports Lst
price $2495 Caleomia Digital pnce $ 1795 Memory upgrade. type fonts avid
toner cartridges available
Other Laser Printers available
Texas Instruments • Okidata • Apple • Ricoh
Oume • AST Research • OMS • Xerox • Canon

Chime 841 Single Sided
Clume 842 Double Sided
Siemens 100-8 Single Sided

We have them again... The Rem., 480 was a
sell out two years ago but we located an aadihonal 10.000 units and are offering these 2/3
height IBM/PC compatible 360K. Byte drives at
only $35 each at quantity two

REMEX 480 2/
3 height for PC
TANDON 65L12 360k, 1/
2 ht.
TANDON 101/4 full ht. 96 TPI.
FUJITSU 51
/ "half height
4
MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht.
MITSUBISHI 504A AT comp.
TEAC FD55BV half height
TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht.
TEAC FD55GF for IBM AT
PANASONIC 455 Half Height
PANASONIC 475 1.2 Meg./96
Switching power supply
Dual enclosure for 51/
4"drives

Panreone P1080/1. 10" 120 cps
:29
Panasonrc P1091/1. 10" 160 cps
as
Panasomc P1592 15" 180 CM
.29
Star Garret MOO. 120 cps 10" NLO
L39
Sta Garen, 6%15.120 Cps 15" NLO
1159
Tosnoba 321. 24rere nead216 ops.NLO . 79
Tosnobe 341.24 me head 216 cps 15'
729
Pnntonres P300 cbt matos 30e Lreorl
3135
Prontronbs P600 dot mares 606 Lee
595
LASER PRINTERS
Apple Laser Wroter Plus Posts7npt
ikes
OMS PS/ 800 2rneg Postures, tpgs 411)5
Simla, Packard Series II. lasasorreer
195
Tetras Instr OnrerLaser 2108 P.D. 8pogs 4/.95
Texas Inst OmmLaser2115 P/S. 15 pp, 5695
Ouadram Ouad/Laser, 5Megabytes
2135

Ea

Non bootable controller... $159;
20 Megabyte Cartridges...

molar

$ 2495

189
119

289
319

1P' An

WINCHESTER
HARD DISK KIT

359

20 Megabyte Kit S319

MS. Robotics 2400
st
The US Robotics Micro 2400 modern s one hundred percent
Hayes compatible, auto dial. auto answer, auto everthing. loudspeaker included. A super value at only $ 189.

Smarteam 2400

• Winchester Controllers for IBM/PC •
Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives
Pdce doe not Include contra ler.

e125
The Smarteam 2400 offers all the features of the Hayes Smart
Modem 2400 for afraction of the price Now is your opportunity to
purchase a2400 baud modern for only $259
Aleo available: The Smarteam 1200 at only $ 119
»ones
Ayala, 1200HC external Hayes compare,.
Hayes Srnartmodern 2400 baud modern
omarlearn 2400 Hayes Comp».
1203 Hayes Compatoble. 300/1203
.moneam 120013 IBM 1200 baud card
lIlI a/Inc 1200 data and voéce Bell 202
Prometheus I
200 super features
Prometheus 12008 mternal PC
Srenalman Mark VI 300 baud ' mama, PC

$179
529
259
119
119
99
269
199
35

Shippi
First five pounds $3.00, each additional pound $. 50
Foreign orders: 10°. shipping, excess will be refunded.
California residents add 6½°/ sales tax. 411 COD's discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state supported educational institutions and companies with a strong " Dun & Bradstreet" rating.
Telefax • (213) 217-1951

each twat

SEAGATE 225 20 Meg. 'it Ht. 269
SEAGATE 23830 Meg. ILL 299
SEAGATE 4026 26 M. 35mS. 559
SEAGATE 4051 51 M. 35mS. 695
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 3SmS, 859
MINISCRIBE 3425 25 m 115ms. 279
MINISCRIBE 3650 50 m Il ms.419
FWITSL 2242 55 M. 3ftrnS, 1299
FWITSL 2243 86 M. 3fanS. 1695
RODIME RO 204E 53 Meg.
995
CONTROL DATA 94155-86 M.1829
MAXTOR XT1140 140 Meg. 2595
TOSHIB. MK5670 M. 3IimS, 1789

259
289
539
659
829
247
399
1229
1619
959
1779
2529
1729

XEBEC 1220 with haw controller 189
DTC 5150CX
119
OMTI 5520 half card
99
OMTI 5527 RLL controller
129
ADAPTEC 2070 RLL controller
179
ADAPTEC 2010A
159
WESTERN DIGITAL WIr1002WX2
89
• SCSI/SASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 51
/"fort print
4
219
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 5'." 289
OMTI 20L
89
• Winchester Aciiessories •
Installation Kit with manual
10
Winchester endosare and supply
139
Dual 20/34 cable set
25
Switching power sLpply
49

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800) 421-5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

213 217-0500

RS-422

29e'

Communications Board

IEEE-488

525 DSDD
DISKETTES

100% CERTIFIED
5.25 QUAD (96 TPI) 49(1
525 DSHD 1.6MB
88
EXCEEDS ANSI SPEC'S
FULLY GUARANTEED
MINIMUM QUANTITY 50
PERSUNAL LABELING AVAILABLE

MXI-100
•For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS/2
1
•Dual channel RS-422/RS-485
•Selectable/shareable interrupts
•Differential drivers to 4000 ft
•Immediate delivery

1-800-553-1170

IfFSCORP ifORLD TRADE
1-800-338-1805
I(
203)739-7791 IN CT, IVISA

11;1

QUA TECH

GILJA
TECH
$NDORPORATED

INCORPORATED

Leaders in Communication Technology
478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX: 5101012726

2400 BAUD INT. MODEM
W/SOFTWARE $ 149

10 MHZ TURBO- AT

PRIAM LARGE CAPACITY
HARD DRIVES
¡fast access)

$159
$69
$89
$49
$60
$274
$294

2400 EXT MODEM W/SW
1200 INT. MODEM W/SW
1200 EXT. MODEM W/SW
MOUSE W/PAINT SW
MOUSE W/DR. HALO II
SEAGATE 20M HD W/CONTL
SEAGATE 30M HD W/CONTL

$ 699

•6/10MHZ 80286 • 80287 SOCKET
•512K ( EXPANDS TO 1MB)
•200W POWER SUPPLY • CLOCK/CALENDAR
•CLICK/TACTILE AT TYPE KEYBOARD
• PHOENIX BIOS • AT CASE W/KEYLOCK
HARD/FLOPPY DISK CONTL. $ 139
12M FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
$ 109
TTL MONITOR + beIGP CD
$ 139
EGA MONITOR + EGA CD
$489
MINISCRIBE 40M HD
$ 359
SERIAUPARALLEUGAME $ 59

OCEAN INTERFACE CO.
PO BOX 1666
MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754
(818) 282-0498

Circle 208 on Reader Service Card

45Mb
60Mb
130Mb

E(E)PROM

PROGRAMMER

• Built-in Eraur/Timer option ($50); Foam pad.
• User friendly software; Complete help menu.
• Direct technical support;

Full I year

warnady.

•Quick pulse algorithm ( 27256 under 60 sec).
• All 24,28 pin parts to 1Mbit; CMOS; EEPROMS.

Haraware and Software
lams of Special
Interest lo Technical
PC Users
RS 2321FEE 488 Network,

aser.

Stepping
Moor Comma

Rugged,. PCs
Rack Leg 0028005030c
laboratory AutOINgion
IMHZ ND
Pole Scopes to 200 WI
High Se./ Rus Adapurs
Waveform Synthesizers
Dale Loggars
PC Bus Expaneon
And Much More

A How to Handbook that
enables you to configure the
BEST products bom the world s
leading PC hardware and
software vendors into risk free
turn- key system solutions that
meet your needs
Toil Free Hotline for application
assistance and convenient one
stop shopping at convening,
peces I00% Satislachon
Guaranteed

Cell or wale for e FREE

• Offset/split Ilex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8,16,32 bit.
• Kits

frorn $ 95.

Manual with complete schematics.
Call today for dalasheets!!

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355 WEST () LIVE AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
PH (408) 730-5511 FAX (408) 730-5521
TELEX: 98418 5
VISA & MC accepted.

Circle 37 on Reader Service Card

9

A:7860«05i

51

HOT LINE: 818-333-0193
'"7,77800-782-8892
A—TRONIC COMPUTER
Main
15703 E. Valley Blvd.
City of Industry, CA 91744
Branch
7156 Beverly Blvd.

lundbook lodger
0 Ho. 95E5 New 04 ,,e. CT C, •
,”
re. 203 780 5023 lea. 91025,

Circle 76 on Reader Service Card

18ms
16ms
12ms

937.00
1095.00
2395.00

(above include RLL
controller card, software)

• IBM-PC, Apple, CPM or Unix driver; Autobaud RS232

ST-238 30 MB w/cont
$ 299
ST-251 40 MB
$ 399
ST-4038 30 MB
$480
ST-4096 80 MB
$ 830
Miniscribe 3438
$ 299
Miniscribe 3650 w/cont
$ 379
Miniscribe 6053 40 MB
$ 599
Miniscribe 6085 70 MB
$790
Micropolis H/D
CALL

Over 1000 Haretefind

75Mb
100Mb
233Mb

• Micros: 8741, 8742, 8748, 8748H, 8749, 8749H, & more

ST-225 20 MB w/cont $269

Save Time and Money

595.00
835.00
1995.00

$ 395

• No personality modules; Device selection by menu.

Special
1988

28ms
23ms
13ms

(all Mfm drives connect
to the AT controller)

SS9Seagatém Hard Disk

r1 EIN

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX: 5101012726
800-553-1170

Circle 245 on Reader Service Card

Circle 244 on Reader Service Card

Circle 314 on Reader Service Card

• GPIB controller board for IBM
PC/XT/AT
• Control up to 14 Devices
• User friendly Software Commands
• DMA Transfer to 200k byte/sec.
$345.00 including software

Los Angeles, CA 90036

213-930-2823
Circle 33 on Reader Service Card

PERIPHERAL BROKERS
11804 N. Creek Prky ste. 108
Bothell, WA 98011
(206) 487-9799
(800) 527-5677
Circle 120 on Reader Service Card

C.H A.S.
MICROSYSTEMS. INC

mitt

103 Route 46 West
Fairfield, NJ 07006
(201) 227-1565
orders only
1-800-543CHAS
TELEX 6503141175

8088 Turbo Computer
• 4.77/10 MHz • 640K • AT Style Keyboard •
2 360K disk drives • 2 Parallel • Serial • Game
•Clock 8, Calendar w/battery • Mono graphics
card • Amber monitor • Word Perfect Executive
• 1YEAR WARRANTY $839.00 ($ 1,050.00 with
20 meg hard disk drive and 1floppy) •
286 Turbo Computer
6/10 MHz • 640K • Enhanced keyboard • 1.2 MB
FD • 360K FD • 2Parallel • Serial • Game • Clock
Calendar w/battery • Mono graphics card • Amber
monitor • Word Perfect Executive • 1YR. WARRANTY •
$1200 ($1600 vX40 meg hi-speed HD w.I.2 meg floppy)
** Color and EGA Systems Available
• 20 MB HD Kit $260 • 30 MB HD Kit $285 •
• Hayes compatible modems start at $75 •
Printers start at $199
WE CAN CUSTOM CONFIGURE ANY SYSTEM!
CALL FOR PRICE LIST! DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED'
(prices subject to change wlhout notice)

Circle 59 on Reader Service Card

TIMELINE INC.

SEASONS
GREETINGS!

ORDER DESK ONLY

(8e end7u2.
A
8878

L.A. & Technical Info

( 800) 223-9977

(213) 217-8912

NIPPON PERIPHERALS

NEC UPD791D

FULL HEIGHT HARD DISK DRIVE

(CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE

„----et

00

10
Mb Unformatted
8.2 Mb Formatted
75

4096 ELEMENT
This unit is a 4096 element
linear image sensor that
comes with a pre-amplifier
board and A/D board. The
device can be used for
optical character recognition, document scanning or
as a spectometer.

WITH WESTERN DIGITAL 1/
2 CARD

$149.00

••••••••••••••

* 19" SUPER HIGH RES. RGB MONITOR *
"THE BEST MONITOR IN THE WORLD"

$99.00

$2295

MONITORS

$49.95

CONRAC MODEL 7211

40 & 80 COLUMN
GREEN • COMPOSITE • 12"

(ORIGINAL PRICE $4600!)

These monitors are USED,
but they are tested and
guaranteed. We've sold
over 300. Our customers

* COLOR *
1080 HORIZONTAL X809 VERTICAL
SCAN RATE: 15,750 X36,750 lines/sec.
Interlaced or Noninterlaced.
VIDEO BANDWIDTH: 10Hz to 40 Mhz/
Composite for Separate Sync
High and Low Input Impedance

love them. You will too!

OLIVETTI
DIRECT DRIVE

HITACHI MODEL HM2719-BCOLOR

MONITOR

360K

$599

DS/DS

$65.00
360K

DS/DS

$35.00

1490 W. ARTESIA BLVD, GARDENA, CA 90247
Cont•nental U S A

Inside Calrforma

(800) 872-8878
I. A Area & Techmeal Info

gl
Iej

(213) 217-8912

15% Restocking fee for returned orders.
Circle 298 on Reader 8ervice Card

DS/DD

$499

This unit was originally part of aletter or
laser FAX copier that was part of the scanning process in which documents were
reproduced. An incredible deal at $499.00.
There is easily over $5,000.00 in equipment
on this deck.
The laser deck consists of:
1. A 10 milliwatt ( maximum output) He Ne
Laser tube which emits ared beam.
2 A laser power supply that has ainput
voltage of 115 to 120 VAC.
3 Acoustic-optic modulator and driver. The
A-0 modulator is a140 Mhz broad band
amplifier accepting TTL and video
signals.
4. Polygon motor unit and driver. The motor
unit spins at approx. 26,000 rpm.
5. There are 5 special surface mirrors, 2
beam splitters, and 3special lenses all
attached by optical mounts.
can be purchased separately are the laser
tube ($ 150.00) and/or the A-0 modulator
and driver ($398.00). A 24 Volt Lambda' ,
power supply is available for $49.95 to power
the polygon and A-0 driver units.
Shipping charges are UPS Ground —
$20.00, UPS Blue Label ( two day service)
$40.00.

RFD 480
360K

LIQUIDATION PRICE

The kit price is $499.00. The only items that

1/2 HT.

REMEX

• Stationary Mouse
• PC Magazine Editors
First Choice for CAD Use

(800) 223-9977

1/2 HT.

TRACK 142

$89

LINE

$65.00

QUME

NEW

TRACK BALL

TIME

ORIG. COST

LINEAR
IMAGE SENSOR

ms average access time

960 HORIZONTAL X 720 VERTICAL
SCAN RATE 15 TO 18 Khz
VIDEO BANDWIDTH: 50 Hz to 21 Mhz

WELCOME

THE SPY
IN THE
SKY

INCREDIBLE PRICE
BLOWOUT!

gm"

OEM INQUIRIES

2/3 HT.

CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION

Minimum Order $25.00. Shipping & handling charges via
UPS Ground: $. 50/1b. UPS Air: $ 1.00/1b. Minimum Charge:
$4.00. We accep cashiers checks, MC or VISA. No personal
check COD's. Items reflect 5% cash or check discount. California residents add 61/
2% sales tax. We are not responsible for
typographical errors. All merchandise subject to prior sale.
Phone orders welcome. Foreign Orders require special
handling. Prices subject to change without notice.
DECEM RI R 1')S 7 •

Y

I

377

ACP's Break thru Prices!!
The Nation's TOP Computer Supplier

Since 1976

IBM COMPATIBLE CARDS

WESTERN DIGITAL

EXPANSION CARDS
AkI200 -Diamond-Pak - IRGA, FD.
(2) S. P. C. G) All- In-One
8139.95
AM210 Color/Ponter/CGA
4999
AM240A Mon/Prn/Herc 1/2 49.95
AM250 Mono/Printer/132
59 95
AM271 EGA 256K RAM 1/2
139 95
AM273 EGA (Genoa C 1/2
169 95
AD340 MIO w/Floppy
69 95

Starcan/ Novell Starter Kit
StarHub
SlarCard
StarCard Plus
Starbote Card
EtherCard Plus

14 - EGA moniior
ph. Gene.
CompalIble
Super EGA Cera

COMPATIBLES CARDS
$199.
129.
299

AST Premium/286
CALL
Hot Shot 286
341.00
Advantage AT/OK to 3M0
129.95
Advantage AT/3Mb,
Srdekrck. SESO View
499.95
Rampage AT/5121( 4.5ftw
269.95
Enhanced 5251/11
CALL
Nevi AST PS/2 Add- in CardsCALL
S. Pack Plus 3840 CSP
181.00
Six Pack Premium/XT
2S6K to 1Mb
CALL
Advantage Premlum/AT
EMS 5121(
CALL
AST/Knight Security SI« . 9995
AST MP11 640 384K/clk «95
Combo Plus vd/01( Ser.
Par Clock
89.95
HERCULES

Hercules Plus Graphics
Hercules Color Card CGA

$ 129.00
415.00
888.00

AST
AST WYSIWYG

8118900

NEC - 2 TO Warranty
Mull/sync EGA Monitor
GB- IAdolf Card 6400480

$539.00
315.00

PRINCETON
HX9 9' RGB
HX12 12" RGB
11)(12E 12" EGA
MAX12 12" Amber TTL

$419.00
445.00
486.00
148.00

use 00
159.00

S349 95
375.00

Aboveboard 286/5126
Aboveboard PC/640
Aboveboard PS- PC 641
Inboard 386/AT
GOV Copt oceSSoi

34500
235 00
259 DO
1275 00
105 00
145 00
185 PO
280 00
449 00
499.00

8067-2
80287-6
80287-8
80287-10
80387

$749.00

0179

12 Documentation
13 FCC/UL Approved

Selectable
3 640K RAM Expandable

14 One Year Limited
Warranty

5 One 12MB Disk Drive
6 Western Dade" HD/FD

Amber Mono System

Controller
7 Clock/Calendar with

Mono System
w / 20Mb 165ms)

1349.

w / 40Mb 139ms)

1549.

w/60Mb 128ms)
EGA Color System

1949.
1399.

EGA System
w/20610 165ms)

1699.

Enhanced Keyboard

w/40Mb ( 39ms)

1899.

1101 Keys)

w / 60Mb 128ms1

2299.

8 200 watt Power Supply
110/220/ Selectable
9 Hardware Reset Switch
10 Eight Expansion Slots

BARE BONES

fr,rra1snrc FAX partner
Gulfs!, eam FAX Card

- 8MHz

• OK. expandable to 6400
• XT/AT Deluxe Keyboard

$466.00
1195.00

7? r --- -

30Mb PC/XT SPECIAL
ILL Upgrade Klt

• Runs all Mager software

Oludata 5026 Disk Dove
Western Digital ALL

•Zinc-lined FCC Case

• 150W Power Supply
1
\ • phoenni BIOS WrItten for 1RM

Compaq Portable
111/20Mb
83995
Compaq Portable
4795
111/40Mb
Macintosh Plus .
1549
Macintosh SE/2 Drives
2295
Macintosh SE/20 Ph
2595
Toshiba T3100/20Mb
CALL
Toshiba T1000
CALL
NEC Multi speed
CALL
Sharp 7100 Portable
CALL
Sharp 4501 Portable
999
Epson Equity IIP
CALL
Tendon Tarqa 20
CALL

r

S599

811100
99.00
89,95

514. Disk Storage Boa
ENE
XT ( 50 5.s')
S'A" Disk Boo
(set 5 colors)
Flip Sort (50 3' r"i

40Mb Hardcard

935.

OEM SPECIAL BUYSISAVEI
Mazar
88 PC
8088/512Kb. expand

-

399. •

-

QUANTITIES
ito ool

to 6400b • 360Kb single
floppy included • Second

6499. EACH...

drive, monitor optional

699

1.98
8.611
CALL
It 68

51088.
1188.
1484,

ACP IBM Drives DS . $49.00
Toshiba FDD4403 31
2 .Kit
/
129.00
Toshiba NDO4D PC/XT 3600
9900
Toshiba 91)04E-G AT 3600
105.00
Toshiba 90081)E- G 12Mb
129.00
TEAC F0- 55B
99.00
HA RD DISK DRIVES
FileCard 20 Western Dwilal$349.00
FrIeCard 30 Western Digital 499.00
10Mb Drive
ONLY 14910
2IMb XT Sybsystem/WD
339.00
21MO XT Tandon/WO ...
31900
21Mb AT Subsystem ST225 33100
30Mb XT Subsystem St238 49910
301Ab AT 401AS ST4038.
469.00
40Mb AT 40MS NEC 5046
59100
20Mb
LT200
299.00
30Mb 3-1/2 - tapine LT 300
350.00
Call For Meter Storage Drives ,

3-iir Lapine

1268 00
CALL
1488 00
1699 00
2688 00

PRINTERS
EPSON«
LX- 800 New'
(80 col , 180 cps. 9 Pin)
EX-800 030 col. 330 cps)
10-100
36 col . 300 cps. 9pin)
Pb 286e
S
(
.
136 col. 200 cps. 9 ton)
F-86e

5166.00
CALL
CALL
CALL

e

-08 col.
00
200 cps. 9 pin)

CALL

C-O col. 180 cps. 24 pro
L 1000

429 DO

(136 col . 180 cps. 24 pin,
10-25C0
1136 col

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

BACKUP STORAGE

PLUS DEVELOPMENT
20Mb Hardcard
$619.

Amber Mono Systew13601/ POD Mor"

FLIP N FILE SALE
NH@ Ihmektnra SAYE 0091
FNF Mini XT 000 5 •
5r4.95
FNF Maxi ( 100 5 I
6 88
Trace Acoustical
(over 80 cot) ...
48 88
ENE 11 (40 31
/0
14 95
Um Printer Stand
9.88

344.00

LAZER PRINTERS
Okidala Lazerline 6
Toshiba
Epson 501600
HP LaSeriel Series 2
AST Turbo Laser

515 00

400 cps. 24 pro

CALL

TOSHIBA
P321SL 24 Pin LO Printer
P34101 24 Pin/216 CPI

$449 00
619 00

P- 351-C Color ..
P-351-51( Model 2
T11006 T3100/Lazer

999130
925 DO
CALL

PANASONIC
KO- 91081r
KO- P10921
KX91091r
KX-P1592

016995
268 00
189 50
399 95

BROTHER
MI109 100 cps
M1409 45 cps NLO
M1509 45 cps SILO
M1709 50 cps PILO

189
259
339
415

00
00
00
00

PRINT BUFFERS
NC 100256K

0414011

5149.95

,

SWITCH BOXES

&leak $ 39
Three Print4

=T. $288.
FCC 25845

$1049.

Best Buy!

XT TURBO
• 4 17i8M112 SwIlChable

FAX

ROLAND
DX0 880 8 pin Alti size
DOY 880 wl,)FEE 488/HP
006 980 A/electrostatic
payer holder

Add-On Specials!

101

Battery Backup

0325 00
388 00
415 00

1ie.00
11Bp°
127.00

PLOTTERS

1 80286 CPU
2 6/10 MHz Keyboard

TERMINALS
WYSE
Termrsal
WISE 50 Ter 's nal
WISE 60 Terrnmal

PERSYST

Persyst EC-8 EGA Card
Persyst Mono/Color Combo

CALL

11

CALL
37900
725.00
088.00
699.00

Persyst SB-111 Multi-I/0

286

BEST BUY Monitors
Samsung 12" Amber
998.
Samsung/LTI 14 TTL
139.
LTI Enhanced EGA 14'
399.
LT1 Enhanced CGA 14"
288.
Zenith COU Color
193.
Zenith Composite
Amber
59.9s

- 2 Yr. Warranty

Turbo EGA
Tiny Turbo 286
PC Turbo 286E ,1Mb
Jet 386 PC ro 366
RamOuestI2M0 PS/2

0109
179

CTS
C1S24088audl,ntl

MICROSOFT
Bus Mouse/Show Partner
PS/2 Mouse/Show Partner
Serial Mouse/Show Partner
Mach 10 with
Windows and Mouse . .

Advanced

to 10240
4 Norton ^ SI

INTEL - 5 Yr. Warranty
Aboveboard AT/1280
Aboveboard 286/5120 S/P

EVEREX EYERCOM Ire
1200 Baud Modem (Intl
2400 Baud Modem lint I

MOUSE SYSTEMS 3 Yr Warr
PC Mouse w/Pop-ups
599.00
Torrington Mouse
8900

CALL
488.00

WYSE
WYSE WY703 121304800

79 95
895.00
389.00

Mono/Printer Card
PGA Graphics Card
PGA Mondor

MIGENT - 1 Yr. Warranty
Pocket Modem 12008
wiSoftware
0159"

KEYTRONICS
NEWI 101 Keys
81,590
5151 Deluxe Keyboard
19590
5153 Deluxe Keyboard, Pad 26995
ACP 5150 Keyboard
58.95
ACP 5151 Deluxe Keyboard
79.95
ACP 5160 AT/XT Keyboard « 95
ACP 5152 XT/AT Keyboard
7995

SALE
SALE

TAXAN
Supervision 650 12" RG8
Supervision 660 12" EGA
Supervision 840 16"
Ultra Hi Res

IBM

ORCHID

ANDES
310A Amber HI.
722C Enhanced Color
IV White plus 12809800

- 2 Yr. Wrnty
CALL

and Second
Dose Drive

.
499.

SONY
Multrscan wthlt swivel
RGB Mondor w/TV

- 2 Yr. Warranty

Hercules incolor Card

•
84/1914

MONITORS

NEW!

AST

BEST BUY Computers

INPUT DEVICES

379.95

AT 3 51Ab 4.14
RS-232 Ports
Mulish() Plus
(4 RS- 232 Ports)
ACC- 286
786 Accelerator

Shown wan
Ophonel
Monnor

EGA Best Buy

AD410121 Floppy 1/0 /0010 «
29 "
AC340 Ganse Card PC/XT/A1 29.95
AC511 PrIlel Port PC/XT/AT
29 95
AC530 Serial Port PC/XT/A1 29.95
AR319 C4( Multlfunction 6 Pk 69.95
AM640 Floppy- Hard
Controller/AT
179 95
AS956 XT Turbo
Motherboard/OK
99 95
A5949 AT Turbo
Motherboard/00
379.95
AS951 Baby AT
Motherboard/OK

MODEMS
HAYES - 2 Yr. Warranty
1200 RS- 232 Eaternal
1299 oo
12008 wiSMARTCOM lint 1 299 00
2400 RS-232 External
447 oo
2400 w/SMARTCOM lint
4.07 . 00

1088.
329.
175.
196.
1115.
260.

Mazer 286 Deal!
. • 6-8 MHz. 512Kb topando

QUANTITIES

to 1Mb • • 1.2Mb 514 Nippy

OF 10 OR
$799 EACH...

and controller • Second
drive, monitor optional

AlphaMicro VCR
Backup Card
ken Model 110 XT
Pal/grass 1020- XT
Ta/brass 1020-A1
Ta//grass 1020E- XT
Western Digital 60Mb

$333.00
219.00
338.00
338 00
525.00
888 00

IOMEGA BERNOULLIS
10 meg ringlet $899.00
20 mero single)
s
119900
20 meg 10 • 2010
1399.00
40meg 20 • 20 .
Bernoulli Plus (.20.20)
BETA 1201

189900
3299.00
1098.00

INTERFACES FOR BERNOULLI
Non Boot PC/XT/AT . $ 139.00
Auto Boot PC/XT/AT
189.00
BERNOULLI CARTRIDGES
10 meg-3 pak
817600
20 me9-3 pak
255.00
BETA
pak
219.00
BB head cleaning kit
65.00

NC101 Par , to Ser Cony
NClOQ Par to Ser Cony
NC205 Switch Box 3536- AB
NC201 Switch Box 2525-AB
Buffalo SO Mu/ti-Connect

849.99
89.95
34.95
34.95
499.95

ACCESSORIES
Flip- Soft (to 75 disks
$14.00
ACP 51/4 Disk Holder
9.00
ACP
Disk Holder
12.00
Head Cleaner 5-1/4' or
9.00
PERFECT COMPUTERCARE 6/118,15

3-1/2-

e

MEMORY
641(/15Ons
6.4K/12Ons
2561(/15Ons
25614/120110
256K/10Ons
1Mb Chip 1COns

Sr 19
149
3 29
349
499
fi 33 95

QUADRAM
Ouadbrd PC/XT
Liberty PC/XT OK
Ouadprint PC/ XT AccIrtr
Quad EMS I/0 • 256K

1119.95
149.95
149.95
139.00

EGA COLOR CARDS
AT! EGA Wonder
528900
GENOA Super EGA
29900
PARADISE
• Auloswitch 350
22500
•AutOSYHIch 480
30900
• Mon/ ,Color COmbo Card
89.95
VIDEO 7Vega Deruxe
29900

DISKETTE PRICE BREAK TI-IRUI

BULK
DISKETTES

•Gonorle

Noxell

61/9 SODS

39c
DS00

baled

995

9.05

tlif 0509

10.88

10.88

5-1/4" 96191

24.65

WM«

Sane

995

-

1018

-

ACP
795'

-

2495

8.88

-

-

5.1/4' NO

21/5

21.95

21/5

3-1/2'1300

12.88

13.75

1288

13.00

1995'

3-1/2' 0000

18.88

19.50

21 00

11188

17.50 •

59.00

53 50

56.00

56.00

49 95'

3.1/r MO

Oty 100

Full

-

POWER PROTECTION

31VI DATA
CARTRIDGES

514 95

-

24 9S
22 95

9041

16 95

TRIPPL ITE MAR 4
4 outlet Surge Suppressor $41.
TRIPPLITE 110gal 8
8 outlet Surge Suppressor
49,
110e Conditioner (4 outle)
133.
Backup Power Supply (450W1 350,
Backup Power Supply 675W) 529
Backup Power Supply 1000WI 945.
Backup NO Supply
W) 1275.
LIEBERT
lerbul PC- EE ' UPS
790 o0

ACP's Com uter Software Department...You Save!!!
01005
Page Maker
ALPHA SOFTWARE.
veyworks 30
Aionarthree 10

CALL
8 59.
220.

AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTERS*
MoDemon II 25
BIOS.
ANSA/BORLAND
Parader II
sum
Pared. 20
CALL
ASHTON TATE
rouse Ill Plus II
1,arnework o 11
Multernale Advantage II

CALL
CALL
CALL

BORLAND
turbo Tee 20
$ 25
'urbo Database Toolbox 11
41

Turbo ugh/nng 10
Turbo BASIC 10
Srdekrck 15
Eureka 10
Turbo C 10
II
Suierkey II
BRODERBUND
Graelucs Library 1
Graphics Library 1
Print ShOP
8484,

58
58
50.
59.
59.
84.
59.
923.
23.
34.

COMPU EEEEE
Slarter Kit
822.
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES
SuperCalc 4
8279.
CRO EEEEEE COMM
Crosstalk XVI. 361
Crosstalk Mark la t0

8 95
126

115

Remote I3
DAC
SAC Easy PaY 1 11
DAC Easy AccountIng

033
45

DIGITAL EEEEEE CH*
Gem Draw Plus 20
Gem Desktop Publisher I0
EXECUTIVE SYSTEM*
XTREE 20
5TH
ION PICPr.
Faslback 514
GENERIC
Generic CA00 30

lerll

i
alo

JAVELIN Javelin I1
•Not Copy

$189
255
$31.
807.

378

BYTE • DECEMBER 1987

lluldres Advanced
PAPER9ACX SOFTWARE
VP.Experl 10
OP- Into I0
TP.Graphrcs ICI
VP.Planner 13

MICRORIM
Abase Graphics 10
Abase System V 1t

sm .

MICROSOFT
Vendor, I03

oneI''''

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

W115.

C Cor9pYer 40
Gunk 811 5lC 20 ,
NORTON
Commander
Piddles 40

WordSlar Prolessronal Rd l4 $257.
Wordstar 2000 Plus Gel 2
255.
Easy Extra Value Pack Italy Extra
S,aeoore ve,Plannen
99.

56915 ;14
,',',..6: 43401e
Pr

BIB.
145.

MICROPRO

en

* Advanced Computer Products. Inc.
Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
Retail: 1310-8 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705

LIFETREE
Volksenler Deluxe Plus 10
Volkserder 3rD
MECA
Managing your Money 30

u''

415.

PERSONICS
Smartboles 14
SeeMORE 1o

sae
122.
240.
2$5.

OUARTEROECA
Desch..., 10
Expanded Memory
Manager I0

TOLL FREE

800-854-8230
CA

Residents 714-558-8813

279
02.

SOFTWARE PuBLISHING
Harvard Prot Pt:blusher
$405.
F.'s, Cnorce 10
109.

$42.
55.

AAAAAA EC
04,120

85.
sss
59
55
60

147
47
sin.
39.

S219.

T- MAKER
Personal %Asher
HP Laserjet Oormn

S78.
49.

TRAVELING SOFTWARE.
LAP.LINK 20

575.

TURNER PAW
SOZ. 15
Soleil Plus
4Wore 10
Cambrege Spreadsheet
Analyst 202
XEROX
V6.11tIra P69116996

$48
59
59
5499

viOnopEAFEcT
Wordpeecl 42
Library 11

sly,
65

SOFTWARE CLOSEOUTS
Microsoft 0,'''
569 95
Javelin
66 95
Writer 11
D651009 Mgr
19 95
Above DISC ( EMS
69 95
Miciorun Abase 5000
149 95
11( Solver
99 95
MuMmare
.21.22•4, 12 ,••• L

SPECIAL!!!
immune
QUATRO

• NO Surcharge or VISA or Mastercard

s149.

OUR POLICY

• vow.e purchasing agreements available
• Orders suoinci to availability • Supply limited on cone,. dam,
• Pricing subleCt to change mihoul nohce
• ACP Retail Slore pricing may vary Nor responsible for typos

ASK FOR GILLES. DON. TODD. MIKE OR MARK
Circle 6on Reader Service Card

I C

IC's, Parts, Components...Shipped Fast!

's

West Coast's Largest Selection...Call for More
RAM Upgrades!
...priced in sets of 9
•64K/12Ons $ 12.95
•64K/150ns
9.95
•256K/10Ons
43.95
•256K/120ns
33.95
•256K/150ns
28.95
DYNAMIC RAMS
4116/200ns
MK4332/20Ons
4164 /2COns
4164/150ns
4164/12Ons
4164/PIN ONE
4416/20Ons
4416/15Ons
4464/120ns

$1.29
5.95
1.10
1.19
1.49
2.75
3.75
419
649

4464/150ns
$5.49
41256/100ns
5.45
41256/12Ons
3.99
41256/15Ons
3.25
41264/150ns
11.95
4128/15Ons
4.19
8118/4517-150ns. 1.19
1MEG/10Ons .. 2495
TMS 4161/15Ons
695

STATIC RAMS
2102LP/450ns
2101/45Ons
2112/450ns
2114/45Ons
21142
21141/2
6116/15Ons

199
1.79
2.69
.89
1.19
199
195

6116/1200s $2.95
6116LP/150ns
1.95
6264LP/120ns
3.95
6264LP/150ns
3.65
6264/15Ons
3.50
62256/120ns
12.85
62256/100ns
19.95

74 HCT SERIES
74HCTOO
74HCTO2
74HCTat
741101C8
74HCT10
74HC127
74HCT74
74HC1138
74HC1157
74HCT160

525
25
.25
25
25
.30
49
.50
.65
65

74HCT161
74HCT163
741407164
74HCT175
74HCT240
741407241
741407244
74H01245
74HCT257
74HCT259

565
65
.65
.65
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
.65
1.10

74HCT54051a9
74HCT541 1.99
74HCT563 2.99
74HCT564 2.99
74HCT573 1.99
74HCT574 1.99
741101610 1.99
74H01646 2.99
74H01563 2.99
741101564 2.99

LINEAR
CA3086 51.19
CA3089
1.19
CA3403
1.19
LF347N
1.49
1F348N
149
LF356H
1.99
LF441
1.69
LM301
.33
1M30919
1.00
1M3170
2.95
LM317T
1.75
161318
115
161319 .95
L613201XX 60
161320kXX 135
LM323K
4.25
161324
35
16133502 119
16132902 119
161337H
249
LM337K
495
1M338K
695
1M340I-XX 60
11.9340K-10C 125
LM358
45
L61376
159
LM380 .95
161389
95
161303
65
161497
2.50
1M565 .30
161556
45
LM558 .85
L1,
4569
275
1.1.15FA
150

LM566
LM567
161723
L11733
LM741
1M747
LM748
1111414
L911886
11.11330
LIA 1350
L611358
1611372
1M140818
1M1458
1911488
L611489
1611899
LM2003
LM2206
LM2111
1112211
1.11
82240
11112930
11.12901
LM2917
1613345
LM3059
1113079
1613133
11113140
LIA3160
1193161
1613102
1612052

$1.10
75
30
30
30
60
65
1.49
3.29
195
1.25
1.95
2.25
250
AO
.60
60
250
75
3.75
1.19
275
1.75
1.19
1.19
1.29
1.19
1.99
149
95
95
1.95
195
195
149

LM3900
1E13909
1E13911
11.13914
1612915
1113916
LM4024
1194044
1614136
1114558
LM7555
1.517556
1617601
LM7663
LM78H05
LM78H12
1618036
6103423
MC3959
6103470
MC348,
3
6103486
MC3487
LM3524
TDA1170
TDA1180
71074
TLC81
11692
11694
ULP92003
ULN2064
81192074
ULN2081
ULN2981

74HC SERIES
7414000
74HCO2
7414004
744008
74HCO9
7414010
74HC 11
74HC14
74HC20
74HC32
74HC74
74HC85
74HC112

$25
..25
.25
.25
..25
.25
..25
..25
25
25
.35
65
65

74HC125
74HC132
74HC133
74HC138
74H0139
74110148
74110151
74110153
74110154
74110157
74640161
74110166
74640173

150
.50
.50
.55
.55
.75
.65
.65
3.75
.65
.65
1.15
65

74HCI74
74HC175
74640940
74H0244
74HC245
74H0368
74140373
74140374
74H04020
74H04060
74HC4066
741404075
74HC4078

7400 SERIES
7400
5.18
74(12 . 18
7404 . 18
7405 . 18
7406 .... .35
7407 .... .35
7408
25
7410 .....25
7414 .....35
7420 .....25
7426 .... .25
7427 .... .25
7430 .... .25
7432 .... .25
7438 .... .25
7442 .... .30
85
7447 ..
95

CMOS

7474.... 6.35
7475.... .35
7476.... .35
7485.... .35
7486.... .35
7490.... .35
7493.... .35
7495.... .35
74121... .35
74123 ... .45
74125... .45
74126 ... .45
74148 ... .65
74150 ... 1.20
74151... .65
74153 ... .65
74154 ... 120

74C CHIPS
74C00.. 5 25
74CO2 ....25
74004 ... .25
74008... .35
74010... .35
74014... .49
74C32... .35
74090... 1.19

74C 154 $2.85 74C374 $ 169
74C173 .. 99 740903 .. 1.19
740174.. .99 740906.. 1.19
740175.. 99 740912.. 6.95
740221.. 1.25 740922.. 195
740240.. 1.69 740923.. 3.95
740244 .. 169 740929.. 4.89
740373.. 1.69 740932 14.89

Partial Listing Only!!!
Call us for components...

74LS SERIES
741_500 $ 19 7415125
741502
19 7415126
741503
19 7415138
741504.
19 7415139
741505.
19 7415153
741508.
19 7415154
741.509
19 7415157
741510..
19 7415158
741/14.. 35 7415161
741527.. 28 7415163
741530.
25 741/164
741532.. 28 7415165
741547.. 99 7415166
741573.. 35 7415173
74LS74.. 35 7415174
741575.. 35 7415175
741576.. 35 7415189
741585. 49 7415190
741586.
28 7415191
741590
45 7415192
741593
45 7415193
7415107
45 741/195
741/109
45 7415221
7415123
49 741_5240

5.45
49
.45
.45
.59
1.29
.40
.40
.49
49
.49
.49
.99
.49
.49
.49
3.95
.49
.49
.49
.49
.49
.65
99

7415241
7415242
7415243
74LS244
7415245
7415257
7415258
7415259
7415273
7415322
74LS323
7415365
7415366
741/367
7415368
7415373
7415374
741/393
7415624
741/629
7415640
7415641
7415670
741_5E68

5.99
99
99
99
99
69
69
99
99
1.79
1.79
59
59
59
99
99
99
99
1.89
189
189
1.89
99
189

.45
1.25
1.95
275
2.75
275
3.95
3.95
1.50
.75
2.50
74F00.. $ .35 74F153
5.59 74F243 $129
2.50
74F02... .35 74F157 .. .59 74F244 .. 1.29
2.95
74F04...
35 74F158 .. .59 74F245.. 1.29
295
74F08... 35 74F160 .. .59 74F251.. .79
656
74F10... .35 74F16I .. .59 74F258 .. .79
6.95
74F11... . 35 74F163 .. .59 74F280.. 2.89
375
74F20... 35 74F174 .. .69 74F373 .. 1.49
1.49
74F32... .35 74(175.. .69 74974 .. 1.49
243
49 74F181.. 1.99 74F379 .. 1.99
299 74F64...
74F74... 49 74F189 .. 2.99 74F399 .. 2.99
E99
74(86... .49 74(219.. 4.99 74F52I .. 2.99
169
1.69 74F109.. .49 74F240.. 129 74F533 .. 2.99
1.99 74F139 .
49 74F241.. 129 74F534 .. 2.99
74E151
59
149
543
165
75
SOLDERTAIL
H916517
59 22PINW/W 1.29
.85 8F1NL/P 5.10 HR185/T .. 69 24PINW/W 1.29
125 14PINL/P ... 12 MR205/1 .... 79 28PINW/W 159
1.19 1611/11/P ... 12 HR225/1....89 40PINW/ W 1.99
1.79 18F1NL/P ... 16 HR245/T ....99 III RES W/W
1.59 20PINL/P ...20 HR28S/T 1.19 HR8W/W 5.79
1.49 22PINL/P ...22 HR405/T 1.49 HR14W/W 1.19
199 2419111/P ...25 HR64S/T 4.99 HR16W/W 1.29
29PINL/P ...27 WIREWRAP
HR18W/W 129
40PINL/P ...29 8P1NW/W 159 HR2OW/V/ 1.69
48PINL/P ...99 14PINW/W .59 HR22W/W 1.79
$ 65 64PINL/P 2.49 16PINW/W . 69 HR24W/W 1.99
65 111 RES
18P1NW/W 99 HR28W/W 2.29
1.29 HR8S/T.. $ 39 20PINW/W 1.19 HR4OW/W 3.49
1.29 HR145/T... 49
1.29
.65
1.29
VOICE RECOGNITION
16450 - 16 BIT
1.29
CHIP SET $49.95 USART
$16.95
.99 YAMAHA DXY
8250 - 8BIT
99
CHIP SET
29.95 USART
6.95
.99 TMS 6100
5822- CLOCK 3.95
.89
SPEECH CHIP. . 995 58167 - CLOCK
8.95
149 TMS 5200 SPEECH CHIP
795

74F SERIES

IC SOCKETS

SPECIAL FUNCTION

* Advanced Computer Products. Inc.
Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
Retail: 1310-8 E. Edinger. Santa Ana, CA 92705

Circle 6on Reader Service Card

74157 ... 5.65
74158 ... .65
74173 ... .65
74174 ... .65
74175 ... .65
74176 ... .65
74181... 1.75
74189 ... 2.95
74193 ... .65
74195 ... .65
74198 ... 1.65
74221 ... .75
74273... 1.75
74365 ... .50
74366 ... .50
74367 ... .50
74368
50

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

004691
8.18 034017
004002 . . 18 CD4018
CD4007
59 094020
C04008 . /9 CD4024
004009
59 CD4025
004010
.29 004027
CD4011 .29 C04030
034012
.29 CD4040
CD4013
.29 CD4042
034016
59 CD4046

$59
.59
.50
49

CD4047 .. 5.65
CD4048 .. .75
CD4049.. .29
CD4050.. .39
.9 CD4051.. .39
.35 CD4052.. .59
29 CD40i3 .. .59
CD4060 .. 1.49
CD4063 .. 1.49
.65 CD4066. .29

CO- PROCESSORS V20/30
8087 (5MHz) $ 105 80287 10(10 MHz) 365
80137-2 (8MHz)... 160. V20-5 (5MHz)
6955
80287 (5MHz) .... 185. V20-8 (8MHz) ... 12.95
80287-8 (8MHz)
265 V30-8 (8MHz) ... 17.95

MOS EPROMS
1702A - 1ms
2532-450ns
2564-450ns
2708- 450es
2716
2716-1
27016
1/A52716-450ns
(3v)
2732- 450ns
2732- 250ns
27032
2764-450ns
2764- 25Ons
27C64-45Ons.
27128-250ns.

$5.95
4.50
9.95
4.25
4.95
595
5.95

27128-450ns..
27256-200ns..
270256 - 25Ons.
27512 25Ons..
8741 _
8742
8748
8749
8751
8755
68764
68766
68701,
68705P
2816-El
2864-E1

$4.95
7.95
7.95
1175
24.95
24.95
16.95
19.95
2995
29.95
19.95
19.95
24.95
19.95
7.95
19.95

180A510/0
ZIKIAS10/1
280A510/2
Z8OADART
Z8OBCPU
2808010
280BP10

$4.95
4.95
4.95
4.99
2.99
3.99
399

8.49
3.95
4.95
6.95
3.95
4.95
6.95
595

Z80 SERIES
ZIXICPU
Z8OCTC
Z800ART
Z8OPIO
280ACPU
280ACTC
280APIO

$ 1.49
1.49
4.49
1.49
1.99
1.99
1.99

BIPOLAR/PALS
825123
825126
825129
825137
825181
825191
745188

$ 129
1.29
1.99
2.99
7.99
1199
129

745189
745287
745288
745471
745472
PAL 1618
PAL 20113

51 69
199
199
499
699
499
995

8000 SERIES
8031
5 2.95 8212
8035/39
2.95 8216
8080A
295 8224
8085A
2.95 8237A/S
8086
7.50 8250
8088
7.95 8251A/S
8088-2
9.95 8253-5
80186-6(5MHz)
14.95 8255-S.
80186-3(8MHz)
24.95 8257-5
80286-6 (5MHz)
19.95
80286-8 (8MHz)
34.95 8272/761,
80386(12MHz). 450.00 8275
8202
11.95 8279
8203
14.95 8284

$1.95
1.95
1.95
5.95
6.95
195
1.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
4.25
24.95
4.95
495

512.95
19 95
39 95
149 95

68020/1ErMHz
68450
68881/12MHz
68881/16MHz

5219 95
49 95
219 95
299 95

6502 SERIES
6502

651292

6502A
650213
6510

V 95
11.95
4.95
695
995

6520
6522
6532
6545
6551 .

6800 SERIES
6863
6802
6810

52 95 6821
495 6845
295 6850

$29 CD4510 $ 69 CD4543
$89
29 C04511 .69 004555
99
29 CD4512 .69 CD4556
99
29 CD4518 .79 CD4584
69
79 CD4519 . .79 CD14409 6.95
65 CD4520 .79 C014410 7.95
CD4522 .79 CD14411 8.95
CD4082. .29 CD4538
79 C014412 895
CD4093 .35
CD40103 190 Call Us For Morel!

SIMM RAM MODULES.
64K x9(150ns)
$49.95
for
89.95
PC S 256K x9(120ns)
iMb x9(120ns) 299.00
for
256K x8(120ns)
79.97
MAC S 1Mb x8(120ns) 239.00
CRYSTALS
000MHz S3 25 50688MHz S2 25
i8432MHz .. 3.25 6000MHz ... 2.25
2000MHz . 2.25 6144MHz .. 225
2097152MHz 2.25 65536MHz .. 225
24576MHz 2.25 8000MHz . .. 225
3000MHz
2.25 9000MHz . 225
32768MHz . 2.25 10 000MHz 225
3.579MHz ... 2.25 11 000MHz 225
4000MHz
225 12 00091111 225
.1032MHz
225 13 000MHz 225
OCOMHz
225

15000116z
16.000MHz
18000MHz
18 432MHz
20 030116:
22 1184MHz
24.000MHz
36 000MHz
48 000MHz
32 768K Hz

52.25
225
225
225
225
225
225
2.25
225
I50

OSCILLATORS
000MHz S5 50 6500MHz 5550 16000Mnz . 550
8432MHz 550 7I68MHz . 5.56 10 257M11/ _ 550
2.000MHz . 550 8COOMHz
550 18 000MHz _ 550
?4576MHz .. 550 9000MHz
550 18 43281Hz 550
?500MHz
550 10 003MHz 550 196E08MHz 550
:16864MHz 550 11 000MHz 550 20000MHz . 550
4000MHz
550 12 0001A+1, 550 22 000MHz 550
491520MHz 550 12 503MHz 550 24 000MHz 550
1000MHz
550 14 318MHz 550 24 576MHz 550
50688MHz 550 15 COOMHz 550 37 250MHz 150
8000MHz
550 15 360MHz 550 43 203MHz 550
E144MHz
550 15 758MHz 550

CONNECTORS
62PIN ST ( PC/XT) $ 1.95 50PIN W/W ( Apple) 450
50PIN ST (Apple) 250 62PIN ST ( ATI
495

EXTENDER CARDS
APPLE
5103

$14.95 IBM PC .
24.95 IBM AT

44 95
34 95

PHOTO CARDS
APPLE
6100

$12.95 IBM PC .
1995 IBM AT

V4 95
34 95

DIP SWITCH
1POSITION
2POSTION
3POSTION
4POSTION
5POSTION
6POSTION

6.49
.59
.69
.69
.79
.79

7POSTION
8POSTION
9POSTION
10 POSTION
12 POSTION

$ 89
89
129
129
149

ECONO ZIFS

68000 SERIES
68000/8MHz
68010/8MHz
68010/10MHz
68020112M Hz

1134069
D4070
D4071
04072
104073
004076

S2 95
495
495
995
495

1r. PINZIF
24 PINZIF

13 50 40 PINZIF
395 64 PINZIF

5695
995

TEXTOOL ZIFS
It PINZIF
24 PINZIF
20 PINZIF

54 50 40 PINZIF
595 64 PINZIF
895

59.95
17.95

IC TEST CLIPS
14 PIN
1E PIN
2-0 PIN

$195 40 PIN
3.95 64 PIN
12.95 68PLCC

$19.95
39.95
69.95

LCC SOCKETS

$295
495 &SPIN
495
84 PIN

514 95
19 95

100 PIN
SZ2 95
Cal tor More...

Since 1976 .. The Nation's
TOP Computer Supplier
TOLL FREE

800-854-8230
CA Residents

714-558-8813

•No Surcharge Or VISA or Mastercard
OUR POUCY
•Volume purchasing agreements evadable
•Orders subject to mailabillty • Supply limited on certam dem
•pricing subject to change wothout nohce
•ACP Rem., qt0IP pr,c11,g may vary Not respons.b,e for typc5

ASK FOR GILLES, DON. TODD. MIKE OR MPAIK
DECEMBER 1987 • B YTE

379

4.

JADE COMPUTER

ÇOMp
W75- i
98-7

q . 12 YEARS
GUARANTEED'
SATISFACTIOY
- , Ce
9.0

8 MHz Turbo-XT

OPTION B

OPTION A
• High Resolution Amber Flat Screer
• High Resolution Graphics Card
• parallel Printer Port

•640K of RAM
•4.77 or 8 MHz
• 150 Watt Power Supply
• Deluxe Keyboard
• 360K Disk Drive • 8087 Socket
•8 Expansion Slots • One Year Warranty

D

•Hi- Res ROB Color Monitor
•High Resolution Graphics Cara
•Parallel Printer Port

ADD

ADD $ 148
OPTION C
• 21.3 Megabyte Hard Disk Drive
• Dual Hard Disk Controller Card

ADD

$
298

$
298

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
Option B

Option A

30 MB add
'790

Option C

10 MHz Turbo-AT

• 12 MB Drive
• Hard/Floppy Controller
• 30/40 MB Hard Disk
• Hi- Res Color Monitor
• Color Graphics Card
• Parallel Printer Port

• 12 MB Drive
• Hard/Floppy Controller
• 30/40 MB Hard Disk
• Hi- Res Amber Monitor
• Monochrome Graphics Card
• Parallel Printer Port

30 MB add

40 MB add

• 6 or 10 MHz 80286
•640K ( Expands to 1MB)
•80287 Socket
•200 Watt Power Supply
• Enhanced Keyboard
• Real Time Clock/Calendar
•One Year Warranty

40 MB add

'990

' 930

• t2 MB Drive
• Hard/Floppy Controller
• 30/40 MB Hard Disk
• EGA Card
• EGA Monitor

' 1140

30 MB add

40 MB add

'1250 ' 1400

PANASONIC

EPSON®
PRINTER

10801 Model II
10911
1092
1592
1595
1524

120D

168

MSP-10
MSP-15
MSP-20
MSP-25
MSP-50
MSP-55

LX- 800, FX-86e, EX- 286e, LQ-800, LQ-1000
LQ-850, LQ-1050, EX- 800, EX- 1000, LQ-2500, GQ-3500
Call for Our Best Price

'
328
'
428
'
458
'
588

10 MB Full Ht Kit

Hard Disk,
Controller ( PC)

20 MB 1/
2 Ht Kit

and Cables

360K DISK DRIVE
Built By Alpine Electronics to IBM Specifications, same
as Qume 142

• 360K

• 48 TPI
• Double- sided

40 MB for AT....S398

Ball- Bearing Slides with
Ergonomic Palm Rest

$48
BYTE • DECEMBER 1987

AS
AS

NEC

'468

LC- 890

'
3528

40 MB Card

21 MB Card

$498

$338
Phis

im

Hardcard
20

31
2 " DISK DRIVE
/
FOR YOUR PC/XT/AT

$568

$78

Ilc /
2 Hard Disk Drive
1

' 799
119

Ile /
2 High Disk Drive
1

'119

Ile, il

'129

Disk Drive

Grappler Printer Card
16K RAM card
1MB RAM Card w/OK
II+, lie Printer Card & Cable
Serial Board

$828

Tandon TM100-2 Full Ht. Replacement
Drive for Your IBM PC or XT

$128
20 MB Hard Disk

Hardcard
40

360K
DISK DRIVE

DISK DRIVE FOR YOUR APPLE
LOW

'
698
'
958
'
1088

'
458
'
648
'
888
'
968
'
1088
'
2168

Down Loading to your Lap-Top or

. Half Height

341 SL
P351 II
P351C II

P660
P760
P560XL
P565XL
P960XL
LC- 860

New IBM PS/2. Requires DOS 3.20

• Double density

'
498
'
499

'
168
'268
'328
.s298
'398
'368

720K Disk Drive for Mass Storage or for

—14.de

DELUXE
KEYBOARD
DRAWER

380

Ht. Kit

$268 $298

30 MB for AT.... 378

$65

30 MB

321 SL
341e

21 Megabyte Card

e .
e eue,

HARD DISK
DRIVE

llama
lingiW

TOSHIBA

'
178
' 198

4CITIZEN"

$

Shown
with
Optional
Monitor

'39
'129
'49

MicroSpeed
Fast SS
7 MHz Turbo
Board For Your Turbo

$99

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card

LASER PRINTER

1200 BAUD

▪

MODEM
$69 95

$99

' 119
'229

Hayes 120013 w/o Software .329
Hayes 12008 w/Smartcom II ____. 359

É"»
•
t imlur
•30.000 Page M TBF

• 100 Sheet Input/Output Tray
• 81
2 " x 11" and 8.4" x 14" Paper
/
• " No-Jam" Straight Through Paper Path

• . 300.000 Page Engine
•Warranteed and Services
Nationwide by Genicom

• Plug-in Font Cards

internal 2400 Baud Card

with Software

'
148

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 . 389
Hayes 240013 w/Smartcom II _' 549
Hayes Smartmodem 2400

HP Laser Jet Plus
Emulation Module
*(Required)

1.5 MB RAM Upgrade

s98

Extra Toner Cartridge

. 589

TOSHIBA P341e

198

$59

rha HEWLETT
PACKARD Laserciet II

$498

$1798

List Price ,1049

• 180 CPS, 24 PIN
• IBM Emulation

List Price ' 2495

•One Year Toshiba Warranty • New Improved Model
• For Tractor add ,99
• 512K RAM up to 4 MB

200 CPS

STAR RADIX Lwow

• 200 CPS Bi-directional

• 16K Buffer

• 17 x 9 Near Letter Quality
• IBM Graphics
• Parallel & Serial

•Adjustable Pusher Tractor
• One Year Factory Warranty
• Limited Quantity

132 Column

NEC
MULTISPEED

$529 $1398
13' Color Monitor

Lap- Top Computer

MOUSE

MICROSOFT.

With Pop-up Menus

MS-DOS 3.21

$69

Including
GW-BASIC
Supports 31
2 " Drive
/

$88

Software Options

Dr. Halo

Desktop Publishing

$18

Graphics

$
64

W.

Rosecrans

Ave.

Box

5046

F
Are e

on

VISA

e

er

ervice

a

E,1X.1,11

Hi -res EGA monitor... 1369

• EGA, CGA, MDA & HGA
• 100% IBM Compatible
• 256K of Video RAM

HIRES RGB MONITOR

$259
LIST PRICE ,699

•Samsung 14" Monitor • 16 Color . 41 mm Dot Pitch
•640 x240 Non- glare Tube • Free Tilt & Swivel Base

No-Slot Clock
For Your PC- XT ( Clone

INTEL

r
. App:p

$49

Math Co- Processor
8087-3 (
5 MHz)

1109

8087-2 ( 8 MHz)
8087-1 ( 10 MHz)

_ 1159
1205

80287-6 ( 6 MHz)

• Uses No Slots
• 20 Year Battery
• Includes Software

1185

80287-8 ( 8 MHz)

Plug-in Clock Board for PC ' 49

'255

80287 -10 (10 MHz)

' 305

80387

' 588

Continental U.S.A. (800)421-5500
Inside California ( 800)262-1710
Los Angeles (
213) 973-7707
TeleFax ( 213) 675-2522

Prices at our seven store locations will be
higher.

Hawthorne, CA 90251-5046

MONITOR

Hi-res EGA video card... 1149

•Samsung Dual Mode Monitor
• Non- glare . 31 mm Dot Pitch
• 640 x350, 640 x 200

JADE COMPUTER
4901

CARD &

LIST PRICE '998

15" wide,

NEC
MULTISYNC

$499

$299

List Price ,649

•8 Page Per Minute
•300 DPI Graphics

EGA PACKAGE

RADIX
LV2015

$198

% JR

X3C11)11LUIVI

• 8 Pages Per Minute
• 512K of RAM

•Guaranteed Hayes Compatible • 1
2 Slot Card
/
•300/1200 Baud • On- Board Speaker
•Auto Answer/Dial • FCC Approved
•Touch Tone/Pulse • 2 Year Warranty

External 2400 Baud

M•nulactured by

List Price '2495

• 300 x 300 DPI Resolution

Including Free Bitcom Software

External 1200 Baud

Centronics

We accept cash, checks, credit cards or
purchase orders from qualified firms and
institutions. Minimum prepaid order $ 15.00.

Ca & Tx

residents add sales tax. Pnces &

availability subject to change without notice.

Shipping &

handling

charges

via

UPS

Ground 50C/lb UPS Air $ 100/lb Minimum
charge $3.00.
DECEMBER 1987 • BYTE

381

256K STATIC 32' 5
KM $ 12 95 256K DRAMS Airms, . 295
****

STATIC RAMS

2112
2114
21141.2
TMM2016-100
HM6116-4
HM6116-3
HM6116LP-4
HM6116LP-3
HM6116LP.2
HM6264LP-15
HM6264LP.12
HM432561P-15
HM432561P-12
HM43256LP-10

256x4
1024x4
1024x4
2048x8
2048x8
2048x8
2048 x8
2048x8
2048x8
8192x8
8192x8
32768x8
32768 x8
32768:8

(450ns)
2.99
(450ns)
. 99
(200.15)110W POWER) 1.49
1.95
(20O0./(CMOS)
1.79
(150«0(CMOS)
1.85
(20Ons)(CMOSIILP)
1.85
115OnsI(CMOSKI-P)
1 .90
(12Ons)1CMOSHLP)
2.45
115Ons/(CMOSIILP)
3.95
(12Ons)1CMOSKLP)
4.49
115Ons)1CMOS/ILP/
12.95
112OnslICMOSIILP)
14.95
110Ons)(CMOSIIIP)
1 9. 95

DYNAMIC RAMS
16384x1
4116-250
16384x1
4116-200
16384x1
4116-150
16384x1
4116-120
32768x1
MK4332
65536x1
4164-150
65536x1
4164.120
65536x1
MCM6665
1M54164
65536x1
4164- REFRESH 65536x1
TPAS4416
16384x4
41128-150
131072x1
17/164464-15
65536:4
41256-150
262144x1
41256-120
262144x1
41256-100
262144x1
F1M51258-100 262144x1
1 MB- 120
1048576x1
1MB- 100
1048576x1

1024x8 ( 450ns)125V)
4.95
2048x8
1450n0(25V)
3.49
2048x8
135Ons1125V1
3.95
4096x8
145Ons)1250)
5.95
4096x8
145Ons)(25V)
3.95
4096x8 ( 250ns)(21V1
3.95
4096x8
120Ons)121V)
4.25
8192s8
125Ons)(12.5V CMOS) 4.95
8192x8
14500s)(12.50)
3.49
8192x8 ( 250ns)112.5V)
3.69
8192x8
120Ons1(12.5V)
4.25
8192x8 ( 35Ons)(21V)124 PIN) 15.95
16384x8
1250.10112.50/
4.25
32768x8 ( 25Ons1112.5V CMOS/ 7.95
32768x8 ( 250ns/112.510
5.95
65536x8
1250ns)(12.50)
11.95
65536:8 ( 25Ons1(12.5V CMOS) 12.9 5
xxV=Prograrn Vottage

Z-80

6500

2.5 MHz

1.0 MHZ
6502
2.25
65CO2 ( CMOS) 7.95
6520
1.65
6522
2.95
6526
13.95
6532
5.95
6545
2.95
6551
2.95

2.0 MHz
6502A
65204
65224
65324
65454
6551A

2.69
2.95
5.95
11.95
3.95
6.95

3.0 MHz
6502B

6800
1.0 MHZ
1.95
2.95
3.95
2.95
2.95
1.95
2.95
1.25
3.95
4.95
6.95
2.75
4.75
1.95
22.95

2.0 MHz
68800
68802
681309E
68B09
68821
68845
68B50
68000

HM43256LP-15 $12.95
* 32K x8 STATIC RAM
* LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
* HIGH SPEED - 100ns AVAILABLE
* LOW STAND-BY CURRENT ( 2mA MAX.)
* TTL COMPATIBLE INPUT AND OUTPUTS

**** SPOTLIGHT ****

2.95
3.95
5.49
5.99
1.85
4.95
1.75
9.954

Z80 CPu

1.25

4.0 WAZ
1804.0 PU
280A-CTC
280A- DART
Z80A-DMA
280A- P10
280A-610- 0
280A.S10- 1
280A-610.'2

1.29
1.69
5.95
5.95
1.89
5.95
5.95
5.95

0.0 MHZ
Z80B-CPU
280B-CTC
280B- P10
28013- DART
28013-610 ,0
Z8013-510 2
Z8671 ZILOG

2.75
4.25
4.25
6.95
12.95
12.95
995

CLOCK
CIRCUITS
MM58167
MM58174
MSM5837

995
995
295

BIT RATE
GENERATORS

MC14411
8111941
4707
COM8116

995
495
995
895

[
INTERSIL

ICL7106
9.95
ICL7107
12.95
ICL 7660
1.99
ICL8038
4.95
ICM7207A
5.95
ICIY17208 *
..4

8200

6000
8031
8035
8039
805248 [ASK
8080
8085
8086
8088
80882
8155
8155 2
8711
8748
8749
8755

EPROMS

2708
2716
2716-1
19652532
2732
2732A
2732A-2
27C64
2764
2764•250
2764-200
MCM68766
27128
27C256
27256
27512
27C512

6800
6802
6803
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6821
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6883

49
( 250rts)
.89
( 20Ons)
.99
( 150ns/
1.49
( 12Ons)
6.95
( 20Ons)
1.29
115Ons)
1.55
( 12Ons)
1.95
( 20Ons)
(150ns)
1.95
1150res8PIN 1REF RESH) 2.95
(150ns)
3.75
(15Ons)
5.95
(15Ons)
2.95
115Onsl
3.95
1120ns)
4.95
1100ns/
6.95
/150ns)1CMOS)
19.95
1120ns)
24.95
110Ons)

HIGH-TECH ****

395
149
195
3495
249
195
6.49
5.99
7.95
2.49
2.99
9.95
7.95
12.95
14.95

8203
8205
8212
8216
8224
8228
8237
8237-5
8243
8250
8251
82514
8253
8253 5
8255

14.95
3.29
1.49
1.9
2.25
2.25
3.95
4.75
1.95
6.95
1.29
1.69
1 59
195
149

8255-5
8259
8259-5
8257
8272
8274
8275
8279
8279.5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288

1.59
1.95
2.29
2.25
4.39
485
16.95
2.49
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.25
3.95
395
4 95

intelMATH COPROCESSORS
S99.95
159.95
8179.95

[8087
8087-2
80287

$249.95
80287-8
80287-10 $ 309.95
8499.95
80387-16

TOLL FREE
809111-à19A00

DISK
CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2797
8272
UPD765
MB8876
MB8877
1691
2143
9216

4.95
9.95
9.95
12.95
12.95
19.95
19.95
29.95
4.39
4.39
12.95
12.95
6.95
6.95

UARTS
AY5-1013
AY3-1015
TR1602
2651
1M6402
IM6403
16 88250
6816450

3.95
495
3.95
4.95
3.95
9.95
6.95
10 95

MISC.
ADC0804
2.99
ADC0809
3.85
DAC0800
3.29
DAC0808
1.95
DAC1022
5.95
MC1408L8
1.95
8728
1.29
8997
. 59
DP8304
2.29
9334
1.75
9368
2.85
9602
. 69
U152003 . 79
MA X232
7.95
MC3470
1.95
MC3487
295
AY5 3600 PRO 11.95

PALS

20 SERIES
V20* 5 MHz
8.95
V213* 8 Milt
10.95
V30 8 MU,
13.95
Replaces 8088 to
speed up your PC
by 10 to

CRYSTALS

32.768 KU,
1.0 MHz
1.5432
2.0
2.4576
3.579545
4.0
5.0
5.0688
6.0
6.144
8.0
10.0
10.738635
12.0
14.31818
16.0
180
18 432
200
22 1184
240
320

. 95
2.95
2.95
1.95
195
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
195
1.95
1.95
195
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95

OSCILLATORS

1.011AH:
1.8432
2.0
2 4576
2.5
40
5 0688
60
6 144
8.0
10.0
120
16.0
18432
20.0
O

5.95
5.95
5.95
5.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
52.95

L1618
11668886
16F10

74F/74S

74F00
74F02
74F04
74F08
74F10
74F32
74F64
74F74
74F86
74F138
74F139
74F253
74F157
74F240
74600
74602
74504
74608
74610
74S32
74574
74586
745112
746124
746138
746153
745157
746158
745163
745175
745195
746240
746241
745244
746280
745287
745288
745299
746373
745374
746471
746571

35
35
.35
.35
35
35
55
39
.55
.79
.79
.89
169
329
29
29
29
35
29
35
49
35
50
275
79
79
79
95
1.29
79
149
1.49
149
149
1.95
169
1 69
2 95
169
169
485
2.95

.16
.18
.17
.18
.16
.18
.18
.18
.16
.22
.22
.26
.39
.26
.17
.22
.22
.23
.26
.17
.18
.28
.26
.26
.39
.75
.85
.17
.29
.24
.29
.29
.49
.49
.22
.39
.49
.39
.49
.34
.36

741.500
741601
741602
741603
741.604
741605
741608
741.609
741510
741811
741612
741.613
741614
74LS15
741620
741.621
741622
741527
741528
741630
741632
741533
741637
741.638
741542
741547
741648
741551
74LS73
741674
74LS75
741576
741683
741685
741.686
741590
741592
741593
741595
741.5107
7416109

7400

7000
7402
7404
7406
7407
7408
7410
7411
7414
7416
7417
7420
7430
7432
7438
7442
7445
7447
7473
7474
7475
7476
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123
74125
74150
74151
74153
74154
74157
74159
74161
74164
74166
74175
74367

4001
4011
4012
4013
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4021
4023
4024
4025
4027
4028
4040
4042
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053

. 19
. 19
. 19
.29
. 29
.24
. 19
. 25
. 49
.25
.25
. 19
. 19
.29
. 29
.49
69
89
34
. 33
.45
. 35
. 50
. 59
. 35
2.15
. 39
.35
.29
.49
.45
1.35
.55
. 55
1.49
55
1.65
. 69
85
100
89
65

741.1100

741.5112 . 29
7415122 . 45
7415123 . 49
7416124
2.75
7416125 . 39
7416126 . 39
7415132 . 39
74LS133 .49
7415136 . 39
7416138 . 39
7416139 . 39
7416145 .99
7416147 . 99
7416148 . 99
7416151 . 39
7416153 . 39
7416154
1.49
7416155 . 59
7416156
49
7415157 . 35
7415158 . 29
741.5160 . 29
7416161 . 39
7416162 . 49
7416163 . 39
7415164
49
7416165
65
7415166 . 95
741-5169 . 95
7416173
49
7415174 . 39
7415175 . 39
7416191 . 49
7416192 . 69
7415193
69
7415194 . 69
7416195 . 69
7416196 . 59
7415197 . 59
74LS221
59
7416240
69

7416241 . 69
7416242 . 69
74LS243 .69
7445244 . 69
7415245 . 79
7415251 . 49
7415253 . 49
7415257 . 39
7416258 . 49
7416259
1.29
7416260 .49
7415266 . 39
7416273 . 79
7415279 . 39
7416280
1.98
7416283 . 59
7415290 . 89
7416293 . 89
7415299
1.49
7415322
3.95
7415323
2.49
7416365 . 39
7416367 . 39
7415368 . 39
7415373 . 79
7415374 . 79
7416375
85
7416377 . 79
741.6390
1.19
741.5393 . 79
7415541
1.49
7416624
1.95
7415640 . 99
7416645 . 99
7416670 . 89
7415682
3.20
7415688
2.40
7416783 22.95
25152521 2.80
261531
185
261832
195

LINEAR
. 79
2.95
98
. 49
98
. 29
. 69
1.69
1.19
. 35
49
.49
1.49
LM1489
85
196319
1.25
US11496
.79
196320 see7900
ULN2003
3.95
LA1323K
3.49
XR2206
2.95
1.96324 . 34
XR2211
1.95
196331
3.95
1962911
.89
196334
1.19
CA3046
129
1.96335
1.79
CA3146
1.29
196336
175
MC3373
1.95
LPA338K
4 49
MC3470
8.95
1.96339 . 59
MC3480
2.95
196340 see7800
MC3487
.49
LF353 . 59
1.563900
.99
1963911
2.25
.98
.99
LP•13909
(F357
1963914
1.89
196358 . 59
3.49
MC4024
196380 . 89
3.99
MC4044
196383
1.95
1.25
RC4136
11•1386 . 89
196393 . 45
RC4558 .69
LA139411
5.95
1.9613600
1.49
91494
4.20
75107
1.49
11.497
3.25
75110
1.95
5E555 .29
75150
1.95
NE556 . 49
75154
1.95
5E558 . 79
75188
1.25
5E564
1.95
75189
1.25
196565 .95
75451 . 39
1.96566
1.49
75452 . 39
184590
2.50
75477
1.29
H.T0-5 CAN. IC TO- 3, T.10-220

71071
11072
11074
91082
11.084
1.51301
1.51309K
196311
1.61311H
I.M317K
1963171

69
109
1.95
99
1.49
34
1.25
59
.89
3.49

11,1567
NE570
NE592
1.96723
LM733
196741
1.96747
MC1330
MC1350
LM1458

CMOS/Hleli SPEED CMOS
. 19
. 19
. 25
. 35
. 29
. 29
. 49
. 69
. 59
.69
. 25
. 49
. 25
. 39
.
65
. 69
.
59
.69
. 69
. 69
. 29
. 29
. 69
. 69
. 69

4060 .69
4066 . 29
4069 . 19
4070 . 29
4081 . 22
4093 . 49
14411
9.95
14433
14.95
14497
6.95
4503 .49
4511 . 69
4518 . 85
4528 . 79
4538 . 95
4702
12.95
74HCOO .21
74HCO2 .21
74HCO4 .25
74HCO8 . 25
74HC14 . 35
74HC32 . 35
74HC74 . 35
7414C86 . 45
74HC138 . 45
74HC139 . 45

74HC151
74HC154
74HC157
74FIC244
741IC245
74HC273
74HC373
74F1C374
74HCTOO
74HCTO2
74HCTO4
74HCTO8
74HCT32
74HCT74
74HCT138
74HCT161
74HCT240
74HCT244
74HCT245
74FICT273
74HCT373
74HCT374
74HC7393
74HC74017
74HCT4040
741-OG94060

59
1.09
. 55
.85
. 85
. 69
69
.
69
. 25
. 25
.27
. 25
. 27
. 45
. 55
. 79
. 89
.
89
. 99
. 99
. 99
99
.
99
1.19
. 99
1 49

Visit our retail store located at 1256 S. Bascom Ave. In San Jose, (408) 947-8881

JDR Microdevices

110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Toll Free 800-538-5000 • ( 408) 866-6200
FAX ( 408) 378-8927 • Telex 171-110

PLEASE

USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING

TERMS: Minimum order 510.00 For shipping and handling Include 52.50 for UPS
Ground and 53.50 for UPS Air Orders over 1lb and foreign orders may require additional
shipping charges- please contad our sales department for the amount. CA. residents
must include applicable sales tax All merchandise is warranted for 90 days unless
otherwise stated Prices are subiect to change without notice We are not responsible tor
typographical errors. We reserve the nght to limit quantities and to substitute manufacturer All merchandise subiect to pnor sale A full copy of our terms is available upon
request Items pictured may only be representative

COPYRIGHT 1987 JDR MICRODEVICES
THE JDR MICRODEVICES LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES JDR INSTRUMENTS AND MR MICRODEVICES ARE TRADEMARKS OF MR MICRODEVICES
IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card

20 MEG HARD DISK DRIVE ON ACARD $3491

BARGAIN HUNTERS CORNER

CAPACITORS

SOLDER STATION

TANTALUM

10 MEG

1.04A
6.8
10
22

15V
15V
15V
15V

. 12
. 42
. 45
. 99

1.0i/I
2.2
4.7
10

100
22
33
47
100
220

50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V

. 05
. 05
. 05
. 05
. 05
. 05

35V
35V
35V
35V

.45
19
39
.69

50V
50V
50V
50V
12V
50V

05
.05
.07
.07
.10
.12

DISC

HARD DISK SYSTEM

. 0010
. 005
. 01
. 05
.1
.1

INCLUDES DRIVE. DRIVE CONTROLLER,

EXTENDER CARDS
FOR IBM

RADIAL
liff
4.7
10
47
100
220
470
2200
4700

PRE- TESTED WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY

$109
SIP
SIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP

10 PIN
8 PIN
16 PIN
16 PIN
14 PIN
14 PIN

9 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
8 RESISTOR
15 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
13 RESISTOR

78057
78081
78121
78151
7905T
7908T
79121
79151
7805K

36 PIN CENTRONICS
1DCEN36
RIBBON
CEN36
SOLDER
IDCEN36. F RIBBON
CEN36PC Rt Angle PC

CABLE
CUP
CABLE
Mount

P.
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Port

ST
WW
ST
ST
ST
WW

S 100
S-100
IBM PC
APPLE
STD
STD

125
125
.100
.100
156
156

. 14
. 11
. 11
. 13
15
. 20
30
. 70
1.45

161
10
22
47
100
470
1000
2200
4700

lendatillerseemeral

50V
14
50V
16
16V 14
50V
19
35V
19
50V 29
16V 29
16V 70
16V 1 25

49
. 49
. 49
. 49
. 59
. 59
59
. 59
1.59

7812K
7905K
7912K
78L05
78E12
79L05
79L12
LA1323K
LM338K

[

SOLDERLESS
BREADBOARDS

SHORTING
BLOCKS
5/$1.00

WBU-D
WBU-T
INBU-204-3
W8U-204
WBU-206
WBU-208

L

WHY THOUSANDS CHOOSE JDR
* QUALITY MERCHANDISE
COMPETITIVE PRICES

395
4.95
1.95
2.95
195
4.95

* MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
(ASK FOR DETAILS)

SPOOLS

DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY

1

CONTACTS
10

20

26

34

40

50

IDFIxeS

.82

1.29

1.68

2.20

2.58

3.24

IDHxxSR

.85

1.35

WIRE WRAP HEADER

1.76

2.31

2.72

3.39

IDFIxeW

1.86

2.98

3.84

4.50

5.28

6.63

10HxxINI1

2.05

3.28

4.22

4.45

4.80

7.30

RIGHT ANGLE WIRE WRAP HEADER
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET

IDSxx
10Mxx

RIBBON EDGE CARD

IDExx

.85

10 GREY RIBBON CABLE

RCxx

1.60

3VOLT
LITHIUM
BATTERY
$1.95

.89

.95

1.29

1.49

1.69

BATTERY

5.50

6.25

7.00

7.50

8.50

1.25
3.20

1.35
4.10

1.75
5.40

2.05
6.40

2.45
7.50

HOLDER

.63

RIBBON HEADER

DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY
MALE

S1.49

SOLDER CUP
RIGHT ANGLE PC SOLDER
WIRE WRAP
IDC RIBBON CABLE
HOODS

.45

FEMALE

DBxeS

.49

MALE

DBexPR

.49

FEMALE

DBxeSR

MALE
FEMALE

15

19

25

.59

.69

. 69

1.35

1.85

.69

.75 . 75

1.39

2.29

.69

--- .79

2.27

37

.55

.75

DBexP11111/9

1.69

2.56

DBxxSINW

2.76

4.27

MALE

IDEllotP

1.39

1.99

---

2.25

4.25

FEMALE

IDBxeS

1.45

2.05

--

2.35

4.49

METAL

MHOODex

GREY

HOOD..

--- .85
3.89

50

PE- 240T

2.49
5.60

1.05 1.15 1.25 1.25
. 39 . 39
.39 .69 . 75

MOUNTING HARDWARE 59C

ORDER BY

14
.11
.69
4.95
.79
1.80
.59
.49

CONTACTS
16
18
20
22
.12
.15
.18
.15
.69 - .99
1.09 1.39
4.95
--5.95
--.89
1.09 1.29 _1.39
-2.10 - 2.40
2.50 2.90
.99 _, .99
.69
.99
.59
1.29 _ 1.49

24
.20
1.49
5.95
1.49
3.15
.99
85

28
.22
1.69
6.95
1.69
3.70
1.09
1.49
FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE D.SLIBMINIATURE CONNECTOR.', ABOVE
.ST
xxlMill
ZIF.
AUGAT.ST
AUGAT.WW
ICCxx
101fxx

8 .11
.59
--.62
1.30
.49
.95

NO
YES
YES

9

8,000

*89

9

8,000

*139

12

9.600

8189

•ERASES 2 EPRON1S IN 10 MINUTES TIME
•VERY COMPACT- 180 DRAINER
•THIN METAL SHUTTER PREVENTS UV LIGHT
FROM ESCAPING

40
.30
1.99
9.95
2.49
5.40
1.49
1.59

CALL FOR VOLUME QUOTES

4 position . 85
5 position . 90
6 position . 90

7 position . 95
8 position . 95
10 position 1.29

"SHAPABLE" HEADERS
CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO
MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER,
ALL WITH . 1" CENTERS
1.40
1,40
2,40
2,40

STRAIGHT LEAD
RIGHT ANGLE LEAD
2 STRAIGHT LEADS
2 RIGHT ANGLE LEADS

99
1.49
2.49
2.99

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
LED DISPLAYS

IC SOCKETS/DIP CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION

f

DATABASE $34.95

9.95

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:
INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED "xx" OF THE "ORDER BY PART
NUMBER LISTED
F A ,-`1
n
"CV
Anin, F MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE 0815PR

SOLDERTAIL SOCKETS
WIREWRAP SOCKETS
ZIF SOCKETS
TOOLED SOCKETS
TOOLED WW SOCKETS
COMPONENT CARRIERS
DIP PLUGS (IOC)

SPECTRONICS CORPORATION
Model
ere; Unit
PE- 140
PE- 140T

SWITCHES

MINI TOGGLE ON ON
1.25
MINI- TOGGLE ON ON
1.50
MINI- TOGGLE ON-OFF-CIN 1.75
MINI- PUSHBUTTON N.O.
.39

MP SWITCHES

EPROM ERASERS

CONTACTS
9

DBexP

SOCKET-WRAP 1.0.TM

•SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PIES
•IDENTIFIES PIN NUNIBERSON WRAP
SIDE OF BOARD
•CAN WRITE ON THE PLASTIC;
SUCH AS AN IC a
PINS
PART 4
PCK. OF
PRICE
8
DWRAP 08
10
1.95
DWRAP 14
10
1. 95
14
16
DWRAP 16
10
1.95
18
DWRAP 18
5
1.95
20
DWRAP 20
5
1.95
22
DWRAP 22
5
1.95
24
DWRAP 24
5
1. 95
28
DWRAP 28
5
1. 95
DWRAP 40
5
1.95
40
PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF
PACKAGES IPCK OFI

SPOT
DPDT
DPDT
SPST

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE 0- SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS BELOW

0-SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS

250 feet
*7.25
1000 feet $ 21.95

Please specify color
Blue, Black. Yellow or Red

Sincerely,
Max Lent

RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER

SOLDER HEADER

100 feet $ 4.30
500 feet 913.25

...What was impressive, to me, was that
Rick was able to talk a customer through a
problem very quickly by phone By knowing
what he was talking about, he made short
work of what could have been a very time
consuming and frustrating project .

IOC CONNECTORS/RIBBON CABLE

2.95
6-95
17.95j
24.95
29.95
39.95

POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS
POINTS

IN ASSORTED COLORS
$27 50
100es, 5.5", 6.0", 6 1-•
70
250es: 2.5", 4.5". 50
500es: 3.0", 3.5". 4.e .

* FRIENDLY. KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

.69
.89
1.19
.59
1.29
.99
.10
.25
.25
.25
1.75
49

TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE
TIE

PAGE WIRE WRAP WIRE

* EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE

4N28
4N33
49137
MCI- 2
MCI-6
TIL-111
2913906
2N4401
2914402
2N4403
2N6045
TIP31

100
630
1360
1660
4390
3220

PRECUT ASSORTMENT

* MOST ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS

DISCRETE

1N751 . 15
1E1414825 11.
1N400410
1N5402 .25
KBP02 . 55
N2222 . 25
PN2222 . 10
2912907 . 25
2913055 .79
2913904 . 10
49126
.
69
h...1_111 . 69

IBM-PR1
427.95
WITH • 5V AND GROUND PLANE
IBM PR2
$ 29 95
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT

AT

r

1.39
1.69
1.49
. 49
.49
. 69
1.49
4.79
6.95

XT
BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SZREENED
LEGENDS A MOUNTING BRACKET

IBM- PRAT
S29 95
LARGE - 5V & GROUND PLANES

* TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

3.95
1.85
4.95
1.85

EDGECARD CONNECTORS

100
100
62
50
44
44

25V
50V
SOV
35V
16V
35V
25V
16V
25V

BYPASS CAPACITORS

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

. 69
. 59
1.09
1.09
. 99
. 99

EXT 3088
329.95
EXT 30286 $ 39.95

AXIAL

.
01 eil CERAMIC DISC 100/35.00
.01 id MONOLITHIC
100 ' 810.00
1 al CERAMIC DISC 100 86.50
1 .. IMONOLITHIC
100 s12 50

SPECIAL ENDS 1/31/88
RESISTOR NETWORKS

50V .
18
50V . 25

ELECTROLYTIC

CABLES AND INSTRUCTIONS

FR- 4EPDXY GLASS LAMfivATE
GOLD-PLATED EDGE- CARD ANGERS

$49.95

MONOLITHIC
.010 50V . 14 . 1/4
.04761 50V . 15 . 47a1

WIRE WRAP
PROTOTYPE CARDS

•ADJUSTABLE HEAT
SETTING W TIP TEMP
READOUT
•QUICK HEATING
& RECOVERY
•RANGE: 200.-900°F

END- 357(3591
COW CATHODE
FND- 500(503I
WM CATHODE
FND- 507(5101
WM ANODE
MAN- 72
COM ANODE
MAN- 74
COW CATHODE
TIL-313
COW CATHODE
TIL.311
4,7 HEX W/LOG1C

. 362" 1.25
. 5"
1.49
. 5"
1.49
. 3" . 99
. 3" . 99
. 3"
45
. 270" 10.95

25 PIN 0- SUB
GENDER
CHANGERS
$7.95

.1.00e

DIFFUSED LEDS
JUMBO RED
JUMBO GREEN
JUMBO YELLOW
MOUNTING HOW
MINI RED

1 99
Ti
10
T1
14
T1' .
14
T1 '• . 10
Ti
. 10

100- UP
.
09
. 12
. 12
. 09
. 09

2 conductor 396
3 conduct,,, 99C
3 conductor vs female socket
S1.49

COPYRIGHT 1987 JDR MICRODEVICES
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EMI FILTER $4.95
LINE CORDS

4164 mons $
1
29
MONITOR STANDS
MODEL MS- 100
$ 12.95
• TILTS 8, SWIVELS

• STURDY PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION

MODEL MS- 200

$ 39.95

[.,• TILTS AND SWIVELS • BUILT-IN SURGE SUPRESSOR
• BUILT-IN POWER STATION INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLS
UP TO 5 120 VOLT AC OUTLETS
• UL APPROVED

eair

-

41256 15ons $
295
• IBM COMPATIBLE TTL
INPUT
• 12" NON- GLARE,
LOW DISTORTION,
AMBER SCREEN
• RES: 720 x 350
• SWIVEL BASE
• 1 YEAR WARRANTY

MULTISYNC
NASHUA DISKETTES
BONES OF 10
Pe DS/00 SOFT SECTOR

4"
[51/

82495

DS/DD 360K $995
51/
4" DS/HD 1.2M
DS/CID 720K $ 16 95

3ve

49Cea 39Cea

BULK 01150 BULK OTT 250

51/
4"DISKETTE STORAGE FILE $8.95
• HOLDS 70 5' ." FLOPPIES
• STURDY. ATTRACTIVE
SMOKED ACRYLIC CASE
• COMPLETE WITH HINGED
DIVIDERS

WM" SEAGATE HARD DISK DRIVES

SAMSUNG
MONOCHROME

$119.95

11111115211121L
.
ue.,00000er

DISK DRIVES

MONITORS

ST- 225
ST- 238
ST- 251
ST- 277
ST- 4038
ST- 4096
1/
2

-411111
___,111e

$549.95

BY NEC

•ORIGINAL CGA EGA PGA COMPATIBLE MONITOR
•AUTO FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT
• RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS 800 x 560

EGA

$399.95

BY CASPER

• 15 75 21.85 KHz SCANNING FREQUENCIES
• RES: 640 x 200 350
•
. 31mm DOT PITCH
• 14" BLACK MATRIX SCREEN • 16 COLORS FROM 64

ROB

• COLOR GREEN ' AMBER SWITCH • RES • 640 x 240
• ROB IBM COMPATIBLE • 14" NON- GLARE SCREEN
• 39mm DOT PITCH • CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED

BY HYUNDAI

$69.95

$9.95
2WAY SWITCH BOXES $39.95

L

•CONNECT 2 PRINTERS TO 1 COMPUTER OR VICE VERSA
• SERIAL & PARALLEL MODELS AVAILABLE
• ALL LINES SWITCHED
• GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS & QUALITY SWITCHES

6' INTERFACE CABLES
MEETS FCC REQUIREMENTS

100o SHIELDED
s9.95
$15.95
514.95
5795
59.95
$9.95
5795

IBM COMPATIBLE PARALLEL PRINTER
CENTRONICS ( MALE TO FEMALE)
CENTRONICS ( MALE TO MALE)
IBM COMPATIBLE MODEM CABLE
RS232 SERIAL ( MALE TO FEMALE)
RS232 SERIAL ( MALE TO MALE)
COILED KEYBOARD EXTENDER

JOYSTICK $ 19 95

TOLL FREE
lk CANADA
800-538-5000

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES
PS- 135 $59.95

$259
$299
$469
$649
$559
$895

HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

$109.95
$124.95
$154.95
$119.95
$69.95
$129.95

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES

$5.00
$25.00
$2.95
$4.95
$2.95
$1.19

DRIVE ENCLOSURES

WITH POWER SUPPLIES
CAB-2SV5
CAB-1FH5
CAB-2SV8
CAB-2FH8

DUAL SLIMLINE FOR 5'
$ 49.95
FULL HEIGHT FOR 5'
s69.95
DUAL SLIMLINE FOR 8$ 209.95
DUAL FULL HEIGHT FOR 8" $ 219.95

EASYDATA MODEMS
All models feature auto-dial answer redial on busy,
power up self test, touchtone or pulse dialing, built-in
speaker, Hayes and Bell Systems 103 & 212A compatible, full or half duplex, PC Talk Ill Communications software with internal models and more.

12H
248

$349

RITEMAN II PRINTER

•FOR IBM XT COMPATIBLE
•UL APP.. 135 WATTS
• - 5V 15A. - 12V 42A
5V 5A, 12V . 5A
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY

PS- 150 ..„, w , $ 9995

65ms
65ms ( RLL)
40ms
40ms ( Rh)
40ms
28ms

20MB HARD DISK ON ACARD

• SAVES SPACE AND REDUCES
POWER CONSUMPTION
• IDEAL FOR PCs WITH FULL
HEIGHT FLOPPIES
• LEAVES ROOM FOR A HALF
LENGTH CARD IN ADJACENT
SLOT

• SET XY AXIS FOR AUTO
CENTER OR FREE MOVEMENT
• FIRE BUTTON FOR USE
WITH GAME SOFTWARE
• INCLUDES ADAPTOR
CABLE FOR IBM

20MB
30MB
40MB
60MB
30MB
80MB

TEAC SPECIFICATION MANUAL
TEAC MAINTENANCE MANUAL
/ HT MOUNTING HARDWARE FOR IBM
2
1
MOUNTING RAILS FOR IBM AT
"Y" POWER CABLE FOR 51
/ " FDDs
2
5' a" IDO POWER CONNECTORS

• IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT
• 12" NON- GLARE AMBER SCREEN
•ATTRACTIVE CASING WITH A TILT SWIVEL BASE

VERSION FOR 31/
2"
FLOPPIES AVAILABLE

HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT
HEIGHT

51
2 " TEAC FD- 55B DS DO 360K
/
51
/ "TEAC FD- 55F DS QUAD 720K
2
S'ha - TEAC FD-55GFV DS HD 1.2M
51
/ " MITSUBISHI DS ,HD 1.2M
2
51
/ " DS DD 360K
2
31
/ " MITSUBISHI DS DD ( AT OR XT)
2

$279.95

BY CASPER

MONOCHROME

HALF
HALF
HALF
HALF
FULL
FULL

120
24D

INTERNAL
1200
2400

BAUD 1/
2 CARD

BAUD FULL CARD

EXTERNAL
,(if TWAIff IN( ULM IJ
1200 BAUD
2400 BAUD

$69.95
$179.95
$119.95
$219.95

COMPUTER CASES
Attractive, sturdy steel cases lit the popular sized
motherboards and include speakers, laceplates,
expansion slots and all necessary hardware.

1111.1111.
1111ii

PS- 135/150

PS-200 $89.95
•FOR IBM AT COMPATIBLE
•200 WATTS
• 5V 22A, • 12V SA
5V . 5A, - 12V . 5A
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY

PS-A

$49.95

•FOR APPLE TYPE SYSTEM
•• 5V 6A, • 12V 3A
5V IA, - 12V IA
•APPLE CONNECTOR

PS- 1558 $34.95
•75 WATTS, UL APPROVED
• BY POWER SYSTEMS
• - 5V 7A. - 12V 3A
12V 250mA, - 5 300mA

9.41444.4

PS- 200

• 160 CPS DRAFT, 32 CPS NLQ MODE
• SUPPORTS EPSON IBM
GRAPHICS
• 9 x 9 DOT MATRIX
• FRICTION AND
PIN FEEDS
•VARIABLE LINE
SPACING & PITCH

$219 95

$9.95
IBM COMPATIBLE PRINTER CABLE
REPLACEMENT RIBBON CARTRIDGE $7.95

XT STYLE FLIP-TOP $ 34.95
XT STYLE SLIDE-TOP $39.95
AT STYLE SLIDE-TOP $89.95
• FRONT PANEL KEYLOCK AND LED INDICATORS

JR. AT STYLE FLIP-TOP $ 149.95
INCLUDES 180 WATT POWER SUPPLY
• FRONT PANEL KEYLOCK AND LED INDICATORS

Visit our retail store located at 1256 S. Bascom Ave. in San Jose, (408) 947-8881

II

JDR Microdevices

110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
Toll Free 800-538-5000 • ( 408) 866-6200
FAX ( 408) 378-8927 • Telex 171-110

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING

TERMS: Minimum order 510.00. For shipping and handling include S2.50 for UPS
Ground and 53.50 for UPS Air. Orders over 1lb. and foreign orders may require additional
shipping charges- please contad our sales department for the amount. CA, residents
must include applicable sales tax. All merchandise is warranted for 90 days unless
otherwise stated. Prices are subject to change without notice. We are not responsible for
typographical errors. We reserve the right to limit quantities and to substitute manufacturer. All merchandise sub¡ect to prior sale. A full copy of our terms is available upon
request Items pictured may only be representative.

COPYRIGHT 1987 JDR MICRODEVICES
THE JDR MICRODEVICES LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES JDR INSTRUMENTS AND JDR MICRODEVICES ARE TRADEMARKS OF JDR MICRODEVICES
IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION APPLE IS A TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER
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ALL MCI PRODUCTS CARRY A1YEAR -71.1i1 fiTlY

eSeagate

INTERFACE CARDS
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

1
/
2HEIGHT

MCT MOP

DISPLAY CARDS

mui-up

$5995

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS

!RUE HERCULES COMPATIBILITY SUPPORTS LOTUS ,.'
•SOFTWARE DRIVER ALLOWS COLOR GRAPHICS PROGRAMS TO RUN
ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

mcT-E9A ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR $149
700., IBM COMPATIBLE

PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTu

• 256K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 et 350 IN 16 OF 64 COLORS
• COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND MONOCHROME ADAPTORS

MCT-CO

$4995

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM COLOR GRAPHICS STANDAI4i ,
•SHORT SLOT SUPPORTS RGB, COLOR & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
• 640 320 et 200 RESOLUTION, LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
MULTIFUNCTION
MCT-MF

$7995

ALL IHL TEA TURES
E PALK A IHALT- THE
•0•384K DYNAMIC RAM USING 4164s
• SERIAL. PARALLEL GAME PORTS. CLOCK CALENDAR

MCT-MGMIO

MONOGRAPHICS

$1 199 5

• 2 FLOPPY CONT, SERIAL PARALLEL GAME FORT. CLOCK CAL
• RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A MONOCHROME MONITOR

t

$7995

MULTI I/O FLOPPY
II, ICOMPANION FOR ‘, 41,, •

,T•lEHBoARos

MIO-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

MCI- I0

115 1,

$
599$

MULTI I/0 CARD

IV 'III TILT FI1 FOR A MINIM,
TS USE D
• SERIAL PORT. CLOCK CALENDAR WITH A BATTERY BACK•UP
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPTI OR LPT2
10- SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

MCT-ATMF

' 15 -

AT MULTIFUNCTION $ 13995
LC , TO 3 MEGAN? II

" RAM TO THE AT

• USER EXPANDABLE TO 1 5 MB OF MEMORY ( ZERO K INSTALLED)
• INCLUDES SERIAL PORT AND PARALLEL PORT
ATMF-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

124'

MCT-ATMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD ( NO MEMORY)

MCT-ATIO

' 25'

ATIO-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

1
24n

MEMORY CARDS
576K

$5995

RAM CARD

A cONTi,

•USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION AMOUNTS UP TO 576K USING
64K & 256K RAM CHIPS ( ZERO K INSTALLED)

MCT-EMS

EXPANDED MEMORY CARD $ 12995

• CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS • USER EXPANDABLE TO 2 MB
• EXPANDED CONVENTIONAL MEMORY. RAMDISK AND SPOOLER
MCT-ATEMS

MCT-FDC

1139.

AT VERSION

DRIVE CONTROLLERS
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER $ 2995

QuAL,11
•INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDDs TO AN IBM PC OR COMPATIBLE
• SUPPORTS BOTH DS DD AND DS GO WITH DOS 3 2

MCI- HOC

IBM COMPATIBLE
MOTHERBOARDS
MCI-TURBO

$ 6695

FLOPPY HARD CONTROLLER $ 13995

,rs
STARVE. •
•
•-• ' ,MEd Y DESIGN
•INTERFACES UP TO 2 FDDs & 2 HOD,. CABLING FOR 2 F00,6 1 HOD
• SUPPORTS ROTH DS DO & DS CID WITH DOS 32

mcT-ATFH AT FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER

$9995

TURBO 4.77/8 MHz

•4 77 OR 8 MHz OPERATION WITH 8088-2 & OPTIONAL
8087-2 CO- PROCESSOR
• DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTS SPEED FOR MAXIMUM
THROUGHPUT & RELIABILITY DURING DISK I D
•CHOICE OF NORMAL TURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE SELECT
PROCESSOR SPEED

MCT-ATMB

80286 6/8 MHz

897 88

$ 37995

• 8 SLOT 12 EIGHT BIT, 6 SIXTEEN BIT) AT MOTHERBOARD
• HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6 OR 8 MHz
• 1 WAIT STATE
•KEYLOCK SUPPORTED. RESET SWITCH, FRONT PANEL LED
INDICATOR
• SOCKETS FOR 1 MB OF RAM AND 80287
• BATTERY BACKED CLOCK

MINI 80286

$ 38995

• REPLACEMENT BOARD FOR XT STYLE CHASSIS
• OPERATE AT 6 10 MHz WITH UP TO 1MB ON BOARD
MEMORY ( ZERO K INSTALLED)
• SOCKET FOR 80287 MATH CO•PORCESSOR
• BATTERY BACKED CLOCK
• 8 SLOTS 2 EIGHT BIT. 6 SIXTEEN BIT
• USES CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY CHIP SET FOR RELIABILITY
AND SMALL SIZE

$ 14995

LOPi'f. HARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE Ar DESIGN
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K 720K 1.2MB FDDs
AS WELL AS 2 HDDs USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY
1-1 IITT 1
ULU't

i ni

ECU
815
SI 3

WT

MCI- 5339

$79 95

MCI- 5060

$5995

• IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR KT OR AT
COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS
• AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
• SEPARATE CURSOR PAD

• IBM AT STYLE LAYOUT
• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR /CT OR AT
COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS
• AUTO REPEAT FEATURE

MCI-5150
MCI- 5151

XT STYLE LAYOUT

$

49 95

KB5151

$

69 95

ECLU'V

Dear Sirs,
My reason for writing is to tell you
that in a day and age of excuses, delays,
broken promises and a general total
lack of interest, it was areal pleasure
to have my insignificant order handled
in such a professional and pleasant
mamer .
Gary Reed

WHY BUY A SYSTEM FROM JDR?
BUILD IT YOURSELF AND SAVE
f, QUALITY COMPONENTS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT IN THE U.S.
AND CANADA
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ( ASK FOR DETAILS)

BUILD YOUR OWN
256K KT COMPATIBLE
* MOTHERBOARD
* 256K OF MEMORY
* 135 WATT POWER SUPPLY
* FLIP- TOP CASE
* XT STYLE KEYBOARD
* 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
* DRIVE CONTROLLER
* MONOCHROME MONITOR
* GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

FOR ONLY $489 15
ANYONE CAN BUILD A SYSTEM IN ABOUT
2HOURS USING A SCREWDRIVER AND
OUR EASY- TO- FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS!

HARD DISK CONTROLLER $ 7995

• SUPPORTS 2 DRIVES. BOTH MAY BE 360K OR 1.2 MEG
• Al LOWS DATA TO FLOW FREELY FROM Xis TO AT.

MCT-FH

IBM COMPATIBLE
KEYBOARDS

FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

• SUPPORTS It, DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 5, 10, 20, 30 8, 40 MB
• DIM» T lARGE DRIVE INTO 2 SMALLER, LOGICAL DRIVES

MCT-FDC-1.2 1.2MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER

HT HARD DISK SYSTEMS

Systems include Seagate • height hard drive.
ctrive controller, cables & instructions. All
(*wen are pre- tested & warranted for 1year.

$5995

AT MULTI I/O

.
'
ATE.' I•ATFTE FOI? A MINIMUM Oi SLOTS Jo,.
• SERIAL PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS
• USES 16450 SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATION

MCI-RAM

Drives are Seagate models ST-251 ( 40 MB) S,
ST-277 (60 MB ALL) 5'4" half heights
FAST 40ms access time!

MCT-BATMB

• SERIAL PARALLEL GAME PORT, CLOCK CALENDAR
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES. 720K WITH DOS 3.2

1/
2

40 MB $
460 20 MB $
289
GO MB $
649 30 MB $
329

MCT-XTMEI STANDARD MOTHERBOARD

10 IAL SYSTEM CONTROL IHUM A & WILL .

MCI-M10

HARD DISK DRIVES

FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

MCT-EPROM

PROGRAMMER $ 12995

•
27.x EPROMS UP TO 27512
• SUPPORTS VARIOUS PROGRAMMING FORMATS
AND VOLTAGES
• SPLIT OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF SEVERAL EPROMS
OF DIFFERENT SIZES
• READ, WRITE, COPY, ERASE CHECK AND VERIFY
• SOFTWARE FOR HEX ANO INTEL HEX FORMATS

MCT-EPROM-4
MCT-EPROM-10

MCI- PAL
MCI- MP

4SANG PROGRAMMER

I
1 1111111111

8189 85

to Gum PROGRAMMER $ 299 85

PAL PROGRAMMER

526695

PROCESSOR PROG. $ 19995

PARTIAL LISTING ONLY-CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG!
Circle 146 on Reader Service Can/
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934
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COMPANY

PAGE

ABSOFT
120
ADDISON-WESLEY
51, 225
ADOBE
199
ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH
67
ADVANCED MICRO RESEARCH 11
ADVANCED VISION RESEARCH 169
ALDUS
169
ALTAIR
11
AMERICAN EXPERTECH
233
AMERICAN MICRONICS
124
ANCHOR AUTOMATION
169
APPARAT
124
APPLE COMPUTER
11, 18, 109,
120, 169, 199
APPLE PROGRAMMER'S AND
DEVELOPER'S ASSOCIATION .. 109
APPLIED REASONING
97
ARITY
51
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
RESEARCH GROUP
233
AST RESEARCH
67, 169
AT&T
185
ATARI
153
ATEX
11
ATLANTIC MICROSYSTEMS
67
AUTODESK
67
AUTOMATED IDEAS
67
AVOCET
67
BANTAM COMPUTER BOOKS
109
BASIC BOOKS
237
BATELLE
225, 233
BAUER ENTERPRISES
11
BELL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES
291
BITSTREAM
11
BIX
109
BLASER INDUSTRIES
67
BOCA RESEARCH
124, 133
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL 185, 261
BRENTMARK SOFTWARE
67
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
199
BUSINESSLAND
145
BV ENGINEERING
67

762

CANON U.S.A.
18,
CCI
CENTRONICS
CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL
CINNABAR SOFTWARE
CLUB AT
COGNITIVE SYSTEMS
COMPAQ
141,
COMPUSCAN
COMPUTER ELEKTRONIK
INFOSYS
COMPUTER RESOURCE
CENTER
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS
CONNECT COMPUTER
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169
HELPMATE SOFTWARE
67
HEWLETT-PACKARD
18, 67,
169, 185, 199
HJS RESEARCH
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141
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INFORMATION BUILDERS
233
INMAR
67
INTEL
124, 141, 169, 185
INTEREX
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IOMEGA
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ITT
169
JAMES RIVER GROUP
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JLASER
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JMI SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS .. 67
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LEADING EDGE HARDWARE
PRODUCTS
67
LETRASET USA
67
LEVCO
67
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199
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT.... 124, 215,
233
MACMEMORY
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MANNESMANN TALLY
MANUSOFT
MANX
MARKLIN
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MCGRAW-HILL
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MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS

67, 161
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185
11
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225
169
233

MICROGRAFX
67
MICROLYTICS
67
MICRON TECHNOLOGY
124
MICRORIM
233
MICROSOFT
51, 67, 124,
161, 185, 215
MICROSPEED
215
MIKRaTEK
169
MIT PRESS
225, 237, 291
MITSUBISHI
141
MONOLITHIC SYSTEMS
124
MOTOROLA.... 11, 120, 153, 161, 317
MUSIC QUEST
67
NEC
133, 145
NEC HOME ELECTRONICS USA .. 67
NEW DIRECTIONS SOFTWARE...215
NEWER TECHNOLOGY
124
NORTH HOLLAND
225
NOVIX
18
NOVY SYSTEMS
161
OPTICAL MEDIA
INTERNATIONAL
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
OREGON SOFTWARE
OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL

11
67
185
269

PANASONIC
11
PAUL MACE SOFTWARE
169
Pal
124
PC SOURCE
133
PC'S LIMITED
11, 141
PHILIPS
11
PHOENIX TECHNOLOGIES
11
PRECISION DATA
67
PRENTIC EHALL
291, 317
PROFIT SYSTEMS
124
PROGRAMMING LOGIC
SYSTEMS
233
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67
199

888
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COMMUNICATIONS
READY SYSTEMS
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67
11
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889
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858

776
967
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SABA TECHNOLOGIES
SAMNA
SANTA CRUZ OPERATION
SCOTT-FORESMAN
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SILICON COMPOSERS
SILICON VALLEY SOFTWARE
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SOFTAID
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291
67
233
199
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SOFTWARE BOTTLING
SOLUTION SYSTEMS
SONY
SRI INTERNATIONAL
STATISTICAL PROGRAMS
SUN MICROSYSTEMS
SUNTEK INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
SYMANTEC

124, 133
233, 251

TANDON
TANDY
TECMAR
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

215
161, 283
124
67, 233

THE COMPLETE PC
THEOS SOFTWARE
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TOTAL SYSTEMS
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233
11
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67
185

97
67
233
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756
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TRANS-M
TURNER HALL PUBLISHING

67
215

790

UNIVISION TECHNOLOGIES
USROBOTICS
US WEST KNOWLEDGE
ENGINEERING

67
169

802

67

912

VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD
317
VERTICOM
67
VIDEO SEVEN
11, 141
VUTEK SYSTEMS
124

789

WESTERN DIGITAL
WH1ZZARD WORKS
WIZDOM COMPUTER

769

894

XEROX

141
11
67
18, 169, 199

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS .... 145, 199
ZYLINK
11

161

COMING UP IN BYTE

Products in Perspective:

Our usual fixtures—What's New, Short Takes, and First
Impressions—are followed by aGroup Review of database
software and an associated BIX Product Focus discussion.
System reviews look at the PC Designs 386, the Toshiba
11000 and13100 Plus, and the Symmetric 375.
Hardware reviews include graphics boards using the Texas
Instruments 34010 chip and an evaluation of the GCC
Personal Laser Printer.
Languages due for review are Allegro Common LISP for
the Apple Macintosh and Personal REXX.
Rounding out the reviews are applications software
reviews: acomparison of two spreadsheet compilers (Baler
and Liberty), Microsoft's Bookshelf CD-ROM, and
Professional CAD.

Columnists Jerry Pournelle and Ezra Shapiro contribute
their personal perspectives on products new and
noteworthy.

In Depth:

You'll learn about managing megabytes in January.
Individual articles will explore immense storage
management, fractal image compression, query optimization, and achieving mainframe performance. We will also
run aResource Guide listing names and addresses of
many sources of storage-management hardware and
software.

Features:

Articles on Monte Carlo simulation, n-grams: anew way
to index documents, fast Hartley transform, and system
calls in Modula2.
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill
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assumes no liability for errors or omissions.
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2 3M COMPANY
40,41
3 A & L MEIER VOGT
33
4 ACEFUMULTITECH. . .
303
6 AMANCED COMP PROD.
378,379
7 AKSYSTEMS
370
8 ALPHA MICRO
181
9 ALPHA MICRO
181
10 ALPHA PRODS. CO.
372
11 ALPHA PRODS. CO.
373
12 ALPS AMERICA
48,49
13 ALPS AMERICA
48,49
14 ALSYS LTD.
259
15 AMDEK CORP
106,107
16 AMER SEMICONDUCTOR 346,347
17 AMER. SMALL BUSINESS .. 140
• AMPRO
214
• ANTHRO CORP.
20
19 APROTEK
60
366
20 APROTEK
21 AFIITY CORP
160
22 ASK LCD
173
23 AST RESEARCH
I84A1-6
24 AST RESEARCH
184A1-6
25 Ail TECHNOLOGIES INC.
299
26 ATRON
66
27 ATRONICS
50
• AT&T INFO. SYS.
16,17
• AT&T INFO. SYS.
89
333 AUSTEC/RYAN MCFAF1LAND . 333
334 AUSTECRYAN MCFAFILAND
333
28 AUTODESK
37
29 AVIS RENT-A-CAR
277
30 AVOCET SYSTEMS INC
260
31 AVOCET SYSTEMS INC
260
• AVOCET SYSTEMS INC.
367
33 A-IRONIC COMPUTER
376
34 B&B ELECTRONICS
367
35 B&C MICRO
370
36 BAC MICRO
374
37 BAC MICRO
376
39 BAY TECHNICAL
39
40 BBN SOFTWARE
157
41 BBS ELECTRONICS
362
" BINARY TECH.
362
450 BIX
304,305
48 BORLAND
CII
49 BORLAND
CII
44 BORLAND
1
45 BORLAND
1
46 BORLAND
201
47 BORLAND
201
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369
• BUYERS MART
348-356
• BYTE BACK ISSUES
361
• BYTE CIRCULATION
328
• BYTE MARKETING
339
• BYTE SUB. MESSAGE
342
• BYTE sua SERVICE
211
• BYTE TIPS
388
52 CADAM INC
149
53 CADAM INC
149
• CALIFORNIA DIGITAL
375
54 CANETICS
366
55 CANON USA., INC.
176
56 CANON USA., INC.
177
57 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
206
58 CENTROID
374
60 CITIZEN AMERICA
19
• CLEO SOFTWARE
168
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118,119
340 CNS, INC
131
341 CNS, INC
131
63 COGITATE
365
64 COGITATE
369
• COMPAQ
144A1-8
65 COMPLETE PC
77
66 COMPLETE PC
79
67 COMPUSAVE
357
68 COMPUSERVE
275
• COMPUTER CONTINUUM
367
• COMP MAIL ORDER
32A1-12
351 COMP PARTS GALORE
155
70 COMPUTER SURPLUS STORE 366
71 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
268
72 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE
268
73 CONCENTRIC DATA SYS
265
74 CONTECH
365
75 CUFTTIS INC
374
78 CYBER RESEARCH
376
59 CHAS. MICROSYS.
376
77 C.O.M.8.
364
78 D 8 FAST, INC
54
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• DAK IND
90,91
79 DALCO ELECTRONICS
372
80 DATA ACCESS
129
81 DATA BUREAU
372
82 DAIA COMMUNICATION
345
89 DCS
374
358 DIAMOND SOFTWARE
374
84 DICONIX
8,9
85 DIGITALK
122,123
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369
87 DISKETTE CONNECTION
367
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360
88 DISKS PLUS
104
• DOW JONES/NEWS RETRIENAL 219
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44
91 DRESSELHAUS
202
92 EASTMAN KODAK
85
93 EASTMAN KODAK
217
94 EASTMAN KODAK
293
95 ECOSOFT
61
• EG&G IDAHO INC
276
96 ELECTRONICS
278,279
97 ELEXOR
370
98 ELLIS
174
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327 EVEREX
26,27
328 EVEREX
26,27
102 FLAGSTAFF
198
103 FLAGSTAFF
198
229
104 FORESIGHT RESOURCES
105 FORESIGHT RESOURCES
229
107 FOX SOFTWARE
45
108 FRANK HOGG LAB
360
109 FRONTRUNNER
52
110 FIG DATA SYSTEMS
362
111 FUJITSU AMERICA
282
112 FUJITSU AMERICA
282
113 GENERAL PARAMETRICS
24
114 GENERAL PARAMETRICS
24
115 GENOA
71
116 GLORIOUS UNION INFO
218
117 GOLDEN BOW
360
118 GRAFPOINT
362
119 GROUP L CORP
241
121 GTEK, INC
232
122 GTEK, INC
232
• HARMONY VIDEO & ELEC
34
123 HAYES
150,151
124 HERCULES
82,83
125 HERCULES
82,83
126 HEWLETT-PACKARD
134,135
128 HITECH EQUIP CORP
366
129 HOOLEON
325
130 HOOLEON
325
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10
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374
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155
354 INES GMBH
360
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365
134 INFOCOM
103
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364
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370
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370
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374
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147
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369
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380,381
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358,359
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365
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365
145 JDR
382,383
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367
150 KADAK
58
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366
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62,83
153 KEA SYSTEMS
174
154 KEA SYSTEMS
366
359 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN
335
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372
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258
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102
159 LINK COMP
372
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74,75
163 LOGITECH
74,75
164 LOGITECH
81
165 LOGITECH
81
• LOTUS MANUSCRIPT
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245
59
342 MANUSOFT
343 MANUSOFT
59
167 MANX SOFTWARE SYS
207
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23
169 MARK WILLIAMS
25
170 MARKENRICH
367
• MARRIOTT HOTELS & RES.
247
171 MATHSOFT
69
• MAXELL CORP. OF AMER.
7
172 MAXTECH
384
• MCGRAW-HILL INFO
234,235
173 MEAD COMPUTER
371
174 MEGASOFT
370
175 MEGATEL
100
176 MERIDIAN TECH.
137
177 MERIDIAN TECH.
137
178 MERRITT CORP
102
179 MICRO ELECTA. PRODS
372
180 MICROCOM
22
• MICROMINT
336
181 MICROPORT
177
182 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD.
366
183 MICROSOFT
93
184 MICROSOFT
93
185 MICROSOFT
158,159
186 MICROSOFT
158,159
187 MICROSOFT
266,267
188 MICROSOFT
266,267
189 MICROSOFT
295
190 MICROSOFT
295
191 MICROWAF1E SYSTEMS CORP. . 172
192 MICROWAY
99
193 MILILANI TECH. PARK
167
194 MITSUBISHI
210
210
195 MITSUBISHI
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263
197 MONTGOMERY GRANT
343
198 MSC TECHNOLOGIES
115
199 MULTI-TECH SYSTEMS
236
200 MULTI-TECH SYSTEMS
236
201 M.H.I.
42
202 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
144
203 NATURAL MICROSYSTEMS
128
204 NEC INFORMATION
CIII
205 NEW GENERATION
325
206 NEW GENERATION
325
208 OCEAN INTERFACE
376
209 OKIDATA
208
210 OKIDATA
111
211 OLYMPIA USA, INC.
43
213 ON-LINE ACCESS
297
214 ORION
300
215 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL
290
216 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL
323
217 PAMCO
360
218 PARA SYSTEMS
117
332 PATTON ELECTRONICS
60
219 PATTON & PATTON
32
220 PAUL MACE SOFTWARE
28
221 PC PRIME
388
222 PC TECH
100
223 PC TEMPLATE
258
224 PC UNIVERSAL
365
248,249
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376
50 PERSOFT
87
228 PETER NORTON
187
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108
349 PETER NORTON
108
230 PETER NORTON
326,327
231 PETER NORTON
326,327
232 PINE COMPUTER
363
233 PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
53
353 PRIME SOLUTIONS
306
234 PRINCETON DISKETTE
374
235 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS,
311
237 PRINTERS PLUS. INC.
148
238 PRISM ELECT
369
239 PROGRAMMERS CONNECTION 29
335 PROGRAMMERS SHOP
205
336 PROGRAMMERS SHOP
213
337 PROGRAMMERS SHOP
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338 PROGRAMMERS SHOP
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339 PROGRAMMERS SHOP
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355 PROSPERO SOFTWARE
372
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121
244 OUA TECH
376
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376
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247 QUANTUM
64
278 OUANTUS MICROSYS
319
248 QUARTERDECK
183
250 RADIO SHACK
CIV
251 RADIO SHACK
46
• RAIMA
35
252 RAINBOW TECH
372
253 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGY
289
370
254 REAL TIME DEVICES
255 ROSE ELECTRONICS
365
256 ROYAL AMERICAN
273
257 SAFEWARE
369
258 SANTA CRUZ OPS
209
259 SCHWAB
369
260 SCIENCE & ENG. S/W
363
261 SCR CORP
360
262 SEA LEVEL
365
263 SERVER TECHNOLOGY
211
357 SHARP ELECTRONICS
250
152
264 SILJCON SPECIALTIES
265 SILJCON SPECIALTIES
152
344 SOFTCRAFT
47
345 SOFTCRAFT
47
267 SOFRO« SOLUTIONS
315
268 SOFTRONICS
360
269 SOFTWARE DVLPMNT. SYS.
30
329 SOFTWARE LINK. THE
31
330 SOFTWARE LINK, THE
31
272 SOFT-BYTE
366
273 SOLUTION SYSTEMS
206
274 SORD
44
275 SOURCE
104
276 SOURCE
104
277 SPECTRUM
231
279 STAR MICRONICS
239
331 STSC, INC.
73
280 STSC, INC.
280
281 SUBLOGIC
95
282 SUPERSELL SFTWR .
163
283 SWEET ELECTR
121
284 SYSTAT, INC
193
285 SYSTAT, INC
193
288 S'NW ELECTRONICS
172
286 S-100
361
287 S-100
361
289 TALKING TECHNOLOGY
370
290 TALL TREE SYSTEMS
132
291 TANDON
138,139
292 TANDON
138,139
293 TANDON
257
294 TANDON
257
295 TEAM TECH
316
296 TELEVIDEO
271
297 TIGERTRONICS
362
298 TIMELINE
377
• TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS
156
• T1NNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS
341
• TOSHIBA
189
299 TOUCHBASE
203
300 TRISTATE COMPUTER
356
301 TURNPOINT AMERICA
175
302 TUSSEY COMPUTER PRODS.58.57
303 TXM
342
304 UNISYS
21
305 UNITED INNOVATIONS
184
306 U.S. ROBOTICS
230
307 U.S. ROBOTICS
230
274
346 VECTOR
347 VECTOR
274
309 VENTEL
13
310 VERMONT CREATIVE
105
311 VOYETRA
362
312 WAREHOUSE DATA
55
313 WELLS AMERICAN
15
314 WESCORP WORLD TRADE
376
315 WESTEX
364
316 WHOLE EARTH ELECTA
264
148 WILEY
298
149 WILEY
253
317 WINTEK
5
318 WINTEK
372
319 WOODCHUCK IND
362
320 WORDCRAFT
58
• WORTHINGTON DMA SOLNS
246
366
322 XELTEK
323 XEROX CORP
196,197
324 ZERICON
367
325 Z-WORLD
362
326 Z-WORLD
362
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INTERNATIONAL SECTION
No domestic inquiries please.

Northeast

401 ACER/MULTITECH
96A-1
402 ALEXMAN LTD
96A-22
403 APPLIED LOGIC SYS, INC
96A-10
404 ATHENE CONSULTANTS
96A-22
405 BCL
96A-21
• BYTE MARKETING
96A-23
406 COMLEX
96A-21
407 COMPUADD
96A-24
408 CONNEXIONS
96A-22
409 CUT PRICE SOFTI/ARE ..
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410 C.A.S. COMPUTER POINT 96A-21
411 DATABOX
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412 DIAMOND SOFTWARE
96/1-22
413 DIAMOND SOFTWARE
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414 EFI
96/1-22
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96A-17
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96A-12
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419 GREY MATTER
96A-9
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96A-21
421 ICCC
96A-21
422 LEXIKON
96A-15
423 MAYFAIR MICROS
96A-5
424 MICROPROCESSOR ENGIN. 96A-22
425 MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL . . 96A-19
426 MPD
96A-21
427 NOKIA INFORMATION SYS 96.413
428 PHILIPS TDS
96A-6,7
429 RTEK RESEARCH
96A-22
• SOFTLINE CORP
96A-11
430 SYSTEMS WEST
96A-21
96A-22
431 TRIANGLE DIGITAL
432 TRUST INTERNATIONAL . 96A-8

i
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96 A 1-24

e
rilfe

Advertising Supplement included with this issue:
Priority One Electronics ( U.S. Subscribers)

96 NE 1-24

452 APPL. PROGRESSIVE ELEC. NE-6,7
453 ATLANTIC MICRO
NE-18
454 B&W COMPUTERS
NE-11
• COMPUTER MUSEUM
NE-17
455 COTTAGE COMPUTERS
NE-10
456 ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS NE-21
457 EXHIBITION MARKETING .. NE-12
458 HORIZON SALES
NE-22
459 INCOMM CO.
NE-15
460 INMAR, INC
NE-14
461 INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
NE-18
462 ITRON
NE-3
463 ITRON
NE-2
464 KEITHLEY DAG
NE-14
465 LIVING SOFTWARE
NE-4
466 MAGITRONIC
NE-1
NE-20
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
• MICROMINT
NE-24
467 MILLER MICRO SERV.
NE-22
• PC LINK
NE-13
469 PC PERIPHERALS
NE-23
470 PRINTERS PLUS
NE-19
471 RIX SOFTWORKS
NE-5
472 RIX SOFTWORKS
NE-5
474 TECHNOLOGY MKTG
NE-10
475 THE COMP WAREHOUSE . NE-9
476 THE COMP WAREHOUSE
NE-8
477 TOTAL SOLUTIONS
NE-16
LA/San Diego
Southern California

96 SCA 1-8

• COMPUTERS FOR THE BUNDSCA-4

Inquiry No.

Page No.

484 ITRON
485 ITRON
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
• MICROMINT
486 QUALITY MICRO
487 RIX SOFTWORKS
488 RIX SOFTWORKS
• ROBERT TINNEY GRAPHICS
Pacific Northwest

SCA-3
SCA-2
SCA-5
SCA-8
SCA-7
SCA-1
SCA-1
SCA-6

96 PNW 1-8

• COMPUTERS FOR THE BUNDPNW-8
496 COMPUTOWN
PNW1
497 INNOWillVE TECHNOLOGY PNW-11
498 ITRON
PNW-3
499 ITRON
PNW-2
500 PRINTER WORKS THE
PNW5
• ROBERT TINNEY GRAPHICS PNW-6
501 SURAH, INC
PNW-7
502 lArUNG SCIENCE & TECH. PNW-4
Midwest

96 MW 1-12

506 B&W COMPUTERS
MW-1
• COMPARE COMPUTERS, INCMVA11
• EXEC-PC
MW-5
507 GIG
MW-7
508 HARDTIMES
MW6
509 ITRON
MW-2
510 ITRON
MW-3
511 KEITHLEY DAC
MW-4
• MICROMINT
MW-12
512 701AL SOLUTIONS CONS
11W-10
513 VAR TECH
MW-8,9
514 YES MULTINATIONAL
MW-6

Page No.

Southeast

96 SE 1-8

$22 B&W COMPUTERS
SE-1
523 BULLDOG COMPUTER. . SE-6,7
BYTE TIPS
SE-4
524 COMPUTER PRODS. CORP. SE-3
• COMPUTERS FOR THE BUND SE-2
SE-8
• MICROMINT
525 SUNNYVALE MEMORIES
SE-5
Southwest

96 SW 1-8

• BYTE TIPS
SW-8
• COMPETITIVE COMP PROQ SW-6,7
• COMPUTERS FOR THE BLINDSW-11
529 CONNECTIONS UNUMTTED
SW-3
530 CONNECTIONS UNUMTTED
SW-3
531 KEITHLEY DAC
SW-5
• MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS
SW-4
• MICROMINT
SW-1
• ROBERT I1NNEY GRAPHICS SW-2
Mid-Atlantic

96 MAT 1-8

535 B&W COMPUTERS
MAT-1
536 COTTAGE COMPUTERS
M/AT-4
537 ITRON
MAT-2
538 ITRON
MAT-3
• MCGRAN-HILL BOOKS .
MAT-7
MAT-8
• MICROMINT
• ROBERT TINNEY GRAPHICS IfflAT-6
539 "
rorAL SOINS. CONSLTS . 1A/AT-5

•Correspond directly with company.

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*

S

Use BYTE'S Telephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

If you are anew subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle St1 on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

GET PREPARED

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on aTouchlbne telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: " Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols Eft or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad
ignoring blank boxes)
EnterCIITIODDDOCIII[ll]

6)

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter II IF ED M Crl CFI IE

7a)

When TIPS says " Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)

ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

b)

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. 0 0 D [II Ell
2.00Di:1[1M
3.000111QU
4. El 0 0 Ufl BB
5.00011111]

END SESSION

6. o a a oil IE
7.DDOCIEIM
8.DECIMUll
9.01110[11][in

io. D CI D Ufl [II]
11.00111VE
12.000[Ell
13.0001:1 [H]

8)

End session by entering El El Ill (II MN

9)

Hang up after hearing final message

14. 0 0 0 Cifl RI
15.0005flUil
16.000[1fl[0]
17.01110111[11]

*Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only!
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If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.
If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation

390

Inquiry No.

800-423-8912.

READER
SERVICE

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill
out the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that
correspond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index
is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes
no liability for errors or omissions.
•Correspond directly with company

Index to Advertisers by Product Category

Inquiry No.

Page No.

HARDWARE

Inquiry No.

Page No.

243 QUA TECH

121

254 REAL TIME DEVICES

370

704
700

ADD INS

10 ALPHA PRODUCTS

2 3M COMPANY

40,41

372

7 AKSYSTEMS

370

11 ALPHA PRODUCTS

373

9 ALPHA MICRO

181

299
50

8 ALPHA MICRO

181

57 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

206

75 CURTIS INC

374
26,27
26,27

115 GENOA

71

74 CONTECH
102 FLAGSTAFF

365
198

138,139
376

309

175 MEGATEL

100

• MICROMINT

336

202 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

144

215 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL

290

222 PC TECH

100

238 PRISM ELECT

369

244 OUA TECH

376

245 OUA TECH

376

262 SEA LEVEL

365

290 TALL TREE SYSTEMS

132

346 VECTOR

274

347 VECTOR
325 Z-WORLD

274
362

326 Z-WORLD

362

701

DRIVES

93 EASTMAN KODAK
120 PERIPHERAL BROKERS
702

314 WESCORP WORLD TRADE .

217
376

HARDWARE PROGRAMMERS

19 APROTEK

60

MISCELLANEOUS
• ANTHRO CORP.

20

22 ASK LCD

173

39 BAY TECHNICAL

48,49
176

56 CANON U.S.A., INC

177

60 CITIZEN AMERICA
84 DICONIX

19
8,9

90 DRESSELHAUS
112 FUJITSU AMERICA

282

90,91

123 HAYES

150,151

79 DALCO ELECTR.

372

126 HEWLETT-PACKARD
134,135
131 HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
10

88 DISKS PLUS

104

210 OKIDATA

111

129 HOOLEON

325

211 OLYMPIA USA, INC.

43

130 HOOLEON

325

251 RADIO SHACK

46

354 INES GMBH

360

279 STAR MICRONICS

137 INTEGRAND

38

162 LOGITECH

74,75

163 LOGITECH

74,75

172 MAXTECH

364

198 MSC TECHNOLOGIES
217 PAMCO

115
360

218 PARA SYSTEMS

117

252 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGY

372

253 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGY

289

239

305 UNITED INNOVATIONS

184

324 ZERICON

367

710

SCANNERS/DIGITIZERS

65 COMPLETE PC
116 GLORIOUS UNION INFO
711

77
218
SYSTEMS

255 ROSE ELECTRONICS

365

4 ACER/MULTITECH

303

297 TIGERTRONICS

362

311 VOYETRA

362

• AMPRO

214

23 AST RESEARCH

184 A1-6

MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS

24 AST RESEARCH
27 ATRONICS

184 A1-6
50

• AT&T INFO. SYS.

16,17

• AT&T INFO SYS
• CLEO SOFTWARE

168

37 B&C MICRO

376

• INTECTRA

370

51 BP MICROSYSTEMS

369

706

89

199 MULTI-TECH SYS.
200 MULTI-TECH SYS.

236
236

209 OKIDATA

208

99 ENG. COLLABORATIVE, THE
121 GTEK, INC

370
232

122 GTEK, INC

232

159 LINK COMP

372

295 TEAM TECH

316

160 LOGICAL DEVICES

176

299 TOUCHBASE

203

161 LOGICAL DEVICES

176

322 XELTEK

366

306 U.S.ROBOTICS

230

307 U.S.ROBOTICS

230

233 PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS

309 VEN TEL

53

13

INSTRUMENTATION
707

MONITORS

15 AMDEK CORP

106,107

Page No.

296 TELEVIDEO

271

• TOSHIBA

189

301 TURNPOINT AMERICA

175

304 UNISYS

21

313 WELLS AMERICAN

15

316 WHOLE EARTH ELECTR

264

318 WINTEK

372

712

TERMINALS

153 KEA SYSTEMS

174

• WORTHINGTON DATA

246

• BINARY TECH
61 CWB AMERICAN TECH.
• COMPAQ
59 C.H.A.S. MICROSYS.
108 FRANK HOGG LAB

362
118,119
144A1-8
376
360

42 JAWIN

365

43 JAWIN

365

204 NEC INFORMATION
221 PC PRIME
224 PC UNIVERSAL
225 PC'S LIMITED

SOFTWARE
726

APPLE 2/MAC—Languages

167 MANX

207

44

374

374

97 ELEXOR

48,49

13 ALPS AMERICA
55 CANON U.S.A., INC

367

• DAK IND.

Inquiry No.

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

12 ALPS AMERICA

58 CENTROID

370

367

709

34 B&B ELECTRONICS

36 B&C MICRO

• COMPUTER CONTINUUM

325
325

282

35 B&C MICRO

366

205 NEW GENERATION
206 NEW GENERATION

111 FUJITSU AMERICA

366
367

54 CANETICS

85
128

38

20 APROTEK
• AVOCET SYSTEMS INC

703

92 EASTMAN KODAK
203 NATURAL MICROSYS.

370

7
374
138,139

367

202

289 TALKING TECHNOLOGY

• MAXELL CORP. OF AMER.
246 QUALSTAR
291 TANDON

170 MARKENRICH

91 DRESSELHAUS

211

292 TANDON

370

79

263 SERVER TECHNOLOGY

82,83

372

369

198

82,83
365

140 10 TECH

64 COGITATE
66 COMPLETE PC

62,63

124 HERCULES

159 LINK COMP

362

60

125 HERCULES
133 INFINITE SOLUTIONS
135 INFOGRAPH

NETWORK HARDWARE

41 BBS ELECTRONICS

332 PATTON ELECTRONICS

103 FLAGSTAFF
152 KAO COMPUTERS

Page No,

708

MASS STORAGE

25 ATI TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
27 ATRONICS

327 EVEREX
328 EVEREX

Inquiry No.

CiII
368
365

727

APPLE 2/MAC—Utilities

319 WOODCHUCK
728

362
ATARI/AMIGA—CAD

104 FORESIGHT RESOURCES

229

105 FORESIGHT RESOURCES

229

713

IBM/MS-DOS APPLICATIONS—
Business/Office

40 BEN SOFTWARE

157

63 COGITATE

365

73 CONCENTRIC DATA SYS
78 DB FAST, INC.

265
54

80 DATA ACCESS

129

107 FOX SOFTWARE

45

119 GROUP L CORP

241

• LOTUS MANUSCRIPT

243

• LOTUS MANUSCRIPT

245

342 MANUSOFT

59

343 MANUSOFT

59

• MARRIOTT HOTELS & RES
176 MERIDIAN TECH.

247
137

177 MERIDIAN TECH.

137

219 PATTON & PATTON

32

223 PC TEMPLATE

258

353 PRIME SOWT1ONS

306

248 QUARTERDECK

183

• RAIMA

35

261 SCR CORP.

360

282 SUPERSELL SOFTWARE

163

714

IBM/MS-DOS APPLICATIONS
Sclentlfic/Technleal

248,249

278 QUANTUS MICROSYS

319

30 AVOCET

260

250 RADIO SHACK

CIV

357 SHARP ELECTR

250

31 AVOCET

260

274 SORD

44

370

194 MITSUBISHI

210

170 MARKENRICH

367

283 SWEET ELECTR

121

195 MITSUBISHI

210

214 ORION

300

293 TANDON

257

235 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS

311

294 TANDON

257

54 CANETICS

366

359 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN

335

156 LASCAUX GRAPHICS

102
Continued
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Inquiry No.

Page No.

148 WILEY

298

320 WORDCRAFT

58

171 MATHSOFT

69

277 SPECTRUM

231

280 STSC, INC

280

284 SYSTAT, INC

193

26 ATRON

285 SYSTAT, INC

193

30 AVOCET

260

149 WILEY

253

31 AVOCET

260

715

IBM/MS-DOS—CAD

17 AMER. SMALL BUSINESS

140

37

28 AUTODESK
52 CADAM INC

149

53 CADAM INC

149

104 FORESIGHT RESOURCES.

229

105 FORESIGHT RESOURCES

229

317 WINTEK
716

5

IBM/MS-DOS COMMUNICATIONS

89 DCS

719

IBM/MS-DOS—UTILITIES
66

95 ECOSOFT
109 FRONTRUNNER

61
52

117 GOLDEN BOW

360

128 HITECH EQUIP CORP

366

169 MARK WILLIAMS

25

193 MILILANI TECH PARK
220 PAUL MACE SFTWR.

167
28

348 PETER NORTON

108

349 PETER NORTON

108

228 PETER NORTON

187

229 PETER NORTON

187

230 PETER NORTON

326,327

374

231 PETER NORTON

326,327

118 GRAFPOINT

362

355 PROSPERO SFTWR .

372

136 INNER LOOP

364

248 QUARTERDECK

183

154 KEA SYSTEMS

366

267 SOFTLOGIC SOLNS

315

268 SOFTRONICS

360

50 PERSOFT

87

268 SOFTRONICS
717

360

IBM/MS-DOS—GRAPHICS

110 FIG DATA SYSTEMS
248 QUARTERDECK
281 SUBLOGIC
729

362
183
95

273 SOLUTION SYSTEMS

206

303 TXM

342

310 VERMONT CREATIVE

105

289 WILEY

253

319 WOODCHUCK

362

730

OTHER APPLICATIONS—
Business Office

IBM/MS-DOS—LAN

167 MANX
718

• WORTHINGTON DATA

207
IBM/MS-DOS—LANGUAGES

3 An MEIER VOGT

33

14 ALSYS LTD

259

21 ARITY CORP

160

333 AUSTEC/RYAN MCFARLAND

333

334 AUSTEC/RYAN MCFARLAND

333

48 BORLAND

Cli

49 BORLAND

Cli

44 BORLAND
45 BORLAND

1
201

47 BORLAND

201

340 CNS, INC

131

341 CNS, INC

131

85 DIGITALK

122.123

155 LANEY COMPUTER SYS.

OTHER APPLICATIONS
Miscellaneous

134 INFOCOM

103

272 SOFT-BYTE

366

731

OTHER UTILITIES

167 MANX

Page No.

69 DISKMASTER
• HARMONY VIDEO & ELEC

360
34

Page No.

181 MICROPORT

177

191 MICROWARE SYS CORP

172

132 IC. EXPRESS

374

247 QUANTUM

350 IMPERIAL COMPUTER

155

258 SANTA CRUZ OPS

64
209

141 J&R MUSIC WORLD

147

329 SOFTWARE LINK, THE

31

142 JACO

369

330 SOFTWARE LINK, THE

31

143 JADE

380,381

144 JAMECO ELEC

358,359

145 JDR

382,383

146 JDR

384,385

147 JKL

367

352 J-TECH CORP

374

173 MEAD COMPUTER

371

174 MEGASOFT

370

179 MICRO ELECTA. PRODS

372

180 MICROCOM
182 MICROPROC. UNLTD
192 MICROWAY
197 MONTGOMERY GRANT
201 M.H.I.

22
366
99
343

724

ON-LINE
SERVICES

450 BIX

304,305

• DOW JONES/NEWS RETRIEVAL 219
275 SOURCE
276 SOURCE

104
104

42

208 OCEAN INTERFACE

376

232 PINE COMPUTER

363

234 PRINCETON DISKETTE

374

237 PRINTERS PLUS, INC.

148

239 PROGRAMMERS CONNECTION . 29
335 PROGRAMMERS SHOP

205

336 PROGRAMMERS SHOP

213

337 PROGRAMMERS SHOP

213

338 PROGRAMMERS SHOP

213

339 PROGRAMMERS SHOP

213

242 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE220,221
259 SCHWAB

369

260 SCIENCE & ENG. S/W

363

264 SILICON SPECIALTIES

152

265 SILICON SPECIALTIES

152

288 S'NW ELECTRONICS

172

286 S-100

361

287 S-100

361

298 TIMELINE

377

300 TRISTATE COMPUTER

356

302 TUSSEY COMP PRODS
312 WAREHOUSE DATA

725 EDUCATIONAL/
INSTRUCTIONAL
• BYTE BACK ISSUES

361

• BYTE CIRCULATION

328

▪ BYTE MARKETING

339

• BYTE SUB. MESSAGE

342

• BYTE SUB. SERVICE

211

68 COMPUSERVE

275

76 CYBER RESEARCH.

376

82 DATA COMM

345

96 ELECTRONICS

278,279

356 KOSMOS
• MCGRAW-HILL INFO

372
234,235

213 ON-LINE ACCESS

297

216 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL .

323

56,57
55

207

721

MAIL ORDER/
RETAIL

*MISCELLANEOUS

6 ADVANCED COMPUTER . 378,379

258

16 AMER. SEMICONDUCTOR 346,347
33 A-TRONIC COMPUTER

23

183 MICROSOFT

93

• BUYERS MART

184 MICROSOFT

93

• CALIF DIGITAL

185 MICROSOFT

158,159

186 MICROSOFT

158,159

187 MICROSOFT

266,267

188 MICROSOFT

266,267

189 MICROSOFT

722

DESKTOP
PUBLISHING

67 COMPUSAVE
• COMP MAIL ORDER ..
351 COMP PARTS GALORE

376
348,356
375

81

165 LOGITECH

81

344 SOFTCRAFT

47

345 SOFTCRAFT
323 XEROX CORP.

47
196,197

357
155
366

295

71 COMP WAREHOUSE

268

190 MICROSOFT

295

72 COMP WAREHOUSE

268

196 MIX SOFTWARE

263

77 COMB.

364

256 ROYAL AMERICAN

273

358 DIAMOND SFTWR.

164 LOGITECH

277

81 DATA BUREAU

372

94 EASTMAN KODAK

293

114 GENERAL PARAMETRICS

24
24

178 MERRITT CORP.

102

257 SAFEWARE

369

• TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS
• TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS
315 WESTEX

156
341
364

32 A1-12

70 COMP SURPWS STORE

723

OPERATING
SYSTEMS

*

RECRUITMENT

• EG&G IDAHO, INC.

374

269 SOFTWARE DVLPMNT. SYS.

30

86 DISKCCITECH

369

150 KADAK

58

331 STSC, INC.

73

87 DISKETTE CONNECTION

367

151 KADAK

366
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29 AVIS RENT-A-CAR

113 GENERAL PARAMETRICS

174

168 MARK WILLIAMS

392

Inquiry No.

1

46 BORLAND

98 ELLIS

720

246

Inquiry No.

•Correspond directly with company

276

Information Retrieval Service
To assist you in making your evaluations, purchasing decisions, or recommendations, you can
request further information directly from the manufacturer or service company on products and
services advertised in this issue. There is no charge, no obligation. Just complete and mail the
attached post-paid, self-addressed reply card, and we'll do the rest.
Circle numbers on reply
card which correspond to
numbers assigned to
items of interest to you.

.1

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests cannot he
honored unless the zip code is included. This card is valid for 6 months
from cover date.
A. What is your primary job function?
(Check one only)
Business Owner, General
Management, Administrative
2 CI MIS/DP, Programming
3 El Engineering/Scientific, R&D
4 0 Professional (law, medicine,
accounting)
5 17 Other
B. How many people does your
company employ?
t 0 25 or fewer
2 17 26-99
3 111 100-499
4D 500-999
5 CI 1000 or more
C. Reason for request: (
Check all
that apply).
CI Business use for yourself
2 D Business use for your
company
Personal use

D. Your next step after information
is received:
CI Purchase order
2 0 Evaluation
3 E Specification/Recommendation
E. Please indicate the product
categories for which you
influence the selection or
purchase at your (or your
client's) company or organization. (Check all that apply).
III Microcomputers
2 D Peripherals
3 D Software
4 n Accessories and supplies
F. For how many microcomputers
do you influence the purchase
of products at your (or your
client's) company or organization?
2 [i

I

3 CI 5-9

2-4

417 10 or more

Name

2

3

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

95

96

97

98

99 100 101

102 103

104

105 106

107

108

775 116

717

122 123 124 125 126 127 128

729 130

131

132 133

134

135

156

157

158 159 160 161

162

182 183

184

185 186

189

28

29

30

55

56

82

83

109 110 117

4

5

136 137 138 139 740 147

8

9

742 143 144

164 165 166 167

168 169 170 171

190

191

195 196 197

192 193 194

217 218 219 220 221
271

10

II

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

92

93

94

178 119

120

721

145

147 148 149 150 157

298 299 300 301

382 383 384 385

406 407 408 409 470 471

706

707 708 709 710 771

482 483 484 485 486

502 503 504 -505 506 507 508 509 510 511

512 513

562 563 554 565 566 567

582 583 584 585 _586 587 588 589 590 591

el3

592 593 591

614 675 616 617 618 619 620 621

632 533 634 635 636 637 638 639 640 647 642 643 644 645 646 647 648

712 713 714 715 716 717

718 719 720 721

745 746 747 748 749 750 751

742 743 744

762 763

764

765

766 767 768 769 770 771

791

792

793 794

812 813 814 815 816 817 818 1319 820 821

672 673 674 675

692 693 694 695 696 697 698 699 700 701

739 740 741

722 723

772 773 774 775 776 777

702

724 725 726 727 728 729
752 753 754

755 756

778 779 780 781

782 783

795 796 797 798 799 800 801 202 803 804 805 806 807 808 809 810
822 823 B24 825 826 827 828 929 830 831

942 .843 844 845 e46 847 848 849 850 351

832 833 834 835 836 837

852 853 854 855 956 857 858 859 860 861

872 873 874 875 876 877 978 879 880 881

892 893 894 495 896 .897 898 899 900 901

Telephone

432

452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459

552 553 554 555 556 557 558 359 560 561

788 789 793

952 953 954 955 956 957 958 959 960 961

862 863 864

882 983 884 885 886 887 888 889 890 891

902 903 904 305 906 937 908 909 910 911

912 913 914 975 916 917 918

922 923 524 925 926 927 928 929 930 931 032 933 934 935 936 937 938 939 940 941

946 947 948 949 950 351

462 403 404 405

422 423.424 425 426 427 428 429 430 431

472 .473 474 475 476 477 478 479 480 481

682 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 690 691

732 733 734 735 736 737 738

919 920 921

322 323 324

372 373 374 375 376 377 378

522 523 524 525 526 527 528 529 530 531 332 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 540

574 575 576 577 578 579 580 381

865 866 867 968 869 .870 871

242 243

292 293 294 295 296 297

652 653 654 655 656 657 658 659 660 661 662 663 664 665 666 697 668 669 670 671

838 839 840 841

State

238 239 240 241

342 .343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351

442 443 444 445 446 447 448 449 450 451

622 623 624 625 626 627 628 629 630 631

703 704 705

188

292 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270

386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401

542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549 550 551

676 677 678 679 680 -681

187

212 213 214 275 216

312 313 314 315 _316 317 318 319 320 321

595 596 597 598 599 600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 008 609 610 611 612

649 650 651

755

362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 .370 371

492 493 494 495 496 497 498 499 300 501

572 573

154

232 233 234 235 236 237

472 473 414 415 416 417 418 479 420 421

514 515 516 517 578 579 520 521
568 569 570 571

153

282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291

462 463 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 171

487 488 489 490 491

152

178 179 180 181

332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341

433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441
460 461

175 176 177

202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211

302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311

352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361
379 380 381

174

252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261

272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281

325 326 327 328 329 330 331

541

146

172 173

198 199 200 201

222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231

244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251

811

Address

Zip

7

163

784 785 786 787

Company

6

772 113 114

757 758 759 760 761

Title

Print your name and
address and mail.

DECEMBER 47CRSU
1

730 731

City

mil

Check all the appropciate
answers to questions
"A" through " F".

942 943 944 945

962 963 964 965 966 967 968 969 970 971

973 974 975 976 977 978 979 980 981 982 983 984 985 986 987 988 989 990 991

972

992 993 994 995 996 997 998 999

t
Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests cannot he
honored unless the zip code is included. This card is valid for 6 months
from cover date.
A. V4 hat is your primary job function?
(Check one only)
E Business Owner, General
Management, Administrative
2 E MIS/DP, Programming
3 E Engineering/Scientific, R&D
4D Professional (law, medicine,
accounting)
5 [7 Other
B. How many people does your
company employ?
25 or fewer
2 O 26-99
E 100-499
4 CI 500-999
5 0 1000 or more
C Reason for request: (Check all
that apply).
O Business use for yourself
2 E Business use for your
company
Personal use

D. Your next step after information
is received:
Purchase order
2 Ill Evaluation
3 E Specification/Recommendation
E. Please indicate the product
categories for which you
influence the selection or
purchase at your (or your
client's) company or organization. (
Check all that apply).
1=1 Microcomputers
2 D Peripherals
3 II Software
L", Accessories and supplies
F. For how many microcomputers
do > ou influence the purchase
of products at > our ( or > our
client's) company or organization?
3E

2 C2 2-4

5-9

4D 10 or more

DECEMBER 47CRSU
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

48

49

50

51

52

53

75

79

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99 100 101

775 116

17

109 110 117

72 113 114

118 119

120 121 822 123

136 137

138 ' 39 740 147

742 143 144

145

146

147 148 149 150 151

763

165

169 ' 70 171

772

173

774 175 176 177

164

190 191

66

167

168

192 193

'
94

195 196

.97

198 199 203 201

124

76

77

78

102 103

164

705

726 127

128 129 130

131

152 153 154

155 156 157

158

182 183

185

186

187

125

1713 179 180 187

202 263 204 -205 206 207 208 209 210 271

217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231
272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281

298 299 300 301

155 356 357 358 359 360 361

379 380 381

482 383 384 385 386 387

406 407 408 409 410 411
462

,63

162

292 293 294 295 296 297
322 323 324

372 373 374 375 376 377 378
402 403 404 405

482 483 484 485 486

193 491 .492 493 494.495 496 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 508 509 510 511

514 515 516

,.
17.518

541

.
44

542 543

519 520 521 522 523 524 525 526 527 528 329 530 531

_545 546 547 548 549 550 551

,32

632 633 634 635 636 e37 638 939 640 641

953 554 655 656 957 658 659 660 661

676 677 678 779 980 681

582 583 584 585 586 587 588 589 590 591

592 593 594

602 603 664 605 606 607 508 609 510 611 612 513 614 615 616 617 618 619 620 621

622 623 624 125 626 627 628 629 630 631
649 650 651

672 673 674 675

692 693 694 695 696 997 698 699 700 701

703 704 705

/
06

707 708 703 710 711

Name

732

,33

734 735 736 737 738 739 740 741

757 758 759

,60

761 762 763 764 765 766 767 768 769 770 771 772 773 774 775 776 777 778 779 780 781

Title

784 785 786

97 788 789 790 791 792 793 794 795 796

811

Zip

812 813 /14 115 616 817 618 B19 820 821

715 716 717 718 719 720
742 743 744
-97

721

798 799 800 801

865 866 867 468 169 670 871
892 893 894 d95

Slate
Telephone

956

752 753 754 755 756

902 903 904 435 906

919 920 921 !:22 923 924 925 926 927 928 929 930 931
946 947 948 . 49 950 951
973 974 975

er

862 863 861

882 883 884 885 8386 387 888 889 890 891

938 909 910 911

912 313 914 915 916 917 918

032 933 634 935 936 937 938 939 040 341

952 253 954 955 956 957 958 »59 960 361

76 977 978 979 880 987

782 783

802 803 804 3305 806 807 808 809 810

822 823 824 825 1326 827 828 429 830 831 932 333 834 835 836 837

872 873 874 875 876 877 878 879 980 881

697 898 899 900 901

702

722 723 724 725 726 727 728 729

745 746 747 748 749 750 751

838 839 840 141 1342 643 844 845 646 847 848 849 850 957 852 953 854 855 856 857 858 855 860 861

Address
City

712 713 714

642 643 644 645 649 647 648

562 663 564 665 666 567 668 669 £ 70 671

682 683 984 685 686 687 688 689 690 £91

730 731

Company

512 513

532 533 534 535 536 537 538 539 540

552 553 554 555 556 557 558 559 560 561 _562 563 564 565 566 567

71 .572 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 580 581

595 596 597 '98 399 500 601

432

452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459

472 473 474 475 476 477 478 479 480 481

487 488 489

568 569 570

242 243

422 423 1124 425 426 427 428 429 430 431

442 443 444 445 146 447 448 449 450 651

464 465 466 467 468 469 470 471

135

188 189

212 213 214 215 216

392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401

412 413 414 415 476 477 418 119 420 .421

433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441
460 461

133 134
160 161

342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351

362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371

388 389 390 391

132
159

312 113 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321

332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341

352 353 354

81
108

262 263 264 265 266 257 2613 269 270

282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291

302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311

325 326 327 . 128 329 330 331

54

80

106 107

232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241

244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261
271

184

27

942 943 944 945

962 963 964 965 966 367 968 969 970 971

982 983 944 980 886 987 988 989 990 591

972

992 993 094 995 996 997 996 999
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THE COMPUTER
FOR PEOPLE
WHO KNOW THAT
2SECONDS CAN
BE AN (TERM
Introducing PowerMate 386. Finally, adesktop computer
built on the principle that impatience is avirtue.
The new PowerMate"' 386 from NEC.
It's the fastest, most powerful member of our highly
respected PowerMate family. With 32-bit memory. A CPU
that runs at 16 MHz. (That's over 16 times faster than aconventional PC.) A disk drive that operates at 23 milliseconds.
(That's 75% faster than aconventional PC.) And the kind of
reliability you need for tough applications
like CAD/CAM, scientific modeling,
desktop publishing and more.
The new PowerMate 386
from NEC. Because sooner
or later, you're going to
have to take it to
the limit.

NEC Information Systems, Inc.
To learn more, and to find out the name of the NECIS reseller nearest you. call 1-800-343-4419 (in MA, 617-264-8635).
In Canada, can-800-387-4313. Or write: NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610,1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719.
Circle 204 on Reader Service Card

Tandy Computers:
Because there is
no better value'.

The New Tandy® 4000
Aprice breakthrough
in high-performance
80386 technology.

iC(Mt PIC

Seles PertormtMee +
Competitive Position

'Put aTandy 4000 on your desk and unleash
the incredible power of the 32-bit, 16megahertz 80386 microprocessor. Our Tandy
4000 is so cost effective you can actually configure a386 system for less than you'd pay for
acompetitor's 286 model.
The 4000 is ready to run current PC and
AT® software with incredible new speed.
And when new operating systems such as
OS/2"'' become available, the full potential of
80386 can be unleashed.
When used with the XENIX® operating
system, your Tandy 4000 can become the
heart of amultiuser office system. Or configure the Tandy 4000 as a3Com® workgroup file server to achieve maximum productivity.
4
1e-

"11111111.111r

A built-in, high-capacity
31/
2"disk drive lets you

.\stt

,It111.1
I •

•

store up to 1.4 million
characters on pocketsized diskettes. Six AT
slots and two Xi' slots give you
plenty of room for system expansion. The
Tandy 4000 also comes with serial and parallel ports, a101-key enhanced keyboard, and
akeylock with chassis-lock mechanism for
system protection.
Come into your local Radio Shack Computer Center today and see the new Tandy
4000— only $2599. (25-5000)

Raft!, Ihaelt
Price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating
stores and dealers. Monitor, video display and operating systems sold
separately. XENIX/Rag. TM and OS/2/TM Microsoft Corp. 3Com/Reg.
TM 3Com Corp. AT/Reg. TM and XT/TM IBM.

COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Circle 250 on Reader Service Card

